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SUMMARY 
 
 
The present study examines (im)politeness in technologically mediated interactions between 
Company representatives and customers, in which customers request information or complain about a 
service received. The study first explored normative behaviour in requesting information via telephone 
and email and then looked at deviant cases where following interactional trouble of some sort, the 
exchanges became unexpectedly inappropriate and thus open to evaluations of impoliteness. The study 
further examined impoliteness in the way customers communicated their dissatisfaction. Here, the way 
complaints were articulated and responded was found to vary between telephone and Facebook. On 
the telephone, face-threatening behaviour was targeted at the institutional agent and the customers 
appealed to the agent’s sense of fairness. On a public social media Facebook page, administrated by an 
anonymous representative, the customers attacked the Company’s image. Precisely because of the 
public nature of the setting, the customers’ flaming behaviour, i.e. aggressive or hostile behaviour, 
differed from that identified in complaint calls. In other words, aggressive behaviour and humour were 
seen as devised for different audiences as separate communicative goals, whereby the aggressive 
behaviour was aimed at the Company whereas other followers are meant to enjoy its humorous 
potential with the objective of providing support through likes and affiliative comments. It was found 
that while customers’ complaints rarely triggered remedial actions on the telephone, on Facebook, 
responses to negative feedback are not normatively required. When responses were provided, various 
disaffiliating distance strategies were used. Overall, the analysis of complaints has shown that they are 
managed in a rather non-accountable manner. It further revealed the discrepancy between the 
infrastructural services and the pseudo-modern image, the Company aims to project. This study 
provides valuable insights into (im)politeness in customers’ requesting and complaining behaviour in 
authentic Slovenian institutional interactions, thus contributing to the burgeoning field of 
(im)politeness research in institutional settings. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Research Rationale 
 
When studying social interactions in different languages and settings much attention has been 
devoted to face and (im)politeness, as they can have significant implications for the unfolding of 
interaction. Examining facework and (im)politeness in customer settings can be particularly fruitful 
because the findings can be linked to service quality and customer satisfaction. By studying how 
facework and politeness emerge in typically routine exchanges, it is possible to see the ways in which 
facework may facilitate or hinder conversation between the participants. In more complex and hence 
less routine exchanges such as complaints, however, it can be observed how the participants deal with 
and resolve conflict. In this respect, when analysing facework and (im)politeness, previous studies 
have emphasised the role of situated context, genre and type of interaction. In examining politeness in 
requests to an airline call centre Economidou-Kogestidis (2005), for instance, found that in the setting 
she examined, politeness in requests (of Greek and English native speakers) is characterised by 
brevity, formality and social distance. This is in line with the findings of extant research into the 
politeness of business discourse, which suggest that “clarity motivated by efficiency supersedes 
politeness considerations” (Márquez Reiter, 2009b: 174). In other words, in customer settings, 
requesting information from a company whose services one wishes to use or complaining about the 
service received in a direct and unmitigated manner is likely to be perceived as less face-threatening 
for both parties involved than, for example, asking a friend to borrow a car in much the same way or 
complain to him or her about it. This is likely to be due to customers’ perceived entitlement to make 
requests and lodge complaints, provided these lay within the institutional responsibility of the 
customer service (Heinemann, 2006). This is particularly the case with commercial organisations that 
need customers to fulﬁl their goals and achieve commercial returns (Lee, 2011b). Apart from specific 
entitlements tied to participants’ roles (customers and agents), their behaviour is also shaped by the 
task-oriented nature of activities such as, for example, requesting train departure times or fares.  
Nonetheless, customer service representatives, as front-line staff, are typically trained to gear 
their communicative efforts towards establishing, maintaining and enhancing relationships with 
customers so as to contribute to service quality and customer satisfaction, which is why they and the 
customers are told that telephone interactions are recorded and their work frequently monitored 
12 
 
(Márquez Reiter, 2011).1 However, customer service representatives’ job characteristics such as highly 
repetitive tasks, low autonomy in decision-making, automatism, emotional dissonance and exhaustion 
resulting from high volume of calls and lengthy work shifts, which may affect their behaviour, are 
often ignored by the companies (Zapf, Isic, Bechtoldt, & Blau, 2003). Exhaustion and low autonomy 
in decision-making, in particular, can affect the unfolding of interaction in a negative way when agents 
have to deal with angry customers who are dissatisfied with the service they received and paid for. In 
such situations, company agents need to cope with and manoeuvre delicately and professionally 
through numerous face-threatening activities, e.g. disagreements, threats, warnings, insults, that are 
likely to arise in interaction, knowing they have few, if any, resources to appease the customers. The 
agents’ difficult task is not only to protect the company’s image, but above all to do this with no 
additional financial cost to the company. This, in turn, may result in high levels of emotional labour 
(Hochschild, 1983) on the part of the agents, which generally speaking refers to managing one’s own 
emotions when dealing with upset and angry customers. Provision of high-quality customer service 
remains essential for companies to prosper and profit, at least in most privately-owned companies that 
depend on their customers. On the one hand, analysing politeness and facework in institutional, and 
especially in customer service settings, in which participants need to co-operate in order to accomplish 
their interactional project, can prove particularly fruitful for companies, whose business performance 
is driven by customer satisfaction. On the other hand, it could also be beneficial to companies that are 
state-owned and/or enjoy a monopoly such as the railway company, i.e. Slovenian Railways, 
(hereafter, the Company) which is the focus of the present study. 
In many EU countries including Slovenia, railway companies are still state-owned and have a 
natural monopoly on the services they provide. Consequently, they are frequently reproached for 
putting customers last rather than first. Nonetheless, pressures from the EU exerted upon certain 
member states to privatise railway services coupled with customers demanding value for money in 
terms of service quality, e.g. frequency, comfort, reliability, punctuality, and information availability, 
facilitate behaviour change on both sides. Additionally, following the global financial crisis from 
2007-2011 (e.g. Elliott, 2011) the media further stepped up the pressure on state-owned companies 
that repeatedly receive large injections of taxpayers’ money, potentially negatively affecting their 
already compromised reputation even more. This is likely to have an impact on the public perception 
of the Company and potentially also on the customers, who lodge complaints.  
There are numerous studies of mediated interaction in customer settings, which examine 
primarily unproblematic interactions such as requests (Márquez Reiter, 2006, 2008, 2009a; Varcasia, 
2013) as well as more problematic interactions such as complaint calls (Lacha, 2009; Márquez Reiter, 
2005; 2013a, 2013b; Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011, 2015, 2016; Archer & Jagodziński, 2015). 
                                                 
1 However, Cameron (2000a) found that call centres use hi-tech surveillance to monitor the agents’ performance statistics 
(e.g. number of calls and average duration) and their compliance with the prescribed wording. 
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More recently, complaint emails (Stommel & van der Houwen, 2014) and online complaints (Dayter 
& Rüdiger, 2014; Meinl, 2010; Vásquez, 2011; Márquez Reiter, Orthaber & Kádár, 2015) have 
received attention. Customer service discourse has been used as data in a number (im)politeness 
studies. Few studies, however, have looked at technologically mediated interactions from the transport 
sector such as, for instance, how customers request travel information or go about securing key details 
such as train running information, fares, train changes and the like (e.g. Economidou-Kogetsidis, 2005 
on politeness in Greek and British opening requests to an airline call centre; S.-H. Lee, 2011a on 
extended requesting in calls to a Korean airline call centre; and 2011b on how non-granting of requests 
is managed by call centre agents; Archer & Jagodziński, 2015 on how impoliteness and/or verbal 
aggression are performed in an airline call centre). Unlike the present study, which examines both 
requests and complaints, these studies looked at telephone requests only. Additionally, this study will 
look at requests and complaints across different communication channels (i.e. telephone, email and 
Facebook). 
In the Slovenian context, apart from the previously mentioned studies I conducted, no 
interactional studies of everyday or institutional talk have been conducted to date. Similarly, there are 
no studies on face and (im)politeness in Slovenian. This research gap may be explained by the fact that 
companies are reluctant to share sensitive information that may potentially harm their reputation as 
well as due to the fact that in Slovenia the field of pragmatics and sociolinguistics is remarkably 
under-researched. However, upon my request, the Company generously provided the data and granted 
permission to use the data for the study. Therefore, this study represents the first comprehensive 
analysis of (im)politeness and facework in authentic naturally occurring mediated institutional 
interactions from three communication channels, i.e. telephone, email and Facebook. The main focus 
is on participants and agents from both customer service departments of the national railway transport 
carrier, one dealing with general inquiries via telephone and email and the other dealing with 
complaint calls and Facebook complaints. The participants in this research include Slovenian 
agents/administrators who work for the Company and the customers who wish to use the Company’s 
services or complain about a service received. By analysing the unfolding of interactions, the aim is to 
observe and explain their behaviour in performing their tasks, i.e. requesting and complaining, in as 
much detail as possible so as to shed light on how (im)politeness facilitates or hinders conversations 
and what implications the participants’ behaviour may have for the unfolding of interaction and the 
overall customer service practice.  
The research findings can be used to inform the agents of this particular Company as well as 
customer service practitioners from other companies on how impoliteness comes about, on what works 
or does not work when dealing with such behaviour as well as on the implications of inappropriate 
behaviour. By developing the agents’ customer service skills and efficiency, e.g. agents maintaining a 
professional attitude throughout the call, may help the Company to improve the overall customer 
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experience. The findings can also be used as a teaching tool for students studying customer service 
behaviour as well as for business professionals to better understand the dark side of customer service 
provision. 
 
1.2 Research Objectives 
The overall aim of this study is to investigate the ways in which customers and agents at a 
Slovenian customer service centre go about requesting and providing train information, respectively, 
and to show how, when and why face concerns and evaluations of (im)politeness arise during this 
process. This includes an examination of complaints inasmuch as the corpus includes calls and 
Facebook posts in which, contrary to requests, the main purpose is to complain about the service or its 
delivery. Therefore, the objective is to examine the resources the participants use when articulating 
and responding to requests and complaints in different media and to analyse how in the process of 
doing so, (im)politeness and face concerns arise. From these objectives, the following specific 
research questions were formulated:  
(1) How are routine calls for information and emails structured and how is politeness 
manifested in routine interactions, verbally and, in the case of calls, also prosodically? 
On the basis of this I look at: 
(2)    How and when do calls for information and emails become non-routine and what do the 
patterns identified indicate in terms of (im)politeness and face manifestations and what 
do these, in turn, say about cultural/social practices? 
With respect to complaints, I examine: 
(3)  What practices emerge in complaint calls and Facebook complaints and how are they 
managed by the participants?  
(4) How do Facebook complaints differ from telephone complaints? 
(5) What do the patterns identified indicate in terms of (im)politeness and face 
manifestations and what do these, in turn, say about cultural/social practices? 
Given that the interactions examined in the thesis occurred in different media, a further question was 
raised: 
(6) What role do technology affordances play in the emergence and interpretation of 
(im)politeness? 
These research questions are answered in the analytical part of the thesis (Chapters 4-6). Finally, the 
key findings across the research questions are summarised in the concluding chapter (Section 7.1).  
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1.3 Thesis Organization 
The first research objective will be pursued in the analytical part of the thesis with Chapter 4 
and Chapter 5 focusing on routine and non-routine calls and emails, respectively. The second research 
objective pertaining to complaints will be addressed in Chapter 6. The third research objective will be 
discussed throughout the analytical part of the thesis (i.e. Chapters 4-6) as well as in the concluding 
chapter (i.e. Chapter 7). The thesis is thus organised in seven chapters: Chapter 1 provides an 
introduction to the thesis and a general overview of its theme, argument and structure.  
Chapter 2 first offers a review of existing literature on face, i.e. Goffman’s notion of face, and 
(im)politeness and discusses traditional and more current methods used to interactionally analyse these 
phenomena. In this chapter I also focus on the role of and the relationship between face and 
(im)politeness, taking into account the complicated and contextually rich customer service context and 
illustrate how the thesis develops upon previous research findings. This chapter also provides an 
insight into the context of technologically mediated interaction by discussing the most prevalent 
theories and studies. It explores the relevant technological features of different media analysed in this 
study, i.e. telephone, email and Facebook. In light of this, it outlines service encounters as a type of 
activity, in which the medium used plays an important role. 
Chapter 3 offers an in-depth description of the methodological approach undertaken in the 
thesis. I describe the data collection process, the background of the Company from which data were 
drawn, discuss the transcription conventions, and address the ethical issues pertaining to this study. 
Finally, I explore the challenges of the methodological approach used for analysing the data.  
In Chapter 4, which is the first analytical chapter, I examine participants’ behaviour in the 
activity type of requesting train information via the telephone and email. The purpose of this chapter is 
twofold. Firstly, using the literature on the most salient sequences of interaction in institutional 
settings as the basis, I look at recurrent practices the participants employ to achieve their interactional 
goal and examine how politeness and facework are realised in routine inbound calls for information 
and email exchanges. Secondly, I compare the differences and similarities in the ways in which the 
interactional task of requesting is accomplished in both forms of technologically mediated interaction.  
Chapter 4 lays the groundwork for Chapter 5, in which I also look at general calls and emails, 
but focus on the ones that become (unexpectedly) inappropriate and thus non-routine. The aim is to 
illustrate how and when, following interactional trouble, (unexpected) inappropriateness comes about 
and what implications it has for the ongoing exchange. In doing so, I further strengthen the claims 
made in Chapter 4 to illustrate how (im)politeness and face concerns arise in interaction.  
Chapter 6 focuses on the analysis of formal complaints about the service received. The aim of 
this chapter is to explore how complaints are (co-)constructed and how face-threatening exchanges are 
accounted for and oriented to by the participants. The purpose of this chapter is also twofold. Firstly, 
using previous literature on complaints in institutional settings as the basis, I examine how complaints 
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are articulated and responded to via telephone and on Facebook, respectively. Secondly, the aim is to 
examine whether and how the affordances of a particular medium influence participants’ behaviour 
and potentially bring about implications for the occurrence of (im)polite behaviour.  
The final chapter, Chapter 7, offers a discussion of the findings. It draws together and 
discusses how the findings of the study relate to the research objectives and to findings from previous 
studies. Finally, I discuss the limitations of the study, outline theoretical and practical implications of 
the research and address new possibilities for further research.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
Over the past few decades, the field of politeness has developed intensively both in theoretical 
and empirical domains and it is now well established that politeness is a social practice (Haugh, 2013a, 
2015; Kádár & Haugh, 2013) in which participants’ evaluations of particular behaviour as (im)polite 
play a central role in theorising and analysing (im)politeness. According to the Slovenian etymology 
dictionary (Snoj, 1997) the adjective vljuden (“polite”) is derived from the phrase “to be around 
people”. The original meaning is said to be similar to the meaning of the Slovenian word priljuden, 
meaning “affable, polite, nice, kind” (Grad & Leeming, 1996), that is “someone who likes being 
around people [and] is used to interact with people”, as opposed to odljuden or someone who “lives 
away from people, does not like people and is not used to interacting with people” (Snoj, 1997: 723).2 
In Slovenia, politeness is an extremely under-explored topic. In 1991, Kunst-Gnamuš published the 
only academic paper on politeness with a theoretical focus on directness in requests, whereas, to date, 
apart from work published by Orthaber & Márquez Reiter (2011, 2015, 2016) and Márquez Reiter, 
Orthaber & Kádár (2015), impoliteness has not received any attention. 
This chapter looks at the ways in which face, politeness and impoliteness have been theorised 
over the past three decades: from the Gricean approaches to discursive and interactional approaches. It 
further discusses the role of face in politeness studies and the relationship between face and 
(im)politeness. The chapter begins with Goffman’s (1955, 1967) notion of face and facework, before 
detailing the main characteristics of classic politeness theories, particularly Brown and Levinson’s 
(1987) face-saving politeness theory and criticisms directed towards it. It then looks at the most 
prominent discursive and interactional approaches to (im)politeness and contributes to the ongoing 
debate on (im)politeness, particularly in mediated, customer-oriented settings. The chapter is 
organised as follows: The first part of the chapter comprises two sections. Section 2.1 looks at the 
chronological developments of politeness theories and discusses the notion of face and facework in 
light of existing theoretical approaches and in relation to different politeness models. Section 2.2 
focuses on impoliteness, its theorisations and developments. The second part of the chapter presents 
the most prominent theories of technologically mediated communication and outlines the relevant 
affordances and constraints of each medium studied in the thesis.  
 
                                                 
2 Priljuden (where the prefix “pri” means “with” people) v. odljuden (where the prefix “od” means “away” from people).  
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2.1 Politeness 
 
 
2.1.1 Goffman’s conceptualisation of face and the first-wave approaches to politeness  
 
Understanding interpersonal communication by observing and describing face-to-face 
encounters in everyday lives, particularly the ways in which people orient to what others think of them 
when interacting was one of Goffman’s main concerns. Although the notion of ‘face’ is said to 
originate from China and has been metaphorically used in different cultures to refer to individual 
qualities such as honour, respect or the self, the concept only really received attention through 
Goffman’s work. In Slovenian, Goffmanian and/or Brown and Levinsonian understanding of face is 
most frequently translated as ugled or “reputation” (Nidorfer-Šiškovič, 2008), as obraz or “face” 
(Praprotnik, 2003), mimika or “mimicry”, or as izraz na obrazu or “facial expression” and 
dostojanstvo or “integrity” (Novak, 2007). Other scholars defined ‘face’ as “an individual’s feeling of 
self-worth or self-image” (Thomas, 1995: 169).  
‘Face’ as seen by Goffman (1967: 5) is “the positive social value a person effectively claims for 
himself by the line others assume he has taken during a particular contact.” A ‘line’ here refers to the 
verbal and non-verbal patterns with which individuals express their view of the situation and thus their 
evaluation of themselves and others. By ‘assume’ it is meant how the speaker is heard, i.e. interpreted, 
by others and when such evaluations are articulated this represents second proof evidence. In this 
respect, “face is an image of self delineated in terms of approved social attributes – albeit an image 
that others may share as when a person makes a good showing for his profession or religion by making 
a good showing for himself” (Goffman, 1967: 5). Face, as such, can be maintained, threatened, lost, 
saved and so on. Goffman’s basic assumption is therefore that social actors will avoid inconsistencies 
or threats to face by accounting for the codes of behaviour in particular situations. In other words, by 
co-operating, participants will support and protect each other’s face. Facework for Goffman are “the 
actions taken by a person to make whatever he is doing consistent with face” (1967: 12). These actions 
may consist of avoidance facework, which refers to the attempts to prevent or neutralise potential 
threats to face or of corrective facework, where an attempt is made to save face and/or to regain the 
social equilibrium in case the first process fails. Goffman argues that face is to be maintained at any 
cost, occasioning the participants to choose appropriate means of maintaining the social equilibrium. 
What means will be used depends on a particular communication process. Goffman (1967: 10) further 
notes that a person’s “social face can be his most personal possession and the centre of his security and 
pleasure” yet “is only on loan to him from society; it will be withdrawn unless he conducts himself in 
a way that is worthy of it”. To quote Watts’ (2003: 105), face “is a socially attributed aspect of self 
that is on loan for the duration of the interaction in accordance with the line or lines that the individual 
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has adopted for the purposes of interaction.” Face may thus be seen as a social image that individuals 
as social actors wish to share in a particular way when interacting with others. In other words, for 
Goffman, face is an interactional phenomenon, something that is not lodged in a person’s body, but 
rather something that is diffusely located in the flow of events in the encounter. 
Goffman’s notion of face has been used as a means to explain various phenomena in a number 
of social science areas, but its interpretations vary. In the field of politeness, face became a major 
focus of attention through Brown and Levinson’s ([1978], 1987) seminal work on politeness. Brown 
and Levinson assume that to avoid conflict, people will co-operate and assume each other’s co-
operation in maintaining face in interaction due to the mutual vulnerability of face. For Brown and 
Levinson (1987: 61), face is “the public self-image that every member wants to claim for himself” and 
“something that is emotionally invested, and can be lost, maintained, or enhanced, and must be 
constantly attended to in interaction.” The idea of attachment of emotions to face was originally 
acknowledged by Goffman who also argued that “it is the rules of the group and the definition of the 
situation which determine how much feeling one is to have for face and how this feeling is to be 
distributed among the faces involved” (Goffman, 1967: 6). However, what Brown and Levinson 
(1987) failed to acknowledge in their conceptualisation of face is the social interdependence, i.e. what 
a person can claim about him or herself from what others assume about him or her (see also Culpeper, 
2011b). Apart from building on the work of Erving Goffman (1967), Brown and Levinson’s face-
saving theory of politeness also draws on Paul Grice’s (1975) model of the Cooperative Principle and 
the Speech Act Theory (Searle, 1969). According to Grice, co-operation involves four conversational 
maxims, which guide the expectations of the interlocutors regarding the most efficient way in which 
information should be provided: relevance (information will be relevant), quantity (enough 
information will be given), quality (information will be truthful to the best of the speaker’s 
knowledge) and manner (information will be clear). Based on this assumed co-operative principle and 
the conversational maxims this approach examines how a hearer infers meanings that differ from the 
meaning of the sentences uttered. Brown and Levinson’s theory postulates that to attend to each 
other’s face when interacting participants will potentially also violate one of Gricean maxims. Thus, 
by being indirect they will violate the maxim of quantity or manner.  
Brown and Levinson’s (1987) distinction between a negative and a positive face, which the 
interactants attribute to one another, has also been subject to criticism. Negative face is the want of a 
person “that his actions be unimpeded by others” (1987: 62), i.e. the freedom to act and freedom from 
impositions. Positive face is “the want of every member that his wants be desirable to at least some 
others” (1987: 62), i.e. a person’s need to be appreciated and approved by others. Face is thus seen as a 
construct of wants, which each individual desires and aims to satisfy to some extent at least. In other 
words, Brown and Levinson’s negative and positive face with wants consisting of freedom of action 
and free from imposition and of a self-image, approved and appreciated by others are part of an 
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individual (cognitive aspect of face). This is contrary to Goffman, where face is seen as only on loan 
from society and diffusely located in the encounter (social aspect of face). To be seen as a social 
attribution, however, face “cannot be the image an individual wishes to have accepted by the other 
participants” (Watts, 2003: 105). In this respect, Brown and Levinson’s notion of face as a “public 
self-image” was criticised for distorting Goffman’s concept of face (e.g. O’Driscoll, 1996; Locher, 
2004; Watts, 2003; Bousfield, 2008) particularly because positive and negative wants or desires give 
face somewhat static, highly individualistic and internal aspects, ignoring instances where the positive 
attributes apply to a group of people (Culpeper, 2011a). In other words, their notion of face has been 
criticised for being “grounded in a western perspective on interaction” (e.g. Haugh, 2009: 2; see also 
Bargiela-Chiappini, 2003; Matsumoto, 1988) and for limiting “the focus of face to a matter between 
individuals who are engaged in interaction” (Lim, 2009: 253). 
A further aspect of Brown and Levinson’s theory that has been criticised is their reliance on 
Speech Act Theory and the fact that most speech acts are seen as intrinsically face-threatening. To 
redress threats to face, Brown and Levinson propose a number of politeness strategies that can be 
chosen by interactants depending on the face-threat. In this respect, they differentiate between face-
threatening acts or FTAs, which they define as verbal and nonverbal communicative acts that 
intrinsically threaten the interactants’ negative or positive face.3 In other words, speech acts that run 
contrary to face wants by their nature can be distinguished based on whether they threaten or challenge 
negative or positive face, and whether they pose a threat to the hearer’s or speaker’s face needs. Acts 
that threaten the addressee’s negative face wants include requests, orders, suggestions, warnings, 
threats, whereas acts such as apologies or the accepting of compliments threaten the speaker’s positive 
face wants. A complaint, for instance, may threaten the complaint recipient’s positive face in that it 
indicates that the complainant’s expectations have not been met, what may be articulated through 
criticism, expressions of emotions or even insults. The complaint recipient’s negative face may be 
threatened in those cases where the complainant issues orders or threats. To a certain extent, a 
complaint also threatens the complainant’s negative face in that he or she may not wish to be seen as a 
person who troubles people with their problems (Márquez Reiter, 2005: 484; see also Chapter 6, 
Section 1.2). By the same token, the complainant’s positive face wants may be threatened in the case 
of uncontrolled emotions, or if the complaint is warded off or ignored as, for instance, when the agent 
refuses to affiliate with it (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 65-68). Thus, for Brown and Levinson (1987) 
“practically any human interaction comprises communicative acts, whose content threaten the ‘face’ of 
the speaker and/or addressee” (Márquez Reiter, 2000: 13), which is why face(work), to Brown and 
Levinson is “the key motivating force for politeness” (Spencer-Oatey, 2002: 530). Therefore, it is 
expected that in face-threatening situations, interlocutors will reciprocally engage in facework. The 
                                                 
3 This runs contrary to Fraser and Nolan (1981) who assert that “no sentence or linguistic construction is inherently polite or 
impolite. Rather, politeness is a social judgment, and whether or not an utterance is heard as being polite is, to a large extent, 
in the hands (or ears) of the hearer” (Fraser and Nolan, 1981: 96). 
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main problem with looking at politeness from the speech act perspective is that speech acts such as 
complaints, requests and apologies are analysed as speaker-centred sentences or utterances rather than 
complex stretches of talk or text in which participants negotiate meaning. In addition, the focus is too 
much on the analyst’s rather than the participants’ interpretation of what is considered polite 
(Terkourafi, 2005). 
Although Brown and Levinson admit that face can be ignored when urgent co-operation or 
interests of efficiency are needed or in the event of a social breakdown, they stress that the overall 
general expectation is that when interacting, the participants will invest much effort into maintaining 
each other’s face. Traditionally, politeness was equated with indirectness (see, for example, Blum-
Kulka et al., 1989), which is why Brown and Levinson proposed five politeness super-strategies for a 
strategic performance of speech acts such as requests and ordered them according to their level of 
indirectness.4 Based on the weightiness of the speech act the speaker determines which strategies are 
the most appropriate when performing a specific speech act. To calculate the seriousness of face-threat 
in a particular context, Brown and Levinson (1987) introduced social variables or dimensions: relative 
power (P), social distance (D) and ranking of imposition (R). The speaker can calculate it by 
considering the variables to make a rational choice regarding what linguistic means to choose with the 
objective of reducing the risk of loss of face. The variables include the social distance between the 
interlocutors, speaker and hearer (D(S, H)), the relative power the speaker has over the addressee 
(P(H, S)) and the ranking of the imposition of the FTA in the cultural context (Rx), whereby Wx is the 
numerical value: [Wx=D(S,H)+P(H,S)+Rx]. By calculating the effects of these variables, the formula 
is said to allow the analyst to systematically describe politeness in any interaction (Kádár & Haugh, 
2013). The formula was widely applied to examine whether and how these social variables influence 
the speaker’s level of politeness. Support was found for the social variable of power showing that 
higher speaker power was associated with lower levels of politeness (see, for example, experimental 
studies of requests by Holtgraves & Yang, 1990). However, when Harris (2003) examined the 
politeness-power relationship in different institutional settings, e.g. magistrates’ courts, doctors’ 
surgeries, and the reception area of a police station, the findings revealed that relatively powerful 
institutional members frequently engage in polite behaviour, including redressive strategies, which 
aim of minimising the degree of face-threat. Other issues that have been identified with this formula 
result from inconsistencies in empirical verifications of the claim that politeness increases social 
distance (see Holtgraves & Yang, 1990), thus raising the question of whether an additive model is 
most appropriate for describing the effects of power and distance on language use (see Terkourafi, 
2004 for the analysis of a corpus of spontaneous offers and requests addressed by Cypriot Greek 
                                                 
4 These include avoidance (FTA not performed), off-record (hinting instead of mentioning a request assuming that the hearer 
is able to infer the intended meaning), negative politeness (with redressive action – indirect formulations such as ‘would 
you’), positive politeness (to support or enhance the hearer’s positive face using jokes, offers), and bald on-record (without 
any redressive action, direct) 
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employees to employers). The reason for this, as Werkhofer (1992:176) argues, may be that the 
formula treats the variables as static entities that determine polite meaning. Thus it represents a narrow 
approach to social realities because the dynamic aspects of social language use are neglected given 
that the analyst only focuses on the speaker’s slightly decontextualised utterances. Similarly, Myers 
(1991) postulates that the variables are not given, but constructed in interaction and Watts (2003) 
argues that the “degree of rational choice that speakers are expected to exercise in choosing an 
appropriate strategy” is problematic in that it “excludes the possibility that two or more strategies 
might be chosen at the same time” (2003: 88). Some researchers acknowledged that other 
interpersonal variables may need to be included such as mood (e.g. Holtgraves, 2009: 196), context-
external factors such as rights and responsibilities and context internal factors such as the request goal 
and the urgency of the request (Economidou-Kogetsidis, 2010). Culpeper (2011b) stresses that Brown 
and Levinson (1987: 74-76) have acknowledged that the variables are only actors’ assumptions of 
ratings, expected to be mutually assumed to some extent at least. Therefore, the variables do not reflect 
the complexity of context such as aspects of the world relevant to communication, different participant 
perspectives on those aspects and so on,  
In Brown and Levinson’s approach to politeness, politeness was equated with face(work). As 
a universal notion, face is claimed to allow politeness to be modelled universally, in that researchers 
can group language users according to their preferences for positive or negative politeness strategies. 
Although the theory was applied to the realisation of speech acts in a wide range of languages and 
cultures and tested cross-culturally, it was found to be poorly applicable to non-Western cultures, 
particularly those which favour the importance of in-group interests over individual wants (see Ide, 
1989; Gu, 1990; Sifianou, 1992; Mao, 1994). Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory is praised for its 
social significance (see Eelen, 2001), having triggered a large amount of research. However, the 
findings generated a considerable amount of criticism regarding the principle of rationality, the rigidity 
of the politeness scale in relation to the three sociological variables and in particular the neglect of 
discourse and the absence of context (Márquez Reiter, 2000: 16). Much criticism was directed towards 
their claims that face and politeness strategies are universally applicable to all cultures and that certain 
cultures have a tendency towards the use of positive politeness and others towards the use of negative 
politeness.5 In this respect, Mills (2009) asserts that if certain features are conventionalised within the 
language, one cannot make judgments about whole cultures tending towards positive or negative 
politeness because the function or meaning of positive and negative politeness varies across cultures. 
Furthermore, although there are differences in the way certain cultures stress politeness, each culture 
still uses both types of politeness, not that one or the other characteristic is simply non-existent in that 
particular culture. Such assertions are part of an evaluation of the people and their cultural values.  
                                                 
5 Criticism mostly came from Chinese and Indo-Chinese cultures, where differences were found in the level of importance 
cultures place on negative or positive face/politeness. 
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Overall, Brown and Levinson’s politeness model seems too concerned with detailed politeness 
strategies that may be used in interaction to redress the ubiquitous face-threatening acts speakers must 
use to achieve their interactional goal and, at the same time, maintain a harmonious relationship. 
However, not only interactions and facework as such, but also situations, in which they occur, are 
much more complex. This was demonstrated by the numerous studies that found flaws in their model 
and challenged its universal applicability (e.g. Matsumoto 1988; Ide, 1989). Despite extant criticisms 
directed towards almost every aspect of Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory, it remains one of the 
most systematic, and widely applied models for analysing interactional data. While some scholars 
developed new theorisations and call for a new universal theory of politeness (e.g. Kádár & Haugh, 
2013) or face (e.g. Terkourafi, 2008), others disagree and doubt that any universal theory can 
sufficiently capture the complexity of the way in which (im)politeness is negotiated in interactions 
(van der Bom & Mills, 2015). Nonetheless, criticisms of earlier politeness theories triggered the 
development of new ones, many of which fall under the umbrella term “second-wave politeness 
research” (Culpeper, 2011a; Grainger, 2011). Although there is no single approach to analysing 
politeness, more recent scholars view politeness as much more than a strategic avoidance of FTAs. 
Moreover, recent studies analyse impoliteness separately from, yet in relation to politeness, something 
first-wave approaches failed to account for. Theorisations and conceptualisations of face underwent 
similar changes and some scholars proposed a shift to Goffman (e.g. Watts, 2003; Bousfield, 2008; cf. 
Arundale, 2006, 2009; Bargiela-Chiappini 2003). They argue that revisiting Goffman’s 
conceptualisation of face may prove to be a fruitful alternative to Brown and Levinson’s 
“individualistic and cognitively oriented” approach to face (Arundale, 2009: 33), which is too focused 
on the avoidance of imposition (Haugh, 2009). The following subsections present some of the most 
recent approaches to analysing (im)politeness.  
 
2.1.2 Second-wave approaches to (im)politeness 
  
Second wave approaches to (im)politeness have developed as a response to the numerous 
criticisms of traditional or first-wave politeness approaches (see Eelen, 2001) and include discursive 
(e.g. Mills, 2003; Locher, 2004; Mullany, 2008; Holmes & Schnurr, 2005; Culpeper, 2005) and 
interactional approaches (see Arundale, 2006, 2009; Haugh, 2007, 2015). Discursive approaches are 
moving away from traditional Gricean and Brown and Levinson’s frameworks and the universal 
approaches to politeness towards more abstract theoretical ones and refrain from dividing 
(im)politeness into two opposite categories but allow them to be viewed at either end of a continuum 
or even in its own right with the main focus on how they are jointly achieved (Bousfield, 2008; Locher 
& Bousfield, 2008; Culpeper, 2011a). Similarly, discursivists emphasise the importance of face as 
discursively constructed and constantly negotiated through interaction (Mills, 2003). It is, however, 
worth mentioning that not all discursive approaches necessarily match all of the discursive 
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characteristics. However, as it is beyond the scope of this thesis to describe all the characteristics of 
discursive approaches at length here, I will focus on the most relevant ones. 
Although discursive theorists draw on different theoretical models and employ different 
methodological approaches, they all move away from and warn against analysing (im)politeness at the 
level of isolated phrases and sentences. Rather, they look at (im)politeness as judgements and 
evaluations of speakers’ utterances in a particular context, acknowledging that the discursive 
constraints shape the participants’ decisions about what politeness norms to conform to (Mills, 2011: 
27). In other words, discursive theorists argue that (im)politeness is not inherent in utterances and that 
meaning is fluid, constructed and negotiated in interaction, which is why emphasis is placed on the use 
of situated, naturally occurring data and on the evaluations participants display in interaction. In this 
sense, the shift in focus is on ‘first-order’ politeness, that is, on the hearer who evaluates what is polite 
or impolite. The lay-person’s conceptual understanding of politeness was already proposed by Fraser’s 
(1990) social-norm approach to politeness, in which he maintains that “each society has a particular 
set of social norms consisting of more or less explicit rules that prescribe certain behaviour, state of 
affairs, or way of thinking in a context” (Fraser, 1990: 220). The social-norm view of politeness was 
initially labelled as an inadequate basis for politeness research by some scholars (see, for example, 
Thomas, 1986), but was revisited years later, when researchers (e.g. Eelen, 2001; Watts, 2003) argued 
that a theory of (im)politeness should not neglect the lay-persons’ understanding and evaluations of 
(im)politeness, i.e. common-sense notion of what is impolite or rude. Mills (2009), however, warns 
that basing the analysis on just first-order politeness may run the risk of being based on stereotypical 
beliefs about politeness and instead supports the idea that politeness2 or linguistically communicated 
politeness, be based on politeness1 or as Eelen (2001) argues, politeness theories should be able to 
explain first-order politeness phenomena. Thus, various approaches to (im)politeness were proposed, 
which would incorporate both first-order (im)politeness ((im)politeness1), e.g. social approaches to 
(im)politeness, and second-order (im)politeness ((im)politeness2) as a technical term, e.g. theoretical 
approaches to (im)politeness, to emphasise the importance of social norms and expectations.  
When analysing data, researchers often base evaluations of (im)politeness on participants’ 
interpretings acquired through post-event interviews. However, such an approach was criticised in that 
the analysis of interviews may run the risk of becoming the hearer’s interpretation rather than the 
analysis of data (Haugh, 2010b; cf. Haugh, 2015) and thus ‘second-order’ approach in that by 
explaining and accounting for their intentions and interpretings, the participants become analysts 
themselves. Although conducting post-event interviews to obtain meta-statements from participants 
may reveal additional information about manifestations of (im)politeness, these cannot be regarded as 
providing definitive ‘proof’ as there is a danger of them being mere representations of the participants’ 
goals or indeed a different situated interaction altogether (Haugh, 2010b; Pomerantz, 2012). van der 
Bom and Mills (2015) further argue that not only may the participants not recall why something was 
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said the way it was, they may not be willing to share this information with the analyst. Although post-
event interviews may indeed provide additional support to data analysis and can easily be carried out 
after recording everyday interactions between friends (e.g. van der Bom & Mills, 2015; Mitchell & 
Haugh, 2015), in fast-paced environments such as the one examined in this study this is far from easy 
(given the agents’ workload, users’ privacy concerns and policies and the like). However, researchers 
can rely on other fine-grained approaches (see Chapter 4, Section 1.3 on the use of conversation 
analytic notions, which allows an examination of the dynamics of interactions and how specific 
(im)polite cues are picked up and interpreted by the participants, i.e. second proof evidence). Indeed, 
as recent research has shown, approaching an analysis of (im)politeness using a mixture of different 
approaches has proven more fruitful (see Haugh, 2015; Márquez Reiter & Kádár, 2015) than, for 
instance, applying existing models, which have been proposed. The two most prominent ones in the 
field of (im)politeness that need mentioning are relational work and rapport management.  
 
2.1.2.1 Relational work and rapport management 
 
Some second-order researchers moved away from the notion of politeness and developed an 
alternative system of interpersonal relations they termed ‘relational work’ (Locher & Watts, 2005, 
2008, see also Watts, 2003, 2005; Locher, 2004, 2006) or ‘rapport management’ (Spencer-Oatey, 
2000, 2005). Relational work looks at politeness in a radically different way and defines it as “the 
work people invest in negotiating their relationships in interaction” (Locher & Watts, 2008: 78). 
Following Eelen (2001), the need for a clear distinction between first-order and second-order 
(im)politeness is also stressed in relational work, arguing that the nature of first-order (im)politeness is 
inherently evaluative and disputable and that second-order (im)politeness should concern itself with 
the discursive struggle over first-order (im)politeness. For instance, highly conventionalised formulaic 
expressions such as terms of address, greetings and leave takings that are typically interpreted as polite 
in English, remain open to individual interpretation as (im)polite (Watts, 2003). 
Watts argues that face and politeness theory cannot be equated and proposes a return to 
Goffman’s (1967) notion of face. Thus, relational work theory is based on Goffman’s notion of face 
and incorporates polite, non-polite, over polite and politic behaviour. According to Watts (2003: 19), 
politic behaviour is seen as appropriate or unmarked behaviour, whereas politeness occurs only when 
behaviour is perceived as going beyond what is expectable and as such is positively marked. In other 
words, as long as the ongoing interaction goes unnoticed it is ‘unmarked’ or ‘politic’. In this sense, 
Watts (2003) suggests that any communication that occurs within certain boundaries could be labelled 
as appropriate. When the boundaries between interlocutors fail to overlap, deviations may occur, in a 
positive or negative way. The interlocutors thus sense that parts of interaction are not entirely in line 
with their past experience or the socio-cultural norms they are familiar with and an utterance is likely 
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to become marked, that is perceived as overly polite or impolite. The notion of politic versus polite 
behaviour, however, runs contrary to other researchers’ claims that polite behaviour is unmarked 
behaviour that is expected (see Terkourafi, 2005) and is thus criticised for being applicable to modern 
Western society only (see Bax, 2009 on politeness rituals in historical contexts). Although the 
relational work model is one of the few models accounting for behaviours that are impolite, polite or 
overly polite, the lines between particular forms of behaviour are not clear and judgments about 
specific behaviour being politic, i.e. appropriate rather than polite are rather subjective. In other words, 
expectations about appropriacy are based on different norms, which may lead to different evaluations 
of behaviour (Culpeper, 2008: 23).6 It is therefore debatable whether such behaviour is politic or polite 
and whether such distinction is plausible given the difficulty the analyst has to take into consideration 
in order to legitimately establish that in a particular interaction certain behaviour can be interpreted as 
something which is ‘beyond what is expectable’, which can also be taken negatively (insincerity) as, 
for example, may happen with overpoliteness, that is using the language which is too polite for a 
particular situation, too frequently (cf. Pinto, 2011). In addition, for the analyst to label an utterance, 
he or she must “demonstrate that his or her interpretation is consistent with that of the participants for 
that particular interaction”, otherwise sight of the object of analysis may be lost (Haugh, 2009: 7-8). 
For this reason, this approach was not used in the analysis. 
Following the (cross)-cultural inapplicability of Brown and Levinson’s model, Spencer-Oatey 
(2002, 2005, 2008) proposes a sophisticated, second-order framework called ‘rapport management’. 
Similarly to the relational model, rapport management refers to management of interpersonal relations, 
but is considered to be more general than relational work and also much broader than (im)politeness. 
This is mainly because it focuses much more on the interrelationship in terms of a balance between 
self and other rather than on the speaker performing facework. Using this model, which comprises five 
categories: the management of face (i.e. quality, relational and social identity face)7 and management 
of sociality rights (equity rights and association rights) the analyst can examine how language is used 
to “construct, maintain and/or threaten social relationships” (Spencer-Oatey, 2000: 12) as well as the 
potential interactional goals of each participant. Spencer-Oatey refines the concept of face by 
distinguishing it from sociality rights, (i.e. interactants’ entitlement to go about their business) 
suggesting face is made up of relational, quality and social identity face. Relational face relates to the 
self in relationship with other, quality face concerns the desire to be viewed positively, whereas social 
identity face refers to the desire to be respected and accepted in our social roles. Quality face was 
found to be the most important type of face relating to impoliteness (see Culpeper, 2011a). The 
component sociality rights are made up of ‘equity rights’ (the desire to be treated fairly and not be 
imposed upon by others) and ‘association rights’ (a belief that can associate with others and have 
                                                 
6 Culpeper (2008) asserts that different types of norms (e.g. situational, cultural, and personal) may overlap. However, the 
extent of the overlap still needs to be further explored.  
7 Spencer-Oatey also adopts Goffman's (1967) notion of face. 
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positive relationships with them), which refer to personal/social expectations and reflect people’s 
concerns over fairness, consideration and so on. In case sociality rights are not fulfilled, they may 
affect interpersonal rapport. Bousfield (2008) suggests each individual interactant brings something 
concerning their own face to interaction, for interactions are approached “with expectations as to how 
we would like our face(s) to be constituted” (Bousfield, 2008: 39). Similarly, Spencer-Oatey (2008: 
15) suggests that ‘behavioural expectations’ result from sociality rights and obligations. She defines 
politeness as “a contextual judgment” (Spencer-Oatey, 2005: 97), whereby to empirically demonstrate 
how a particular utterance was perceived, the analyst needs to take into account the language, the 
context, social expectations and participants’ judgements. The theoretic aspect of the rapport 
management model has received much attention in business communication; however, few studies 
have actually applied it when studying (im)politeness. Similarly to the relational work model, the main 
problem with this approach is that despite being a detailed analytical framework the numerous 
distinctions of rights make analysis of data rather difficult and potentially ambiguous as it is often 
difficult to code elements with reasonable certainty to a particular category, given that the lines 
between individual rights are fuzzy-edged and may thus overlap. Moreover, assessing participants’ 
expectations and goals may also prove difficult unless they are clearly stated.  
Frameworks such as relational work or rapport management have been proposed as 
alternatives (potentially also due to difficulty to provide a clear definition of politeness). On the one 
hand, they seem too broad in that they comprise everything participants do when they interact. 
Culpeper (2011a: 42, 47) applied Spencer-Oatey’s rapport management framework to his impoliteness 
data claiming the framework can account for both social norms and the notion of face. However, the 
five categories could not fit all his cases, which is why he suggested two additional categories (e.g. 
taboo words/topics and physical self). Although not explicitly mentioned by Culpeper (2011a) the 
need to add additional categories points to some of the limitations in respect to applying the model, 
despite its scope, particularly with regard to accommodating various types of data (see Section 
2.1.2.1). For these, and other reasons, (im)politeness researchers today seem to depend less on 
theoretical frameworks to analyse data and instead use a mixture of approaches.  
 
2.1.3 Current trends in (im)politeness 
 
Challenges and criticisms of first-wave theories have resulted in a wealth of new studies, 
furthering the development of theorising and analysing (im)politeness and face. Although viewing 
(im)politeness as a discursive phenomenon has proven to be one such alternative, issues and 
limitations have been identified (e.g. focus on the lay interpretation of politeness resulting in an 
unclear role for the analyst vis-à-vis the participants; variability in the evaluations of (im)polite 
behaviour). Thus, the interactional approach (referred to as third-wave approach by Grainger, 2011) 
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that seeks to remedy some of these shortcomings (see Haugh, 2007, 2015) by proposing a more 
comprehensive, sociological approach to data analysis that can be achieved by combining the benefits 
of both second-order, and first-order conceptualisations of (im)politeness, with greater emphasis on 
the latter, seems to be the most suitable approach. Despite the broad consensus of scholars of 
discursive and interactional approaches to (im)politeness regarding the importance of analysing 
situated, naturally occurring data, those favouring the interactional approach typically employ 
conversation-analytic notions to data analysis (see Arundale, 2010; Bargiela-Chiappini, 2009; Haugh, 
2015; Kádár & Márquez Reiter, 2015). Using this approach, the analyst can look for evidence in the 
interaction itself regarding participants’ evaluations of (im)politeness. This can be achieved by 
focusing on the mechanics of interactions, that is, by looking at how turns are designed and sequences 
interactionally (co-)constructed and managed (see Chapter 4, Section 1). By closely examining the 
participants’ responses, inferences can be made about evaluations of (im)politeness as they arise in 
interaction as well as their perceptions and “awareness of such understandings” (Haugh, 2015: 321). 
Such an approach also eliminates the analyst’s need to carry out post-event interviews with 
participants to confirm the interpretations made in the analysis. This approach is also referred to as 
interactional pragmatics (Mason & Stewart, 2001; Arundale, 2010; Márquez Reiter, 2013a). It is “the 
study, by observer-analysts, of what particular form-function relationships are taken to mean by user-
participants in particular situated, sequential contexts, and how this can vary across those participants” 
(Culpeper & Haugh, 2014: 266). A distinct repertoire of methodological tools and theoretical 
frameworks from conversation analysis thus allows the analyst to focus on how the participants 
respond to social actions, e.g. in line with or in contrast to those actions, and ascribe them certain 
meanings: as polite or impolite (see Chapter 4, Section 1.1). Such an approach will also be taken in the 
present thesis. 
 
2.1.4 Towards a definition of (im)politeness 
 
To date, scholars have not reached an agreement on how to define politeness, especially 
because what is polite varies between languages, interaction types and genres, communities, and 
cultures (see Mills, 2011; Kádár & Haugh, 2013). Politeness has been previously explained as 
discursive behaviours that participants use to avoid conflict and maintain harmonious relations (e.g. 
Holmes, Marra & Vine, 2012; cf. Lakoff, 1973), but differences have also been observed with regard 
to whether politeness is a marked or unmarked form of behaviour. When studying politeness, Locher 
(2006) rightly suggests that it is first of all important to identify the regularities of behaviour in a 
particular context against which evaluations of appropriateness can be made. This mainly refers to 
finding out what is normative behaviour in a particular context (and setting) given that expectations 
and social norms develop from regular behaviour that passes unnoticed. The view taken in this study is 
that politeness is considered an unmarked form of appropriate behaviour (in Watts’ terms as politic), 
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i.e. “default behaviour” (Terkourafi, 2002: 197) that, given the regularity of co-occurrence, passes 
unnoticed. At the same time, politeness is also seen as a marked form of appropriate behaviour, that is, 
genuine polite behaviour that becomes noticed when, for instance, the agents go beyond of what is 
expected of them, thus exceeding customers’ expectations in a positive sense. This differs from Watts’ 
classification of polite behaviour, which also includes behaviour that is likely to be perceived as overly 
polite, ironic and so on and thus evaluated negatively (see Excerpt 19 in Chapter 5, Section 1). 
People enter communicative encounters with certain expectations regarding how an interaction 
should unfold and what should and should not be said in particular situations (see Culpeper, 2011a, 
2011b; Haugh, 2013a). Deviations from expectations may lead to inferences and may be perceived as 
violations and these can lead to attribution of immorality. Impoliteness and face concerns were found 
to have involved such violations (Culpeper, 2011a). Goffman (1967: 49), for instance, sees 
expectations as rules of conduct that impinge upon the individual in an indirect way, establishing how 
others are morally bound to act in regard to one of the participants, whereas obligations impinge 
directly on the individual, establishing how he or she is morally constrained to act in a particular way. 
According to Kádár and Haugh (2013: 94-95) expectations are formed at three levels: (1) through 
individuals’ own history of interactions, which are similar yet never the same for everyone (for each 
customer the interactional experience may be unique); (2) through semi-institutionalised conventions 
(participants have certain sets of expectations with regard to a particular community of practice, i.e. 
requesting information or complaining); and (3) through societal/cultural conventions. Based on 
expectations meanings are interpreted. However, participants’ behaviour is also shaped by their 
respective rights and responsibilities, which depend on the communicative situation. In this sense, 
agents working at the call or contact centre providing general information are obliged to provide 
information upon customers’ demand. At the same time, the agent expects customers to be co-
operative by allowing him or her to perform certain actions that make his or her job more efficient. 
However, given that this is a relationship between the agent and a (paying) customer, it would be ill-
advised to equate the agents’ expectations as customer’s responsibilities as, for instance, is done in a 
courtroom setting, but as expected or desirable behaviour.8 It is assumed that the agents, based on the 
large volume of calls they take on a daily basis, have rich experience of how to (efficiently) manage 
interactions, whether general requests for information or complaints. However, the same could not 
necessarily be claimed for the customers, given that for some the experience may be unique. 
Violations of desirable behaviour9 on the part of the customers may trigger annoyance rather than face 
concerns. However, agents’ face may also be threatened should they not feel valued. Thus, in service 
encounters participants expect of each other that certain things will be said or done in a certain way. 
Behaviour that adheres to these expectations and passes unnoticed is considered polite. When 
                                                 
8 Provided it is assumed that the agents' jobs, to a lesser or greater extent depend on the customers using the company 
services, which is why they will gear their efforts towards making the customer feel valuable. 
9 in Spencer-Oatey’s (2009) terms these are the so-called sociality rights. 
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examining behavioural violations in interactions, Afifi and Burgoon (2000: 228) found that poor 
interaction performance such as lack of showing interest is forgotten if interactants are able to improve 
upon it at some point in the interaction. They further found that people who start an interaction with 
pleasant behaviour that is consistent with the social expectation and then become unpleasant in the 
midst of the interaction, are perceived more negatively, i.e. as particularly impolite, than those who are 
relatively consistent in their negativity.  
Current approaches to (im)politeness, e.g. interactional approaches, emphasise that what is 
(im)polite is not shared by all participants, but rather something that arises in an activity and its 
unfolding. Thus, researchers tend to depend less on theoretical frameworks and instead focus on 
participants’ evaluations along with the grounds for their evaluations. In this sense, although certain 
expressions are strongly associated with either politeness or impoliteness (e.g. conventionalised 
(im)politeness expressions), (im)politeness is seen as an emergent product of social interaction, 
negotiable in interaction. 
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2.2 Impoliteness 
 
 
During the last three decades, politeness theory has developed considerably. Impoliteness, on 
the other hand, has not received comparable attention to that of politeness research as studies of 
impoliteness have only started to emerge in the past decade. Compared to everyday interaction, fewer 
studies have focused on impoliteness in institutional settings (see Harris, 2001, 2003, 2011 on political 
discussions and courtroom interactions; Tracy & Tracy, 1998 on rudeness in emergency calls; 
Penman, 1990; Tracy, 2011 and Archer, 2011a, 2011b on facework in courtroom interactions) or 
customer settings (see Márquez Reiter, 2005, 2008, 2013a, 2013b; Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011, 
2015, 2016; Márquez Reiter et al., 2015; Archer & Jagodziński, 2015 on face manifestations in service 
encounters). This is primarily due to institutions’ concerns with sharing data with external researchers 
(e.g. privacy issues pertaining to personal data protection, potential negative implications for the 
institution’s image). Hence, studies of impoliteness are largely based on publicly available data such 
as online interactions and television talk (e.g. Culpeper, 1996; Culpeper et al. 2003; Bousfield, 2008 
on army training and interactions between traffic wardens; Culpeper, 2005, Garcés-Conejos Blitvich et 
al., 2010, 2013 on exploitative talent and quiz shows).  
In first-wave approaches to politeness, impoliteness was largely ignored and was referred to as 
an absence of or failed politeness or as a by-product of or deviation from politeness (see Eelen, 2001; 
cf. Leech, 1983). In Brown and Levinson’s model, for instance, impoliteness is insufficiently treated 
as impolite utterances could only be accommodated in the politeness category “bald on record”, i.e. 
without redressive action. Researchers thus soon acknowledged that classic politeness models fail to 
account for both politeness and impoliteness and tried to develop alternative models. In his article 
Towards an Anatomy of Impoliteness Culpeper (1996) was one of the first who systematically 
addressed this issue and proposed a framework of impoliteness strategies for analysing confrontational 
interactions. The concept of ‘face’ is at the core of Culpeper’s (1996, 2005) impoliteness approach (as 
is the case in Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness approach). However, some drawbacks of the 
proposed framework were pointed out. Although Culpeper et al. (2003: 1576) maintain that the 
impoliteness framework is not a mirrored version of Brown and Levinson’s politeness model, it is seen 
as working in “parallel-but-opposite to that of Brown and Levinson” (Locher & Bousfield, 2008: 3). 
The model was further criticised for decontextualising certain examples of impolite linguistic 
behaviour (see Mills, 2002) such as those taken from the army training documentary in that a 
particular dominant group in the interaction, i.e. the officers, has achieved a situation where this 
seemingly excessive impoliteness is considered to be the norm. In other words, although many 
formulae have been associated with impoliteness (e.g. taboo lexical items, threats, curses, ill-wishes 
and the like), not all face-attacks equate with impoliteness (Mills, 2002). Later, Culpeper (2005) 
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expanded the framework by laying down five “superstrategies”: “bald on record” impoliteness (where 
the FTA is carried out in a direct, overt way in situations where face is not irrelevant or minimised), 
positive impoliteness (where strategies are used to damage the addressee’s positive face wants), 
negative impoliteness (where strategies are used to damage the addressee’s negative face wants), 
sarcasm and mock politeness (where an FTA is expressed with the use of unambiguously insincere 
politeness strategies), and withhold politeness (the absence of politeness work where it would be 
expected). Bousfield (2008) proposed a refined version of Culpeper’s (1996) model, conflating the 
five superstrategies into two tactics “with which the existing strategies for performing impoliteness 
can be deployed” (Bousfield, 2008: 149). These are: on-record impoliteness and off-record 
impoliteness (comprising sarcasm and withhold politeness). In addition, he notes a few other, more or 
less synonymous variants on his strategies such as avoid agreement, the frighten strategy, criticism, 
hindering, enforcement of role shifts, but also looks at other impoliteness-related issues such as how 
impoliteness is triggered, manifested and dealt with, defensively and offensively, and across extended 
discourses (Bousfield, 2008).  
As in the case of politeness, there is no solid agreement as to what is impoliteness. For 
Kienpointner (2008: 245) impoliteness involves communicative behaviour that is non co-operative or 
competitive and disrupts interpersonal relationships. It is often “determined by concepts of power, 
distance, emotional attitudes, and cost-benefit scales” that pertain in a particular speech community. In 
broad terms, Locher and Bousfield (2008: 3) view impoliteness as “behaviour that is face-aggravating 
in a particular context”, whereas Schnurr, Marra and Holmes (2007) understand impoliteness as 
behaviour that is negatively marked and perceived as inappropriate in a specific context. Similarly, 
Mills (2009: 1055) argues that “judgements about impoliteness rest on the basis of an assumption that 
within a particular interaction we know what the appropriate behaviour is.” However, she wonders 
what the notion of inappropriate is at the social level, as not everything that is inappropriate is 
necessarily also impolite.10 In one of his earlier definitions, Culpeper (2005: 38) argued that 
“impoliteness comes about when: (1) the speaker communicates face-attack intentionally, or (2) the 
hearer perceives and/or constructs behaviour as intentionally face-attacking, or a combination of (1) 
and (2).” Similarly, Bousfield (2008: 72) sees impoliteness as “communication of intentionally 
gratuitous and conflictive verbal face-threatening acts.” Intentionality is also at the core of Tracy and 
Tracy’s (1998) definition of face-attacks. They understand face-attacks in terms of Goffman’s (1955) 
third level of responsibility – personal maliciousness and spite – “as communicative acts perceived by 
members of a social community (and often intended by speakers) to be purposefully offensive” and 
can range from “displays of complete contempt to acts of mild disrespect” (Tracy & Tracy, 1998: 
227). Archer (2008), on the other hand, views impoliteness as a sub-category of ‘verbal aggression’, 
and proposes that the analysis should take into account Goffman’s (1967) three levels of face-threat: 
                                                 
10 It may be inappropriate of an employee to ask his/her superior out on a date but it is not necessarily impolite. 
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intentional, incidental and unintended. While intention is seen as an attribution that links a desire for a 
particular outcome and belief regarding how an action can achieve a particular goal, intentionality 
requires intention, skill and (at least some) awareness (Culpeper, 2011a: 49). In the majority of 
previous impoliteness theorisations, speaker’s (perceived) intentions, whether successful or 
unsuccessful, are seen as a crucial feature despite difficulties pertaining to recognition of intentions by 
the hearer and demonstration of inferences. Thus, the following subsection discusses the role of 
intentions and intentionality in impoliteness in more detail. 
 
2.2.1 Impoliteness and intentionality 
 
It has been suggested that people are more inclined to call a behaviour intentional if it is 
perceived in a negative way than if the same behaviour has a neutral or positive moral consequence 
(Malle, 2006). It is therefore not surprising that intentionality has been largely researched in the 
studies of impoliteness. In classic approaches (e.g. Brown & Levinson, 1987; Leech, 1983) 
intentionality is seen as internalised in the mind of the speaker, as his or her reflexively intended 
mental state (Grice, 1989). That is, the speaker’s intended ((im)polite) beliefs are to be recognised by 
the hearer a priori as intended. In his earlier publications, Culpeper (2008: 32) referred to impoliteness 
as “intentional face-attack” and rudeness as “unintentional face-attack”. Acts of impoliteness that were 
not intentional yet potentially perceived as such, were not explained or were labelled as either 
‘impolite’ or ‘rude’ (cf. Culpeper, 2011a). Terkourafi (2008), on the other hand, maintains the 
opposite, i.e. it is the recognition of intentions that constitutes rudeness rather than impoliteness, while 
Kienpointner (2008) (rightly) uses both terms interchangeably. Moreover, for Tracy (2008) 
intentionally rude, disrespectful and insulting communicative acts are instances of face-attack and not 
impoliteness (cf. Mills, 2002).  
When examining courtroom interactions, Archer (2011b, see also Archer, 2015) proposed an 
‘intentionality scale or continuum’ as a useful means of tackling the question of the face-damaging 
intent when analysing interactions in legal contexts. Drawing on Goffman’s intentional and incidental, 
i.e. unplanned, levels of face-threat, she shows that behaviour that is face-aggravating beyond the 
courtroom is in fact legally sanctioned by courtroom conventions and norms. Given the lawyers’ 
multiple goals during the cross-examination process, Archer (2011b: 3228) proposed the so called 
strategic ambivalence zone situated between the incidental and intentional levels as a means of 
allowing for movement between them. The face aggravation scale/continuum also incorporates 
Goffman’s accidental level of face-threat so as to capture the perspective of those, particularly lay 
participants, who may perceive events differently from their professional counterparts, i.e. as face-
damaging to them personally, in spite of the fact that no face damage was intended by speaker. Archer 
further took into account the fact that the lawyers may manipulate the perceptions of others, e.g. the 
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jury members, for their own ends by, for example, leading them to believe that the unfriendly 
witnesses produced face-threats where there were none. 
Although Bousfield views impoliteness as intentional, he also admits that “correct assignation 
of intention is by no means guaranteed as the speaker may not have actually intended what the hearer 
believes they have accurately perceived” (Bousfield, 2008: 131). With respect to this, Locher and 
Watts (2008) place slightly greater importance on the uptake of the message than on the speaker’s 
original intention when it comes to determining whether or not a certain communicative act is taken to 
be impolite or not. Other scholars do not treat intentionality as a condition for conceptualising 
impoliteness (see Holmes et al., 2008; Işik-Güler & Ruhi, 2010). This assumption is also maintained 
here. In light of studies that have shown that evaluations of impoliteness can arise without occurrences 
or perceptions of intentionality, in his subsequent definitions of impoliteness, Culpeper (2011a) also 
toned down the role of intention as a prerequisite for impoliteness. Namely, studies have shown that 
although people perceived particular behaviour as impolite, they assessed it as practically void of 
intentionality (see Gabriel, 1998). This is very important given the difficulty of locating intentions, 
because it allows the analyst to make sense of things by focusing on other notions important to 
explicating impolite behaviour (e.g. gender, occupational roles, ethnic identity and so on).  
More recent theorisations of (im)politeness which, like me, view (im)politeness as an outcome 
of the evaluative interactive process (Culpeper 2011a; see also Sinkeviciute, 2016) rightly argue 
against giving priority to either the speaker or the hearer (e.g. Terkourafi, 2008). Moreover, intentions 
are not seen as residing in speakers’ cognition but are seen post facto, as emergent, i.e. jointly co-
constructed understandings of what is meant (see Gibbs, 1999; Arundale, 1999; Haugh, 2008; 
Culpeper, 2011a). As such, they can be uncovered by looking at displays in which interlocutors may 
hold one another accountable for the perceived offence and negotiate the meaning that arises in 
interaction (Haugh, 2010a). As this is not always possible, the difficulty of demonstrating 
intentionality empirically remains, which is why interpretations of intentionality need to be supported 
by an analysis of the interactions and the way in which the participants (rather than the analyst) orient 
or do not orient to them. 
 
2.2.2 Impoliteness and emotions 
 
Culpeper (2011a: 211) argues that impoliteness always involves the expression of strong 
emotion. Similarly, face loss has been associated with emotional states such as shame, confusion or 
anger. Many scholars agree that when theorising and analysing impoliteness, the aspect of emotion 
(including both affect and sentiments) should be considered (see Işik-Güler & Ruhi, 2010; Garcés-
Conejos Blitvich et al., 2010). Emotions are associated with specific cognitions and can be triggered 
by beliefs, feelings, desires, psychological changes, vocal expressions (Russell, 1991). They are not 
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static, but are characterised as complex, multi-layered behavioural and experiential processes that 
trigger specific behavioural patterns (e.g. irritation or helpfulness) and are accompanied by specific 
mental states such as confusion, insecurity, tiredness, alertness, excitement and so on. Emotions are 
articulated at three levels: (1) non-verbally through mimicry or gestures (e.g. laughter, crying, 
nodding); (2) through body states (e.g. heart rate, blood pressure, sweating); and (3) verbally (e.g. 
emotionally laden words, utterances) (Schwarz-Friesel, 2007: 57). 
Culpeper (2011a: 57) argues that emotions interact with information about situations and their 
norms and classifies emotions that are associated with impoliteness into other-condemning emotions 
(i.e. anger, disgust, contempt) and self-conscious emotions (embarrassment, guilt, shame).11 The 
former are triggered by violations of behavioural expectations and entitlements, whereas the latter 
result from face-threats (Culpeper, 2009). In this sense, Culpeper (2011a) reports that emotions of 
anger, for instance, were found to have involved judgments that one’s plans or goals have been 
interfered with illegitimately by violating expectations. Studies have found that emotions may be the 
source of impoliteness, that is they may trigger certain behaviours that can become open to evaluations 
of impoliteness rather than be a response to an impolite act (Işik-Güler & Ruhi, 2010). For instance, as 
a result of being tired due to working long hours call centre agents may unintentionally react to 
specific customer behaviour in a manner they otherwise would not have. In turn, their behaviour may 
be perceived as salient by the customers. Speakers may also display emotions for strategic reasons (for 
instance, when complaining) to achieve a particular interactional goal (e.g. affiliation, remedial 
action). It is, however, not always possible to distinguish whether emotions are true or employed for 
the purpose of achieving a particular goal. In other words, intentionality may not always surface.  
In interaction, emotional involvement and attitudinal meaning can be conveyed at the level of 
words. Using negatively affective words such as insults or taboo words, and intensifying modifiers to 
intensify descriptions (such as “so”, “extremely”, “utterly”), can boost the effect of impoliteness, 
particularly when breaking the social norms of appropriateness in a given context. Emotions can also 
be displayed at the level of intonation. Wichmann (2000) distinguishes between expressive and 
attitudinal intonation. The former is said to convey pure emotions and emotions arising from beliefs, 
knowledge and opinions. The latter, on the other hand, is said to reflect certain speaker behaviour as 
intended by the speaker, perceived by the receiver or both, which means that attitudinal intonation may 
be a way of deducing possible intention. In some cases, some kind of mismatch between the intonation 
and the message and/or the context may occur. Wichmann (2000: 146) argues that paying attention to 
intonation can contribute to our understanding of attitudinal meaning conveyed through intonation, 
which is why intonation should be taken into account when analysing the behaviour of interactions of 
participants. Similarly to Locher (2006), she asserts that a normal association between intonation, text 
                                                 
11 However, referring to emotions as self-conscious is ill-advised given that one cannot know how conscious or unconscious 
speakers actually are. 
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and cotext needs to be identified before any deviations (e.g. mismatches and the like) from that norm 
can be recognised. This is all the more important when interactions take place over the telephone, 
where prosody such as tone of voice, changes in pitch, acerbic style, loudness, intensity, duration, 
stretched sounds can disambiguate messages and guide the recipient to interpret certain messages as 
impolite, particularly when no other indication is given (e.g. lexical items associated with impoliteness 
and the like). Depending on how they are distributed, phonological features are frequently used as 
intensifying techniques. They are also used for sending mixed messages (e.g. to convey sarcasm, 
banter, teasing), in which case the prosody applied to utterances undermines the (im)politeness 
expressed verbally. When attitudinal neutrality is mismatched, inferential work is needed to infer 
speaker meaning and markedness may occur (Culpeper, 2011a). Culpeper (2011a: 148-150) reports 
that previous studies (e.g. Murray & Arnott, 1993; Banse & Scherer, 1996) confirmed that there are 
default meanings for some acoustic features based on people’s knowledge of these regular 
covariations. Anger, for instance, is typically expressed in a louder, breathy, chest tone, with slightly 
faster and higher pitch average, and abrupt pitch changes on stressed syllables (Murray & Arnott, 
1993; Culpeper, 2011a). 
Research has found that reciprocity plays an important role in politeness in that interactants 
are motivated to maintain each other’s face and harmonious relationships because face-threatening 
behaviour is often met with reciprocal counter-threats. In other words, evaluations of impoliteness 
may trigger a state of emotional arousal in the target, increasing the likelihood of retaliation (Culpeper, 
2011a). However, the interactants do not always display explicit orientations to face-threatening or 
potentially impolite utterances, one of the reasons being desire to avoid confrontation and potentially 
aggravate the situation (see van der Bom & Mills, 2015) or due to constraints (e.g. institutional or 
other). This, of course, does not mean that such behaviour was not recognised as face-threatening or 
impolite. Participants may decide not to register particular behaviour as impolite and challenge it. 
However, this, too, is a reaction as registering offence is itself an accountable social action.12  
When examining (im)politeness, particularly evaluations of impoliteness, prosodic 
intensifications, mismatches and manipulations that may index specific emotions and potentially 
create or escaslate potential conflict need to be accounted for. This is particularly important when 
prosody is used as a resource to “create impoliteness for an expression where none had been obvious 
in a particular context” (Culpeper, 2011a: 151). 
 
                                                 
12 Mills (2003), on the other hand argues that when no evaluations are made by the interactants to a particular behaviour as 
impolite, impoliteness stays only at the ‘potential’ level. 
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2.2.3 Types of impoliteness 
 
Scholars who studied impoliteness identified different types of impoliteness and developed 
typologies according to its main functions. They found that impoliteness may be used strategically to 
gain or assert power (see Kasper, 1990; Beebe, 1995; Kienpointner, 1997), it may be affective so as to 
give vent to negative feelings and frustrations (see Kasper, 1990; Beebe, 1995; Culpeper, 2011a) or be 
used for entertaining purposes including banter, jocular mockery and the like (see Kienpointner, 1997; 
Culpeper, 2011a; Haugh, 2015). The different functions of impoliteness may overlap, that is, affective 
impoliteness may also be strategic. For instance, when complaining to a company about a product, 
service or unfair treatment, customers may use verbally aggressive behaviour, e.g. insults and (veiled) 
threats to convey anger and frustration, in order to achieve a particular goal. For Culpeper (2011a: 
223), who distinguishes between affective, coercive and entertaining impoliteness this would be an 
instance of affective impoliteness, which he defines as targeted displays of heightened emotion, 
whereby the target is typically to blame for having caused that negative emotional state. Whether or 
not such affective displays are considered impolite largely depends on the social norms and 
expectations that prevail in a given context. However, research has shown that participants’ 
evaluations of impoliteness may differ (see also van der Bom & Mills, 2015; Mitchell & Haugh, 
2015), that is, the participants do not necessarily agree about what is polite or impolite. In this sense, 
(im)politeness is argumentative and may have implications for the interactants (see Kádár & Haugh, 
2013: 57). 
Culpeper (2011a) also talks about coercive impoliteness, a type of (unidirectional) genuine 
impoliteness frequently found in asymmetrical settings, where social structural power is unequally 
distributed (e.g. court interactions13, sports or army trainings). As a result, the more powerful 
participant is left with more freedom to be impolite because the less powerful participant is unlikely to 
respond with impoliteness even when a particular behaviour is ostensibly impolite. Thus, the target 
cannot or should not reciprocate due to constraints, institutional or other. In institutional settings, 
institutional constraints (stated in service policies and so on) may impose restrictions on employees’ 
interactional practices (e.g. Archer & Jagodziński, 2015 on communication strategies call centres 
impose on its employees when dealing with customers, particularly verbally aggressive ones) and 
these may influence the way the interaction unfolds. For example, designing utterances so as to avoid 
displaying orientations to another person’s behaviour as impolite may be one of the ways in which 
such restrictions are managed interactionally. On the one hand, interactants may cope with the 
constraints of the social context by orienting to specific activities (e.g. troubles-telling) as restricted 
and manage it through avoidance (e.g. displaying neutrality, impartiality and so on). On the other 
hand, employees may not be formally instructed how to orient to or handle specific interactional 
                                                 
13 However, Archer (2008) argues against the assumtion that in courtroom interaction questions are always used coercively. 
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difficulties, but such behaviour may simply be a more practical and thus potentially efficient thing to 
do. In this respect, Pino (2015) demonstrated that staff members of a mental health institution 
disattend to patients’ complaints by letting them pass and continue with the ongoing activity precisely 
for this reason.  
Coercive impoliteness is also said to be employed with the aim of realigning values between 
the interactants from which the message producer would benefit or at least try to protect or reinforce 
such benefits. To achieve this, the producer may “exercise power” (Archer, 2011a: 14, see also 
Limberg, 2008) over the addressee to enforce particular actions (e.g. the way in which a conversation 
should unfold) through repetitions, reformulations or metapragmatic comments.14 Metapragmatic 
comments in particular may reveal to a greater or lesser extent the speaker’s attitude towards potential 
infringements of underlying expectations or social norms while at the same time trying “to enforce 
how things should be that codify social norms” (Culpeper, 2011a: 112) or expectations. By implying 
or addressing some kind of trouble or transgression, for instance, metalanguage can reveal 
participants’ understandings of (im)politeness. However, it is worth noting that participants’ 
perceptions within a particular activity type may differ with regard to whether impoliteness has taken 
place (see Archer, 2008: 191). When examining interactions between traffic wardens and car owners, 
Bousfield (2008) suggests that the wardens’ role as an institutional representative allows them not to 
orient to car owners’ aggressive outbursts as impolite as they are directed at the institution and not at 
them as individuals (cf. Chapter 5, Excerpt, l. 56). In a study of face-attacks in call centre interactions, 
Archer and Jagodziński (2015), on the other hand, found that while some agents at the airline call 
centre treated customers’ verbal abuse as part of the job routine, others suffered from the 
consequences of such inappropriate aggressive behaviour and name calling, particularly if this occured 
repeatedly. Although restricted in the way the agents are allowed to respond to difficult callers, in the 
case of continuing abusiveness, agents were indeed allowed to disconnect the call, but first had to 
notify the customer of their intention to do so (at least three times).  
With the advancement of new technologies, particularly the internet that allows the 
participation of a large number of users, often in real time, new types of impoliteness were identified. 
One that also entertains an audience is referred to as entertaining impoliteness (Culpeper, 2011a). 
Entertaining impoliteness always involves a (potential) victim and typically takes place between more 
than just two interactants. In entertaining impoliteness, according to Culpeper, the target is always 
known (it can be a particular person, a group of people or a company). For example, online, customers 
often voice their frustration in linguistically creative ways by, for instance, using implicational 
impoliteness, which is created by using conventionalised politeness in the context of extreme 
impoliteness, i.e. sarcasm, cynism, metaphors and the like (e.g. Chapter 6, Section 2.7). It is such 
                                                 
14 In Brown and Levinson’s (1987) sense excercising power over someone is seen as threats to the addressee’s negative face, 
i.e. freedom from action and imposition. 
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creative use of language that exacerbates impoliteness and potentially also entertains the audience. 
Potentially adding to the entertainment value is the fact that in public online space such as corporate 
Facebook pages, where the interactants do not know each other, companies are restricted in their 
responses in that they cannot simply meet impoliteness with impoliteness. Customers, on the other 
hand, can build an alliance against the company with their friends and other customers. This means 
that the company’s image is at stake with hardly any ability to challenge it. Companies tend to impose 
explicit rules upon their customers by proscribing behaviours considered impolite in public contexts, 
such as statements or notices that promise to sanction any non-compliant behaviour. Similarly, on 
corporate Facebook pages companies also threaten to remove or hide the content deemed harmful or 
offensive and ban users. The literature on social media marketing, paradoxically, advises companies 
not to employ such practices. Instead they advise them to take offensive communication offline. This 
means responding to the user privately rather than publicly by sending them a private message. By 
doing so, they avoid the conflict from escalating publicly, where other customers may join in and form 
a coalition against the company, further compromising its reputation. 
 When analysing (im)politeness, the context, the expectations and norms play an important role 
regarding how seriously impoliteness is to be taken (e.g. banter and jocular mockery between friends) 
because it can neutralise the nature of the activity type, at least to some extent (e.g. Chapter 2, Section 
3.1). Thus, when complaining to a company, verbally aggressive behaviour and systematic face-
attacking is expected and staff are typically trained not to take such behaviour personally as it is 
directed towards the company. Nonetheless, impoliteness can still be perceived as genuine. Defined 
broadly, then, impoliteness is a marked communicative behaviour, an emotionally-charged attitude 
that is perceived and evaluated negatively in specific contexts by at least one participant and 
potentially also challenged as inappropriate given the relationship between the participants (see also 
Garces-Conejos Blitvich et al., 2013; Haugh, 2013a). It is typically activated when expectations 
regarding desirable behaviour, behavioural regularities or social norms and conventions that prevail in 
a particular situation are infringed. To this end, it is important to first uncover what is expected, that is, 
normative behaviour in a specific context, i.e. behaviour that passes unnoticed. It is further noteworthy 
to take into account a broader, socio-cultural context and other context-external factors (e.g. working 
conditions) that may trigger impolite behaviour (see Section 2.2.2). Although impoliteness may have 
emotional consequences of face damage, not all impolite behaviour is necessarily also face-
aggravating or face-damaging. The next section thus looks at the relationship between the concepts of 
face and (im)politeness.  
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2.2.4 The view on face and (im)politeness taken in this thesis 
 
In earlier theories of politeness, face played a central role and facework is largely equated with 
politeness. Recent theorisations view politeness as a possible aspect of facework, whereas face is 
mainly seen as constituted in interaction. Albeit acknowledging the strong relationship between face 
and (im)politeness, some scholars suggest they should not be equated (Watts, 2003), but be studied 
and theorised separately, in their own right (e.g. Arundale 1999, 2006, 2009, 2010; Terkourafi 2008; 
Haugh, 2013b). Drawing on criticism of Brown and Levinson for ‘misinterpreting’ Goffman’s notion 
of face Terkourafi (2008) suggests that ‘face’ is only constituted externally, in that it is dependent on 
others and cannot be an attribute of individuals (Terkourafi, 2008; see also Culpeper, 2011b).  
While Goffman’s (1967) notion of face has been revisited in many recent theorisations (e.g. 
Watts, 2003; Spencer-Oatey, 2000, 2005; but see Bargiela-Chiappini’s, 2003, thorough analysis of 
Goffman’s notion of face), others employ different approaches. Arundale (2006, 2009, 2010), for 
instance, moves away from framings that reify face, i.e. Goffman (1967), and proposes a radically 
different theoretical framework called the Face Constituting Theory (FCT) with the objective of 
explaining face and facework as “achieved by participants engaged in face-to-face communication in 
situated relationships” (Arundale, 2010: 2078) and thus develop a culture-free template for face onto 
which various culture-specific construals can be mapped (O'Driscoll, 2007: 479). Arundale (2009, 
2010) conceptualises face separately from politeness and views face from the interactional perspective, 
based on how it is discursively co-constructed in interaction as a conjoint understanding or interpreting 
of participants. He maintains that face is an “emergent, non-summative achievement in interpersonal 
communication” (Arundale, 2009: 52) and defines it in terms of “connectedness and separateness in 
human relationships”, in that connectedness with, which generates what is social (e.g. 
interdependence, solidarity, association) and separateness from, which generates what is individual 
(e.g. independence, autonomy) are interpretings that are interactionally achieved in conversation. 
Hence, face is not an individual but an entirely relational phenomenon, where the analytical focus is 
shifted to the relationship between the participants. He suggests that connection and separation face 
are in constant tension with each other and a balance between them is momentary and occurs only 
accidentally. Thus, facework emerges from “the way participants use particular resources to respond in 
real time to the contingencies arising from one another’s particular contributions, conjointly affording 
and constraining, shaping and reshaping one another’s interpreting of their utterances in general, and 
of face in particular” (Arundale, 2009: 51). Arundale’s FCT model was applied by few scholars, i.e. 
Haugh (2010a: 2116) who explored face as interactionally achieved relational phenomenon in teasing 
in initial interactions between Anglo-Australian participants. He found that face is conjointly co-
constructed through the interpretings of the participants’ evolving relationship. In other words, face 
evolves over the course of a relationship with a broader societal context. Although as a practice, 
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jocular mockery can be both simultanously face-supportive and face-threatening, it was found that 
participants’ expectations about potential future evaluations of their evolving relationship may 
occasion jocular mockery (see also Geyer, 2010 on the discursive practice of teasing). Despite the fact 
that Face Constituting Theory draws on Conversation Analysis, given its complexity the FCT 
approach would not sit well with the analysis of primarily transactional interactions taken in this 
thesis. 
When we communicate, we constantly make evaluations, judgments of some sort, of other 
interlocutors, of the social encounter. In the context of this study I view face as an interactional, 
mutually constructed phenomenon originally defined by Goffman (1967: 5) as “the positive social 
value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken during a particular 
contact.” Facework is seen as “emergent in verbal and non-verbal processes” (Bargiela-Chiappini, 
2009: 319), which through interaction co-define social roles and relationships.15 Thus, facework 
equates to the actions interlocutors employ in order to maintain, support, enhance, protect, threaten or 
attack the face of the other(s). As a concept, I view ‘facework’ as broader than (im)politeness, 
consisting of “behaviours which establish, maintain, threaten or diminish the images or identities of 
communicators” (Shimanoff, 1994: 159-160; see also Archer, 2008). Politeness is seen as one of the 
possible means participants may use to maintain face. To quote Shimanoff (1994: 160) “facework 
includes politeness, but politeness does not incorporate all types of facework”, i.e. politeness does not 
incorporate all possible means participants may use in order to maintain face. Politeness includes 
behaviours which honour another’s need for autonomy and approval, i.e. it may only be directed 
toward another16 (Márquez Reiter, 2009a), whereas facework may be directed toward oneself or 
another, but is not necessarily considered an act of (im)politeness (Shimanoff, 1994: 160). In other 
words, face may be threatened without evaluations of impoliteness occurring. Similarly, for Watts 
(2003: 274) who sees facework as the “efforts made by the participants in verbal interaction to 
preserve their own face and the face of the other”, all human social interaction consists of facework of 
one kind or another, and it may sometimes include linguistic politeness as one of its aspects. Watts 
(2003: 259-260) distinguishes between supportive and aggressive facework. In relation to his 
definition of politic behaviour, e.g. appropriate behaviour, linguistic or otherwise, that meets the 
addressee’s expectations, aggressive facework is highly unlikely to use linguistic structures that might 
be open to interpretation as polite, whereas supportive facework is likely to include potentially polite 
linguistic behaviour. 
                                                 
15 In some settings, such as on social media, facework is also emergent through the absence of responses, considering that 
message addressees are notified when the message is posted on their Facebook wall.   
16 Within the framework of Brown and Levinson’s theory, however, Chen (2001) proposed a binary model of politeness to 
others and self-politeness, arguing that speakers also have face needs. Hence, in certain situations they need to perform 
various speech acts using (mitigating) strategies so as not to threaten their own face. All the strategies are directed both to the 
negative and positive face of the speaker (see also Chapter 6, Section 2.4).  
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The degree to which face and facework are at stake may differ according to a particular situation 
and the roles the participants adopt for the duration of interaction. In formal settings, where customers 
complain about a service received, facework may become a matter of primary concern, that is “an 
explicit and conscious purpose of interaction rather than simply a covert and implicit means of 
facilitating interaction” (Qi, 2014: 162), typically the case in general inquiries. The practices the 
interactants use play a significant role in how meanings are co-constructed and negotiated (e.g. 
disputed, challenged). 
 
2.2.4.1 Professional face 
  
In service encounters, the interactional organisation, constraints and contingencies associated 
with it differ from everyday talk. Service interactions are a type of institutional talk, which is goal-
oriented and asymmetric. As such it may involve special constraints on what will be treated as 
allowable contributions (Drew & Heritage, 1992; Heritage, 2000). These differ across institutional 
settings. It has been argued that apart from personal face institutional representatives also have a 
professional face also referred to as institutional identity (Márquez Reiter, 2009a: 59). Similarly, 
Archer and Jagodziński (2015: 55) who examined service calls to an airline company suggest that, for 
the duration of the interaction, the agent represents the company for the calling customer, whereby the 
role of being an agent may potentially also become part of his or her identity. In line with Brown and 
Levinson’s (1987) Model Person, they talk about an Ideal Agent, who, to provide good customer 
service, will be able to choose the right strategy in a given situation (typically from the scripted book 
that models the agents’ linguistic behaviour) with which his or her communicative and face-oriented 
needs will be satisfied (Archer & Jagodziński, 2015: 50; see also Márquez Reiter, 2009a; Orthaber & 
Márquez Reiter, 2011). The authors also admit that there are certain overlaps between their 
understanding of professional face and Spencer-Oatey’s (2002, 2005) face sub-category of social 
identity face (see Section 2.1.2), but that the latter fails to capture the synechdochical relationship 
between the agents and the company they represent and identify with or not (see also Márquez Reiter, 
2009a). 
In my thesis, professional face refers to the professional persona through which the Company 
presents itself to the public (Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011, 2015, 2016). It is seen as on loan to the 
institutional incumbents from the Company and may be withdrawn, should they not conduct 
themselves “in a way that is worthy of it” (Goffman, 1967: 10), that is, in line with the Company 
expectations. Company expectations are likely to differ depending on the type of activity the agents 
carry out, e.g. provision of general information v. dealing with complaints. Agents providing general 
information may maintain their professional face through their professional expertise and by showing 
concern for the customer. Agents dealing with customer complaints, which are typically emotionally 
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charged, have a more difficult job of appearing as a calm and collected professional whilst working 
hard on smoothening the customer’s emotions. Put differently, the agents are required to display a 
balance between being involved by showing concern in a sincere manner while maintaining a 
professional demeanor by withdrawing any feelings of anger or exhaustion they may have (cf. Bolton, 
2001). Apart from protecting their own professional face, the agents’ job is also to maintain the 
professional face of their work-colleagues when necessary as in so doing they are helping to protect 
that of the institution. For this reason, companies frequently impose upon the agents scripted materials 
with verbal (and sometimes non-verbal) acts. Moreover, external factors such as the Company’s 
position in the market, the working conditions, frequency of surveillance, and job security may 
influence the extent to which the professional face plays out in interaction.  
 
2.2.5 Summary 
 
Much has been written on the complex notion of face since Goffman provided the first 
Western definition of the term in 1967. Similarly, the field of politeness has flourished since the 
publication of Brown and Levinson’s seminal work on politeness, triggering a wealth of new 
theoretical and analytical approaches across settings, contexts and cultures, yielding research findings 
that not only contributed to, but also deepened our understanding of politeness, impoliteness, and face. 
In many contexts, including service encounter interactions, the general belief that it is in participants’ 
best interests to avoid disharmony or conflict and maintain each other’s face to achieve an 
interactional goal holds true. There are, however, service encounter types (e.g. departments dealing 
with complaints), where customers’ use of face-attacking strategies is expected and, as a result, these 
do not necessarily qualify as instances of impoliteness in the same way (see Archer & Jagodziński, 
2015). As argued by Tracy & Tracy (1998), who analysed face-attacks in emergency calls, face-
attacks generated by the callers and aimed at call-takers were to a large extent intentional yet 
understandable and excusable due to states of emergency. This means that the type of activity and 
corresponding rights and obligations are crucial in categorising social behaviour. This is further 
explored in the analytical part of the thesis, the aim of which is to contribute to the ongoing debate on 
how and when (im)politeness and face emerge in customer service interactions. Moreover, the aim is 
also to uncover any differences across settings (and channels) in which they occur.  
In the first part of the chapter I have explored and discussed Goffman’s (1967) 
conceptualisation of face and provided an overview of Brown and Levinson’s (1978, 1987) face-
saving politeness theory by critically examining some of its fundamental assumptions. I then presented 
more recent discursive and interactional views on politeness, before focusing on impoliteness and 
providing the view on face and (im)politeness taken in this study. As the focus of my research is to 
analyse how (im)politeness is manifested and how participants go about negotiating face in naturally 
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occurring conversational interactions in technologically mediated service encounters, i.e. telephone, 
emails and Facebook, the next part of the chapter will focus on mediated institutional communication. 
I will first outline the emergence and importance of technologically mediated communication in 
contemporary business practices and discuss potential implications for mediated service encounters. 
These have been shaped by the increasing number of interpersonal communication technologies that 
have been integrated into their everyday practices, where they are pervasively being used. In light of 
prevalent theories, I will outline the affordances and constraints of the types of technologically 
mediated communication channels, through which the interactions between the Company and its 
customers occur: telephone, email and Facebook.  
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2.3 Technologically Mediated Interaction 
 
 
Remote mediated communication has developed out of the need to communicate “in the 
absence of physical presence” (Hutchby, 2014). For this purpose, technologies have been developed to 
overcome spatial and time obstacles and enable communication despite the lack of mutual presence 
between interlocutors. For language to be mediated, a technological instrument or an intermediary 
device (e.g. a computer or a telephone) is required (Herring, 1996a). Today, two types of remote 
mediated communication forms exist: asynchronous forms (e.g. letters, telegraphs, emails) and 
synchronous forms (e.g. telephone, videoconference). Both types are widely used in computer-
mediated communication (hereafter, CMC), e.g. videoconference as synchronous and textually-based 
social exchanges via email, forums or blogs as asynchronous communication forms. Some forms of 
CMC are characterised as quasi-synchronous, because the output of message production is visible, 
whereas the production process is not.  
Today, online communication is ubiquitous and as real or authentic as offline interaction 
(Locher, 2010: 1). Companies worldwide, too, have embraced the technological advances, the main 
reasons being increased efficiency, productivity, and lower costs (Rooksby, 2002), but also due to 
pressures from the environment as more and more people now have (smart) mobile phones with access 
to the Internet. To this end, companies increasingly offer customers various technologically mediated 
communication channels to address their needs. All communication is mediated in some way or 
another through our interactions with people and by means of different verbal and nonverbal modes 
(see, for example, Lievrouw & Finn, 1990; Thurlow et al., 2004). In this sense, communication 
between a Company representative and a customer, for example, is mediated through contextual 
features such as the professional relationship between them, and through the technological medium 
such as the telephone or a computer, when communication takes place via email or social medium. 
Furthermore, the agent also works as a mediator between the customer and the Company. 
This part of the chapter provides an overview of research on technologically mediated 
communication. In doing so, I discuss previous theories and highlight the affordances and constraints 
of the technologies that mediate the interactions examined in my thesis: the telephone, email and 
Facebook.  
 
2.3.1 Technologically mediated communication 
 
In line with the field of politeness, research on CMC dates back almost three decades and has 
been a focus of interest since the late 1980s (Gimenez, 2009). The first theories of technologically 
mediated communication emerged in the 1960s and 1970s, when the Social Presence Model was 
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proposed by scholars from the field of communication (see, for example, Short et al., 1976). 
According to the Social Presence Model, different modes of communication involve different degrees 
of ‘social presence’ or ‘immediacy’ (Thurlow et al., 2004). More specifically, it is assumed that 
because communication via telephone has fewer visual cues compared to face-to-face communication, 
it ranks low on the social presence scale and is thus regarded as more task-focused and less 
relationship-focused. Accordingly, face-to-face communication is placed at the richest end of the 
scale. This early theoretical approach was criticised for having regarded face-to-face communication 
as an ideal form of communication, whereas other forms of communication were labelled as 
impoverished and impersonal. (Walther, 1996; Walther et al., 2012) Similarly, the cues-filtered-out 
model proposed by Rutter (1987), Ruben (1988) and Sproull & Kiesler (1986) suggests that in 
mediated communication the absence of nonverbal cues – visual and in the case of text-based CMC 
also paralinguistic – increases the ‘psychological distance’ between communicators. In other words, as 
the information level decreases due to cuelessness, communication is said to become more impersonal. 
It is further argued that as receivers are said to be less able to influence the content and direction of 
interaction they also become more passive (Ruben, 1988). Rutter (1987) further asserts that people 
prefer to avoid psychological distance and communicate in ways in which most cues can be 
transmitted. Both the social presence model and the cuelessness or the cues-filtered-out model have 
found little empirical support and were criticised for privileging face-to-face communication over 
technologically mediated forms of communication, arguing that there are a number of different 
contexts in which communication can be psychologically close despite the absence of social cues (see, 
for example, Deuel, 1996 on the exchange of intimate messages in a virtual environment). 
Similarly, the channel capacity or media richness theory (Daft & Lengel, 1984, 1986; Rice, 
1992) posit that a medium’s richness is based on its bandwidth i.e. capacity to transmit information, 
provide feedback or support the use of a variety of language. It predicts that any communication 
channel through which a message passes influences and alters the content and context of that message 
(Rice, 1992). The theories also assume that face-to-face communication is what people prefer most 
and that the choice of the medium is influenced by the complexity of the communication tasks that 
need to be performed, e.g. the more complex the task, the richer the medium that is needed (for 
example, for routine tasks, users will use CMC, whereas for more complex tasks they will turn to face-
to-face communication), in order to reduce equivocality and avoid uncertainty. Accordingly, a 
particular medium is classified as rich if it carries ambiguous information effectively otherwise it is 
considered a lean medium. In this respect, the media richness model proposes a continuum to rank rich 
and lean media ranging from highest to lowest in the following way: (1) face-to-face (2) telephone, (3) 
email, (4) written letters, (5) formal documentation (6) numeric, formal (computer output). In line with 
the media richness theory, therefore, text-based CMC is categorised as lean (cf. Klitmøller & Lauring, 
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2013 on how as a lean medium email was found to enhance certain tasks such as knowledge sharing, 
reducing miscommunication and uncertainty). 
The studies presented above are representative of what Gimenez (2009) refers to as the 
‘medium turn’. Although these theories have helped in understanding differential uses of media, they 
have largely treated computer-mediated communication as impoverished interaction, in which 
participants cannot express themselves as effectively as in face-to-face communication, thus implying 
misunderstandings are more likely to occur (Tagg, 2014). The theories were criticised for ignoring 
personal preferences of individuals (or indeed companies) for choosing one medium over another. 
This was later confirmed by other researchers who found that some people prefer to use ‘lean’ media 
to perform specific tasks due to a number of constraints, e.g. to avoid discomfort (O’Sullivan, 2000; 
Grinter & Palen, 2002), but also out of convenience and practicality. Furthermore, Walther (1996) 
argues that CMC can be as social and intimate as face-to-face communication if not more and thus 
refutes the early theories on mediated communication. Instead, he proposes three types of 
communication taking place online: impersonal (task-oriented), interpersonal (or socially oriented) and 
hyperpersonal communication. With the term hyperpersonal he aims to describe a type of text-based 
communication, where communicators can strategically manipulate their identity through a selective 
and optimised presentation of self (Caplan et al., 2007: 44), choose when to send messages, and plan, 
organise and edit their communication in pursuit of their goals (Duthler, 2006). The model further 
suggests that a number of aspects of computer-mediated communication actually have several 
capabilities to facilitate positive impressions. This is derived from Goffman’s (1959) idea of 
impression management, according to which every actor aims to influence others’ perceptions about 
him or her to be seen through social interaction in an optimal or beneficial way. To support theoretical 
assumptions presented in this model, in their latest research Walther et al. (2010) re-examined through 
simulated (role-played) interviews how CMC and voice-based communication via a telephone-like 
audio system affect interpersonal impressions, arguing that CMC is functionally equivalent (and in 
some cases even superior) to vocal communication in its ability to transmit positive impressions. They 
suggest that “CMC users, knowing there is no vocal component to CMC, do not simply type out the 
same words they would have spoken, but rather they choose different words, symbols, and statements 
to express themselves online in a manner that compensates for the nonverbal cues they do not have.” 
(Walther et al., 2010: 381) The findings indicate that CMC is fairly adaptive in the process of refining 
impressions in that the interviewees are able to make themselves appear more intelligent when they 
had only text and not voice with which to influence their partners. Although not explicitly mentioned 
by the authors, this is likely to be the result of “plan-ability” (Merrison et al., 2012), that is, the 
message producers’ ability to plan their written interaction and rework it until they are happy with it. 
In a similar vein, the characteristics of plan-ability and immediacy surface through the impoliteness-
oriented use of creative language such as disparaging expressions, insults or swearwords was also 
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found to be a frequent feature in much of text-based CMC, where its function is mainly to signal 
attention and entertain at least some of the participants through sarcasm (see e.g. Crystal, 2007; 
Culpeper, 2011a; Dynel, 2015). Such behaviour was frequently observed on corporate Facebook pages 
(see Márquez Reiter et al., 2015; Champoux et al., 2012; see also Chapter 6, Section 2). 
Using a comparative approach (face-to-face v. electronic communication), early theories and 
approaches to mediated communication, also termed as deficit approaches (Thurlow et al., 2004), 
merely isolated the capacities of the media, assuming that the technical bandwidth (e.g. the ability to 
transmit multiple cues) and socio-emotional bandwidth are reciprocal, e.g. the ‘leaner’ the media the 
more impersonal the communication due to technological constraints. They not only failed to 
acknowledge that the user’s choice may be influenced by the context or power (or even identity and 
gender), but also that within a few decades, people will have become so familiar with technology that 
they will choose to use it according to what they (or the organisation) believe is most appropriate for 
them in a particular moment. Medium choice also depends on other, non-technological factors, such as 
convenience to communicate and acquire information at a distance. To account for the shortcoming of 
these studies, the second group of studies focused on the role of corporate culture and the connection 
between the context and media (e.g. Ferrara et al., 1990). Using predominately the textual-analytical 
approach, studies have found that corporate culture determines which media is adopted for which 
communicative practice regardless of whether communicative events are routine or complex. While 
some studies reported that developments in communication technology brought about changes in the 
social context, which are reflected in more informal language use and register of communication (e.g. 
Gimenez, 2000; Kankaanranta, 2006), other studies of mediated business communication focused on 
the impact electronic media has on the business discourse. In doing so they took into account the 
context and other variables that are at play in business communication and how they shape language 
use and the discourse of the workplace, e.g. social, economical and political, thereby allowing 
researchers to uncover the complex discursive reality (Akar, 2002; Gimenez, 2009).  
More recent studies of mediated interactions examined how the participants organise and 
structure their contributions in mediated environments and how, in doing so, they creatively adapt to 
and exploit the affordances of a particular medium. Affordances refer to “the practical uses that 
anything within that ‘perceptual range’ makes available for participants” (Hutchby, 2014: 87) and can 
be functional and relational. Functional or technological affordance supports or constrains engagement 
in a particular activity (e.g. usage of hashtags is not possible in telephone interaction). Relational 
affordance, on the other hand, may differ depending on the medium that is used (e.g. ephemerality, 
that is, talk or spoken interaction exists only briefly unless it is recorded).17 Through constant 
technological developments, particularly in the field of CMC, where new applications and platforms 
                                                 
17 Some social medum networks such as Snapchat and Instagram now offer its users services such as publishing and sharing 
photographs and stories which disappear after 24 hours. 
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are regularly developed and settings on the existing ones constantly updated and changed, mediated 
communication is becoming more complex.  
Over the past few years (im)politeness researchers have become increasingly interested in 
studying CMC interactions, not only because much of the naturally occurring data published online is 
public, making the data collection process much easier, but also due to the distinct, dynamic and 
complex nature of many online settings, in which aggressive and conflictual language can be easily 
found. It is, therefore, not surprising that the majority of empirical studies have focused on how 
impoliteness and face-threats are negotiated in online interactions (see, for example, papers from the 
Special Issue on (im)politeness in CMC edited by Miriam Locher, 2010). Other forms of aggressive 
online behaviour such as trolling (Hardaker, 2010) or flaming (Dynel, 2015) have also received 
attention.18 All studies of (im)politeness in online settings emphasise the importance the specifics of 
online context play in analysing empirical data. In other words, restrictions associated with or arising 
from the affordances of the medium (e.g. limited space, a/synchronicity) mentioned earlier, may 
influence the way in which (im)politeness and facework are realised and interpreted.  In a similar vein, 
these restrictions may have implications for the linguistic choices that the participants make (see also 
Locher, 2010). The next subsections investigate and compare the most prominent characteristics of 
three forms of mediated communication that are used in this study: the telephone, email, and a social 
media platform Facebook. 
 
2.3.2 Affordances and constraints of telephone interaction 
 
Telephone communication enables remote synchronous social exchanges by digitising, 
mediating and sending audio representations across the world (Foth, 2009), allowing people to 
communicate together as if they were together while actually being physically apart (Rooksby, 2002). 
Since its widespread use almost one hundred years ago, the technology has had a profound influence 
on business practices mainly because activities were no longer confined to a specific place. Although 
the traditional landline telephone has been the most pervasive communication device worldwide, 
today, mobile telephony has become all-pervasive. They allow anytime and anywhere place-
independent reciprocal availability (Caronia et al., 2009) not only in the form of telephone 
conversations but in line with the technical affordances of the latest smart phones also as text-based 
interactions (e.g. email and social media apps). With the spread of mediated forms of communication 
through which messages are immediately transmitted, social exchange has become decreasingly linked 
                                                 
18 Trolling comprises luring other participants into often meaningless, time-consuming discussions. Flaming, on the other 
hand, is referred to as “vicious verbal attacks, nasty and often profane diatribe, derogatory, obscene or inappropriate 
language, overheated prose and derisive commentary” (Thurlow et al., 2004: 70). 
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to any particular place, and often also time (e.g. Spagnolli & Gamberini, 2007).19 Interactions via 
telephone are dyadic, whereby both parties can provide feedback to each other in real time and thus 
contribute to, negotiate and modify the content of what is said (Whittaker, 2003). That is, despite 
physical distance, the interactional affordances of telephone communication create a sense of presence 
and embodiment in a shared space (Rettie, 2005). Messages are transmitted as purely linguistic 
information (Whittaker, 2003), where the non-verbal cues (e.g. elements of body language, gestures 
and facial expressions) apart from the paralinguistic features, are missing. It is exactly the vocal cues 
and the characteristic of interactivity that give telephone communication the perception of immediacy 
as meaning (e.g. emotions) can be inferred from other people’s voices, e.g. laughter, crying, volume of 
speech, perturbations, silence, often disambiguating the meaning (see Section 2.2.2). 
In the world of business, telephone communication is indispensable, not just to support 
internal communication among professionals but particularly for direct interaction in service 
environments, e.g. between service providers and customers, where different service transactions may 
easily be carried out at a distance. In this respect, call centres have proven particularly practical and 
convenient for customers to easily and quickly gain information they require without having to visit 
the Company personally for front desk service assistance. In other words, call centres have become an 
extremely effective way to reach and be reached by customers (Bodin & Dawson, 2002), which is why 
more and more companies now offer toll-free numbers for customers to provide them with feedback. 
Research has shown that telephone usage is underpinned by two factors: intrinsic or socially motivated 
telephone uses, i.e. calls aimed at getting someone, and instrumental or task-oriented calls, calls aimed 
at getting something (LaRose, 1999). Call centre interactions fall in the latter category as calls are 
purpose-centred and thus completed with a particular objective in mind. In this sense, Cameron 
(2000b) defines a call centre as a workplace where language and communication are of crucial 
importance, as the standards of service depend on the quality of talk. There are two types of call 
centres: inbound and outbound. In inbound call centres, the customer calls in for service or 
information or technical support, whereas outbound call centres are concerned mostly with 
telemarketing, telesales and surveys (Cameron, 2000b; Forey & Lockwood, 2007; Poster, 2007).  
Telephone communication requires a technological medium, the telephone. However, call centre work 
has recently become increasingly computerised and apart from the telephone, agents also use other 
equipment such as headsets and a computer (e.g. specific programmes). For instance, the vast majority 
of call centres now use automatic call distributor technology that queues inbound calls and distributes 
them to available agents. Such technology can measure and monitor call lengths as well as the time the 
agents spend at their desk or away from it. On the one hand, the new developments made call centre 
work less complicated, potentially allowing the agents to focus on the callers; on the other hand, the 
                                                 
19 However, some activities such as communication with others that were once linked with place, but are now also possible 
through telephone and textually-mediated social exchanges, may still be associated with place by people. (Rooksby, 2002
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majority of tasks became automated, increasingly repetitive and routinised, particularly with calls that 
are less complex. How these characteristics play out in call centre work practices has attracted much 
interest from business scholars who focused on call centre representatives’ job characteristics and 
implications of measuring call centre workers’ performance (e.g. Taylor & Bain, 1999; Bain et al., 
2002; Zapf et al., 2003; Matos, 2010; Constancio et al., 2012). The findings have revealed that high-
volume repetitive tasks and low autonomy in decision-making as well as pre-defined responses lead to 
mentally monotonous work (e.g. attention fatigue, selective attention), time pressure, emotional 
dissonance and exhaustion (e.g. vocal and physical fatigue), causing high rates of sickness 
absenteeism and high turnover. It was further highlighted that call agents are subject to psychosocial 
exposures resulting from the need to coordinate and (re)adjust to the unpredictable nature of 
interactions, react promptly and handle a large amount of information. It was found that agents who 
deal with inbound calls are more affected by the above mentioned consequences of the nature of call 
centre work because inbound calls are less predictable and more complex than outbound calls, which 
tend to be more routine and predictable (e.g. Lewin & Sager, 2007; Forey & Lockwood, 2007). The 
target-driven nature of call centre jobs is often referred to as an advanced form of Taylorism (Bakker 
et al., 2003). In other words, call centre employees' responsibility is to deal with a high volume of 
routine, repetitive, and often emotionally demanding interactions in a friendly manner. This, in turn, 
generates a highly stressful work environment. 
With the intense growth and tendency to outsource call centre operations abroad, call centre 
activities also became the focus of empirical research undertaken by sociolinguists and applied 
linguists, yielding some interesting findings. The studies have not focused on interactions between call 
centre agents and customers as such, but rather have explored the relations between the company, 
clients (e.g. organisations that contract call centre services), call centre managers (at different levels) 
and call centre workers. They looked at the implications that emerge from these relations (e.g. 
language use and style, scripting, emotion management, and national identities of call centre workers). 
Cameron (2000a, 2000b) and Duchêne (2009) explore the different ways and degrees to which 
language and speech used by the telephone operators is regulated by the companies. Cameron (2000a, 
2000b) reports that while some companies, for reasons of efficiency, impose a strict use of 
standardised scripts for common routine tasks on their workers, others specify the interactional 
resources or provide general guidelines for call centre workers to follow. The degree to which 
organisations control employees’ language use along with their ability to do this effectively (amongst 
other things by means of high-tech surveillance) has been drastically intensified in the era of 
globalisation. Another example of the way in which languages and workers are an object of regulation 
was illustrated by Duchêne (2009), who observed language choices and practices in a multi-lingual 
Swiss tourism call centre. He found that these practices are institutionalised and serve a specific 
interest, in that with the objective of selling a product or provide a service, the company regulates 
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which languages should be spoken by whom and with whom. Thus, the company treats employees’ 
multilingual skills as a market-oriented commodity (Heller, 2005). Studies that looked at the 
implications globalisation has on the call service industry have also looked at how workers’ national 
identities are managed by call centre operators (Poster, 2007; Sonntag, 2009) in that call centre agents 
are pressured to adopt “westernized pseudonyms or locational masking” (Taylor & Bain, 2005: 278). 
Similarly, scripting processes, i.e. the way in which rules regarding employees’ use of language in 
service interactions with customers are codified and enforced have received much attention (e.g. 
Hultgren, 2008, 2011; Cameron, 2000b; Woydack & Rampton 2015). Scripts are referred to as a set of 
rules that tell the agents what to say and in what order and may include specific words or phrases 
including the manner in which they should be said. Such rules are written down in documents and 
training materials. The purpose of scripts is to control agents regarding the proper display of emotions 
and to maximise authority over the customers by reducing deviations in their requests (Poster, 2007: 
275). It was found that companies invest a considerable amount of resources in ensuring the agents 
comply with them (e.g. through monitoring), particularly when call centres work for multiple external 
clients (see, for example, Woydack & Rampton, 2015).  
The nature and interactive details of telephone calls were also extensively studied by 
conversation analysts who examined how various speech actions are performed across sequences of 
both everyday and institutional telephone talk and how participation and sequential organisation is 
influenced by technology. For instance, in everyday calls the affordance of caller pre-identification 
caused changes in the way telephone calls are opened and topics initiated compared to traditional 
landline phones, where caller display was not yet available (cf. Schegloff, 1986; Arminen & Leinonen, 
2006). However, in institutional settings, where participants do not know each other, caller display 
function is unlikely to cause any major changes. Due to their goal-orientedness, service encounters are 
characterised as institutional interaction (Drew & Heritage, 1992). The interactants typically orient to 
the institutional nature of the calls on several occasions such as by way of how the conversation is 
opened and closed as well as how they engage in specific interactional tasks and the inferential 
processes, how they deal with potential constraints that arise through turn-taking and structural 
organisation of interaction, how they design their turns, through lexical choice, sequence organisation, 
and asymmetry of knowledge (Heritage, 2000). In dyadic telephone conversations actions are 
accomplished through turns, a single contribution by one speaker. Due to the synchronic nature of 
telephone conversations, turn production and delivery occur simultaneously as the participants are co-
present. When the first speaker finishes his or her turn, the next speaker is selected to take the floor or 
reciprocate. Through turns speakers perform actions, which can occur in the form of adjacency pairs, 
i.e. utterances by different speakers placed one after another (Sacks, 1992; Schegloff, 2007). As pair-
type related turns adjacency pairs are referred to as the first-pair part (FPP) and the second-pair part 
(SPP) such as greeting-greeting, question-answer, request-acceptance/rejection, announcement-
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agreement/disagreement. In other words, a certain action carried out by the first speaker makes an 
action of the same type immediately relevant from the second speaker. When more than one SPP is 
possible, normative preferences exist as to which SPP is to be produced (e.g. invitation-acceptance, 
request-granting). In case a dispreferred second follows, resources such as delays, hedges and accounts 
are typically used to redress potential threats to face. Although turn-taking procedures are designed to 
secure one party speaking at a time, in synchronous telephone interaction, interruptions and overlaps 
frequently occur (e.g. around turns’ possible completion points) and parties need to work to resolve 
them. Turn-taking and many other practices have been extensively examined in many languages by 
conversation analysts and the relevant findings are presented in detail in Chapter 4, Section 2. 
 
2.3.3 Affordances and constraints of email interaction 
 
Customer services no longer deal just with calls, but increasingly integrate other 
communicative channels such as email, text messaging and social media. Email, in particular, has 
become an equally pervasive mode of customer service, which is why to account for various 
communication forms now offered by the companies, call centres are often referred to as contact 
centres (Hultgren, 2011). Since its rapid growth in mid 1990s, email has increasingly become a 
substitute for telephone communication, in both everyday encounters as well as within and between 
organisations or communication with clients and customers due to the advantages it has over other 
forms of communication. Thus, preferences for using email were found to be linked to simplicity (e.g. 
customers may receive attachments with a complete and detailed itinerary that can be re-read, 
reproduced, archived), flexibility (emails can be sent at any time) and affordability (sending an email 
is cheaper compared to making a telephone call) (Lan, 2000). Given that it supports (and increasingly 
also assumes) very rapid exchanges, email (like text-messaging or interaction on social media) is still 
seen as an asynchronous communication form. This means that the addressee cannot monitor nor 
intervene in the turn while it is produced. Like in text messaging (see Spagnolli & Gamberini, 2007) in 
emails each message represents a turn, that is, a unitary contribution to the exchange from one 
participant, whereas an exchange consists of two or more turns. By sending an email, the message 
producer selects the next interactant. When a customer, for example, initiates the exchange by sending 
a request email to the company, he or she expects a response, thus making the agent’s turn 
reciprocation relevant. In other words, in service encounters customers are the ones who are in the 
position of initiating an action sequence, whereas the agents are in the position of completing the 
initiated action sequence. Through several turns, emails can build a form and style of a dialogue, 
despite taking the form of a much slower exchange, which resembles correspondence.20 Put 
differently, email supports immediate present speech-like situations as well as more drawn-out 
                                                 
20 Email was specifically designed to be letter-like and uses place-separating terms such as ‘address’, ‘send’, ‘mail’, and so 
on. 
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exchanges, without providing any clues as to which, if either of them, will occur. This may occur in 
those cases, where customers ask for additional information from the agent or vice versa. In such cases 
longer gaps may ensue because agents respond to numerous other request emails, search for 
information requested by the customers and potentially also contact other departments for information. 
Given that conversations are kept together by a momentarily continuous and more or less shared sense 
of “what is going on” (Grice, 1975), in a contact centre that on a daily basis receives a large number of 
request emails the sense of “what is going on” is quickly attenuated and can only be sustained if the 
previous replies are automatically embedded in the message. Thus, the temporal variability of email 
(Rooksby, 2002) plays an important role in the establishment of a shared sense of what is going on 
between participants. Although emails normally do not require an immediate response, response time 
plays an important role for customer satisfaction. In 2008, over 40 per cent of customers expected 
companies to respond to their email within six hours (“Customer service takes on greater importance,” 
2009); in 2014 it was just four hours (Toister, 2014).  
Contrary to telephone, email is an asynchronous, non-interactive, text-based form of 
communication. On the one hand, due to the asynchronous nature of communication the construction 
of silence as well as facial expressions and bodily comportment is, unless verbally articulated, 
completely absent compared to conversations over the phone, where paralinguistic cues are available. 
At the same time, in emails overlaps and interruptions are technically not possible because the second-
pair part (SPP) cannot be produced immediately after the first-pair part (FPP) was completed. This 
means that the property of ‘adjacency’ is adapted to how email affords the turn-taking structure. On 
the other hand, asynchronicity allows the message producer to carefully plan, review and revise the 
message before sending it in terms of the content, grammar and layout. In spoken communication, 
however, what was said cannot be unsaid. This affordance of plannability is said to result in more 
polite messages (Duthler, 2006; Waldvogel, 2007). However, it was found that emails, like SMS 
messages or postings on social media do not necessarily contain the same elements found in telephone 
calls such as openings and closing, which are typically associated with politeness. With respect to this, 
Spagnolli and Gamberini (2007) argue that in text messaging their infrequency is in fact a choice of 
the message producer rather than a standard formula of politeness, especially when interactants know 
each other. In some contexts, lack of greetings and closings was observed in email communication 
(see Chapter 4, Section 2). This means that an email can consist exclusively of its body without being 
interpreted as impolite, mainly because the function of summonses, greetings and mutual identification 
used in telephone interaction for acknowledgment and announcement purposes is secured differently 
such as through sound alerts or popup notifications when emails arrive to inbox, displaying the 
message producer’s identity through his or her email address. Similarly, closings produced in the 
initial message of the exchange tend to project the “length of the reciprocal engagement right from the 
start” (Spagnolli & Gamberini, 2007). 
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Email is not spatially limited with a number of characters as is, for instance, a text message, a 
twit or a Facebook post, although there are various size limits for sending and receiving emails. 
Nonetheless, with regard to length emails, in line with the email etiquette, should be in the form of a 
few short unambiguous paragraphs (see Lenassi, 2015), which is why email users, for reasons of 
economy or in line with the normative practices described in books on professional email 
communication, typically resort to the affordance of the medium by sending additional information 
(written documents, pictures, videos) as attachments. Another characteristic of email is that schedule 
barriers can be overcome. In other words, when sending an email one needs not worry about whether 
the recipient is currently engaged in some other form of activity, as they provide flexibility in terms of 
when one sends and receives messages. For example, an email can be sent out of company’s business 
hours. By the same token, in email communication not knowing when an email will be read is often 
seen as a shortcoming because it may happen that a response is received at some unknown period later 
when specific information is no longer needed (see also Chapter 4, Section 2.1). As mentioned above, 
in many customer service environments this characteristic is likely to play an important role in 
choosing telephone over email should urgency of receiving information be an issue. In an email, 
urgency can also be indicated by, for instance, setting the level of importance as high so as to alert the 
addressee that the message needs immediate attention. The importance level is then displayed in the 
recipient’s inbox.  
Compared to the volume of sociolinguistic studies on call centres, much less is known about 
the work in contact centres, which deal exclusively with responding to complaint and request emails. 
Matos (2010) who examined Portuguese call centre work found that responding to clients’ requests 
and complaints often requires assistance from other departments and that contact between different 
units is exclusively through email. Such internal communication via email, however, was found to be 
highly regulated, lacking autonomy and subject to strong hierarchy, performance evaluation and 
surveillance. Language practices, on the other hand, have been extensively examined in email 
communication in a variety of settings. Early studies from a perspective of applied linguistics regarded 
language as “a victim of technology” (Tagg, 2014: 11) and examined the effects of technology on 
language use. Thus, they examined how language is changed and shaped when used in different text-
based online settings (see, for example, Collot & Belmore, 1996, on language use on Bulletin Board 
Systems; Werry, 1996, on linguistic features in instant chat discourse; Baron, 1998, 2002, 2003, 2009, 
2010 and Crystal, 2007 on characteristics of emails and their potential impact on the use of language 
as such; Gains, 1998, on comparison between emails between academics and business emails). Before 
being recognised as its own genre, email was defined as a hybrid form of communication, i.e. a 
mixture of oral conversation and a letter with elements of a memo (Crystal, 2007).The most often 
noted phenomena in these studies include the use of informal style, colloquial language, 
unconventional orthography, typographical and grammar errors, slang expressions, e.g. features of 
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both written and spoken language, abbreviations, acronyms as well as the use of emoticons and other 
techniques like, for instance, a careful use of punctuation to articulate prosodic cues such as silence, 
hesitancy of speech, pauses, or laughter. Interestingly, the linguists studying user communication and 
users understood online genres in light of their offline equivalents (Tagg, 2014). Other studies have 
looked at business written communication (Gimenez, 2000), politeness of requests sent via email 
(Bunz & Campbell, 2004; Duthler, 2006; Biesenbach-Lucas, 2005, 2007) or have examined how as a 
tool to mark presence and visibility email at the workplace can be used to assess employee 
performance (Turner et al., 2006). More recent studies have focused on workplace email interaction in 
terms of email privacy in the workplace (Synder, 2010) or on specific features of emails such as 
copying emails to third parties (Skovholt & Svennevig, 2006). The reason for a shortage of research in 
this area, particularly in the field of service encounters may be due to ethical considerations such as 
email surveillance and privacy concerns that not only refer to employees but also to customers and 
clients, where ethical issues have become even more complex. For this reason, the present research 
makes a valuable contribution to knowledge by exploring how customers and agents use the medium 
of email to accomplish their interactional objective, i.e. request and provide information.  
In emails, institutionality is displayed through specific features (e.g. email address of the 
company) and is likely to influence customers’ level of formality (e.g. use of third person pronouns). 
Institutionality is also displayed through affordances of email such as signatures, which, especially on 
the part of the agents, are automatically attached to the email and displayed below the main body. 
Signature cards form part of the company’s organisational culture, but may also be used for 
surveillance purposes. To date, the use of signatures in emails was mainly investigated in terms of 
their communication function and the relationship between communicators in vertical and horizontal 
corporate communication (Sherblom, 1988: 49-50). The findings have shown that the presence and 
absence of a signature in an email varied significantly with the direction of the communication, as they 
were more frequently used when sent upward through the organisational hierarchy and from other 
departments of the organisations. Herring (1996b: 87) investigated the lack or presence of signatures 
in two Internet mailing lists and found that signatures were used in 80% of all messages, despite the 
fact that one mailing list already included the names in the header. The reason for this might be the 
fact that users view messages as more similar to print correspondence than to expository treatises or 
conversational turns. Due to the characteristics of email that have been overlooked in media richness 
theory (see Section 2.3.1), Panteli (2002) argues that the richness of email, as a ‘lean’ medium, 
requires a different interpretation and evaluation from that of traditional communication media 
theories. Her research investigated hierarchical differences in email communication, showing that not 
only does email signal and support status differences but that people at higher ranks speak and write 
more freely than those at lower ranks. This finding refutes the arguments of earlier studies (see, for 
example, Sproull & Kiesler, 1986), which assert that status inequalities are reduced in email 
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communication due to lack of social context cues. Similarly, Lee (1994) conducted a research, in 
which text-based attributes of emails across organisational hierarchy including status differences were 
investigated arguing that email readers are not passive recipients of information but active producers 
of meaning. Rather than hiding status differences, email was found to signal and support them. Indeed, 
participants may wish to convey status differences by including specific details in their digital 
signature card (such as affiliation, job position, provision of academic titles and the like; see also 
Chapter 5, Section 2.4, Emails 12a-d).  
In terms of when users prefer one medium to another, early studies have found that between 
the telephone and forms of CMC, people seem to switch to telephone when talking about important 
things (Grinter & Palen, 2002) one reason being poor perception users may have of technology 
security in text-based CMC, as in this case with instant messaging among teenagers. Namely, 
telephone communication is ephemeral unless it is recorded. Given the ease of distribution and 
uncertain moral and legal obligations surrounding them, text-based CMC, including synchronous 
CMC such as in instant chats, can be copy-pasted, saved or printed, ending up in the hands of 
unknown others (Baron, 2002; Whittaker, 2003; Rooksby, 2002; see also Haugh, 2010c on 
implications of a controversial email sent by a lecturer to a university student). Although the study by 
Grinter and Palen (2002) was carried out amongst teenagers, where conversations mostly concern 
inner workings of social circles and are thus often highly sensitive, some adults, too, may be 
concerned with unauthorised copying.  
One of the main advantages offered by contemporary communications technologies, which 
mediate auditory, visual and text-based information, is that with telephone and the internet, distance 
barriers may almost be erased. Although telephones are still widely used for requesting services, 
making inquiries via email is becoming more and more convenient as it creates efficiencies for the 
customers. Dimmick et al. (2000) acknowledged that the popularity of email is having an impact on 
the use of other media, especially the decline in long-distance phone usage. Using the so-called niche 
theory their aim was to explain the consequences of attending the rise of the email medium and to 
identify the payoffs and trade-offs associated with particular media in satisfying users’ needs. The 
findings have shown that the telephone is superior for the purposes of expressing emotions and 
affection, giving advice and exchanging information in real time. Yet, as Walther (1996) and Walther 
et al. (2010) have shown, over time, email can just as well provide an opportunity to form positive 
interpersonal relationships and impressions, it simply takes longer (e.g. Chapter 2, Section 3.1). 
Telephone and email both have similar and distinct attributes, which have been extensively discussed 
and compared with each other. Depending on the task, plannability, immediacy, flexibility, and 
affordability are the main characteristics that influence the customers’ choice of one medium over 
another. With the advancement of technology, the channels that customers are using to contact 
companies are shaped not only by the introduction of new platforms, but also by the new features 
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being added to existing ones. According to a 2014 survey carried out by Forrester Research and 
Conversocial (Bennett, 2014) when contacting the company customers prefer to use the telephone and 
email or even the company’s FAQ section over Twitter or Facebook. Nonetheless, 20 per cent of 
people use social media sites, particularly to complain, which is why companies ought to pay special 
attention to monitoring and responding to complaints on social media and potentially why they 
respond to customers privately (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3).  
The next subsection looks at the characteristics of Facebook, particularly those pertaining to 
corporate Facebook pages.  
 
2.3.4 Affordances and constraints of Facebook 
 
Since late 2007, a growing number of companies and businesses have entered the less formal 
Facebook environment by creating their own customised pages to enhance their visibility and attract 
customers, provided they follow the company’s page as followers by clicking the ‘like’ button on the 
company’s page. Corporate Facebook sites comprise two separate sections: one in which the 
company’s posts are visible and another one featuring the followers’ posts (see Chapter 3, Section 
3.4). In both cases, participants’ entries are displayed in reverse chronological order, with the most 
recent post appearing at the top. Due to the interactive (C. Lee, 2011) and participatory nature 
(Walther & Jang, 2012) of Facebook along with its unique affordances (Gibson, 1979; Herring, 2010; 
Hutchby, 2001b) that allow direct communication with its users, Facebook is being implemented 
strategically by companies for promotional purposes and for building rapport with (potential) 
customers (see Chapter 3, Sections 1.2 and 3.4 on details on the Company’s Facebook page; see also 
Márquez Reiter et al., 2015). At the same time, it gives customers the opportunity to actively co-shape 
the content on their profiles by sharing their (positive and negative) experiences about the company 
with the public. In doing so, they increase the company’s scalability (boyd, 2010), that is, its visibility 
on Facebook and potentially also beyond. On the one hand, the affordances of such participatory 
websites allow the customers, i.e. passive followers, to consume what the agent and other customers 
generate on the company’s profile. On the other hand, “the open-posting platform” (Champoux et al., 
2012) permits them to complement or undermine the company’s as well as each other’s messages 
(Walther & Jang, 2012) by, for example, ‘liking’ their content or appending their own contributions, 
e.g. textual messages, photographs and videos, to the company’s page, the agent’s status updates or 
other customers’ postings (Márquez Reiter et al., 2015). In other words, the interactants, i.e. the 
company and the customers, do not have complete control over their self-representation (boyd, 2010). 
However, given the fact that on Facebook the Company presents itself as an institution, that is the 
agents responding to customer complaints are anonymous, its image rather than face becomes 
threatened. 
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In keeping with email, Facebook as a social media platform enables one-to-many quasi-
asynchronous communication between participants (Meredith, 2014). On the one hand, to exchange 
messages, the participants do not need to be on the medium at the same time, which is why they are 
seen as disembodied from one another as they cannot see whether the other person is smiling, laughing 
and so on (Maíz-Arévalo, 2015). On the other hand, on Facebook the construction of messages is 
separate from their transmission although the medium also allows interactions in real time (cf. 
Meredith, 2014 on synchronous Facebook chat interactions between friends). In other words, the 
message delivery is delayed until the message producer presses ‘enter’. Because the interactants are 
not (necessarily) simultaneously online nor can they see what their co-participants are writing, 
elements typically used in the delivery of dispreferred turns such as silences and delays are not 
available as resources (e.g. Golato & Taleghani-Nikazm, 2006; Herring, 1996a, 2010). On Facebook a 
turn consists of a single post published on the ‘corporate wall’. Although one action can be distributed 
into several separate messages it is more common for both Facebook and email, that several actions 
are incorporated in a single turn. While the construction of messages is an individual activity, its 
display on the company’s Facebook page (where they can be viewed by other company followers) and 
in the newsfeed (where they can be viewed by message producer’s friends) can become a shared 
activity through sequential mutual engagement with other participants (cf. Spagnolli et al., 2008).21 
Through their engagement (i.e. through likes, shares and comments) the participants make their 
presence manifest. Spagnolli et al. (2008: 108) view presence as a relational quality connecting ‘the 
agent’ with an environment. It is said to be dynamically achieved and maintained by acting in that 
environment. On Facebook, apart from commenting on other user’s content, participants can make 
their presence manifest in different ways or layers: by liking a particular post, by sharing it on their 
and/or someone else’s timeline or by tagging someone below the post. This way, the line between 
readers and writers becomes blurred (Tagg, 2014). Nonetheless, in particular circumstances presence 
can also be manifested when no reaction occurs. In this respect it was found that a reply is not 
necessarily relevant in all online contexts (Spagnolli et al., 2008) and Facebook was found to be one of 
them (see Márquez Reiter et al., 2015). Frequently on corporate Facebook pages, where multiple 
participants are present, the responsibility of the addressee to provide a reply is diluted. However, 
despite being evident who the main addressee is (e.g. the Company), other participants may feel 
entitled to make their own contributions. Nonetheless, with a response rate of up to 76 per cent 
(according to Socialbakers (2014) an average lies at 66.5%), a number of worldwide brands from the 
field of telecommunications, e-commerce, services, retail, airlines and so on demonstrate that they 
place great importance on responsiveness on Facebook. (Cohen, 2015) 
                                                 
21 It is noteworthy that on Facebook, users can also exchange direct (private) messages, which are not visible to other 
participants (see Meredith, 2014). 
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It was found that in text-based online openings of initial messages the participants orient to the 
affordances of the medium by leaving out greetings and instead immediately launch into the topic (e.g. 
Antaki et al., 2005; Meredith, 2014; Márquez Reiter et al., 2015). By not providing a greeting, the 
participants orient to the other’s presence. Hence, when greetings are used in text-based online 
interactions such as an email or a forum, they are used as a greeting rather than a summons or for 
checking the addressee’s availability (Severinson Eklundh, 2010). Moreover, users of Facebook may 
be less anonymous than the customers who call the company or send a request email. This, however, 
depends on the privacy settings users set for their profiles, whereby some disclose much private 
information about themselves by granting permission to complete strangers to view their profile 
picture, location, date of birth, education, their friend list, groups they have joined and so on, and even 
share their photo albums with the public. Others may use nicknames and set extremely tight privacy 
settings.22 Nonetheless, given that Facebook works on the basis of existing (offline) relationships, 
people tend to use their actual names (boyd & Ellison, 2008; Tagg, 2014). Similarly, in emails many 
people disclose their professional information in the closing section by appending an electronic 
business card with personal information such as full name, the company’s name and address, 
affiliation/position, telephone number and email address. Callers, on the other hand, leave the smallest 
digital footprint, e.g. telephone number (unless anonymised) and name (when/if provided in the 
opening).  
Contrary to email, Facebook is a public platform, where interactions are continuous, 
essentially polylogal in that they may involve a potentially infinite number of participants (Kerbrat-
Orecchioni, 2004; Márquez Reiter et al., 2015). Facebook interactions can be node-oriented (Tagg, 
2014) in that commenters can direct their comments directly back to the initial commenter (the node) 
without necessarily addressing other commenters. By publishing a complaint, for instance, the 
customer launches the interaction and although a potentially limitless number of people can comment 
on the complaint, the main addressee of the complaint is the typically anonymous company Facebook 
representative. Typically, they are referred to as moderators or page administrators. When a customer 
publishes a post on the company’s page or ‘likes’ someone else’s post, this information may only pop 
up in the newsfeed of his or her friends. A users’ newsfeed is a constantly updating list of stories from 
people and pages that they follow on Facebook (Facebook, 2014). Therefore, such posts can become 
quickly visible to a number of people, who can be passive observers or can comment on any post 
published, at any time and, as often as they wish. Hence, these interactions can reach a potentially 
limitless audience (Marwick & boyd, 2010), to which they can spread the negative word-of-mouth, 
particularly when posts are commented on by other customers who extend and support their claims, 
thus aligning their views with them. And although customers who resort to social media to complain 
have some information about who the readers will be, they do not know when their post will be read or 
                                                 
22 Once the customer posts a message on the company’s Facebook page, everyone who sees the post can view their profile.  
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responded to. In other words, the temporal discourse is not fixed (e.g. Scott, 2015). Unlike in an email 
exchange, posted messages may not receive, nor be expected to receive, an immediate (or any) 
response. It is also possible and not at all unusual that some posts are commented on weeks, months or 
even years after they had been posted, making interactions in this type of medium continuous. 
Therefore, the activities are never finally closed unless the post is deleted by the message producer or 
the agent (who as the page moderator reserves the right to delete inappropriate comments). In other 
words, texts that the interactants produce are “persistent-by-default, ephemeral-when-necessary” 
(boyd, 2010: 46). Such medium-specific features, i.e. the intangible, dynamic, fluid and unstable 
nature of the internet (Crystal, 2011; Tagg, 2014), need to be taken into account when studying 
Facebook interactions, where comments can constantly be edited, added or deleted. This is particularly 
important when multimodal posts exceed the boundaries of offline texts to convey meaning in a text, 
i.e. by including other structural and functional elements such as images, videos, tags, hashtags, and 
hyperlinks23 (see also Márquez Reiter et al., 2015). 
Some studies have looked at the way users handle the public nature of particular online sites, 
but few have examined customer complaints posted on corporate social media sites. Myers (2010) 
examined blogging and found that users orient to these affordances by developing a commenting style 
that supports other commenters’ views. She further found that the language the bloggers use is very 
concerned with politeness and face-saving techniques (e.g. high use of hedges, high degree of stance-
taking). In other words, the language of blogs is shaped by technology, the communicative purpose 
and interpersonal considerations. In other online environments, however, users were found to have 
built a reputation for casual rudeness by way of how they use language, also in a creative way, e.g. 
making new meanings through the use of implicational impoliteness such as sarcasm, punning, 
metaphors and idioms (Culpeper, 2011a). Such communicative style was found to be used for reasons 
of self-presentation (Ling, 2004). In this sense, Tagg (2014) suggests that creative use of language 
may also be seen as attempts to engage with the potentially large audiences afforded by the internet 
despite the fact that aggressive behaviour is also pervasive in online communication. According to 
empirical studies aggressive behaviour, open to evaluations of impoliteness (see Chapter 2, Section 
3.1), in fact tends to occur more frequently in online than in face-to-face communication, mainly due 
to lack of social accountability and/or disinhibition encouraged by anonymity, physical distance and 
reduced social cues (e.g. Sproull & Kiesler, 1986; Herring & Stoerger, 2013; Tagg, 2014: 85; Dynel, 
2015). However, Thurlow et al. (2004: 70) argue that it is not the technology that causes various forms 
of online aggression or hostility such as flaming. Rather, to understand the function of aggressive 
behaviour and how it is perceived by the participants, the social situation, the interactional norms, and 
                                                 
23 Hashtags (#) are predominately used by Twitter users (and increasingly also Facebook users) to indicate the topic of the 
message or whom the message is referring to (e.g. the company's Facebook page #Gremzvlakom). This way users can 
generate all messages posted on this topic. Hyperlinks are electonic links between webpages such as images or videos. That 
part of the text is usually underlined and highlighted in blue. (e.g. Tagg, 2014)  
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relationships between participants in a particular context need to be taken into account. In addition, in 
online interaction impoliteness is often expressed through creative use of language (e.g. sarcasm) that 
has humorous potential or the potential to entertain the audience. That is, face-threats and humour are 
devised for different audiences as independent communicative goals (Dynel, 2015: 342). In the case of 
corporate Facebook pages, the company is the target of face-attacks, whereas the audience (e.g. other 
followers) are meant to reap humorous rewards through putdowns, sarcasm and the like.  
Over the past decade, digital communication has become increasingly complex. Today, 
communication is no longer regarded as transmission and exchange of information between people, 
but refers to rich and varied social encounters that users engage in for various purposes adapting their 
language practices accordingly (Tagg, 2014: 11). Thus, corporate Facebook pages need to be viewed 
as a social space with its own spatiotemporal environment and presence afforded by the medium, in 
which it is manifested (Spagnolli & Gamberini, 2007). In order to explore the social activities and 
properly analyse the full meaning participants co-construct, analysts can no longer rely on language 
only. Rather, they need to account for orthography, typography, font type and size, layout, links and 
hyperlinks, tags, stickers, hashtags, pictures, videos and any other resources and affordances the 
participants may use to achieve their interactional goal, particularly when exploiting or subverting 
interactional norms. In other words, one also needs to account for the specific character of the medium 
(e.g. affordances and constraints) and the audience (e.g. physically absent and individually distributed 
mass audience, (un)ratified participation) (Hutchby, 2014) when examining what communicative 
practices the participants use.  
 
2.3.5 Service encounter as activity type 
 
Service encounters are interactions between customers and service providers or organisational 
representatives, taking place face-to-face or, as discussed above, in one of the many technologically 
mediated forms. When interpreting and analysing (im)polite behaviour, considering the context in 
which it takes place is of key importance. In doing so, scholars draw either on the notion of frames 
(e.g. Terkourafi, 2005), genre (e.g. Garcés-Conejos Blitvich, 2010) or, as done here, deploy the notion 
of activity type (e.g. Levinson, [1979] 1992, see also Archer & Jagodziński, 2015). This notion was 
introduced by Levinson (1992: 69) who refers to ‘activity type’ as “a fuzzy category whose focal 
members are goal-oriented, socially constituted, bounded events with constraints on participants, 
setting, and so on, but above all on the kinds of allowable contributions. Paradigm examples include 
teaching, a job interview, a jural interrogation, a football game, a task in a workshop, a dinner party, 
and so on.” These are examples from face-to-face communication. However, examples analysed in the 
study are from technologically-mediated settings. Nonetheless, service encounters are a type of 
activity that consists of conversational contributions (e.g. requests in the form of general inquiries and 
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criticism, accusations, threats in complaints) and may involve one or more participants. Single 
participant interactions may particularly be found on social media, where a customer may post a 
complaint without ever receiving a response. 
There are external organisations or internal departments that provide customer support through 
different communication channels. Activity types vary according to scriptedness (courtroom 
proceedings v. gossiping), formality and verbosity (a telephone conversation v. a photograph or a 
hashtag posted online). Clark (1996) adds two further dimensions, which could also be considered 
here: co-operativeness (requesting information v. complaining, which is competitive) and governance 
(egalitarian v. autocratic, e.g. equal v. asymmetric roles). More formal settings, for instance, typically 
comprise greater social distance between interactants (e.g. use of forms of address) and specific 
sequences of events (some more ritualised than others). However, formality, too, can vary based on 
the medium used (e.g. in the case of my data, Facebook interactions tend to be less formal than an 
email or a telephone call). In this sense, activity types put constraints on the setting in terms of what 
are the participants’ allowable contributions and how they will be taken, that is, what inferences may 
be drawn as a result. For instance, in a setting that provides general information, customers who wish 
to lodge formal complaints are likely to be redirected to the relevant department. Put differently, the 
roles the participants adopt in a particular activity type shape or dictate actions and interpretings. By 
looking at how those sequences are structured analysts can uncover what is in fact expected and 
appropriate behaviour in a particular setting, that is how norms emerge in interaction. Behaviour that 
is consistent with the social norms is likely to pass unnoticed. Culpeper (2011a: 197) describes norms 
as “regular habits and/or agreed social oughts, the stuff that lends a sense of naturalness to occasions 
and does not draw attention to itself.” He further notes that behaviour that is typically associated with 
polite behaviour may also be norm-disruptive and open to evaluations of impoliteness, particularly 
when perceived as unfair because violation of fairness perceptions may lead to attributions of 
immorality. The importance of linking (im)politeness with (im)morality has been addressed by a 
number of scholars recently (e.g. Culpeper, 2011a; Arundale, 2013; Haugh, 2013a, 2015; Kádár & 
Márquez Reiter, 2015). Haugh, for instance, draws on Garfinkel’s (1964) notion of the moral order 
and suggests that evaluations of (im)politeness are grounded in the moral order, the ‘taken for granted’ 
and thus “expected, background features of everyday scenes” (Haugh, 2015: 173). Kádár and Márquez 
Reiter (2015) expand on this idea by exploring how morality occurs at the level of metapragmatics, i.e. 
how metacommunication is operationalised when rights are violated.  
 
2.3.6 Summary 
 
In this chapter, I provided an insight into the concepts of face, politeness and impoliteness. 
First, Goffman’s conceptualisation of face and Brown and Levinson’s (1987) adaptation and 
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integration of face into their politeness model were discussed. Subsequently, more recent politeness 
theories were outlined, in which (im)politeness is seen as interactionally achieved or discursively co-
constructed in interaction. In these approaches, face and facework are no longer equated with 
politeness, but conceptualised as independent phenomena. In a similar vein, impoliteness is 
increasingly being studied in its own right and is no longer treated as failed politeness. Rather, analysts 
look at how meaning arises and is negotiated through interaction. In other words, rather than applying 
a specific theoretical framework, analysts today focus on participants’ interpretings of each other’s 
behaviour as polite or impolite and explore the grounds for their evaluations (Christie, 2015). Here, the 
role of immediate and larger context was emphasised. After this, technologically mediated theories 
were reviewed and characteristics and the affordances of each of the three media, i.e. telephone, email 
and Facebook, were outlined. It was argued that users not only adapt to the affordances of the medium, 
but also exploit them, which is why the specifics of a particular medium play an important role in the 
way language is used and in the way the participants behave. 
To date, how companies communicate with their customers through three different channels 
has not been examined. Moreover, studies of (im)politeness in institutional contexts have not received 
any attention in Slovenian. Therefore, with this research I attempt to fill this gap and provide an 
insight into how (im)politeness is manifested in customer-agent interactions of one of the largest 
national companies. The following chapter presents background of the Company, from which the data 
were collected, along with the data collecting process and their rationality. It provides a detailed 
insight into the three mediated settings, in which the interactions take place.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
This chapter provides an in-depth understanding and background of the context, in which this 
study took place, reviews the data collection processes and ethical considerations and describes the 
transcript conventions. Section 3.1 begins with a brief insight into the profile of the Company, its 
socio-economic background, its role in the national passenger transport system and the Company’s 
position in the minds of the customers, i.e. regular passengers, and the wider public. This is followed 
by Section 3.2, which provides an overview of the dataset and the data collection process. Given that 
data involve different forms of communication between human beings, in the section on ethics the 
general issues raised by them are discussed and key ethical considerations addressed. In Section 3.3, 
different customer service settings are presented: general calls for information, request emails, 
complaint calls and Facebook complaints. For each of them, research questions are stipulated and the 
original contribution made by the thesis as a whole is stated. Finally, in Section 3.4, the transcript 
conventions are presented and in Section 3.5 methodological challenges and limitations are discussed. 
 
 
3.1 On Slovenian Railways 
Slovenske železnice is a state-owned railroad transport company operating in Slovenia, an EU 
member state of just over two million people (see Figure 1 with the railway network map). The 
Company was established from the former Yugoslav Railways in 1991 upon Slovenia’s declaration of 
independence (Zgonc & Žerak, 1993; Zgonc, 1997; Slovenian Railways, 2009a). Since then, very few 
large companies from transport and logistics, electricity, banking, and telecommunication sectors have 
been privatised (Mencinger, 2004) and the Company is also not a part of Slovenia’s most recent large-
scale privatisation plan. Contrary to the UK, where rail services and infrastructure maintenance began 
to enter the private sector in 1995 (Disney, 1999), many other European countries such as Germany 
and Austria have not yet privatised their railway companies despite the EU’s numerous efforts to 
achieve full liberalisation, mainly out of fear that the concept of social rails would be challenged. 
Hence, Slovenian Railways remain the biggest state-owned transport company and one of the largest 
employers in Slovenia (Slovenian Railways, 2009a). 
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Figure 1: Map of Slovenian rail network (2016) 
The Company’s main activities range from the provision of passenger and freight transport, 
traction supply and technical services to infrastructure maintenance and personnel training (Lovšin et 
al., 2003). With the Company being entirely state-owned, its operations and financing are regulated by 
the Railway Transport Act, adopted in 1999. According to Article 22 of this Act, funding of public 
passenger railway services comes from ticket revenue and the state. This means that full costs of any 
financial losses resulting from revenues are borne by the state. Given that the Company’s services 
yield little or no profit, but, over the years, have been incurring large losses (Slovenian Railways, 
2011, 2012), Slovenian Railways rely heavily on state funding. However, as Slovenia’s public debt is 
soaring and is well over the EU tolerated limit, the Company continues to endure hard financial times. 
As a result, railway infrastructure and rolling stock are outdated and in need of replacement. Adding to 
this is the fact that over the past two decades, the state has been investing heavily into motorway 
construction, largely at the expense of other modes of public transport. In other words, the need for 
investment into state-owned railway infrastructure or its integration with other transport modes has 
been largely ignored.24 As a result motorway infrastructure density in Slovenia is above the EU 
average with the motorization rate in 2009 being 521 number of passenger cars per 1.000 inhabitants 
(compared to 459 in the UK) or 1.3 cars per household (Eurostat, 2009; SORS, 2013).25 An important 
factor here is the compact size of the country (roughly the size of Wales) which makes travelling by 
                                                 
24 During 1992 and 2001, investments into the railway infrastructure amounted to approximately five per cent, for the period 
2002-2007 it was just three per cent (in the EU, the percentage was approximately 35 per cent for the given periods) (Pavlin, 
2013). 
25 The year 2009 was chosen here because this is the year in which telephone calls and emails analysed in the thesis were 
recorded and collected. 
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car despite higher costs not only much more convenient, but frequently the only option, given the poor 
rail connectivity.26 Unsurprisingly, such travel behaviour has negative implications for the use of 
public transport services in Slovenia (Slovenian Railways, 2012) as well as for customer satisfaction. 
 
3.1.1 Passenger transport 
 
In Slovenia, railway passenger service is provided by “Slovenian Railways – Passenger 
transport, Ltd.”, one of the sub-companies of Slovenian Railways. Despite having a monopoly, the 
Company is facing fierce competition from bus services and private cars, as the number of passengers 
using rail services has been dropping year on year and has only recently started to increase. According 
to the public, this is because of the low frequency and speed of trains. According to the Company, the 
main reasons for a decline in the use of public railway services and financial losses are the result of the 
global financial crisis, e.g. higher unemployment, rapid decrease in private consumption and demand 
for leisure activities, shrinking school-age population and decentralisation of schools. The latter plays 
a particularly important role given that pupils (aged 14-18) and students (aged 19-26) are entitled to 
subsidised travel to school by rail and bus. As such they represent over 40 per cent of the total number 
of railway passengers and form the largest group of passengers of Slovenian Railways (Slovenian 
Railways, 2009b; 2012). These trends have an impact on the Company’s financial performance,27 
operation efficiency, and its infrastructure, which has largely become technologically obsolete despite 
numerous governmental attempts to find a more profitable model that would help the Company move 
out of the red.28 The Company’s long-suffering as a result of a severe lack of state funding necessary 
for public railway infrastructure development, maintenance and reconstruction was also acknowledged 
in their Summary of the Annual Report of Slovenian Railways (Slovenian Railways, 2012: 20, 27). 
The report stresses that this status-quo situation not only has a negative impact on customer 
satisfaction but is also challenging and jeopardising the already less competitive rail services and 
contributing to its poor public image. The fact that no real interconnectivity and availability can be 
provided due to (deliberate) procrastination of the railway network modernisation results in low-
quality public passenger services (delays, low passenger comfort, higher transport costs) (Slovenian 
Railways, 2012). According to the European Commission’s new legislation in the area of pan-
European railway network, over the next few years, Slovenia will have to invest at least ten billion 
Euros into the railway infrastructure modernization or risk being isolated from the traffic flows (Jager, 
2012).  
                                                 
26 In 2011, nearly 87% of all journeys were made by car (SORS, 2013).  
27 In 2010, annual loss amounted to 14 million Euros (Slovenian Railways, 2011). However, in the first half of 2013, the 
Company’s net profit of the rail passenger transport sector reached 7 million Euros (compared to 0.5 million loss in 2010), 
for the first time since 1991, mainly due to layoffs (by 4.2%) and a 4.3% passenger increase (Slovenian Railways, 2013).  
28 With the exception of construction of rail tracks towards Hungary, over the past two decades up to 2012, Slovenia has 
failed to implement a single major infrastructure modernization project (Jager, 2012).  
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In a similar vein, failed attempts have been made in the past to tackle the Company’s 
bureaucratic structure and change it into a leaner, more flexible and competitive one. However, this 
has always been prevented by the trade unions, which, in Slovenia, are still very powerful. With 8.797 
employees the Company is one of the largest employers and the vast majority of its employees are 
members of at least one of the six representative trade unions (The Ministry of Labour, Family and 
Social Affairs of the Republic of Slovenia, 2012). As past events have shown (e.g. Skledar, 2006), 
each wave of industrial action has caused major disruption to passenger and freight transport services 
and has even brought much of the country to a standstill. The existing regulations and acts which 
govern the operations of the Company have never been altered extensively or revised to adapt to a 
changing environment,29 instead, they have only been amended, tightened or botched up. For instance, 
since the Railway Transport Act, which has nineteen subordinated regulations, came into force in 1999 
it has been amended at least fifteen times (e.g. Railway Transport Act Nos. 92/1999, 11/2001, 
33/2001, 110/2002-construction act-1, 26/2003, 14/2003-OCT (official consolidated text), 56/2003, 
83/2003-OCT2, 45/2004, 26/2005-OCT3, 29/2005 Constitutional Court’s Decision-316/04-6, 15/2007, 
44/2007-OCT4, 58/2009, 106/2010, 11/2011-OCT6), each time changing or affecting a number of 
existing (subordinated) decrees and regulations that have an impact on the Company’s operations and 
corporate culture.  
Furthermore, company performance and employee productivity are said to be compromised by 
frequent politically motivated senior management turnover. For example, over the last 20 years the 
Company had 13 different Director Generals, of which only one held office for a complete 4-year 
term. Some resigned, were banned or relieved from their post, or were only temporarily appointed as 
acting directors (Stergar, 2011). The Company’s employees, however, enjoy job security because they 
work for a state-owned company. This means that their salary does not depend on the Company’s 
profitability (or lack of thereof) or the quality of service they provide. In a similar vein, they are rarely 
held accountable for not performing their duties properly. In more serious cases, they may face 
suspension for a short period of time, yet they rarely face any serious consequences for their 
misconduct (i.e. dismissal), mainly due to financial and legal impediments to dismissal (Virant, 2011). 
Despite job security, factors such as inadequate remuneration and promotion systems lead to lower 
levels of commitment and motivation of the employees (Zadel, 2006). Company figures about its 
performance, number of employees, senior management turnover and annual losses are also frequently 
announced in the news and heavily criticised by the wider public, thus further threatening its already 
poor reputation. In addition, as a monopoly provider of train services the Company is frequently 
criticised for operating on a “take-it-or-leave-it” basis, thus indicating that customer loyalty is not 
necessarily one of the Company’s top priorities. Hence, for the vast majority of (potential) users it may 
                                                 
29 According to the then Company’s trade union representative, in 2005, traffic on Slovenian railways was still running 
according to old Yugoslav regulations (Skledar, 2006). 
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mean that switching to a competitor, using a private car or car-sharing options is frequently a better 
option. 
Slovenian Railways are at a crossroads in a number of aspects. In light of the latest financial 
and economic crisis and given that national resources are in general constrained, a serious (corporate) 
restructuring is only a matter of time. Although the Company has carried out a number of 
organisational and management reforms in line with EU directives – for example, by the end of 2013 
the Company reduced top management numbers from 226 to 40 and the number of employees by 12% 
(Cirman, 2012)30 – issues such as the Company’s infrastructure and IT modernization, its international 
presence along with poor customer satisfaction and staff productivity will still need to be tackled 
(Jackson, 2008).  
 
3.1.2 Towards modernisation?  
 
In an attempt to keep up with the latest global customer relationship management trends, the 
Company tries to present itself as a modern, flexible company that provides contemporary 
communication solutions to passengers. In 2009, the Company’s customer service call centre was 
equipped with state-of-the-art technology as part of the Company’s quality control procedures, i.e. the 
automatic answering machine and a voice-mail function. Using this technology, data from the voice 
mail system and recorded conversations can be accessed through a user interface which automatically 
records and saves all content in digital form.31 The data can then be accessed and forwarded to 
supervisors, among others, giving the agent more time to focus on the customers and the content of the 
conversation instead. (Uršič, 2009) Moreover, recordings and saved emails can, in theory, be used to 
make the Company accountable. 
                                                 
30 However, these are the employees who opt out for an early retirement or a temporary lay-off. In both cases they receive 
generous severance packages. 
31 In line with the Slovenian Personal Data Protection Act (2004), the calls companies record for quality purposes must be 
deleted after three years.  
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Figure 2: An example of the Company’s Facebook status update (2015) 
The Company’s recent move towards modernization is further evidenced by their presence on 
social media: on Facebook (from 10th May 2010, see Figure 2) and Twitter (from March 2013, see 
Figure 3). The main objective of social media activity is to maintain or create a relationship with 
existing and potential customers and to send real time updates about delays and service disruptions 
(e.g. Section 3.3.4). However, Facebook in particular is becoming a default channel of dealing with 
angry and upset customers, whereas customers and the Company are not as active on Twitter, which is 
why interactions on Twitter were not included in this study.  
 
Figure 3: The Company’s Twitter page (Twitter, 2015) 
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Paradoxically, train tickets can still only be purchased face-to-face as internet sale has not yet 
been developed due to lack of (state) funding. More importantly, the biggest barrier to providing 
services reliably remains the ageing and outdated infrastructure, which prevents the Company from 
delivering fast and efficient services, a view shared by a number of people, who are forced to use other 
alternatives (e.g. Table 1, l. 05-06; l. 20-21). That this current situation seems to anger the passengers 
is evident from the numerous criticisms on Facebook and readers’ comments to every report published 
about the Company. As such, the Company’s approach towards advertising modernised services on 
social media is viewed as provocative by many customers, who see the Company in a completely 
different light. 
 
01 
02 
03 
04 
 
I'm going by train 
Today, the fuel prices have gone up again. If, on a 30 km route you take a train instead of 
a car, you can save up to 50 €. Considering the toll payment and other car-related costs, 
you can save much more. Just think about what you could buy instead?  
39 people like this 
   
05 
06 
Customer 1 Excellent! I wish the connections and timetables were like the ones in the UK or Denmark. 
Only then can the train become an alternative! 
   
07 Customer 2 Ooooh, I haven’t used a train in over 30 years and I really want to… 
   
08 
09 
10 
11 
Customer 3 Trains daubed with graffiti, no one even tries to remove or protect from the vandals, fewer 
and fewer train links, especially international ones, with on-train service being cancelled 
all make travelling by train in Slovenia less and less attractive. Take a look across the 
border and you’ll see that things can be done differently.  
   
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Customer 4 I used to love travelling by train but sadly over the years it has become impractical (when I 
was at school I didn’t mind waiting for a connection here and there or a 30-minute walk 
from the train station to school/uni, now that I work and have other commitments, it’s a no 
go), even this calculation of yours is a bit off, personally I find travelling by car 
(concerning fuel) much cheaper than the train, even though my car is quite ‘thirsty’ 
compared to other cars :S 
   
18 
19 
Customer 5 I hope you’ll do something to make the morning trains faster and that one can even get on 
the train at 7 am at my station  
   
20 
21 
Customer 6 If you live in remote areas, and although we have a train connection we don’t use it cause 
you have to change trains, and you lose time…sadly it doesn’t work. 
   
22 
23 
Customer 7 I don’t understand how you can advertise travelling by train when at the same time you’re 
killing the only train link to Italy that was at 3 am!!!! 
   
24 
25 
26 
27 
Customer 8 Many people would use the train if the connections were more normal: more frequent. 
Also from my region towards the capital there are no trains which is sad cause I’m sure 
that a lot of students and people who work there would rather take the train than a car or a 
bus! 
   
28 
29 
Customer 9 Great! What about the fact that you need to take a day off to stay overnight if you wish to 
reach your final destination? :) 
   
30 
31 
Customer 10 It’d be great to travel by train, but you’ve cancelled many links :( you lost me as a 
customer 
   
32 
33 
Customer 11 FUCK SLOVENIAN RAILWAYS!! 70 km – 1 HOUR AND 50 MINUTES…COME 
OOON!!!!  
   
34 
35 
36 
Customer 12 It’s a real treat after work, you get on, read something or just look out the window, 
chat…you don’t care about the road, no congestions…I love it. Considering what you can 
save, 600€ per year is practically a summer trip… so…  
   
37 
38 
39 
40 
I'm going by train 
 
Quite a few have responded :) Mostly you were criticising, but thanks anyways for your 
suggestions and comments. Any investments into the infrastructure, modern rail fleet, 
ticket sales developments,…require additional funds and time. We would like it to happen 
as soon as possible. Until then, we will try to make you happy with our special offers and 
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41 competitions. 
Table 1: Customers’ reactions to the Company’s status update on Facebook 
As can be seen from Table 1, the Facebook administrator’s task is to present the Company in a 
positive light by creating rapport with the customers through advertising of special offers (l. 01-03, l. 
37-41). However, customers’ negative reactions and disparaging comments (e.g. l. 32-33) to such 
promotional messages show that innovative attempts to attract new customers have raised expectations 
and appear to have failed to live up to what the Company actually has to offer (see also Márquez 
Reiter et al., 2015 on a detailed analysis on customer’s reactions to this Company’s marketing 
strategies on Facebook). In other words, the Company has found itself in a difficult situation, in which 
there is no room for the take-it-or-leave-it attitude. In this respect, the agents have a difficult job of 
presenting a rigid and bureaucratised business system that simply cannot provide them with complete 
autonomy in their work as a modern one.  
Having provided background information relating to the Company from which the data stem, 
the next section details the data collection process and addresses the ethical issues pertaining to 
personal data use.  
3.2 Data Collection and Research Ethics 
For the present study data were collected from and in relation with the customer service of the 
passenger transport company Slovenian Railways. The primary source of data focuses on a particular 
type of discourse setting, i.e. linguistic service encounters (Ventola, 1987: 115), a genre where 
interaction is mainly oriented towards requesting and giving information, and complaining.  
As illustrated in Figure 4 the data were divided into (1) general inquiries made by telephone 
and email and (2) complaints made by telephone and posted on the Company’s public Facebook page 
Grem z vlakom (“I’m going by train”). By looking at interactions from three different communication 
channels, i.e. telephone, email and Facebook, and comparing them with one another the study aims to 
provide, to the best of my knowledge the first holistic perspective and understanding of how people 
communicate in mediated institutional, customer-oriented situations in Slovenian. Moreover, it will 
offer a glimpse into how the Company’s customer service operates. 
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Figure 4: The corpus 
It is important to note that the Company is interested in receiving feedback from the research. 
That said, the Company provided high quality data (emails and calls) from the complaint and general 
inquiries departments and some basic background information on the data. The data, i.e. request and 
complaint calls, recorded on two CDs by the passenger service department in January 2010, were 
made available to the researcher. The telephone calls and request emails with responses were 
randomly selected by the Company. The communicative exchanges from the Company’s public 
Facebook profile were also secured. All data represent authentic, unsolicited natural realisations of 
social activities (Ventola, 1987), in which customers have specific interactional goals, i.e. to inquire 
and/or complain. Supplementary data were obtained from multiple, publicly accessible sources and 
include information from the Company’s annual reports, passenger brochures and flyers, interactions 
with customers on the Company’s public Facebook page (from November 2012 to January 2015), 
newspaper articles about the Company including readers’ comments, and official statistics. Data 
retrieved from the corporate Facebook website are public. The customers are thus aware of the fact 
that their feedback, when posted, is visible to anyone. In this respect Herring (1996a: 5) highlights 
ethical dilemmas concerning the use of electronic data for research without the requirement of 
informing participants about one’s purpose. In a similar vein, Maíz-Arévalo (2015: 295) emphasises 
that although participants are not informed about the research, researchers still need to act with caution 
and omit any personal information and images to preserve anonymity and ensure confidentiality. Thus, 
to address these issues, in the present study, all personal details have been omitted and/or changed. 
Some background information pertaining to the dataset was received through email 
communication with the Head of Department for Research and Passenger Service Development. 
However, due to the fact that at the time of my research, a new wave of Company restructuring and 
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downsizing had begun opportunities to carry out on-site observations in customer service 
representatives’ workplace were not available (see Chapter 7, Section 3). The study is thus primarily 
based on the data provided by both departments, from which a great deal of additional contextual 
information such as customer service representatives’ working hours, tasks and workload and the like, 
was inferred. All Company agents are native speakers of Slovenian, as are the majority of the 
customers, who contact the Company from various regions of the country. Apart from the gender, 
mother tongue and in some cases the location of the interactants information regarding age, education 
or frequency of use of the services was rarely disclosed in interaction or was made available to the 
researcher in those cases where the Company had records of the customers. 
Given that all interactions presented in the thesis are in Slovenian, the transcripts of the calls 
(complaint calls and calls for information), the posts from Facebook and email exchanges between 
participants were back-translated into English so as to provide an insight into the relevant aspects of 
the structure of the source language. At the same time, using tags (see Section 3.4.1) readers are 
alerted of specific linguistic resources from the source language such as, for instance, dual, plural or 
hybrid grammatical forms, and the passive voice. 
 
3.2.1 Ethical considerations 
 
The nature of data raises some ethical issues regarding data recording, use, processing and 
publishing that need to be addressed. Like many other service-oriented companies, the Company 
records conversations with customers for monitoring and security purposes. However, in line with the 
Electronic Communications Act (2004) and the Slovenian Personal Data Protection Act (2004) prior 
to each call being put through to the agent, customers must be informed through a pre-recorded 
message that the conversation will be recorded. In the case of emails, the ethics process was first 
carried out in Slovenia, where the data were gathered. 
Following my request to access the data (see Appendix 1 on the official email to gain access to 
data), formal consent for data use and analysis was obtained from the Company (see Appendices 2 and 
3). In addition, in March 2010, permission was sought from the Information Commissioner of the 
Republic of Slovenia, a governmental body that regulates data protection. The institution issued a non-
obligatory opinion with regard to data use and processing, in which it argues that based on the 
Slovenian Data Protection Act and Article 2 of the Information Commissioner Act (see Data 
Protection Act, No. 94/2007) personal data can be used for scientific and research purposes in an 
anonymised form. Similarly, Article 17 of the Slovenian Personal Data Protection Act from 2007, 
which lays down the rights, responsibilities and principles for lawful and fair data collection and 
processing, stipulates that for statistical and scientific-research purposes data can be gathered, 
processed and published in an anonymised form. In view of this, in this study, every effort and an 
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explicit commitment were made to use pseudonyms for all participants and not to disclose any 
personal information. For this reason, in transcripts, emails and Facebook postings, any personal 
names and names of places mentioned have either been altered or anonymised. In addition, ethical 
clearance was also sought from the University of Surrey. The University Ethics Committee granted a 
favourable ethical opinion concerning the research in 2011 (see Appendix 4 for the Approval of the 
Ethics Committee).  
The Company provides customers with three different communication channels i.e. telephone, 
email and Facebook. The following section details the call centre settings and outlines the research 
questions that the present thesis seeks to answer. 
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3.3 The Data 
 
To allow the reader to understand the background and the context of the customer service data 
it is important to, in light of the different media used, provide an overview of the two scenarios 
examined in the thesis. The first scenario features general inquiries, done by telephone or email, 
whereas the second scenario looks at complaints, lodged by telephone and on Facebook (see Table 2). 
 
 
Table 2: The scenarios examined in Chapters 4-6 
 Table 2 illustrates both scenarios that will be explored in the analytical part of the thesis, i.e. 
Chapters 4 to 6, respectively. A more detailed description of each setting along with the research 
questions that guide the study is presented in Sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.4. 
 
3.3.1 Calls for information 
 
Planning train travel in Slovenia usually begins with researching fares and timetables, either 
face-to-face at the train station or online. An interactive timetable on the Company’s website helps 
customers plan their journey in Slovenia (see Figure 5), as it helps users find basic information about 
timetables and fares for inland journeys in Slovenian and English language. For international travels, 
however, the customers are redirected to the official website of the German railway company 
Deutsche Bahn. This webpage provides information in 11 European languages, Slovenian, however, is 
not included. Thus, in the event that customers do not speak foreign languages, cannot find the 
information online, wish to double-check the information acquired from the website prior to travelling 
or in the case they do not have access to a computer, the customers have to reach for the telephone.  
The first setting examined in the thesis is the call centre that handles general calls for 
information. Following my request, the Company generously provided a CD with over 1400 calls for 
information (see Figure 4), which they randomly chose and recorded. Rather than using corpus 
linguistics techniques, calls for information were randomly selected for the analysis. This is because of 
the large dataset and the fact that the methodological approach adopted for this study is primarily 
qualitative. As a result, 300 (of 1400) routine calls are analysed in Chapter 4, Section 1 to examine the 
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frequency and salience of particular elements such as openings and closings. At the same time, of 44 
non-routine calls identified in the sample of 300 calls, 15 calls were analysed in-depth in Chapter 5, 
Section 1, with a focus on identifying evaluations of impoliteness. 
 
Figure 5: Interactive timetable (Slovenian Railways, 2013) 
In the calls, (prospective) passengers inquire about departure and arrival times for national and 
international trains, fares, special offers, delays, discounts and the like. In some cases, they telephone 
to report unpleasant incidents such as stolen or lost tickets or forgotten personal belongings on trains. 
Some calls made to the department providing general travel information were identified and 
categorised as complaint calls by the agents and were either dealt with or redirected to the complaints 
department. The official customer care department providing train information belongs to the 
passenger transport sector and is an onshore customer centre, which means that the agents are based in 
Slovenia serving Slovenian customers. Nonetheless, some customers who contact the call centre are 
speakers of other languages, Croatian, German or English.32 In this case, the agents adapt to the 
language of the customer by speaking Croatian or English. However, this study does not deal with 
intercultural calls in languages other than Slovenian. Given that the vocal cues, especially prosodic 
ones are an important element of calls for information and complaint calls (see also Chapter 2, Section 
3.2), they were incorporated in the analysis. To transcribe the prosodic patterns, such as high pitch, 
low pitch, stretching of vowels, continuative or final intonation, emphasis, in-breaths, increased 
loudness or attenuated speech, laughter and so on, Conversation Analysis conventions were used (see 
Section 3.4.1).  
                                                 
32 Having been part of Yugoslavia until 1991, where the official language was Serbo-Croatian, coupled with the fact that 
Croatia is a neighbouring country, the vast majority of Slovenians speak the language. Apart from this, either German or 
English are compulsory subjects at primary and secondary school, which is why the agents can also provide information in 
languages other than Slovenian when necessary.  
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The call centre is located in the capital Ljubljana (see railway network map on page 60) and 
deals exclusively with inbound calls (e.g. Figure 6 where the code of the call centre telephone number 
published online is that of the capital “+386 1”). This indicates that core customer services provided 
by the Company are centralised given that telephone numbers of other major train stations were not 
published online at that time. In this respect it is noteworthy that unless the departure point is clearly 
specified in the reason for the call, the agents tend to assume the customer will travel from the capital 
city of Ljubljana, thus taking this as the departure point when delivering information, unless requested 
otherwise by the customers.  
 
Figure 6: Company contact information (2010) 
Four institutional agents worked at the call centre department at the time the data were 
recorded, providing general information from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m., i.e. the opening hours of the ticket 
sales office in Ljubljana. All four agents appear in this data corpus (see Table 3). Two call agents, 
whose calls are analysed in this study, worked 12-hour shifts from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. every other day.33 
During peak time and the rest break, between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m., and in the afternoons, from 6 p.m. 
                                                 
33 In line with the Employment Relationships Act (Official Gazette of RS, No. 42/2002 and No. 103/2007) employees are 
entitled to a 30-minute rest break per 8-hour shift. Rest breaks may be taken after one hour of work, but not later than one 
hour prior to the end of the working day. 
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until 10 p.m., two other agents, whose job is to respond to request emails, were appointed to take on 
the calls. Table 3 below illustrates the agents’ workload during the data collection period. It is 
noteworthy that call centre agents provide information only, as neither ticket sale nor telephone 
booking is possible over the telephone. Currently, train tickets can still only be purchased in person at 
the train station and from few authorised travel agencies as online sales have not yet been 
implemented.  
Company agents working at the call centre 
 
Table 3: The corpus of inbound calls for information 
According to the Department for Research and Customer Service Development, agents 
respond to nearly 200 calls per 12-hour shift (see Table 3). During summer time, given the tourist 
season, their workload increases by approximately 50 per cent (Uršič, personal communication, 24th 
November 2009). The call centre department has a call distribution system, where an automatic 
answer to the summons first informs the customers about the number they have reached by revealing 
the name of the Company, thus recruiting the customer for participation in the interaction, informing 
them of the fact that the calls are being recorded and about the duration of expected wait time in case 
the calls are queued. Rather than a free hotline number, the call centre handling general inquiries used 
landline numbers. This may be due to the fact that companies, particularly state-owned, are under 
much pressure to reduce costs, thus passing them on to the customers. 
Whether the call centre set a target regarding the length of calls is not known. However, in her 
study of call centre work, Cameron (2000a) reports that when handling train reservations, operators 
are given a target of four minutes per transaction, whereas in an assistance centre they are expected to 
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process simple inquiries in 32 seconds or less. In this call centre, where information only is provided, 
the majority of calls (554 calls) lasted between 1 to 3 minutes, whereas 507 calls were processed 
between 30 to 60 seconds (see Figure 7). 
Length of calls 
  
Figure 7: Length of inbound calls 
It is assumed in this setting that the agents will provide information upon customers’ request 
and it is expected they will do so in a professional and friendly manner. Therefore, in theory, face 
concerns should be one of the agents’ prerogatives in that as frontline workers they act as the 
Company’s ambassadors. Accordingly, one of the main research question that guides the first part of 
Chapter 4 (Chaper 4, Section 1), which examines routine calls for information, is: how are routine 
calls for information structured and how is politeness manifested in these calls, both verbally and 
prosodically (for the summary of the main findings see Chapter 4, Section 2.6). In a similar vein, the 
main research questions guiding Chapter 5, in which face concerns and (im)politeness will be 
examined, are: How and when routine calls for information become non-routine and what the patterns 
identified indicate in terms of (im)politeness and face manifestations, and what do these, in turn, say 
about cultural/social practices? (for the summary of the main findings see Chapter 5, Section 2.5) 
Given that the second part of Chapter 4 examines request emails, in the next section, I will 
describe data on request emails and state the research questions that are addressed in the analysis.  
 
3.3.2 Request emails 
 
Apart from calling the Company to inquire about train information, customers can also send 
request emails to the address potnik.info@slo-zeleznice.si (passenger.info@slo-zeleznice.si). In 
charge of responding to request emails is a separate department. In November 2009, the Company, 
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upon my request, forwarded 88 customer-initiated request emails (see Figure 8) and 87 responses by 
three agents (see Figure 11),34 of which seven email exchanges were in English language, two emails 
were treated by the agents as complaints and forwarded to the relevant department, and one email was 
forwarded to this contact centre from another Company department. For the analysis, all emails were 
considered when examining the frequency of openings and closings and length of emails, whereas 140 
emails were considered for the analysis of the body text. Emails were sent to me in their original form, 
which means that all emails contained documentary parts (e.g. the sender, the subject, time of sending 
and signature cards), which, in some cases, provided key information about the sender(s) and the 
message. The emails were potentially selected by the Company itself. Although the topic of the 
message is limited to inquiring about train information, on the part of the customers, differences can 
be observed at the pragmatic and linguistic level (e.g. length, register).  
 
Figure 8: The corpus of customer-initiated request emails 
Figure 8 demonstrates the corpus of incoming 88 request emails sent to the Company’s email 
address (see also Figure 6) between 27th September and 12th October 2009. As can be seen from the 
graph, the vast majority of request emails provided by the Company are from the time period of 5th and 
8th of October 2009. In these emails, customers request the same type of information as in calls for 
information, e.g. itineraries about international journeys and fares. The majority of request emails sent 
to the contact centre are quite short (see Figure 9), with 69 per cent of all incoming emails containing 
between nine and 50 words. The longest request email contained 238 words (Chapter 4, Section 2.4, 
Email 7a).  
                                                 
34 One customer-initiated email is missing from the dataset. 
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Length of request emails 
 
Figure 9: Number of words in customers’ request emails 
Research has shown that customers’ preferences regarding which medium to use to achieve 
their interactional task are mainly linked to simplicity (e.g. customers may receive attachments with a 
complete and detailed itinerary that can be re-read, reproduced, archived), flexibility (emails can be 
sent at any time) and affordability (Lan, 2000; see also Chapter 2, Section 3.3). For instance, calls for 
information can only be made during the call centre opening hours (e.g. Section 3.3.1), when the 
agents are physically present at the call centre, yet they afford immediate exchange of information. 
Emails, on the other hand, can be sent at any one time. The fact that only 10% requested travel 
information outside the contact centre’s opening hours, however, suggests that the customers use this 
medium for reasons other than temporal flexibility. Agents working at the contact centre are to reply 
to request emails immediately or in more complicated cases within one day.35 (Uršič, personal 
communication, 31st March 2011) However, no information was provided on whether or not a 
particular key system is applied when responding to messages, i.e. when and why responding to 
certain emails is to be prioritised. In this dataset, the agents’ response rate was 98% and the turn-
around time or the agents’ response time, provided the time on the computer of both parties was set 
correctly, ranged from 2 minutes to 3 days (see Figure 10 below). Nonetheless, the agents responded 
within the 4-hour framework (see Chapter 2, Section 3.2 on page 48) in 76% of all emails from the 
corpus.  
                                                 
35 In case further assistance from agents from other departments is needed. Upon receipt of that information, the contact agent 
can send a reply. 
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Response time 
Figure 10: Agents’ response time to customers’ emails 
The request emails were responded to by three agents. For the purpose of this study the agents 
are referred to as Agent 3, Agent 4 and Agent 5. While Agent 3 and Agent 4 (see Table 3) also worked 
at the call centre, Agent 5 responded to request emails only. On average, the agents reply to 
approximately 50 emails per day between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m. (Uršič, personal communication, 24th 
November 2009, see also Figure 6 on page 76).  
Agents’ responses 
 
Figure 11: Number of email responses per agent 
Similarly to the calls for information, the general goal is to empirically examine normative 
behaviour in request emails. Thus, the research question for Chapter 4 (Section 2) reads as follows: 
How are routine emails structured and how politeness is manifested in routine interactions? On the 
basis of this,  Chapter 5, Section 2 pursues the following research questions: How and when routine 
emails become non-routine and what the patterns identified indicate in terms of (im)politeness and 
face manifestations, and what these, in turn, say about cultural/social practices? Together with further 
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suggestions for future research, the main findings with regard to emails are summarised and durther 
discussed in Chapter 4, Section 2.6 (for routine emails), Chapter 5, Section 2.5 (for non-routine 
emails) and in Chapter 7, Section 1. The next setting examined refers to complaints, by telephone and 
on Facebook, which are dealt with by a different Company department. 
 
3.3.3 Complaint calls 
 
A complaint is usually brought forward by the customer as a result of a personally experienced 
problem, for which responsibility is attributed to an employee or the company. Typically, the 
complainant is also the person who was affected by the problem. However, in some cases, complaints 
are brought forward by a third party (e.g. the next of kin). Contrary to the department handling general 
calls for information, this particular department has a toll-free number and an email address 
pritožbe.pohvale@slo-zeleznice.si (translation: praise.complaints@slo-zeleznice.si). During regular 
working hours, e.g. from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., customers can talk to the agent in person. According to the 
Head of Department for Research and Passenger Service Development (Uršič, personal 
communication, 31st March 2011) in 2009, one employee, a female, worked at the praise and 
complaints department, being directly responsible for receiving customer complaints and praise, by the 
telephone. During out-of-office hours the customers can leave a message on a voice machine and the 
call agent then calls them back to follow up the complaint (see Figure 12). Hence, the call centre 
includes both inbound and outbound complaint calls. In addition to telephoning or sending an email, 
complaints can also be written down in a log book, available at every ticket office. Given that only one 
customer compliment and three complaint emails were provided by the Company, it is unfortunately 
not enough to include them in the study. 
 
Figure 12: Corpus of complaint calls 
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The data for the analysis of complaint calls consist of 13 conversations between one (female) 
agent working at the complaints department and 11 customers and form a corpus of circa two hours of 
telephone calls to and from the Company. The conversations comprising eight inbound and five 
outbound calls, were recorded in the first week of October 2009. The length of complaint calls ranges 
between 2 minutes and 30 minutes. This particular department, which deals with complaints only, is 
legally bound to respond to each and every request lodged.36 The conversational excerpts analysed 
provide a glimpse of the activities that participants engage in to complain, in Slovenian, about services 
received. It is evident from the data that some agents working at the department managing general 
calls also receive complaint calls. While some attend to them, others refer the customers to the 
complaint department. Although information about the number of complaint (or praise) calls per day 
was not provided, according to the Company 60 per cent of complaints (and praise) are lodged via 
email, 20 per cent over the telephone and 20 per cent are written down in a log book at a local station 
(Uršič, personal communication, 31st March 2011). Log books are said to be reviewed on a daily basis 
by the Head of Personnel of a particular train station, but cannot be responded to unless personal 
details of the customer are provided. However, the Company did not provide data from the log books 
or access to them, which is why the focus is on complaint calls and publicly available complaints on 
Facebook. 
In line with the Company’s policy replies to lodged complaints should be provided within one 
month. In more complex cases, where further investigation and co-operation from other business units 
and departments is required, it may take longer. In such an event, it is the Company’s policy to 
regularly update the customer on the progress (Uršič, personal communication, 31st March 2011). On 
the one hand, the data show that some customers who complain over the telephone receive feedback 
from the agent within the same day, which indicates that the agent employed at the praise and 
complaints department strives to adhere to the guidelines set by the Company. On the other hand, 
angry comments posted by many customers on the official Facebook page reveal that this is not 
always the case, in that resolutions to complaints lodged via telephone are not always provided. The 
research questions guiding the examination of complaint calls include:  
(a) What practices emerge in complaint calls and how are they managed by the participants? 
(b) What do these practices indicate in terms of (im)politeness and face manifestations and what 
these, in turn, say about cultural/social practices? 
These research questions are addressed in Chapter 6, Section 1, further discussed in Chapter 6, Section 
2.8 and then summarised in Chapter 7, Section 2.  
 
                                                 
36 Unfortunately, no information was given regarding how an agent working at a call centre department decides whether a 
specific call is a complaint. 
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3.3.4 Facebook complaints  
 
Recently, public social media sites such as Facebook have become a common way to express 
dissatisfaction with the Company’s services or products and experiments have shown that the use of 
social media to complain is more successful (Wallis, 2014) because online, complaints can reach 
thousands of people. For this reason, Facebook complaints were collected over a random period of 25 
months (from November 2012 to January 2015). The Company joined Facebook on 10th May 2010 
and currently has slightly over 32.000 subscribers, who can follow its online activities. This is about 4 
per cent of all Facebook users in Slovenia (Kordiš, 2012). The main purpose of the Company’s 
presence on Facebook is to attract users, particularly younger generations, who travel by train. 
According to the Company, the main aim of launching the corporate social media website is to 
advertise special offers and post photographs to interact and build rapport with its followers: 
“Grem z vlakom is a page dedicated to everyone who loves travelling by train, going on holidays or the train 
is your daily means of transport. We at Slovenian Railways know that young people like to travel and explore 
the world. If your favourite band has a concert and you don’t have a car, don’t know where to park or would 
like to take a nap after the concert instead of driving home – you can go by train. If you have to get up early 
every day because of your responsibilities and would like to sleep “just 5 more minutes” – take a nap on the 
train when going to school or to work. If you’re going abroad and would like to travel comfortably or sleep 
through the entire journey – you can go by train. If you’re travelling by plane to another country, but are not 
sure which transportation to take to travel to surrounding towns – purchase your train ticket in Slovenia. So 
how will you go to a party? I’m going by train ☺” (Grem z vlakom, 2015). 
On Facebook, due to its interactive nature, the administrator can publish news feeds at any 
time and frequency and invite subscribers to actively participate in the discussion by adding 
comments. To create a fun social atmosphere, but more importantly to appear as a modern 
organisation, the Company occasionally runs raffles to give away small prizes such as train ticket 
discounts or theatre and concert tickets. Apart from participating in raffles, customers also inquire 
about itineraries, post photographs and videos they took while travelling as well as complain. 
Although dealing with complaints is not the Company’s mission on Facebook, they represent roughly 
23 per cent of all customer-generated content.  
 
Figure 13: Publishing posts on Facebook (Grem z vlakom, 2015) 
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To post on the Company’s profile, the customers first have to follow the Company’s activities 
on Facebook by clicking the “like” button (see Figure 13, top right corner). They can post their 
grievances or dissatisfaction by typing it into the “write a comment” box and then clicking the button 
“post” (see Figure 13). Customers’ posts are visible to all followers, some of whom may add further 
posts, ‘like’ each others’ posts to show support or share other postings on their own or their friends’ 
walls (see Figures 14 and 15). When customers communicate with the Company on Facebook they are 
aware that this is a public space, and that other followers may join the interaction. One of the 
methodological challenges for collecting data from the website is the fluidity of the medium, which 
means that the administrator can delete offensive, inappropriate comments. At the same time, message 
producers can, at any time, delete the comments they themselves wrote and posted.  
Contrary to complaints by telephone, where contact needs to be established through opening 
routines before some further action can be initiated (see Chapters 4, Section 1.4 and Chapter 6, Section 
1.3), on Facebook customers (can) abruptly launch into the topic, i.e. when posting a complaint. As 
can be seen from Figures 13 and 14, compared to emails, posts on Facebook also have a different 
layout structure than emails (i.e. no subject line or message header). The posts disclose the 
participant’s Facebook name, the body message, the date and hour of when the message was posted 
and the number of likes. 
 
Figure 14: Excerpt from the Company’s Facebook page (Grem z vlakom, 2015) 
When customers post a complaint, it appears in the section “posts to page”, which at that time 
was located on the left bottom column, below the app, photo and video sections (layout changes occur 
on a regular basis). By clicking on the section “posts to page” (currently the section is called Visitor’s 
posts), a window pops up where the content (customer complaints, suggestions, queries, posted 
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pictures and videos) can be accessed, ‘liked’ and/or commented on (e.g. Figure 15). On the right side 
of the profile page (e.g. Figure 15) is the much more visible timeline, where the agent’s marketing 
posts can be found, organised by the date posted. It is important to note that Facebook evolves over 
time with new features being added every few months (Stenros, Paavilainen, & Kinnunen, 2011). For 
example, as of 2012 message producers can edit the message they posted, but the full edit history of a 
thread remains visible to anyone who has access to it.  
 
Figure 15: The location of customers’ “posts to page” (Grem z vlakom, 2015) 
According to the Company (Uršič, personal communication, 31st March 2011) there is one 
Facebook page administrator who publishes status updates and responds to customers’ posts. He or 
she operates under the cover of anonymity and goes by the name Grem z vlakom (“I’m going by 
train”). This name, which aims to promote an environmentally sustainable way of travelling, is also 
used for the mobile application that passengers may use to plan their journey in Slovenia and check for 
any delays or disruptions. For the purpose of the analysis, Facebook complaints were collected over a 
random period of 25 months (from November 2012 to January 2015) with a view to examining the 
customers’ complaint behaviour online and the Company’s reactions to it. Any (thread-initiating) 
comment that contained a negative evaluation of the Company (e.g. its services or employees) was 
treated as a complaint (see also Heinemann & Traverso, 2009). During this period the customers 
generated 274 messages, of which 62 were identified as complaints (e.g. Table 4). 121 posts featured 
customer-generated content such as sharing of photographs they took, articles they read, videos they 
recorded or found, to which the agent rarely responded, whereas 91 posts were general requests for 
information, where customers inquired about timetables, special offers and fares.  
Data collection period November 2012 to January 2015 
Dataset 62 complaints 
Average complaint approximately 102 words 
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Total No. of comments by the customers37 156 
Total No. of posts by the agent 78 
No. of complaints with no response from the agent 15 
Max. No. of comments to a complaint38 15 
Average No. of comments to a complaint approximately 4 
Max. No. of ‘likes’ 60 
No. of posts with fewer than 6 ‘likes’ 50 
Minimal response time 26 seconds 
Maximal response time (Agent) 7 days 12h and 51 minutes 
Table 4: Descriptive statistical information on selected Facebook complaints 
Although Facebook posts can now be up to 63,206 characters long (roughly 10,000 words), 
the average complaint was approximately 102 words in length, with the shortest just 9 words in length 
and the longest 809 words (e.g. Table 4). It is interesting to note that the 62 complaints were posted by 
49 different customers, with five customers posting more than one complaint during this period. 
However, other subscribers were often found to have posted additional messages in response to the 
thread-initiating message. Given the number of overall comments posted to these complaints, the 
administrator’s response rate was 50 per cent. Compared to the average response rate to queries posed 
on the Facebook pages of worldwide brands, which is 66.5% (Socialbakers, 2014), such a response 
rate is quite low. The difference is even greater when it comes to response time. While several 
worldwide brands frequently answer within an hour, in the data, the Company’s average response time 
was 1 day, 22 hours and 31 minutes for the given time period.  
In the data, the comments of other customers as well as the agent were posted within a day or 
two with very few being added when three or more days elapsed. However, there are instances where 
customers add posts weeks or even months after the original post had been published.39 This shows 
that this type of communication allows its users to post information that can sit unread for hours, days 
or even weeks (see Chapter 2, Section 3.4). Moreover, that the agent failed to respond to 15 
complaints suggests that this type of communicative medium also allows its users to post information 
that may never be responded to. While the agent can attempt to ignore certain customers’ participation 
status by disattending to their comments due to the Facebook interface, other customers, who as side 
participants also have recognised entitlements to respond to these complaints can maintain their own 
status by posting supportive comments to each other. In doing so, they support each other’s face and in 
turn threaten that of the Company. And although there is a large number of followers, of whom rather 
few collaborate in the interaction, in the majority of cases there is at least one other customer who 
gives face to the complaining customer by adding a supportive comment or by liking the 
complainant’s post.  
                                                 
37 Excluding initial complaints and the agent’s responses. 
38 Including agent’s posts and excluding increments. 
39 In one example, a customer posted a comment two years later, whereas the agent’s maximum response time was one week.   
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Based on the complaints posted on Facebook by the customers, different problem categories 
were identified (Table 5), which triggered these complaints and were the focus of the complaint. It is 
important to note, that several customers complained about more than one thing in their complaint, 
and that the most frequently complained categories included delays, timetable, and comfort. 
Complaint categories Instances (%) Rank 
Delays 21 23 1 
Timetable 14 15 2 
Comfort 9. 10 3 
Additional or unexpected fees 8 9 4 
Treatment / no response 8 9 4 
Service quality 8 9 4 
Facilities 7 8 5 
Rude customer service representatives 5 6 6 
Customer service inefficiency 4 4 7 
No service 3 3 8 
Convenience 2 2 9 
Fares 2 2 9 
Total complaint cases 91 100  
Table 5: Complained areas 
To the best of my knowledge, no studies on (im)politeness on Facebook pages of service-
oriented companies have been conducted to date (for a full literature review on online complaints see 
Chapter 6, Section 2). Thus, when examining (im)politeness and face manifestations in Facebook 
complaints attention will be not only be given to practices and resources the customers use to express 
dissatisfaction (i.e. extent of annoyance or hostility, use of threats, behavioural consequences), but also 
to the affordances of the medium (e.g. open-comment platform), in which the interaction takes place 
(see Chapter 1, Section 2). Moreover, potential strategies and pragmatic and semantic resources that 
trigger face manifestations, along with the resources used in responses to them, will be examined. 
Thus, the main research questions guiding the examination of Facebook complaints include:  
a) What practices emerge in Facebook complaints and how are they managed by the participants?  
b) How do Facebook complaints differ from telephone complaints? 
c) What do the practices identified in complaints indicate in terms of (im)politeness and face 
manifestations and what do these, in turn, say about cultural/social practices?  
The research questions are answered in Chapter 6, Section 2 and further discussed in Chapter 6, 
Section 2.8 and Chapter 7, Section 2.  
In addition, given that the interactions examined in the thesis occurred in three different 
media, a further question that is addressed across analytical chapters (i.e. Chapters 4-6) was raised: 
what role do technology affordances play, if any, in the emergence and interpretation of 
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(im)politeness? In exploring these research questions, relevant contextual and interactional factors 
addressed in this chapter will be considered.  
 
 
3.4 Transcript Conventions 
  
 
For the transcription of calls for information and complaint calls, Jefferson’s transcript 
notation system was used, which provides transcript symbols that render details of speech delivery 
(Atkinson & Heritage, 1984). The glossary of transcript symbols is given below: 
 
3.4.1 Jefferson’s transcription conventions 
 
[ ] Square brackets are used to mark overlapping speech of both speakers. The left-
hand bracket marks the point at which an overlap starts, whereas the right-hand 
bracket marks the point where overlapping speech stops overlapping. As the 
speakers are given different lines, the brackets marking the overlaps are in line. 
  
(1.5) The numbers in brackets indicate pause length, timed in tenths of a second. 
They are placed to indicate the pause between words.  
  
(.) A dot in brackets is used to mark a micropause, hearable, but not readily  
measurable, typically less than 2/10th of a second. 
  
: Colons are used to indicate the lengthening of the sound of preceding letter with 
more colons prolonging the stretch. 
  
- Abrupt cut-offs and halting are indicated by a single dash. 
  
. A period is used to mark falling or final intonation, but not necessarily the end 
of a sentence.  
  
? A question mark indicates rising or question intonation. 
  
, A comma indicates continuing intonation. 
  
= The equal signs mark the continuous flow of speech by indicating there is no 
identifiable break between adjacent utterances produced by different speakers, 
but that the utterance of the second speaker is latched to that of the first speaker 
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without overlapping.  
  
__ Underlining contrastive stress or emphasis on a particular syllable. 
  
CAPS Capital letters indicate an utterance or a particular part of it is spoken much 
louder than the surrounding talk. 
  
° ° Utterances or words marked with degree symbols are spoken in markedly softer 
speech than the surrounding talk. 
  
.h The letter .h is used to mark an audible in-breath. The more “h”, the longer the 
in-breath.  
  
> < These symbols are used to mark words or utterances, delivered at a pace that is 
quicker than the surrounding talk.  
  
< > These symbols are used to mark words or utterances, delivered at a pace that is 
slower than the surrounding talk. 
  
( ) Blank space in brackets indicates uncertainty about the speech. 
  
(( )) Doubled parentheses indicate the transcriber’s description of a particular 
phenomenon, for instance ((cough)). 
  
(h) The latter h in brackets marks laughter within a word. 
  
↑↓ Upward and downward pointing arrows are used to indicate rising and falling 
shifts in intonation. They are placed immediately prior to the rise/fall.  
  
[. . .] 
 
DUAL/PL 
 
 
P/V 
 
 
 
 
 
Talk omitted from the data segment is marked by three dots in square brackets.  
 
Used as superscript to indicate that the form used (e.g. verb or pronoun) is in 
dual/plural form. 
 
Used to signal “polvikanje”, a hybrid semi-formal use of a singular participle, 
combined with a plural auxiliary verb. This form reveals the gender of the 
person: Vi ste z njim potoval/potovala (‘You travelled with him’: the auxiliary 
verb ‘you’ is plural but the participle potoval/potovala is singular 
masculine/feminine). 
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(P) Used as superscript to indicate the use of the passive voice. 
For the purposes of this research routine and non-routine calls as well as complaint calls were 
transcribed, whereas emails and Facebook postings were left in its original form and translated so as to 
convey the style, register and the feel of the source language text (e.g. errors, typos and so on). 
 
 
3.5 Limitations 
 
 
The present study includes a large sample of data from three different settings: telephone, 
email and Facebook. One of the limitations of this case study, however, lies in asymmetry in the size 
of the data, particularly pertaining to complaint calls which present a smaller sample. The fact that just 
one agent handles complaint calls (the same goes for Facebook complaints) may in fact reflect this 
particular agent's idiosyncratic behaviour. A further limitation includes the fact that the data stem from 
a single institution with a particular role, status and reputation in the eyes of its customers (as 
described in Chapter 3, Section 1.2), thereby limiting the generalisability of the findings to other 
(Slovenian) customer-oriented companies, particularly privately-owned ones. Moreover, given the 
type of data used in the present study, i.e. telephone conversations, emails and Facebook posts, with 
the exception of some paralinguistic features which accompany speech or emoticons in emails or 
Facebook posts, interlocutors cannot rely on non-verbal cues that are available in face-to-face 
interaction such as glance, facial expressions, gestures, movements and the like. This, in turn, makes 
any orientations to impoliteness harder to identify for the analyst. For this reason, in telephone 
communication the use of paralinguistic cues (i.e. backchannelling cues, pitch, accent and tone of 
voice, pauses, silence) is all the more important when examining (im)politeness and plays an 
important role in addressee’s interpretations and orientations to (im)polite behaviour. Another 
limitation of the present data is the fact that there is limited amount of demographic information about 
the interactants and background information about the frequency of their use of the Company’s 
services. 
The interactions acquired for the present study, nevertheless, represent authentic, naturally 
occurring data and provide a situated discourse context, in which agents’ interactional styles with 
customers, regardless of the mode of communication, from the opening to the closing of a 
conversation or an email exchange is likely to reflect the Company’s quality of service and is likely to 
have an impact on the Company’s image. To the best of my knowledge, to date, a study of routine and 
non-routine interactions and complaints in a customer-oriented setting has not received any attention 
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in the Slovenian language. Hence, the present study aims to deepen the understanding and importance 
of impoliteness and facework in mediated service work in this particular context.  
In this chapter, the company Slovenian Railways, and the data collection process along with 
ethical considerations were presented. Moreover, the contextual factors were described, which play an 
important role for the analytical part and the questions that guide the research were stipulated. The 
next chapter will examine how the customers and agents go about requesting and providing 
information via telephone and email. By observing how calls are structured and how politeness and 
facework are manifested in these interactions, it aims to illustrate what is normative behaviour in these 
two settings. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ROUTINE CALLS FOR INFORMATION 
AND 
REQUEST EMAILS 
 
 
This chapter explores routine interactions between customers and agents in two mediated 
settings of the Slovenian rail services: the call centre that provides general information via telephone 
and a contact centre that responds to customers’ request emails. For this reason, the chapter is divided 
into two parts. In the first part (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 2), I examine politeness and facework in 
inbound calls where customers request information about train services. Drawing on extant knowledge 
on institutional calls from previous studies, I examine the recurrent actions that the participants (i.e. 
the agent and the customer) undertake to achieve their interactional goal (i.e. to request and provide 
information), paying attention to the preference principles the interlocutors employ. In Sections 4.1.1-
4.1.2 of this chapter, I outline the main characteristics of calls for information in light of existing 
studies and discuss their relevance to the current study. To examine face and politeness in calls for 
information, Sections 4.1.4 to 4.1.7 focus on the microanalysis of individual sequences of calls for 
information (i.e. openings, the opening request and responses, and closings). The aim of analysing 
routine calls is to illustrate what is normatively expected in this setting and to point out places and 
actions in interaction, in which interactional trouble may occur. 
In the second part of the chapter, I turn my attention to customers’ and agents’ email 
communicative practices, where I examine politeness in emails exchanges. Building on previous 
studies, Section 2.1 outlines the structure of emails and illustrates the practices and the organisation of 
request emails and responses. In Section 4.2.2, I provide a description of the email corpus and discuss 
the relationship between politeness and agents’ response time. Sections 4.2.3 to 4.2.5 examine the 
structure of customers’ request emails and agents’ responses with particular focus on politeness and 
facework. Finally, in Section 4.2.6, I review and compare the findings from request emails with those 
from the calls for information. 
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4.1 Routine calls for information 
 
 
4.1.1 Previous studies on calls for information 
 
Earlier studies of institutional telephone interactions have explored the overall structural 
organisation of institutional calls (e.g. Zimmerman, 1984, 1992; Whalen & Zimmerman, 1987; Wakin 
& Zimmerman, 1999 on emergency and service calls; see also Drew & Heritage, 1992 and Arminen, 
2005 on detailed description of institutional interaction practices). One of the most salient similarities 
with calls for service, which also provide a basis on which the thesis builds, is the fact that compared 
to everyday calls, in institutional settings the number of practices employed by interactants is reduced. 
However, given that the interactants adapt their ordinary conversation practices to the activity type and 
thus the task at hand (Schegloff, 1999), an important difference was observed between calls for 
information and emergency calls. While the “interrogative series” (Zimmerman, 1992) was observed 
in both types of calls, in emergency calls, sequences were inserted to assess urgency and prioritise 
service demands. In calls for information, such as the ones examined in this thesis, however, agents 
launch sequences that help them find a balance between what customers want and what the Company 
can offer with the objective of granting the customers’ request, and in doing so orient to facilitating 
and maximizing service provision (see also S.-H. Lee, 2011a, 2011b). 
More recently, studies of call centre interactions explored various elements of mediated 
service encounters from different perspectives. From a speech-act perspective, Economidou-
Kogetsidis (2005) conducted a cross-cultural study of directness in politeness strategies (bald-on-
record, conventionally indirect and non-conventionally indirect) in the customers’ opening requests of 
Greek and British English callers to an airline’s call service and found that the interpretation of the 
meaning and function of requestive directness depends on the context. In this respect she argues that 
one of the main characteristics that differentiates these interactions, in which the main emphasis is on 
requesting (i.e. demand) and providing information (i.e. supply) from everyday telephone 
conversations includes brevity marked by directness and explicitness (Economidou-Kogetsidis, 2005: 
257-258). Despite differences in the analytic approach, the finding that in this setting brevity and 
directness of requests is not associated with face-threatening behaviour and impoliteness is relevant 
for the present study given the similar nature of the customer-oriented context. From a sociopragmatic 
perspective, Márquez Reiter (2008) examined calls to two Montevidean service providers, focusing on 
apologising behaviour of company representatives. Taking an interactional approach to the analysis of 
politeness, she not only observed how certain practices such as shifting responsibility occur, but also 
how they are influenced by the micro-culture of the company. Márquez Reiter (2011) further 
conducted an extensive study of various activities in openings, middles and closings of inbound and 
outbound telephone calls to/from a Latin American call centre of a multinational timeshare company.  
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In doing so, she identified a variety of practices in how the agents and customers, speakers of different 
dialects of Spanish in the Americas, go about getting things done (e.g. exchange of greetings; agents’ 
delayed provision of self- and organisational identification when making unsolicited outbound calls to 
avoid declination; clients engaging in fabricated ignorance and agent’s performing camouflaging to 
achieve their respective goals; use of formulaic language when embarking on a closing). She found 
that the openings and closings, in particular, are structurally similar to those identified in other 
institutional settings in other languages (e.g. Whalen & Zimmerman, 1987; Zimmerman, 1992), but 
with an orientation to interpersonal connectedness as evidenced by the presence of greetings and how-
are-you sequences, which are not typically found in such encounters. In a more recent study of call 
centre interactions, Archer and Jagodziński (2015) reported that face-attacks, emotional vents and 
different forms of strategic verbal aggression play a central role in call centre discourse and are often 
tacitly accepted. Differentiating impoliteness where the primary intent is to cause face damage from 
other acts of strategic verbal aggression where inflicting face damage is not the primary intent, they 
demonstrate that face-attacking strategies, devised to capture (intentional) impoliteness, can also apply 
to acts of verbal aggression. Together, previous studies provide valuable contributions to this field of 
research. 
In Slovenian, apart from the studies I conducted (see page iii), just two studies of service calls 
have been undertaken to date, both of which examined the role of discourse markers identified in 30 
telephone conversations with tourist agencies and hotel receptionists (e.g. Verdonik, 2006; Verdonik, 
Žgank, & Pisanski Peterlin, 2008). The emphasis, however, was not on the use of discourse markers in 
a service-oriented context, but on the general function of discourse markers in spoken conversation. It 
has been found that of a corpus of 15.000 words, discourse markers such as “ja, mhm, aha, aja, ne?, 
no, eee, dobro/v redu/okej/prav, glejte/poglejte, veste, mislim, zdaj”(yes, mhm, oh, uh huh, right?, 
well, eee, good/fine/okay/right, look, see, I think, now) make up 14% of all words used. Contrary to 
previous studies which indicate that they mainly serve as connectors (e.g. Schoroup, 1999) authors 
argue that the primary role of discourse markers in these telephone conversations is to help organise 
the course of discourse (such as sharing of conversational floor, transitions between different topics or 
as means to form the pre-terminal exchange). While the studied discourse markers can be seen as 
important for organising the course of discourse, their function and meanings are likely to vary based 
on where in the utterance they are placed by the speaker. 
Valuable guidelines and insights into the structure of service encounters and their activities 
were provided by studies from a Conversation Analytic (CA) perspective (e.g. S.-H. Lee, 2009, 2011a, 
2011b on (extended) requesting and responding activities and management of non-granting; 
Svennevig, 2012 on misalignment and hostility in emergency calls or Kevoe-Feldman (2015) on 
telephone inquiries about repair status of equipment), of which a study by S.-H. Lee (2011b) who 
examined how nongranting of customers’ requests is managed by the call centre agents and 
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demonstrated that when this occurs, the agents take over directorship to shape the request speciﬁcation 
in a grantable direction, is of particular relevance for the present study. In the study, she observed that 
the agents employ implicit substitution, which then enables the customer to continue with the request 
that can be granted or embedded restriction, in cases when the request was not specified in detail, as it 
allows agents to leave the customer with what can be granted. By employing such practices, agents 
avoid announcing failure to grant what has been or potentially can be requested, thus orienting to the 
customers’ needs. Although these studies do not look at (im)politeness phenomena, given their 
similarity with the interactions examined here, their findings will be elaborated on in the analysis.  
Contrary to previous studies which focused on a particular phenomenon, e.g. opening request, 
or on selected sequences, primarily openings and/or closings, this study will take into account the 
entire communicative event. In doing so, I provide one of the first analysis of (im)politeness in three 
communication channels, i.e. telephone, email and social media, and thus contribute to knowledge on 
(im)politeness in general, and institutional interactions in Slovenian that to date has not yet received 
much attention. In the next sections I explore what are in fact routine calls for information, i.e. what 
principles the interactants follow and what steps they go through to achieve their interactional goal and 
where, in doing so, politeness is expected to occur. 
 
4.1.2 Calls for information as institutional talk 
 
Requesting and providing information via the telephone is the central activity in the context 
examined in this chapter. These encounters differ from everyday interactions in a number of ways and 
may be labelled socially minimal encounters (Bailey, 1997), i.e. as exchanges, which are typically 
very short, and as such are unlikely to include any interpersonal topics (see Chapter 2, Section 3). 
Rather, they are oriented towards brevity and maximum transactional efficiency, as the only task of the 
call centre is to provide the information requested by the customers rather than to book or sell tickets 
(e.g. Chapter 3, Section 3.1). This coupled with the low or non-existent familiarity and an 
asymmetrical relationship between the interlocutors facilitates the transactional and task-oriented 
nature of such mediated encounters, in which speaker roles are fixed with clearly defined rights and 
obligations. Table 6 illustrates the most salient rights, responsibilities and desirable behaviour that 
participants in the data analysis oriented to. 
Customers’ perceived rights 
• To request information  
• To receive a professional service (e.g. 
Excerpts 9a, 9b, 10, 11, 12) 
• To seek advice in terms of price, special 
offers, journey route (e.g. Excerpt 9b, 23) 
Customers’ desirable behaviour 
• To request information in a clear, direct and 
exact manner (e.g. Excerpts 24, 31) 
• To prepare for the call and to efficiently co-
operate and be attentive during the process of 
receiving information (e.g. Excerpts 9a, 9b, 
20-22) 
• Respect the agent’s epistemic territory (e.g. 
Excerpts 30, 32)  
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Agents’ perceived rights 
• To direct the talk in organisationally relevant 
ways and have his/her needs regarding 
transactional efficiency taken into account 
(e.g. Excerpts 9a, 9b, 11) 
• To prevent the customer from talking about 
topics irrelevant to his/her performing the 
task (e.g. Excerpts 21, 30) 
 
Agents’ responsibilities 
• To provide information in a clear, friendly 
manner (e.g. Excerpts 12, 9b, 33-35) 
• To offer a good image of the Company by 
being professional, e.g. provide accounts 
when a request cannot be granted; provide 
repair in a tacit manner (e.g. Excerpt 12) 
• To signal to the customer during their talk 
that he/she is listening (e.g. Excerpts 10, 26, 
27) 
Table 6: Observed rights, responsibilities and desirable behaviour pertaining to an individual speaker 
role 
Employee performance and thus interaction are likely to be influenced by context-external 
factors such as the fact that this is a state-owned company (providing exceptionally high job security) 
and has a monopoly over the railway services (see Chapter, 3 Section 1). Moreover, three dimensions 
of asymmetry are also likely to emerge in this context and shape the interaction as well as invoke a set 
of expectancies concerning the interactants’ behaviour: (1) asymmetry of participation; (2) asymmetry 
of knowledge, and (3) asymmetry of roles. The first one concerns the agent’s perceived right to direct 
the interaction in organisationally relevant ways. In this respect, by letting the professional hold 
directorship over the unfolding interaction by engaging in the question-answer pattern (in some cases 
without the customers’ being aware of the purposes behind the questions) institutional professionals 
may strategically direct the talk to change topics or prevent particular issues from becoming topics in 
their own right. This has been found in various institutional contexts such as news interviews (e.g. 
Clayman, 2013a; Heritage, 1985), legal settings (Tracy, 2011), medical settings (Tannen & Wallat, 
1987), and service-oriented settings (Lee, 2009; Varcasia, 2013). For instance, once the departure and 
destination points are established, the agents may ask customers a number of questions pertaining to 
the duration of stay, whether the journey includes weekends and about the number of passengers so as 
to establish if they qualify for one of the many special offers, which are also cheaper. The agents, 
however, may not immediately reveal the purpose behind these questions (e.g. Excerpt 9b).  
The second salient asymmetry concerns knowledge asymmetries (Drew & Heritage, 1992: 49-
50), which were extensively studied in institutional settings, particularly in medical ones, where the 
findings have shown that despite considerable medical knowledge the patients still orient to it as 
belonging to an authoritative professional, i.e. the doctor (e.g. Drew & Heritage, 1992), suggesting 
that such an orientation is a preferred action. When requesting train information many customers bring 
to the conversation a certain degree of knowledge based on prior experience with the Company 
services, which may surface throughout the interaction by way of how they formulate their talk (for 
instance, with questions disguised as statements or yes/no questions customers may claim epistemic 
status by seeking confirmation only). Finally, the third salient asymmetry between the interlocutors is 
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the asymmetry of roles (Drew & Heritage, 1992: 49-50), i.e. the relative power that the customers40 
might perceive in relation to the agent, whose responsibility it is to assist them. In other words, when 
customers contact the Company to request information they are likely to display their perceived 
entitlement to do so in the way they formulate their request. In case the request is legitimate (e.g. the 
customer does not inquire about, for instance, bus tickets), the agent is obligated to provide the 
requested information and to do so in line with his or her obligations (Table 6), which also coincides 
with the customer’s right to receive a professional service (Table 6).  
In institutional interaction, however, even in simple calls for information, the asymmetries and 
perceived rights and responsibilities may surface in interaction. One of the reasons for this may be 
because these events are routine for the agents, but may be unique for a number of customers. This 
may lead to one or both of the interactants’ expectations being breached, what may have implications 
for face and/or invoke evaluations of (im)politeness. In order to, first of all, provide an understanding 
of how participants use politeness and facework, I will undertake a careful microanalysis of interaction 
in calls for information using the mechanism of preference organisation (Sacks et al., 1974; 
Pomerantz, 1984a). To this end, in the next subsection I will demonstrate how the two lines of 
research, preference organisation and (im)politeness can be brought together in providing an 
understanding of how the interactants use facework and politeness and when and how facework and 
politeness may emerge. 
 
4.1.3 (Im)politeness and preference organisation 
 
Applying CA notions is particularly useful for carrying out a careful and systematic (i.e. 
moment-by-moment) analysis of interaction. One of the ways to approach the interactional analysis of 
(im)politeness is to employ the conversation analytic notion of preference organisation (see Chapter 2, 
Section 1.3). Preference refers to the “range of phenomena associated with the fact that choices among 
non-equivalent courses of action are routinely implemented in ways that reflect an institutionalised 
ranking of alternatives” (Heritage & Atkinson, 1984: 53), whereby one alternative is preferred over 
another. For instance, summonses are usually followed by responses, greetings by greetings, questions 
by answers, assessments by agreements rather than disagreements and so on. Preference organisation 
is realised through practices that, in some second-pair parts (SPP) of adjacency pairs, produce 
systematic advantages for certain types of action (i.e. preferred) over others (i.e. dispreferred), which 
is why dispreference is often “realized through delay and other constraints on enactment” (Schegloff, 
2007: 82). By examining the structures of and the relationship between turns in interaction, 
expectations generated by the speaker may be inferred based on the production of his or her FPP. In 
this respect it has been noted that evaluations of impoliteness may arise when expectations set in the 
                                                 
40 as prospective (paying) customers  
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prior turn are not met or managed by, for example, being accounted for by the producer of the SPP 
(e.g. Heritage, 1984).  
Rather than imposing interpretation from the analyst, CA draws on interactants’ own 
interpretations of the actions, thus moving away from the notion that individuals have fixed stable 
identities (Mills, 2011). One of its weaknesses, however, lies in the fact that it refuses to account for 
external social systems unless they are made relevant in the interaction. An interactional pragmatic 
approach, on the other hand, seeks to explicate precisely how social and cultural phenomena (e.g. 
power asymmetries and the like) reveal themselves through the details of talk (Antaki, 2008), allowing 
analysts to, amongst other things, examine how, for instance, (im)politeness may arise in interaction. 
By using this approach and at the same time incorporating techniques from CA, (im)politeness can be 
analysed as it emerges through talk in interaction. 
Although in its essence, preference is a structural phenomenon, as Sifianou (2012: 1555) 
argues it is not “entirely devoid of social considerations” given that departures from such practices 
(e.g. when the first preference is not selected) may not only lead to inferences (Gumperz, 1999), but 
can also become a “morally accountable, face-threatening and sanctionable form of action” (Heritage, 
1984: 268). This is particularly so if they are oriented to as violations of the expectations set by the 
participants that concern maintenance of the participants’ face. They may thus become marked 
because they are “largely destructive for social solidarity” (Heritage, 1984: 268). This then means that 
impoliteness is marked behaviour that may have consequences for the participants’ ongoing 
relationship. Unmarkedness, on the other hand, points towards the preferred shape of the turn 
(Heritage & Atkinson, 1984: 55), which aligns and/or affiliates with the prior turn and is thus oriented 
to maximising co-operation and minimising conflict in interactions. In other words, it is for reasons of 
politeness that the participants choose affiliative actions. Evaluations of impoliteness, on the other 
hand, arise when a dispreferred second is challenged (e.g. through disaffiliative reactions or by being 
topicalised, disputed and so on) to the extent that the speaker is held accountable for the perceived 
offence, implicitly or explicitly. Such orientations may project evaluations of impoliteness. 
In previous research preference organisation was more or less explicitly linked to face-
preserving strategies (e.g. Pomerantz, 1984a; Golato & Taleghani-Nikazm, 2006; Heritage, 1984; 
Lerner, 1996; Sifianou, 2012; Karafoti, 2015). Already Brown and Levinson (1987: 39) noted that 
preference organisation makes “a whole range of face-preserving strategies and techniques” that 
enable the speaker of the first turn to make the dispreferred nature of initial action more acceptable. 
Indeed, preference organisation can help us analyse how face and (im)politeness are interactionally 
achieved in the “flow of events” (Goffman, 1967) of routine as well as non-routine calls for 
information (e.g. Chapter 5, Section 1). To this end, I will first explore the practices or mechanisms 
the participants systematically use when they engage in the process of requesting and providing 
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information and highlight those cases of sequences, in which manifestations of (im)politeness may 
arise.  
In this study (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1), face is seen as “the positive social value a person 
effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken during a particular contact” 
(Goffman, 1967: 5) and as such is not lodged in or on his body, but rather “diffusely located in the 
flow of events in the encounter” (Goffman, 1967: 7). According to (Goffman, 1967: 7) the “concern 
for face focuses the attention of the person on the current activity, he must, to maintain face in this 
activity, take into consideration his place in the social world beyond it”. Thus, for the purpose of 
successful achievement of interactional goals both participants are expected to acknowledge the rights 
and responsibilities arising from the three asymmetries mentioned in Section 1.2 above by way of how 
they formulate as well as organise their talk (e.g. Table 6). They are expected to do facework, i.e. “the 
actions taken by a person to make whatever he is doing consistent with face” (Goffman, 1967: 12). 
While politeness is just one of the possible means participants may use to maintain face (Shimanoff, 
1994), face can also become salient in interaction without evaluations of (im)politeness having to 
arise, which is why when analysing face and politeness, the two phenomena, despite this overlap, 
should be kept analytically separate (Ogiermann, 2009; Kádár & Haugh, 2013: 52). For example, 
when complaining, the customers typically threaten the agent’s professional face, but are not 
necessarily impolite in expressing their dissatisfaction (see Chapter 6, Section 1; see also Orthaber & 
Márquez Reiter, 2011; Archer & Jagodziński, 2015).  
Apart from certain expressions and markers typically associated with routine politeness such 
as “please” and “thank you” (Leech, 2014), it is the response to the expectations set in the just prior 
turn that may trigger evaluations of (im)politeness (for instance, failure to provide a relevant second-
pair part (e.g. an answer when a question was asked) when such an expectation was set up or account 
for its absence). Therefore, when examining (im)politeness and face manifestations it is important also 
to consider the way in which the first action is designed. In other words, if an action is designed so as 
to yield an affiliative response, i.e. displays of support of the current speaker's telling, and/or an 
aligned response, i.e. displays of support of the progress of the telling (Stivers, 2008: 35), and the 
addressee responds in such a way, such a response is viewed as preferred (Heritage, 1984; Lindström 
& Sorjonen, 2013) and thus as polite (in Watts’ terms as politic; see also Chapter 2, Section 1.4). In 
case a response is dispreferred and delivered without any redressive action, then such behaviour can 
become open to evaluations of impoliteness. To this end, to avoid evaluations of impoliteness or 
threats to face (Goffman, 1967), in this case the agent’s institutional or professional face (see Chapter 
2, Section 2.4.1) and the customer’s face as well as their own personal face, interactants orient to 
preferred actions by seeking them out, i.e. by creating an expectation of a particular second action 
when organising their turn (Church, 2004). This means that preference, which depends on participants’ 
expectations that are tied to particular speaker roles (and perceived rights and responsibilities), is built 
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into the turn shape and is closely related to the maintenance of face (e.g. preferred actions (e.g. 
granting a request) are typically performed directly and with little delay (Pomerantz, 1984a)). In other 
words, it is due to face needs that certain actions take on preferred status. Hence, potentially face-
threatening activities (e.g. the agent rejecting the customer’s request) are likely to be performed in a 
dispreferred format, i.e. delayed, accompanied by prefaces and accounts (Scott & Lyman, 1968; 
Schönbach 1980), to display awareness of the inconvenient and potentially disaffiliative nature of 
rejection (e.g. use of accounts in which the reasons and motives are presented so as to make the 
rejection more acceptable). Therefore, when examining face and (im)politeness in interaction, the 
agent’s (the professional) and the customer’s, (the lay person) rights and responsibilities tied to their 
roles are likely to surface (e.g. Table 6).  
The next sections explore the flow of events in routine calls for information with the objective 
of identifying the conversational practices the interactants engage in to achieve their goals (e.g. 
Chapter 4, Sections 1.5 to 1.7) and the normative expectations that arise from them. This sets the stage 
for the next chapter, which focuses on non-routine cases. The analysis of these calls will further 
strengthen claims made in this chapter regarding what is normative behaviour and add to recognising 
how and when (im)politeness and face concerns may arise in interaction.  
 
4.1.4 Orders of interaction in calls for information 
 
In line with the definition of service encounters presented above (see Chapter 4, Section 1.2 
and Chapter 2, Section 3.5 on service encounter as activity type), the main assumption in calls for 
information is that participants will co-operate in pursuit of their interactional objective, i.e. to receive 
and provide information. Thus, when customers act as information-seekers, and make inquiries with 
the railway call centre, institutional agents, that is, the designated information-providers, typically go 
through specific steps (e.g. place of departure and destination, date, time, number of passengers, fare 
classification) so as to process several elements of the request prior to providing the requested 
information. The order in which the agents process these elements is partially shaped by a computer 
programme with which they work (cf. Lee, 2009) and has an impact on the efficiency, speed of 
information transfer, and thus sequence progressivity. The reference to the steps the agents need to 
follow in order to provide the required service is based on my analysis of three hours of calls and are 
recurrent activities contained across the corpus. Given that there are just four agents, whose calls are 
analysed in this chapter (see Chapter 3, Section 3.1, Table 3), some of the patterns observed may be 
attributed to their personal interactional style (e.g. each agent uses a consistently different form of 
organisational identification).  
A key role in this type of setting, particularly from the customer’s viewpoint, is to obtain exact 
and reliable information (i.e. departure and arrival times, platform numbers) given that it is the 
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customer who carries the consequences of any misunderstandings in the sense that he or she writes 
down the incorrect departure times and misses the train. To refer to the exact point in time agents use 
the formal, 24-hour notation system (see Excerpt 1, l. 05). This form of notation should make the 
writing-down process that customers normally engage in during the inquiring process unambiguous 
(see Chapter 3, Section 3.1).  
The Company that provided the data for the study did not provide information about any 
institutionally prescribed rules the agents need to follow when, for example, opening the call (e.g. 
institutional and self-identification and so on) or whether they, in fact, exist. For this reason, links to 
institutional recommendations cannot be made. To demonstrate which sequences are played out in the 
telephone service encounter the first excerpt provides an insight into the structure of a routine call for 
information.  
Excerpt 1: Phases of a call for train information  
(A: male agent, C: female customer) 
01 A Ljubljana informacije:: dobe↑r dan. 
Ljubljana informatio::n goo↑d afternoon. 
OPENING: ANSWER & 
IDENTIFICATION & GREETING 
02 
03 
 
C Er:: do:ber dan kaj mi lahko prosim poveste da::nes kdaj 
gre vla:k iz Kopra: za Maribor?  
Er:: goo:d afternoon can you please tell me toda::y when 
is the tra:in from Kope:r to Maribor? 
 
REASON FOR THE CALL: 
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 
04  (0.5)  
05 
06 
A Štirina::jst petinštrdeset je di↑[re::kten] inter-city 
pohorje= 
 
 
     Fourtee::n fifty-four is a di↑[re::ct] inter-city 
pohorje= 
RESPONSE 
07 
 
C                                 [°direkten°] 
                                [°direct°] 
 
 
08  =aha::. hvala lepa  
=uh hu::h. thank you very much 
 
CLOSING ACTIVITY:  
09 A Pros::m  PRE-CLOSING &  
  You’re welco:: me APPRECIATIONS & EXPRESSION  
10 C Nasvidenje= OF GOOD WISHES 
  Good bye=  
11 A =svidenje 
=Bye 
 
 
The agent (l. 01) opens the conversation (see Chapter 4, Section 1.5 for call openings) with 
an answer to the summons, where he provides a form of identification, i.e. the location of the call 
centre without the name of the institution. This might be because the callers are already notified about 
the Company when they first get through to the automated service. The identification is followed by a 
greeting with an upward intonation, with which he projects that his turn is brought to completion, 
making relevant the transition to the next speaker, i.e. the customer. With an acknowledgment token 
erm and the greeting dober dan (“good afternoon”), the customer, at line 02, displays recognition that 
she is connected to the right institution and as preface to the reason for the call. She then immediately 
moves on to proffer the reason for the call, e.g. the opening request (see Chapter 4, Section 1.6), i.e. 
a conventionally indirect request (Blum-Kulka, House, Kasper, 1989), containing all the elements the 
agent needs to fulfil it, i.e. date, departure and destination points. Following a brief pause, during 
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which the agents typically check for information in the system, the agent delivers a response (see 
Chapter 4, Section 1.6), emphasising the fact that it is a direct train, and potentially more convenient 
for a six-hour journey. By providing a partial repeat at line 07, the customer shows that the 
emphasised bit of information, i.e. direkten (“a direct train”), has particularly caught her attention. At 
the same time, full and partial repeats “serve as a way to convey what the speaker registers from the 
previous turn, which becomes available for the previous speaker to repair if it is not correct” 
(Kuroshima, 2010: 857). In a similar vein, repeats of prior utterances or their important elements are 
used to maintain intersubjective understanding. That the customer appears to be satisfied with the 
information received is evident from her initiation of closing at line 08 (see Chapter 4, Section 1.7), 
i.e. a single pre-closing token uh huh (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973) followed by an expression of 
appreciation (Button, 1987) hvala (“thank you”), which is reciprocated by the agent’s prosim (“you’re 
welcome”). Finally, the interactants engage in a terminal exchange (Schegloff, 2007), i.e. the general 
good wishes and leave-takings. The conversation is brought to a close jointly and collaboratively over 
four turns (e.g. Button, 1987). The fact that in the closing sequence the interactants do not construct 
their relationship as continuing by orienting to any future encounters shows that the closing represents 
the end of the encounter (cf. Márquez Reiter, 2011).  
Excerpt 1 is illustrative of the structure of what could be termed a routine call for information, 
as seen from participants’ orientations to the smooth progression in pursuit of their interactional goals. 
The routine nature of such simple, short calls is achieved through its smooth turn-taking that facilitates 
co-operation and is a result of the sustained preference organisation of the interactants’ contributions. 
Given that there are more complex calls comprising one or more insertion sequences (resulting from 
extended responding or requesting), over the next few sections, I will explore the most salient 
sequences of calls for information and identify how preference organisation is organised. For this 
purpose, from the dataset of nearly 1400 routine calls for information 300 were randomly selected and 
analysed.   
 
4.1.5 Call openings 
 
According to Schegloff (1979) canonical telephone openings consist of four (core) sequences: 
(a) a summons-answer sequence, during which contact between the interlocutors is established (b) an 
identification/recognition sequence, (c) an exchange of greetings, and (d) an exchange of initial 
inquiries and responses (“how-are-yous”). Analyses of call openings in institutional and emergency 
calls (Whalen & Zimmerman, 1987; Zimmerman, 1992), on the other hand, have shown that some 
sequences such as identification/recognition or the how-are-you sequence characteristic of everyday 
calls may not occur in full or may be entirely omitted, moving “directly to the issue of the (legitimate) 
reason for the call” (Zimmerman, 1992: 48). The reduction of the opening sequence shows that upon 
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establishing their identities, the interlocutors orient to the main business of the call: seeking and 
providing information. Moreover, it allocates to the customer the slot to deliver the first topic: the 
reason for the call. This, in turn, gives the agent the opportunity to take over the directorship, i.e. to 
take the initiative in unpacking components of the request, should that be necessary (cf. Lee, 2009). In 
line with the most recurrent pattern across the database (e.g. Excerpt 1), below, I present, to the best of 
my knowledge, the first insight into the opening sequences of Slovenian calls for information. As the 
examples demonstrate, the opening sequence in principally highly transactional calls is similar to those 
identified in other institutional calls (e.g. Whalen & Zimmerman, 1987; Zimmerman, 1992) and in 
other languages (e.g.; Lindström, 1994, on Swedish; Luke, 2002, on first topics in Hong Kong 
telephone calls; Márquez Reiter, 2011, on Uruguayan; for a thorough overview of other studies that 
have examined openings in other languages see also Márquez Reiter & Luke, 2010).  
 
Summons-answer  
Contrary to everyday calls, which are typically responded to with a free-standing token prosim 
(“hello”), in all 300 calls, agents, as illustrated by line 01 from Excerpts 2-7 below, typically respond 
to the summons by first providing the location of the call centre, i.e. Ljubljana, as a form of 
identification (cf. Excerpt 5, l. 01 and Excerpt 7, l. 01) so as to reinforce the institutional character of 
the call. As already mentioned in Chapter 4, Section 1.3, this shortened form of identification might 
result from the fact that the customers are already informed about the institution they have reached 
along with the approximate wait time by the automated answer system that queues calls and distributes 
them to available agents.  
Excerpt 2: Agent 2 (presented as Excerpt 1 earlier) 
01 A Ljubljana informa↑cije dobe↑r dan 
  Ljubljana informa↑tion goo↑d afternoon 
   
02 C E::r dober dan kaj mi lahko prosim poveste danes kdaj gre vlak iz Ko:pra za Maribor 
  E::r Good afternoon can you please tell me today when is the train from Ko:per to 
Maribor 
 
It is noteworthy that in the dataset there were no cases of self-identification observed on the 
part of the agents. Information regarding whether the Company in fact requires from them to proffer 
their name or not when responding to a summons could not be acquired. Given the fact that the calls 
are recorded, such behaviour not only gives more weight to the impersonal nature of the Company, but 
also allows the agents to hide behind the institution, making it more difficult for them to be held 
accountable for their performance should the customers complain about it (cf. Márquez Reiter, 2011: 
48; cf. Chapter 5, Section 2.3, Emails 12a-12d). 
Excerpt 3: Agent 2 
01 A Ljubljana informa↑cije dobe↑r dan 
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  Ljubljana informa↑tion goo↑d afternoon 
   
02 C Ja::: dober d[an] (.) kda↑j grejo vlaki za Kranj? 
  Ye:::s good [aft]ernoon(.) whe↑n are trains to Kranj? 
   
03 A             °[dan]° 
              °[hi]° 
 
As illustrated by Excerpts 2 to 7 (l. 01), the form of location identification is followed by a 
greeting dober dan (“good afternoon/good day”) or by prosim (“hello”), which represents the end of a 
turn-constructional unit (TCU) and, hence, the so-called transition relevance place, giving the floor to 
the customer. Tokens dober dan and prosim both serve as routine expressions to signal incipient 
recipiency (e.g. Márquez Reiter, 2011: 46) and invite customers to, without much further ado, deliver 
the first topic, e.g. proffer the reason for the call. The token prosim (“hello”), which in its free-
standing form is used pervasively when responding to everyday calls, has no interpersonal function. 
The greeting dober dan, on the other hand, is a social ritual, i.e. a short and simple event that in this 
type of interaction is performed each time the interactants enter into contact with each other so as to 
display appreciation of each other’s presence (Goffman, 1955) and to acknowledge the relationship 
they are establishing for the purpose of the transaction. The data show that in this setting, greetings are 
recurrent acts. However, unlike leave takings (see Chapter 4, Section 1.7), which are a necessary 
formal style of expression that in terms of politeness behaviour adhere to expectations (Kádár, 2013), 
greetings do not seem mandatory in calls for information. In fact, Agent 241 (Excerpts 2, 3 and 6, l. 01) 
is the only one who proffers a greeting in the summons-answer sequence, whereas other agents use the 
more pervasive form prosim (“hello”)42:  
Agent 2 
01 A Ljubljana informa↑cije dobe↑r dan 
Ljubljana informa↑tion goo↑d afternoon 
 
Agents 1 and 4 
01 A Informacije prosim 
Information hello 
 
Agent 3 
01 A Železniške informacije prosi:m 
Train information hello: 
 
The different, yet consistent manner in which the agents’ responses to the summons are acted 
out illustrates what could be termed their opening ritual, through which they perform their role and 
regulate social interaction. The scripted nature refers to the agents’ limited freedom of behaviour, but 
at the same time serves as a co-operative mechanism for the interactional goal achievement. 
 
                                                 
41 See Chapter 3, Section 3.1, Table 3. 
42 When looking at the different ways in which the agents respond to the summons, it becomes evident that should the agents 
in fact have a script regarding how to manage calls, they are not following the guidelines.  
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Customer identification-recognition and self-identification  
As excerpts below show, prior to the greeting token, the customers typically begin their turn 
with an acknowledgment token erm (Excerpt 2, l. 02), the affirmative token ja (“yes”) (Excerpt 3, l. 
02) or, in rare cases, halo (“hello”)43 (Excerpt 4, l. 02).  
Excerpt 4: Agent 4 
01 A informacije prosim 
  information hello 
   
02 C .hh halo::?  
   
03 A [izvolte] 
  [go ahead] 
   
04 
05 
C [dober ve]čer lepo prosim za eno informacijo, a je vlak iz Zagreba za Ljubljano pršu 
zdaj po voznemu redu al pa zamuja.  
  [good ev]ening please just one piece of information, has the train from Zagreb to 
Ljubljana arrived according to the timetable or is it delayed.  
Of the 300 randomly selected calls for information, 150 customers displayed recognition about 
having connected to the right number with an acknowledgment token, of which 68 responded with ja 
(“yes”), 73 with er, 8 with halo (“hello”), and one with glejte (“look”).44 This was predominately (138 
cases) followed by a greeting token and the reason for the call.  
Excerpt 5: Agent 1 
01 A informacije prosm 
  information hello 
   
02 
03 
C >lejte veste kaj mene zanima tale vlak sedem petindvajset ko gre v Zagorje al er iz 
Ljubljane sedem petindvajset a ustav u Zagorju?< 
  >look I want to know does the seven twenty-five train that goes to Zagorje or er from 
Ljubljana seven twenty-five stop in Zagorje?< 
 
In the other 150 cases (e.g. Excerpts 6 and 7, l. 02), the customers conveyed recognition that 
they are connected to the right company by proffering a greeting, e.g. dober dan, dober večer, dobro 
jutro (“good afternoon, good evening, good morning”) without any other speech particles.  
Excerpt 6: Agent 2 
01 A Ljubljana informa↑cije dobe↑r dan 
  Ljubljana informa↑tion goo↑d afternoon 
   
02 C dober dan želim 
  good afternoon to you 
   
03 A da↑n 
  h↑i 
   
04  (0.5) 
   
05 C zanima me če pe↑le (.) vlak iz Ljubljane v Kamnik petnajst čez dve: 
  I want to know if there is (.) a train from Ljubljana to Kamnik fifteen past two: 
 
                                                 
43 The latter is the least common as it is typically used to check if the telephone connection had been lost.  
44 This is in line with the previous findings which found that look-prefaced turns (e.g. Excerpt 5, l. 02) suggest that more is to 
come from the customer (e.g. Márquez Reiter, 2011; Sidnell, 2007).  
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Given that Agent 2 was the only one who proffered a greeting in the summons-answer 
sequence, the customers’ reciprocation of a greeting in their first turn was most likely triggered by the 
production of the agent’s greeting as part of his identification/recognition in the answer to the 
summons sequence (Excerpts 3, 6, l. 03) (Márquez Reiter, 2006, 2011; Sacks, 1992). And although the 
customers volunteered a greeting in their first turn in 87 of 90 randomly selected inbound calls 
handled by Agent 2, who always proffered a greeting in the summons-answer sequence, the customer 
greeting statistics is similar when calls were taken by other agents, who in fact did not proffer one. 
Overall, the customers respond to the agents’ first turn by providing a greeting token: dober dan, 
dober večer, dobro jutro, zdravo, pozdravljeni, lep pozdrav (“good afternoon, good evening, good 
morning, hi, hi there, hello”) in 273 out of 300 cases, regardless of whether the agents offered a 
greeting in their first turn or not. The fact that these greetings are frequently preceded by an 
acknowledgment token such as er or ja (e.g. Excerpts 2 and 3, l. 02), both of which serve as 
recognition display about having connected to the right institution, suggests that the greeting here 
functions primarily as a way of acknowledging that (1) they are connected to the right place, (2) that 
the communication channel is open and (3) that the customer has more to say, which is why failure to 
return the greeting or in fact proffer one is not considered impolite or indeed necessary as greeting 
returns are non-canonical elements. This provides further support to the findings from previous studies 
(e.g. Márquez Reiter, 2011: 49-55; Economidou-Kogetsidis, 2005; Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2005) which 
have found that the initial positioning of the customer’s greeting (with or without other speech 
particles) indicates that it serves as an acknowledgment token of having connected to the right 
institution. Moreover, that the agents often do not return the greeting in this environment displays their 
orientation to the fact that the greeting simply serves to display that the caller is about to explain the 
reason for the call. Following an expectation created by the customer, the agents occasionally do 
reciprocate a greeting (e.g. Excerpt 6, l. 03). However, the fact that the four agents were found to 
differ greatly in the number of greeting returns,45 the difference in reciprocating the greeting (compare 
Excerpt 6 with Excerpt 7) may lie in their interactional style, e.g. preference for speeding up the event 
at the expense of politeness. 
Excerpt 7: Agent 3  
01 A Železniške informacije prosi:m 
  Train information hello: 
   
02 
03 
C Dober dan Novak pr telefonu z Litije kličem mene pa zanima:: kok pride mesečna 
vozovnica Ljubljana Litija oziroma povratna 
  Good afternoon Novak speaking I’m calling from Litija I want to kno::w how much is a 
monthly pass Ljubljana Litija or return  
 
As can be seen from Excerpt 7 (l. 02), contrary to the agents, some customers, albeit a small 
number, do volunteer their identity: eleven per cent supplied their first name, whereas three per cent 
                                                 
45 For instance, Agent 2 (90 calls) and Agent 4 (60 calls) most frequently returned a greeting proffered by the customer. 
Agent 1 and 3 did so on much fewer occasions, i.e. on 9 (of 90 calls) and 7 (of 60 calls) occasions, respectively. 
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introduced themselves with their family name. Twenty-one customers (7 per cent), on the other hand, 
used both. However, of 300 randomly chosen calls 79 per cent of the customers did not volunteer their 
identity. Therefore, the low incidence of self-identification shows their dispreference for self-
identification. This is not surprising given that the agents do not offer their name in the summons-
answer sequence either. This suggests that, by and large, both parties tend to treat the interaction as 
primarily transactional and, given the irrelevance of identity, faceless rather than personalised.  
For contrastive purposes, I observed customers’ opening activities in routine calls made by the 
customers to a hair stylist.46 In this context, the customers’ use of self-identification was found to 
differ depending on (1) shared history with the hair stylist and (2) on the type of medium used. Due to 
the widespread use of the ubiquitous digital technology, e.g. mobile phones and landline telephones, in 
case of shared history self-identification is no longer used by people as digital devices display the 
number of the calling party as well as the identity if the number is stored in the device. When 
responding to such calls, this is immediately made clear in the summons. Arminen & Leinonen (2006) 
identified systematic differences in Finnish analogue landline and digital mobile phone call openings, 
whereby the answerers were found to orient to a personalised summons that conveys information 
about who is calling with a greeting, thus personalising the summons. The same pattern was observed 
here. However, when a prospective customer called for an appointment the customer, following the 
summons prosim (“hello”), always provided a greeting and self-identification, because in this context 
it is also highly relevant (e.g. appointments are typically registered to a name). This, then, suggests 
that, by and large, the speakers adapt their communicative practices to the communicative setting.  
In sum, the most salient communicative tasks of institutional call openings that precede the 
first topic slot, i.e. the reason for the call, include (1) the summons-answer comprising location 
identification and the agent’s confirmation that the communication channel is open, which works as 
recognition that this is an institutional rather than an everyday call; and (2) confirmation by the 
customers that they are connected to the right institution. The interactants’ communicative tasks are 
similar to the ones reported in the findings on institutional call openings in other languages (e.g. 
Márquez Reiter & Luke, 2010), particularly the absence of how-are-you sequences, i.e. that these are 
primarily transactional, goal-oriented encounters, in which the building of a relationship is beyond the 
interactants’ remit or interest. To achieve their interactional goal, the participants engage in more or 
less scripted ritual practices, i.e. the agent’s response to the summons and the customer’s 
acknowledgment that the communication channel is open. In other words, the openings as 
standardised ritualistic speech events are examples of ritual politeness that have a relational function, 
e.g. to maintain cohesion and to do facework (Kádár & Bax, 2013: 76). Their salient presence suggests 
that they are normative in this type of encounters. 
                                                 
46 For contrastive purposes, I observed calls made to a hair stylist, who agreed to co-operate in this observation.  
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Following the call opening, the customers typically launch into the reason for the call: the 
opening request.  
 
4.1.6 The opening request and the middles of calls for information 
 
Calls for information always involve requesting, which the customers direct at the agent to 
carry out some action, i.e. provide information. Brown & Levinson (1987) argue that requests are face-
threatening acts because they compete with the hearer’s desire for unimpeded freedom of action and as 
such are dispreferred. Therefore, if a request must be uttered, it should contain at least some of the 
following components: conventional indirectness (e.g. “could you, would you, I was wondering if”), 
internal mitigation devices (e.g. downgrading, softeners), and external modification such as 
preparatory devices, supportive reasons to motivate the addressee to comply (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989; 
Trosborg, 1995). Although, Brown & Levinson (1987: 130) admit that there are contexts in which 
directness and forthrightness rather than verbosity and ambiguity are preferred and thus considered 
polite, they seem to equate (conventional) indirectness with politeness.. Conversation analysts, on the 
other hand, suggest that it is the design features associated with the production of preferred and 
dispreferred activities that “may inform or be informed by a logic of face considerations at the levels 
of both form and usage” (Heritage & Atkinson, 1984: 56).  
More recently, it has been noted that the way in which speakers formulate requests embodies, 
or displays their understanding of the contingencies associated with the recipient’s ability to grant 
them as well as their entitlement to make the request (Curl & Drew, 2008). In this setting, the 
customers who contact the call centre do so for a precise reason and expect to have their request 
satisfied, i.e. receive train information. In doing so, they assume the role of (prospective) customers. It 
then follows that the customers’ opening requests are likely to display a high degree of perceived 
entitlement to make the request, thus suggesting that in this context requests are stripped of their face-
threatening potential.  
Given the circumstances of the interaction, the customer’s chosen form of request makes a 
claim about its perceived entitlement. By using conventionalised request forms (e.g. Excerpts 2-7) 
such as mi lahko poveste, bi mi lahko povedali, zanima me X (“can/could you, I want X”), the 
customers thus claim the right to have their request granted in both, everyday (e.g. Craven & Potter, 
2010) and institutional settings (e.g. Curl & Drew, 2008; Heinemann, 2006; Kuroshima, 2010; 
Lindström, 2005; Raevaara, 2011) rather than exploit their deniability potential (Weizman, 1989). This 
is because conventionally indirect speech acts such as “can you/could you tell me” have become 
frozen over time so that the implied meaning “tell me” (i.e. the imperative) “is automatically processed 
by bypassing the literal meaning” (Márquez Reiter, 2000: 43; Gibbs, 1979). Due to its conventionality 
the addressee is expected to interpret the utterance as a request rather than a yes/no ability question 
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(Márquez Reiter, 2002). Thus, it is the action that is preferred rather than the form, in which it occurs. 
On the one hand, in the context examined here the use of direct strategies (e.g. want statements, direct 
questions, imperatives) thus conveys that the customers perceive themselves as being entitled to have 
the requested task performed by the agent (cf. Kuroshima, 2010; Raevaara, 2011). However, this does 
not mean that such forms are ipso facto impolite. On the other hand, the use of more indirect request 
formats that in the data were found to be equally preferred do not necessarily display the customer’s 
lack of perceived entitlement in having a request granted, but rather may be associated with the formal 
nature of faceless transactional encounters characterised by high social distance (Ogiermann, 2009). In 
other words, through the use of indirect formulations (e.g. ability questions with the modal verb 
can/could) and mitigating devices the customers orient to the potential dispreference of the request by 
reducing “the expectations to the fulfilment of the request” (Trosborg, 1995: 210). Heinemann (2006), 
for instance, examined how care recipients display different degrees of stance towards whether they 
are entitled to make a request or not, depending on whether the request comprises a positive or a 
negative interrogative. She found that through the positive interrogative format, the care recipient 
displays a greater orientation to the dispreferred nature of the request and that this format is perceived 
to be a more polite way of making a request than through the negative interrogative format. 
Overall, the way customers formulate their requests displays their understanding of the setting, 
in which orientation towards brevity to achieve transactional efficiency rather than lengthy 
introductions or justifications for making the request were found to be preferred (cf. Economidou-
Kogetsidis, 2005: 267 who argues that the opening requests by Greek speakers to an airline company 
call centre were direct and brief precisely “because they are an imposition that has to be kept as short 
as possible, and customers are expected to come straight to the point for the sake of clarity and goal-
orientedness”). One of the reasons for this may be that by doing so, they take into account the agents’ 
needs and, theoretically speaking at least, the needs of other customers, whose calls are queued. 
Departures from such institutional frames may have implications for face and/or become open to 
evaluations of impoliteness. However, consistent with the context and the fact that the calls are 
recorded, the agents are not expected to orient publicly to any deviant behaviour, treating the 
customers accountable for it, thus forcing them to change something in their behaviour (see Chapter 5, 
Section 1). 
In line with the large social distance between the interlocutors, linguistic politeness was found 
to be expressed through the use of pronoun vi (“youPL”). Overall, of 100 opening requests analysed 
just six of them included the token please (see Excerpt 1). Nevertheless, contrary to the findings of 
request formulations in service encounters in other languages, in which please typically occurred in 
service encounters where the right to ask for something and the obligation to give it is inherent in the 
event (e.g. Economidou-Kogetsidis, 2005; House, 1989; Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2005; Stubbs, 1983; 
Wichmann, 2004) the marker was used in just three instances (out of 57) of the most direct strategies, 
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and in three (out of 43) instances of the more indirect strategies. Similarly, terms of address such as 
gospod/gospa (“Sir/Madam”) were employed in just five (out of 100) opening requests. However, the 
use of such address forms (preceded by look) was frequently present in non-routine calls, signalling 
that a dispreferred second of some sort is expected (e.g. Chapter 5, Section 1.1, Excerpts 20-22). 
In Slovenian, there are no studies on the use of address terms. However, it was found that in 
English (Lerner, 2003) and French (Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2005) address terms are not used frequently 
and are typically employed when interactional trouble of some sort arises. When the interactants use 
address terms in calls for information, they use standard formal address forms gospa (“Madam”) and 
gospod (“Sir”), depending on the interlocutor’s gender, and even in those cases when the customer 
proffers identification in the opening sequence. In previous literature address terms were found to have 
different functions depending on where in the utterance they are placed. A self-standing address term 
typically functions to project availability of the recipient (Schegloff, 2007), whereas when used at the 
beginning of a TCU its main function is to get the recipient’s attention. However, turn-initial address 
terms can also be used to mark a topical departure from the previous line of discussion or to have a 
switch of directorship, i.e. by reversing the order of speakership (Rendle-Short, 2007), thus making 
salient the asymmetries of relationships (e.g. Butler, Danby, & Emmison, 2011). Moreover, when an 
address term is used in turn-initial position following an overlap they are typically used as a device to 
force the other person into recipiency. By using an address term in the midst of a TCU the speaker 
projects continuation (Clayman, 2012, see also Chapter 4, Section 1.6, Excerpt 8, l. 05 below) and/or 
index either positive or negative attitude towards the recipient(s) or the topic (Lerner, 2003; Rendle-
Short, 2007). Finally, turn-final address terms function to solicit additional information or clarify 
something the interlocutor had said in the prior turn (Butler et al., 2011). Previous studies have further 
shown that in dyadic interaction address terms are also used following a disruption in the contiguity 
between prior and current talk, action and (different) stance toward the interlocutor (Butler et al., 
2011; see also Chapter 5, Section 1.1). Apart from the position of address terms in an utterance, 
particularly turn-initial ones, it is important to take into account whether they are preceded by particles 
such as well or look, which display current speaker’s orientations of recipient’s behaviour as non-
routine or disruptive. Although the use of address terms is typically associated with politeness 
(Culpeper, 2011b; Haugh, 2015), in dyadic interactions such as the one examined here, address terms 
are “entirely redundant as a resource for addressing” (Clayman, 2012: 1853) given that it is clear who 
is being addressed at any one time. Nonetheless, they were frequently used, particularly in dispreferred 
responses (see Chapter 5, Section 1).  
Excerpt 8: Non-granting of the request  
In the conversation below, the agent cannot grant the customer’s request because the service 
requested is not available, as there is no rail connection between the two places, which is why the 
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agent has to reject the customer’s request. Rejections are potentially face-threatening and as such are 
characteristically accompanied by an account and incorporate turn-initial delays and/or prefaces 
(Heritage, 1984; Pomerantz, 1984a). Although the agent delivers his response without any delay, he 
provides an account for the inability to provide the information requested and to provide a reason why 
this action was legitimate: there are no train connections to the desired destination. Further, the agent 
offers an alternative solution. It is important to note that in these cases, the action accounted for is 
rarely treated as disaffiliating, but rather as an action which may be unexpected or inconvenient from 
the customer’s viewpoint (cf. Antaki, 1994; Raevaara, 2011). 
(A: male (Agent 2), C: male customer) – There isnt’s one… 
01 A Ljubljana informa↑cije dobe↑r dan 
  Ljubljana informa↑tion goo↑d afternoon 
   
02 C Er::: dober    d[an  
  Er:: good after[noon  
   
03 A                °[dan]° 
                 °[hi]° 
   
04 C Er: zanima me:: er: če mogoče veste kda::j s Trsta vozi vlak za Lublano.  
  Er: I:: want to know er: if you know perhaps whe::n’s a train from Triest to 
Ljubljana 
   
05 
06 
A Ga nimamo gospod na ža::lost iz Trsta niti ene linije? .hh er:: zdaj tako er: 
najbližja železniška je pol Sežana. (.) pa bomo rekl taksi ali avtobus iz Trsta do 
Sežane?=     
  There isn’t one Sir unfo::rtunately from Triest there isn’t a single one? .hh er:: 
now er: the closest train station is Sežana. (.) let’s say take a taxi or bus from 
Triest to Sežana?=  
   
07 C =uh huh::= 
08 A =iz Sežane mate pa kr dost vlakov potem v Ljubljano.  
  =from Sežana you have a number of trains to Ljubljana then. 
[…] […] […] 
At line 04, the customer requests information about a particular train from the capital to an 
Italian city of Trieste. Upon hearing the request, the agent immediately responds that there are no 
trains to Trieste. However, his response is accompanied by an account, a discourse marker 
unfortunately, the address term gospod (Sir) and the business form ‘we’ (exclusive of the customer) to 
make the face-threatening nature of the rejection more acceptable. Furthermore, the agent uses an 
Extreme Case formulation (ECf) not a single one (l. 05). With this, the agent not only invokes 
knowledge of the circumstances, e.g. that there are no train links to Italy, which the customer appears 
not to have known, but also forecloses the potential development of further argument (Heritage, 1984). 
Although this piece of news could be viewed as a possible point of turn completion, the agent finishes 
with an upward intonation contour to circumvent turn transition and secure another unit of talk without 
recipient intervention (e.g. Clayman, 2013b) and continues his turn by immediately offering an 
alternative solution (l. 05-08). By providing accounts agents thus display their awareness of the 
potentially dispreferred, e.g. unexpected or inconveniant nature of rejection and present the reasons 
and motives so as to make it more acceptable. In these cases the account, presented by the agent, 
involves actions which belong to the routines of the encounter. 
In calls for information it is typically the customer who initiates the request, whereas the 
agent, for the sake of progressivity, takes over the directorship role, i.e. control over the unfolding of 
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the call, so as to meet the necessary conditions for the provision of information in the response. This is 
particularly so in those cases when customers do not provide enough information in the reason for the 
call for the agent to deliver the information and the request needs to be further specified. In other 
words, the agent needs to construct the relevant components in co-operation with the customer to 
make the request fulfill-able (cf. Chapter 4, Excerpt 1). This process can stretch over several 
sequences and is typically undertaken by engaging in question-answer sequences, with which the 
agents guide the customers through specific steps to specify the request. This pattern, i.e. that it is the 
professional participant who asks the questions and the lay participant who answers them, has been 
observed across other institutional contexts (e.g. Clayman, 2010; Drew & Heritage, 1992). During this 
collaborative project, the interactants’ expectations regarding their desirable behaviour can surface 
(e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.2, Table 6) and disregard of such interactional expectations can have 
implications for the unfolding of interaction (e.g. Lee, 2009; Drew and Heritage, 1992). 
Excerpts 9a and 9b demonstrate the normative nature of how requests are unpacked under the 
agent’s directorship (for the full conversation for Excerpt 9a see Appendix 5). 
Excerpt 9a: Co-constructing the request – unpacking request components under the agent’s 
directorship  
(A: male (Agent 2), C: female customer) – Where do you want to go? 
[…] […] […] 
   
10 A kam pa želite potov[ati?  
  where do you want [to go? 
   
11 C                    [er::m v Bolo::gno  
                     [er::m to Bolo::gna 
   
12 A .hhhh uh huh. bova rekla takole er:::  kate:r  da↑n  oz[iroma kdaj 
 C .hhhh uh huh.We’ll(dual)say the following er::: whi:ch da↑y  [or when 
   
13                                                         [dese:te↑ga 
                                                         [te:nt↑h 
   
14 A morte pa bit u Bologni katero uro?= 
  you need to be in Bologna when?= 
   
[…] […] […] 
Following the opening request at line 10, the agent asks the customer about the desired 
destination point, to which the customer, in overlap (l. 11) provides a type-fitting response (e.g. 
Bologna). The long in-breath and a preface “weDUAL’ll say the following”, which serves as a delay 
device, suggest that the agent is retrieving information from a computer, but to narrow down the 
search he asks the customer some additional questions (l. 12 and 14). The agent’s orientation to 
enhancing progressivity is projected in the way the agent designs his questions (l. 10, 12, 14) using 
information-seeking wh-interrogatives (Levinson, 2012) with an orientation as well as an expectation 
to get a particular piece of information from the customer. These types of questions project the type of 
information for a response they make relevant, e.g. place, time, person, and so on (Hayano, 2013). As 
such, they constitute an unmarked form of response, in that by providing a particular piece of 
information that is sought, responses to wh-questions are to comprise simple answering without delays 
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or accounts. That the customer orients to the agent’s expectations is evident from her delivery of 
response as preferred given that she, in overlap and in a simple and direct manner provides precisely 
the type of information sought by the question, thus aligning with the first-pair part, i.e. the question, 
both in form and action type (l. 11, 13). The excerpt shows that progressivity is sustained through the 
interactants engaging in the ritual practice of questions and answers and is facilitated by agent’s 
holding of directorship over the interactional project and the customer’s collaboration, i.e. her brief 
and straightforward responses. It is through such co-operative practices that interactants do facework 
and attend to the politeness considerations for the occasion. Here, the agent’s preference for holding 
directorship is motivated by securing and enhancing sequence progressivity, which has an impact on 
call length and plays an important role for the agents who must handle a high volume of calls, as it 
facilitates progressivity. At the same time, agents, to a certain extent, have to direct parts of the 
interaction because it is imposed by the computer to which only the agents have access. Therefore, I 
argue, that here, the way in which the participants deploy the question-answer practice (e.g. the way in 
which the interactants adhere to the expectations set in the just-prior turn by delivering preferred 
responses) plays an important role for face and potential evaluations of (im)politeness should these 
expectations not be met.  
Excerpt 9b: Co-constructing the request – unpacking request components under the agent’s 
directorship 
Similarly, Excerpt 9b further illustrates that there is a particular purpose behind the agent’s 
questions that may not be immediately visible to the customer (for the full conversation see Appendix 
6). 
(A: male (Agent 2), C: female customer) – You’re going there when? 
[…] […] […] 
   
18 C kako je pa s ceno? 
  what about the fare? 
   
19 A ce:na: bo to v e↑no smer povratno? 
  the fa:re: a s↑ingle or return? 
   
20 C povratno.  
  return. 
   
21  (..) 
22 A vi greste kater dan gor smo rekl? 
  you’re going there when wePL said? 
   
[…] […] […] 
   
28 A u:: zdej če se v soboto pol bi jaz takole reku čim prej obisk med-narodne blagajne?  
  u:: now if you’re coming back on Saturday I’d say go to the inter-national ticket 
office as soon as possible? 
   
29 C °°mhm°° 
   
30 
31 
A erm: ker zdaj tako >redna povratna karta je< sto (.) štirindvajset evro[v. se] pa 
dobi tudi za oseminp↑etdeset povratna karta 
  erm: cause now >the standard return ticket is< hundred (.)twenty-four eu[ros.y]ou 
can also get it for fifty-e↑ight return 
   
32                                                                          °[O:::]° 
   
[…] […] […] 
   
37  a::mpak to je količinsko omejena stvar 
   
  bu::t there is only a limited amount of them 
   
[…] […] […] 
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Having established the timetable to a desired destination (lines omitted), at line 18, the 
customer adds an increment by initiating a topic regarding the fare, for which the agent (l. 19-22) asks 
relevant contingency questions (lines omitted). In line with the knowledge asymmetry, the customer 
may not necessarily know or understand the purposes that lay behind these questions until the agent 
explains it to her (l. 28-32). Here, the agent’s role as a professional who has superior access and rights 
to information becomes particularly relevant and politeness is manifested in the way he presents the 
information to the customer stressing its convenient nature. He does so by applying prosodic features 
to emphasise and expose the most important elements the customer needs to make an informed 
decision based on the best options and conditions (differences in fare (l. 30-31), including limited 
availability (l. 31, 37)).  
As Excerpts 9a and 9b illustrate, in each of these individual tasks, both participants play a 
particular role in creating a shared interactional environment that they continuously need to monitor 
(Heritage, 2004). To deliver the information requested in the most efficient manner, the customer 
needs to let the agent co-ordinate the requesting exchange. This is achieved through question-answer 
sequences, which have a specific purpose, i.e. to find the best solution for the customer (in terms of the 
fare and the duration of travel). Politeness is manifested in the way these actions are accomplished, 
both individually and jointly. 
Given the role that turn-taking has in institutional calls, particularly for progressivity, I will 
illustrate how the participants account for the absence of visual cues in telephone interaction. The 
latter creates the need to constantly confirm one’s presence and display attentiveness throughout the 
interaction, such as accounting for longer silences, during which the agent may search for information 
(e.g. Excerpt 10) or displaying co-operative involvement by providing acknowledgment tokens during 
the current speakers’ telling (e.g. Excerpt 11). Therefore, excerpts below illustrate the normative 
behaviour in the co-construction of requests by focusing on the use of acknowledgment tokens and 
longer silences. 
Excerpt 10: Accounting for silence 
In Excerpt 10, the agent needs to search for information in the computer before being able to 
provide requested information. However, the computer is slow and it takes a while before the 
information appears on the screen resulting in a significant gap of silence, for which the agent 
provides an account. Although no information was provided by the Company if and how the agents 
are to account for longer silences, it is noteworthy that previous research (e.g. Cameron, 2000a, 2000b; 
Hultgren, 2011) has shown that the call centre scripts ask of agents, for reasons of politeness, to 
actively communicate to the caller what they are doing in that by doing so they also minimise the risk 
of prolonging the call (for the full conversation see Appendix 7). 
(A: male agent, C: male customer) – Sorry to keep you waiting  
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[…] […] […] 
   
14 A °sam moment° 
  °just a moment° 
   
15  (29.0) ((typing noise in the background)) 
   
16  ja- se opraviču:jem ko čaka:te er= 
  yes- I’m so:rry to keep you wa:iting er=  
   
17 C =nič hudga ja. 
  =no problem yes. 
   
18 A pač internet povezava je: .hh 
  just that the internet connection is: .hh 
   
19 C mhm 
   
20  (2.0) 
   
21 A °ja:: takole evo:° 
  °ye::s that’s ri:ght° 
   
[…] […] […] 
At line 14, the agent silently signals to the customer that the search may take a moment. 
During the gap, typing may be heard in the background, but when a longer pause ensues the agent 
provides an apology (l. 16, arrowed), which the customer accepts. At line 18, the agent provides an 
increment, in which he accounts for the long gap of 29 seconds. He does so by using interpersonally-
oriented formulae “sorry to keep you waiting”, with which he orients to the potentially delicate nature 
of unaccounted-for silence. In other words, the agent attends to the customer’s face, as otherwise the 
customer would not have known the reason for the gap. Using such formulae was identified as 
important in telephone customer service because it meets customers’ expectations of professional 
service (Cameron, 2000a: 331). Co-operative involvement is also displayed through the use of verbal 
continuers, produced separately or in overlap, as shown in Excerpt 11 below. 
Excerpt 11: Use of verbal continuers  
In telephone communication, where only vocal messages are transmitted, the addressee’s use 
of continuers (Schegloff, 1982) such as mm, hm, uh huh, yeah not only signals that the current 
speaker’s turn is still in progress, but also displays alignment with the telling (Stivers, 2008). This can 
play an important role for face and evaluations of (im)politeness in as much as it displays 
attentiveness, consideration etc. In short, it is aligned with the behavioural expectations for the 
occasion. Apart from verbal continuers and the use of tokens that signal information receipt (e.g. 
Excerpt 9b, l. 29; Excerpt 10, l. 19) co-operative involvement and politeness are further demonstrated 
through the use of partial repeats, with which both participants signal understanding and increase the 
chances of a friction-free and speedy processing of a call (Hultgren, 2011). In this respect, analyses of 
prescriptive data from different call centres have found that customer service manuals and 
communication training material go as far as listing devices such as “uh huh, mmm, aha, ja”, with 
which the agents are to signal that they are listening to the customer or, put differently, that the 
customer is being cared for and attended to (Hultgren, 2011) (for the full conversation see Appendix 
8). 
(A: male (Agent 2), C: female customer) – We(DUAL)’ll say the following 
[…] […] […] 
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04 C za Krško potniški da:ne↑s  
  to Krško a passenger train to:da↑y 
   
05 A    mm mhm  
   
06 C po: po sedmi oziroma okrog osmih. 
  a:fter seven or around eight. 
   
[…]  […] 
   
09 A bova rekla pol takole osemnajst petinpetdeset drektno? Ljubljana krško 
  we’ll(dual)say the following then sixteen fifty five directly? Ljubljana Krško 
   
10  (..) 
   
11 C ja? 
  yes? 
   
12 A devetnajst petdeset je prestop Sevnica?  
  ninteen fifty change in Sevnica? 
   
13 C °°↓aa::°° 
  °°↓oh::°° 
   
[…] […] […] 
 
Given the previously mentioned importance of exact transfer of information such as times of 
departures/arrivals, participants orient to politeness by way of how they deal with this contingency. To 
this end, the customers frequently tend to repeat information provided by the agents in the immediate 
prior talk either with (1) full or partial repeats47 (Excerpt 12, l. 15), (2) by echoing the response 
(Excerpt 1, l. 07) or (3) by using continuers and/or information receipt tokens (l. 05), all of which 
serve to display co-operative behaviour. In doing so they create an environment in which the agent 
ought to confirm whether the information was registered correctly (Kuroshima, 2010) and carry out 
repair if necessary. With the phrase “we’ll say the following” (l. 09) in dual inclusive form, which this 
particular agent (but not others also) typically uses before delivering important information such as 
train times he alerts the customer to pay attention and potentially prepare for information receipt. 
Moreover, this phrase also signals that an extended unit of talk is in progress.  
In telephone interaction, where visual cues are absent interactants frequently set up an 
expectation about verbal continuers being a preferred second-pair part. To this end, both participants, 
but particularly the agents regularly display co-operative involvement through the use of verbal 
continuers such as uh huh, mhm so as to treat the customer’s turn as still in progress, even when no 
explicit expectation for the verbal continuer to be the relevant second-pair part is made. By providing a 
continuer, the addressees not only signal that they see that an extended unit is in progress (Schegloff, 
1984), but also display alignment by signalling that they are a willing participant in the interaction 
(Cheng, 2003; Stivers, 2008). In this sense, the presence of continuers can signal attentiveness and 
consideration and thus an orientation to politeness.  
Excerpt 12: Other-initiated repair 
In this setting repair is of key importance, particularly when interactional trouble occurs 
because it is a tool that restores intersubjectivity when it has been compromised (Hutchby & Woofitt, 
                                                 
47 Moreover, repetition in service calls was also found to play a relevant role when information is received, allowing the 
speaker to take time to think about what to do next (Varcasia, 2013: 57). 
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2008). Research shows that when it comes to delivery of important information such as departure and 
arrival times, the interactants’ privilege intersubjectivity over progressivity (e.g. Kuroshima, 2010), 
which is why, theoretically speaking, the customers are expected to pay attention, corroborate, and 
listen attentively to what the agents say in order to write down the information they need. In the event 
of an error, agents are expected to attend to an emergent trouble in a friendly, tacit manner that will not 
jeopardise the interpersonal relationship with the customer (see Excerpt 12; see also Table 6). In these 
interactions, other-initiated other repair was observed when the agent drew attention to the error and 
provided a correction. In the data, repair was observed when problems of hearing and/or understanding 
occur (e.g. bad telephone connection, background noise, and unclear speech). Thus, when things go 
wrong and threaten the breakdown of the conversation due to loss of intersubjective understanding, the 
interlocutors will use repair strategies (e.g. Kuroshima, 2010; Todman & Alm, 1997). The ways in 
which the agents as professionals with a knowing “K+” epistemic status (Heritage & Raymond, 2012), 
orient to it, is important. Previous studies have shown that other-initiated repairs have the potential of 
being face-threatening (e.g. Svennevig, 2008) in that they may threaten the hearer’s face by causing 
embarrassment or discomfort. In this respect, research on repair (e.g. Kitzinger, 2013; Schegloff, 
1992; Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977) has shown that when initiating a repair a preference 
principle is to try the least sensitive solution first, i.e. as hearing rather than understanding repair, so as 
to allow the participants to “handle potentially delicate problems in ways that do not expose their face-
threatening nature” (Svennevig, 2008: 347). Overt other-initiated repair may be particularly delicate 
because it may be perceived as a ‘put down’ or rudeness (see Chapter 5, Section 1.1), particularly if 
treated as problems of understanding and weakening or challenging of the other’s epistemic status 
(Heritage, 2012, 2013a, 2013c) rather than as hearing problems (e.g. Svennevig, 2008). Thus, agents 
should pay attention as to how they correct the customer’s talk. This can be achieved by waiting until 
a possible turn completion before initiating a repair sequence without supplying the correction. 
Alternatively,  an embedded correction (Jefferson, 1987) can be used, i.e. an alternative to the 
repairable without making it the official interactional business of the turn (Jefferson, 1987; Pomerantz 
and Heritage, 2013: 217-218) so as to attend to the addressee’s face and to the short-term interpersonal 
relationship between the interactants (cf. Arundale, 2013).  
Bearing in mind that the exact transfer of information, is of key importance, particularly for 
the customers who, for obvious reasons, need to ensure that they obtain the right train times (see 
Chapter 3, Section 3.1 and Chapter 4, Section 1.3), the way in which intersubjective understanding is 
restored (by means of other-initiated repair) plays a vital role as Excerpt 12 below illustrates (for the 
full conversation see Appendix 8). 
(A: male (Agent 2), C: female customer) – Fifteen, fifteen… 
[…] […] […] 
   
14 A enaindvajset petnajst dire::ktno? Ljubljana krško 
  twenty-one fifteen dire::ctly? Ljubljana Krško 
   
15 C °enaindvajset petdeset°= 
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  °twenty-one fifty=° 
   
16 A =°petnajst° petnajst petnajst 
  =°fifteen° fifteen fifteen 
   
17 C a pet petnajst enaindvajset petnajst?  
  oh five fifteen twenty-one fifteen? 
   
[…] […] […] 
At line 14, the agent delivers the information requested by the customer, using the formal, 24-
hour notation, so as to make the writing-down process that customers normally engage in during the 
inquiring process unambiguous. The customer’s partial repeat delivered in a quiet tone of voice shows 
that he is taking note of the information and creates an environment for the agent to confirm whether 
the information was registered correctly or repair in the immediate next turn, should this not be the 
case. As can be seen from line 16 (arrowed), the agent, in line with his institutional role, initiates 
repair tacitly, i.e. in a customer-friendly manner, by correcting the target repairable in latching and in a 
quiet tone of voice, repeating the source of trouble three times to make sure the customer writes down 
the correct time as is evident from the way, at line 18 (omitted), she repeats the trouble source twice. 
By using embedded correction as an other-initiated repair mechanism in an action that has the 
potential for threatening progressivity and cohesion between the interactants, the agent orients to the 
customer’s face. In other words, politeness is manifested in the way the agent orients to the 
dispreferred nature of other-initiated repair by offering tactfully constructed repair according to his 
role as service provider and that of the caller as information-seeker, i.e. the customer. Such behaviour 
on the part of the agents is also normative in this setting in as much as it is expected (see Chapter 2, 
Section 1.4). Departures from this such as exposing the face-threatening nature of repair by making it 
the interactional business of the turn, may thus trigger inferences in customers and lead to evaluations 
of impoliteness. 
 
4.1.7 Call closings  
 
Closings in institutional settings have also been examined (e.g. Robinson, 2001; Maynard & 
Schaeffer, 2002; Forey & Lockwood, 2007; Márquez Reiter, 2011). Similarly to the openings (e.g. 
Schegloff, 1986), the closing episodes are structurally simple, quite compact, very brief ritualised 
reciprocated acts (Kádár, 2013) that generally revolve around the exchange of leave-takings (e.g. 
Excerpts 13, 14). According to Button (1987) closings normally extend over four turns and comprise 
two pair parts, i.e. a first and second close component or the pre-closing pair, typically consisting of a 
pair of topically-neutral utterances, followed by a terminal exchange. Moving to end a conversation 
has previously been identified as a delicate and potentially face-threatening activity (Cameron, 2001) 
because it may lead to a negative conclusion that the company of the other is not being enjoyed, which 
is why speakers frequently provide accounts or arrangements for future plans with the addressee. 
However, this is not the case in these brief, principally transactional encounters, where collaboratively 
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achieved closings indicate that the transaction was successful and where parting each other’s company 
is irrelevant given that the participants have not met before and are unlikely to meet in the future.48 
First and second close components 
What is particularly salient when looking at how closings are initiated is that the participants 
seem to orient to the caller’s perceived right to initiate a closing (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). Were this 
not the case and the agents would be the ones who initiated a closing without giving the customer the 
opportunity to move out of it so as to address any as-of yet unaddressed topics, evaluations of 
impoliteness could arise given that in this setting it is the customer who requests information and 
signals to the agent when all the requested information has been secured. This was also observed in 
these calls, in which it is typically the customer, who proceeds to the closing part of the call 
immediately after having displayed satisfaction about the information received with an expression of 
gratitude. The latter is displayed using tokens such as dobro, ja, prav, v redu, uh huh (“okay, yes, uh 
huh”) with downward intonation contour. Such tokens or various combinations of them work as 
possible pre-closings (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973), with which the customers signal that, at this point, 
they do not have anything more to add or ask. They are always followed by expressions of 
appreciation (Button, 1987) hvala (lepa), najlepša hvala (“thanks (a lot), thank you very much”) 
(Excerpt 13, l. 36; Excerpt 14, l. 06; Excerpt 17, l. 04; Excerpt 18, l. 56), which “operate as floor-
passing components” (Button, 1987: 124). Of 300 randomly selected call closings handled by the 
agents (e.g. Chapter 3, Section 3.1), it was always the customer who embarked upon the closing 
routine with a pre-closing token (e.g. okay, good) followed by the expression of appreciation.  
Customer-initiated closings 
Excerpt 13: (Agent 2) – Okay, thanks a lot 
33 
34 
A >se prav devetnajst pa petištirideset je štart iz Zidanega mosta (.) vlak je 
dire:kten prihod v Zürich je osem pa dvajset zju:traj< 
  >this means nineteen fourty-five is departure from Zidani most (.) it’s a 
dire:ct train it arrives to Zürich eight twenty a: am< 
   
35  (..) 
   
36 C do::bro hvala lepa.  
  oka::y thanks a lot. 
   
37 A prosm lep dan 
  you’re welcome have a nice day 
With this, the customers leave a slot for the agent to reciprocate the appreciation with a 
corresponding prosim (“you’re welcome”) (e.g. Excerpt 13, l. 37; Excerpt 14, l. 07; Excerpt 17, l. 05), 
with which the agents accept the warrant for closure and allow for the terminal exchange (Button, 
1987; Márquez Reiter, 2011), thus releasing the agent from further conversational duty (Schegloff & 
                                                 
48 Although differences are likely to occur should the participants know one another, no such instances were 
observed in the data. 
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Sacks, 1973). Therefore, with this closing routine, the customers not only positively evaluate the 
conversation, but also mark the transaction as complete.  
Excerpt 14: (Agent 2) – Thank you very much 
03 A .hhh devet evrov sedeminpetdeset za intercity  
  .hhh nine Euro fifty seven for the intercity train 
   
04 C uh hu::h? 
   
05 A ja.  
  yes 
   
06 C hva↑la lepa::  
  tha↑nk you very mu::ch 
   
07 A prosm  nas[videnje] 
  you’re wel[come good bye] 
   
08 C           [nasvidenje] 
            [good bye] 
 
Agent-initiated closings 
Sometimes – albeit rarely (in three out of 300 calls) – the agents initiate the closing or push 
slightly towards a closing sequence. This is typically done after the agent believes that all the 
information he or she has at his/her disposal had been provided. This is illustrated in Excerpt 15 (l. 
46), where a pause of five seconds ensues after being informed about the lack of service availability to 
the desired destination (lines omitted). In the pause, the customer talks to someone in the background, 
passing on the information (l. 45), to which the agent orients as closing-relevant (l. 46), i.e. by 
initiating a yes/no question predicates a ceasing of contact. However, the agent gives the customer the 
possibility to topicalise any as-of-yet unspoken agendas (Robinson, 2013) and thus move out of the 
proposed closing, should he wish to do so. In addition, the agent uses a post-positioned address term 
gospa (“Madam”). Here, the use of address terms gospa/gospod (“Madam/ Sir”) becomes marked as it 
has a specific function, i.e. the customer’s recipiency becomes an issue (see Chapter 4, Section 1.6; see 
also Rendle-Short (2007) on the function of post-TCU address terms). The customer (l. 47) 
reciprocates the agent’s use of address term in turn-initial position and offers an intensified 
appreciation, thus accepting the agent’s proposed termination.  
Excerpt 15: (Agent 1) – Will that be all, Madam? 
[…] […] […] 
44 C ja no fa:jn da ste mi povedala ((se pogovarja s tretjo osebo)) 
  yes well go:od that you told me  
   
45  (5.0) ((talks to someone in the background)) 
   
46 A to bo vs↑e gospa:  
  will that be a↑ll Mada:m 
   
47 C gospa: najlepša hvala da ste mi razložila to situacijo hvala lepa dijo 
  ma:dam thanks a lot for explaining this situation to me thanks a lot bye 
   
48 A nasvidenje 
  good bye 
In Excerpt 16 below, l. 81 (arrowed), the agent, following the pauses (l. 77, 80, 82) which the 
customer seems to use to think about whether any further topics need to be addressed, attempts to 
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initiate a closing by signalling to the customer that all the necessary information has been provided. 
Contrary to Excerpt 15, l. 46, where the agent posed a closing implicative question whether the 
customer has any further questions or topics to address, the agent here proposes closing initiation by 
offering a summary of the outcome (Button, 1987; see also Márquez Reiter, 2011: 145), implicitly 
pressuring the customer to move towards the closing sequence, which the customer, so far, has resisted 
to do (l. 77-78, 80, 82). Despite displaying impatience, by leaving it to the customer to accept the 
proposed closing or move out of it and address any further topics, for reasons of politeness (e.g. not to 
treat the customer in a dismissive, non co-operative manner), the agent, orients to the customer’s right 
to initiate the closing. This, however, may purport to be an instance of superﬁcial politeness 
(Culpeper, 2011a).  
Excerpt 16: (Agent 2) – That’s it! 
[…] […] […] 
76 A kupte n↑a blagajni. ta↑ko. °°tako.°° 
  Purchase a↑t the counter. ri↑ght °°right.°° 
   
77  (1.5) 
   
78 C mhm mhm=  
   
79 A =ja.  
  =yes.  
   
80  (2.0) 
   
81 A to je to. 
  that’s it.  
   
82  (0.5) 
   
83 C hmm::: ja nč v bistvu pol ja saj to se pol hotla zvedt a ne?= 
  hmm::: well okay then this is what I actually wanted to know right?= 
   
84 A =prav.  
  =right.  
   
85 C n:::ajlepša hvala za informacije 
  t:::hanks very much for the information 
   
86 A prosm. Lep dan.  
  you’re welcome. Have a nice day.  
These examples show that the initiation of a closing is quite delicate, deployed and interpreted 
with especial subtlety (Schegloff, 1986: 112). In line with the customer-oriented setting, this is 
particularly true of the agents who, should they feel the need to, must initiate the closing in a face-
saving manner so that the customer does not feel forced to exit the conversation while he or she might 
still have topics to address. At the same time, over-slow terminations on the part of the caller may 
have implications for impoliteness in that the customers may be seen as wasting the agent’s time. At 
the same time, a customer may take a while to bring the conversation to a close because he or she may 
not be satisfied with the service received (cf. Excerpt 15, l. 45).  
As the excerpts have shown, the exit from the conversation is coordinated (Schegloff & Sacks, 
1973), whereby the agents, if the closing activity is not initiated by the customer, orient to politeness 
by creating a closing-implicative environment, in which they still give the customer the opportunity to 
move out of the closing should they wish to do so. In other words, they create an expectation regarding 
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the preferred second-pair part, yet still orient to the preference principle by refraining from completely 
constraining the second-pair part, e.g. move to a terminal exchange.  
Terminal exchange 
When the agent aligns with the pre-closing and appreciation close components provided by the 
customer (e.g. Excerpt 13, l. 36; Excerpt 16, l. 85) by proffering an expected and thus preferred 
response, the customer may move towards the terminal exchange. In most cases, they were 
collaboratively achieved. The agents reciprocated the customers in 298 (of 300) cases by producing 
the token prosim (“you’re welcome”), with prosim (“you’re welcome”) and a greeting (in 61 
instances), thus facilitating the terminal exchange, or they provided a greeting only. Interestingly, the 
customers did not always return the general good wishes provided by the agent (e.g. Excerpt 13, l. 37; 
Excerpt 16, l. 86), in which case the closing consisted of just two turns. This may indicate that they 
orient to them as being the second-pair part of what they view as terminal exchange, i.e. the single pre-
closing token and expression of appreciation. However, when the second-pair part of leave-taking 
element was produced, it was sometimes uttered in overlap (see Excerpt 14, l. 07-08; Excerpt 17, l. 05-
06), exposing the ritual nature, in which closings are produced.   
Excerpt 17: (Agent 3) – customer-initiated closing  
03 A trinajst dvajset s presedanjem v Divači in Buzet= 
  thirteen twenty change in Divača and Buzet= 
   
04 C =>okej< (.) hva:la: 
  =>okay< (.) tha:nk you: 
   
05 A      °°pr[osim]°° 
  °°you‘re[welcome]°° 
   
06 C         °[nasvidenje]°  
          °[goodbye]° 
   
07  (1.0) 
Similarly to the call openings, where the agents provide organisational identification and 
typically also a greeting, in the closing sequence, the agents’ interactional style also comes to the fore. 
Here, differences were identified in the use of tokens when reciprocating the customers’ closing 
initiation. Amongst the agents, the orientation towards brevity of the encounters was most salient in 
calls handled by Agent 3 who was also found to respond to many customers’ closing initiations in an 
extremely quiet tone of voice (l. 05) or failed to provide a second-pair part, although the customer 
created such an expectation. That the customer appears to have expected something more is evident 
from the pause of one second that ensues before hanging up (l. 07). This agent’s low level of 
engagement in the closing sequence is further evident from the fact that her leave-takings were never 
produced in overlap (see also Excerpt 18, l. 59-60). 
Excerpt 18: (Agent 3) – customer-initiated closing  
55 A to se boste pa z gospo zmenli ki ureja prevoz skupin.  
  you’ll arrange this with the agent who handles transportation of groups. 
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56 C v redu? (.) najlepša vam hvala.  
  okay? (.) thank you very much. 
   
57  (1.5) 
   
58  lep dan vam želi↑m 
  have a nice d↑ay 
   
59  (..) 
   
60 A °enako.° 
  °same.° 
   
61 C nasvidenje: 
  goodbye: 
The agent’s preference for minimal responses is further displayed in Excerpt 18, where the 
customer upon initiating the closing creates an expectation for the agent to reciprocate it (l. 57) as is 
evident from a significant pause. The agent, however, leaves the pause to ensue. The customer moves 
to the terminal exchange and produces good wishes (l. 58), which the agent reciprocates with delay, 
offering a minimal response “same” (l. 59), delivered in a quiet tone of voice. The customer, before 
terminating the conversation, produces another turn, in which she provides a greeting, which the agent 
does not reciprocate and both callers hang up.  
Closings are social ritual acts (Kádár, 2013: 99), relational in nature, albeit their relationship-
forming function is only temporal given that in this setting the participants have no relational history. 
In line with the transactional nature of encounters, for the agent the closing routine, ideally, would not 
stretch over more than two turns. However, the fact that such routines are not frequent (14/300 cases) 
implies the customers’ preference for collaboration in bringing the call to a close, which manifests 
itself in the way the participants reciprocate each others’ contributions. Nonetheless, when embarking 
on a closing the participants orient to the shared conversational rule, i.e. the call initiator’s, i.e. 
customer’s, right to initiate the closing (Sacks, 1992; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973) and the fact that the 
activity is co-constructed by both participants. In other words, bringing the conversation to a close 
collaboratively is treated as polite, whereas departures from the established pattern such as failure to 
participate in the closing sequence or abrupt closing-implicative behaviour may become open to 
evaluations of impoliteness. Closings are thus markedly meaningful in terms of politeness (Kádár & 
Bax, 2013), particularly when they are not reached easily or when the expectations set by the speaker 
are not met by the addressee in the following turn (e.g. Excerpt 17, l. 07; Excerpt 18, l. 57), thus 
potentially creating negative evaluations. 
The purpose of the first part of the chapter was to analyse politeness and actions (and motives) 
of facework as they emerge in situated, transactional calls for information, in which both participants 
share the same interactional project. To this end, the basic activity framework comprising (1) the call 
opening, (2) the reason for the call, and (3) the closing was outlined and analysed. A detailed analysis 
of each phase has shown that in the openings and closings, politeness manifests itself in highly 
ritualised behaviour as is evident from the participants’ use of largely automatic ritualistic speech 
events (e.g. shortened form of institutional identification and (exchange of) greeting tokens, 
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expressions of appreciation and exchange of leave-takings). By performing these rituals, the 
interactants not only display respect for each other, but also maintain cohesion. Politeness and 
facework become particularly manifested during the service provision, particularly in more complex 
requests that stretch over several sequences. Here, interactants display politeness by way of how they 
direct their efforts and accommodate their face needs towards achieving the interactional goal, i.e. by 
adhering to the expectations set in the just-prior turn by delivering preferred responses, that also 
account for the rights and responsibilities tied to the interactants’ roles and particularities of the 
medium used. Given the constraints that pertain in this interactional environment, politeness in this 
setting is normative and adherence to these norms is what makes these calls routine. At the same time, 
by adhering to normative expectations, politeness becomes unmarked behaviour. 
The following section will explore the ways in which facework and politeness is manifested in 
quotidian request emails and responses in the same setting. 
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4.2 Request Emails 
 
 
This part of the chapter focuses on customer request emails and agents’ responses to them. In 
these emails, the customers can request the same train information as over the telephone, e.g. fares, 
availability and timetables (e.g. Chapter 3, Section 3.2). Therefore, similarly to the first part of the 
chapter, the focus here will be on how the participants go about requesting and providing information 
and what politeness and facework strategies are employed in this type of medium. The patterns 
identified will be compared to previous findings of institutional emails and to those from calls for 
information. Despite the fact that the corpus of emails is much smaller compared to telephone calls, it 
is sufficient for the findings to be considered representative of this particular company. Before 
engaging in the analysis, with which I aim to make a contribution to the existing body of knowledge 
on (im)politeness in email communication, I will first shed light on key literature of politeness in 
request emails. 
 
4.2.1 Previous studies on request emails 
 
Compared to spoken interaction in institutional settings, (im)politeness in emails is not as 
researched. The majority of studies were conducted in an academic setting, presumably due to 
difficulty in obtaining (potentially sensitive and confidential) data from companies. With the exception 
of Haugh (2010c; see also Gimenez, 2006) not many scholars have looked at the entire email exchange 
between participants (or evaluations of those exchanges for that matter)49, but have focused on 
particular sequences of one-way emails. Most widely examined were email openings and closings (e.g. 
Bou-Franch, 2011; Waldvogel, 2007), specific linguistic aspects of email communication such as 
register (e.g. Lenassi, 2015), particular speech acts such as requests (e.g. Economidou-Kogetsidis, 
2011; Ho, 2010) or more broader requesting events (Merrison et al., 2012; Skovholt, 2015). In a 
similar vein, languages other than English have not received comparable attention. Thus, by analysing 
email interactions between the agents and its customers in Slovenia, the aim is to narrow this research 
gap. In the thesis, the whole communicative event, i.e. an email exchange, will be taken into account, 
i.e. the customer’s request email(s) and the agent’s response(s).  
When examining the production of emails in workplace settings, educational and commercial, 
the most striking differences were found between emails that were sent up or down the institutional 
hierarchy, i.e. to the addressee with more or less institutional power and/or status. These differences 
were manifested in the level of politeness investment by the message producers, whereby greater 
                                                 
49 Evaluations of one or both participants, the analyst or others (forum users and the like). 
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investment was observed in power-asymmetrical work relationships (Márquez Reiter, 2009b). In this 
respect, Sherblom (1988), who examined the use of signatures in a corpus of emails received by a 
manager in a large business organisation, found that none of the messages sent down the hierarchy 
were signed while over a third of messages sent upwards contained signatures. This suggests that 
manifestations of politeness may vary according to job positions or status in an organisation 
(subordinate vs. superior). On the other hand, Ho (2010) examined requests (without also focusing on 
signatures) in email exchanges between leaders and subordinates and found that despite their intrinsic 
power position the leaders made the effort to construct a desirable identity of a considerate and polite 
leader by strategically incorporating face-saving elements so as to convince email recipients to comply 
with the requested act more easily (e.g. the use of possessive pronouns, indirect requests). Waldvogel 
(2007), who carried out an exploratory study of greetings and closings in the emails of two workplaces 
in New Zealand, a manufacturing plant and an educational institution, observed differences between 
the two settings in the use of greetings and closings and that these were the result of a workplace 
culture. While greetings and closings, which display solidarity amongst employees, were pervasively 
used in the manufacturing plant, this was not the case in the educational institution. Although this 
behaviour could be the result of a workplace culture, it could also result from the fact that the 
exchanges in the educational setting were regular and brief. Therefore, in this setting not including 
openings and closings in an email is not considered ipso facto impolite but normative behaviour. This 
is further supported by the findings of Bou-Franch (2011: 1783) who examined openings and closings 
in a Spanish educational setting. Contrary to Waldvolgel’s (2007) results, her data showed that not 
only were opening and closing mechanisms pervasively used in email communication, but that not all 
email communication is homogeneous, e.g. informal and generally lacking openings and closings. 
Similar results to that of Bou-Franch (2011) were reported in a study of UK business email messages 
(Gimenez, 2006), where a great variation was observed in the ways message recipients were 
addressed, from no greeting to the more conservative greeting (e.g. Dear Sir). The findings of the 
studies discussed so far have shown that investment in politeness varies according to the culture of 
participants, the setting, the context and the roles adopted as well as the status of participants in an 
organisation. In other words, the participants’ motivation to use politeness depends on a number of 
factors that arise from a particular cultural and situational context.  
This is further illustrated by Economidou-Kogetsidis (2011) and Merrison et al. (2012), who 
looked at appropriateness of students’ requests sent to a member of academic staff. Economidou-
Kogetsidis (2011: 3209) examined the pragmatic competence of students of English as a foreign 
language  by focusing on how they formulated their email requests. She found that in a culture, where 
relationships between students and lecturers are highly hierarchical and the power asymmetry needs to 
be maintained, low pragmatic competence (high degree of directness, insufficient mitigation, omission 
of a greeting and/or a closing and the use of inappropriate forms of address) can have an impact on 
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perceptions of impoliteness. Similarly to Ho (2010), Merrison et al. (2012) looked at the ways in 
which students from two different cultures, UK and Australia, create an environment in which the 
recipient, i.e. the lecturer, is more likely to grant the request (e.g. through the use of accounts, but-
justifications). They argue that doing politeness using the medium of email requires considerable 
effort on the part of the students and in light of differences identified between students from the UK 
and Australia claim that power differences between students and lecturers are not salient in every 
culture (e.g. Australia). In this respect they assert that doing politeness is a cultural as well as a 
language-based phenomenon, in that one needs to know “how to do politeness in a particular cultural 
and situational context” (Merrison et al., 2012: 1096). One aspect of their findings is similar to those 
obtained by Ho (2010) in that when making the request greater investment in terms of politeness is 
made on the part of the person making the request. Although the studies of politeness in request emails 
in different institutional settings have generated valuable findings, they are thus largely incomparable 
with the present study mainly due to differences in the type and purpose of interaction.  
In exploring the structural elements of emails, e.g. openings, main body and closings, we can 
analyse how the customer service culture in general and relationships between participants in 
particular are constructed and maintained and how politeness is realised. Here, the affordances of the 
medium are likely to play an important role in shaping customers’ preferences for using one medium 
(email) over another (telephone) (see Chapter 3, Section 3.2). Furthermore, prior research on customer 
service emails from the managerial viewpoint that examined the impact of company’s response time to 
email communication found that not only are timely responses to request emails an element of quality 
(Dickinger & Bauernfeind, 2009), but also that delaying response to an email decreases customer 
satisfaction with the company (Moore & Moore, 2004; Strauss & Hill, 2001). In other words, response 
time in emails is associated with professional behaviour and may have implications for (im)politeness 
(see Chapter 2, section 3.3). However, long(er) gaps between emails may simply mean that the 
company has a lot of email traffic and perhaps not enough staff to deal with the customers rather than 
signalling the agents’ unwillingness to respond. Nonetheless, taking more than 24 hours to respond 
could drastically decrease customer satisfaction (Mattila & Mount, 2003). Taking this into account, the 
agents responded within the 4-hour framework in 76% of all emails from the dataset. Although the 
contact centre agents seem to understand the importance of speedy response time, they are compelled 
to postpone their response until the task requested is carried out (all the information is gathered). It 
was, nevertheless, noticed that in five instances, using a (semi-)automated text tool (Eisenlauer, 2014), 
a technicality of email, the customers signalled urgency by setting a level of importance to the 
message, i.e. choosing the level high importance, which is then visible to the agent in the inbox (e.g. 
annotated with a red exclamation). On the one hand, this may imply the message needs the agent’s 
immediate attention. In this respect it may potentially threaten the agent’s professional face in that it 
puts pressure on the agent to comply with the request as soon as possible. On the other hand, using 
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importance ratings, the customers communicate their social expectations regarding a speedy response. 
Paradoxically, in three of five cases in which the customers made use of this affordance, they inquired 
about information for two months ahead of their travel date or failed to provide the departure date. 
Due to such a low number of examples in which this affordance was used, no generalisations can be 
made in this respect. However, this suggests that compared to agents’ response time to other emails, 
the use of this affordance made no difference as in four cases it varied between 29 minutes and 3 
hours, whereas in one case it was sent 6 hours later. 
Another affordance of email that has implications for politeness is that of “plan-ability” 
(Merrison et al., 2012; see also Chapter 2, Section 3.3). In the corpus, 86% of incoming request emails 
were ‘singles’, suggesting the customers strive to produce a well-formed message (Herring, 1996b), in 
which they provide all the details necessary for carrying out the transaction. Consequently, the 
customer’s request can be satisfactorily dealt with in just one thread comprising a single incoming 
request email or the so called “chain initiator” which starts the communication process and the agent’s 
reply or the “chain terminator”, bringing the transaction to an end (Gimenez, 2006). The customers’ 
effort to compile messages may be associated with politeness in that by achieving it they do not 
impose on the agent and reduce his or her workload. There were, however, cases (14%) where 
additional information was needed to either be able to comply with the request (see Emails 5a-5c) or 
to receive the information requested (see Email 8a-8b). Here, it was particularly interesting to observe 
that with the exception of three emails, in which the agents replied after 6 p.m., the customer’s average 
response time to the agent’s reply was less than 50 minutes (ranging between 6 minutes and 3h 7 
minutes). It is further noteworthy that in such cases the agents’ second response time was also found to 
have drastically decreased. This indicates that both participants understand email as a medium that 
allows rapid exchange of information that in this case is oriented towards achieving the 
communicative goal. It has also been noted that the quicker the reply the more the exchange of 
messages resembles turn-taking in spoken interaction, e.g. absence of greetings in non-initial emails 
(Dürscheid & Frehner, 2013; see also Chapter 5, Section 2, Email 10c, l. 02). Next, I examine orders 
of interaction in customer-initiated request emails.  
 
4.2.2 Orders of interaction in request emails and responses 
 
In emails, as an asynchronous form of communication, the whole message is typically 
produced before it is sent to the recipient. To this end, lack of temporal pressure compared to the 
telephone or a (more) synchronous CMC (Duthler, 2006; Herring, 2002) gives the message producer 
more time to compile an email. In line with the asynchronic nature of email not all communicative 
practices can occur in the same way or to the same extent as in telephone calls (e.g. overlaps and 
interruptions, vocal cues). 
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Example of a customer-initiated email 
 
Addressee: unknown  
agent at the  
contact centre  
 
Subject line of email 
 
 
Opening: greeting 
 
 
Request 
 
 
Closing: Thanking,  
Leave-taking,  
Signature 
 
Email signature 
       Card 
Figure 16: Most salient structural features in customer-initiated request emails 
The Company uses a role email address (potnik.info@slo-zeleznice.si / passenger.info@...), 
i.e. address that is associated with a function rather than a person (e.g. info@... or companyxy@...). 
This address represents the Company contact centre and has a specific function of providing passenger 
train information. The agent on the job then replies to the message.50 In this setting, a request alone 
without other interpersonal elements (e.g. greetings, closings) suffices for the transaction to be carried 
out, mainly because it is the agents’ obligation to reply to customer requests regardless of their design. 
However, as Figure 16 illustrates, the most prominent elements that are predominately found in 
request emails from the dataset include: the subject, the opening (e.g. greeting), the request (in the 
form of a want-statement) that includes all the elements necessary for the agent to comply with it (e.g. 
fare, types of tickets, origin and destination point) and the closing (e.g. thanking, leave-taking and 
customer signature/email signature card).  
At first glance, the agents’ response emails do not differ greatly from customer-initiated 
request emails (compare Figures 16 and 17) and typically comprise an opening (e.g. greeting), the 
response containing the information requested, and the closing (e.g. pre-closing, leave-taking, 
signature and email signature card). Although no explicit information was provided by the Company, 
the agents’ use of openings and closings in emails is potentially constrained by organisational policies 
                                                 
50 As was evident from the data, the agents rotate, which means that when several exchanges occur, different agents respond 
to the message.  
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(see also Chapter 4, Section 1.2) as is evident from the way they are consistently applied in a 
standardised manner.51 
Example of the agent’s response 
 
Addressee 
 
 
 
Opening: greeting 
 
Response 
 
Pre-closing 
 
Closing: 
leave-taking  
 
Signature & 
email signature 
 card 
Figure 17: Most salient textual features in agents’ response emails 
To examine what facework and politeness strategies are used in request emails and responses 
to them, I will undertake a detailed analysis of openings, middles and closings in customer-initiated 
emails and in agents’ responses. In doing so, I will also focus on the frequency of occurrence of 
opening and closing sequences in each email. 
 
4.2.3 Email openings 
 
Previous literature on communicative practices in emails has emphasised the optional nature 
of opening sequences (e.g. Baron, 1998; Crystal, 2007). While some studies of emails in institutional 
settings (e.g. Bou-Franch, 2011; Chejnová, 2014; Chen, 2006, Lenassi, 2015) have found that the 
greetings and address terms were amongst the most salient structural features of emails, others have 
reported their absence (Waldvogel, 2007). In addition, differences in frequencies in greetings (and 
self-identification) were found to depend on whether an email was sent up or down the institutional 
                                                 
51 Such structured forms, in turn, reduce the agents’ routine input in each email and thus the overall workload in that it 
increases the efficiency of processing and organizing messages and thus information transfer (e.g. Camino, Milewski, Millen, 
& Smith, 1998).  
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hierarchy, with frequencies being higher when emails are sent up the hierarchy (Waldvogel, 2007; 
Bou-Franch, 2011). This suggests that while greetings and address terms are not canonical elements of 
emails, their use or lack of it reflects a particular workplace culture. In this setting, the interactants’ 
identity, as telephone communication has also shown, is irrelevant for the transaction to be carried out, 
which is why the opening sequence is reduced to the use of greetings. However, in email 
communication identification can be inferred from the customer’s signature and/or signature card, and 
typically also from the sender’s email address.  
In Slovenian, the most common greeting in written formal settings, even if the addressee is 
known, is spoštovani (third person plural). As a general greeting it means “to whom it may concern” 
or when used together with an address form gospod/gospa (“Sir/Madam”) as “dear Sir or Madam”. If 
it is followed by a full name or a surname it functions as “Dear Mr/Ms”. The general rule is that the 
greeting spoštovani followed by an exclamation mark rather than a comma is to be used in formal 
letters (SAZU, 2001). However, in Fidaplus, the Corpus of Slovenian Language the comma is used 
more frequently. This impersonal greeting displays a high degree of distance between participants. 
The most widely used greeting in emails is pozdravljeni (third person plural), which means “hello” 
and can also be used in formal settings, although it displays familiarity rather than distance. The same 
goes for other variations of the less formal “pozdravljeni” such as “lepo pozdravljeni” or “lep 
pozdrav” (“hello”) or “dobro jutro/dober dan” (“good morning/good afternoon”). Of all, spoštovani 
and pozdravljeni followed by a punctuation mark (e.g. comma or exclamation mark) are the most 
frequently used forms of greeting in emails between unacquainted parties and particularly when 
contacting a company that uses a role email address. Despite the rather impersonal nature of such 
greetings, their pervasive use indicates that both participants (i.e. customers and agents) treat them as 
expected and normative. 
Types of greeting by customers 
 
Figure 18: Frequency (%) of greeting in customer-initiated request emails 
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As Figure 18 shows, the vast majority of customers, i.e. 90%, provided a greeting, whereby 
the somewhat more casual pozdravljeni (“hello”) prevails slightly over the formal spoštovani (cf. 
Email 1a and Email 4a). In nine instances, the customers did not provide a greeting (e.g. Email 6a). 
However, in three cases this occurred in non-initial emails, e.g. when further specifying the request.52 
Other forms of greeting included greetings lep pozdrav or lepo pozdravljeni, e.g. additional variants of 
the more established greeting pozdravljeni, whereby the former is typically used as a leave-taking 
greeting (“kind regards”) and as such an impersonal greeting form. Depending on when the email was 
sent, two customers used the greeting “good morning/good day”, more typical of face-to-face and 
telephone communication. The findings regarding the frequency of greetings are in line with those of 
Bou-Franch (2011), who found that in certain situated email practices message producers’ use of 
greetings is pervasive and that greetings are not homogenous but diverse, dictating the level of 
formality of interaction. A more recent study by Lenassi (2015) also identified a high salience of and 
great variation regarding the use of informal as well as the less frequent formal greetings in Italian 
business emails. She further found that although salutations may be the first indicators of the message 
register, the participants adhered to the formality of writing for professional purposes while at the 
same time trying to create the involvement expected in close relationships. Although one of the factors 
associated with the use of greetings and address terms was found to be status (Sherblom, 1988), other 
studies (e.g. Waldvogel, 2007) argue that it is the workplace culture.53  
When responding to customers, the agents always provided salutation spoštovani (“to whom it 
may concern”) in initial position, suggesting that this is the standardised corporate form used to 
maintain a professional relationship with the customers. The use of this impersonal greeting not only 
reflects the absence of a (previously) established relationship between the company and the customer, 
but also the preference for a more transactional rather than personalised relationship with the 
customers, given that in the vast amount of cases a customer’s name can be inferred from the 
incoming email. From the email address then it is clear who is being addressed in this dyadic 
interaction, which is why address terms become redundant (Clayman, 2012: 1853; see also Chapter 4, 
Section 1.6).  
                                                 
52 Given that the dataset includes very few non-initial emails opening and closing sequences were not grouped separately to 
look for any differences between initial and non-initial emails.  
53 However, the author does not specify how a particular workplace culture is defined or measured.  
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Types of greeting by agents 
 
Figure 19: Frequency (%) of greeting in Agents’ responses 
As Figure 19 illustrates, some variations were observed with two agents: in five non-initial 
emails Agent 4 added an increment to the greeting spoštovani by including the customer’s first name, 
thus trying to lessen the social difference. In one instance, Agent 5 responded to the internal email 
from another department that forwarded a customer’s request by using the greeting pozdravljeni 
(“hello”) rather than spoštovani (“to whom it may concern”) as with the customers. This may indicate 
that the greeting spoštovani is the established corporate form when addressing customers. Moreover, 
in two non-initial emails, Agent 5 did not provide a greeting. 
In the setting explored, email openings consist of a greeting only. Although greetings are non-
canonical elements of emails, their pervasive use on the part of both parties (over 90%) suggests that 
in this setting greetings serve as politeness markers and are part of the expected formality, suggesting 
their absence might be perceived as marked behaviour. While customers’ use of greetings shows 
greater variation, their choice accommodates to the contact centre’s role email address. At the same 
time, the customers’ choice of greetings reflects a reasonable degree of formality of relationship that is 
being established (Márquez Reiter, 2011). The agents’ choice of greetings, on the other hand, is much 
more homogenous. In addition, by choosing the greeting spoštovani the agents display a marked 
preference for the maintenance of distance and respect, thus dictating a high level of formality. When 
an opening is provided, the participants launch into the main reason for the interaction, i.e. the request 
for information or provision of service. The next section will provide an interactional analysis of 
routine request emails and the agents’ responses to examine how politeness and facework are 
manifested. The findings will be compared with those identified in calls for information. 
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4.2.4 Requests and responses 
 
Of 88 request emails and 87 responses (e.g. Chapter 3, Section 3.2) that form the email corpus, 
eight routine exchanges selected and translated (in the left column) will be analysed in this section.  
Email 1a – [incoming request email sent on 6th October at 7:30]  
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
Subject: Bruselj 
Email text: 
Lepo pozdravljeni, prosila bi za informacijo glede 
potovanja z vlakom v Belgijo (Bruselj… ostala mesta). V 
Belgiji bi ostala 10 dni. Ali je za to možnost primeren 
Interail ter koliko stane direktna vožnja iz Lj v Belgijo? 
že vnaprej se najlepše zahvaljujem, 
LP, Daniela  
Subject: Brussels 
Email text: 
Hello, may I please have information about a trip by train 
to Belgium (Brussels… other cities). In Belgium I’d stay 
for 10 days. Is Interail suitable for this option and how 
much is the fare for a direct train Lj to Belgium? 
Thank you very much in advance, 
RGDS, Daniela 
 
 
Email 1a is an example of the customer’s request email. As the sender of the initial message, 
the customers typically fill out the subject line (e.g. l. 01, the capital of Belgium), which usually 
provides the reference object, in this case most likely the destination point and serves to maintain 
topical coherence. In the corpus, customers mention a subject in 97% of initial emails (see Figure 20). 
Most frequently, they indicate what the email is about by providing an origin and/or destination points. 
Alternatively, they provide a more general description of the content (question / information) or stress 
what they are most interested in (e.g. fare, type of ticket). In some instances, they name the special 
offer promoted by the Company. In three cases, a greeting was provided. 
The subject line is particularly useful in a thread of messages as it creates a tie among them 
and establishes a text-external coherence (Dürscheid & Frehner, 2013). If the subject line accurately 
reflects the topic of the email, it can alert the agent (e.g. if a customer writes “a complaint” in the 
subject line the customer will get appropriate attention). At the same time, subject lines can make 
retrievals much easier if necessary. When comparing subject lines of all incoming request emails with 
the reason for the call of 300 random calls for information (see Figure 20 below), the differences are 
not that great.  
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Comparison of subject lines in request emails and the reason for the call 
 
Figure 20: Email subject line v. the reason for the call 
In the majority of cases, the customers’ reason for the call featured origin and destination 
points (56% v. 42% in case of emails). The frequency of naming the special offer was also similar in 
both settings (11% in emails and 9% in calls). However, some customers wrote “question” or 
“information”. In the calls, the reasons for the call were labelled based on what the call was about such 
as a delay, lost ticket, train arrival, shipping packages via rail, parkingor travel expenses (monthlies, 
day tickets).  
Following the greeting, at line 02, the customer launches into the request and produces a 
request for train information to Belgium. In brackets, she further specifies the request by mentioning 
the capital (e.g. subject line at l. 01) and “other cities” as her desired destinations. She lists other 
elements that are not only relevant for the agent’s delivery of information, but also reflect the 
customer’s expectations (journey duration (l. 04), preference for a direct train (l. 05)). Upon providing 
the elements necessary for the request to be carried out the customer poses two information-seeking 
questions. In the first one (l. 04-05), the customer positions herself as lacking specific information or 
certainty about it (Heritage & Raymond, 2012) whether a rail pass applies for her journey. She then 
closes the email by thanking the agent in advance (l. 06). This closing indicates that the customer 
perceives high entitlement to request information and displays an orientation to the fact that the agent 
has an obligation to respond. Finally, the customer proffers an abbreviated leave-taking (l. 07) and a 
sign-off (i.e. customer’s first name). In the customer’s email, several elements typical of CMC can be 
seen (e.g. trailing dots (Baron, 2000) (l. 03), abbreviations (l. 05: registration-plate acronym Lj rather 
than Ljubljana; l. 07: initialism LP rather than lep pozdrav). 
In this request email, the customer expresses facework and politeness throughout the message. 
In the opening, politeness is expressed by using the routine marker Lepo pozdravljeni to greet the 
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addressee, whereas in the closing with greetings and appreciation “thank you in advance”, with which 
the customer orients towards achieving maximum efficiency. In the request, politeness is manifested 
in the way the request act is expressed, i.e. in an indirect way “may I please have” despite the low 
degree of imposition and low contingency associated with the agent granting the request (see Table 6). 
In other words, politeness is manifested in the way the customer constructs the entire request email 
using internal modification of requests (e.g. deontic modality (may), politeness markers (please) and 
so on). 
Email 1b – [Agent 5 responded on 6th October at 7:59]  
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
Subject: RE: Bruselj 
Email text: 
Spoštovani,  
Za Belgijo nimamo direktnega vlaka. Glede cene pa vam 
priporočam nakup vozovnice interrail s katero se lahko 
vozite 5 dni, v roku 10dnih. Cena je 159.00€ ( če ste 
mlajši od 26 let ), te50%[sic!] popust na vozovnico do 
meje, ki znaša cca.10€, ter plačilo obveznih rezervacij, 
glede na vozni red. 
Prlilagam[sic!] tudi eno povezavo: 
Stop                         Date                 Time                 
Platform       Journey       Notes 
  
Ljubljana                 Th, 15.10.        23:50      dep                         
D 498           [J2] [SW] [LW] [MN]  
München Hbf         Fr, 16.10.          6:15       arr                                                 
  
München Hbf                                  6:51       dep                         
ICE 728        [BT]  
Köln Hbf                                           11:40      arr                                                 
  
Köln Hbf                                           12:43      dep    8 C-F            
THA 9438   [RP] [GP] [BT]  
Bruxelles-Midi                                 15:01      arr                                                 
  
Duration: 15 h 11 min; runs daily 
prolonged stop! 
Tariff information not available 
Lep pozdrav, 
  
Agent 5 
Informator 
Digitalni podpis agenta 
Subject: RE: Brussels 
Email text: 
To whom it may concern,  
We don’t have a direct train to Belgium. Regarding the 
fare I recommend purchasing an interrail pass which you 
can use 5 days within 10days. The fare is 159.00€ ( if 
you’re under 26 years of age ) ha50%[sic!] off the ticket 
to the border which is cca. 10€, and payment of core 
reservations, depending on the timetable. 
I’m attattaching[sic!] one connection:  
Stop                         Date                 Time                 
Platform       Journey       Notes 
  
Ljubljana                 Th, 15.10.        23:50      dep                         
D 498           [J2] [SW] [LW] [MN]  
München Hbf        Fr, 16.10.          6:15       arr                                                 
  
München Hbf                                  6:51       dep                         
ICE 728        [BT]  
Köln Hbf                              11:40      arr                                                 
  
Köln Hbf                                           12:43      dep    8 C-F            
THA 9438   [RP] [GP] [BT]  
Bruxelles-Midi                              15:01      arr                                                 
  
Duration: 15 h 11 min; runs daily 
prolonged stop! 
Tariff information not available 
Kind regards,  
 
Agent 5 
Agent's signature card (Company address, tel. and fax 
numbers) 
The agent responded to this request email in less than 30 minutes (Email 1b). Upon providing 
the formal politeness marker spoštovani to greet the customer (l. 02), the agent responds to the request 
by delivering a dispreferred response: no direct trains. Similarly to telephone communication, the 
agent uses an institutional or business ‘we’ form, which excludes the customer to tone down the lack 
of service availability. Contrary to the way dispreferred responses regarding service availability were 
found to be delivered via telephone (Excerpt 8, l. 05: e.g. address term, apology), at line 03, the agent 
does not include any mitigation in his response. He then makes a topic switch to the fare, where he 
provides the cheapest option, listing the conditions that apply and all additional costs that may incur 
(e.g. seat reservation fees). The agent’s text contains several typos (e.g. l. 05, 10dnih; l. 06, te50%; l. 
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09, prililagam), use of lower-case rather than capital-case spelling (e.g. interrail), lack of conventional 
punctuation (commas, spaces between brackets). This, according to the literature, is not in line with 
the business email etiquette, where correct grammar and spelling rate high on the etiquette scale 
(Crystal, 2007; Gimenez, 2006). In addition, the agent copy-pastes an itinerary in the English language 
into the main body of the email (l. 10-27), as a result of this the formatting is lost. He concludes the 
response with a greeting (l. 28) lep pozdrav, a sign-off (the agent’s full name and position) and a 
signature card of the Company. Studies of emails from a managerial perspective argue that when 
responding to customer emails, response timeliness and personalisation play an important role in 
customer satisfaction. In this sense they argue that customer satisfaction increases not only when 
agents address emails adequately and respond to them promptly, but also that they proffer their name 
in the closing sequence (Strauss & Hill, 2001). In customer service, the image of the Company is also 
reflected through email communication, what further calls for the agents’ need to carefully compose, 
edit and review the content before sending it. However, the numerous grammatical and spelling 
mistakes (also in agents’ other emails) suggest this is not standard practice for the agents. Such 
behaviour may be perceived negatively by the customer in that it reflects the agent’s attitude towards 
the job as well as towards customers. At the same time, grammatical and spelling mistakes could be 
the result of the high volume of emails and calls, the agents are faced with during their 12-hour shifts 
(see Chapter 3, Section 3.1, Table 3).  
 Sometimes, customer requests cannot be fulfilled. Not being able to grant the customer’s 
request is potentially face-threatening. In such cases the agents used face-saving devices, particularly 
attitude stance adverbials, the passive voice or negative constructions. In emails 2b and 3b below 
(customer-initiated request emails omitted), the agent formulates his response by prefacing it with an 
attitudinal adverb žal (“unfortunately”) to orient to the inability to accomplish the customer’s request. 
The agent also uses a negation (e.g. the station “does not exist”) to state the facts, while at the same 
time creating a distancing effect from the issue and maintaining a high level of formality. 
Email 2b – [Agent’s response] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
Subject: RE: Vprašanje   
Email text:  
Spoštovani! 
Žal železniška postaja v Franciji z imenom Risoul ne 
obstaja. 
Lep pozdrav! 
Agent 4  
Digitalni podpis agenta 
Subject: RE: Question  
Email text: 
To whom it may concern!  
Unfortunately a train station in France named Risoul 
does not exist. 
Kind regards,  
Agent 4  
Email Signature Card 
Research on business correspondence has emphasised that apart from following the economy 
principle, text producers often use more complex grammatical constructions such as negations or the 
passive voice when dealing with potentially delicate topics such as when a service the customers have 
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specified cannot be supplied and that one of the reasons for this is the face-threatening nature of such 
actions (e.g. Lenassi, 2015). These allows the agents to distance themselves from the act (Bosch 
Abarca & Giménez Moreno, 2006) or the responsibility for not being able to grant the request and thus 
mitigate the impact of the rejection. In Email 2b, the agent may have used the passive voice as a 
facework strategy following the customer’s potential failure to provide valid information (i.e. the train 
station named Risoul does not exist according to the Company’s computer programme). By stating the 
fact, the agent uses the negative structure informatively as well as supportively in that he creates a 
distancing effect from the issue. In other words, with this structure the agent avoids implying that the 
customer is at fault for having provided the ‘wrong’ name of the station because of which the request 
cannot be complied with.  
Similarly, in Email 3b, the agent’s use of the passive voice is prefaced by the marker 
“unfortunately” when informing the customer that the tickets he inquired about had already been sold 
out. Thus, the stance marker not only serves to express the agent’s attitude to the proposition, but also 
works as a means to diminish the weight of the upcoming utterance followed by a justification that 
follows.54 
Email 3b – [Agent’s response] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
 
Subject: RE: Vozovnica LJ-MUN 
Email text:  
Spoštovani! 
Žal so vozovnice po ceni 29,00 € že razprodane(P).  
Lep pozdrav! 
Agent 4  
Digitalni podpis agenta 
  
Subject: RE: Ticket LJ-MUN  
Email text: 
To whom it may concern!  
Unfortunately tickets at 29,00 € are already sold out(P). 
Kind regards,  
Agent 4  
Email Signature Card 
In both examples the agent does not offer substitutes when a particular service is unavailable. 
This differs from the way requests for information are managed by telephone, where the agents, with 
the aim of facilitating a grantable outcome, typically offer alternatives or substitutes (e.g. S.-H. Lee, 
2011b; Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2015). However, this may be because in synchronous telephone 
communication requests get accomplished through co-construction and negotiation between both 
participants. That is, agents shape or direct a particular request specification so that what is being 
requested can be collaboratively turned into a grantable outcome. 
In the next exchange (Emails 4a and 4b), I will further explore how customers request 
information and how the agents respond to it. 
                                                 
54 In the literature, such distancing mechanisms that mitigate potential face-threats were labelled as part of the negative 
politeness strategy (e.g. Brown & Levinson, 1987; see also Bosch Abarca & Giménez Moreno, 2006). 
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Email 4a – [incoming request email sent on 5th October at 14:17]  
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
[…] 
Subject: Ljubljana --- Mannheim, Germany 
Email text: 
Pozdravljeni,  
Zanimam se za potovanje z vlakom v Mannheim, 
Germany. Prosim posredujte mi ceno za povratno 
vozovnico s spalnikom, odhod 17 ali 18.10.2009 , 
povratek pa 23.10.2009 zvečer. 
Hvala in  
Lep pozdrav/Best regards 
Peter Kobal  
Email Signature Card 
Subject: Ljubljana --- Mannheim, Germany 
Email text: 
Hello,  
I’m interested in a journey by train to Mannheim, 
Germany. Please send me the fare for a return ticket 
including the sleeper, departure 17 or 18.10.2009 , return 
on 23.10.2009 evening. 
Thanks and 
Best regards 
Peter Kobal  
Email Signature Card 
Similarly to the previous example, in Email 4a, the customer provides a subject (origin and 
destination points) and the slightly less formal greeting “hello” (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 2.3 on email 
openings). He then launches a pre-request in which he defines the desired destination point, thus 
projecting that a request is forthcoming. In the next sentence, he formulates a direct request using an 
imperative “send me” (l. 04), with which he displays high entitlement while at the same time 
mitigating its illocutionary force through an insertion of sentence-internal please (Brown & Levinson, 
1987). The fact that the customer’s request is extremely dense considering the numerous details (e.g. 
return ticket, sleeper, the dates, and return in the evening) suggests it was carefully composed, thus 
providing evidence of plan-ability. This, in turn, makes the agent’s job easier, as he or she can 
immediately attend to service provision as well as narrow down the search. The customer closes the 
email with appreciation, leave-taking and sign-off (e.g. Figure 16). This example demonstrates that 
despite efforts to achieve efficiency, the customers still invest effort into designing their request email 
in a way that their polite stance is visible, e.g. by incorporating politeness markers and adhering to 
email etiquette when structuring a coherent email (e.g. providing an opening and closing). The agent’s 
response time was 2 hours and 18 minutes.   
Email 4b – [Agent 4 responded on 5th October at 16:35]  
 Slovenian English 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Spoštovani! 
Pošiljamo vam povezave do Manheima s prestopanji. 
Cena najcenejše povratne vozovnice je z doplačilom za 
spalnik v obe smeri okvirno 220,00 €. 
 
 Stop       Date                Time                 Journey     Notes 
  
Ljubljana             Sa, 17.10.         23:50      dep    D 498         
[J2] [SW] [LW] [MN]  
München Hbf     Su, 18.10.         6:15       arr                          
  
München Hbf                              6:28       dep    ICE 692      
[BR]  
Mannheim Hbf                            9:28       arr                          
  
Duration: 9 h 38 min; runs daily 
Normal fare international: 135,40 EUR (2nd class), 
218,40 EUR (1st class) 
To whom it may concern! 
We are sending you the itineraries to Manheim with all 
train changes. The cheapest return ticket including the 
sleeper is approximately 220,00 €.  
 
Stop       Date                 Time                 Journey     Notes 
  
Ljubljana             Sa, 17.10.         23:50      dep    D 498         
[J2] [SW] [LW] [MN]  
München Hbf     Su, 18.10.         6:15       arr                          
   
München Hbf                              6:28       dep    ICE 692      
[BR]  
Mannheim Hbf                            9:28       arr                          
  
Duration: 9 h 38 min; runs daily 
Normal fare international: 135,40 EUR (2nd class), 
218,40 EUR (1st class) 
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19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
  
  Stop             Date              Time            Journey     Notes 
  
Mannheim Hbf   Fr, 2.10.          20:31      dep    ICE 693      
[BR]  
München Hbf                              23:30      arr                          
  
München Hbf                              23:40      dep    D 499         
[J2] [SW] [LW] [MN]  
Ljubljana             Sa, 24.10.         6:05       arr                          
  
Duration: 9 h 34 min; runs daily 
Normal fare international: 135,40 EUR (2nd class), 
218,40 EUR (1st class) 
 
Lep pozdrav, 
Agent 4  
Email Signature Card 
  
 Stop            Date             Time               Journey     Notes 
  
Mannheim Hbf   Fr, 23.10.          20:31      dep    ICE 693      
[BR]  
München Hbf                              23:30      arr                          
  
München Hbf                              23:40      dep    D 499         
[J2] [SW] [LW] [MN]  
Ljubljana             Sa, 24.10.         6:05       arr                          
  
Duration: 9 h 34 min; runs daily 
Normal fare international: 135,40 EUR (2nd class), 
218,40 EUR (1st class) 
 
Kind regards, 
Agent 4  
Email Signature Card 
The response email starts with a formal greeting, which contrary to Email 1b is followed by an 
exclamation mark (see Chapter 4, Section 2.3). This consistency in the use of the formal greeting 
“Spoštovani” suggests that the contact centre imposes specific rules on how the agents are to greet the 
customers in their response. At line 02, the agent using a business ‘we’ form provides a simple 
response to the customer’s query: the itinerary with train changes and the cheapest fare. This is 
followed by a copy-pasted timetable with 1st class and 2nd class fares in the English language. 
Although the formatting is lost when timetables are embedded, i.e. copy-pasted into an email, 
forwarding data to customers in this way and in a foreign language seems to be standard practice, as it 
was observed in 35 out of 87 responses.55 This makes the agent’s job easier, as such timetables 
frequently contain very detailed information. This means that the customer receives more information 
than he initially requested (in this case the customer only inquired about a fare). By doing so, the agent 
aims to successfully complete the transaction in a single thread. The agent concludes the email with a 
leave taking and signature (including the digital signature card). When requesting information via 
telephone the agents refrain from listing departure and arrival times for all the stops on a given route 
that are contained in timetables that they copy-paste in emails (e.g. Emails 1b and 4b) simply because 
the process is too long. Apart from the lost formatting which often makes emails difficult and 
confusing to read emails are more appropriate for transmitting such information than telephone. 
Therefore, in this case a fit between this particular task and the richness of email is more optimal than 
carrying out the same task over the telephone as it results in higher performance (Daft & Lengel, 1984; 
Rice, 1992).  
The following email exchange is an example of an under-specified request. 
                                                 
55 In one case an embedded timetable was 8 pages long.  
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Email 5a – [incoming request email sent on 7th October at 9:29] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
Subject: MAKEDONIJA  
Email text:  
Pozdravljeni, 
zanima me, če se da z vlakom iz Ljubljane priti do 
Makedonije. Kje lahko najdem vozni red, koliko časa 
traja potovanje in kakšna je cena vozovnice (povratna 
vozovnica)? 
Zahvaljujem se vam za odgovor in vam želim lep dan še 
naprej, 
Anita 
Subject: MACEDONIA 
Email text: 
Hello,   
I want to know if there is a train connection between 
Ljubljana and Macedonia. Where can I find the 
timetable, how long is the journey and what is the fare 
(return ticket)?  
Thank you for your reply and hope you have a nice  
day,  
Anita 
At lines 03-04 the customer provides a precise departure point, but provides a vague 
destination point, the country of Macedonia, without further specifying the town/city. By formulating 
her request yes/no interrogative, she conveys a lack of knowldge (Hayano, 2013; Heritage & Clayman, 
2010). This is further illustrated by the way in which she constructs her request in the form of 
information-seeking wh-questions (Levinson, 2012) concerning the timetable, the fare and journey 
length (l. 04-05). This is followed by the closing, in which she provides thanks, well-wishes and a 
signature (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 2.5 on closings in request emails).  
Email 5b – [Agent 3 responded on 7th October at 11:56] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
[…] 
Spoštovani! 
Za izdelavo voznega reda in cenika rabim točno mesto v 
katero želite potovati! 
Lep pozdrav, 
Agent 3 
Email Signature Card 
To whom it may concern! 
To be able to produce a timetable and provide the fare I 
need the exact city to which you wish to travel! 
Kind regards,  
Agent 3 
Email Signature Card 
As can be seen from the agent’s reply, the request needs to be further specified before it can be 
fulfilled. Contrary to the telephone, where what is being requested can immediately be co-constructed 
and completed piece by piece (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.6, Excerpts 9a and 9b), with request emails, 
the requesting process is prolonged due to their asynchronic nature. The agent (l. 02-03) thus needs to 
initiate repair by addressing the trouble source: the destination, before she can comply with the 
customer’s request. There is little research on repair in online interaction, particularly other-initiated 
repair, although it has been suggested that “interlocutors adapt the basic repair mechanisms which are 
available in ordinary conversation to the technical specificities” of the medium (Schönfeldt & Golato, 
2003: 272). It is noteworthy, that in her response, the agent uses an exclamation mark twice (lines 01 
and 03). It was found that in CMC communication, exclamation marks may signal the message 
producer’s attitude towards the addressee and may have negative implications for the ongoing 
relationship when used inappropriately. As such they should be used sparingly such as when 
something needs to be emphasised, as in this case is the missing information the agent needs to be able 
to comply with the request (see Verasai, 2015). 
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Email 5c – [incoming request email sent on 7th October at 12:21] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
Subject: MAKEDONIJA  
Email text: 
Pozdravljeni,  
Potovati bi želela od Ljubljane do Ohrida. 
Vnaprej vam hvala za informacije! 
Subject: MACEDONIA 
Email text: 
Hello,   
I’d like to travel from Ljubljana to Ohrid.  
Thanks in advance for information! 
Less than half hour later the customer provides a repair to the trouble source. Similarly to the 
agent’s reply, the customer maintains the email structure: a greeting and appreciation, thus displaying 
an understanding of the setting as formal and the normative expectations associated with it. The next 
example illustrates an atypical request email.  
Email 6a – [incoming request email sent on 6th October at 13:46] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
Subject: Praga - prosta mesta - Praga Spezial odrasli * 
Email text: 
Odhod iz LJ: 16 ali 17.10. 
Povratek iz Prage: 20.10. 
Število oseb:2 
Prosim za info o prostih mestih. 
Hvala, 
Andrej 
Subject: Prague - availability - Prague Spezial adults * 
Email text: 
Departure from LJ: 16 or 17.10. 
Return from Prague: 20.10. 
Number of passengers: 2 
May I please have info about availability. 
Thanks,  
Andrej 
Email 6a is an example of minimal politeness and is one of the few email requests that does 
not contain an opening. Instead, at line 02, the customer, gets straight to business. Rather than 
producing full sentences, he lists elements relevant for the fulfilment of the request (e.g. departure 
dates, number of passengers) in the form of a bulleted list using acronyms and abbreviations (e.g. LJ, 
info) and syntactic reduction. In the subject line he gives a piece of relevant information (e.g. the name 
of the special offer he is interested in and availability). One can assume that upon providing the 
information the customer believes suffices for the request to be fulfilled, the customer, at line 05, 
formulates a short request regarding availability (cf. l. 01), thanks the agent and provides a signature, 
i.e. his first name. (see also Chapter 4, Section 2.5 on email closings). 
Email 6b – [Agent 4 responded to 6th October at 15:06] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
[…] 
Spoštovani!  
Trenutno so vozovnice še na razpolago vam pa 
svetujemo nakup zaradi velikega povpraševanja čim prej.  
 
Lep pozdrav, 
Agent 4 
Email Signature Card 
To whom it may concern! 
The tickets are currently still available due to great 
demand we advise you to purchase them as soon as 
possible.  
Kind regards,  
Agent 4 
Email Signature Card 
In his response, the agent maintains the email structure (e.g. the opening and closing). Apart 
from providing the desired information about availability of discounted tickets, the agent also gives 
advice about the purchase (l. 03). Directives such as suggesting, advice giving and sometimes warning 
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which are in the interest or for the benefit of the customer (Trosborg, 1995) are an important part of 
service provision. It is thus the agent’s responsibility to alert the customer of any important 
information (see also Email 7b, l. 02-05, l. 11). This is not surprising given the epistemic knowledge 
asymmetry, i.e. access to information (Drew & Heritage, 1992; cf. Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2016). 
In his response, the agent adopts the business ‘we’ (l. 02: “we advise you”), the so called 
organisational identity, with which the agent orients to the institutional nature of the setting by 
presenting himself as a member of the organisation. Similarly to Email 6a, in the next example the 
customer also does not provide an opening greeting, uses elliptical forms, e.g. incomplete syntactical 
structures, rather than full elaborate forms (Gimenez, 2000) and produces a reduced closing sequence 
(a leave-taking and sign-off). 
Email 7a is an example of a customer who, overall, sent five emails during 27th September and 
6th October requesting information for two different itineraries. 
Email 7a – [incoming request email sent on 6th October at 9:18] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
Subject: Ljubljana-Varna (Bolgarija) – ponovno 
ponovno 
Email text: 
Spoštovani, 
torej, zanima me povratna vozovnica na relaciji Lj.-
Varna, I. razred. Cena + vozni red.  
Pa še to: ali je možno odpotovati Lj.-Bg. ta petek zvečer 
s spalnikom?  
Potem ne bi bilo potrebno prespati v BG., ampak šele v 
Sofiji, verjetno, da potovanje ne bi bilo predolgo ?  
 
Lp še 1x in vnaprej hvala, se opravičujem za veliko 
vprašanj,  
*Denis  
Subject: Ljubljana-Varna (Bulgaria) – again again 
Email text: 
To whom it may concern, 
so, I want to know about the return ticket for Lj.-Varna, 
I. class. Fare + timetable. 
Also: is it possible to depart Lj.-Bg. this Friday evening 
in a sleeper? 
Then a stopover in BG would not be necessary, but only 
in Sofia, probably, so that the journey would not be too 
long ?  
Rgds 1x more and thanks in advance, apologies for so 
many questions,  
*Denis 
In the last email presented in the analysis of routine request emails, the customer inquires 
about a trip to Bulgaria. The subject line (e.g. again again at l. 01) already indicates that that this is 
likely to be a re-inquiry. Having collected information in his previous emails, the customer, following 
a formal greeting, launches into his request with a conjunction ‘so’, which when used at the beginning 
of a sentence serves to connect it with something that has been previously said. The informality of the 
request, on the other hand, is reflected through the use of acronyms, abbreviations and symbols (l. Lj, 
Bg, I. class, rgds) and typographical features typical of CMC (e.g. 1x (l. 10); + (l. 04), * (l. 12)). 
Similarly to other request emails, the customer first provides the necessary information before 
formulating the questions, with which he adopts a ‘K-‘position, i.e. lacking specific information as 
well as certainty about it (Heritage & Raymond, 2012: 180). By doing so, they orient to the agent’s 
face in that they show respect for their epistemic authority. In his closing, he first provides a leave-
taking token, which is followed by a token of appreciation and a post-action apology for having asked 
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so many questions. With this facework strategy he orients to the agent’s face and the potential 
imposition his request may have for the agent.  
Email 7b – [Agent 5 responded on 6th October at 12:08] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Spoštovani, 
Če boste potovali v petek zvečer vam odsvetujem nakup 
1. razreda, saj omenjeni vlak nima 1. razreda, vlak iz 
Beograda do Sofije pa ima le pol vagona kot 1. razred. V 
tem primeru lahko razliko doplačate v Beogradu ( 50% 
cene ) 
Še vozni red: 
[skopiran vozni red) – dolg 3 strani] 
V primeru da boste šel iz Ljubljane ob 08,15 in želel 1. 
razred je doplačilo 50% 
Za spalnik vam priporočam nakup vozovnice vsaj en dan 
vnaprej 
Lep pozdrav, 
Agent 5  
Email Signature Card 
To whom it may concern, 
If you depart on Friday evening I advise you not to buy a 
1. class ticket, as that train does not have 1.class seats, 
the 1 class on a train from Belgrade to Sofia consists of 
just half a coach. In this case you can upgrade to 1. class 
in Belgrade ( plus 50% of the fare ) 
Here is the timetable: 
[copy-pasted timetable) – 3 pages long] 
In case you take the 08,15 train from Ljubljana and 
wishP/V to travel 1.class the fare increases by 50% 
For a sleeper I recommend purchasing a ticket at least 
one day in advance 
Kind regards,  
Agent 5 
Email Signature Card 
A few hours later, the agent responds to the customer’s request. In line with the asymmetries 
of knowledge, e.g. the professional with superior access to information versus the customer, the agent 
familiarises the customer with the pitfalls. He does so by providing a warning (no first class on the 
desired train, l. 02-03) and giving advice regarding the purchase of a first class ticket and a sleeper (l. 
05-06; l. 11-12). By providing accounts and explanations the agents not only provide the customer 
with more information than requested so as to facilitate efficiency, but also protect themselves from 
potential conflict or assignment of blame should any of the things the customer was warned against 
occur. Varcasia (2013), for instance, conducted a CA-informed cross-cultural study of British English, 
Italian and German responses to telephone requests and found that customers prefer more complex 
response types. Thus, yes/no-responses to customers’ requests, particularly without any attenuation 
devices could be viewed as a disregard for the maintenance of good customer relations and as such 
open to evaluations of impoliteness. In other words, it is for reasons of politeness that customer 
representatives (are expected to) leave customers with more information than has actually been 
requested (see also Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2015 on the role customers’ prior experience with this 
Company’s services, insofar as accumulated information and procedural knowledge is concerned, 
plays in the development of behavioural expectations in relation to the customers’ perceived rights, 
and hence in the interpretation of perceived impoliteness). 
In delivering his response, the agent uses the informal non-standard forms of address called 
polvikanje. This is a hybrid semi-formal use of a singular participle, combined with a plural auxiliary 
verb. This form reveals the gender of the person: Vi ste z njim potoval/potovala (‘You travelled with 
him’: the auxiliary verb ‘you’ is plural but the participle potoval/potovala is singular 
masculine/feminine). Although grammatically incorrect, this form has become widespread, potentially 
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signalling a somewhat friendlier and less formal attitude. Thus, it may be used as a facework strategy 
such as when the agent is trying to reduce the social distance between the speakers. It may also mean 
that despite the institutional context, the relationship is not constructed as inherently formal and this is 
how the agents understand it. With this informal use of address that was also observed with the agents 
handling general calls for information (Agent 4) and complaints, he may wish to signal closeness 
rather than distancing himself from the caller. In addition, contrary to Agent 4, Agent 5 does not adopt 
a business ‘we’ form, but uses first person singular in his response. Through this, the agent displays 
preference for a more personal approach. His disregard for punctuation and editing displays his 
preference for a more informal email style. Whether or not this is because prior email communication 
had taken place between the interactants or not is difficult to say given that the data stem from a 
particular period of time, during which just one such exchange had occurred (see Chapter 3, Section 
3.2) 
The following example illustrates how a customer carries out visible self-initiated self-repair 
in an email.  
Email 8a – [incoming request email sent on 2nd October 2009 at 16:08] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
Subject: MILANO 
Email text:  
Pozdravljeni, 
Vljudno vas naprošam, za vozni red in cene vozovnic na 
relaciji LJUBLJANA - MILANO - LJUBLJANA, 
dami bi potovali 17.onovembra in se fračali 
20.novembra   
1. razred z rezervacijami. 
Lp, 
Metka Bezjak 
Podpis s podatki  
Subject: MILANO 
Email text: 
Hello,  
I’d kindly like to ask you, for a timetable and fares for 
the route LJUBLJANA - MILANO - LJUBLJANA, 
the ladies would like to travel on 17. onovember and 
leturn on 20.november 
1.class with reservations. 
Rgds, 
Metka Bezjak 
Travel Company Signature Card 
Here, the customer, employee of a travel company, inquires about an itinerary and fares on 
behalf of two customers. Similarly to other emails, the email comprises an opening, a polite request (a 
hedged performative) and a closing. However, the message contains several typos (l. 03 use of a 
comma; l. 05 November; l. 06 return), syntactic reduction (l. 07), lexical abbreviation (l. 08 Rgds). 
Although the customer receives a response from the Company, I will not show it here, but instead will 
focus on another incoming email the customer sent four days later, in which she provides a visible 
self-initiated self-repair. 
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Email 8b – [incoming request email sent on 6th October at 12:01] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
Subject: Re: MILANO 
Email text:  
Spoštovani! 
Naredila sem napako, potrebujem samo Benmetke, 
datumi so isti. 
Hvala za vaš odgovor. 
Lep pozdrav,Metka  
Podpis s podatki  
Subject: Re: MILAN 
Email text: 
To whom it may concern! 
I made a mistake, I only need to Venmice, dates are the 
same. 
Thanks for your reply. 
Kind regards, Metka 
Travel Company Signature Card 
In this email, the subject line (“Re:”) points to the fact that previous communication between 
the participants had taken place. It is noteworthy that in this email, the customer produces a different 
greeting from that in previous email (Email 8a, l. 02): one that matches that of the agent (e.g. to whom 
it may concern). Such a switch on the part of the customer was also found in one other example and 
was potentially triggered by the agent’s greeting. At line 03, the customer does not provide a request, 
but produces a visible self-initiated self-repair “I made a mistake”. She then addresses the trouble 
source, i.e. destination point, and simply re-confirms the dates from the previous email, making 
explicit the connection with the previous message. In her closing she displays appreciation, provides a 
greeting and a sign-off using just her first name. These small differences in the closing sequence in 
both emails point to a certain degree of spontaneity in the production of the message. Considering 
several dates have passed since the initial inquiry has been made coupled with the fact that the contact 
centre receives a number of messages per day, the customer establishes interactional coherence across 
messages by mentioning the previous message, but leaves it to the agent to dig out the relevant 
information (i.e. dates, departure points, number of passengers). This is possible due to the unique 
technical feature of email, i.e. the thread, which consists of the sent and received messages on a topic 
that is typically named in the subject line (e.g. Milan). However, such behaviour may have 
implications for face and evaluations of (im)politeness as it displays the customer’s lack of willingness 
to invest some effort into the request email (e.g. by repeating or copying the relevant information) at 
the expense of producing additional work for the agent, whose obligation it is to comply with the 
request regardless of its form.  
The next example illustrates how the participants adapt their communicative practices to the 
medium and the task at hand when making and responding to more complex inquiries.  
Email 9a – [incoming request email sent on 9th October at 12:46] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
Subject: INFORMACIJA O STROSKU POTOVANJA 
Email text:  
LEP POZDRAV! 
  
Bane Pernek 
Ulica 11 
8270 Krško 
Subject: INFORMATION ON TRAVEL COSTS 
Email text: 
HELLO! 
 
Bane Pernek 
Street 11 
8270 Krško 
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07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
  
PREDMET: STROŠKI POTOVANJA 
  
Kot ljubiteljI železnic želelI bi se peljati z vlakom EN 
468 Orient-Express  in EN 469 Orient-Express, ki 
zadnjikrat prometujjo do 12. 12.2009.  
 Zato me zanimajo stroški potovanja za nasledne 
varijante potovanja: 
1.VARIJANTA 
DOBOVA-DUNAJ-STRASBOURG-DUNAJ-DOBOVA 
[copy-pasted timetable]  
  
2. VARIJANTA  
DOBOVA-DUNAJ-STUTTGARD-DUNAJ-DOBOVA   
[copy-pasted timetable]  
  
3. VARIJANTA  
DUNAJ-STRASBOURG-DUNAJ    
[copy-pasted timetable]  
 
4. Zanima me koliko pridejo doplačila za spalnik na EN 
468 Orient-Express  in EN 469 Orient-Express ? 
  
 5. Zanima me ali so na vlaku EN 468 Orient-Express in 
EN 469 Orient- samo spalniki ali ima tudi navadne 
vagone na Express ? 
                     Lep pozdrav 
                        Bane Pernek 
 
SUBJECT: TRAVEL COSTS 
 
As a railway enthusiast I’d like to travel with the EN 468 
Orient-Express and EN 469 Orient Express, which will 
run for the last time until 12 .12.2009. 
 Therefore, I’m interested in travel costs for the following 
possibilities:  
1.POSSIBILITY 
DOBOVA-DUNAJ-STRASBOURG-DUNAJ-DOBOVA 
[copy-pasted timetable]  
  
2. POSSIBILITY 
DOBOVA-DUNAJ-STUTTGARD-DUNAJ-DOBOVA   
[copy-pasted timetable]  
  
3. POSSIBILITY 
DUNAJ-STRASBOURG-DUNAJ    
[copy-pasted timetable]  
 
4. I want to know how much is the fee for a sleeper on 
EN 468 Orient-Express  and EN 469 Orient-Express ? 
 
5. I want to know if on EN 468 Orient-Express  and EN 
469 Orient-Express there are just sleepers or are there 
also regular coaches ? 
                      Kind regards  
                           Bane Pernek 
Here, a customer proffers a greeting using block letters. This is followed by his full address 
and the subject, which is a typical layout of a formal written letter. At line 10, he launches into the 
request by providing a personal comment (“as a railway enthusiast”), which also serves as an account 
for making the request before asking precisely what he is interested in, i.e. travel costs for an Orient 
Express train listing different possibilities. That the customer invested much effort into composing the 
message is evident from its letter-like layout (despite inconsistent font use which is not demonstrated 
here and occasional grammatical and spelling mistakes) and the volume of information he provides to 
the agent, listing three possibilities with detailed timetables (information omitted) in the form of a 
numbered list. By doing so he orients to achieving maximum efficiency in accomplishing the 
interactional goal: making a rather lengthy request as clear as possible. 
Email 9b – [Agent 3 responded the following day at 10:48] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Spoštovani!  
Na vlaku Orient-Express so vključeni tudi sedežni 
vagoni, ležalniki in seveda spalniki. 
Vlak orient express ima tudi določeno število vozovnic 
po posebno ugodni ceni, vendar jih je potrebno vnaprej 
kupiti, na žalost vpogled v to imajo le na mednarodni 
blagajni, tako da če se odločite za nakup se vnaprej 
oglasite na mednarodni blagajni kjer vam lahko preverijo 
če je še kaj teh vozovnic na razpolagi. 
 1.VARIJANTA 
DOBOVA-DUNAJ-STRASBOURG-DUNAJ-DOBOVA 
[copy-pasted timetable]  
Glede na vozni red je najcenejši nakup Inter rail 
vozovnice za 5 potovalnih dni v roku 10 dnevne 
veljavnosti, cena je 249,00€ in pokriva celotno pot. 
To whom it may concern! 
The train Orient-Express has coaches with seats, 
couchettes and of course sleepers.  
Each orient express also has a certain number of tickets 
at a very cheap price, but they need to be bought in 
advance, unfortunately only the international ticket office 
has access to availability, so if you decide to buy in 
advance visit the international ticket office where they 
can check availability of these tickets. 
1.POSSIBILITY 
DOBOVA-DUNAJ-STRASBOURG-DUNAJ-DOBOVA 
[copy-pasted timetable]  
Based on the timetable the cheapest option is to buy an 
Inter rail ticket for 5 travel days within a period of 10 
days, the fare is 249,00€ and covers the whole journey.  
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16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Doplačilo na vlaku Orient-Express je v eno smer za sedež 
5,00€; za ležalnik 34,00€; in za spalnik 95,00€. Gre za 
doplačila v eno smer lahko kombinirate tako kot vam 
najbolj odgovarja.  
[…] 
Lep pozdrav,  
Agent 3 
Email Signature Card 
The fee for a seat on Orient-Express train for one way is 
5,00€; 34,00€ for a couchette; and 95,00€ for a sleeper. 
These are one-way fees you can combine as suits you 
best.  
[…] 
Kind regards,  
Agent 3 
Email Signature Card 
 In her reply, the agent first provides a general response to the customer’s fifth question and 
informs the customer of the special fares available in much detail. She then addresses each possibility 
the customer inquired about by quoting it. This is possible due to the fact that emails automatically 
include the initial message when being responded to. Therefore, by inserting a verbatim quote from 
the customer’s message (l. 10-12) on which she then comments (l. 13-19), the agent establishes 
interactional coherence (Gruber, 2013).  
This example shows that participants creatively adapt their communicative behaviour to the 
affordances of the medium with the objective of achieving clarity when an inquiry is more complex. 
By trying to make each other’s tasks easier (e.g. the customer providing elaborate information when 
formulating the request and the agent delivering the information in an organised manner), they orient 
to one another’s face needs. 
In this subsection, the examples have illustrated how the participants go about requesting and 
providing information. In calls for information, communication in real time allows agents to go 
through specific steps to provide necessary information. Similarly, the customers can spontaneously 
introduce new topics. In computer-mediated conversations via email, this is not possible and 
participants need to adapt their communicative behaviour accordingly. In this respect, politeness and 
facework were found to be linked to at least two affordances of the asynchronous email: response time 
and plan-ability. While the former is a key element of customer satisfaction, the latter plays an 
important role in email communication because it affects its transactional efficiency. In other words, 
failing to provide sufficient information for the request to be carried out (Email 5a-c) can delay the 
overall transaction. To prevent this from occurring, the customers need to request information in a 
clear, direct and exact manner, whereas the agents, where necessary or plausible, need to provide more 
information than requested. 
Compared to calls for information (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1) the requesting in emails is 
similar to calls. In both settings, the customers display a similarly high degree of entitlement when 
requesting information, whereby the majority of customers use formulations such as “I want to know 
about X” or “may I (please) have information…” as well as imperatives “tell me X”. Although this 
feature makes this particular setting different from, for instance, email requests in academic settings 
(e.g. Ho, 2011; Merrison et al., 2012), where relationship asymmetries are typically much greater, 
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external (e.g. accounts, apologies) or internal modification (e.g. lexis such as please)56 used mitigate 
the request and other routine politeness markers serving as facework devices were nevertheless 
employed by the customers in both media. Although previous studies (e.g. Duthler, 2006) 
demonstrated that politeness varies with the medium whereby asynchronous media tend to be more 
polite compared to spoken interaction due to the fact that authors have time to carefully plan and 
structure the text, no such claims can be made in this respect. It is noteworthy that although apart from 
reviewing the content, planning also allows users of email to check spelling and grammar, the findings 
reveal that this is hardly the case on both sides as all emails contained grammatical errors and 
misspellings. The customers were frequently found to use syntactic reductions, acronyms and 
abbreviations typically found in CMC. Moreover, the differences in agents’ responses (e.g. use of first 
person singular versus the business first person plural “we”; use of non-standard forms of address 
terms to signal closeness; sending extensive piece of information by copy-pasting it into the main text 
body, which loses its original form) not only suggest the agents do not review or edit the content 
before sending it, but also that the Company has not set out any guidelines for the contact centre 
agents on how to respond to request emails. Adding to this are the numerous grammatical and spelling 
errors found in the responses, causing such communication to lose its professional touch. 
Such behaviour indicates that online affordances do not always determine the behaviour of 
users, but also that participants are not necessarily familiar with netiquette guidelines, i.e. 
recommendations based on inappropriate and counterproductive uses of email, which take socio-
cultural factors into consideration (Dürscheid & Frehner, 2013; Shapiro & Anderson, 1985). Although 
a negative inference about a participant is made available when misspellings are produced (Meredith 
& Stokoe, 2014), in the data the participants made no such evaluations. This provides evidence that 
non-standard spelling seems to be acceptable in online interaction as long as the action is clear. 
Therefore, visible corrections of errors are only produced when they affect the customers’ travel plans 
or when misunderstandings occur and intersubjectivity is lost (Emails 5a-c; 8a-b). Despite evidence 
that users do not take advantage of the affordance of plan-ability when it comes to grammar and 
spelling, the participants still treat such interaction as formal as evidenced from, for instance, their use 
of openings and their formulations of requests. The following subsection, which provides an insight 
into email closings, particularly their frequency and type, will further support this claim.  
 
4.2.5 Email closings 
 
In the closing sequence, the participants work to achieve a termination of the social event 
(Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). While some scholars reported that closings in emails are optional due to 
their informal nature (e.g. Baron, 1998; Crystal, 2007; Herring, 1996b), others found that despite being 
                                                 
56 The politeness marker “please” was used 32 times in the corpus (in 26 of 88 request emails).  
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non-canonical, their use is pervasive (Pérez Sabater, Turney, & Montero Fleta, 2008: 76; Bou-Franch, 
2011). In my data customers’ closings were also pervasive and more elaborate compared to the 
openings, most frequently comprising an expression of gratitude, good wishes and leave-taking 
(Figure 21, see also Chapter 3, Section 3.2). Depending on activity type, other studies also found other 
closing mechanisms such as apologies, pre-closings, self-identifications, signatures and postscripts 
(Bou-Franch, 2011).  
Closings 
  
Figure 21: Frequency (%) of customers’ closing elements (a total of 80 closings) 
Figure 21 illustrates that the majority of customers’ closing sequences comprise an expression 
of gratitude (60 instances or 75%), leave-taking (69 instances or slightly over 86%) and the customer’s 
signature (74 instances or 93%). In all request emails at least one of the three closing elements is 
provided, with just three customers proffering only one closing element. As Email 5a (l. 07-08) shows 
there was also one instance of expressing good wishes and providing an apology (Email 7a, l. 10-11), 
but these are the less representative closing elements. The findings thus differ from those reported by 
Waldvogel (2007), where the occurrence of closing sequences in the educational organisation she 
examined was 34% and in the manufacturing plant just 10%. Closings (and openings) were also 
observed in a recent study of openings and closings in an institutional setting by Bou-Franch (2011) 
who found an even greater presence of closings: 97% of all emails. She argues that by using these 
discourse sequences, the participants frame their contribution like in face-to-face or telephone 
interactions, “as if acknowledging the temporal ‘interruptions’ derived from the asynchronous nature 
of the interaction” (Bou-Franch, 2011: 1775). Further influencing the use of these sequences, she 
argues, is the participants’ orientation to the relevant institutional roles and institutionally relevant 
tasks and activities.  
The first closing element, i.e. minimal functional discourse unit, identified in the data was 
appreciation, which featured different variations such as “thank you” or the phrase “thank you (very 
much) in advance”; “thanks for your reply (in advance)”. The latter two elements, typical of 
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asynchronous communication, are prospective, which means that upon receiving a satisfactory 
response from the agent, the transaction is treated as complete and the customer, if satisfied with the 
reply, is unlikely to send a separate thank-you reply. This element, which in the data occurred in 33 
(out of 80) instances, can be viewed as an appeal to the agent in that it alludes to future 
correspondence (Herring, 1996b: 85). On the one hand, by thanking the agent in advance the customer 
displays high entitlement in that the customer presumes the agent will comply with the request even 
before he or she has agreed. On the other hand, with this closing phrase, the customers display 
politeness in that they orient to the agents’ workload by shortcutting the interaction while at the same 
displaying appreciation for the agent’s granting of the request. 
Leave-takings were also frequently provided. In the majority of cases (i.e. 69 out of 80 request 
emails), the customers produced the greeting lep pozdrav (“kind regards”) or the abbreviated version 
lp (22%), i.e. initials of the greeting (e.g. “rgds”, see Email 1a), both typical of email communication. 
In just two cases, the customers used the formal greeting s spoštovanjem (“respectfully yours”). 
Similarly to the openings, these closing elements also display variations, providing further support to 
the claims by Androutsopoulos (2006) and Bou-Franch (2011) that the language of emails is not 
homogenous, informal or oral-like and generally lacking closings. In this respect, the pervasive use of 
closings in emails may provide evidence that in Slovenian email communication this is standing 
business practice when terminating an encounter. Given that like in emails, non-problematic calls for 
information also always comprise (co-constructed) closings, displays the participants’ awareness of 
the fact that proferring closings is normatively expected. Failure to adhere with this norm, however, 
cannot be equated with impoliteness unless the addressee would orient to such behaviour as impolite. 
Although in some settings (e.g. students’ emails to professors (Merrison et al., 2012) self-
identification is proffered in initial position of the opening sequence, no such pattern was identified in 
these emails, mainly because contrary to student-lecturer relationships, the participants’ identity is 
irrelevant for the transaction to be carried out. However, the vast majority of customers (93%) do 
provide some form of identification in the final position of the closing sequence (e.g. Chapter 4, 
Section 1.7). This finding differs from one of the earlier studies that focused on signatures in emails 
(e.g. Sherblom, 1988) which found that not only were emails signed just 21% of the time, but that 
signatures were distributed unevenly depending on who the addressee was, with emails from other 
offices and those sent upwards being signed more frequently than those sent horizontally. This 
difference was attributed to power differences, whereas a study by Waldvogel (2007) attributed the 
presence or absence of closings to a workplace culture. In this setting the pervasive use of signatures 
could be attributed to participants’ orientation to their relationship as formal. To this end, they adapt 
their communicative practices accordingly, in which some form of signature is expected and preferred 
as together with the opening it wraps up the entire communicative event. The pervasive use of 
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signatures could also be linked to the resemblance the email carries with the traditional letter, in which 
signatures are ubiquitous.  
As can be seen from Figure 22, the situation is quite different in this setting, where the 
majority of customers (93%) proffer some form of identification or signature, of which 66% provide 
their full name, i.e. first name and surname. Nearly 30% of them also included additional personal 
information either by means of an email signature card that includes full address, telephone number 
(e.g. 18%) or information about their organisational affiliation (11%), particularly when using their 
work email. Twenty-one customers (or over 26%) signed the email with either their first or last name, 
whereas just six (i.e. 8%) did not provide a signature. It is noteworthy that the number of closings did 
not decrease or decreased only slightly as the conversation unfolded (e.g. Email 5a v. 5c). 
   
Figure 22: Customers’ self-identification 
The customers’ closing elements, e.g. use of greetings in their full and abbreviated form show 
that they understand this type of communication as slightly less formal compared to other forms of 
written communication (e.g. an official letter), but also that they adjust their linguistic strategies to the 
text-based nature of the medium, e.g. use of signatures and greetings such as kind regards as opposed 
to “goodbye” or “bye” used in telephone communication. Overall, the customers’ closing practices, 
particularly their frequency and type identified in the email dataset not only demonstrate their 
presence, but also their diversity in terms of choice of greetings and self-identification (e.g. Figure 22). 
This is in line with Bou-Franch (2011), whose findings also argue against homogeneity regarding 
opening and closing discourse practices in emails. Moreover, the customers’ orientations to the 
affordances of email surface through the prospective/retrospective nature of closings.  
The agents’ closing elements differ from those of the customers, in that they are homogenous 
as each outgoing email automatically includes agent’s personal email signature card that features the 
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agent’s full name, job position and Company address. However, the agents’ replies sometimes also 
comprised a pre-closing element. Pre-closings were predominately used in embedded emails as an 
appeal (Herring, 1996b) to customers to use other communication channels in case of further inquiries, 
implying the agent has provided all the information he or she has at disposal. Also likely to be 
included in the signature card is the leave-taking greeting “kind regards”, which is consistently used in 
all outgoing emails. The ubiquity or recurrence of such closings in agents’ emails highlights the 
institutional and formal nature of the setting and reflects the Company’s customer service culture, 
which rather than familiarity is geared towards expressing distance. 
 Similarly to the first part of the chapter, the purpose of the second part was to analyse request 
emails and responses with a focus on politeness. To this end, the basic activity framework of email 
consisting of the opening, the body comprising one or more topical sequences, and the closing, was 
analysed. In opening and closing sequences, politeness manifests itself in the participants’ use of 
largely automatic ritualistic speech events (e.g. greeting tokens, expressions of appreciation, leave-
takings and signatures). By performing these otherwise optional rituals, the interactants display 
politeness and, like in telephone inquiries, frame the activity of requesting and providing a service as a 
formal communicative event. In the main body, the customers maintain social cohesion by being clear, 
brief and accurate in formulating their request. Here, variations between how the customers perceive 
the overall interaction, i.e. formal v. semi-formal (e.g. differences in the use greetings, leave-takings, 
orthography, traits of spoken discourse) were observed. While some request emails contained features 
typical of CMC such as abbreviations, disregard for punctuation, others displayed a preference for a 
more formal style (e.g. carefully edited texts, use of formal greetings, more complex closing phrases, 
digital business cards). The customers further made use of the affordances of email (e.g. setting the 
level of importance), but also topicalised their expectations regarding the Company’s responsiveness. 
Compared to the customers, the language used by the agents was found to be much more homogenous, 
particularly the openings and the closings. The analysis further demonstrated that when the need 
occurred (e.g. request could not be granted, interactional trouble occurred), the agents oriented to 
customers’ (as well as their own) face needs by using the passive voice.  
 
4.2.6 Summary 
 
Over the last decade, the ubiquitous nature of CMC along with customers’ expectations 
associated with it has irrevocably changed the customer service landscape, forcing companies to offer 
customers new channels to contact them. Traditionally, customers contacted companies via telephone 
or in person rather than sending their requests by snail mail. And although email, due to its features, 
still resembles the traditional letter, the findings suggest that customers request information by email 
in much the same way as over the telephone, where the basic activity framework comprises the call 
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opening, the reason for the call, and the closing. In the main body, the customers acknowledged the 
asynchronous nature of email in that the majority provided enough information for the request to be 
fulfilled immediately, while at the same time stating clearly what type of information they are 
interested in. On the part of the agents this is achieved by providing more elaborate rather than 
minimal and brief responses to requests (e.g. through the use of warnings and suggestions 
accompanied by accounts and explanations), with which they invoke knowledge of the circumstances 
which cannot be known to the customer due to knowledge asymmetries (Raevaara, 2011). This 
practice is the reverse of the one identified in calls for information, where it is the agents who direct 
the conversation in organisationally-relevant ways, i.e. in a way that enables them to yield to the 
appropriate answers and thus lead to grantable outcome for the customer’s request (e.g. Lee, 2011b). 
In email communication, the customers’ precise specifications may reduce or limit the agents’ 
manoeuvre space.  
In both settings, the participants oriented to the institutional and faceless nature of the 
Company by adopting specific roles, i.e. the customer and the agent, with corresponding rights and 
responsibilities (see Table 6). The latter also varied according to the medium that was used for the 
transaction to be carried out. In this respect, it was suggested that in calls for information certain 
responsibilities related to the co-construction of the request such as allowing the agent to direct the 
conversation, signalling to the speaker that one is listening and not interrupting may play an important 
role in evaluations of (im)politeness. In email communication, intrusions rather than interruptions may 
occur, i.e. if the message producer, before receiving a response to the first message, interrupts a turn 
by sending a new message. Therefore, in asynchronic emails, politeness and facework are realised pre-
emptively, built into the design of the message (e.g. use of passive constructions). In openings and 
closings, participants in both settings express politeness through the use of formulaic expressions, 
which also frame the encounter, however, these were not normative.  
Thus, the participants’ understanding of and accommodation to the setting in which the 
interaction takes place along with the medium specific affordances shape participants’ expectations 
and play an important role for the evaluations of politeness. In the next chapter, I will examine 
divergent calls for information and request emails, in which impoliteness arises in interaction.  
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CHAPTER 5 
NON-ROUTINE CALLS FOR INFORMATION AND  
REQUEST EMAILS 
 
 
In this chapter I investigate manifestations of impoliteness in inbound calls for information 
and request emails that deviate from the normative expectations identified in the previous chapter. The 
chapter is divided into two parts: divergent calls and emails, respectively. Specifically, in Section 5.1, 
of a corpus of 44 non-routine calls, in which manifestations of impoliteness were observed, 15 non-
routine calls were selected for this chapter. 
The first part of the chapter is organised as follows: first, a brief introduction to non-routine 
calls for information is given. Then, a routine call, in which face-enhancement emerged as a result of 
service unavailability is presented against which the subsequent findings of non-routine calls in which 
impolite behaviour was observed can be assessed. In these inbound calls, manifestations of 
impoliteness and face seem to follow a similar pattern, in that the calls that start in a routine manner 
but become fraught with interactional troubles as the customers do not follow the institutional 
preference for progressivity or encroach on the agents’ expertise. As a result, the agent’s react 
negatively to the customers’ behaviour. They do this by performing repair in a face-threatening 
manner (Chapter 5, Section 1.1), by challenging asymmetry of participation (Chapter 5, Section 1.2) 
and asymmetry of knowledge (Chapter 5, Section 1.3), and by disattending to (elements of) requests 
(Chapter 5, Section 1.4). 
The second part of the chapter, i.e. Chapter 5, Section 2, is dedicated to non-routine email 
exchanges. Similarly to the calls, the emails discussed here deviate from the normative behaviour 
identified in routine emails (Chapter 4, Section 2). Of 70 email exchanges, however, only four were 
identified as non-routine, that is, some orientation to other participant’s behaviour as face-threatening 
was observed. To explicate impolite behaviour and evaluations of impoliteness metapragmatic 
analysis is undertaken. From the use of discourse and pragmatic markers an awareness of the message 
producer’s expectations and attitude can be examined. In doing so, affordances of the medium will be 
taken into account.  
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5.1 Non-routine calls for information 
 
 
Previous research on routine calls for information in different languages has focused on explicating 
various phenomena (see Chapter 4, Section 1.1 for a detailed overview of the findings). Unlike 
complaint calls, which are frequently marked by displays of various emotions, i.e. surprise, annoyance, 
irritation or even anger and hostility (Tracy & Tracy, 1998; see also Chapter 6, Section 1), non-routine 
calls for information like the ones examined here typically start more or less routinely. However, 
exchanges become (unexpectedly) inappropriate as evidenced by the way in which the interlocutors 
respond to each other, potentially affecting the way the call unfolds (e.g. Svennevig, 2012; Archer & 
Jagodziński, 2015; Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2015). That is, they become non-routine as the call 
develops. In the vast majority of calls examined in this chapter impoliteness and face aggravation were 
observed with the exception of one call, where face enhancement emerged as a result of service 
unavailability. The call was managed by Agent 2 (see Chapter 3, Section 3.1, Table 3) at around 12:30 
p.m., which is somewhere halfway through their 12-hour shift, typically not long after the lunch break. 
Excerpt 19: Politeness as marked behaviour – Tell Janko from Ljubljana gave you his number 
Here, the agent goes beyond of what is normatively expected of him to help a customer when 
he cannot grant a request because of lack of service availability. To this end, he suggests an alternative 
transportation and goes as far as to reveal his own identity and offer the customer his personal contacts 
to help her get to the desired destination (see Figure 1 with the railway network map). The example 
illustrates how the agent as a professional with superior knowledge and access to information directs 
all his efforts to help the customer with her problem without her explicitly asking for help (for full 
conversation, see Appendix 9). 
(A: male (Agent 2); C: female customer) 
[…] […] […] 
   
02 C dober dan želi:m a mi lahko poveste za v ned:ljo kdaj gre vlak v Velenje.  
  good morni:ng can you tell me on Sunda:y when is the train to Velenje.  
   
03 A .hhh ob nedeljah ni:mate: vlakov med Celjem pa Velenjem (.) d↑o Celja pa so vlaki.  
  .hhh on Sundays you do:n’t ha:ve any trains between Celje and Velenje (.) t↑o Celje 
there are trains though 
[…]  […] 
   
08 C .hh pol ni ne avtobusa ne vlaka to je pa čudn  
  .hh so there's neither bus nor train services that's odd 
   
09 A a tud avtobusa ni= 
  oh there's no bus either= 
   
10 C =ne. 
  =no. 
[…]  […] 
   
14 
15 
A u madonca ja: vlaka res ni ob nede:ljah nimate ob sob↑o:tah je vlak do Velenja ne? 
ampak v nedeljo pa ne.  
  oh darn ye:s there are no trains on Su:ndays on Sat↑u:rdays there is a train to 
Velenje right? but not on Sundays. 
[…]  […] 
   
29 
30 
 edino: le::jte ha- ja nč Celje (.) edino če bi recimo vprašal kolk taksi stane a 
ne. 
  unle:ss loo::k ha- yes well Celje (.) unless we ask how much a taxi is right. 
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31 C a iz Celja v Topolščico  
  from Celje to Topolšica 
   
32 A ja sam tole bi blo sigurn enih dvajset evrov v eno smer po [moje ] 
  yes just that this would surely be twenty euro for one way I think 
   
33 C                                                            [u:::h] 
[…]  […] 
   
36 C pol že raje peš gre(h)m(h)   [(h)(h)((laughs))] 
  then I rather g(h)o on f(o)ot[(h)(h)((laughs))] 
   
37 
38 
A                            [edino lahk vam dam] telefonsko številko er:::: taksi 
speedy v Celju recimo  
                             [or I can give you]a phone number er:::: taxi speedy in 
Celje for instance 
   
39 C ja. 
  yes.  
   
40 
41 
A če bo gospod Marko se oglasil povejte da je Janko iz Ljubljane va(h)m d(h)al pač er 
nasvet da ga pokličte pa vam bo povedal kolk je cena taksija ne= 
  if Mister Marko answers tell him Janko from Ljubljana g(h)ave y(h)ou er advice to 
call him and he'll tell you what how much a taxi would cost right=  
   
42 C =mhm 
   
43 A er:: se pravi sam trenu:tek 
  er:: so just a mome:nt 
At line 02, the customer inquires about a train to a particular destination on a Sunday. 
Following an in-breath, which indicates that a dispreferred turn is on the way, the agent informs her 
that trains to the desired place only run from Monday to Saturday (l. 03, lines omitted). The customer 
orients to the agent’s news by delivering an assessment, in which she displays surprise and 
disappointment at the fact that there is no public transport to her destination on that day (l. 08). As is 
evident from his oh-prefaced polar question, the agent at line 14 treats this as unexpected (Wilkinson 
& Kitzinger, 2006) and sympathises with the customer. He then offers an alternative, i.e. there is a 
train on Saturday, but not on Sunday. The agent’s further efforts to find a solution are displayed at 
lines 29-37 where he suggests the customer should take the train to the nearest town and from there a 
taxi. Following the customer’s concerns regarding how much a taxi would cost (l. 36), the agent, at 
line 37, very cautiously gives the customer a personal contact of a taxi driver as seen from his use of a 
hesitation marker and bubbling laughter (l. 40), with which the agent potentially orients to the delicate 
nature of his talk, most likely that he is referring the customer to competition (i.e. taxi). That the agent 
goes out of his way to appease the customer is evident from the way he invests much effort into 
finding a solution to her problem. Varcasia (2013: 58-59) found that in English, German and Italian 
calls for information impossibilities of providing a service were incremented by (1) stance markers 
(“I’m afraid”) to minimise the weight of the negative response; (2) agents’ talking on behalf of the 
company; (3) giving justifications and accounts; (4) providing an alternative or if this is not possible to 
avoid abrupt and minimal responses. Similarly, the elements that were identified in other dispreferred 
responses in my data, where services were not available, included: alternative offers, advice, apologies 
(I’m afraid, unfortunately), accounts, use of conditionals, and referrals to third parties (e.g. competitors 
such as bus companies for routes the Company does not operate) for further inquiries. However, there 
were very few cases in the data, in which the agents engage to the extent demonstrated in this call and 
were only observed in the calls managed by this agent.  
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5.1.1 Repair 
 
Repair, the most frequently identified mechanism during which impolite behaviour and face 
concerns were observed, covers a range of phenomena from small errors in turn-taking to more severe 
ones. As argued in Chapter 4, Section 1.6 (Excerpt 12) the ways in which the agents as professionals 
carry out repair is very important and may have implications for face and evaluations of impoliteness. 
Contrary to Excerpt 12, the calls below, taken by three different agents (Agent 2, Agent 3 and Agent 
4) show that the agents do not always perform repair in a face-sustaining manner, particularly when 
the customers are held accountable for what the agents interpret as the customers’ undesirable 
behaviour such as listening attentively and paying attention. Overall, 20 instances (six of which were 
chosen for the analysis in this section) were identified in the data, in which following interactional 
trouble of some sort, repair was carried out by the agents in a face-aggravating manner. As the patterns 
show, having to repeat the information that was already provided but not registered by the customers 
for some reason or another is oriented to by the agents with displays of annoyance, impatience and 
irritation. They signal this through the use of address terms gospa (“Madam”) and gospod (“Sir”) in 
pre-TCU position (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.6) to signal disalignment. The address term is typically 
followed by a formulation in first person inclusive dual such as “weDUAL + say the following”, which, 
on the one hand, serves to delay the production of the dispreferred turn and, on the other aims to grab 
the customer’s attention and prepare him or her for the fact that information will be delivered or, in the 
case below, repeated. Moreover, agents were also found to have used metapragmatic comments in the 
form of face-threatening rebukes, carrying a pragmatic implicature of reprimand. Through 
metapragmatic voicing, the agents treat the customers’ behaviour as undesirable behaviour that runs 
contrary to their expectations. The agents’ behaviour becomes open to evaluations of impoliteness in 
terms of normative expectations of the setting explicated in Chapter 4, Section 1. 
Excerpt 20 demonstrates how a routine call becomes unexpectedly inappropriate following the 
agent’s face-threatening reaction to the customer’s lack of paying attention and her disorganised way 
of inquiring (e.g. not having a pen ready to write down the telephone number) which hinder his 
attempt to close the topic (for the full conversation see Appendix 10). 
Excerpt 20: 5th October at 17:32, call length 1:33 min – We’ll repeat it one more time 
(A: male (Agent 4) C: female customer) 
[…] […] […]  
   
15 A v Ljublja↓ni. le::jte gospa de:jte vi poklicat bom jaz dal števi↑lko?  
  In Ljublja↓na. loo::k Madam you ca:ll them and I’ll give you the nu↑mber? 
   
[…] […] […] ((the agent provides the number of the international ticket office)) 
   
19 A štiri šest dva (.) V načelu se da: vrnt?=  
  four six two (.) basically you ca:n return it?=  
   
20 C =ja? 
  =yes? 
   
21 A samo zdej jst ne vem kakšne popu:ste se gre pa <zakaj se gre na tej vozovnici a ne> 
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  it’s just that now I don’t know what discou:nts there are and <what kind of a 
ticket this is right> 
   
22 C kako to mislte popu↑ste. Sem jaz me::la al kako? [ali:::: kak] 
  what do you mean disco↑unts. Did I ha::ve or what?[o::::r what] 
   
23 
24 
25 
A                                                  [Ne lejte go]spa dejte vi poklicat 
na to blagajno direktno k ste dons ku↑::pl pa vam bodo iz prve roke povedala kaj se 
da nare:st. 
                                                   [no look Mad]am call the ticket 
office directly where you bou↑::ght the ticket today and they’ll tell you firsthand 
what can be do:ne. 
   
26 C uh hu↑h kok ste reku številko? 
  uh hu↑h what’s the number you said? 
   
27  (3.0)  
   
28 A lejte gospa bova še enkrat ponovila? ((nejevoljno)) 
  look Madam weDUAL’ll repeat it one more time? ((annoyed)) 
   
29 C °°ja°° 
  °°yes°° 
   
30 
31 
A samo majhn ((20 sekundna pavza, med katero agent govori s stranko v prostoru v 
angleškem jeziku)) erm gospa [mav]a za zapisa↑t si zde↑j ((pokroviteljsko)) 
  just a second ((20–second pause, agent talks to someone in the background in 
English)) erm Madam [do w]eDUAL have something to write this down with no↑w 
((patronizing tone)) 
   
32 C                    °[ja-]° 
                     °[yes-]° 
   
33 A lejte gospa devetindvajset trinajst 
  look Madam twenty-nine thirteen 
   
[…] […] […] 
When the agent learns about the customer’s problem, i.e. she purchased a ticket, but will not 
be able to travel (lines omitted), he immediately re-directs her to the ticket sales office in Ljubljana, 
where she purchased the ticket, and provides the relevant telephone number (l. 15-19, some lines 
omitted). To grab her attention, the agent uses the address term “Madam” prefaced by “look”. Here, 
politeness is manifested in his account (Antaki, 1994) for referring her to the international ticket office 
(l. 21) as he cannot help her without having seen the ticket (return policies depend on potential 
discounts and the like). This confuses the customer (l. 22) to the extent that she aims to pursue the 
matter further, which is why the agent cuts her short, potentially to prevent her from talking about 
issues irrelevant to the problem at hand (Drew & Heritage, 1992). In doing so, he produces a no-
prefaced turn to halt an ongoing action and shift away from the topic (Ford, 2001; Keevallik, 2012). 
The agent’s re-use of a marker “look” and the address term gospa (“Madam”) in turn-initial position 
display his attempt to draw the customer’s attention to regain directorship (Márquez Reiter, 2002; 
Márquez Reiter & Placencia, 2004). At the same time, it signals that a dispreferred turn is likely to be 
on the way. By redirecting her to the ticket office he creates a closing-implicative environment, 
implicitly leading the customer to move towards the closing sequence as he cannot help her any 
further (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.7, Excerpt 16). At this point, the customer asks the agent to repeat 
the telephone number (cf. l. 26 with l. 19). This becomes a self-initiated other-repair in that she signals 
trouble, prompting the agent to repair it. Upon hearing this, a gap of three seconds ensues before the 
agent (l. 28, arrowed) produces another look-prefaced turn in first position followed by the address 
term “madam”. This coupled with his distinctive prosody (e.g. upward intonation at the end of his 
utterance, which is atypical if utterances are not questions) displays the agent’s annoyance with the 
customer’s behaviour. He uses a phrase in first person inclusive dual “weDUAL”, which compared to 
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first person singular is less direct, however, its grammatically incorrect form adds a patronising tinge 
to the native-speaker ear (Rotar, 1999). In other words, with the metapragmatic comment “we’ll repeat 
it one more time”, the agent implicitly holds the customer accountable for her behaviour. Put 
differently, the agent implies that by not paying attention the customer is wasting his time. Prior to 
providing a response, the agent signals to the customer to wait while he deals with another customer in 
the information office for several seconds. It is noteworthy that studies of call centre materials (e.g. 
Hultgren, 2011) have found that agents are required to ask the customers’ permission or at least notify 
them that they are being put on hold and that this displays an asymmetrical relationship between the 
agent and the customer, in that it lies upon the caller to grant the agent the right to put them on hold. 
Contrary to this, in the calls examined, the agents do not to seek permission from the customers, but 
briefly notify them that they are being put on hold using phrases such as “just a moment/second”. 
Moreover, the fact that the call centre agents simultaneously deal with customers face-to-face and via 
telephone illustrates the labour-intensive, highly repetitive nature of the agents’ work at the customer 
service centre.  
When the agent returns to the customer waiting on the telephone line (l. 30-31, arrowed) he 
produces another metapragmatic comment, this time a patronising remark “do weDUAL have something 
to write this down with now”. With this comment, the agent displays annoyance and irritation with the 
customer’s behaviour thus far and reveals what he treats as a breach of expectations vis-à-vis her 
desirable behaviour as well as politeness, i.e. not having prepared properly for the phone call (e.g. 
Chapter 4, Section 1.2, Table 6). The reprimand is delivered by implicature, but the agent also 
redresses its face-threatening potential by using the address term and first person inclusive dual. 
Nonetheless, the customer’s lack of organisation was oriented to as impolite insofar as it impinges on 
the agent’s time and effort and indicates the agent’s preference for progressivity. In turn, the 
customer’s “yes” at line 32 delivered in a softer speech indicates that the agent’s behaviour was 
perceived as a form of reprimanding and therefore potentially out of line with the normative 
expectations for the occasion. 
Similar behaviour is observed in Excerpt 21 by the same agent, but with a different customer. 
In this conversational segment the customer fails to register what the agent had said in the just prior 
turn and expands on a topic that is already in progress. By using the address term gospa and a verb in 
first person inclusive dual in turn-initial position (see Excerpt 20, l. 28), he highlights the customer’s 
prior turn(s). In the same way, he projects a reproach, in which he expresses a negative stance towards 
her behaviour, i.e. lack of paying attention (cf. Lehtimaja, 2011), so as to make the customer aware 
that she is jeopardising progressivity, thus breaching his expectations regarding desirable behaviour 
(e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.2, Table 6) (for the full conversation see Appendix 11). 
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Excerpt 21: 7th October at 18:46, call length 0:41 min – We said there were two 
(A: male (Agent 4), C: female customer) 
[…] […] […] 
   
02 C () mi lahko poveste kako vozijo popoldan vlaki za Koper.   
  () can you tell me about the afternoon trains to Koper. 
   
03  (1.5) 
   
04 A iz Ljublja[ne ste () 
  from Ljublja[na you () 
   
05 C           [IZ LJUBLJANE JA pa(h)rdon po(h)zabila sem poved(h)at 
            [FROM LJUBLJANA YES so(h)rry I for(h)got to sa(h)y 
   
06 A sta samo dva:: direktna iz Ljubljane en gre petnajst pa štrdeset   
  there are just two:: direct train from Ljubljana one is at fifteen and forty 
   
07 C petnajst pa štrde↑set kaj je pol še kakšen kasnej? 
  fifteen and fou↑rty is there one later on also? 
   
08 A je gospa sva rekla da sta dva in potem je še osemnajst pa deset.  
  there is Madam weDUAL said there were two and then is one at eighteen and ten.  
   
09 C osemnajst kdaj je tale osemnajst pa deset v Kopru? 
  eighteen when is the eighteen and ten train in Koper? 
[…] […] […] 
At lines 02 to 04, the customer and the agent engage in co-constructing the request. At line 06 
the agent provides a response by summing up the number of direct trains and then listing the departure 
time of the first one. Although the grammatical structure of his response suggests that more is to 
follow given that at line 06 two routes are mentioned, but a departure time is only offered for one of 
them, the customer, at line 07, takes over the conversational floor to repeat the information provided 
by the agent in the prior turn and then, using a polar question, asks for further alternatives. At this 
point, the agent provides a marked form of other-initiated repair as evidenced from the inclusion of the 
address form gospa (“Madam”), with which he signals interactional trouble by referring back (Button, 
1987) to the information he had already given (l. 06). This constitutes an implicit criticism, using 
reported speech and repetition to bring to the surface the fact that by not paying attention the customer 
is inhibiting progressivity thus wasting his time. In other words, he treats the customer’s question as 
inappropriately addressing something that had been announced in the prior turn, thus problematising 
and challenging the appropriateness of the question (Heritage, 2002; Lee, 2013). As in the case of 
Excerpt 20, the agent formulates his implicit reproach “weDUAL said there were two” in form of a 
metapragmatic comment (l. 08), with which the agent indicates his stance in relation to the lack of 
attention by the caller and his contributions thus far. It is also a form of face-attack because the agent 
treats the caller as if she had some sort of attention deficit and as such is open to evaluations of 
impoliteness on the part of the customer. However, by including himself in the remark through the use 
of first person inclusive dual form, the agent mitigates the face-threat. This may be one of the reasons 
why the customer does not orient to the agent’s comment as impolite. Nonetheless, impoliteness arises 
in interaction in the way in which the agent treats the customer’s behaviour as socially consequential 
in interaction (Haugh, 2013b). Through this, desirable customer behaviour as far as the agent is 
concerned is invoked. 
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Excerpt 22 illustrates that the unexpectedly inappropriate behaviour of the same agent as in 
previous two examples is triggered by the customer’s inhibition of progressivity. Here, repair is 
delivered in much the same way as in the previous examples, i.e. as a reprimand mitigated by a look-
prefaced turn design and the first person dual inclusive forms. The use of the address term “Sir” 
delivered in the midst and at the end of TCU, however, typically displays a negative stance towards 
the prior speaker’s behaviour (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.6) (for full conversation, see Appendix 12).  
Excerpt 22: 7th October at 16:02, call length 1:27 min – Look, let’s write it down 
(A: male (Agent 4); C: male customer; T: Tina, on whose behalf the call is made) 
[…] […] […] 
   
02 
03 
04 
C >dober dan Medved pri telefonu me samo nekaj zanima (.) er er v er vlak vlak a ne 
potniški vlak z er z er iz Lublane do Radovljc a er če je samo ta zadn enaidvajset 
trideset al to drži kar piše na internet< 
  >hello Medved speaking I just want to know something (.) er er t er train train 
right a passenger train f er f er from Ljubljana to Radovljica a er is the twenty-
one thirty the last one is this true what it says online< 
   
05 A er lejte drži kar piše: zdaj iz Ljublja↑ne do Radovljce rabimo? 
  er look it’s true what it sa:ys now wePL need from Ljublja↑na to Radovljca? 
   
[…] […] […]((the agent states the times)) 
   
09 C >ja er a er je še kakšn kasnej?< 
  >yes er a er is there another one later?< 
   
10 A ni ni ni pol nič  
  no no there’s nothing 
   
11 
12 
C kaj pa kakšen drug tist er pol i er er iz države mislm z drugih držav k kaj kako se 
temu reče 
  what about a different that er then f er er from a country I mean from other 
countries w how what’s it called 
   
13 A po kateri uri bi želel gospod. 
  after what hour would you like it Sir. 
   
14 C >er::: po kateri uri Tina?< ((the caller is talking to the potential passenger)) 
  >er::: after what hour Tina?< 
   
15  (1.0)  
16 T po pol deseti  
  after nine thirty  
   
17 C po pol deseti 
  after nine thirty 
   
18 
19 
A LEJTE TKO SI BOVA NAPISALA dvajset osemištrdeset iz Ljubljane potem je pa naslednji 
triindvajset petdeset greste pa samo do postaje Lesce Bled  
  LOOK LET’S(DUAL) WRITE IT DOWN twenty forty-eight from Ljubljana then the next one is 
at twenty-three fifty you only go to the station Lesce Bled 
   
[…] […] […] 
   
28 C mhm mhm tud teh ko z drugih držav pridejo tud teh ne  
  mhm mhm also the ones that come from abroad those also right 
   
29 A ne to sma zdaj go[spod] te ko pridejo z drugih držav 
     no  we  just  [Sir] the ones that come from abroad 
   
30 C                  [AJA] 
                   [OH] 
   
31 A sva zaj nazadnje povedala=  
  we just mentioned them= 
   
32 C =mhm mhm v redu okej hvala lepa adijo 
  =mhm mhm fine okay thanks a lot bye 
   
33 A vredu gospod srečno ja nasvidenje 
  okay Sir goodbye yes bye bye 
The customer, upon proffering self-identification (see Chapter 4, Section 1.5) inquires about 
the validity of online information concerning a train to a desired destination (l. 02-04). He delivers his 
request in fast speech and in a rather chaotic manner as is evident from the numerous hesitation 
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makers “er” and restarts (l. 09, 11, 12). Adding to his atypical way of inquiring is the fact that the 
customer’s opening request is a polar question at lines 03-04 (“is this true what it says online”), which 
further prolongs the requesting process and impinges on the agent’s workload as it is not designed to 
facilitate progressivity. Instead of proffering the reason for the call (route and preferred time slot), the 
customer (l. 09) fails to come to the point and launches a further question-answer sequence. With his 
question design he is indicating his preference for a departure time that is at a later point than the one 
listed in the online timetable. At line 13, the agent infers a potential trouble source from the 
customer’s questions (l. 09-12), i.e. that there is some problem with the desired departure times and 
aims to further clarify them (l. 13). In doing so, he adds a turn-final address form gospod (“Sir”) with 
sentence final intonation contour. Butler et al. (2011) have found that turn-final address forms were 
used when additional information was needed or something that had been said had to be clarified.  
At this point (l. 14) it becomes clear that the customer is calling on behalf of someone else, 
from whom he needs to solicit information in order to be able to respond. This puts into perspective 
his prior difficulties with formulating the request (see l. 09, 11, 12), which the agent resolved. The 
agent unexpectedly provides a disaligning turn as is evident from the use of the particle look in turn-
initial position, delivered in a louder tone of voice, with which the agent pursues a competitive action 
agenda, that is, minimising the risk of having to repeat the information due to customer’s potential 
lack of paying attention (Sidnell, 2007). Thus, the token look produced in turn-initial position provides 
an important resource “not only for indicating the relationship of the talk being launched to what has 
preceded, but also for projecting aspects of what is being launched before the entire course of the 
current action is fully disclosed” (Hayashi, 2009: 2126). In other words, the look-prefaced turn alerts 
the customer that a potentially disaligning response is forthcoming. This is followed by the 
metapragmatic comment “let’sDUAL write it down”, with which he provides a negative assessment of 
the customer’s behaviour, i.e. most likely the fact that the customer put the agent on hold without any 
notice to elicit information from the person, on whose behalf the call is made. As in the previous two 
calls, the use of a “we-inclusive” in dual form here serves to tone down the agent’s display of 
impatience and annoyance. With this comment, the agent provides a negative evaluation of the 
customer’s behaviour so far, holding him accountable for it, in a tacit, yet explicit way. The agent’s 
behaviour is thus retrospective in that he orients to the customer’s prior interactional contributions 
(e.g. l. 28). At the same time his behaviour is prospective, in that he tries to prevent the customer from 
further inhibiting progressivity with his way of inquiring, which may result from telephoning on 
someone else’s behalf and thus not possessing all information relevant for the provision of information 
(l. 13, cf. Chapter 5, Section 1.4, Excerpt 33). Moreover, at line 28, the customer, in search of a more 
optimal departure time repeats his question from lines 11-12, i.e. potential international trains. The 
agent, at line 29-31, identifies this as another trouble source and initiates repair, making explicit that 
he had just listed the times of international trains. The use of the address term “Sir” coupled with 
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incorrect word order indicates the agent might be losing patience. The customer, in overlap provides a 
stand-alone “oh” to acknowledge a new understanding (Heritage, 1984), thus accounting for his prior 
misapprehension. 
Excerpts 20-22 demonstrate that the agent treats specific aspects of customers’ behaviour as 
normatively unexpected, holding them accountable for it. At the same time, he orients to his role as 
information giver by mitigating his potentially inappropriate behaviour through the use of address 
terms and turn-initial components such as okay, well, look. Together with other resources used such as 
audible in-breaths and metapragmatic voicing, he nevertheless aims to grab their attention because he 
feels that he is not being heard. Similar, yet more aggressive, behaviour was identified by Svennevig 
(2012) who examined hostile behaviour in emergency calls and found that hostile behaviour was the 
result of “not being heard”, whereby the information provided was either not perceived or not 
registered by the addressee. Such turn beginnings thus “index a relationship of dispreference or 
disaffiliation between the position taken by a previous speaker and the position the current speaker is 
about to adopt” (Heritage, 2002: 197). By using turn-initial address terms with various combinations 
the agent orients negatively to customers’ behaviour. Added to this is the way address terms are 
delivered prosodically (typically with a prominent step-up in the pitch and tone of voice), display the 
agent’s sudden emotional change, e.g. annoyance and irritation. Thus, address terms are used as an 
instrument for accomplishing specific interactional goals e.g. to challenge the customer’s behaviour by 
way of how repair is delivered: emphasising the relevance and importance of what he is about to say 
while at the same time making the potentially face-threatening action that is done with the delivery of 
his turn more acceptable by mitigating it, precisely through the use of the address term.  
Although these patterns could be attributed to the agent’s style, Excerpt 23 illustrates similar 
behaviour in a call taken by a different agent (Agent 2). In this excerpt, the agent orients to the 
customer’s lack of paying attention or her inability to understand the terms for purchasing the cheaper 
tickets for her journey by initiating repair in an abrupt and face-threatening manner. The excerpt 
shows the interactants’ exchange at the beginning of the call and then jumps to the time when 
interactional trouble occurs (for the full conversation see Appendix 13). 
Excerpt 23: 11th October at 13:11, call length 1:56 min – Madam, I’m repeating! 
(A: male (Agent 2), C: female customer) 
[…] […] […] 
   
08 
09 
C jaz bi vprašala če še mate eno ponudbo ko ste meli? (.) er:: z vlakom er v Benetke 
za petnajst evrov na osebo če še ma↑te to?  
  I’d like to ask if you still have an offer you had? (.) er:: by train er to Venice 
for fifteen euros per person if you still ha↑ve that? 
   
10 
11 
A .hh ja:? Še vedno je::. S tem da je prvi pogoj nakup take karte vsaj osem dni v 
napre↑j .hhh [er: druga stvar er: ] 
  .hh ye:s? It’s still va::lid. Just that the first condition to purchase such a 
ticket is to do so at least eight days in adva↑nce .hhh [er: the other thing er:] 
   
[…] […] […] (the customer repeats the information) 
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15 A je  da  je  količinsko  omejeno.  [Kdaj pa potujete?] 
  is that it’s quantitatively limited.[when are you travelling?] 
   
16 C                                   [količinsko omejeno] 
                                    [quantitavily limited] 
   
[…] […] […] ((the agent asks about the desired departure dates and explains the terms)) 
   
36 
37 
C pa ne:: redno mislim pač toto ko pride:: er:: petnajst evrov na enega še nimate al 
mate to al () 
  but no::t standard I mean that one that co::sts er:: fifteen euros per person you 
don’t yet have or you have them or () 
   
38 
39 
A GOSPA  PONAVLJAM  TO  JE  KOLIČINSKO  OMEJE↑NA  PONUDBA  [PRVI POGOJ] ZA  TO  PA  
JE DA SE VSAJ OSEM DNI V NAPREJ ZAKUPI. NE 
  MADAM I’M REPEATING THIS IS QUANTITATIVELY LIM↑ITED OFFER [FIRST CONDITION] FOR IT 
IS THAT IT’S PURCHASED AT LEAST EIGHT DAYS IN ADVANCE. RIGHT 
   
40 C                                                         °°[količinsko]°° 
                                                          °°[quantitatively]°° 
   
[…] […] […] 
 Here, the customer inquires about availability of a special offer (l. 08-09). The agent responds 
by explaining the two terms of purchasing such tickets (l. 10-15) as well as when standard rates apply 
(lines omitted). Throughout this process, the customer produces partial or full repeats (l. 12, 14, 16, 
32, some lines omitted), with which she is signalling receipt of the information provided by the agent 
(Kuroshima, 2010; Svennevig, 2004), thus creating the expectation that she is following the 
conversation. At lines 36-37, however, the customer repeats her opening request, to which the agent 
had just provided a detailed response. The fact that the agent starts his turn with an address term gospa 
(“Madam”) in turn-initial position suggests that tension is mounting and that an inappropriate service 
delivery might be on the way. By adding a metapragmatic comment “I’m repeating” (l. 38) to the 
address term, using a more direct first person singular, he re-topicalises what he already presented in a 
way that makes “the sequential relevance of closing” (Button, 1987: 108) salient. In other words, by 
back-referencing (Button, 1987) the previously presented topical material, he is implicitly 
reprimanding the customer for not paying attention to what had already been said (l. 38-39), treating 
her behaviour as threatening to his professional face. The agent’s expectations of the customer’s 
desirable behaviour, i.e. to listen properly to the agent, thus become salient in the way he treats her 
behaviour as problematic and holds her responsible for it. Added to this, is his raised tone of voice and 
the tag question “right” at the end of his utterance. The latter functions as a response mobilising 
feature for recognition and acknowledgment of what was said (Levinson, 2010: 27) and is biased 
towards a “yes” response. In response to the agent’s increased volume, the customer seems to have 
withdrawn as illustrated by her silent partial repeat (l. 40) and then initiates a closing sequence (lines 
omitted). This indicates that his behaviour was perceived as unexpectedly inappropriate. However, she 
does not dispute the implicated offence by challenging the agent. 
These and previous excerpts show that the agents have certain expectations regarding desired 
customer behaviour (see Chapter 4, Section 1.2, Table 6), particularly organisation, efficient co-
operation and attentiveness by way of how they invoke it. In these calls, behaviour that is open to 
evaluations of impoliteness results from the way departures from agents’ expectations become socially 
consequential in interaction in that through disaffiliative turns and metapragmatic voicing the agents 
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topicalise what transgression the customers are held accountable. The fact that the agents’ face-
threatening reactions mitigated through the same linguistic resources that signal interactional trouble 
(address terms, dual inclusive forms) and carefully integrated into the turn without disrupting 
progressivity makes it harder for them to be challenged by the customers. Therefore, the use of these 
resources coupled with patronising metapragmatic comments seems to be a practice among some of 
the agents for holding the customers accountable for what their behaviour is taken to be implicating, 
e.g. lack of paying attention (Haugh, 2013b, 2015). By the same token, through this the asymmetries 
between interactants as well as the agents’ expectations regarding desirable behaviour surface through 
interaction. 
Contrary to the previous calls, the next two calls examined were taken by a (female) agent 
(Agent 3). Here, explicit orientations to what the agent perceives as the customers’ desirable behaviour 
are observed, articulated through metapragmatic voicing and other-initiated repair (Pomerantz & 
Heritage, 2013: 217-218). As illustrated in Excerpt 24 (l. 16-17) and Excerpt 25 (l. 29-33) these 
included a reprimand to be more clear and precise in providing the information required for the 
specification of the request and to pay attention to the information given during the call (for the full 
conversation see Appendix 14). 
Excerpt 24: 8th October at 9:07, call length 1:23 min – What is for you late erm early? 
(A: female (Agent 3); C: female customer) 
[…] […] […] 
   
02 
03 
C er:: do↑ber da:n za:: Sevnico kda::j tko popo:ldan bolj zgodaj popoldne kdaj vlak 
pelje. i::z Most 
  er:: he↑llo: to:: Sevnica whe::n in the afternoo:n early afternoon is a train 
fro::m Moste   
   
[…] […] […] ((interlocutors engage in destination confirmation)) 
   
08  (4.0) 
   
09 A ºermº enajsti    
  ºermº eleven 
   
10  (..) 
   
11  dvanajstih enih 
  twelve one 
   
12  (..) 
   
13  kdaj 
  when 
   
14 
15 
C erm aha::: tore::j ob eni::h gre ob enih pa:::  
[pol gre ºob dveh]?º 
  erm oh::: so:: at o::ne it goes at one a:::nd 
[then it goes at ºtwo]?º 
   
16 
17 
A [JAZ SEM REKLA] GOSPA: ČE ŽELITE METI OB ENA::JSTI DVA::NAJSTI OB ENI KDAJ JE ZA 
VAS POZ ERM Z[GODA::J] ((nejevoljno)) 
  [I SAID] MA:DAM IF YOU WANT A TRAIN AT ELE::VEN TWE::LVE OR ONE WHAT IS FOR YOU        
L   LATE  ERM [EA::RLY] ((annoyed)) 
   
18 C              [erm zgo]daj PO-PO::L-DA:N Torej ena a je dvo:jka (.) ob dveh tudi. 
               [erm ear]ly AF-TE::R-NOO:N So one or is two: (.) around two also. 
   
19 A aha se pra:v tko:le mamo poveza:vo dvanajst pet- 
  uh huh ok:ay thi:s is the conne:ction twelve five-  
   
[…] […] […] 
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The customer produces a direct request for information formulated via a “wh-question”, with a 
preferred time slot specified as “early afternoon” rather than a specific hour, which is typically the 
case (see Chapter 4, Section 1.5, Excerpts 4-6). After a pause of four seconds (l. 08), during which the 
agent checks the required information, she offers a response by a listing the available train times to 
what seems is according to the customer’s time slot request (i.e. early afternoon), but finalises it by 
adding when (l. 13). This shows that she is actually seeking to further clarify the underspecified 
departure time. The customer, however, takes the agent’s request for further specification (l. 09-13) as 
receipt of new information (as illustrated by the presence of the token “oh”-prefaced) as evidenced by 
the repetition of the times the customer thought the agent had listed for her and an inference based on 
the information received so far (i.e. then at two – l. 15). Instead of inquiring about a source of the 
potential misunderstanding (i.e. what the customer understands as early afternoon) in a customer-
oriented fashion, thereby attending to her role as information-giver and that of the customer as 
information-seeker, the agent inferentially brings to light the lack of specificity of the customer’s 
request (see l. 02-03). Moreover, she does this in a hostile manner (l. 16-17), i.e. with a dramatic step-
up in volume, patronising tone of voice, and by using reported speech “I said” as repair initiation 
followed by a full repeat of the trouble-source turn from line 09. In so doing, she treats the customer’s 
time slot specification (early afternoon) as inadequate for providing information. The agent also 
addresses the customer with gospa (“Madam”) to force her into recipiency when providing repair, 
while at the same time potentially also mitigating the dispreferred, face-threatening nature of her 
response. 
To protect her own professional face as a competent agent, she attributes full responsibility for 
the trouble entirely to the customer’s lack of paying attention, sanctioning what she perceives is an 
unclear manner of inquiring. The customer’s reaction (l. 18), i.e. repeating the trouble source, i.e. 
“early afternoon” and specifying a more explicit description of what she understands as “early 
afternoon” based on common knowledge that afternoon is the time occurring between noon (12 p.m.) 
and evening (6 p.m.) and that early afternoon would then be sometime between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m., 
shows that the repair initiated by the agent was perceived as impolite. Using prosodic resources, she 
provides an explanation, which shows the ignorance of the agent. The fact that her response is 
delivered with affective prosody, i.e. a prominent step-up in the pitch and tone of voice to match that 
of the agent (l. 16-17) and lengthening and accenting the vowels in the word “afternoon” (Ogden, 
2007), shows indignation at the agent’s reaction. That the agent’s reaction was perceived as impolite 
by the customer is further evidenced from the way the customer orients to it: by coming in too early (l. 
18), raising her voice to match that of the agent and by reiterating the preferred time slot, i.e. early 
afternoon, before explaining what should be common knowledge to the agent. By signalling that 
offence had been taken, she contributes to the interactional tension, implying that her expectations 
regarding a polite service delivery were breached. The fact that tension is resolved in the next turn (l. 
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19), when the agent, following the customer’s explicit reaction, pulls back and delivers the 
information in a neutral manner suggests that the agent had realised the damage caused to the 
customer’s face by not performing her obligations as the Company agent.  
Similarly, Excerpt 25 shows how face concerns arise when intersubjective understanding is 
lost on the part of the customer due to auditory trouble as the customer is (implicitly) blamed for the 
occurrence of the communicative failure by the agent (for the full conversation see Appendix 15). 
Excerpt 25: 9th October at 10:52 a.m., call length 1:20 min – Trains don’t run every ten minutes! 
(A: female (Agent 3); C: female customer) 
[…] […] […] 
   
04 C rada bi odhod vla:kov, potniškega vlaka Ljublja:na Celje 
  I’d like to know about tra:in departures, passenger train Ljublja:na Celje 
   
05  (0.5) 
   
06 A kda:j pa gospa želite 
  wha:t time Madam would you like it 
   
07 C okrog tre::h po tretji uri 
  around three:: after three 
   
[…] […] […] 
   
13 
14 
A =imate pet do tre::h potniški::. Štirinajst petinpetdeset? Al pa petnajst 
petinštirideset.=  
  =there’s one at five to three:: a pa::senger train. Fourteen fifty-five? Or fifteen 
forty five.= 
   
[…] […] […] 
   
24 C ja. štirinajst petinpetdeset? petnajst petinštirideset? naslednji pa::?  
yes. fourteen fifty five? fifteen forty five? and the next one is a::t? 
   
25  (..) 
   
26 A °šestnajst petinpetdeset°  
°sixteen fifty five°  
   
27  (0.5) 
   
28 C petna:jst petinpetdese::t? 
  fiftee:n fifty fi::ve? 
   
29 A ŠESTNA::JST petin[petinpetdeset na deset minut]  
  SIXTEE::N   fif  [tyfive every ten minutes] 
   
30 C                  [šestna::jast petinpe:tdeset]  
                   [sixte::n fifty:-five] 
   
31 A vlaki ne vozijo a ne:: 
  the trains don’t run ri::ght  
   
32 C kako::? 
  wh::at? 
   
33 A              PRAV::M DA NA DESET MINUT ŽE NE VOZIJO [K STE REKLA] 
  I’M SA::YING THAT THEY DO NOT RUN EVERY TEN MINUTES [CAUSE YOU SAID] 
   
34 C                                             [ja dobro] hvala:: lepa 
                                                      [yes okay] tha::nks very much  
   
35 
36 
A SE PRAV ŠTIRINAJST PETINPETDESET, PETNAJST PETINŠTIRIDESET PA ŠESTNAJST 
PETINPETDESET 
  THIS MEANS FOURTEEN FIFTY-FIVE, FIFTEEN FORTY-FIVE AND SIXTEEN FIFTY-FIVE 
   
37 C dobro:: kje stoji če mi lahko še rečete 
  oka::y which platform if you can tell me 
   
[…] […] […] 
Following the customer’s request (l. 04) the agent, at line 06, acknowledges it by asking for 
more details (e.g. the approximate time) to narrow down the search. The agent delivers the first piece 
of information at line 13. She tells the customer that the first train leaves “five minutes to three” and 
then repeats the departure times using the 24-hour notation to refer to the exact point in time and so as 
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to avoid ambiguity (see Excerpt 12 in Chapter 4). The fact that the customer is writing down the 
information delivered by the agent may be seen from her repeating the times provided by the agent in 
the next turn with rising intonation (and slower speech tempo), to solicit confirmation from the agent 
(l. 15 and 17, omitted). She does so to make sure that the information transfer is exact and the repeats 
are used as a practice to accomplish this goal. At line 26, the agent provides another departure time, 
which the customer repeats (l. 27). That the agent immediately breaks in with a repair by markedly 
raising her voice indicates that a mishearing had occurred. However, she subsequently adds a sarcastic 
comment “trains don’t run every ten minutes”. At line 32, the customer indicates that such behaviour 
was unexpected and that potentially offence had been taken as is evident from her use of an open class 
repair (Drew, 1997) “what” in response to the agent’s comment. Drew (1997: 95) argues that apart 
from problems with hearing/understanding, open class repair is associated with the propriety of the 
turn. The customer, however, not only leaves it to the agent, the speaker of the trouble-source, to 
accomplish the repair (Schegloff, 2007: 101), but also gives her the opportunity to withdraw or 
reformulate her utterance. By repeating the comment in an even louder tone of voice, however, the 
agent resists recognising that her behaviour was in any way inappropriate and holds the customer 
accountable for the communicative breakdown (l. 29-33). By mocking her naïve and implausible 
inference (Gumperz, 1999) that trains, which on more congested routes run once an hour, run every 
ten minutes, she is conveying a patronising attitude towards the customer, implicitly casting her as 
stupid, thus threatening her face. The fact that the agent’s behaviour breaches the expectations of 
politeness that should permeate in this type of setting contributes to evaluating her behaviour as 
impolite despite the fact that the customer (deliberately or not) dismisses (e.g. “yes okay” at line 34) 
any further orientations to the agent’s behaviour as face-aggravating or impolite and maintains 
maximum social distance. The agent, at lines 35 and 36, summarises all three departure times in a loud 
tone of voice and the conversation is slowly brought to a close.  
As the two examples have shown, the agent’s behaviour affords the recognisability of 
impoliteness as is evident from the way she violates her own responsibilities as a representative of the 
Company (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.2, Table 6) by failing to account for the delicate nature of other-
initiated repair (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.6, Excerpt 12). Instead, the agent was found to have oriented 
to such behaviour by intensifying its face-threatening potential, letting the customer know what they 
were held accountable for and thus what her expectations regarding their desirable behaviour are, i.e. 
to be clear in the opening request (e.g. provision of exact departure time) (Excerpt 24) and to pay 
attention when departure times are listed (Excerpt 25). With such behaviour, the agent is blatantly 
attacking the customer’s face. By criticising the customers for their behaviour in such a 
straightforward manner she is ignoring her interactional obligations and thus her professional role. In 
other words, with her behaviour she is (potentially) also damaging the face of the Company. 
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The next section examines three interactional instances in which the asymmetry of 
participation becomes salient, resulting in an unexpectedly inappropriate service delivery (see also 
Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2015). 
 
5.1.2 Challenging the asymmetry of participation 
 
Asymmetry of participation means that in some institutional environments speakers’ 
participation rights are not perceived as equal. They are associated with specific roles, institutional 
norms and tasks as well as participants’ (perceived) rights and responsibilities (Heritage, 1997, see 
also Chapter 4, Section 1.2). Such calls for information, at least in some parts, may involve special 
turn-taking practices as a means for the agents to elicit information from the customers relevant for an 
efficient delivery of information. In this respect, the agents may perceive the right to: (1) take initiative 
in determining when a particular topic is satisfactorily completed; (2) ask the questions in the 
question-answer structure and direct them in a way that they will yield the appropriate answers, and 
potentially also (3) determine what the next topic will be (Drew & Heritage, 1992; Heritage, 2000; 
Heritage & Clayman, 2010). Politeness is expressed in the way the agents carefully deal with any 
delicate activities that may arise in interaction given that they may treat inquiries as routine, whereas 
for customers the exchange may be unique (Drew & Heritage, 1992). 
Excerpts 26 and 27 below demonstrate how impoliteness can arise in a typically routine 
opening request when a response, invited in the prior turn, is not delivered. More specifically, in these 
calls, the agent fails to provide a verbal continuer when this is expected of her and instead orients to 
the customers’ expectations that she should provide one as unwarranted. These examples show 
conflicting preferences, i.e. the agent’s preference that the customers’ opening requests be 
straightforward (e.g. Economidou-Kogetsidis, 2005; Chapter 4, Section 1.6) so as to achieve 
transactional efficiency and not waste the agent’s time versus the customers’ preference for 
intersubjectivity. As both excerpts illustrate, the patience of Agent 3 (e.g. Chapter 3, Section 3.1, 
Table 3) runs out very early in the conversation as is evident from the way she reacts in a face-
aggravating manner. This happens when the customers, instead of bringing their opening request to 
completion, pause after delivering the pre-request and display an expectation of a particular next 
action, i.e. that the agent provides a verbal continuer, as is evident from the way they seek it out as the 
preferred response. The agent’s face-threatening behaviour is evident from the way she seems to 
withhold a response at interactional spaces the customers have left for her to fill (Heritage, 2000). In 
doing so she is displaying behaviour which is not in line with the desired expectations of a service 
provider (for the full conversation see Appendix 16).57 
                                                 
57 The two calls were taken by Agent 3, who worked at the call centre during lunch breaks only. However, two other 
instances of the exact same behaviour were identified in the data, but are not presented in the analysis 
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Excerpt 26: 9th October at 11:30, call length 0:23 min – Well say it 
(A: female (Agent 3) C: female customer) 
01 A železniške informa:cije pro↑si:m 
  train informa:tion he↑llo: 
   
02 C >ja pozdravljeni, mene pa samo nekaj zanima.< 
  >yes hello, I just want to know something.< 
   
03  (3.5) 
   
04 C HALO::? 
  HELLO::? 
   
05  JA POVE::JTE 
 A WELL SA::Y IT 
   
06 C ja::: er:: done:s er:::m er: za vla:k in sicer ko maš tisto ka:rtico e:rm euro26 ne 
  ye:::s er:: toda:y er:::m er: for the tra:in when you have that ca:rd e:rm euro26 
right 
   
07 A ja? 
  yes? 
   
[…] […] […] 
 
At line 02, the customer starts her turn, but aborts it before bringing it to completion using a 
terminal intonation contour. With this she creates an expectation of a preferred response, i.e. for the 
agent to provide a verbal continuer and thus align with the telling in progress. This, however, is met 
with a 3.5 second pause (arrowed), which the agent, however, allows to elapse without intervening. 
The customer treats the pause as a potential loss of telephone connection as is evident from her 
reaction to it (l. 04), where she initiates repair by uttering “hello” with a punched-up prosody contour. 
However, that the agent refuses to provide a continuer is evident from her face-threatening 
metapragmatic comment “say it” (l. 05), prefaced by the token well. With this she treats the customer’s 
request formulation (l. 05) and her subsequent checking of connectivity as incomplete. Aborted turn 
constructional units tend to be followed by further talk from the same speaker or by silence. However, 
the current speaker is still treated as having primary rights to the floor (Clayman, 2013b: 152-153), to 
what the agent seems to orient to. However, as shown in Chapter 4, Section 1.6, Excerpt 11 (l. 05), for 
the purpose of co-operative involvement, agents frequently provide continuers at possible transition 
points to show they see an extended unit is in progress and not yet completed (Schegloff, 1984). In 
other words, verbal continuers play an important role for face and politeness in that by using them, the 
agent aligns with the customer’s telling, contributes to the co-construction of the request and displays 
attentiveness. 
In this call, the agent’s behaviour becomes open to evaluations of impoliteness based on the 
way she unexpectedly delivers her turn by reprimanding the customer for not having arrived at the 
point where she can provide an answer in louder than normal tone of voice, thus implicitly accusing 
her of wasting her time. This indicates that as far as the agent is concerned time takes precedence over 
politeness (Márquez Reiter, 2009b: 174-175; Graham & David, 1996; Stalpers, 1995; Neumann, 
1997). The customer treats what turns out to be the agent’s withholding of response (Goodwin, 1981) 
as unexpected (l. 06) as is evident from the difficultly she seems to have in formulating a request, i.e. 
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use of delay tokens and failure to follow the coherent word order, thus signalling that offence had been 
taken without explicitly holding the agent responsible for her behaviour. However, impoliteness is 
manifested in the very fact that the agent withheld verbal continuers (cf. Culpeper, 2005) in ways that 
did not pay attention to the customer’s face needs.  
The remarkably similar example below provides further evidence that the agent in fact 
withholds a response at the interactional spaces the customer left for her to fill, and using 
metapragmatic voicing shows her own interpretation of how the exchange has unfolded so far and 
what she thinks should happen next, in this case what she feels the customer should do (for the full 
conversation see Appendix 17). 
Excerpt 27: at 10:35, call length 2:13 min – I’m waiting for you to say it 
(A: female (Agent 3) C: female customer) 
01 A železniške informa:cije pro↑si:m 
  train informa:tion he↑llo: 
   
02 C dober dan? 
  hello? 
   
03  (0.5) 
04  Robert pr telefonu. (.) er:: eno vprašanje mam.  
  Robert speaking. (.) er:: I have one question.  
   
05  (5.0) 
   
06  A:: SE VAS ZLO SLABO SLIŠIM? 
  E:: I CAN BARELY HEAR YOU? 
   
07 A               ne: čakam da [povete ne:?] 
  no: I’m waiting for you to [say it ri:ght? ]    
   
08 
09 
C                            [aha::a  mi] lahko prosm poveste naslov za potniški 
promet Maribor kok ma tista postaja::: (.) naslov.  
                             [o::h can] you please tell me the address of passenger 
unit in Maribor what’s the address of that (.)sta:::tion.  
   
[…] […] […] 
Here, the customer provides an acknowledgment token, i.e. a greeting with upward intonation 
contour (l. 02). As a pause of half a second elapses it becomes clear that some sort of response from 
the agent, e.g. a reciprocal greeting, was expected. However, the customer continues to speak by 
introducing himself and prefaces the reason for the call with forewarning that the request is coming (l. 
04). A pause of five seconds elapses without the agent providing a verbal continuer to fit into the gap 
of the customer’s ongoing talk, which is why the customer interprets the silence as bad connection and 
accordingly starts speaking louder (e.g. l. 06). At this point, the agent (l. 07) produces a metapragmatic 
comment and with it her interpretation of what she thinks should happen next, i.e. what she expects of 
the customer. In other words, she treats the customer’s behaviour as procrastination, displaying 
impatience in a face-aggravating manner. Further exacerbating the impoliteness and face-threatening 
potential of the agent’s withholding of verbal continuers when this, in line with her discursive role, 
was expected of her (l. 03, 05) is the fact that the agent’s behaviour was labelled as deliberate by 
herself, e.g. “I’m waiting for you to say it” (cf. Culpeper, 2005). The customer (l. 08) orients to the 
agent’s utterance as unexpected, externalising his presumed inward state, in this case surprise: “oh” 
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(Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2006), stretching the vowel, before launching into the reason for the call. 
With this, he displays the unexpected nature of the agent’s behaviour. Although the customer 
recognises impoliteness, he does not challenge it, that is, he is not treating the agent as being 
accountable for her behaviour.  
In both examples the agent’s reaction displays annoyance and irritation with the customers’ 
behaviour and indexes impolite behaviour given that (1) she deliberately ignores the customer’s 
expectations set in the just prior turn by withholding verbal continuers, which maintain 
intersubjectivity and the sociality that is expected in such encounters (Wichmann, 2000; see also 
Chapter 4, Section 1.6, Excerpt 10, l. 16; Excerpt 11, l. 05); and (2) uses face-damaging 
metapragmatic comments in the form of performative statements without any redressive action. The 
customers orient to such behaviour as unexpected as evidenced by their surprise, delay tokens and 
disfluencies. The very fact that the absence of verbal continuers becomes noticed shows that 
participants expect to have them acknowledged, particularly in telephone conversations, where visual 
cues are absent. In other words, by not providing a verbal continuer when explicitly expected, the 
agent behaves against normative expectations. 
Asymmetry of participation can further be observed during the co-construction process of the 
request (see also Chapter 4, Section 1.6). In the data, manifestations of impoliteness were observed 
with respect to the way an agent (Agent 2, see Chapter 3, Section 3.1) treated a customer’s potential 
disregard of the asymmetry of participation as problematic, reproaching her for it in an implicit 
manner. Despite the fact that in telephone communication overlaps of different kinds (e.g. continuers, 
minimal terminal overlaps) are common and tend to occur more frequently than in face-to-face 
interaction (Levinson & Torreira, 2015), the ones heard as intrusions on the turn, as the next example 
will show, led to annoyance and irritation on the part of the agent. In the data, five such episodes by 
the same agent were identified, of which one is presented in the analysis (see also Orthaber & 
Márquez Reiter, 2016). In this example, the agent holds the customer accountable for her behaviour by 
producing summonses in the midst of the conversation (for the full conversation see Appendix 18). 
Excerpt 28: 5th October at 11:23, call length 1:26 min – Hello? 
(A: male (Agent 2), C: male customer) 
[…] […] […] 
   
02 
03 
C dobe:::r da:n nekaj me sam zanima jaz bi vprašala za:: vlake k grejo iz Maribo:ra 
do Ljubla::ne:. danes kaj. 
  hello::: I just want to know one thing I’d like to ask abou::t trains that go from 
Maribo:r to Ljublja::na:. today. 
   
[…] […] […] 
   
08 C štrnajst pa šest minut (.) kaj pa kasneje? (.)   >[zveče::r?]< 
  fourteen and six minutes (.) what about later?(.)>[eveni::ng?]< 
   
09 A                                                   [dvanajst ] halo? 
                                                    [ twelve ] hello? 
   
10 C (.) ja  
  (.) yes 
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11 A kdaj ste rekli zvečer?  
  when did you say in the evening? 
   
12 C zvečer nekje da bi bli ob osmih v Ljublja::ni.  
  sometime evening so that we are in Ljublja::na at eight. 
   
[…] […] […] 
   
16 C ne: to mi je prehitro to mi je prehitro 
  no: that’s too soon that’s too soon 
   
17 
18 
A deve↑tnajst petinštirideset iz Maribo↑ra hitri vla:k in ste v Ljubljani enaidvajset 
osemintrideset  
  nine↑teen forty-five from Maribo↑r a fast tra:in and you’re in Ljubljana at twenty-
one thirty-eight 
   
19 C aha:: vmes pa ni nobenga? 
  uh hu::h aren’t there any trains between the two? 
   
20 A        so. ampak so pa lokalci. Reci[mo osemnajst] 
  there are. but local ones. For insta[nce eighteen] 
   
21 
22 
23 
C                                     [no saj to me] ne zanima er:::: to ne me er::: 
to mi je vseeno me zanima sam tak da sem nekje ob sedmih osmih po sedmi uri pa do 
osme nekje  
                                      [well I’m not] interested in that er:::: I’ not 
er::: I don’t care I want to know just so that I’m there at around seven eight 
after seven and before eight 
   
24 
25 
A dobro gospa pol bova rekla pa takole. (.) šestnajst petdeset iz maribora hitri vlak 
ste v ljubljani petnajst do sedmih zvečer  
  okay Madam we’ll say the following. (.) sixteen fifty from Maribor fast train and 
you’re in Ljubljana fifteen minutes to seven p.m. 
   
26 
27 
C ne >saj sem rekla glejte gospod to je<  [meni prehitro PO SEDMI] URI MORAM BIT V 
LJUBLJANI 
  no >I told you look Sir that’s too soon< [for me I NEED TO BE] IN LJUBLJANA AFTER 
SEVEN 
   
28 A                                          [sedemnajst. Halo:::: ] 
                                           [seventeen. Hallo:::: ] 
   
29  VREDU GOSPA ((customer hangs up)) 
  OKAY MADAM  
   
[…] […] […] 
Following the customer’s opening request (l. 02-03), in which she does not specify the exact 
departure time, the agent (lines omitted), orienting to the time of the call (11:23 a.m.), offers the 
departure time of the next train due to leave to the customer’s desired destination. When the caller (l. 
08) repeats the arrival time provided by the agent in the prior turn, she, following a micro pause, asks 
for a later train. However, when the agent starts to deliver the times, the customer, in overlap aims to 
further specify “later” by producing an increment (Schegloff, 1996, 2000): “in the evening”. The agent 
(l. 09) immediately drops out of the overlap and, without any gap of silence utters hello with rising 
intonation, which typically serves to check if telephone connection had been lost. The customer too, 
seems to interpret the agent’s contribution as such as seen from her response in which she confirms 
her presence and specifies the desired arrival time even more accurately (l. 12, 16). However, given 
that the agent had produced a “hello” immediately after the overlap had occurred clearly shows that 
this is not what had happened (cf. Excerpt 26, l. 03 where a pause of 3.5 seconds ensues before the 
customer checks for a lost connection and Excerpt 27, l. 05, where the pause is five seconds). In 
previous studies (see Svennevig, 2012) producing a summons in the middle of the conversation was 
found to indicate that something is wrong with the caller’s alignment to the conversation and that a 
summons serves as a reproach for violating some norm of demeanour (e.g. turn-taking norms). Thus, 
with this strategy, the agent may have developed while handling similar calls and works as a useful 
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tactic that resolves his interactional needs, the agent may be orienting to the caller’s behaviour as 
problematic and in need of repair, e.g. as a violation to the system of turn-taking (Sacks et al., 1974). 
Dissatisfied with the train times the agent had listed (l. 13-15, omitted) the customer, with a 
yes-no-question aims to further narrow down the search and find the suitable train (Levinson, 2012). 
At line 20, the agent provides a preferred response that there are other trains and an initial assessment 
(Pomerantz, 1984a), i.e. the disadvantageous fact that these are local trains.58 He then starts listing a 
new departure time, but is cut off by the customer (l. 21), who aims to proffer a second assessment 
(Pomerantz, 1984a), in which she reiterates the importance of a desired arrival time over the type of 
train. That this seems to anger the agent is evident from his response (l. 24-25) in which he starts his 
turn with a delay token okay, followed by the address term gospa (“Madam”), and produced with 
distinctive prosody, potentially trying to force the customer into recipiency. The agent, here, also uses 
the phrase “weDUAL’ll say the following” (l. 24) to grab the customer’s attention. The database contains 
numerous occurrences of “weDUAL’ll” / “wePL say the following” (and various combinations of it) 
when interactional trouble was observed. Frequently, these phrases were preceded or followed by the 
address term gospod/gospa or a token “well”, “okay” or “look”. Particularly when used together, they 
highlighted the customer’s prior action, expressing a negative stance towards it, but also delaying the 
production of what typically turned out to be a dispreferred turn. Put differently, it indicates that the 
agent’s patience is running out.  
Instead of restarting his prior turn from line 20 (i.e. a local train at eighteen hours) the agent 
dismisses the relevancy of the customer’s just-prior turn by repeating the departure time of a direct 
train from lines 14-15 (omitted), thus displaying resistance towards the customer’s request (l. 19) 
(compare the delivery of departure time from line 20 with the one from line 24). That the customer 
registers the agent’s behaviour as impolite is evident from her immediate reaction, in which she orients 
to the prior turn as dispreferred by delivering a straightforward “no” (l. 26) without any mitigation 
devices, displaying frustration at the fact that she is not being heard. This is further signalled through 
the use of reported speech, with which she displays her attitude towards the reported event (e.g. what 
is too soon for her). The customer’s use of the address term “Sir”, preceded by “look”, which not only 
signals that a dispreferred response of some sort is to follow (see Chapter 5, Section 1.1), but also 
links what she is about to say with what the agent had just said. In addition, the address term 
highlights her affective stance towards what she perceives as the agent’s impolite behaviour.  
The agent aims to cut her short as he intrudes into her turn (l. 28) and starts offering a new 
departure time, but yet again drops out of the overlap and produces a summons when the customer 
dramatically raises her voice to persevere beyond the drop point (Hayashi, 2013: 179). That the 
agent’s disregard of the customer’s desired arrival time and thus her face needs (l. 12) was perceived 
                                                 
58 Such trains are cheaper, but take longer to reach the destination and passengers need to change trains.  
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as impolite is evident from her explicit reaction to the agent’s behaviour. The customer competes with 
the agent to finish her turn, to which the agent responds by once again producing a summons in the 
midst of the conversation (cf. Excerpt 29, l. 64). Schegloff (2000: 33-34) found that in states of 
competition, interactants were found to have strategically deployed various speech production 
resources in different phases of an overlap such as louder volume, higher pitch, faster/slower pace, 
sound stretches, recycling of a prior speech element or sudden cut-offs. The latter was also employed 
by the agent (l. 9, 28) before producing a summons to imply to the customer that she should change 
something in her behaviour that he finds annoying. This struggle for the floor creates an environment 
of disputatious talk, which is not normative in this type of setting and thus open to evaluations of 
impoliteness by both parties. It is a clear sign that patience is running out on both sides (Hutchby, 
2008: 230). The high point is reached when the customer hangs up without giving the agent the chance 
to respond, providing further proof that the agent’s behaviour was evaluated as impolite. 
The customer’s use of reported speech, look-prefaced address term, increased volume of 
speech, rushed speech and an abrupt ceasing of contact (l. 26-27) demonstrate that the agent’s 
behaviour, in particular his disregard of the customer’s desired arrival time when listing departure 
times coupled with elements such as dropping out in overlaps and producing summonses (e.g. l. 09, 
28) was treated as impolite. It is, however, difficult to pinpoint precisely what triggered the agent’s 
behaviour given that the option to conduct retrospective interviews that would potentially explicate the 
reaction was not available. His treating the customer’s behaviour as a violation of the desirable 
behaviour (l. 08) very early in the conversation might be the main cause as is evident from his 
reaction, where he produces a summons (l. 09, see also l. 28). However, the main reason the customer 
disconnects the call in the midst of the conversation most likely lies in the fact that despite the 
customer’s several attempts to be heard (l. 08, 12, 16, 19, 22-23, 26-27) the agent does not take into 
account what seems to be the most important element of her request, i.e. the desired arrival time, thus 
not only ignoring her face needs, but intensifying her frustration to the extent that she hangs up. 
In this call, the participants’ expectations about desirable behaviour along with the customer’s 
rights and the agent’s obligations became salient. The agent clearly breaches the customer’s right to 
receive a professional service, what the customer by hanging up treats as impolite. By neglecting his 
obligation to provide a professional service the agent breaches his interactional responsibilities as an 
agent. In other words, he not only threatens his own professional face, but potentially also distorts the 
Company’s image.  
Next, I will explore at how impoliteness and face concerns arise when the asymmetry of 
knowledge is challenged. 
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5.1.3 Challenging the asymmetry of knowledge 
 
In this type of encounters, an asymmetry of knowledge exists (Drew & Heritage, 1992: 49-50) 
in as much as the agent is the person who not only possesses expertise in respect to the service he or 
she provides, but also the one who has superior access to information (Heritage, 2013b) such as fares, 
timetables, special offers, ongoing and prospective construction works, optimal connections, discounts 
and the like. However, many customers also bring to the conversation a certain degree of knowledge 
based on prior experience with the Company services such as travelling frequently on specific routes. 
They may display such knowledge or their epistemic stance by using jargon, with which they claim 
common ground and signal in-group membership (Brown & Levinson, 1987) or by designing their 
requests so as to display the extent to which they may already have some access to the information 
solicited (Heritage & Clayman, 2010). In other words, the customer, theoretically speaking, can also 
be considered an expert inasmuch as he or she is familiar with the Company services and therefore has 
specific expectations. Some customers, however, may wish to appear knowledgeable. While this may 
help speed up the interaction, interactional trouble may occur when customers, for instance, dissemble 
their epistemic stance by wishing to appear more knowledgeable than they actually are (e.g. Excerpts 
29, 31). 
On the one hand, the customers’ challenges over expertise is potentially face-threatening 
because it is the agents and their image as a professional who are experts in a particular field that are 
being singled out (e.g. Traverso, 2001: 436-439). On the other hand, the agents should refrain from 
damaging the customer’s face at all costs so as to maintain a good image of the Company. In other 
words, authority is not one of the qualities the agents are expected to display (Cameron, 2000b).59  
In the data, 10 instances were identified in which the customers, implicitly or explicitly, 
threaten the agents’ professional face by challenging the agent’s epistemic authority in that they either 
assert superior epistemic status as a user of services (Excerpt 29, 30) or dissemble epistemic stance 
(Excerpts 31 to 33). Four examples are presented below. In the first call presented, a mother calls the 
Company to inquire about a subsidised monthly ticket for her son, a pupil, whose permanent residence 
is in Ljubljana, but he currently lives in a dormitory some 160 kilometres away, i.e. Ruše, where he 
goes to school (see Figure 1 for the railway network map). Depending on family income, Slovenia 
provides subsidies to pupils and students who commute to school; however, they only do so from their 
permanent residential address. The mother is thus looking for ways to get a subsidised ticket for her 
son, who lives in a dormitory, which is not his permanent address (e.g. l. 04-08) (for the full 
conversation see Appendix 19). 
                                                 
59 Although scripted materials of the call centre were not made available, other studies have found that apart from managing 
interactive spoken discourse (e.g. avoiding gaps and overlaps in turn transitions, frequent use of minimal responses or 
pausing so the customers can write down important information) agents are to pay attention to their voice quality and 
intonation, which reflect the degree of sincerity and confidence. 
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Excerpt 29: 9th October at 7:16 a.m., call length 4:35 min – Are we on the line? 
(A: male (Agent 2); C: female customer) 
[…] […] […] 
   
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
C in sicer mene zanima kako je za::: če obsta↑jajo er in kako prit do 
subvencioniranga prevo↑za če se otrok vozi na relaciji: Ljublja:na Maribo↑r to je 
kolko kilometrov °pa do Ruš°in v kakšno kategorijo vlaka so↑di .hhh in potem kako 
pride kr mislim da se subvencionira tut te prevo↑ze kako se subvencionira te 
prevoze pr vas.      
  I’m actually interested in how it’s fo:::r if there a↑re er and how to get 
subsidised transporta↑tion if a child commutes betwee:n Ljublja:na and Maribo↑r 
that’s how many kilometres °and to Ruše° and which category of train this i↑s .hhh 
and then how it is cause I think this transporta↑tion is also subsidised and how 
this is subsidised with you.  
[…] […] […] 
   
57 C POLEG TEGA IMAJO PRAVICO DO SUBVENCIONIRANJA ČE SE VOZI DNE::VNO?  
  APART FROM THAT THEY ARE ENTITLED TO SUBSIDIES IF THEY COMMUTE DAI::LY? 
   
58 A ja- 
  yes- 
   
59 C so mi rekl in tu:di če se vozi tko in to zdej prav proučuj[e ena gospa] 
  they said and a:lso if he commutes like this and this is now being investigat[ed by 
a lady] 
   
60 A                                                           [.hhhhhhhhh] LEJTE TAKO           
61             BOVA RE:KLA [MO:ŽN-] 
                                                           [.hhhhhhhhh]LOOK WE(DUAL)’LL 
SAY THE FOLLOWING IT’S [PO:SS-] 
   
   
62 C                      >[to mate vi]< 
                       >[you have this]< 
   
63  (1.5) 
   
64 A .hhhh halo::? 
  .hhh hello::? 
   
65 C ja ja. po[vejte] 
  yes yes.g[o on] 
   
66 A          [sva na] liniji 
           [are we] on the line 
   
67 C sv[↑a ja] 
  w[e↑ are yes] 
   
68 
69 
A   [sva na] liniji dobro. .hhh mo↑žno je er bomo rekl od stalnega kraja bivanja 
koder biva ne pa do šole 
    [we’re on] the line good. .hhh it’s po↑ssible er we(PL)’ll say from your residence 
where he lives right and to school 
   
70 C ja 
  yes 
   
[…] […] […] 
Dissatisfied with the agent’s response, who tries to explain to her why her son is not entitled to 
such a ticket, the customer (l. 57-59) markedly raises her voice to display annoyance. Moreover, by 
mentioning that third parties from superior institutions are scrutinising this matter, the customer is 
potentially also challenging the agent’s epistemic status and authority (Heritage, 2013a, 2013b). In 
other words, by telling the agent how things should be rather than letting him tell her what they are 
like, she is undermining his knowledge and authority and threatening his professional face. Although 
the customer has not yet reached a possible completion point, the agent (l. 60) aims to cut her short, 
potentially to prevent her from talking about topics irrelevant to the issue at hand, thus invoking the 
asymmetry of participation rights (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.2 and Chapter 5, Section 1.2), e.g. his 
perceived right to prevent particular issues from becoming topics (Drew & Heritage, 1992: 49). The 
agent’s reaction might be open to evaluations of impoliteness should the customer treat it as though 
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her story is being ignored or treated as irrelevant by the agent. Nonetheless, the agent orients to the 
customer’s prior turn delivered in louder than normal tone of voice with a look-prefaced turn followed 
by the phrase “we(DUAL)’ll say the following” to grab her attention (cf. Excerpt 28, l. 24). This coupled 
with prosodic manipulations (Hayashi, 2013) such as an audible in-breath and sharp increase in 
volume, which display annoyance and impatience is seen as salient behaviour, with which the agent 
displays a negative orientation to the customer’s behaviour so far.  
Face concerns emerge again following the customer’s competitive incoming (l. 62). Although 
they both drop out of overlap shortly after its onset, the agent treats the customer’s attempts to take the 
floor as problematic by pausing for over a second before producing another audible in-breath, 
displaying annoyance. However, this time, he takes it a step further and produces a summons in the 
midst of the conversation (l. 64), treating the customer as being accountable for not giving him the 
opportunity to speak (cf. Svennevig, 2012). As Excerpt 28 (l. 09, 28) has shown, this is a highly face-
threatening strategy, with which the agent signals that something is wrong with the customer’s 
alignment. Her affirmative response “yes yes go on” (l. 65) suggests that she understands what is 
expected of her, i.e. to stop interrupting. However, that the agent pursues the matter further by asking 
the customer if they are still on the line (l. 66) shows that he will not tolerate such behaviour. Upon 
receiving another confirmation from her, he repeats it and before continuing uses a delay device 
“wePL’ll say”, this time in plural form to distance himself from the customer (cf. l. 61 where the agent 
uses dual). It thus becomes clear that in this call both participants see each other’s behaviour as an 
obstacle (Svennevig, 2012) that leads to frustration and hostility on both sides. 
  In the next example, Excerpt 30, the customer challenges the agent’s epistemic status and 
authority, which she deems incompatible with the claims she makes by asserting epistemic priority 
based on her prior experience as a frequent user of the Company services (for the full conversation see 
Appendix 20). 
Excerpt 30: 8th October at 11:55, call length 1:31 min – Delays are unbelievable!   
(A: female (Agent 1); C: female customer) 
[…] […] […] 
   
02 C ja: bi prosi:la e::rm za: vlak iz zjutri ta prv k gre iz Kopra za Ljubljano. 
((noise in the background)) 
  ye:s I’d li:ke e::rm fo:r a train from morning the first one from Koper to 
Ljubljana. 
   
[…] […] […]((the request is collaboratively specified)) 
   
09 A mate pet petindva:jset  
  at five twenty-fi:ve 
   
10 C ja pet petindva:jse↑t in potem me zanima kako imam zvezo za Jesenice.  
  yes five twe↑nty-fi:ve and then I want to know the connection to Jesenice. 
   
11  (3.0) 
   
12 A pote:m bi šli iz Kopra do Jesenic ne samo do Ljubljane ne? 
  so: you’d like to go from Koper to Jesenice not only to Ljubljana right? 
   
13  (..) 
   
14 C ja ma ne se moram presest  
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  yes well no I have to change 
   
15 A ja to ve:m samo vi mi morte povedat točno potem kam greste pet [petindva:jset] 
  yes I know tha:t it’s just that you must say exactly when you’re going five                      
 [twenty-five] 
   
16 C                                                                [na JESENI↑CE- ] 
                                                                 [to JESENI↑CE-] 
   
17  (1.0) 
   
18 A ja-= 
  yes-= 
   
[…] […] […] (the agent provides the information) 
   
26 
27 
C kaj pa kaj pa kaj pa če ma tale: er: zamu↑do(.)recimo tale osem osemnajst kdaj gre 
pa naslednji? 
  what if what if what if this o:ne er is dela↑yed (.)let’s say the eight eighteen 
one when is the next one? 
   
28 A po::l ure pa ne bo mel zamude.  
  it won’t be delayed for ha::lf an hour.  
   
29  (0.5) 
   
30 
31 
C uh.ja::: pa jo ma- >kr jaz se vozm usak vikend samo s temu zjutri ne grem< 
neverjetne zamude so a veste  
  oh.ye:::s but it does- >cause I take this route every weekend just that I don’t 
take the morning one< the delays are unbelievable you know  
   
32 A   ja uča[::sih] 
  yes some[::times] 
   
33 C         [VSEENO] MI POVEJTE NASLEDNGA NO TKO DA SEM BREZ SKRBI  
          [TELL ME] ABOUT THE NEXT ONE ANYWAYS OKAY SO THAT I’M NOT WORRIED 
   
34 A j↑a↓: 
  y↑e:↓s 
   
[…] […] […] 
At line 02, the customer proffers the reason for the call, in which she initiates self-repair to 
correct the word order in making the request, i.e. first the time slot followed by departure and the 
destination point, i.e. Ljubljana (see Figure 1 for the railway network map). When the agent delivers 
the information (l. 09), the customer repeats it with rising intonation and then provides an increment 
(Schegloff, 1996) extending her request by providing a further destination point. A delay of three 
seconds ensues before the agent responds with a ‘so’-prefaced turn (l. 11-12), inviting the customer’s 
confirmation in the next turn (Sidnell, 2007). At the same time, the agent is indicating that this bit of 
information is unexpected and thus initiates a repair by correcting the customer’s final destination 
point with a punched up prosodic contour (Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2006). Apart from responding with 
a confirmation, the customer, in the next turn, challenges the agent’s repair by providing an account (l. 
14), i.e. she has to change trains, thus revealing that her way of inquiring was planned. That the 
customer’s behaviour is evaluated as impolite is evident from the agent’s emotive reaction when she, 
at line 15, treats it as such (e.g. stress on the word “exactly”, use of imperative) by issuing a direct 
complaint about the customer’s lack of clarity. Evaluations of impoliteness arise again in the way the 
customer disputes the implicated offence. She does so through her competitive incoming at the 
beginning of the agent’s delivery of departure times, where she repeats the desired destination in a 
louder than normal tone of voice, cutting the agent off (l. 16). Following a gap of one second the agent 
withdraws, potentially to prevent interactional trouble to escalate into conflict, by producing a cut-off 
acknowledgement token (l. 18) and continues where she was cut off (l. 15).  
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At line 26, the customer requests an alternative departure time in case of a delay. However, the 
agent responds in surprise (e.g. stretching the vowel on half), treating the customer’s fear as 
exaggerated. Following a short pause (l. 29), during which the customer digests the agent’s 
assessment, the customer, at line 30, responds by producing a preface “uh” displaying discomfort, 
some sort of problem or trouble (Jefferson, 1984: 194) followed by “yes” and a contrast conjunction 
“but” (Pomerantz, 1984a: 72). In conveying an explicit disagreement with the agent’s assessment, she 
assumes her epistemic priority as a frequent user of the Company services (l. 30). Her response (l. 30-
31), delivered with an emotional tone of voice and intertwined with affective lexical choices (e.g. 
unbelievable delays) displays misalignment as is evident from the way she stresses and stretches the 
words and speeds up its delivery. Her reaction shows that the agent’s behaviour was interpreted as 
impolite, but at the same time puts into perspective her initial way of inquring, i.e. splitting her 
journey into two separate destinations due to regular delays. Further evidence for this can be found in 
the way she uses first-hand source of knowledge as the basis for her judgment, with which she is also 
exposing the agent’s potential lack of knowledge of the actual situation and conditions and, in turn, 
claims superior epistemic status. Moreover, her reaction to the agent’s assessment is delivered with 
response-mobilising features (Stivers & Rossano, 2012): interrogative syntax (“you know”) and rising 
intonation. Given the setting, it is assumed that agents will avoid disagreement or conflict with 
customers. To save her professional face, the agent (l. 32) delivers a weak agreement by claiming that 
this only happens occasionally. In other words, she seems to undermine the relevance of the 
customer’s claim, thus failing to acknowledge that the positive epistemic gradient lies in the 
customer’s favour. That the customer treats the agent’s behaviour as offensive is evident from the way 
she insists her request be fulfilled: by blocking the agent’s turn and speaking in a loud tone of voice. In 
doing so, she uses an imperative “tell me”, mobilising a response from the agent. The agent, at line 34, 
complies by producing a minimal response, i.e. an acknowledgment token “yes”. Nonetheless, her 
applying rising and falling intonation to her utterance displays misalignment with the customer’s 
behaviour (lines omitted). In other words, she, too treats the customer’s behaviour as unexpectedly 
inappropriate, but does not hold her accountable. 
Contrary to Excerpt 30, Excerpt 31 illustrates how the customer’s dissembling of epistemic 
stance, i.e. his displays of how knowledgeable he is, leads to the loss of intersubjective understanding 
and, in turn, triggers face-threatening behaviour on the part of the agent (for the full conversation see 
Appendix 21). 
Excerpt 31: 9th October at 10:23, call length 3:13 min – Will three people sleep on two beds? 
(A: male (Agent 2); C: male customer) 
[…] […] […] 
   
06 
07 
C in sicer er:: (.) tri::↑je bi šli radi v Beogra:d (.) in sicer er::: to je er tisti 
motorni  vlak  er: kaj  je  že  Beograd  spe[cial] MV 314? 
  namely er:: (.) thr↑ee:: of us want to go to Belgra:de (.) that is er::: that’s er 
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that train er: what’s it called Belgrade spe[cial] MV 314? 
   
[…] […] […] (they discuss the train, the special offer and the fare) 
   
16 C tako tako no ležalnik pa tudi ne?  
  right right well also the berth right? 
   
17 
18 
A LEŽALNIK NI MOŽEN PO TEJ PONUDBI BEOGRAD SPECIAL (.) pol morte navadno povratno 
kupit za enainsedemdeset in pa doplačilo za ležalnik dvajset evrov povratna.  
  A BERTH IS NOT AVAILABLE IN THIS OFFER BELGRADE SPECIAL (.) you then need a 
standard return for seventy-one and extra twenty euros for a berth for a return. 
   
19 C er: er za tisti double ne? 
  er: er for that double right? 
   
20 
21 
A ta::ko er ne: double gospod je pa to spet druga pesem (.) bo pa tako 
enainsedemdeset evrov povratna na potnika= 
  ri::ght er no: double Sir is a totally different story (.) that is seventy-one 
euros return per passenger= 
   
[…] […] […] (the customer repeats the information step-by-step) 
   
31 C to je devet je stodevetnajst krat tri ne? 
  that’s nine it’s hundred and nineteen times three right?  
   
32  (0.5) 
   
33  če smo trije 
  if it’s the three of us 
   
34 
35 
A .hhhh  gospod lejte  double  pomeni da sta  dve postelji v odde[lku] a boste trije 
na dveh posteljah ležali 
 
 
 .hhhh Sir look double means there are two berths in the compartm[ent] will three 
people sleep in two beds 
   
36 C     [ja] 
      [yes] 
   
37  ne ne ne ne ne ne 
  no no no no no no 
   
38 A no:: vidte potem bova pa rekla troposteljni spalnik? Bova rekla pa tako= 
  we::ll you see then we’ll say a 3-berth sleeper? We’ll say the following= 
   
39 C =jih majo tudi? 
  =they also have those? 
   
40 A er dajte mi vi gospod zaj povedat kolk potnikov vas je. tri[je?] 
  er tell me now Sir  how  many  passengers  there   are. th[ree?] 
   
41 C  [tri]je 
         [thr]ee 
   
42 A no pol pa tako povejmo. Želite pa spalnik za tja in za nazaj.  
  well then say so. You want a sleeper for both ways.  
   
[…] […] […] 
At lines 06-07, the customer formulates the request by specifying the number of passengers, 
desired destination, the type of offer and the train number, thus displaying some knowledge about the 
subject of inquiry potentially with the objective of making the agent’s job easier. The agent explains 
the terms for purchasing the cheaper tickets and the fare (lines omitted). At line 16, the customer 
displays his understanding with the acknowledgement token “right” and initiates a polar question 
designed to assert information (Heritage, 2012) regarding the possibility of purchasing a berth. The 
agent, however, (l. 17-18) markedly raises his voice and provides an account of why a berth is not 
included with this type of ticket. He then provides the fare for a standard ticket with a berth, without 
specifying the number of berths in a compartment (six berths in a compartment being the cheapest 
option). Following two hesitation tokens er, the customer (l. 19) by using a professional term 
“double”, i.e. two beds in a compartment, takes a knowing “K+” epistemic stance (Heritage & 
Raymond, 2012), but at the same time checks his understanding with the agent, orienting to his 
superior epistemic knowledge (Heritage, 2012, 2013b; Heritage & Clayman, 2010). At line 20, the 
agent starts a turn with a confirmation and then immediately carries out a self-initiated self-repair to 
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negate the customer’s assumption. This is followed by an address term gospod to signal disruption in 
the contiguity between prior and current talk (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.6) and potentially also stance 
toward the customer (Butler et al., 2011) having caused confusion. The agent then emphasises the 
difference in terms of the fare, assuming, nevertheless, that the customer is familiar with the 
terminology given his prior contributions (e.g. l. 07 where the customer mentiones the train number). 
Apart from repeating it, the customer, at line 31, multiplies the fare by three, again seeking 
confirmation from the agent (cf. l. 06 “three of us want to go”). Following a pause of half a second, the 
customer (l. 33) provides an account for his calculation (see l. 06). This is met with a heavy in-breath 
followed by another address form Sir and a delay token look, this time indexing misalignment, 
suggesting that tension and impatience are mounting. That the agent seems to have lost his temper is 
evident from the way he attacks the customer’s face (l. 34-35), tearing apart his epistemic stance, 
attributing full responsibility for the breakdown of intersubjectivity to him by means of an insulting 
comment (“will three people sleep on two beds”), which is destructive of interactional harmony and 
open to evaluations of impoliteness by the customer. The agent’s aggressive behaviour and hostility 
that was triggered by the customer’s dissembled epistemic stance develops even further when at line 
39 the customer, despite the agent’s conveyed intent to continue (Clayman, 2013a), in latch displays 
surprise that was triggered by his lack of knowledge of different kinds of sleepers. Here, the customer 
implicitly criticises the agent for his reaction at line 39 and for not having told him that there are 
compartments with three beds. He thus potentially blocks the agent’s access to the floor, as is evident 
from the agent’s hostile reaction, e.g. use of response-mobilising features such as the imperative “tell 
me”, interrogative prosody and syntax. With this, he treats the customer’s behaviour as impolite as 
evidenced by the way he sanctions it in a way that is open to evaluations of impoliteness (e.g. prosody 
that displays annoyance, disparaging comment).  
Although in his opening request (l. 06), the customer provided the information regarding the 
number of people travelling by train, e.g. three, his dissembling of epistemic stance throughout the 
inquiring process (e.g. l. 16, 19) made the establishment of mutual understanding concerning the 
elements of inquiry harder and harder, leading the participants to talk through each other until 
intersubjectivity, particularly on the agent’s part, broke down completely (l. 33). This led to spiralling 
frustration (l. 34-35, 42). That the agent became annoyed with the customer’s behaviour to the extent 
that he lost his patience is evident from his face-aggravating reactions, with which he aims to sanction 
the customer’s behaviour, holding him accountable for it by means of an insulting comment (l. 34-35), 
response-mobilising features (l. 40, 42) such as use of imperatives (l. 40), use of er- and well-prefaced 
turns, including the use of address forms gospod and the phrase “weDUAL’ll say the following” (l. 38; 
see also Excerpt 29, l. 60-61), all of which display the agent’s orientations to the customer’s 
behaviour, e.g. not paying enough attention to the ongoing interaction, as impolite. 
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Excerpt 32 illustrates how the customer’s utterance implicating potential criticism of the 
Company’s operations, most likely resulting from the fact that she is not a frequent user of the 
Company’s services, leads the agent to react in a face-aggravating manner by exploiting her epistemic 
status and disparaging that of the customer. Evaluations of impoliteness are observed in the customer’s 
reaction (e.g. withdrawal, provision of an account), with which she aims to dispute her degree of 
accountability for the impoliteness implicature (for the full conversation see Appendix 22). 
Excerpt 32: 8th October at 10:44, call length 0:38 min – You can buy 100 tickets until then 
(A: female (Agent 3); C: female customer) 
[…] […] […] 
   
02 
03 
C dobe::r dan. mene zanima jutr jaz zjutraj šest pa petnajst potem s tistim ko gre za 
Za:greb.  
  hello::. I want to know about tomorrow I morning at six fifteen then with that that 
goes to Za:greb. 
   
[…] […] […] 
   
07 C er:::: er zjutraj tko zgodaj prodajajo karte že?  
  er:::: er so early in the morning do they already sell tickets? 
   
08 A ja gospa je odprta od pol šestih 
  yes Madam it’s open from five thirty on 
   
09 C a od pol šestih je odprto.  
  oh from five thirty it’s open. 
   
10 A ja 
  yes 
   
11 C prej ne.  
  not before that. 
   
12 A ne 
  no 
   
13 C mhm pra:v. (.) hvala. upam da bom (h)e(h)rm(h)em= 
  mhm oka:y. (.) thanks. I hope I’ll(h)e(h)rm(h)em= 
   
14 A =ja gospa petinštirideset minut (.) do takrat lahko stokrat kupte karto a ne 
  =yes Madam forty-five minutes (.) you can buy one hundred tickets untill then right 
   
15 C <pra::v. °mislim če bo tko (.) drenj° °°zato sem misla°°> 
  <ri::ght. °I thought if it’s (.) crowded° °°that’s why°°> 
   
16 A ne ni drenja ob tej uri. 
  it’s not crowded at this hour.  
   
17 C v redu hvala lepa. 
  okay thanks very much. 
   
[…] […] […] 
At lines 02-03, the customer starts formulating the request, in which she is seeking 
confirmation from the agent about an early morning train to Zagreb, Coratia. At line 07, the customer 
introduces a new topic, i.e. the ticket office opening hours, given that penalty fares apply for 
passengers who travel without a valid ticket.60 Upon learning that the ticket office opens at 5:30 a.m. 
(l. 09), at line 11, the customer seeks re-confirmation from the agent, implying some concern with the 
prior piece of information. This is further evident when, at line 13, she moves to initiate a closing 
(with acknowledgment tokens “mhm” and “okay”, followed by “thank you”), but moves out of it, thus 
seeking reassurance from the agent. Bubbling laughter (Jefferson, 1984) integrated uncontrollably in 
                                                 
60 As the Company only has one automatic ticket machine placed at the main station in Ljubljana and has not yet launched an 
online system for selling tickets, penalty fare only applies for train station that are staffed, provided the ticket office was open 
at the time of the journey.   
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her utterance coupled with the fact that she leaves the utterance unfinished suggests that she has 
difficulties with responding. The agent’s behaviour is disaffiliative as is evident from the way she does 
not reciprocate the customer’s laughter and instead engages in inferencing the customer’s utterance as 
potential criticism of the Company (e.g. regarding the opening hours of the ticket office). The fact that 
she treats the customer’s behaviour as implicated impoliteness (Haugh, 2015) can be seen from her 
inference, which is disguised in an insulting comment, in which she emphasises the 45-minute gap, 
during which the customer can purchase at least 100 tickets. The agent’s apparent impolite behaviour 
is displayed in that she treats the customer’s fears as exaggerated, thus potentially mocking and 
ridiculing (Haugh & Bousfield, 2012) her lack of knowledge, i.e. how long it takes to purchase a 
ticket. In other words, the agent uses her position as an expert to designate hostility towards the 
customer. The fact that the customer perceives the agent’s evaluative comment as face-threatening and 
impolite is evident from the way she justifies her behaviour by providing an account, i.e. potentially a 
long queue at the train station, thus disavowing accountability of what the agent had assumed she had 
originally implied. In addition, her emotional prosody, e.g. slower speech rate and quieter tone of 
voice, and the account she provides for having asked that particular question display that offence had 
been taken. 
The four examples have illustrated the ways in which three different agents react to having 
their epistemic authority challenged in some way by the customers as a result of them assuming 
superior epistemic stance to achieve an interactional goal, dissembling epistemic stance, asserting 
epistemic priority as a regular user of train services and through impoliteness implicature. In all four 
cases, the agents reacted in a manner that became open to evaluations of impoliteness, i.e. by using 
disparaging comments (Excerpts 31 and 32), through the use of response-mobilising features (Excerpt 
31), by producing heavy in-breaths and a summons in the midst of the conversation, dropping out of 
overlaps (Excerpt 29), as well as through criticism and denial. In two cases, Excerpts 30 and 32, the 
customers explicitly oriented to the agent’s behaviour as impolite by disputing the agent’s claim 
(Excerpt 30) or the degree of accountability for the implicated offence by providing an account. In 
Excerpts 29 and 31, both managed by Agent 2, the agent’s potentially impolite behaviour was 
recognised by the customers, but not also explicitly counter-challenged.  
Another pattern that was identified in the data was disattending, i.e. not responding to the 
request or a particular part of the request.  
 
5.1.4 Disattending  
 
This section examines two calls (of a total of five calls), in which face concerns and 
impoliteness were observed in the form of the agents’ disattending to the customers’ inquiring. As 
Excerpts 33 and 34 below demonstrate, impolite behaviour is triggered by the fact that customers put 
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the agent on hold whilst talking to the person, on whose behalf they are inquiring, leaving the agent to 
wait (e.g. Excerpt 33) and through the use of linguistic means and other communicative actions that 
imply lack of organisation prior to making the call on behalf of someone else (Excerpt 34).  
In Excerpt 33 an agent (Agent 3) disattends the customer’s request expansion, i.e. a yes/no-
interrogative. She does so by providing a “non-conforming type of response” (Raymond, 2003), that is 
she answers the agent’s question, but on different terms, thus behaving contrary to normative 
expectations. In addition, the agent’s highly face-threatening reaction in form of implicated other-
criticism is open to evaluations of impoliteness (for the full conversation see Appendix 23). 
Excerpt 33: 8th October at 9:06, call length 1:09 min – I didn’t say anything about the trains! 
 (A: female (Agent 3); C: male customer) 
[…] […] […] 
   
04 
05 
C jaz bi samo rad vedu kok je cena:: er::: železniške karte:: Ljubljana Salzburg pos- 
povra::tna 
  I’d just like to know about the pri::ce er::: fare for Ljubljana Salzburg res- 
retu::rn 
   
[…] […] […] 
   
25 C okay 
   
26  (3.0) ((the customer talks to someone in the background)) 
   
27  KAJ JE HITRI VLAK TO? 
  IS THIS A FAST TRAIN? 
   
28 A NČ NISEM POVEDALA ZA VLAKE a ne jaz sem povedala samo za ceno.   
  I DIDN’T SAY ANYTHING ABOUT TRAINS right I only told you about the fare.  
   
29 C aha:: dobro okej.  
  oh:: right okay.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
   
30 A () 
   
31 C prav. hvala 
  right. thanks 
   
32 A ko se bo odločla za pot pride v info center pa naredimo vozni red in karto::  
  when she decides to travel she should come to the info center and we’ll make an 
itinera::ry 
   
[…] […] […] 
 In the first part of the call (l. 06-25 omitted), the agent provides the customer with the 
requested information (see reason for the call, l. 04-05). Following the customer’s potential closing-
relevant token “okay” (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.7) and a pause of three seconds during which he talks 
to a person in the background (l. 25-26) the customer launches another question-answer sequence by 
inquiring about the type of train for the desired route. Instead of offering a type-fitted response 
(Raymond, 2003) the agent, at line 28, with a sharp increase in volume disattends to the customer’s 
request by rebuking it. She achieves this by producing a transformative response, a response in which 
the agent transforms the terms and agenda of the question without suspending progressivity (Stivers & 
Hayashi, 2010). With such responses, which reflect a higher degree of resistance to the question, the 
respondents indicate some problem with providing a direct answer. However, the agent may be 
portraying the customer’s prior behaviour as bereft of politeness (e.g. l. 26) as is evident from the way 
she straightforwardly rejects the agenda of the question, suggesting the customer’s behaviour was 
perceived as problematic (cf. Excerpt 22, l. 14). 
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  That the customer treats the agent’s response as unexpected is evident from his withdrawal, a 
stretched surprise token “oh” (l. 29), followed by a minimal response, e.g. the passive answering 
function “right” and “okay” which here marks counter-expectation, suggesting offence may have been 
taken. This is further evident from the customer’s closing implicative “right thanks” (l. 31). The agent, 
however, does not collaborate in the closing sequence, but produces an increment (Schegloff, 1996) to 
her prior turn (l. 28), in which she changes footing (Goffman, 1981), i.e. addressing the third party, an 
unratified overhearer (Goffman, 1981), she heard speaking in the background. She does so by 
producing a metapragmatic comment “when she decides to travel she should come to the info centre 
and we’ll make an itinerary”, in which she directly addresses the caller. With this, she indicates what 
she feels ought to have happened interactionally. With this comment, she orients to the customer’s 
surprise token and withdrawal at line 29 by neutralising responsibility, treating their behaviour, i.e. 
inquiring on behalf of someone else, as impolite, explicitly holding the caller accountable for it. 
However, she does not immediately reciprocate the customer’s pre-closing, but instead provides an 
account (l. 32) for her face-threatening reaction (l. 28) to the customer’s question (l. 27). This shows 
that she is potentially aware that disattending the customer’s request in this way represents breach of 
her interactional responsibilities as an agent. In other words, by being officially posted in a service 
area she is obligated to provide that service to the customer’s satisfaction (Merritt, 1976).  
  Similarly, in Excerpt 34, the same agent disattends the customer’s request by providing only a 
vague response and implicated other-criticism to display a negative stance towards the person making 
the inquiry. It illustrates the agent’s frustration with the caller’s continuous pursuit for assistance, most 
likely for a family member, which the agent cannot provide due to lack of access to all the relevant 
information (for the full conversation see Appendix 24). 
Excerpt 34: 8th October at 10:51, call length 2:07 min – He ought to inquire by himself 
(A: female (Agent 3); C: female customer) 
[…] […] […] 
   
02 
03 
04 
05 
C =>dober da:n gospa (.) Marija Novakova pri telefonu iz Postojne kliče::m (.)js pa še 
nikol nisem mela tega primera pa vas bi prosila če mi lahko- pove::ste (.) kaj naj 
nardim.< .hhh js sem kupila ka::rto pri vs in pa spalnik za relacijo Stuttga↑::rt 
Mue↑nchen, Muenchen Ljubljana. 
  =>hello: Madam (.) Marija Novak speaking I’m ca::lling from Postojna (.) I’ve never 
had such a case and would like to ask you if you could- te::ll me (.) what I should 
do.< .hhh I bought a ti::cket from you and for a sleeper train for the route 
Stuttga↑::rt Mu↑nich, Munich Ljubljana. 
   
[…] […] […] (the caller provides the dates) 
   
10 
11 
C ((cough)) zdej pa zaradi de↑la ki ga i↑ma: (.) ne more devetega odpotova::t ampak 
šele v ponede::ljek 
  ((cough)) now because of the wo↑rk he ha:↑s (.) he cannot lea::ve on the ninth but 
no sooner than Monda::y   
   
12 A mhm 
   
13 C pa me zanima: kaj lahko nardi:m 
  so I was wonderi:ng what can I do: 
   
14 A vi lahko pridete na:: mednarodno blagajno še dan↑es= 
  you can come to the:: international ticket office tod↑ay= 
   
15 C =ne mo↑rem er:: on je v v Stuttgart=  
  =I ca↑n’t er:: he is in in Stuttgart= 
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16 A =ja potem pa bo o::n š[e::l] 
  =well then he:: will  g[o::] 
   
17 C                        [ja] 
                       [yes] 
   
[…] […] ((the agent explains in detail where the ticket holder must go and what can be 
done)) 
   
47 
48 
A sicer pa če mu karta še velja lahko gre v ponedeljek s tem da pač samo rezervaci↑jo 
stornira in kupi novo.  
  but if the ticket is still valid he can go on Monday with it to cancel the booki↑ng 
only and buy a new one. 
   
49 C uh huh. 
   
50 A to pa se mora sj mu bojo na blagajni že sa:mi razložili ane: mal se mora tud sam ane 
  he should at the ticket office the:y will explain ri:ght he also ought to right  
   
51 C mhm  
   
52 A pozanimat o tem   
  inquire by himself about this 
   
53  (2.0) 
   
54 C °najlepša [hvala] ° 
  °thanks  [very much] ° 
   
55 A          [na bla]gajni bojo vidli vozovnico in mu bojo znali svetovati.  
           [at the ti]cket office they’ll see the ticket and will tell him what to do. 
   
56 C najlepša hvala. 
  thanks very much. 
   
[…] […] […] 
At line 02 the customer provides full identification and location. Prior to launching the reason 
for the call, the customer makes a pre-announcement (Stivers, 2013), with which she lays the 
groundwork for the telling that she initiated at line 04 and secures extended access to the floor (Sacks, 
1992). The prosody and the fast tempo of delivery signal her agitated state, and that a problem is 
forthcoming. She then describes the problem in detail (the origin and departure points, journey dates), 
using first person singular (l. 04-05), but at line 10 changes the footing when she suddenly starts 
talking about someone else, thus revealing the call is on behalf of a third party. At line 14, the agent, 
inferring from the information provided so far that the journey has not yet began, starts offering a 
solution to the problem, when at the first opportunity (l. 15) the customer enters into her turn space to 
dismiss it, without a delay, but with an account, i.e. unavailability of the third party who is in 
possession of the ticket at the destination point. She appears to do so with the objective of not wasting 
the agent’s time. The way she cuts in, however, is open to evaluations of impoliteness, in that she 
prevents the agent from finishing her turn. The fact that the agent starts her turn with the well-prefaced 
token displays the agent’s potential misalignment with the customer’s prior turn and potentially also 
for not sharing this important piece of information earlier. Following numerous questions by the 
customer, with which she aims to solve all details of the problem (lines omitted), the agent explains 
the best way to resolve this (l. 47-48). However, at lines 50 and 52, apart from stating that the ticket 
office there in Stuttgart is the most convenient place to sort this out, given that neither of them have 
enough information about the ticket (see l. 55), the agent also produces a face-threatening comment, 
i.e. implicated other-criticism of the third party on behalf of whom the inquiry is made (“he also 
should to inquire by himself”) and in the form of a metapragmatic comment, thus portraying him as 
incompetent or lazy, treating the inquirer as a caller rather than a customer. The agent’s outburst was 
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most likely evoked by the customer’s continuous pursuit of receiving as much information as possible. 
With this comment, she is explicitly criticising the non-present third party for not taking care of the 
problem on his own in the first place. The agent’s face aggravating reaction is open to evaluations of 
impoliteness, particularly because it is uttered in a customer-oriented setting.  
A significant gap of two seconds suggests that the caller has perceived the agent’s criticism as 
a source of trouble, i.e. as unexpected as is evident from her withdrawal (a silent “thank you”), 
displaying some orientation to the agent’s behaviour as inappropriate. This provides evidence that the 
customer recognised offence, but did not hold the agent accountable for her behaviour. Following the 
customer’s withdrawal, the agent (l. 55), in overlap, summarises what needs to be done to mitigate her 
prior reaction, and the call is brought to a close. 
The two examples have shown that inquiring on behalf of someone else can be treated as 
problematic by the agent when progressivity is jeopardised, impinging on the agent’s work. As with 
previous calls handled by the same agent (Agent 3), the agent metapragmatically articulates the 
impropriety in the customer’s behaviour by disattending to their request and through other-criticism. 
The fact that both were performed without any attenuation further exacerbates the face-damaging 
potential, giving rise to evaluations of impoliteness. This happens when the customers’ behaviour runs 
contrary to her expectations. Although no overt orientations to the agent’s behaviour were displayed 
by the customers, surprise tokens (Excerpt 33) and significant pauses (Excerpt 34) before responding 
suggest that impoliteness was registered. 
In the first part of the chapter, (unexpectedly) inappropriate exchanges in calls to a public 
utility between agents and customers were analysed. To this end, excerpts from 15 inbound calls that 
did not progress as routine information exchanges but became fraught with interactional trouble were 
selected. These interactions showed how the interactants’ conflicting preferences (Pomerantz & 
Heritage, 2013), in particular the agent’s preference for adherence to an interactional order that 
facilitates progressivity v. the customers’ preference for maintaining intersubjectivity and displaying 
epistemic stance, jeopardised the achievement of the interactional goal and the maintenance of social 
equilibrium. Based on participants’ expectations about desirable behaviour also summarised in Table 4 
(Chapter 4, Section 1.2), the excerpts were categorised into (1) repair; (2) challenging of asymmetry of 
participation; (3) challenging of asymmetry of knowledge; and (4) disattending to requests. The 
excerpts selected are instances of miscommunication, in which some standardised conversational 
practices identified as normative (e.g. provision of verbal continuers, tacit provision of repair, adhering 
to the agent’s directorship) were absent and resulted in a temporary suspension of a turn or 
sequence(s).  
In the analysis, the patterns identified show that in most cases impolite and face-threatening 
behaviour was triggered by what the agents perceived as violation of their expectations regarding 
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desirable customer behaviour. Moreover, it was demonstrated that these expectations were frequently 
topicalised to various degrees of explicitness. The agents interpreted such behaviour as threats to their 
professional face insofar as their expertise was undermined. They thus produced counter threats on 
occasions when the need for face support occurred (e.g. tacit other-initiated repair) and treated the 
customers’ behaviour as problematic or troublesome. Impoliteness was thus manifested in the way the 
customers were held accountable for what they were taken to mean with their contributions, whether 
intentionally or not (e.g. not paying attention, not getting to the point and so on). Through this, 
situation-specific interactional asymmetries between participants arose, particularly the asymmetry of 
participation, e.g. the professional’s perceived right to hold directorship over the unfolding of request 
to meet the necessary conditions for carrying out the task and the asymmetry of differential states of 
knowledge, e.g. customers’ claiming of epistemic status in situations where they do not have 
equivalent access to the information as the agent or intruding into the agent’s epistemic territory.   
As the examples have shown, the degree of accountability varied from minor reproaches 
mitigated through the use of linguistic resources (e.g. dual inclusive formulation, address terms) to 
blatant and aggressive face-attacks (e.g. insulting and disparaging comments). It is particularly 
interesting to note that in other studies of impoliteness in call centre interaction (e.g. Archer & 
Jagodziński, 2015: 52) the agents were the target of face-attacks and they sanctioned, i.e. tacitly 
accepted, such behaviour, mainly because they do not have the legitimate power to counter 
impoliteness by means of impoliteness. Here, the opposite was identified. In most cases, however, the 
customers neither disputed their degree of accountability for the perceived offence nor acknowledged 
it, even when these were explicit and comprised disparaging comments. Few, however, challenged the 
fact that offence had been taken what suggests that what the agents perceived as a violation was in fact 
unintentional behaviour. The reasons for this may be that the customers  were not aware that they have 
violated something or that they tacitly accepted that, on the part of the agents, such a stance was 
warranted. Alternatively,  the customers may be used to such treatment and simply choose to ignore 
such behaviour for the sake of achieving their interactional objective, i.e. to receive information as 
there is no other railway service provider. 
The findings show that evaluations of impoliteness are strongly linked to the way 
accountability is attributed to specific speaker meanings. However, on the part of the agents’ 
impoliteness was also indexed in their reactions to the customers’ behaviour, particularly the manner 
in which other-initiated repair was delivered; through the agents’ withholding of contingently relevant 
responses, i.e. verbal continuers; by producing a summons in the midst of the conversation; through 
implicated or explicit insults when their epistemic authority was challenged; and last but not least by 
disattending when inquiries were made on behalf of third parties. Moreover, the agents cast the 
customers as people with inadequate understanding with respect to inquiring behaviour and negotiate 
their roles. By exposing the face-threatening nature of repair in this way, the agents challenged or 
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distorted the customers’ epistemic stance, further exacerbating its potential to generate interpretations 
of impoliteness.  
Some face-threatening reactions were mitigated through the use of delays and address terms 
when reproaching comments were delivered. However, prosodic cues such as audible in-breaths and 
perturbations to signal annoyance, patronising tone of voice, increased vocal loudness and faster 
speech rate disambiguated the meaning and often further exacerbated the impoliteness potential. The 
analysis has also demonstrated the ways in which some agents have put in place a strategy such as, for 
instance, production of summonses in the midst of the conversation or withholding an 
acknowledgment token that adapts to or even exploits the affordances of the medium, limited to 
transmitting vocal messages. This does not mean that they are aware of this strategy. Rather, it is 
likely to be something that they developed  out of their experience with taking calls as it helps attend 
to their interactional needs. 
In light of practices identified in Chapter 4, the analysis of non-routine cases sheds further 
light on what is in fact normative behaviour in this particular setting and what the interactants treat as 
violations of their expectations by way of how they orient to them (e.g. addressing them and thus 
holding the agents accountable for it or registering them without holding them accountable). In the 
next section the focus will be on non-routine request emails. 
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5.2 Non-routine request emails 
 
 
Out of a total of 70 communicative exchanges four were identified as non-routine, in that 
interactional trouble was identified as observed by the loss of intersubjectitiy (Section 2.1), the use of 
all capital letters (which in CMC is used for emphasis or to simulate increased loudness) (Section 2.2), 
challenges to the epistemic authority (Section 2.3) and participation (Section 2.4). The aim is to 
explicate how interactional trouble is dealt with in email exchanges and whether and how this differs 
from non-routine calls for information. It is noteworthy that all non-routine emails analysed in this 
chapter were responded to by Agent 3, who is primarily responsible for responding to request emails, 
but also handles general calls for information during lunch breaks. Moreover, in the seven non-routine 
calls for information, examined in Section 5.1, Agent 3, of all four agents, displayed the most explicit 
orientations to the customers’ behaviour as inappropriate using face-aggrevating comments. She did so 
when customers’ behaviour ran contrary to her expectations and held them accountable for such 
behaviour by assigning responsibility. Her face-damaging behaviour became open to evaluations of 
impoliteness on the part of the customers, some of who oriented to her behaviour as impolite. 
Similarly to calls, the way request emails are responded to is also likely to depend on external factors 
such as agents’ mood, volume of emails, time pressure, and the effort required to produce a message 
(looking up fares, timetables, number of changes).  
  
5.2.1 Loss of intersubjectivity 
 
There is little research on repair in online interaction, particularly other-initiated repair, 
although it has been suggested that “interlocutors adapt the basic repair mechanisms which are 
available in ordinary conversation to the technical specificities” (Schönfeldt and Golato, 2003: 272) of 
the medium. Given that email is an asynchronous form of communication visible other-initiated repair, 
i.e. repair which is ‘seeable’ by all parties in the interaction has to be performed to resolve 
interactional trouble (Meredith, 2014; Meredith & Stokoe, 2014). Despite the interactionally sensitive 
nature of repair (e.g. Chapter 5, Section 1.1), the only mechanism in email communication to resolve 
interactional trouble is to, in line with turn organisation, produce a new turn (see Chapter 4, Section 2). 
Overall, six cases of repair were found in the dataset. The following email thread demonstrates how 
the participants deal with potential face-threats when they occur in an email exchange.  
Email 10a – [incoming request email sent on 7th October at 9:27] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
Subject: cena vozovnice 
Email text:  
Pozdravljeni, 
Subject: fare 
Email text: 
Hello,  
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03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
zanima me cena mesečne vozovnice in cena enosmerne 
vozovnice na relaciji Ljubljana -Žirovnica, 
Hvala in lep pozdrav, 
Marina Weis 
Podjetje d.o.o. 
I’m interested in the fare for a monthly ticket and the 
fare for a single ticket on the route Ljubljana -Žirovnica, 
Thanks and kind regards, 
Marina Weis 
Company Ltd. 
 In this request email, the customer inquires about two types of fare: a monthly ticket and a 
single day ticket for a specific route. Like the majority of customers, she organises her email into three 
parts, i.e. the opening comprising a greeting, the topical sequence comprising the request and the 
closing (see Figure 16 in Chapter 4, Section 2.2). Apart from the full name her signature also includes 
the name of the company she either owns or works for (l. 07). Like the majority of routine request 
emails, the customer adopts a semi-formal interactional style that matches the formality of the 
situation.  
Email 10b – [Agent responded on 7th October at 11:45] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
Spoštovani, 
Cena enosmerne mesečne vozovnice znaša  68,48€. 
Lep pozdrav, 
Agent 3  
Email signature card 
To whom it may concern, 
The fare for a monthly single ticket is 68,48€. 
Kind regards,  
Agent 3 
Email signature card 
 A few hours later, the agent sends a standard response (opening, response, closing), in which 
she provides the customer with information about the price for a monthly single ticket, which, 
however, is not what the customer was inquiring about. The agent’s interactional style is more formal 
than that of the customer, signaling greater social distance (see, e.g., to whom it may concern).  
Email 10c – [sent on 7th October 2009 at 12:14] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
Subject: Re: cena vozovnice 
Email text:  
Ali je to vozovnica le za eno smer? 
Ali mi lahko poveste tudi ceno dnevne delavske 
vop[sic!]zovnice? 
Hvala, 
Marina 
COMPANY  
Subject: Re: fare 
Email text: 
Is this the fare for a single ticket? 
Can you send me the fare for a standard day return 
ticket? 
Thanks, 
Marina 
COMPANY 
 Half an hour later, the customer contacts the Company once again and formulates a polar 
question, which in fact is a repair initiator, indicating that interactional trouble had occurred. Just as 
hearing/understanding problems can occur in telephone communication (cf. Chapter 4, Section 1.6, 
Excerpt 12) on other-initiated repair in routine calls for information), understanding problems can 
occur in text-based asynchronous communication. Here, the customer does repair work by expanding 
on the agent’s turn, seeking clarification. In her second turn, the customer does not produce a greeting, 
indicating that her email is part of the ongoing interaction exchanged within a short period of time. 
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Therefore, the greeting is neither provided nor expected (see Lenassi, 2015).61 Nonetheless, the 
customer maintains the level of formality by maintaining the structure of the email, i.e. the opening 
and the closing, including the sign-off. 
Email 10d – [responded to on 7th October at 12:56] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
Spoštovani, 
Posredovana vam je bila(P) cena enosmerne mesečne 
vozovnice, cena povratne mesečne vozovnice pa znaša 
136,96€  
Cena enosmerne dnevne vozovnice znaša 4.28€, 
povratne pa 8.56€. 
Lep pozdrav, 
Agent 3  
Email signature card 
To whom it may concern, 
You were sent(P) the fare for a single monthly ticket, the 
fare for the return monthly ticket is 139,96€ 
The fare for a standard day single is 4.28€, for a return 
it’s 8.56€. 
 
Kind regards,  
Agent 3 
Email signature card 
 Shortly afterwards, the agent opens her response with a greeting. Contrary to telephone 
communication, where the agents do not offer their identity, in emails, the signature card of the agent 
who responds to each email is always attached to an email. This makes traceability of emails much 
easier compared to general calls for information, where the customers can only distinguish between 
male and female agents. In addition, prior communication can be immediately accessed due to the 
technical feature of email threads consisting of all the messages that were sent between the participants 
and is automatically generated by the programme when a reply button is pressed, allowing the 
participants to refer to previous messages or previously mentioned things. The thread thus allows the 
participants to scrutinise previous communication that took place between them. 
Rather than providing an apology for having produced the trouble source, the agent formulates 
a passive construction in responding to the customer’s first question. This is a distance strategy, with 
which the agent is trying to protect her professional face from embarrassment (e.g. Márquez Reiter, 
2008; Creelman, 2015). In her response the agent provides more information than the customer 
initially requested so as to avoid any further misunderstandings and to complete the transaction. 
Although impoliteness does not arise in this email exchange, the agent’s formulations in her second 
response give an indication that her professional face was threatened for not having entirely provided 
the requested information due to a breakdown of intersubjectivity. 
 
5.2.2 Paralinguistic and prosodic cues 
 
Despite the fact that earlier theories of CMC (see Chapter 2, Section 3) propose that the 
absence of visual, paralinguistic and prosodic cues results in an impersonal communication as it 
increases “psychological distance” (Rutter, 1987), users of digitally mediated communication have 
                                                 
61 In this respect it was found that the faster the reply, the more similar is the message to oral dialogue (Dürscheid & Frehner, 
2013) 
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developed various creative orthographic strategies to compensate for the absence of cues otherwise 
available in telephone communication. Therefore, through distinctive features such as capitalisation 
(e.g. for emphasis conveying excitement, warning or undesirable shouting conveying agitation), use of 
excessive punctuation (such as exclamation marks, question marks), spelling and so on, users simulate 
spoken language and construct the paralinguistic and prosodic dimensions of communication (Werry, 
1996: 59; Dürscheid & Frehner, 2013). Just as there are specific guidelines that pertain to professional 
telephone communication regarding vocal quality (e.g. rate, pitch and volume), there are shared 
conventions for text-based CMC in an online world. In this respect, all caps, for instance, are 
traditionally internet shorthand for shouting and are seen as provocative and aggressive in email 
netiquette (Extejt, 1998; but see Darics, 2015: 253-255).  
Email 11a – [incoming request email sent on 7th October at 22:12] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
Subject: prosim informacijo  
Email text: 
povezava munchen-ljubljana in obratno, spalnik, cena? 
pozdrav, 
tone basle  
Subject: request for information 
Email text: 
route munchen-ljubljana and back, sleeper, fare? 
regards,  
tone basle 
Language outside of the normal grammar and syntax was also previously identified as 
common properties of email (Sherblom, 1988; Baron, 1998). The text in this email resembles a short 
text message and it could well be that it was sent from a mobile telephone, which is why in terms of 
structure it stands out from the vast majority of other incoming request emails (cf. Chapter 4, Section 
2.4), e.g. absence of the otherwise optional opening, disregard of capitalisation by using all lower case. 
In his email, the customer provides the reason for the interaction in the subject line (l. 01) before 
listing key elements needed for the transaction to be carried out in the main body of the email. He thus 
maximises information density through syntactic reduction (l. 02) and in doing so, displays preference 
for a direct, transactional communicative style as well as high entitlement in respect to making the 
request. Despite minimal facework invested into this request (e.g. the marker “please” at line 01 and 
the leave-taking greeting at line 03), it is still the agent’s obligation to respond to and comply with the 
request. 
Email 11b – [Agent 3 responded on 8th October at 10:22] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
Spoštovani! 
REDNA CENA POVRATNE VOZOVNICE JE 263.20€; 
DOPLAČILO ZA SPALNIK NA RELACIJI 
MUENCHEN- LJUBLJANA IN NAZAJ V DVO 
POSTELJANI KABINI PA  90,00€. 
ODHOD  
[skopiran vozni red] 
POVRATEK  
[skopiran vozni red] 
Lep pozdrav, 
To whom it may concern! 
STANDARD RETURN TICKET COSTS 263.20€; 
ADDITIONAL PAYMENT FOR A SLEEPER WITH 
TWO BEDS FOR RETURN TRIP MUNICH-
LJUBLJANA IS 90,00€. 
DEPARTURE  
[copy-pasted timetable] 
ARRIVAL  
[copy-pasted timetable] 
Kind regards,  
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11 
12 
Agent 3 
Email signature card 
Agent 3 
Email signature card 
What is particularly noteworthy in the agent’s reply is the difference in the use of technical 
features, e.g. lower case (the opening and closing) versus all upper case. The agent’s use of all block 
capitals, which according to business email etiquette (e.g. Extejt, 1998; Switzer, 2008) should be used 
sparingly because of its negative implications, might result from the fact that the agent perceived the 
customer’s request to be a violation of norms in terms of what an appropriate request email should be 
like. The use of all capitals can be construed as aggressive in that it is equivalent to shouting and thus 
open to evaluations of impoliteness. In a similar vein, the agent might not be aware of the shared 
conventions regarding emails or had simply forgotten to switch off the caps lock key on the 
keyboard.62 While such behaviour could be the result of the monotone nature of working at the contact 
centre, it is, without any orientations on the part of the customer impossible to demonstrate empirically 
or make claims that the agent’s use of block letters was in any way intentional or perceived as 
inappropriate based on just one example.63 This is also one of the limitations of CMC in that due to the 
affordances of email interlocutors do not have access to paralinguistic messages such as tone of voice, 
intonation or other social cues and therefore do not have access to non-verbal information about how 
others are responding (Rice, 1992; Herring, 1999). The latter plays an important role in evaluations of 
(im)politeness in telephone communication (e.g. Chapter 5, Section 1). 
 
5.2.3 Challenging epistemic authority 
 
It frequently occurs that customers contact the Company more than once to acquire about 
national and international travel information and in doing so use different communication channels 
(e.g. via email and telephone, or as the following example will demonstrate, face-to-face and via 
email). The following email exchange is the only case within the four non-routine exchanges, where 
the agent’s epistemic authority was challenged. The dataset, however, did not contain the first email 
exchange between the customer and the agent. 
Email 12a – [incoming request email sent on 6th October at 11:16] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
Subject: pozdrav 
Email text: 
Pozdravljeni! 
Hvala za vaše obvestilo,vendar mi v Kranju dajejo 
drugačen izračun. Pravijo,da je za 3 osebe  povratna 
vozovnica Kranj -Zagreb cena 48,80 evra.Mislila sem, 
da je skupinska karta cenejša,kar bi bilo logično. 
Po vašem izračunu za 12 oseb 220,80 evra pa je to 
Subject: hello 
Email text: 
Hello! 
Thank youPL for your reply, but a different calculation 
was given to me in Kranj.They say, that for three 
passengers a return ticket Kranj-Zagreb costs 48,80 
euros.I thought, that a group ticket is cheaper,what would 
make more sense. According to yourPL calculation 
                                                 
62 The fact that lower case is used in the email opening and closing suggests that as a standardised form they are 
automatically generated when the agents press the reply button. This further explains the fact that the customers are never 
addressed by their names.  
63 This is also the only example in which any of the agents used block capitals.  
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08 
09 
10 
dražje. Katera varianta za 12 oseb je najbolj ugodna? 
 
Hvala za odgovor in lep pozdrav   
220,80 euros for 12 people is more expensive.Which 
alternative for 12 passengers is the cheapest? 
Thanks for your reply and kind regards 
The customer’s thanking the agent for her reply immediately after the opening shows that 
email communication had taken place prior to this communicative event. She then brings to light the 
fact that a cheaper fare was offered when she made a face-to-face inquiry at the local ticket office. 
Here, the customer uses a plural pronoun, which is typically used as a polite address form. In some 
cases, the customers capitalise the pronouns that refer to the agent (e.g. Vi, Vam). This practice is 
often employed in formal letters when text producers explicitly wish to display a high level of respect 
for the addressee (Snoj, 2013). However, by using the non-capitalised plural pronoun “vi” at lines 03 
and 07, the customer could also be referring to the Company. Given the ambiguity of the pronoun, it is 
impossible to know who exactly is being addressed. In case the customer is addressing the agent, she 
is making her accountable for allegedly offering inaccurate information sent in the previous message, 
threatening her professional face by questioning her epistemic authority. This face-threat is further 
aggravated by the customer’s evaluative comment on group discount (l. 05-07). The epistemic stance 
conveyed through this potentially hostile presupposition reflects the customer’s orientation to 
socioepistemic issues (Heritage, 2010: 50), e.g. her perceived right and entitlement to get accurate 
information from a professional with superior rights to such information. Should the customer, be 
referring to the Company rather than the agent, however, the customer could be understood as raising 
the lack of service consistency or even incompetence of the Company (e.g. different customer service 
departments providing different information for the same request).  
Email 12b – [Agent 3 responded on 6th October at 12:08] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
Spoštovani! 
Ceno za skupino 12 oseb ki sem vam prej posredovala je 
točna. Ceno ki so vam posredovali v Kranju velja za 
ponudbo City star, vendar ta ponudba velja le v primeru 
da je med potovanjem vikend vmes, kar ne navajate. 
V primeru da je dejansko med potovanjem vikend lahko 
kupite vozovnico po ponudbi City star, cena za 12 oseb 
je 183,00€. 
Lep pozdrav, 
Agent 3 
Email signature card 
To whom it may concern! 
The fare for a group of 12 I just sent you is correct.  
The fare that you’ve been given(P) in Kranj is for a City 
star offer, but this only applies if there is a weekend 
during your travel, which you did not state.  
In case the journey actually includes a weekend you may 
purchase a City star ticket, the price for 12 passengers is 
183,00€.  
Kind regards,  
Agent 3 
Email signature card 
That the agent understands the customer is addressing her personally rather than the Company, 
may be seen from her use of the first person singular at line 02 (cf. Chapter 5, Emails 10a-d, where the 
agent uses the passive voice when resolving a misunderstanding). That the customer’s message was 
perceived as face-threatening by the agent is evident from the way the agent tries to repair the damage 
caused to her professional face by taking a firm position in confirming the validity of the information 
she had delivered in the previous email, thus denying the customer’s explicit accusation. She orients to 
the delicate nature of denial by providing an account (Antaki, 1994; Ford, 2001), in which she 
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explains the reason for the difference in the price (e.g. special terms apply, l. 05) and, at line 05, shifts 
full responsibility for it to the customer, e.g. the customer had not clearly stated the duration of the 
journey (i.e. “which you did not state”). The agent is thus reproaching the customer for her lack of 
clarity and explicitness in formulating the initial request as a way of protecting her professional face. 
Here, the affordances of email, particularly its asynchronic nature and plan-ability come to the 
surface, exposing the role they play in the development of non-routine exchanges, as in this case with 
the customer accusing the agent of having provided wrong or unreliable information. In emails, 
requests cannot be constructed piece by piece, in a particular order and at a particular moment in the 
process of fulfillment (Lee, 2009) as in telephone or face-to-face communication (e.g. Chapter 4, 
Section 1.6, Excerpt 9a and 9b). The agents’ responses to customers’ queries seem based on the 
information given in the request email, provided they suffice for the transaction to be carried out and 
normally comprise straightforward responses to the question(s) asked in the email. Elaborate 
responses were found to be provided only when customers indicated this in the email by including 
several questions, addressing different topics (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 2, Email 7a-b; 9a-b; cf. Excerpts 
9b and 19).  
This email exchange illustrates that face concerns are likely to be the result of participants’ 
differing expectations. On the one hand, it suggests that regardless of the medium used, the customer, 
without explicitly requesting, prefers or expects to receive elaborate information and perceives it as the 
agent’s obligation. This may be the result of the general lack of information available to passengers 
online, forcing them to visit the nearest train station or call the Company’s call centre. On the other 
hand, it shows that the agent expects the customer to be clear and precise in what she wishes to find 
out and thus also regards this as desirable behaviour. From the agents’ viewpoint, then, requesting 
information via email is least time consuming when inquiries are simple and, in turn, require simple 
answers (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 2.4, Email 6a-b) or when the customers design their requests as 
requests for confirmation rather than information (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 2.4, Email 9a-b). 
 
5.2.4 Challenging the asymmetry of participation 
 
Like in telephone communication, in emails the participants take turns, whereby one email 
equals one turn (see Chapter 4, Section 2). However, overlaps and interruptions, which are ubiquitous 
in telephone and face-to-face communication, are technically impossible in asynchronic 
communication given that messages appear in the mailbox in a strict linear order, i.e. as received by 
the emailing programme without regard for what they are responding to (Herring, 1999). Nevertheless, 
interactional coherence may be disrupted if the message producer, before receiving a response to the 
first message, interrupts a turn by sending a new message. A similar thing was identified in the 
following email exchange. The exchange includes a series of email exchanges between an agent and 
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two customers from the same company that within a short period of time inquire about the same 
itinerary. However, the agent establishes that the two customers are connected. It is noteworthy that in 
their emails, both customers exploit the affordance of the medium by using the function “level of 
importance” to signal urgency, which may be one of the reasons why both of them inquired within a 
short period of time. Setting the level of importance as high increases the impact of the request and 
may be labelled as an upgrader (Trosborg, 1995) or what Merrison et al. (2012: 1088) refer to as an 
aggravator, the aim of which is to combine a request for a reply with a time intensifier, indicating the 
message needs the agent’s immediate attention (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 2.1). This may be potentially 
face-threatening in that it puts pressure on the agent to immediately comply with the request, at least 
theoretically speaking, suggesting their inquiry is more important than those of other customers and 
should be dealt with immediately irrespective of what the agent may need to do. 
In their request emails, some customers displayed urgency metalinguistically, sometimes in 
combination with the high importance level, using pre-closing and closing formulae such as za 
prijazno in ažurno pomoč se vam iskreno zahvaljujem (“I would like to express my sincere gratitude 
for your kind and prompt assistance”), v pričakovanju odgovora se vam zahvaljujem (“in expecting 
your response I’d like to thank you”) or prosim, da bi mi odgovorili čim prej. Najlepša hvala (“if you 
could please respond as soon as possible. Thank you very much”).  
Email 13a was sent to the Company at 9:46 by a customer who inquires about an itinerary 
from Ljubljana to Milan, Italy.  
Email 13a – [incoming request email sent on 7th October at 9:46] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
Subject: Povpraševanje - Milano (vlak) 
Importance: High 
Email text: 
Pozdravljeni,  
prosim za ponudbo za vlak za Milano (vozni red s 
prestopi in cena). 
 - Povratna vozovnica za vlak za 1 osebo 
Relacija: Ljubljana - Milano - Ljubljana  
Datum odhoda: 16.10.2009 (ob 12h iz Ljubljane) 
Datum povratka: 18.10.2009 (prihod v Ljubljano 
popoldne/zvečer) 
Hvala in lep pozdrav, 
Breda Hojs 
Špedicija TRANS – tajnica oddelka 
Subject: Information regarding LJ-Mestre-Milano 
Importance: High 
Email text: 
Hello, 
may I please have information for the train for Milan 
(timetables with changes and the fare).  
-Return train ticket for 1 person 
Route: Ljubljana - Milan - Ljubljana  
Departure date: 16.10.2009 (at 12h from Ljubljana) 
Return date: 18.10.2009 (arrival to Ljubljana in the 
afternoon/evening) 
Thanks and kind regards, 
Breda Hojs 
Forwarding agency TRANS – Department Secretary 
In this request, the customer named Breda Hojs provides specific details regarding the journey 
such as an estimated departure and return time frame (e.g. lines 05-09). At the end of the email her 
signature card entails information on her job position, i.e. department secretary, indicating that this 
email was most likely sent on behalf of another employee. It is worth noting that Breda Hojs indeed 
sent request emails to the Company on different dates during the data collection period, suggesting she 
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is in charge of arranging travels for company employees. The agent sent a response to this message at 
13:00 hours (message not included). 
In dyadic communication, participants cannot tell whether the addressee is in the process of 
responding or not. Therefore, they may become impatient and send a second message (Herring, 1999). 
This occurs here when 42 minutes before a response to Breda’s email was sent by the agent, the 
person, on whose behalf the inquiry was likely to have been sent in Email 13a, sends a new request, to 
which he also sets a level of importance: high importance. The fact that information relates to the 
same itinerary may be inferred from the sign off at the end of the customers’ request emails, which 
contain information about the company as well as from the email domain.  
Email 14a – [incoming request email sent on 7th October at 12:38] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
Subject: Informacija glede vlaka LJ-Mestre-Milano 
Importance: High 
Email text: 
Pozdravljeni,  
zaradi službene poti bi želel preveriti, kak je vozni red 
vlakov na relaciji: LJ- Mestre (Italija) in Mestre-Milano 
ter nazaj. Zanimajo me vozni redi z začetkom poti v petek 
ter povratkom v nedeljo zvečer (torej za vikend). 
Potovanje bi bilo v oktobru oz. novembru. Kakšna je 
cena? 
Hvala že vnaprej.  
LP, Marko Petek, direktor oddelka 
Špedicija TRANS  
Subject: Information regarding LJ-Mestre-Milano 
Importance: High 
Email text: 
Hello, 
because of the business trip I’d like to check the timetable 
for LJ-Mestre (Italy) and Mestre-Milano and return. I 
want to know about timetables departing on Friday and 
returning on Sunday evening (so the weekend). The 
journey would be in October or November. What’s the 
fare? 
Thanks in advance. 
Rgds, Marko Petek, department director 
Forwarding agency TRANS  
In the opening, the customer provides a salutation and a pre-request in the form of an account 
(Taleghani-Nikazm, 2006), in which he provides an explanation for making the request: “due to a 
business trip” (l. 03). This is followed by the provision of departure and destination points before the 
customer launches into the request: the timetable. He only provides approximate days of departure 
without providing exact dates (i.e. a weekend in October or November). Compared to the details 
provided in Email 13a, the customer is much vaguer regarding request details. As a sign-off, he 
provides his full name and his position (CEO) as well as the name of the institution where he works (l. 
11). From this it is evident that he is likely to be the secretary’s superior. Contrary to Email 13a, where 
the department secretary uses an embedded digital business card as a signature in her email message, 
Marko only writes the name of the institution below his name. Less than an hour later, the agent 
responds to Marko’s request, using a standard salutation. 
Email 14b – [Agent 3 responded on 7th October at 13:07] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
Spoštovani! 
Pošiljam vam isti e-mail kot ga. Bredi.   
[Pošiljam vam vozni red, cena povratne vozovnice 2. 
razreda znaša 140,80€.  
ODHOD (vozni red) 
To whom it may concern! 
I’m sending the same email as I did to Ms. Breda. 
[I’m sending the timetable, the standard return ticket is  
140,80€.  
DEPARTURE (timetable) 
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06 
07 
08 
09 
POVRATEK (vozni red)] 
Lep pozdrav, 
Agent 3 
Email signature card 
RETURN (timetable)] 
Kind regards,  
Agent 3 
Email signature card 
Here, the agent provides a response with a misaligned stance as is evident from the way she 
informs the customer that she is forwarding a response she sent to Ms. Breda. The text body then 
includes the forwarded email text the agent had already sent following a request email sent by Breda. 
In her email response to Marko, the agent, however, does not include Breda’s initial email inquiry or 
provide any further specifications regarding Breda’s correspondence (e.g. her last name, institution). 
With this, the agent reveals that she has identified that not only are the two emails related, but that 
they are about the same thing. Her inference was most likely made based on the information from 
Breda’s signature card and Marko’s inclusion of the name of the institution he works for below his 
signature as well as their matching institutional email addresses (e.g. the domain) along with key 
information in the data (departure/return dates). Although simply replying to the customer’s request 
would be less time consuming for the agent, the agent seems to feel the need to explicitly topicalise 
that this request had already been dealt with, thus problematising the customer’s lack of organisation, 
potentially treating it as impolite. The agent’s behaviour is risky given that it involves disclosing some 
personal information should the “incident” not be related, i.e. two different people inquiring about the 
same thing.  
Email 14c – [incoming request email sent on 7th October at 13:13] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
Subject: Re: Informacija glede vlaka LJ-Mestre-Milano 
Email text: 
Če prav razumem, potem ni opcije iz LJ do Mester 
direktno z vlakom, ki gre v Benetke in nato iz Mester v 
Milano? Ali obstaja možnost, da se na poti iz LJ v 
Milano, prestopa samo enkrat, in ne dvakrat? 
LP, Marko Petek 
Subject: Re: Information regarding LJ-Mestre-Milan 
Email text: 
If I understand correctly, there is no direct train 
connection from LJ to Mestre, going to Venice and then 
from Mestre to Milan?  Or is it possible to change trains 
just once on a route LJ to Milan and not twice? 
Rgds, Marko Petek  
In his response, the customer disattends the agent’s implicated criticism by producing 
sequential deletion (Jefferson, 1973). In other words, he produces a turn, in which he refrains from 
displaying an orientation to the agent’s remark, thus “deleting” that contribution to the deliberation. At 
the same time, he does not deny the two request emails are related, but instead expands on his initial 
request, thus potentially taking over the communication with the Company. By seeking additional 
information, he implies there is some problem or inconvenience with the information the agent had 
initially offered, i.e. the number of train changes (e.g. lines 04-05), but provides no indication that the 
agent’s behaviour in Email 14b may have been perceived as impolite. Some 20 minutes later, the agent 
responds (e.g. Email 14d).  
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Email 14d – [Agent 3 responded on 7th October at 14:32] 
 Slovenian English 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
Spoštovani! 
Obstaja direktna povezava med Ljubljano in Venezio, 
samo jo nisem upoštevala ker je ga. Breda napisala da 
želite potovanje opraviti okrog 12. 00h. 
Pošiljam vam še vozne rede za direktne vlake, cena je v 
tem primeru 102,00€. 
ODHOD [vozni red)] 
POVRATEK [vozni red)]  
Lep pozdrav, 
Agent 3 
Email signature card 
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In her prompt reply, the agent confirms that there is in fact a direct link and provides an 
account (Antaki, 1994) as to why she limited herself to just one departure and return timeslot by again 
referring to Ms. Breda’s request specification (Email 13a, l. 07-09), in which she clearly stated the 
departure timeslot (at noon), indicating that by gearing her response towards the customer’s (i.e. 
Breda’s and presumably Marko’s) request specification, she was orienting to their face needs. At the 
same time, by shifting responsibility to Breda’s specification, she wards off responsibility (which on 
the part of the customer might have been potentially perceived as her obligation and thus cause a threat 
to her professional face) for not having provided a more elaborate response. The agent, therefore, also 
threatens the customer’s face (l. 03-04), in that she is apportioning responsibility, at least implicitly, to 
both message producers, Breda and Marko, for not being clear and precise in their request 
specification. She then announces new information regarding the timetable and fare is forthcoming.  
As seen in other examples (e.g. Email 12a-b), when responding to request emails the agent 
provides the information that only corresponds to the specifications the customer lists in the initiating 
request email without elaborating on other alternatives, which may help customers make an informed 
decision. One of the reasons for this may be in the fact that providing extensive information to each 
request email would be extremely time-consuming for the agents. Email thus seems most suitable for 
simple requests that require simple responses. Another reason is also its asynchronic nature because of 
which requests cannot be co-constructed and new topics introduced in a single communicative event 
such as with calls for information. 
The agent’s reaction in this email resembles the one identified in calls for information that 
deviate from the normal pattern identified, in which the agents react negatively when the customer 
during the call put the agent on hold to talk to someone standing next to them. Thus, by first engaging 
a co-worker (Ms. Breda) to make an inquiry with the Company on his behalf and then sending the 
same inquiry himself, the customer is implicitly held accountable for lack of organisation that 
impinges on the agent’s input and her time needed to invest into each transaction. As representatives 
of the Company, agents should refrain from reacting negatively to difficult customers. The email 
exchanges, however, illustrate the opposite as evidenced from the agent’s reaction to the customer’s 
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behaviour, which, in turn, is open to evaluations of impoliteness by the customer, i.e. for being 
reproached or criticised in an implicit way for his behaviour. The customer deals with the agent’s face-
threatening behaviour through disattentiveness, which is effected by means of sequential deletion 
(Jefferson, 1973). Given the high volume of incoming calls it is almost impossible to make inferences 
of this kind in telephone interaction. However, the text-based nature of email and the customers’ 
normative behaviour in disclosing their identity in email closings (along with email domains), which 
in the data was provided by 93% of all customers, demonstrates that such affordances create meaning 
that may have consequences for the interaction. 
The analysis of the small number of non-routine request emails and responses analysed in this 
section has shown that face concerns and evaluations of impoliteness may arise in email 
communication. Similarly to non-routine calls for information, these were observed when loss of 
intersubjective understanding occurred and when the asymmetry of knowledge and participation was 
challenged. Given the text-based nature of the medium such evaluations are, unless explicitly 
articulated, difficult to infer. The asynchronic nature of emails also allows users to process potentially 
impolite behaviour rather than instantly respond to it. In addition, Haugh (2010c), who looked at face 
manifestations and impoliteness in an email exchange between a university lecturer and a foreign 
student and subsequently also examined evaluations of offense in these emails by the general public in 
online discussions, illustrated that evaluations and the degree of severity of perceived impoliteness in 
email exchanges varied significantly. This highlights the fact that perceptions of moral norms of 
appropriateness, as in this case was in an email exchange between an academic and a student, may not 
only differ greatly, but are also open to discursive dispute and (re)negotiation (Haugh, 2010b). In this 
respect Locher (2006: 263) argues that “the ultimate say in what is considered impolite, non-polite or 
polite remains with those interactants who are part of a group of interactants who form a discursive 
practice.” 
Previous studies of (im)politeness in email communication have largely focused on the use of 
language associated with (im)politeness, however, as the analysis shows, use of affordances plays an 
equally important role in explicating (im)polite behaviour. On the one hand, the examples have shown 
the impactful effect affordances of email communication can have in conveying certain meanings and 
in shaping communicative practices (e.g. urgency by setting a level of importance to an email, 
signatures and email addresses, use of all block letters) and at the same time make dispute and 
avoidance of responsibility all the more difficult. On the other hand, they help recognise participants’ 
expectations (e.g. regarding Company response time) and the motivation behind certain behaviour 
when these are not met (lack of organisation, exerting pressure to receive a response). Therefore, when 
analysing impolite behaviour in a particular context and setting understanding how participants use 
and exploit certain affordances to achieve their goal is of key importance.  
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5.2.5 Summary 
 
Drawing on the findings of routine telephone and email exhanges between agents and 
customers from Chapter 4, in this chapter, manifestations of impoliteness and face were observed 
following the participants’ orientations to specific behaviour as normatively unexpected and 
challenging it. Evaluations of impoliteness were observed in the way the customers, and in rare cases 
also the agents, were held accountable for not behaving in ways desired, which often had negative 
implications for progressivity. In both communication modes, the customers’ disregard of one of the 
the asymmetries triggered unexpectedly inappropriate episodes. While the measures the call agents 
resort to to negotiate the institutional asymmetries are in line with those identified in some other 
institutional contexts particularly medical and legal settings, no similar findings were reported in the 
case of call centre interactions (cf. Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2015).  
Apart from metapragmatic comments, in calls for information other resources were identified 
which indicated the occurrence of interactional trouble and that patience is running out. These 
included (excessive) use of address terms, accompanied by delay tokens well/look, withholding of 
verbal continuers, dropping out of overlaps, production of a summons in the midst of the conversation. 
Other face-oriented contributions by the agent included faster or slower tempo, patronising tone of 
voice or increased volume, including the repair of trouble source delivered in a highly face-threatening 
manner through prosodic intensification such as changing pitch patterns. Indeed, the agents made 
repair the official interactional business of the turn, thus causing embarrassment. By exposing the 
face-threatening nature of repair in this way, the agents challenged or distorted the customers’ 
epistemic stance, further exacerbating its potential to generate interpretations of impoliteness. As these 
resources were not found in emails, due to its affordances, they may be considered medium-specific. 
Despite the fact that in email communication customers were found to communicate their expectations 
by means of affordances (e.g. high priority), holding someone accountable for not behaving in a 
desirable manner can only be done metapragmatically due to the text-based nature of the medium. 
This may be one of the reasons why evaluations of impoliteness were not as salient as in calls for 
information, given the potential accountability for inappropriate behaviour, at least on the part of the 
agents.  
Given that the Company did not provide any documents or scripted material that might entail 
rules for linguistic behaviour or prescribed speech style of call centre and contact centre agents in their 
interaction with the customers, the findings identified in this chapter cannot be compared in this 
respect. However, as extant research of call centre materials has shown (e.g. Cameron, 2000b; 
Hultgren, 2011) the patterns identified seem to suggest that in cases where interactional trouble of 
some sort occurs, the need for efficiency preceded good, i.e. friendly and professional customer 
service. Just as the customers occasionally exploit the affordances of the medium to achieve their 
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interactional goal and communicate their expectations, the agents not only use linguistic and prosodic 
resources when orienting to some violation in the customers’ behaviour (e.g. production of a summons 
in the midst of the conversation, use of address terms), but also exploit the mechanism of preference 
organisation (e.g. withholding of contingently relevant verbal continuers, disattending). In both 
settings, impolite behaviour was observed in the way the agents minimised co-operation and displayed 
disaffiliation with the customer’s prior action(s), thus potentially causing conflict. By doing so, they 
projected their understanding that the status between them and the customer is not equal.  
Potential motives for such behaviour on the part of the agents cannot be generalised based on 
these excerpts. However, external factors such as the job characteristics and the type of company are 
likely to play a role. One of the reasons for the occurrence of such behaviour on the part of the agents 
may reside in the fact in this call and contact centre the agents work 12-hour shifts (Agent 1 and Agent 
2) and manage a large number of highly repetitive calls a day, whereas Agent 3 and 4 work as a back-
up during lunch breaks and are primarily in charge of responding to request emails (cf. Chapter 3, 
Section 3.1 and 3.2). Such working conditions may lead to exhaustion and withdrawal behaviour 
(Deery et al., 2002). Given the large volume of incoming calls and (potentially also) emails, for 
reasons of efficiency the agents seem to orient to sustaining and enhancing progressivity at the 
expense of politeness as is evident from the way customers’ violations of desirable behaviour were 
challenged to various degrees of explicitness. Other socioeconomic factors such as the fact that the 
Company enjoys a monopoly and is state-owned may also play a role. Employees working for this 
Company are relatively well-paid and continue to enjoy an exceptionally high job security compared 
to those from the private sector and are rarely held accountable for not performing their duties 
properly. Nonetheless, as demonstrated by Afifi and Burgoon (2000: 228), treatment by the agents 
observed in the calls may be perceived in an extremely negative manner, i.e. as particularly impolite, 
given that the interactions typically start in a routine manner, but become non-routine as the 
interaction unfolds (see Chapter 4, Section 1.4). 
By uncovering the main practices of participants in non-routine calls for information and 
request emails, a better understanding of what counts as polite in this type of setting has been 
provided. Moreover, the current analysis may alert the Company to take into account the external 
factors related to the agent’s job characteristics, i.e. large volumes of highly repetitive calls, which, 
when speaking to more difficult customers, are likely to play a role in the development of impatience 
and hostility, and potentially also affect the Company’s image. 
In the next chapter I will investigate impoliteness and face concerns in complaints lodged via 
telephone and on Facebook, respectively.  
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CHAPTER 6 
COMPLAINT CALLS  
 AND   
FACEBOOK COMPLAINTS 
 
 
Managing service complaints is a potentially delicate matter not only because responding to 
complaints comprises “a delicate balancing of stance” (Ekström & Lundström, 2014) in which 
contrasting positions are managed, deepened, or sealed, but also because admission of fault or blame 
by the organisation can, at least in some cultures, result in unexpected financial and legal costs, such 
as those related to customer compensation and litigation. Besides the financial and legal implications 
that service complaints may involve, institutional agents have to deal interpersonally with dissatisfied 
or angry customers, who threaten the Company’s professional face, and the agents are often provided 
with few, if any, resources to appease them. In this chapter, the focus is on impoliteness and face-
threatening activities that arise in two settings: complaint calls made to the Company’s complaint 
department and on the Company’s public profile Facebook page Grem z vlakom (“I’m going by 
train”), where customers post their misgivings.  
The chapter is organised as follows. Subsections 1.1 and 1.2 of this chapter review the 
literature on complaints in institutional settings and discuss the face-threatening nature of complaints. 
In Sections 1.3 to 1.5, I centre on the practices the participants use in complaint call openings, middles 
and ends and discuss their face-threatening potential. On the part of the customers these include 
venting, use of lexical devices, reported speech, and manipulation of prosodic features. The agent’s 
practices identified include passive resistance, topic shift, shifting of responsibility and sequential 
deletion. The second part of this chapter explores complaints posted on the Company’s public 
Facebook page. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 describe the characteristics of corporate Facebook pages and 
online complaints, respectively, outlining the most salient differences between spoken and written 
complaints. Sections 2.4 to 2.7 analyse manifestations of impoliteness in online complaints. Here, the 
focus is on administrator’s practices such as disattending and denials, and on those used by the 
customers such as flaming and implicational impoliteness. In analysing these interactions, I will also 
discuss how the interactional organisation of Facebook complaints is shaped through its technological 
affordances. Finally, Chapter 6, Section 2.8 reviews and summarises the empirical findings of the 
analysis.64 
                                                 
64 Some theoretical and analytical notions contained in this chapter were published in part in Orthaber & Márquez Reiter 
(2011) and Márquez Reiter, Orthaber & Kádár (2015). 
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6.1 Complaint calls 
 
 
6.1.1 Previous studies on complaints in institutional settings 
 
Complaints about service provision are ubiquitous, whether they are manifested directly to the 
service provider or to a third party. It is therefore not surprising that research on complaints in 
institutional settings has attracted much attention and supplied the knowledge on how the participants 
carry out complaint sequences and the strategies they use in an attempt to achieve their interactional 
goal (Márquez Reiter, 2005, 2013b; Heinemann, 2009; Monzoni, 2008, 2009; Ruusuvuori & Lindfors, 
2009; Pino, 2015). Broadly speaking, to complain is to report a particular problem that had already 
occurred and in doing so express a sense of dissatisfaction or unfairness. According to Heinemann and 
Traverso (2009: 2381) as an activity complaining refers to expressions of “feelings of discontent about 
some state of affairs, for which responsibility can be attributed to ‘someone’ (to some person, 
organisation or the like)”. In this respect, complaints are retrospective acts as the customer focuses on 
a negative experience of a past action or event (Olshtain & Weinbach, 1993; Trosborg, 1995). 
However, complaints may also be seen as prospective acts in that, by wishing to receive some 
rectification or remedial action (financial, tangible or intangible),65 the customer may attempt to 
influence the behaviour of the agent (Trosborg, 1995). Edwards (2005) argues that unlike criticism, a 
complaint also includes a grievance component, i.e. a transgression, and that typically, the aggrieved 
person is also the complainant. Schegloff (2005: 451-452), on the other hand, refers to complainability 
rather than the complaint and argues that complainability is the possibility of complaining that can 
inform the interaction without an actual complaint ever being articulated or becoming manifest in 
participants’ conduct. In other words, complainability is recognizable in advance of a complaint 
without the complaint ever surfacing (e.g. Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011). 
Apart from a conversation analysis viewpoint presented below (e.g. Heinemann and Traverso, 
2009; Monzoni, 2008, 2009; Ruusuvuori & Lindfors, 2009), complaints have been defined and 
examined from a speech act perspective. Trosborg (1995: 311) defines a complaint as an illocutionary 
act in which the complainant expresses disapproval, negative feelings, and so on, towards the state of 
affairs described in the proposition, in this case, the complainable, and for which he or she holds the 
complaint recipient responsible, either directly or indirectly. In this respect, complaints have been 
classified as indirect, in which case the complainant complains to the addressee about an absent party, 
something or someone, who is neither held responsible nor capable of rectifying the perceived offence 
(Boxer, 1993). In direct complaints, the target of the complaint is also the recipient, responsible for the 
                                                 
65 For Stauss & Seidel (2004: 103), tangible compensation entails exchange and/or repair; whereas intangible compensation 
refers to an explanation or apology.  
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complainable (Pomerantz, 1986; Dersley & Wooton, 2000). In complaint service encounters, this 
binary distinction between direct and indirect complaints is not that clear given that complainants have 
the role of (dissatisfied) customers and, as such, assume they are entitled to lodge complaints to the 
institutional representative, who, although not personally responsible for the perceived offence, is 
expected to deal with the complaints because of his or her ascribed role. In other words, the agent 
becomes the complaint recipient by virtue of his or her role as institutional representative. Thus, the 
distinction between direct and indirect complaints becomes blurred (e.g. Márquez Reiter, 2005, 2013b; 
Vásquez, 2011; Dayter & Rüdiger, 2014; Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011). 
Conversation analysts have shown that complaining in everyday and institutional settings 
(Laforest, 2009; Ruusuvuori & Lindfors, 2009; Traverso, 2009; Vöge, 2010) generally encompasses 
extended sequences similar to other long sequences such as troubles- and storytellings (Sacks, 
Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974; Traverso, 2009). In these sequences, a problem that is discussed 
typically expresses moral judgments (Drew, 1998), i.e. feeling cheated by the Company in some way. 
In a setting where complaints are being managed professionally, like the one examined here, 
customers typically not only pass a moral judgement but also make a request for repair (Márquez 
Reiter, 2005). When complaining, customers often use stories to communicate their stance toward 
what they are reporting (Stivers, 2008) with a view to getting the listener to affiliate with the 
complaint (Mandelbaum, 1991/1992). Studies of everyday conversations between family and friends 
have found that affiliation with the speaker’s indirect complaints (Drew & Walker, 2009) indexes the 
interpersonal bond between the participants. Similarly, in observing complaint sequences between 
friends, Traverso (2009: 2398) found that expressions of affiliation are inherently unstable in that they 
fluctuate throughout the unfolding of the complaint, which means that when the recipient’s affiliation 
seems to lessen the complainant may strengthen his or her claim. In more problematic cases of 
disaffiliative responses, therefore, the lack of affiliation of the story-recipient towards the story-teller 
was found to have triggered the storyteller’s expansion and the re-doing of displays of affectivity 
(Selting, 2010: 271).66 This was also found in institutional settings (e.g. Heinemann, 2009; Ruusuvuori 
& Lindfors, 2009), where institutional incumbents are not only trained not to affiliate with complaints 
despite the fact that the complaints may be rightfully brought to the attention of the company, but also 
that they are more likely, at least in some contexts, to reject it by, for instance, immediately producing 
not-at-fault denials (Monzoni, 2009). Although this behaviour should not come as surprise, given the 
financial repercussions that an admission of fault might bring, Ekström and Lundström (2014) argue 
that such responses to complaints are potentially delicate in that a certain amount of affiliation and 
understanding, which closes the distance between the participants, in fact helps to prevent complaints 
                                                 
66 Affectivity (anger, frustration, disappointment, blame), whether explicitly mentioned by the customer or not, may also 
be inferred from the prosodic features, such as tone of voice, speed of voice, intonation or voice rhythm, of the complaint and 
can play a very important role in an interaction (Schwarz-Friesel, 2007) in that it can help evaluate the perceived offence 
based on in/appropriateness to a specific situation (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2 on impoliteness and emotions). 
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from expanding, whereas marked disaffiliative stances risk giving the customer additional reasons for 
dissatisfaction. Face-orientation is further reflected in the way company representatives deal with the 
complainable matters from the institution’s viewpoint rather than the customer’s experienced problem 
and therefore risk creating a distance between the participants in a way that hinders the collaborative 
work necessary for a complaint to be terminated (Ekström & Lundström, 2014: 148). This is not 
surprising given that from a managerial perspective, one of the rules of behaviour for the direct 
conversation with customers as posited by Stauss & Seidel (2004: 94) is that, while showing 
sensitiveness toward the customer, employees should avoid admissions of guilt or assignments of guilt 
to other employees in the company. However, Márquez Reiter (2005), who investigated pragmatic 
strategies employed by Uruguayan caregiver service providers and their customers, has shown that 
even in a primarily transactional setting customers employ various strategies to appeal to the service 
provider’s sense of solidarity to increase their chances of achieving their transactional goal. In this 
respect, the customers (or their next of kin) constructed their complaints by giving ‘factual’ and socio-
emotional accounts of their personal circumstances. This form of relational communication is referred 
to as desahogo, i.e. a form of self-disclosure, through which customers volunteer rather private 
information about themselves or their next of kin or both. This occurred most frequently at a point in 
the interactions when customers realised that their goal is unattainable, thus it reflects a need to be 
listened to even if, and particularly when, they sense that a solution to their problems will not be 
offered. The service provider’s behaviour, however, was found to be non-affiliative and 
depersonalised, reflected in the discursive asymmetry deliberately created by them in order to de-
legitimise the customers’ claims (Márquez Reiter, 2005: 510) and deny them any remedial action (see 
also Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011; but see Archer & Jagodziński, 2015).  
Recent studies have provided valuable insights into how the institutional representatives in 
different institutional settings manage interactional restrictions, even when these are not the result of 
formal constraints (see Chapter 2, Section 1.3). In a study of interactions between doctors and patients 
Monzoni and Reuber (2015) found that in delivering a diagnosis, doctors used self-selected restricted 
practices. This includedpractices which involve more interactional work with the objective of 
maximising patients’ alignment with their explanation and to minimise disaffiliation, i.e. their passive 
or overt resistance. Pino (2015), on the other hand, examined how staff members of a mental health 
institution avoid displays of affiliation in their responses to patients’ indirect complaints about absent 
third parties and found that this restriction is embodied in practices such as ignoring the patient’s turn 
that carries a complaint, disattending complaint components, and disaffiliating with the complaint. 
These findings will inform the present analysis, given that the agent as an institutional representative is 
restricted in the way she can respond to the customers’ complaints. 
Complaints examined in this chapter are lodged to the complaints department that has to deal 
with them. Nonetheless, they are still potentially face-threatening activities given that the goals of the 
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participants, that is, of the institutional call centre agent and of its customers, do not coincide with one 
another. On the one hand, customers want to obtain compensation or some sort of remedial action 
(Goffman, 1976) for the inconvenience experienced; on the other hand, the agents may not always 
have the authority or competence to satisfy these customer demands so, in most cases, they are 
compelled to forward the complaint to a particular department for further inspection. In other words, 
the practices the agents employ are often constrained by institutional restrictions and they occur at all 
stages of the complaint. Given that apart from the studies I co-authored (see page iii), no previous 
research has been conducted into complaints, either in written or spoken form in Slovenian, the aim of 
this chapter is, therefore, to provide, to the best of my knowledge, one of the first studies on 
complaints in an institutional setting in Slovenian. By doing so, I will make a contribution to the 
existing knowledge on complaints in institutional settings in general, and to the field of impoliteness in 
particular.  
 
6.1.2 The face-threatening nature of complaint calls 
 
Complaints typically include expressions of disapproval, criticism, and displays of 
(uncontrolled) negative emotions. Thus, they are potentially conflictive in that they may threaten the 
participants’ social equilibrium (Leech, 1983). In Brown and Levinson’s (1987) terms, complaints are 
face-threatening in as much as such expressions and emotions threaten or challenge the hearer’s or 
addressee’s positive face wants, i.e. the want to be approved of and liked, or negative face wants of the 
company representative, i.e. the want to be independent and free from imposition. To a certain extent, 
they also threaten the positive and negative face of the customer, who may not wish to be seen as a 
person who troubles people with their problems (Márquez Reiter, 2005: 484), which is why customers 
often emphasise the recurrence of the complainable or they complain about more than one thing (see 
Chapter 3, Section 3.4, Table 5). By the same token, when exposing their inner state, customers also 
make themselves vulnerable to how the agent reacts (Heinemann & Traverso, 2009: 2381). A 
complaint threatens, therefore, the agent’s face in that it indicates that the customer’s expectations 
have not been met; this may be articulated through criticism, emotional venting comprising insults, 
orders and threats. Similarly, the customer’s face may be threatened if the complaint is warded off or 
disattended or when the agent resists aligning to the customer’s complaint. On the one hand, this 
suggests that complaints are delicate activities that should be approached with caution (e.g. use of 
delay tokens, preliminaries). On the other hand, in settings where complaints are dealt with 
professionally, the agent must assume that face-threats to their professional face will be made, just as 
the customers are likely to assume that, in the light of their grievances, they have the right to threaten 
the agent’s professional face as their main goal is to repair the damage done to their face by finding a 
solution to the trouble or obtain remedial action. Apart from protecting her own professional face, the 
agent’s job is also to maintain the face of her work-colleagues towards whom a complaint is directed 
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as, in so doing, she is helping to protect that of the institution, whose primary objective is to maintain a 
positive image. The role of the agent is thus to achieve this objective and, above all, to save the face of 
the Company and, moreover, to do this with no financial cost to the Company. In this respect, the face-
threatening nature of complaints in such institutional settings is intrinsic, given that the customers’ 
communicative goal is to get the agents not just to align and affiliate with their complaint, something 
the agents are typically trained to avoid (see Chapter 4, Section 1.3), but also to receive some remedial 
action (e.g. a refund, an apology) (see also Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011).  
The complaints examined in Section 1.3 are communicated verbally through the telephone 
channel directly to the department of the call centre. This call centre deals specifically with praise and 
complaints. The microanalysis of interactions will provide an insight into the dynamic nature of 
complaining, the occurrence of face-threats and (potential) evaluations of impolite behaviour (for 
detailed information on data on complaint calls see Chapter 3, Section 3.3).  
In the data two types of complaints have been identified, pritožba and reklamacija, both 
translated into English as complaint. The Dictionary of Standard Slovenian defines pritožba as “a 
(written) statement in which discontent or dissatisfaction, resulting from the inappropriateness or 
inadequateness of something, is expressed to some person (in charge)”; whereas reklamacija is 
defined as “a report or statement against a manufacturer or retailer to the effect that something (a 
product or a service) does not have the desired qualities” (Bajec, 2000). In the case of reklamacija this 
means that the product either needs to be repaired until it contains the desired qualities, replaced with a 
new product or in case the customer does not want it or one is not available, a refund is to be given. 
Therefore, the term reklamacija can only be used in an institutional or business context. In this 
respect, pritožba is not necessarily reklamacija, whereas reklamacija is always also pritožba. If 
someone complains, it means that their expectations regarding something have not been met. For this 
reason, and with a view to changing the unfavourable situation, they communicate their discontent to 
someone who, they believe, is responsible for the unsatisfactory state of affairs. While both 
expressions are used with the same meaning as complaint in English, at the semantic level, the term 
reklamacija also incorporates the connotation or implication of a request in as much as, in this case, 
some remedial action in the form of compensation (refund, credit, and so on) would be appropriate 
(Márquez Reiter, 2005: 484; see also Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011), (see Excerpt 37 where the 
customer explains that he is telephoning to make a reklamacija rather than pritožba). 
The next section looks at four interactional instances of complaint openings of inbound and 
outbound calls. The excerpts presented below were grouped based on the patterns identified in 
customers’ complaint behaviour and include: venting, use of explicit lexical devices and reported 
speech, and affective impoliteness. On the part of the Company administrator these were: passive 
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resistance, shifting responsibility and topic change, and sequential deletion. It is noteworthy that 
several of the practices were often identified within the same complaint call. 
 
6.1.3 Complaint openings 
 
The customers who telephone the call centre are first greeted by an automated answer to the 
summons (Schegloff, 2007), which informs them that their call is being recorded (see Excerpt 35 
below).  
Excerpt 35 – automated summons used by the complaint call centre department 
01 
02 
 Pozdravljeni poklicali ste Slovenske železnice brezplačno številko za pohvale in 
pritožbe. Pogovori se snemajo. Prosimo počakajte na prostega operaterja. 
   
  Hello you've reached Slovenian Railways toll free number for compliments and 
complaints. The conversations are recorded. Please wait for an available agent. 
This message informs the customers about the Company they have reached, about the fact that 
the calls are recorded and that their call may be queued. In this case, the automated answer to the 
summons represents the first contact the customer has with the Company and this, then, works as the 
first sequence in an episode of interaction (Schegloff, 2007). During out of office hours the voice-mail 
function is automatically initiated, allowing the customer or his or her representative to leave a 
message instead (Uršič, 2009).  
Excerpt 36a – Inbound complaint call 
01 A Prosi:m 
  Hello: 
 In line with the automated summons, which already contains key information about the 
Company the customer has reached and details of the telephone number the customer has dialled (i.e. 
praise and complaints), when answering the call, the agent always uses a simple “hello” without 
proferring her identity.   
Excerpt 36b – Outbound (complaint) call 
[…]     […] 
05 
 
[...] 
A Verlakova pri telefonu kličem iz Slovenskih železnic.   vi [ste] ravnokar 
klic[al] ... 
  Verlakova speaking I'm calling from Slovenian Railways. you [ju]st called... 
When the agent makes outbound calls, however, she always volunteers her identity (surname) 
and institutional affiliation, upon establishing that the communication channel is open. After that, she 
provides the reason for the call. Contrary to inbound complaint calls, the agent may already have prior 
information with regard to what the complainable will be about. 
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In the next section, I will look at the practices the customers use when lodging complaints (see 
Chapter 3, Section 3.3, Figure 12 on description of the corpus of complaint calls) and what they tell us 
about face and impoliteness. Therefore, the analysis looks at where in the calls, complaints are 
projected or introduced and what strategies are used to warn the agent that a complaint is forthcoming. 
It further looks at how the participants orient to and manage the complainable, i.e. complaining 
without articulating an actual complaint (Schegloff, 2005: 451). 
 
6.1.3.1 Venting 
 
Studies of everyday talk have shown that interactants premonitor complaints by offering 
downgraded responses rather than announcing them outright so as to give the addressee the option to 
attend to the complaint or disattend it (Mandelbaum, 1991/1992). Studies of complaints from 
institutional settings, on the other hand, have demonstrated that potential complaints are initiated in the 
opening section of the call when the customers proffer their reason for the call (e.g. Márquez Reiter, 
2005, 2013b). One of the practices identified in the data was venting or blowing off steam. This 
practice was already identified in complaints in institutional settings (e.g. Márquez Reiter, 2005: 505 
who refers to this as desahogo, i.e. a type of socio-emotional account the customers use to unburden 
themselves). To achieve this, the customers were found to have used various strategies such as 
storytelling, intensifying modifiers and reported speech with the objective of getting the agent to 
affiliate with his or her complaint. Similarly, Archer and Jagodziński (2015) found that customers 
engaged in venting to achieve certain tangible, extra-linguistic benefits. 
As the first example shows, this also occurs at a point in the interaction when customers 
realise that their goal is likely to be unattainable. Therefore, even if they sense that a solution to their 
problems will not be found, they still reflect the need to be listened to.  
Excerpt 37 [2] – It’s a reklamacija [Call duration: 3:43] 
Here, a father is calling the complaint department on behalf of his son to complain about how 
much his son was charged for the service he required: a printed receipt for a monthly-fare ticket that 
needs to be enclosed along with the scholarship application form. Owing to the fact that previous 
communication regarding these telephone conversations does in fact exist, the call from the Company 
is the second part in an inter-, as opposed to an intra-interactional sequence, that is, the second 
communicative encounter across interactions over a period of time. This is also apparent in the 
opening of the call (see lines 04-05 where the customer explicitly states that he has already contacted 
the Company; see also Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011) (for the full conversation see Appendix 26 – 
It’s a reklamacija). 
 
01 A Prosi:m 
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  Hello: 
02 C Erm (.) dober dan želim Janez Novak pri telefonu iz Kranja  
  Erm(.) good afternoon Janez Novak from Kranj speaking 
03 A Dober dan 
  Good afternoon  
04 
05 
C Sem: poklical na centralo oziroma na podjetje pa so mi svetoval naj tole: številko 
pokličem, čeprav ni pohvala, ni pritožba, je pa reklamacija.  
 
 
06 
 I: rang the company's headquarters and they told me to telephone thi:s number, 
although this is not a compliment or a complaint, but a reklamacija.  
(1.0) 
07 A °°uh huh°° 
08 
 
09 
10 
11 
12 
 Erm poglejte (.) sin je potreboval za štipendijo  
Erm look (.)my son needed for his scholarship 
(1.0) 
višino:: mesečne vozovnice: hhhh: iz Kranja do Ljubljane (.) in so mu ta podatek, ki 
izvira iz vaše tarife zaračunal pet evrov in jih je tud mogu plačat. takšna, takšen 
znesek ni le oderušk, ampak je tud nesramno visok ((neoodobravajoče)) 
 
 
 
 
13 
 the pri::ce of a monthly ticket: hhhh: from Kranj to Ljubljana (.)a d for this data 
which is taken from your tariff he was charged five Euros and also had to pay them. 
such, such an amount is not only usurious but shamelessly expensive 
((disapprovingly)) 
(2.0) 
14 
15 
A °°uh huh°° 
(2.0) 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
C ((Ahem)) sem reku da se bom obrnu na vas,  torej prčakujemo eno pojasnilo, zaka:j je 
to tko visoka cena (.) za to storitev, sicer pa se bom potem, če ne bom zadovoljen z 
odgovorom tut obrnil na pristojne inšpekcije al kogarkoli, kr tko pa ne morem 
dovolit, da si kr vsak zmišljuje za v bistvu nč dela zaračunat tko visok znesek, kot 
je v konkretnem primeru zaračunan blo pet evrov za potrdilo o ceni, gor piše na 
računu K24A, to meni sicer nič ne pomen.   
  ((Cough)) I said I will turn to you, so we expect an explanation, why: the price for 
this service is so high (.) or I will, if I am not satisfied with your answer also 
turn to relevant inspectorates or anyone, because I will not let anyone to just make 
up such a high amount for basically having done no work, as is the case in point 
where a charge of five Euros was made for a receipt, it says on the receipt K24A, 
this doesn't mean anything to me. 
Following a summons-specific answer by the agent at line 01 (see Excerpt 36a), the customer 
(l. 02), in line with the institutional setting greets the agent using dober dan (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 
1.5 on greetings in institutional settings) and immediately provides self-identification, revealing his 
full name and location. At line 03, the agent reciprocates the greeting and at the first available 
opportunity, the customer issues his complaint (l. 04). Here, the customer first reveals that he has 
already contacted the Company’s headquarters and was instructed to contact this department, i.e. the 
official section for praise and complaints (Uršič, 2009). Once the task of identification is achieved and 
the participants can proceed to the business at hand, the customer offers, at the anchor position, the 
reason for the call, in this case a reklamacija concerning the cost of obtaining a receipt. That the 
customer uses the term reklamacija rather than pritožba (“complaint”) reflects institutionality as, in 
everyday talk, the complaint activity of reklamacija would not be possible. That the reason for the call 
was proffered at the first available opportunity demonstrates the task-oriented nature of the call, that is, 
the customer’s wish to receive reimbursement for the service that his son had to pay for. This is also 
evidenced in the packaging and labelling of the complaint when the customer makes explicit the fact 
that he is telephoning to make a reklamacija and not to lodge a complaint or praise the Company for 
its service. In addition, the use of reported speech (Holt, 1996) at lines 04-05 gives further weight to 
the claim (“reklamacija”) as the customer has allegedly been referred by the Company’s headquarters. 
This shows that he might be within his rights to make the claim and that he is following the due 
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process. The customer thus chooses a top-down approach in that he articulates his expectations 
regarding the complaint outcome before telling the story and its background.  
At line 06, the agent utters uh huh in softer speech giving the customer a “go-ahead” response 
(Schegloff, 2007), thereby allowing the customer to introduce the troublesome issue. The fact that her 
turn is uttered after a pause of one second and in softer speech, arguably, displays a certain degree of 
caution. However, the agent withholds any further participation orienting to it as not yet due. The 
customer indeed continues and gives an explanation of the complainable at lines 08-12, where he, 
using a look-prefaced turn that is indicative of a potential troubles-telling (Márquez Reiter, 2013b), 
summarises briefly what actually happened, and expresses his belief that accessing ticket information 
should be a free service and that they should pay him back the five Euros his son had to spend. What is 
more, five Euros to him sounds like an extortionate amount of money given that, as far as he knows, 
nobody had to do any work to produce it. What follows at line 12, is the continuation of the 
complainable with heightened affectivity. He does this by criticising the Company for charging way 
too much for a specific service, using adjectives such as usurious and shamelessly expensive to 
intensify his negative stance and express anger and criticism, thus implying that this institution, which 
the agent represents, behaves in an irregular manner, taking advantage of its customers’ needs. 
Through criticism, he threatens the agent’s professional face, the want to be approved of. The agent (l. 
14) responds to the customer’s utterances with a continuer uh huh. With this, the agent aligns with the 
customer’s telling activity (Stivers, 2008), allowing him to develop the complaint even further. At line 
16, the customer continues first by uttering a direct request using the plural inclusive we “we expect an 
explanation why the price for this service is so high”. The reason the customer uses “we” instead of 
“I” may lie in the fact that, as a father, he is also the head of the family, and as such is normally 
responsible for its finances. In addition, the use of “we” gives more weight to the complaint in as 
much as it indicates that more than one person is involved. Furthermore, at lines 16-21, the customer, 
on asserting that he simply cannot countenance that companies charge such amounts of money without 
having done any work for it, creates an agent-versus-customers situation where the customers have to 
endure the unfairness of the Company. The customer then goes on to declare, at line 18, a conditional 
verbal threat, namely, that if the agent does not act according to his demands (provide an explanation 
and possibly a refund) he will inform not only the inspectorates but anyone else who will help him 
ensure that the Company will face the consequences. “A verbal threat constitutes a linguistic strategy 
that is used to manipulate, or even coerce, the addressee into (not) doing something which has an 
undesirable outcome for him/her” (Limberg, 2009: 1378). At line 18, therefore, the explicit threat can 
be interpreted as one which is posed to the agent’s professional face, occurring even before the agent 
has had her turn to react and reply to the customer’s request. With attitudinally marked prosody 
(including in-breaths and coughs), the customer further aims to achieve message intensity. The way 
the customer structures the complaint at lines 02-21, particularly displaying his understanding of the 
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likelihood of his complaint being rejected, suggests he will still use this opportunity to let off steam. In 
other words, his orientation to the fact that his complaint is likely to be rejected becomes the 
complainable (Schegloff, 2005).  
Sharing a story of frustration is also an example of venting that was particularly observed in 
the opening of complaint calls. As previous studies have shown, complaining typically involves 
storytelling, which is “built around conveying a stance toward an event” (Stivers, 2013: 201) and 
involves a chronologically ordered description of a situation with vivid realistic details and references 
to people and places (Dayter & Rüdiger, 2014: 203). Through storytelling, speakers aim to increase 
attentiveness and promote affiliation (Traverso, 2008). Similarly to Excerpt 37, in Excerpt 38, a 
mother complains on behalf of her 16-year old daughter, who had to pay a fee for not having a valid 
monthly ticket on board the train. Monthly tickets are valid for a specific month (e.g. 1st September-2nd 
October). However, due to smart card technology they can only be renewed at certain (larger) train 
stations, whereas smaller stations sell only standard day tickets due to a lack of necessary equipment. 
The daughter’s departure point is precisely a small train station, which is why she can only purchase 
her monthly ticket at the destination point. She thus had to pay twice for her ticket, because she was ill 
and could not renew the monthly ticket in time (for the full conversation see Appendix 29 – She had to 
pay a fine). 
Excerpt 38 [11/1] – She had to pay a fine [call duration 27:12] 
[…]  […] 
04 C sem Manja Kolar iz Pleter, včeraj sem klicala, ne vem verjetno popoldne ne delate? 
  I am Manja Kolar from Pleterje, I called yesterday I don't know, you probably don't 
work in the afternoon? 
05 A ne, popoldne ne, zato imamo odzivnik 
  no, not in the afternoon, we have an answering machine for that 
06 C aha vredo, ja ja  
  aha okay, yes yes 
07 A °°ja°°  
  °°yes°° 
08 
09 
C zdaj pa, jaz mam eno vprašanje, najprej vam bom povedala eno zgodbo zdaj najprej. 
jaz mam hčerko, staro šestnajst let  
  now, I have one question, I will first tell you a story first of all. I have a 
daughter, sixteen years old 
10  (0.5) 
11  in zdaj se ona drugo leto vozi že iz Hajdine v Ptuj z vlakom. 
  and now she is commuting for the second year from Hajdina to Ptuj by train. 
12  (0.5) 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
 lani smo celo leto kupli mesečne (.) letos ravno tak bomo skozi kupili mesečne 
karte(.)tudi sin se je štiri leta vozil z erm z erm v Ptuj z mesečnimi (.) skozi smo 
uporabljali vlak in mesečne karte ampak namreč zdaj se nam pa je to zgodilo: moja 
hčer je zbolela in sedaj (.) ker je pač šla v ponedeljek v: šolo smo ji mi doma 
rekli (.) Vaska (.) zdaj karte v Hajdini ne moreš kupit mesečne kupla boš jo pa 
takoj ko prideš dol smo ji dali denar da si kupi mesečno vem da je bil datum višje 
ampak je bila bolana in je imela potrdilo od zdravnika in čisto vse (.) In (.)nato 
je prišu sprevodnik in ji je zaračunal trikratno ceno. jaz mislim da po vseh letih 
kaj smo mi kupovali mesečne in kaj še jih bomo kupovali na vse tote viruse na 
bolezni da niti ne morjo v Hajdini met mesečne karte kupit ko jo tak in tak skozi 
kupujemo jo je potem na Ptuju kupla s tem da je imela problem da je tam gospodi 
plačala trikratno ceno ji je za mesečno denarja sfalilo takrat smo mogli mi zopet na 
Ptuj z avtom da smo ji zraven dali denar da je prišla do ene boge mesečne. jaz 
mislim da vi imate sigurno kaka predavanja glede vaših erm ne vem kak se imenujejo 
ko pregledujejo karte da tudi bi mogu precenit ljudi al karkoli da bi tud mogu 
včasih na normalne ne vjutru ob pol sedmih na vlaki preštudirat ali je potrebno 
karto trikratno plačat taki punci tudi na rojstni den se ji je to zgodilo in n-ne 
vem kaj naj rečem. mislim (.) ne gre se mi za denar absolutno ne zdi se mi pa:: 
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31 
32 
sporno da niti niso upoštevali da vse leta kupuje mesečno da bi si jo kupla mesečno 
in da n-nimate mogoče tolko predavanj da bi precenli tudi te otroke. 
  last year we were buying monthly tickets the entire year (.) this year we will also 
be buying monthly tickets (.) my son was commuting for four years with erm with erm 
to Ptuj with monthly tickets (.)we have been using train services and monthly 
tickets all the time but now this ha:ppened to us my daughter fell ill and now (.) 
as she went to: school on Monday we told her at home (.) Vaska(.)you cannot buy a 
ticket in Hajdina today a monthly ticket you will buy it as soon as you get off the 
train and we gave her money to buy a monthly ticket I know the date was over the 
first but she was ill and had a certificate from the doctor and everything (.)and 
(.) then the railway guard came and charged her a price of three tickets. I think 
that after all the years that we have been buying monthly tickets that we will 
continue to buy them considering all these viruses and diseases that they cannot 
have monthly tickets to buy in Hajdina that we are constantly buying that she then 
bought in Ptuj considering she had a problem that she paid the guard the price of 
three tickets and did not have enough money for the monthly ticket that we had to go 
to Ptuj by car to give her the money so she could buy one lousy ticket. I think that 
you must have some lectures about your erm I don’t know what they are called who 
check tickets on trains that they should be able to judge people or whatever that 
they should sometimes judge normal not in the morning at seven thirty on the train 
whether it is necessary to charge the amount of three tickets to such a girl this 
also happened to her on her birthday and I d-don’t know what to say. I mean(.)this 
is not about the money absolutely not but I think i::t’s controversial that they 
didn’t even consider that she has been buying monthly tickets all these years that 
she would have bought a monthly ticket and that you d-don’t have maybe any lectures 
to learn how to judge these kids. 
When the customer gets her turn at line 04, she proffers her full name and tells the agent that 
she unsuccessfully called the Company the day before. She thus signals urgency with respect to telling 
her complainable. In cases where prior communication with the Company had taken place, the 
customers clearly state this information in the reason for the call slot (e.g. Excerpt 37, l. 04; Excerpt 
40, l. 11), prior to launching the complaint. The institutional nature of the call is also reflected in the 
way the customers display their awareness of specific procedural steps that need to be accounted for 
before the complaint can be launched (cf. Márquez Reiter, 2013b: 238-239). Once this is 
accomplished, they more or less explicitly announce that a complaint is forthcoming. Hence, upon 
establishing that during out-of-office hours the department uses the answering machine, the customer 
moves to the main business of the call, i.e. the complaint, as is evident from her now-prefaced turn 
design. Similar conversational behaviour was observed in all eight inbound complaints, i.e. following 
the agent’s answer to the summons (see Excerpt 36a), the customers proffer a greeting dober dan that 
serves as an acknowledgment token that they are connected to the right institution. This is followed by 
self-identification where all customers but one offers either their full name or their surname. In three 
instances they also provide their location (e.g. Excerpt 37, l. 02; Excerpt 38, l. 04). After that the 
customers immediately launch the potential troubles-telling, therefore, displaying their perceived 
entitlement to do so. 
At line 08, the customer first aims to design her complaint in the form of an inquiry (e.g. “I 
have one question”) but then immediately provides a story preface. She introduces the main character 
of the story, her 16-year old daughter. It becomes clear that the call is on behalf of her daughter, who 
commutes to school (l. 09-11). The fact that the agent does not intervene in the customer’s telling (e.g. 
l. 10 and 12) shows her understanding that stories “require extended turns-at-talk on the part of the 
teller” (Mandelbaum, 2013: 493). To try to get the agent to affiliate with her complaint story, i.e. by 
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means of displaying support of and endorsing the teller’s conveyed stance (Stivers 2008: 35), the 
customer implements various complaint strategies (cf. Bolkan, Griffin & Goodboy, 2014 on perceived 
effectiveness of customer complaint messages) such as emphasising the importance of her family’s 
loyalty (l. 13-15, 20-21, 31 regarding how often they use the Company’s services), stressing the 
impact of the negative experience (l. 23-25 regarding how the perceived injustice inconvenienced 
them), repetition (e.g. l. 20, 24, 29 such as threefold fare or l. 16, 19, 21-22 due to sickness), socio-
emotional accounts (l. 16 “she was ill” and l. 29 “it was her birthday”) to appeal to the agent’s sense of 
solidarity (e.g. Márquez Reiter, 2005). By topicalising the relational history between her family and 
the Company she implicitly accuses the Company of disloyalty and labels the Company’s behaviour as 
immoral. This serves as a way of repairing the damage caused to the customer’s face and influence the 
outcome of the complaint (e.g. receive an apology). Apart from that, the customer uses reported 
speech (l. 17-18) as well as specific phrases (e.g. l. 25 “one poor monthly ticket”) as a way of 
providing further substantiation for her claims and to convey her stance towards the incident. It is 
interesting to note that the delivery of her story is not emotion-laden, but quite technical. Moreover, 
her speech and choice of words change as is evident from the way her use of standard Slovenian (l. 13-
20) suddenly becomes interwoven with dialect specific words (gospodi (gospodu)/Mister (l. 23), 
sfalilo (zmanjkalo)/ran out (of money) (l. 24), vjutru (zjutraj)/morning (l. 28), rojstni den (rojstni 
dan)/birthday (l.29)). At line 30, the customer also makes her expectations regarding the Company’s 
remedial action explicit, i.e. she is not interested in reimbursement, but to let off steam so as to 
somewhat repair the damage that, through this perceived injustice, had been done to her face and her 
daughter’s face for having to endure the unfairness of the Company (l. 26-29, l. 32). 
The various strategies and components that the customer uses to convey a negative stance 
towards the event which triggered the complainable describe the degree to which the incident was 
perceived as face-threatening by the customer. At the same time, the way customers convey their 
stance makes relevant their expectations about how the agent should respond.  
 
6.1.3.2 Use of explicit lexical devices and reported speech 
 
When customers complain, they use negative observations, specific idiomatic expressions, 
reported speech and extreme case formulations (Pomerantz, 1986), with which they not only “provide 
for the recognisability of wrongdoings” (Pillet-Shore, 2015: 189), but also to reconstruct and convey 
their stance towards the complainable event to get the agent to align and affiliate with the 
complainable. The next two examples focus on two call openings in outbound complaint calls. This 
means that a complaint had already been lodged prior to the actual calls examined, with the agent now 
returning the calls (see Excerpt 36b). When returning a call, the agent, in the reason for the call slot, 
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typically summarises the type of interaction the customer had previously taken with the Company. 
These include leaving a message and personal details on the answering machine, sending an email or 
calling the complaints department. In these two calls the customers used lexical items such as very, 
mad or extreme case formulations (Pomerantz, 1986) that carry a strong negative affective meaning 
and convey or intensify the customer’s attitudinal position towards the complainable. In other words, 
with such language the customers display personal feelings towards the complainable.  
Excerpt 39 comprises a complaint call regarding a service for an international trip from 
Slovenia to Germany. Here, the agent is calling the customer to provide the views of the Company 
regarding the incident that had been reported prior to this call. However, the called (Sacks, 1992), that 
is, the customer who had lodged the original complaint, appears not to be home. Instead, the customer, 
that is, the agent learns from the answerer (Sacks, 1992), his wife, that she had been travelling with the 
called when the incident occurred (lines 10-12). At this juncture, the answerer becomes “the customer” 
by virtue of the fact that she was also travelling at the time and was thus also affected by the service 
provided. She claims, therefore, to be an incumbent of the customer service provider category 
(Pomerantz & Mandelbaum, 2005) and, as such, entitled to certain rights and to have the complainable 
explained (see also Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011) (for the full conversation see Appendix 28 – 
Buy your ticket and piss off). 
Excerpt 39 [10] – Buy your ticket and piss off [call duration: 12:41] 
01 C pr↑os::m 
  h↑ello:: 
02 A dobe::r dan  
  goo::d afternoon 
03 C >dober dan<   
  >good afternoon< 
04  (0.5) 
05 
06 
A Verlakova pri telefonu (.) kličem iz Slovenskih železnic bi lahko prosm dobila  
   go[spo:::da::]   
  Verlakova speaking (.) I'm calling from Slovenian Railways could I please speak to       
   Mi[::ste:::r]  
07 C    <[JA (.)GA PA] NI doma zdle pride tam okol še:stih > 
     <[YES(.)BUT HE]IS NOT home right now he’ll be back around si:x > 
08 
09 
A ah↓a:: (.) no potem pa nč potem bom pa jutr dopol- 
[v dopoldanskem času] 
  o::↓h (.) well okay then I’ll try tomorrow mor-  
[in the morning] 
10 C [ja če drgač sem] jaz z njemu potovala                                                                                                                      
  [yes well I was] actually travelling with him 
11  (0.5)  
12 A aha? vi ste tut z njim potovalaP/V.= 
  oh? you were also travelling with him.= 
13 C =ja:  
  =ye:s 
14 A aha.  
  oh. 
15 C >to je blo noro.< 
  >that was mad.< 
[…] […] […] 
19 
20 
21 
A er:: in::: kako je blo tam (.)kako so sprevodniki delal z njimi ne (.) ampak 
gle::jte ne to:::: so pač bli::: avstrijski uslužbenci a ne                                    
[erm:] 
  er:: a:::nd what it was like there (.) how the train guards were treating them 
right (.) but loo::k right the::::ese we:::re actually Austrian employees right                                               
 [erm] 
22 C [JA SAM] POSLUŠTE 
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  [YES BUT] LISTEN 
23  (0.5) 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
 er je bla tut gospa k je v Ljubljani karto kupila (.) midva sma jo sicer u 
Postojni kupila (.) je bla gospa k je bla v Ljubljan k je v Lublan kupila karto in 
je rekla da so jih opozoril da bojo verjetn mogl kakšn er:: k: da bojo verjetn 
mogl prestopit, (.) in da se bo čakal. za kva nam to sprevodnik ni povedal na 
vla:ku k smo stal pol ure na postaji pred mejo že. 
  er there was also a lady who bought a ticket in Ljubljana (.) we actually bought 
it at Postojna (.)there was a lady who was in Ljubljana who bought the ticket in 
Ljubljana and she said that they were warned that they might have to er:: th: 
change trains,(.)and wait. why didn’t the train guard tell us on the tra:in while 
we were waiting for half an hour at a station at the border already. 
29 A uh huh (.) uh huh 
30 
31 
C <NOBE::DN NAS NI OBVESTU AMA NČ .hhhhh AVSTRI::JC SE JE DRLU NA NAS (.) RAUS RAUS 
GREMO DOL> 
  <NOO::NE NOTIFIED US ABOUT ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING .hhhhh THE AU::STRIAN GUY SCREAMED 
AT US (.) RAUS RAUS GET OFF> 
Starting at line 04, the customer pauses for approximately half a second before responding to 
the agent’s greeting Dobe::r dan. The 0.5 pause and the second-pair part of the greeting at line 03, 
where the customer replies using dober dan signal the answerer’s realisation that this is possibly an 
institutional rather than an everyday call. Further evidence of the institutional framework is found at 
line 07, where the answerer volunteers information as to the time when the called can be contacted, 
again at this stage still apparently unaware of what exactly the call was about. So far all she had been 
given was a greeting commonly heard in institutional settings and, at line 05, a rather vague form of 
organisational identification. Yet further support for the inferential framework underlining 
institutionality can be found in the answer provided by the agent at lines 08-09, namely that she will 
call again tomorrow. On hearing this, the answerer, who seems to know that civil servants do not 
normally work after 4 p.m., realises the reason for the call even though the agent has still not 
stipulated it. It is then that the answerer adopts the identity of customer. The 0.5 second pause at line 
11 reflects the agent’s realisation that the answerer is also a customer and the particle “aha”, the “oh-
prefaced” (Heritage, 1998), uttered with rising intonation reflects a change in the agent's state of mind 
from non-knowing to now-knowing (Heritage, 1984, 1998; Schegloff, 2007). The change of state-of-
mind occurs because the agent suddenly realises that she is in fact talking to a customer with rights. 
This is further confirmed by the agent in her reformulation of the customer’s previous turn (l. 12): vi 
ste tut z njim potovalaP/V' (“you were also travelling with him”). Here, the agent uses the non-standard 
(colloquial) use of the singular verb following the plural vi (“polvikanje”), potentially to signal a 
somewhat friendlier and less formal attitude while, at the same time, continuing to be respectful. At 
line 13, the customer then confirms, in a latched utterance, that this is so and, at line 14, the agent 
produces an “uh huh” with falling intonation, which functions as an acknowledgment or continuer 
(Schegloff, 2007) of change in the roles adopted, offering the answerer, who has now become the 
called, an opportunity to express the complainable. She immediately grabs this opportunity, at line 15 
(arrowed), where she describes what had happened as “mad”. Added to this, are the suprasegmental 
features, such as, her tone of voice, which has become rushed, and the emphasis on the word “mad”. 
These help to convey escalated affect. 
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At lines 16-21 (some lines omitted), evidence that previous communication regarding the 
incident had taken place finally emerges when the agent summarises what the husband had told her. At 
line 20, however, the agent’s claim may be viewed as dismissing the complaint altogether given that 
the agent is not Austrian and thus not personally accountable for the mess. By saying this, she attempts 
to block the complaint to be developed at the next turn. Nevertheless, at line 22, the customer, in 
overlap with the agent, claims her turn in a competitive manner67 by producing “listen”, what Jefferson 
(1972) and Schegloff and Sacks (1973) refer to as “misplacement marker”. With this she displays her 
understanding that the topic change she is about to introduce may be improperly placed. The 
customer’s response is characterised by loudness when she raises her tone of voice considerably. 
Although she briefly drops out (l. 23), she continues as the agent does not negotiate her turn with the 
customer, and reworks the complaint, addressing the cause of the problem, i.e. lack of information 
about potential delays. Here, the customer disaffiliates with the agent’s account by stressing that 
another passenger travelling from a different departure point had in fact been informed of construction 
works. While making her claims (line 26, arrowed), she uses indirect reported speech and negative 
observations as a way of achieving veracity through witness corroboration (Dayter & Rüdiger, 2014), 
thus providing further substantiation for her claims. She then produces a why-interrogative (l. 27) in 
negative formatting, with which she communicates her challenging stance that this, i.e. the train guard 
not informing them while they were waiting at the border, is what she perceives problematic and 
accountable (Bolden & Robinson, 2011), thus soliciting an explanation. Negatively formatted why-
interrogatives such as the one used by the customer can be seen as complaining and criticising in that 
it formulates someone, i.e. the train guard as a failure (Schegloff, 1988). That the agent also seems to 
understand it as such is evident from her response at line 29, where she produces two 
acknowledgement tokens rather than an explanation. The customer continues in a slowed down pace, 
which was found to be associated with politeness rather than impoliteness (Hidalgo Navarro & Cabedo 
Nebot, 2014), yet at the same time dramatically raises her tone of voice. She continues to express an 
extremely negative attitude towards the event she is describing through lexical items (e.g. screamed at 
us; extreme case formulations (Pomerantz, 1986) such as ‘no one’, ‘absolutely anything’)68 and 
through direct reported speech. Adding to intensity are the prosodic cues such as volume of speech, an 
in-breath, stretching of vowels). In other contexts, such behaviour could have an impact on politeness 
judgments. However, in this setting, displays of emotions even when prosodic values (e.g. pitch, 
speech rate) are abnormal, are not unexpected. 
In the next complaint call, the customer also employs reported speech and intensifying 
modifiers when formulating the complaint. Upon establishing that the communication channel is open 
(see Excerpt 36b), the agent provides the reason for the call, i.e. the customer left a message on a voice 
                                                 
67 Turn claimants produce serial starts of an incipient turn in overlap with current speaker (Jefferson, 2004). 
68 ECfs index the speaker’s stance or attitude towards something when he or she is saying more than mere accuracy would 
require (Edwards, 2000; Pomerantz, 1986). 
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mail a day before and then called again just now (l. 05-07). By leaving a message on a voice machine 
a day before and then contacting the Company early in the morning, the male customer displays 
urgency. Similarly, the agent’s provision of an account as to why she has not returned the customer’s 
call from the day before first thing in the morning, i.e. she did not want to wake him up, is treated by 
both participants as a preface to an apology (Schegloff, 2005). In other words, she shows her 
orientation to the lack of response as accountable, but at the expense of customer’s face needs (for the 
full conversation see Appendix 25 – She was really rude, sorry). 
Excerpt 40 [1] – She was really rude, sorry [call duration: 2:50] 
[…] […] […] 
05 
06 
07 
A Verlakova pri telefonu kličem iz Slovenskih  železnic.   vi [ste] ravnokar klic[al] 
pa včeraj ste er er sporočilo pustili na našem telefonu ampak jaz vas dons nism 
hotla še klicat ker n(h)e v(h)e(h)m a veste kdaj kdo vstane a ne pa 
  Verlakova speaking I'm calling from Slovenian railways. you [ju]st called  [and] 
you also left a er er message on our machine but I didn't want to call you yet 
today  because I d(h)o(h)n't kn(h)o(h)w you know when someone gets up right so 
[…] […] […] 
11 
12 
13 
14 
C >fino fino no ker jaz er ja sem zdle hotu klicat oziroma sem vas klical< er:::: en 
en problemčič mam er pa sploh ni tak nenavaden pa:: mal smešn >v glavnem včeraj 
zvečer sem pršel pol po::l devetih oziroma ob pet do pol devetih na Kranjsko 
železniško post↑ajo< 
  >good good right cause I er just wanted to call you actually I was calling you< 
er:::: one one tiny peoblem that I have er it's not that unusual a::nd a little 
funny >basically yesteday evening I came half ha::lf eight or five minutes to half 
eight to Kranj train st↑ation< 
15  (1.5) 
16 A °ja° 
  °yes° 
17 C in sem hotel kupit mesečno karto. 
  and wanted to buy a monthly ticket. 
[…] […] […] 
24 
25 
26 
C in ko sem pršel tja sem reku če lahko kupim mesečno::: vozovni↑co (.) in je bla 
gospa u:: ta prvič ko sem pršel je bla <relatvino prijazna> no oziroma bom reku pač 
taka (.) okej ne 
  and when I got there and said if I can buy a monthly::: ticke↑t (.) and the lady 
was u:: the first time I got there she was <relatively nice> well actually I'll say 
she was like (.) okay right 
27 A °mhm° 
28 
29 
C eer pol sn pa reku če lahko dobim karte pa je rekla da ne (.)zato ker ona dela 
mesečne karte samo do osmih zveč↑er 
  eer then I said if I can get the ticket and she said no (.) cause she only issues 
monthly tickets till eight ↑p.m. 
[…] […] […] 
36 C sem pa šel čez pet minut še enkrat nazaj ne 
  I went back again five minutes later right 
37 A °mhm° 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
C 
 
 
in še enkrat prijazno nastopu ne sem reku kaj če se mogoče res ne bi dalo ene 
mesečne karte narest ker bo pač jutri zjutraj res gužva in bi mi pač (.) blo (.) to 
precej bolj bolj enostavno (.) je bla pa precej bolj osorna zlo zlo neprijazna se 
je obnašala in je rekla da ne da ona dela karte do osmih in nč druzga kljub temu da 
je pač tam vse povsod napisano da blagajna dela do petnajst do devetih. 
  and was friendly right I said if she really couldn't maybe issue one monthly ticket 
cause tomorrow morning it's going to be really crowded and it'd just (.) make (.) 
things much much easier for me (.) and she was much more harsh very very rude she 
was behaving and said that no that she only issues tickets till eight and nothing 
else despite the fact that it's written everywhere that the ticket office operates 
fifteen to nine. 
[…] […] […] 
46 
47 
C 
 
[to mi] je::: zdaj ne vem al je to re::s (.) al ni res tut če je res je bla zlo 
neprijazna no sori. 
  [this] is::: now I don't know if that's true:: (.) or not even if it is she was 
very rude right sorry. 
At line 11, the customer accepts the agent’s pre-apology and moves to the main reason as to 
why he contacted the Company by first paving his way for a complaint using a complaint preliminary 
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(Schegloff, 2007), e.g. “a tiny problem that I have”, before introducing a complaint story (l. 12-14). 
The customer not only labels the topic of the complaint as quite common, but also mitigates the 
complainable as evidenced by his choice of words, e.g. tiny, not unusual, a little funny. He then gets to 
the point by reporting what happened in a faster tempo than the surrounding talk. In lines 12-26 and 
28-29, he uses storytelling and indirect reported speech to stage the reconstruction of events (Selting, 
2010). It is interesting to note that when describing the ticket seller’s behaviour, the customer presents 
himself as a tolerant person (l. 38, ‘I was friendly’). Throughout the customer’s narrative, the agent 
produces minimal acknowledgment tokens (l. 27, 37), allowing him to develop the complaint. Apart 
from using indirect reported speech, he further displays his affective stance towards the event through 
intensifying modifiers (e.g. (l. 40, arrowed) ‘very very rude’, ‘much much easier’), through prosodic 
cues (e.g. stressing certain words (‘no’ at lines 28 and 41)). By reconstructing affectivity in this way, 
the customer not only displays negative stance towards the complainable event, but also makes 
relevant the agent’s response to the telling (Selting, 2010). 
The analysis of openings in inbound and outbound complaint calls shows that the way in 
which complaints are introduced in both types of calls is not that different as they are typically 
introduced at the first available opportunity, immediately after the communication channel had been 
opened, the most basic procedural steps taken (identification and location), and potential prior 
communication highlighted by the customer (e.g. Márquez Reiter, 2005, 2013b). While the customers’ 
identity may not always be of relevance to the agent (e.g. in three out of eight cases when the 
complaint ended as a completed transaction), all customers proffered some form of self-identification. 
Moreover, the fact that the customers used a short trouble-implicative preliminary to the complaint 
(Schegloff, 2007) in four out of eight inbound complaint calls of the corpus indicates that the 
customers perceive themselves to be entitled to lodge their complaint. Similarly, in outbound calls the 
customers display their understanding that the complaint represents the main business of the call as is 
evident in the way they introduced it immediately after registering what the call is about (e.g. Excerpt 
39, l. 10). In constructing their complaints, the customers used various resources, previously found in 
complaints such as storytelling, direct and indirect reported speech, intensifying modifiers, threats, 
repetition, and witness corroboration to display their stance towards the event as well as to seek 
affiliation from the agent and potentially influence the outcome of the complaint. They also 
emphasised how the incident affected them (e.g. Excerpt 38, l. 24-25; Excerpt 39, l. 28; Excerpt 40, l. 
39-40). In openings of inbound complaint calls, the agent played a side role as evidenced from the way 
she reduced her responses to the provision of acknowledgment tokens so as allow the customer to 
explain the complainable before being able to respond. In the case of outbound complaints, the agent, 
in some cases (e.g. Excerpt 39) knew what the complaint was about and thus aimed to provide an 
explanation. Although, impoliteness is associated with displays of strong negative emotions (e.g. 
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Culpeper, 2011a) which can also be observed in the call openings analysed, in this particular situation, 
the agent does not orient to the behaviour as impolite. 
 The practices identified and discussed in call openings were observed throught the call. In the 
next sections, I will focus on the resources the agent uses when dealing with complaints. These 
involve passive resistance, shifting of responsibility and topic change. 
 
6.1.4 Unfolding of complaints 
 
Previous literature on complaints has already documented that complaining typically stretches 
over several sequences and is oriented towards obtaining the addressee’s affiliation. However, rather 
than extended examples these studies only dealt with short complaints. As the analysis will 
demonstrate, in the unfolding of complaints their challenging nature comes particularly to the fore. 
 
6.1.4.1 Passive resistance 
 
Excerpt 41 is a continuation of Excerpt 37, analysed in this chapter, Section 1.3, where the 
father calls the Company about his son having been charged what to him is too large an amount for the 
service provided (see also Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011). Up to this point (l. 24-26), the agent has 
not had an opportunity to respond to the customer’s venting. This example demonstrates that at 
various stages of the customer’s complaint the agent may display passive resistance, i.e. employing 
minimal responses and that this occurs when the agent tries to provide an explanation which due to 
Company policies, contrasts with the customer’s objective (see Appendix 26 – It’s a reklamacija). 
Excerpt 41 [2] – It’s a reklamacija (continuation of Excerpt 37) 
24 
25 
26 
A erm, glejte, bom jaz erm:: samo govorila z eno kolegico a ne, ki več ve o tem, pa 
vam bom potem dala pojasnilo pa vas pokličem po telefonu, ali pa vas vam napišem kr 
mogoče po elektronski pošti: 
  erm, look, I will erm:: speak to a colleague right, who knows more about this, and 
I will then give you an explanation or call you on the phone, or should I just 
reply in an ema:il maybe 
27 
28 
C lahko po elektronski pošti torej jaz sem Janez Novak janez pika novak je naslov 
elektronske pošte 
  you can email me so I'm Janez Novak janez dot novak is my email address 
[…]  ((the customer gives the agent his email address which for reasons of anonymity is 
left out)) 
38 
39 
40 
C bi pa blo to zaračunan petga desetga to se prav dans ob 11:57 uri na železniški 
postaji v Trbovlje, piše pa gor potrdilo o ceni K pomišljaj 24A številka tega 
potrdila je 6719 erm::: znesek ki je bil pa zaračunan je pa pet evrov. 
  that was charged on fifth tenth that is today at 11:57 at the train station 
Trbovlje, it says on it fare certificate K dash 24A the number of the certificate 
is 6719 erm::: the amount charged is five Euros. 
41 A uh huh 
42  (1.0) 
43 C torej to je za eno uro dela ki ga zaračuna en dohter. 
  this is actually for an hour of work that a doctor charges. 
44  (1.0) 
45  a se vam ne zdi da je to previsoko? 
  don't you think that this is too expensive? 
46 A em, glejte mi smo se še o tem že večkrat nazaj pogovarjal, kaj se tega tiče, mislim 
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47 
48 
da je to ena taka enotna cena em:: zaradi tega ne glede na to v bistvu tolk potem 
stane ena vozovnica 
  em, look wePL have talked about this many times in the past, concerning this, I 
believe this is such a defined price em:: that is why regardless of this actually 
how much a fare then is  
49 C pet evrov je pa prehudo, ne, za izpisek iz vaše tarife  
  five euros is too much, right, for a printed receipt from your tariff 
50 A ja ja 
  yes yes 
51 C kr tolk je, ne  
  cause that's how much it is, right 
52 A uh huh 
53 C pet evrov se mi zdi pa tko hudo in lejte   
  five euros is so bad and look  
54  (1.0) 
55  verjetn z vašim odgovorm ne bom zadovoljen, verjetn da ne, ne? 
  I probably won't be satisfied with your answer, probably not, right? 
56 A uh huh 
57 
58 
C in se bom potem obrnu tut na inšpekcijo in seveda tud na novinarje in še na  
marsikoga 
  and I will then turn to an inspectorate and of course the media and many others 
59 A uh huh 
60 C zato bi prosu, da o tem seznante vaše nadrejene 
  so I would like to ask you to inform your supervisors about this 
61 A uh huh 
62 C in naj oni to potuhtajo, kaj bodo nardil 
  and they should figure out what they will do 
63 A uh huh 
64 
65 
66 
C ker pet evrov za eno potrdilo je pa res! ode:ruško, glede na to da gre za državno 
podjetje, poleg tega da plačamo usluge, financirajo tudi vsi iz davkov, ki jih pač 
odvajamo državljani, ne? 
  because five euros for a single receipt is truly! usu:rious, bearing in mind that 
this is a state-owned company, that we pay for your services, finance from taxes 
that are paid by us the citizens, right? 
In delivering her turn (l. 24-26), the agent informs the customer that she needs to seek advice 
and discuss the complainable with a more experienced work colleague. She does so by announcing a 
pre-closing with a delay token “erm” followed by “look”, proposing they resume the interaction at a 
later time (e.g. Wong, 2007). It is noteworthy that in dealing with the complaint, the agent proposes an 
arrangement to contact the customer via email. Upon providing the agent with the email address (l. 29-
37 omitted), at lines 38-40, the customer moves out of the closing and continues to manifest his 
outrage about the price of the service by using the strategy of contrast, in this case, with doctors (l. 
43), who are traditionally respected members of society with a highly regarded role in the community. 
In arguing that the cost of the service rendered by the Company corresponds to what a doctor charges 
for an hour’s work, the customer displays further heightening of his affectivity. This strategy may be 
viewed as a persuasive strategy to get the agent to affiliate with the complaint as, in the eyes of the 
general public, doctors’ services are very expensive. It would then follow that charging the same as a 
doctor for a receipt is extortionate. By the same token, this argument may be perceived as an offence, 
in as much as it suggests that the service provided is worth very little. As the agent seems to withhold 
active participation (see pauses at the transition relevance place (l. 42, 44), where she could have taken 
the floor), the customer, at line 45, tries to elicit her perspective with a polar question. In this case a 
“yes” would be the preferred response to the yes/no interrogative (Schegloff, 2007) as it manifests 
affiliation with the customer, whereas “no” would be a dispreferred response and would also display 
the agent’s personal opinion regarding the complainable. Instead, at line 46, the agent produces a non-
conforming format (Schegloff, 2007: 79) which does not include a “no” yet it still misaligns with the 
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customer’s question. Her response is prefaced by a delay token “em” and “look”, both of which alert 
the customer that a disaligning response is forthcoming (Hayashi, 2009). With these resources 
(including hedges such as “I think”, “actually”, use of corporate “we”, or detached footing “defined 
price”, thus avoiding to overtly mention the five Euros) the agent displays a certain degree of caution 
in communicating an unfavourable response. In other words, with her attempt to neutralise the 
response, the agent aims to circumvent the customer’s expectation to affiliate with him so as to avoid 
triggering further resistance on the part of the customer. In other institutional contexts, i.e. medical, 
similar practices with which the institutional incumbents oriented to the delicate nature of complaint 
activities were observed (e.g. Monzoni & Reuber, 2015; Pino, 2015).  
Despite her attempt to provide an explanation, at line 49, the customer expands on the 
complaint. His affectivity is heightened with each turn (e.g. through repetition, intensifying modifiers 
“too much”, “truly usurious”, response mobilising features, threats69). The agent, on the other hand, by 
producing minimal acknowledgment tokens “uh huh” and “yes yes” (e.g. l. 50, 52, 56, 59, 61, 63), 
withholds participation when it is due and exhibits passive resistance (Monzoni & Reuber, 2015). 
However, this may also be viewed as the agent’s reaction to the customer’s lack of face concerns. 
Culpeper (1996: 354) argues that, during face-attacks, one of the options for the addressees is to 
remain silent and not to defend their face. The agent, therefore, fails to co-participate with the activity 
in progress (Schegloff, 2007: 193), whilst allowing the customer to blow off steam given that 
investing more interactional work would unlikely prove fruitful in such situations. In other words, by 
being restricted by the Company policies and having no means to appease the customer, the agent has 
to manoeuvre cautiously through the complaint to be able to meet the institutional goal, i.e. protect the 
Company’s image and avoid damaging the customer’s face.  
Minimal response tokens were employed by the agent in six other complaint calls so as to give 
the customers the opportunity to let off steam given that her hands are tied due to institutional 
restrictions. The customers do not orient to the agent’s behaviour as impolite, but express anger and 
frustration instead by seeking explanations and/or accounts and by expanding on the complainable and 
re-doing of displays of affectivity (Selting, 2010; Beach, 1990/1991) until they realise that a solution 
will not be offered. The agent’s role is thus reduced to mere listening to the complaint, giving her very 
little power to solve it independently. This may be linked to the highly bureaucratised company 
structure as well as the fact that the Company acts as a monopoly, thus placing the agent in an 
unfavourable position, leaving her with nothing with which to defend the Company or appease the 
customer.70 For this reason, she disattends the customer’s complaint through passive resistance leaving 
him to vent, as there is nothing else she can do.  
                                                 
69 A threat was issued in just one other call, in which a mother calling on behalf of her daughter threatened to go to the media 
to tell her story (complaint call 11/1, Appendix 29). 
70 However, it is difficult to ascertain the affect this may have on her is. 
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6.1.4.2 Shifting responsibility and topic change 
 
Shifting responsibility to third parties and topic change were also amongst the practices 
observed in the agent’s responses. In Excerpt 42a, the agent attempts to dismiss the customer’s 
complaint by shifting responsibility. Before the beginning of Excerpt 42a (see Excerpt 40) the 
customer provided a detailed description of the complainable event, e.g. for not being informed by 
Company employees about having to change trains on an otherwise direct train to Germany and about 
poor treatment by the Austrian employees (for the full conversation see Appendix 28).  
Excerpt 42a [10] – Buy your ticket and piss off (continuation of Excerpt 40) 
[…] […] […] 
65 
66 
67 
A ja ja glejte gospa saj jaz vas razumem da je blo (.) re:s neprijetno (.) sploh kar 
opisujete ampa::k:: glejte (.) v bistvu::: erm::: v bistvu najslabše je blo z 
avstrijskimi sprevodniki a n↓e.  
  yes yes look Madam I do understand that it must have been (.)re:ally unpleasant (.) 
especially what you have just described bu::t:: look  (.)actually::: erm::: 
actually the worst experience was with the Austrian train guards r↓ight. 
68  (2.0) 
69 
70 
71 
 erm oni so se v bistvu tko obnašali a ne (.)neprimerno in tko naprej a ne tako: 
da::: v bistvu ta pritožba se bolj nanaša na::: avstri na avstrijsko:: podjetje v 
bistvu ne tolko na nas. 
  erm they actually behaved so right (.) inappropriately and so on right so: tha:::t 
actually this complaint refers to::: Austr to Au::strian company actually not so 
much to us 
72  (1.0) 
73 
74 
75 
 na nas? kolko sem vas jaz razumela le to:: em ker niste bli obvešče::ni erm da::: 
boste mogl prestopat (.) a ne. zdaj pa v Avstriji že nekaj časa ne delajo  
a ne [    (    )    ]   
  it refers to us? as far as I understood only:: em cause you weren’t info::rmed erm 
tha:::t you’ll have to change trains (.)  right. now in Austria construction work 
has been taking place for a while now  
right [   (    )    ] 
[…] […] […] 
Following the customer’s detailed and emotion-laden descriptions of how the passengers were 
treated, the agent, at lines 65-75, delivers a dispreferred turn and orients to its delicacy as is evident 
from the delay token “erm” followed by the turn claimant “look” and the address term gospa 
(“Madam”). She first displays affiliation with the customer’s negative experience, but then uses a 
contrastive marker “but” to express topic-internal contradiction, i.e. shifting responsibility to the 
Austrian Railways. By producing a ‘not-at-fault-denial’ (l. 66-71) (Dersley & Wootton, 2000), i.e. the 
agent accepts some degree of accountability for the incident, i.e. the Company did not provide timely 
information about potential delays (l. 73-74), but to a large extent shifts the blame to Austrian 
Railways. By doing so, the agent denies the legitimacy of the complainable, thus threatening the 
customer’s face. In other words, the agent undermines the grounds for the customer’s complaint, 
implying that she should know better than telephoning the Slovenian call centre about the incident, for 
which the Austrian Railways are to blame (see also Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011).  
 The agent’s shifting of responsibility and avoidance in admitting responsibility triggers 
emotional venting on the part of the customer (see Excerpt 42b below). Her emotional state (l. 80-81) 
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can be seen from the phonological features she applies to her talk such as stretching of vowels and 
violation of grammatical word order (for the full conversation see Appendix 28).  
Excerpt 42b [10] – Buy your ticket and piss off (continuation of Excerpt 40 and 42a) 
[…] […] […] 
80 
81 
C samo to ni odno::s lahk bi nam sprevodnik k smo, k nam je prišu karte pogledat do 
Jesenic povedal erm  
  but that’s not the way to be trea::ted the train guard could’ve as we were, when he 
checked the tickets to Jesenice told us erm  
82  (2.0) 
83  sigurn je vedu. 
  he must have known 
84  (1.0) 
85 
86 
 ne mi govort da nobedn ni vedu. če gospa v Ljubljan  na postaji zvedla ko je karto 
kupila da je bojo prestopal da so prestopal ker pač delajo na železnici= 
  don’t tell me that no one knew. if the lady in Ljubljana found out at the station 
when she bought the ticket that she will have to change trains because of 
construction works= 
87 
88 
89 
A =ja ja glejte saj pravim da že kr nekaj časa delajo na avstrijskih železnicah 
občasno delajo pa spet ne er saj er najbrž je to res a ne da sprevodnik na Jesenicah 
nekak jim je o tem obveščen oziroma erm kje ste vi kupili erm:: vozovnico?   
  =yes yes look as I was saying that there have been construction works at the 
Austrian railways occasionally they work then again they don’t it is probably true 
right that the train guard at Jesenice somehow is informed about that or erm where 
did you buy the erm:: ticket? 
[…] […] […] 
109 
110 
111 
C ma ne ve::: se kdo pije (.) kdo pl↓ača no (.) važn da ti pošten karto plačaš pol se 
pa ti jebi čist (.) pardon izrazu <a boš pršu a ne boš pršu a boš dobr potoval (.)  
a ne boš va::::žn da ti vozovnico plačaš.> 
  well no one kno:::ws who’s drinking  (.)who’s buy↓ing (.) what matters is that you 
buy your ticket and piss off (.) excuse my expression (.) <are you going to reach 
your destination will you have a nice journey (.) or not> what ma::::tters is that 
you pay for the ticket.> 
112  (2.0) 
113  [tako] 
  [there]   
114 
115 
116 
A [erm:: ] glejte gospa jas se vam opravičujem v našem imenu [erm:: na] postajo bomo 
erm bom jaz poklicala in bom:: vprašala to blagajničarko. vi ste kdaj kupovali 
vozovnico? štiriindvajsetega ste potovali?= 
  [erm:: ] look Madam I apologise on behalf of our company [erm:: at] the station we 
will erm I will call there and wi::ll ask at the ticket office. when did you buy 
your ticket? you travelled on the twenty-fourth?= 
117 C                                                          [JA I::N?] 
                                                           [SO WHA::T?] 
At line 80, the customer uses a turn-initial but-clause, indicating disagreement with the agent’s 
explanation (Excerpt 42a). At the same time, she provides a negative assessment of the agent’s 
account: “that’s not the way to be treated”. Turn-initial but-clauses indicate opposition and can be 
face-threatening in that they criticise the prior speaker’s contribution (Locher, 2004). However, with 
turn-initial but-clauses speakers also resume a topic that was discussed earlier in the conversation (cf. 
lines 80-86 with Excerpt 39, l. 26-28). Rather than a why-interrogative, the customer (l. 80-81), in an 
accusatory yet slightly mitigated manner criticises the train guard using “could” + perfect, pointing to 
the possibility of alternative action (cf. Leech, 2014: 195). At lines 83-85, the customer provides a 
negative assessment of the agent’s avoidance of culpability displayed in Excerpt 42a by expressing 
epistemic modality “he must have known”. With epistemic modality speakers express their evaluation 
and judgment as well as their degree of confidence or (dis)belief in the propositional content of the 
utterance (Papafragou, 2006). To further substantiate her claims, the customer also uses witness 
corroboration (l. 85). The agent, however, delivers a misaligning turn as seen from the turn-initial ja ja 
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(“yes yes”)71, followed by “look” and the expression “as I was saying”, used to signal continuation 
with the current topic, i.e. construction works, although this was not the customer’s main topic. Given 
the interactional restriction arising from her role, the agent cautiously (e.g. using mitigating devices 
such as “probably”, “somehow” at lines 88-89) aligns with the customer’s complaint about the train 
guard not informing them about delays, but quickly proposes topic change (e.g. where the couple 
bought their tickets). However, over the next few turns (lines omitted) the customer continues to 
resume the topic about not being informed (see also Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011).  
The customer’s frustration with the Company’s customer relationship practices reaches its 
peak at lines 109-111, when she poses a threat to the agent’s professional face as she curses. With the 
expletive “piss off”, the customer expresses anger in a way that is not appropriate even in this context 
(see Kasper, 1990; Culpeper, 2011a). That expressing emotional displays in this way is not normative 
in this setting is evident from the way the customer immediately apologises for using a swear word, 
thus attenuating the impact of the expletive. Culpeper (2011a: 223) refers to such behaviour, that is, 
when the speaker, i.e. the customer, displays heightened emotion, typically anger, with the implication 
that the target, i.e. the agent, is to blame for producing that negative emotional state, as affective 
impoliteness (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3 on types of impoliteness). That the agent also finds this 
unexpected may be seen from the significant pause (of two seconds at line 112), before she produces 
an apology. However, as can be seen from the customer’s response in overlap (l. 117), she rejects the 
apology without any mitigation by producing a response cry (Goffman, 1981).  
In Excerpts 42a and 42b, the agent used different strategies in dealing with the complaint. One 
of them was shifting responsibility for the complainable to a third party, which despite its closing-
implicative nature was met with resistance by the customer, who then expanded on the complaint (e.g. 
using turn-initial but-clauses, response cries). The agent also employed avoidance strategies such as a 
topic change, which was observed following the customer’s strong emotional outbursts. By doing so, 
the agent gave the impression of treating the complainable as a secondary issue, which may be why 
instead of diffusing anger, the agent’s predominately disaffiliative and disaligning responses resulted 
in climaxing and expansion of complaint stories. This finding lends support to previous studies (e.g. 
Couper-Kuhlen, 2012; Ekström & Lindström, 2014), which found that customers treat decisions or 
explanations as highly complainable, whereas agents cannot provide any acceptable alternative 
solutions within a restricted institutional agenda.  
 
                                                 
71 Golato & Fagyal (2006) argue that apart from misalignment turn-initial “yes yes” also conveys that the previous speaker 
has persisted too long in a specific course of action and that therefore this action should be stopped. 
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6.1.4.3 Affective impoliteness 
 
Excerpts 43a and 43b are examples of affective impoliteness, in which the customer, out of 
frustration caused by the agent’s lack of affiliation, gives vent to her emotions with aggression. This is 
conveyed particularly through prosodic cues. To date, the relationship between prosody and 
(im)politeness has received little attention (see Culpeper et al., 2003; Culpeper, 2011a; Hidalgo 
Navarro & Cabedo Nebot, 2014). Nonetheless, in interactions such as the ones examined here, 
utterances become meaningful only when verbal and prosodic cues in context are considered because 
prosodic phenomena such as pitch, intensity, pauses and the like convey particular meanings (e.g. 
message intensity) (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2 on impoliteness and emotions). For example, 
unexpected prosody such as falling-rising pitch or an utterance that is intensified may mismatch 
attitudinal neutrality and may trigger interpretations of impoliteness. Moreover, prosodic cues can 
reduce the ambiguity of the message (Culpeper, 2011a). The following excerpts are a continuation of 
Excerpt 38, where a mother telephones the Company to complain on behalf of her teenage daughter 
who was charged a threefold fare by the train guard on her way to school because she did not have a 
valid train ticket. According to the mother, the girl regularly buys monthly tickets, which, however, 
can only be purchased at larger stations. In this case, the large station is also the customer’s 
destination. In other words, the family would have to buy one ticket twice (a single to the destination 
point where a monthly ticket can then be bought). 
Excerpt 43a [11/1] – She had to pay a fine (continuation of Excerpt 38) 
 In the sequel to Excerpt 38, the agent, at lines 35-75 (omitted), tries to explain to the customer 
that the conductor is not at fault. As a result, the customer expands on her complaint, repeating her 
grievances and emphasising her family’s loyalty to the Company. Throughout the 30-minute 
complaint call the customer tries to get the agent to affiliate with her by repeating: (a) nine times that 
her daughter was ill (l. 19, 34, 36, 97, 134, 159, 172, 303, 332), (b) seven times that she had a doctor’s 
certificate (l. 19, 38, 76, 97, 111, 134, 351), and (c) at least ten times her loyalty as a regular customer 
over the past six years (l. 13, 14, 15, 21, 31, 44, 75, 98 and 326) (for the full conversation see 
Appendix 29). 
[…] […] […] 
76 
77 
78 
79 
A erm glejte gospa če bi priše::l na vlak kontrolor ki bi potem preveril vozovnice:: 
erm vsem potnikom, in bi ugotovu da ona nima vozovn↑ice erm::: bi moral potem 
sprevodnik plačat erm::: to erm::: vožnjo a ne zaradi tega               ke[r ker 
pač ni pravilno:::] 
  erm look Madam if a supervisor was to boa::rd this train who would then check 
ticke::ts erm of all passengers, and would find out that she does not have a tic↑ket 
erm::: the train guard would then have to pay erm::: this erm::: fare right [cause  
cause he did no:::t] 
80 
81 
C                                                                              [SE 
PRAVI ČE   ]     
                                                                               [THIS  
MEANS THAT]    
82 
83 
A ker pač ni pravilno::: delal a ne, tako da sprevodnik je mo::ral njej zaračunat 
vozovnico 
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  do his job ri:::ght right, so the train guard ha::d to charge her for that fare 
84 C TRIKRATNO? TRIKRATNO [JE BLO POTREBNO?] 
  THREEFOLD? THREEFOLD [WAS NECESSARY?]  
85 
86 
87 
A                      [erm erm glejte] jaz ne vem zakaj je trikratno zaračunal, 
najbrž je zaračunal za tisti dan a ne, erm: bla je pa seveda::: erm er po redni 
vozni ceni a ne. 
                       [erm erm look] I don’t know why he charged threefold the 
amount, probably he charged her for that day right, erm: it was of cou:::rse erm er 
the regular fare right.  
88  (0.5) 
89  ker drugače ma ona najbrž subvencionirano vozovnico ne 
  because her fare is probably subsidised right 
90 
 
91 
92 
C erm erm ONA JE PLAČALA ČEZ, SKORAJ PET EVROV ENO POSTAJO HAJDINA, POTEM JE PA PTUJ 
erm erm SHE PAID OVER, ALMOST FIVE EUROS FOR ONE STOP HAJDINA AND THEN PTUJ  
(0.5)  
[MISLIM, DA TUDI TRIKRATNO] 
  [I ALSO THINK THREEFOLD] 
[…] […] […] 
135 
136 
A              [gospa glejte, sprevodnik ni]   tukaj nič kriv ker on mo::ra delat po 
predpisih         [(                            )]  
              [Madam look, the train guard]  is not at fault here because he ha::s to 
work by the rules [(                             )]  
137 C                   [MORA DELAT PO PREDPISIH? ERM ERM] 
                    [MUST WORK BY THE RULES? ERM ERM]              
[…] […] […] 
171 
172 
A glejte gospa:: jst vam moram žal rečt da erm:: meni je hudo ker je bla vaša hči  
bolna,              a ne [(         )] 
  look Ma::dam unfortunately I have to tell you that erm:: I feel bad that your 
daughter fell ill, right [(         )] 
Given her unsuccessful attempts to get the customer to align with the fact that the train guard 
was not at fault, at lines 76-79 the agent tries to manage the production of her utterance by changing 
footing (Goffman, 1981: 128). This concerns a change in perspective, i.e. the consequences the train 
guard would have to face had he not acted in line with Company regulations. In other words, the agent 
attempts to legitimise what may otherwise be treated as problematic (Beach, 1990/1991: 15) by trying 
to get the customer to enter the train guard’s realm (Márquez Reiter, 2005). The agent’s awareness of 
the dispreferred response can be seen from the turn-initial delay token “erm” followed by “look” and 
the address term “Madam”. Hesitation markers and prosodic elements (e.g. stretched vowels, rising 
pitch) further display the agent’s understanding of the delicate nature of having grounded the 
complaint as unwarranted. However, the customer refuses to accept the agent’s rejection of the 
complainable as is evident from the way she tries to take the floor by dramatically raising her voice (l. 
80-81), but drops out of the overlap. The agent recycles one part of the utterance and emphasises that 
it was the train guard’s obligation to act the way he acted, thus protecting his professional face. By 
using the obligation marker “had to” the agent orients to the unpleasantness of his action (Myhill & 
Smith, 1995). In other words, she displays an evaluation of the effect of the train guard’s action. The 
customer rejects the agent’s account by dramatically raising her voice, repeating the amount her 
daughter was charged. With such prosodic cues she is challenging the agent’s account, creating a 
conflictive interactional environment. That the agent, by virtue of her role, is restricted in the way she 
can react to the customer’s emotional displays can be seen from the way she avoids providing a direct 
and unmitigated response (see also turn-initial delay tokens followed by look) and attempts to initiate 
topic change (a yes/no-interrogative at l. 89). She also does not raise her voice to match that of the 
customer. The customer, however, resists the topic change by providing a type non-conforming 
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response (Raymond, 2003). Moreover, she continues to speak in a louder than normal tone of voice. 
At line 171, the agent displays an affiliative stance towards the customer’s daughter being ill, but 
withholds alignment with the complainable. The customer treats this as insufficient and, instead, cuts 
the agent short (l. 172) and expands on her complaint using socio-emotional accounts and volunteering 
private information about herself and her family (lines omitted). 
Throughout the call (e.g. lines 135-136), the customer refuses to accept the agent’s 
justifications and repeats the fact that her daughter was ill and had a doctor’s certificate which is why 
she could not have bought a monthly ticket. In other words, the customer, following the agent’s refusal 
to align with the complainable gives vent to her emotions, in response to frustration, particularly 
through prosodic elements such as increased loudness and variations in pitch. It could be argued that 
the customer’s affective behaviour is triggered by the agent’s lack of alignment with the complainable.  
Excerpt 43b [11/1] – She had to pay a fine (continuation of Excerpt 38 and 43a) 
As the complaint unfolds, the agent fails to convince the customer that despite showing the 
conductor a sick note from the doctor and promising that her daughter will buy the monthly ticket at 
the destination point she still needs to buy the train ticket. This results in the customer becoming 
verbally aggressive, e.g. cutting the agent short, and raising her voice. At line 213, the agent starts a 
turn with a delay token erm, followed by look, when in the midst of her turn the customer in overlap 
markedly raises her voice arguing the conductor cannot raise his voice over her daughter. So far, she 
has mentioned the conductor’s inappropriate (e.g. rude) behaviour six times (l. 112, 147, 180-183) (for 
the full conversation see Appendix 29). 
[…] […] […] 
213 A erm:: glejte:: spre[vodnik] 
  erm:: loo::k the tra[in guard] 
214 C  > [KER NE M↑O]RE  GL↑ASA   DVIGOVAT    NAD   MOJO  HČ[ER]< 
                    > [BECAUSE HE] C↑AN’T RAISE HIS V↑OICE OVER MY DAUGH[TER]< 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
A 
 
 
                                                                      [zd]aj pa tko, 
se bova midve tako zmenle zdaj, ker vidm, da drugače pač ne gre::: a ne, se bova 
midve tako zmenile. vi na začetku pogovora, ko sma midve govorili, ste mi povedala, 
kako sprevodnik ni upošteval, da je bla vaša hči bolna, da mu je pokazala in tako 
naprej in zdaj kljub temu, da je računal trikratno vozovnico  
           [now] look, 
we’re gonna do it like this, because I can see that there obviously is no other 
wa:::y right, we will do the following. at the beginning of the conversation, when 
we started to talk, you told me that the train guard did not take into account that 
your daughter was ill, that she proved it to him and so on and now, although he 
charged her threefold the amount for the ticket  
[…] […] […] 
221 
222 
A no:::erm potem, proti koncu pogovora ste pa vi začeli tudi govort, da je on dvigoval 
glas nad njo. Na začetku pogovora vi tega niste rekla, a ne  
  we:::ll erm then, at the end of the conversation you also started to talk about how 
he raised his voice over her. At the beginning of the conversation you did not say 
that, right 
[…] […] […] 
224 
225 
A to ste mi šele zdele povedala, ja da zdaj pa je sprevodnik tudi dvigoval glas nad 
njo. V redu, če vi pravte= 
  you told me this just now, that now the train guard also raised his voice. Okay, if 
you say so= 
226 C =DA NJEGA TO NI ZANIMAL, DA NJEGA TO NE ZANIMA  
  =THAT HE IS NOT INTERESTED, THAT HE IS NOT INTERESTED 
227 A saj je v redu, lejte gospa vi ste pač to povedala, zdaj še mi pa samo povejte, na 
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228 
229 
kerem vlaku je to blo, kdaj je to blo, to se pravi blo je to petega kokr sem jaz to 
razumela  
  that’s okay, look Madam this is what you said really, now just let me know, which 
train was this, when was this, this means that was on the fifth as far as I 
understood 
[…] […] […] 
At line 213, when the agent once again tries to explain to the customer the train guard is not at 
fault, the customer comes in too early. However, this time, the customer’s (see l. 214) louder and 
slightly faster speech delivery with pitch changes on stressed syllables conveys a hostile attitude and 
may be characterised as an instance of affective impoliteness (Culpeper, 2011a). At line 215, an 
interesting turn of events occurs when the agent loses her patience as is evident from her reaction (l. 
215-219, arrowed), in which she explicitly tells the customer that she can see that there is no other way 
to find a solution to the problem. The agent’s behaviour is open to evaluations of impoliteness in that 
she is explicitly portraying the customer as difficult. She starts to summarise what the customer had 
told her at the beginning of the call, which the customer corroborates (lines omitted) and then at line 
221, with a well-prefaced turn which serves to link the prior and current turns (Heritage, 2015) she 
repeats what the customer told her towards the end of the conversation: that the conductor was also 
rude. In doing so, the agent adopts a purely professional role and distances herself from the customer. 
By emphasising, lexically and prosodically, that the customer had not told her this at the beginning of 
the complaint call, she is potentially implying that the customer had made this up to make the agent 
align and affiliate with the complainable. That this is in fact the case is seen from the agent’s next turn, 
where she emphasises that the customer had only just now told her about the conductor’s inappropriate 
behaviour. By adding “okay, if you say so” she is implying that in line with role, she has to believe the 
customer, although, given her wording, the opposite seems to be the case. By doing so she is 
threatening the customer’s face. In latching (l. 225), the customer, still speaking loudly, reconstructs 
what the conductor had said to lend veracity to it. The agent, in turn, reinforces her statement of 
disbelief and then abruptly switches the topic to go through specific steps to acquire the necessary 
details needed to launch a disciplinary procedure. The token “look” and the address term “Madam” 
indicate that the agent is treating the customer’s behaviour as problematic. 
What is particularly interesting to observe in these two excerpts is how both parties go about 
negotiating face. To repair the damage caused to her face (having told her daughter not to buy the 
ticket but show the doctor’s certificate) and her daughter’s face, who was humiliated in front of her 
school friends onboard the train, the customer resorts to various strategies to get the agent to align and 
affiliate with her complaint (e.g. emphasising loyalty, providing factual accounts (e.g. monthly tickets 
cannot be bought at the point of departure) and socio-emotional accounts of the personal 
circumstances (family was ill, it was her daughter’s birthday), how the incident affected her and her 
family (e.g. humiliation, having been forced to leave the workplace) and even threats (the media, a 
lawsuit)). The agent, on the other hand, protects the face of her work colleague who was doing his job 
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without breaking any rules and, in turn, threatens the customer’s face, who perceives such behaviour 
as impolite and such treatment as extremely unfair. Despite the agent’s attempts not to threaten the 
customer’s face by engaging in much interactional work (e.g. through the use of explanations and 
accounts, delay tokens, some amount of affiliation (l. 151-153, 168-169)), the customer strongly 
maintains her position until the agent loses her patience. 
 
6.1.4.4 Sequential deletion 
 
 
The concept sequential deletion (Jefferson, 1973) means that the participant’s contributions to 
a conversation are deleted by the continued inattention to his or her utterance. In other words, the 
agent produces a turn, in which she refrains from displaying an orientation to the just prior turn, thus 
“deleting” that contribution to the deliberation with the objective of disallowing a particular element of 
the complaint from becoming fully fledged. This is what occurs in the example below, where a 
customer complains about having to pay surcharges for faster trains despite the trains being delayed. 
Excerpt 44a [3] – It’s not MY problem it’s YOURS  
At the beginning of the call, the customer criticises the Company for constant delays of a 
particular train (l. 08) and highlights how these delays affect her. As the call progresses, the customer 
actually complains about the surcharges that apply for this particular train despite the delays (l. 08-12). 
That the agent also perceived it as such is evident from her response at line 13, where she produces a 
change-of-state-token, a stand-alone “oh” (Heritage, 1984; Local, 1996), displaying understanding of 
what the complaint is about. At lines 14-19 (omitted) the agent and the customer exchange information 
about which train the complaint is referring to. At line 20, the agent summarises the complaint, but 
only addresses the delays, thus deleting the complainable that refers to the surcharges (cf. l. 12). In 
other words, she avoids addressing this aspect of the complaint. At line 35, the agent, in a closing-
implicative manner, informs the customer that she will inquire about delays. She does so by using a 
look-prefaced turn, in second position, marking a significant redirection of the talk (Sidnell, 2007). 
The agent then also asks the customer how long the delays have been (lines omitted) and at line 49 
moves again towards the closing (from line 35) and the participants exchange contact details (for the 
full conversation see Appendix 27 – This is not MY problem it’s YOURS).  
[…] […] […] 
08 
09 
10 
C <večno ma zamu↑do (.) nikol ne veš kdaj boš pršov v Ljubljano. (.) er: povrhu vsega 
pa klju↑b temu da je takšna zamuda in da se ti porušijo vsi plani kr konc koncev 
smo ljudje k mormo bit ob določene::m času na določenem mestu?=> 
  <it's always la↑te (.) you never know when you’ll get to Ljubljana. (.) on top of 
this despi↑te the delay and that all your plans fall apart cause at the end of the 
day we're all people who need to be at specifi::c time at specific place?=> 
11 A =ja? 
  =yes? 
12 C ti zaračunajo še dodatek.  
  they charge an additional fee.  
13 A °aha° 
  °oh° 
[…] […] […] 
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20 A se pravi vsak dan je zamuda kok pa j↑e zamude.  
  this means there are daily delays what a↑re the delays.  
21  tam okrog dvajset minut pol ure neki takšnega  
  around twenty minutes half hour something like that 
[…] […] […] 
35 A °°mhm°° °glejte se bom jaz pozanimala zakaj je ta er zamuda°  
  °°mhm°° °look I'll look into why there is er this delay° 
[…] […] […] 
49 A bom se jaz pozanimala pa vas poklicala nazaj a na tole številko?  
  I'll look into it and will call you back to this number? 
50 C ne er bi dala svojo pol ((da številko)) 
  no er I'd give you my number then ((gives number)) 
51 
52 
53 
 pa se prav tud tale dodatek čist rad ga plačaš če nekak vse štima ne pa da da saj 
pravim zamudiš pol stvari in potem ko prideš z mesečno študentsko ti pa še dodatek 
kljub temu da je že tko al tko vse narobe bi 
  and also this additional fee you don't mind paying it if somehow all goes well not 
that that like I was saying you miss half of the things and then when you come with 
a monthly or student ticket they charge the fee although everything's gone wrong 
you'd 
54 A °°mhm°°  
55 
56 
C bi mogl bit tut tle tolk fleksibilni da pač neki vzamete v zakup a ne in::: mislim 
ne mislim osebno vas da se raz(h)u(h)m(h)eva  
  you ought to be somewhat flexible here to just take into account right a:::nd I 
don't mean you personally to be cl(h)e(h)a(h)r  
57 A  ja ja  
   yes yes 
58 C  ampak pač da Slovenske železnice to poštimajo  
   but that Slovenian Railways ought to sort this out 
[…] […] […] 
93 C =ne a veste saj to razumem samo to ni MOJ problem  
  =no you know I get that it's just that it's not MY problem 
94 A °°mhm°°  
95 
96 
C to je VAŠ problem ČE JAZ SE PELJEM OD LITIJE DO LJUBLJANE IN CENA JE TAKŠNA NE PA 
DA MORAM ZA VSAK VLAK PLAČAT DRUGAČNO CENO  
  it's YOUR problem IF I TAKE A TRAIN FROM LITIJA TO LJUBLJANA AND THE FARE IS LIKE 
THIS NOT THAT I HAVE TO PAY A DIFFERENT FARE FOR EACH TRAIN 
[…] […] […] 
100 
101 
A er glejte bom: jaz se pozanimala zakaj je zamuda? erm::: in::::: er: se vas bom 
kasneje poklicala nazaj   
  er look I:'ll look into why there is such a delay? erm::: a::::nd er: will call you 
back later 
Although the agent attempts to initiate a closing, the customer, at line 51, moves out of the 
closing with the topic extension marker and in turn-initial position. In other words, with a turn-initial 
and the customer picks up on the second point she introduced at the beginning of the complaint call, 
i.e. the surcharges, thus orienting to the agent’s sequential deletion in the prior turns (cf. Nor, 2008). 
At lines 55 and 56, the customer further accuses the Company of lack of flexibility, but adds a 
metapragmatic comment “I don’t mean you personally to be clear”. In other words, she is blaming the 
Company, and thus, by virtue of her role, the Company representative (Márquez Reiter, 2005: 496; see 
also Archer & Jagodziński, 2015). The customer further conveys her dissatisfaction with the 
Company’s policy on surcharges for different types of trains by displaying her negative stance about 
it. In doing so she implies that by charging different fares for different types of trains the Company is 
making it hard for the customers to use its services. She then proposes a number of solutions in respect 
to how the problem with surcharges might be resolved, which the agent rejects with various 
justifications (lines omitted). At lines 93-96, the customer displays an understanding of what she 
assumes are her rights and the Company’s obligations. Her negative reaction was most likely triggered 
by the agent’s lack of alignment with the complainable in the prior turns as is evidenced from her 
formulation “that’s not my problem, it’s your problem”. Here, the customer stresses the pronouns MY 
and YOUR and adopts me-versus-you attitude. With this and by dramatically raising her voice, she is 
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displaying emotions of anger. The agent withholds any reaction by producing a minimal 
acknowledgment token in softer speech (lines omitted) and resumes the previously closing-implicative 
utterance (see l. 49) with a delay token and look-prefaced in second position, thus projecting that her 
response is sequentially disaligning (Sidnell, 2007). Moreover, by telling the customer that she will 
inquire about delays, she performs sequential deletion, avoiding addressing the complaint on 
surcharges as “sequentially nonimplicative” (Jefferson, 1973: 75). The call is then brought to a close 
(see Excerpt 44b). Although the customer uses a range of linguistic and prosodic devices in 
articulating the complaint that convey anger, even some verbal aggression, in the context of lodging 
complaints to a complaints department her behaviour is within the frame of what is expected in such a 
context and thus not necessarily open to evaluations of impoliteness. However, the extent to which the 
agent may perceive face-damage personally could not be examined in the study (cf. Archer & 
Jagodziński, 2015). The next section will look at how complaint calls are terminated.  
 
6.1.5 Termination of complaint calls 
 
In examining termination of complaints in an institutional setting between representatives of 
government authority for student loans and applicants, Ekström and Lundström (2014) have 
demonstrated that on the part of the call-takers neither participation in nor affiliation are required for 
the complaints to be terminated. In the data, complaining was found to be terminated as a result of the 
agent’s passive resistance (e.g. minimal response tokens) which led the customers towards an 
acceptance without gaining satisfaction. Another way to move towards a closing sequence, as Márquez 
Reiter (2013b: 243) has shown, is to propose an arrangement to call the customer back. This was 
proposed when the agent needed assistance or approval from superiors or other employees to respond 
to the complainable. Arrangements to contact the customer back via telephone or email were made in 
6 out of 8 inbound complaint calls. It is further noteworthy that in four cases, the agent proposed a 
switch to an email rather than calling the customer back. The excerpts shown below illustrate the most 
prominent examples in which complaint calls are brought to a close.  
Excerpt 44b [3] – It’s not MY problem it’s YOURS (continuation of Excerpt 44a) 
Here, a female customer complained about continual and enormous train delays and the fact 
that on top of them, customers must also pay a surcharge on their ticket if they board a train of a 
higher category (see Appendix 27 – This is not MY problem it’s YOURS). 
102 C prav ja hvala lepa  
  okay yes thank's a lot 
103 A hvala lepa vam 
  thank you 
104 C nasvidenje 
  goodbye 
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When the agent’s third proposal, at line 100-101 (Excerpt 44a) to call the customer back once 
the relevant information is acquired is accepted by the customer, they both move to a closing. The 
customer first provides tokens prav ja (“okay yes”) to signal that, at this point, she has nothing more to 
add, and then provides an expression of appreciation (Button, 1987) hvala lepa (“thanks a lot”), which 
operates “as floor-passing components” (Button, 1987: 124), thus leaving a slot for the agent to 
reciprocate. The agent then thanks the customer. It has been argued that due to its powerful effect, the 
first reaction to a complaint should be an expression of thanks, as complaints give companies a chance 
to improve and develop (Trosborg & Shaw, 1998). Finally, the customer provides a terminal 
exchange. The next complaint call below is terminated in a similar manner. First, the agent initiates a 
closing sequence by proposing an arrangement to call the customer back or respond via email. Then, 
the participants embark on a closing. 
Excerpt 45 is a continuation of Excerpts 37 and 41, in which a father complained to the 
Company about a surcharge his son had to pay for a printed receipt about fare information he needed 
for his scholarship application.  
Excerpt 45 [2] – It’s a reklamacija (continuation of Excerpts 37 and 41)  
64 
65 
66 
C ker pet evrov za eno potrdilo je pa res! ode:ruško, glede na to da gre za državno 
podjetje, poleg tega da plačamo usluge, financirajo tudi vsi iz davkov, ki jih pač 
odvajamo državljani, ne? 
  because five euros for a single receipt is truly! usu:rious, bearing in mind that 
this is a state-owned company, that we pay for your services, finance from taxes 
that are paid by us the citizens, right? 
67 
68 
A uh huh  
(2.0)  
69 C saj me zastopte. 
  you get me right. 
70 
71 
A ja ja, v redu gospod, glejte: bomo vam mi dali odgovor, ne, erm::::: upam da čim 
prej, bomo se potrudl, da čim prej 
  yes yes, okay Sir, loo:k we will send you an explanation, right, erm::::: I hope as 
soon as possible, we will try to reply as soon as possible  
72 
73 
C ja ja  
hvala lepa 
  yes yes 
thank you very much 
74 A hvala tudi vam nasvidenje  
  thank you goodbye 
75 C srečno 
  goodbye 
Resulting from the five Euros the Company charged his son for a service he required, at lines 
64-66, the customer expresses more anger and hostility towards the Company by criticising it for 
being state-owned and financed with tax-payers’ money. Here (l. 65, 66), he uses we-inclusive 
plačamo, odvajamo (including the customer, but excluding the agent/Company). To protect the 
Company’s image, the agent misaligns with the criticism as seen from her use of a minimal response 
token “uh huh”. That more was expected of her is evident from a significant pause of two seconds (l. 
68) that the agent leaves to ensue, which leads the customer to mobilise a response from her, seeking 
alignment and affiliation (l. 69). The agent responds in a dismissive and close-implicative manner as is 
evident from the pre-closing tokens “yes yes okay” before moving away from the topic and 
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introducing a new one. By using an address term in the midst of a TCU the agent not only signals that 
her turn is not yet completed, but potentially also indexes a negative stance towards the customer’s 
criticism (Clayman, 2012). The agent then proposes an arrangement, i.e. the Company will respond as 
soon as possible, seen here as a last possible topic, which the customer accepts and utters the first-pair 
part of a thank you (see also Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011). The agent also reciprocates with 
appreciation before the participants exchange goodbyes.72 This excerpt shows that the agent manages 
the complaint in a disaffiliative and disaligning manner throughout the call through passive resistance 
(leaving significant pauses to ensue without intervention, use of minimal response tokens, by adopting 
the institutional “we” identity). The customer strives to get the agent to align and affiliate with his 
complaint by venting. Although no agreement is reached in the call, both participants actively 
participate in the closing activity. This shows that they both understand that their behaviour (verbal 
aggression, threats and the like on the one hand, and disalignment and lack of affiliation on the other 
hand) is acceptable in this setting. 
The final example below demonstrates that even though tension persists in the call even at the 
end of the call, both participants collaboratively close the conversation (for the full conversation see 
Appendix 28). 
Excerpt 46 [10] – Buy your ticket and piss off (continuation of Excerpts 39 and 42a, 42b)  
 
225 
226 
227 
A men je re::s žal a ne da je tut do tega pršlo se bomo pa pozanimali in tudi bom::: 
erm jas erm v bistvu opozorila tiste ki sodelujejo s tem podjetjem da naj pravočasno 
obvestijo a ne naše podjetje ČE erm ni blo pravočasno [obveščeno a ne] 
  I’m re::ally sorry right that this happened and we will try to find out and I 
w:::ill erm I erm actually will warn everyone who works with this company to inform 
us in time right our company IF erm this hasn’t happened on time  
                                                      [been informed right] 
228 
 
C                                                        [midva sva z dopusta] (.)  
                                                      [we’re back from vacation](.) 
229  mene ne briga več 
  I don’t care anymore 
230  (1.0) 
231  a je prav? 
  alright? 
232 A °v redu gospa °       
  °okay Madam. ° 
233 C ja no (.) tak je= 
  yes well (.) that’s how it is= 
234 A =hvala  [za klic nasvidenje ] 
  =thanks [for your call goodbye] 
235 C         [hvala lepa adi:::jo ] 
          [thanks very much bye:::] 
At lines 225-227 the agent attempts to bring the conversation to a close by issuing an apology 
for the incident and promising that some action will be done regarding this matter to prevent future 
incidents and minimise the risk for their occurrence. In doing so, she displays affiliation with the 
customer’s complaint. Her face-enhancing utterance, however, is blatantly rejected by the customer (l. 
                                                 
72 Unfortunately, I did not gain access to the written explanation that the agent had promised to send to this or the previous 
customer (Excerpt 44); nor in fact do I know if they received one. Despite the fact that no explicit request or demand for a 
refund is lodged by the customer in this conversation, it is treated here as reklamacija because, as the subsequent analysis 
will show, the request is implicitly packaged within a request for an explanation.   
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228), who threatens the agent’s professional face by disaffiliating with the apology and the agent’s 
provisional solution with an account: “We’re back from vacation, I don’t care anymore”. This suggests 
the customer wants to end the conversation. A pause of one second at line 230, during which the agent 
could have responded, shows that the customer’s reaction to the agent’s apology was unexpected. The 
customer then mobilises a response for recognition and acknowledgment (Levinson, 2010: 27) of what 
she just said that is biased towards a “yes” response. The face-threatening nature of this utterance is 
evident in the agent’s quiet utterance, in which she replies with an acknowledgment token “okay” 
followed by an address term. With her final utterance at line 233, the customer moves towards ceasing 
of contact. By bringing the conversation to a close in a rather abrupt way, she threatens the agent’s 
face. However, as the agent accepts the customer’s closing by thanking her for the call, the customer, 
in overlap, reciprocates it.   
The examples show that the agent orients towards terminating the complaint call by 
withholding participation through passive resistance, postponing the complainable by arranging to call 
the customer back upon acquiring additional information or issuing an apology. In all three examples 
(as well as in those not presented in the analysis), the closing is performed collaboratively by both 
parties despite the unsuccessful conversation outcome and heated discussions and includes expressions 
of appreciation and the terminal exchange to mark the conversation as complete (e.g. Chapter 4, 
Section 1.7; cf. Chapter 5, Excerpt 28, l. 29, where the customer disconnects the call without giving 
the agent the chance to respond). In the foregoing examples, it was observed that complaints are made 
explicit almost from the outset by the customers, i.e. in the opening when the customer proffers the 
reason for the call or, in the case of an outbound call, upon establishing what the call is about. When 
launching into the complaints, the customers immediately express grievance about some wrongdoing, 
attributing moral responsibility to the Company (for its policies) or its employee(s) (for their 
behaviour). In complaint openings, devices typically found in complaints (cf. Laforest, 2002; Olshtain 
& Weinbach, 1993; Drew, 1998; Márquez Reiter, 2005, 2013b) were observed such as extreme case 
formulations, reported speech, explicit lexical items (Excerpts 38, 39, 40), negative assessments and 
threats (Excerpt 37). In the hope of winning the agent’s affiliation or alignment, some customers 
disclosed personal information about their next-of-kin (Excerpt 38), while others used factual 
descriptions to convince the agent of the justice of their claim (Excerpt 37). In the call opening, the 
agent’s role was more or less reduced to the provision of acknowledgment tokens. In this part of the 
call, impoliteness was not manifested.  
As prior research has demonstrated, the construction of complaints unfolds in a step-by-step 
manner, over several turns, during which the delicate nature of complaining is managed turn-by-turn 
by the agent. Similar to the findings by Márquez Reiter (2005) it was found that upon establishing 
what the complainable is about, the agent uses strategies such as (not-at-fault) denial (e.g. to 
delegitimise the customer complaints), topic shift (e.g. initiating question-answer sequences to obtain 
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factual information), shifting responsibility to third parties, but also sequential deletion (e.g. resisting 
to address and discuss elements of the complaint that as part of the Company’s policy cannot be 
altered), passive resistance when justifications are rejected and remedial action cannot be provided. 
That the agent shows an awareness of the face-threatening potential of such behaviour is seen from the 
way she delivers justifications, explanations and accounts, using delay tokens (look-prefaced turns) 
and address terms, and changes footing. Moreover, it was observed that when customers raise their 
voice, she responds in softer speech. In other words, knowing what to expect from the customers, the 
agent adopts a purely institutional role, which works in the interest of the organisation and presumably 
in her interests too, as she can personally excuse herself for any offence committed. With more 
aggressive customers, the agent resorts to strategies such as defensiveness (passive resistance), the use 
of procrastination tactics (topic shift, information-seeking questions), and avoidance strategies (citing 
the need to contact a more experienced work-colleague, using linguistic means to distance herself from 
the customer) as well as delegitimising the complaints by denying accountability. With less aggressive 
customers, on the other hand, the agent strives to take on the role of an understanding person, yet 
disattends to complaints by shifting responsibility to third parties, through topic change and passive 
resistance (e.g. use of acknowledgment tokens). Her main objective is to calm down the angry 
customer or, by being a passive listener of the complaint, to allow the customer to let off steam in the 
hope she will eventually relinquish the complaint and move to the closing. However, the agent’s 
disaligning behaviour leads the customers to expand on the complaint, often in longer sequences, 
structured within activities such as stories to convey the sense of distastefulness and annoyance felt. 
This finding is in line findings relating to complaint calls in institutional settings in other languages 
(e.g. Selting, 2010; Ekström & Lundström, 2014). 
Complaint management experts (Stauss & Seidel, 2004: 105) assert that complaint 
dissatisfaction is at its highest when the customer’s perspective is blatantly disregarded in the 
complaint processing and the customer is put off with just an apology. As some examples have shown, 
this is in fact true (e.g. Excerpt 42a and 42b). Customers who, in the first instance, are listened to with 
what appears to be an understanding ear are, in the end, dissatisfied, or even very dissatisfied, with the 
complaint situation when they realise that, rather than being provided with a solution, they were 
simply being given the opportunity to let off steam. Thus, saving the Company’s image, and one’s 
own face is very stressful, as the agent must sometimes put her own face at stake in conflict situations 
so as to maintain the customer’s face (e.g. Archer & Jagodziński, 2015). To this end, the agent also 
tries to display some degree of affiliation with and understanding of the customers’ issues by offering 
an apology (Excerpt 46, l. 225) or sympathising with the customer’s negative experience (Excerpt 43a, 
l. 171-172). Through this a paradox comes to light in that although the agent knows that the customer 
is right and is rightfully angry, she cannot do anything to remedy the situation except be polite and 
avoid threatening assessments, which only increase the agent’s stress. Through avoidance and distance 
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strategies, the agent thus creates an illusion for both parties that something is going on, although both 
eventually realise that a solution will not be offered. This implies that as far as these interactions go 
complaints are managed in a rather non-accountable style and entirely from the institutional rather 
than the customers’ viewpoint. This may be a result of the fact that the Company is state-owned and 
highly bureaucratised. Moreover, the fact that in just one of eleven complaint calls a complaint is 
resolved in a single call shows the agent has very little autonomy at her job. 
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6.2 Facebook complaints 
 
 
In this part of the chapter, I focus on online complaints and examine (im)politeness in online 
complaint behaviour. These are (predominately polylogal) complaints posted on the Company’s 
Facebook page called Grem z vlakom (“I’m going by train”), in which customers voice negative 
feelings about a particular event they experienced or witnessed, and the page administrator’s (i.e. 
agent’s) as well as other customers’ reactions to them. By illustrating the sequential ties in a thread of 
messages, the aim is to explicate how the customers’ complaints develop in an online environment, 
how through interaction (im)politeness and evaluations of impoliteness arise and how the participants 
negotiate face. 
 
6.2.1 Company Facebook page 
 
The following sections focus on customer complaints posted intentionally on the Company’s 
public profile.73 The Company employee who is the administrator of the page and in the case of 
complaints also the primary target receives notifications when customers post complaints to the 
Company’s wall, which is why, similarly to face-to-face and telephone interactions the agent’s 
nonresponse is meaningful (cf. Antaki et al., 2005). Once the customer’s complaint is published on the 
Company’s profile (i.e. posts to page) it can be read by anyone who is the follower of the page 
provided they click on the “posts to page” section (see Chapter 3, Section 3.4, Figure 13 and 15). 
Although unaddressed, followers of the Company page (that will also be referred to as customers) are 
ratified participants (Goffman, 1979, 1981) and thus entitled to add further comments. At the same 
time, the complaint may appear in the customer’s friends’ newsfeed, regardless of whether or not they 
are the Company’s followers, and they, too, can add comments or ‘like’ their friend’s comment. In this 
sense they are unratified participants, i.e. bystanders, in that they represent a group of individuals that 
is expected to be able to read the post and potentially also add a face-enhancing comment. By ‘liking’ 
someone’s comment, photograph or video, users not only display support and affiliation with the 
message producer, but can also assign “a large variety of characteristics and social identities to 
themselves” (Eisenlauer, 2014: 82).  
Given the difficulty of identifying whether the commenters that participate in the complaining 
event are the customer’s friends or random followers of the page or both, no distinction will be made 
in this respect and all will be referred to as customers.74 In this respect, there are different levels of 
participation status involved in such Facebook interactions, considering that they take place in an 
                                                 
73 This means that the customers’ comments posted on the Company’s promotional status updates are not taken into account. 
74 To be able to determine this I would require access to the Company’s Facebook page, which was not granted by the 
Company. 
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asymmetrical interpersonal setting – between a) an anonymous agent who animates a Company’s 
voice and who can respond to or disattend customers’ complaints and contributions (hence 
acknowledging or ignoring their ratified statuses from the Company’s perspective), and b) customers 
who are individuals. The type of medium, in which the complaining takes place is, therefore, likely to 
play a role in the way face concerns and impoliteness arise.  
 
6.2.2 Previous studies on face and (im)politeness in online interactions 
 
Previous research of online communication has focused on facework and (im)politeness, 
mainly because conflict, hostility and aggressive behaviour as well as creativity can easily be found in 
online communication (e.g. Locher, 2010; Márquez Reiter et al., 2015) and are also said to be more 
frequent in online than in face-to-face communication (Bedijs, 2014; Bou-Franch & Garcés-Conejos 
Blitvich, 2014; Ma, 1996), the main reasons for this being the communicative affordances, particularly 
lack of physical presence which result in reduced inhibitions, and polylogues. In this respect it was 
found that face-threats uttered in a public online polylogue with a large audience may in fact “boost 
the strength of the face-threats” (Neurauter-Kessels, 2011). Moreover, in online contexts, impoliteness 
is seen not only in terms of direct face-threats to participants’ individual face, but also in terms of their 
belonging to a particular group(s), to which the face-threat is generally addressed (Lorenzo-Dus, 
Garcés-Conejos Blitvich, & Bou-Franch, 2011). In other words, in online contexts, participants are not 
only likely to care for their own face, but by forming coalitions also for their shared face, i.e. “the face 
they share with all individuals belonging to the specific group” (Bedijs, 2014), e.g. customers versus 
Company.  
To date, (im)politeness and aggressive behaviour have been examined in different 
asynchronous online, polylogal contexts such as Youtube (e.g. Lorenzo-Dus et al., 2011; Bou-Franch 
& Garcés-Conejos Blitvich, 2014), yielding similar findings, particularly concerning the patterns in 
the use of and preference for certain impolite strategies such as, for example, on-record impoliteness 
strategies (e.g. positive impoliteness strategies: seeking disagreement, use of profanity, name-calling; 
negative impoliteness strategies: scorn, ridicule, frighten) over off-record impoliteness strategies (e.g. 
implicated impoliteness).  
Given that the present thesis examines complaints on Facebook, relevant findings need to be 
mentioned. In her doctoral dissertation, Meredith (2014), using CA, analysed synchronous Facebook 
interaction and compared it to spoken interaction. Having observed a number of phenomena (e.g. turn-
taking, action formation, sequential organisation, topic change, (self-)repair, occurrence of 
simultaneous topics and the like) in Facebook one-to-one chat communication between friends, she 
found that the majority of interactional practices occur in both online and spoken contexts, but are 
managed differently (e.g. turn constructional units could only become relevant retrospectively in turn-
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taking) and that in their interactional practices the participants negotiate the affordances of the system. 
These differences show how participants understand Facebook chat as a speech-exchange system. 
Also using CA, Golato and Taleghani-Nikazm (2006) examined how face and politeness are 
interactionally achieved in synchronous polylogal interactions on a German online forum. Through a 
mechanism of preference organisation they looked at interactants’ displays of polite behaviour and 
their orientations to face when making requests and examined whether they adjust their 
communicative behaviour to the medium they used. The findings have shown that the interactants’ 
practices are similar to those from ordinary conversations in that they follow preferred conversational 
practices and support social solidarity for the purpose of smooth interaction. When performing 
dispreferred actions, however, the participants were found to have displayed their orientation to their 
co-interactants’ face needs by adopting their practices to the affordances of the medium by 
incorporating CMC-specific features (e.g. emoticons) to, amongst other things, compensate for the 
missing prosodic cues. Given that the data analysed in this chapter comprise complaints posted on the 
Company’s public Facebook page, aggressive behaviour is thus likely to be expectable.  
Overall, there is only a small body of research on asynchronous corporate Facebook 
communication from an interactional perspective. Applying Culpeper’s (1996) model on impoliteness 
Chun Nam Mak & Chui (2014) examined impoliteness strategies employed by a group of Hong Kong 
work colleagues outside their physical workplace in Facebook status updates and responses to them. 
They found that to diffuse work stress, the members, i.e. an assistant manager and his subordinates, 
tended to mix different strategies of (im)politeness when initiating or responding to work-related 
status updates about administrative requests, work climate, performance and the like. These ranged 
from belittling tone, unsympathetic and uncaring attitude to ridicule. In doing so, they developed 
online shared repertoires in relation to confrontational ways of talking, using distinctive CMC features 
such as use of capitals, punctuation marks, trailing dots, emoticons, bracketing and the like. Moreover, 
it was found that through the mutual use of various (mock) impoliteness strategies the subordinates 
negotiated institutional authority and created the potential of deconstructing workplace hierarchy.  
Recent studies of online communication are mainly concerned with the relationship between a 
particular interactional phenomenon and the affordances of the medium, in which it occurs, that is, 
how the participants adapt their communicative practices to the CMC medium they use. Apart from 
examining how and where face and (im)politeness are interactionally manifested in online complaints, 
the focus here will also be on how the affordances of the medium influence the interactants’ 
communicative practices. The next section explores the main features of online complaints in light of 
extant research and explicates in what ways they differ from telephone complaints and how the 
interactants, to achieve their goal, might adjust their behaviour to medium-specific constraints and 
affordances. 
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6.2.3 Characteristics of online complaints 
 
Online customer complaints are complaints about consumer products or services posted 
online. Depending on the affordances and the context, in which they are published (e.g. a forum, 
message board, Facebook), specific audiences can read and/or contribute to them. Qualitative and 
quantitative studies from a managerial perspective have demonstrated that Internet technology 
facilitates complaints in a number of ways, mainly because negative word-of-mouth and personal 
insults can reach wide audiences, have the ability to go viral and can make far bigger impacts on 
readers than positive comments (Bolkan et al., 2014; Lee & Hu, 2004; Sparks & Browning, 2010). 
Studies have also shown that attending to customer online complaints rather than trying to block them 
is more cost-effective and can even improve long-term relationships with customers (Lee & Hu, 
2004).  
Previous studies from an interactional perspective have demonstrated that online complaints 
have a number of unique characteristics in the way complaints are delivered. When examining clients’ 
email complaints in online counselling and about online counselling, Stommel & van der Houwen 
(2014) found that contrary to telephone complaints, where the delicate nature of complaining is 
managed turn by turn, in emails face was managed pre-emptively in its design. This was achieved 
through the use of redressive design features in the complaint formulation such as, for instance, 
embedding the complaint in a general evaluation and mentioning the positive aspects at the beginning 
of the evaluation. Clients also used other face redressive practices such as designing the negative 
assessments objectively and factually and ascribing the complaint to the medium of communication, 
which they chose themselves, with the aim of protecting the counsellor’s face. With such behaviour 
not only was the responsibility for the complainable reduced, but the status of the complaint was also 
weakened (Stommel & van der Houwen, 2014). When examining the counsellors’ responses to 
complaints the authors found that they warded off responsibility for their clients’ complaints and 
merely mirrored the client’s own words and that this possibly had an impact on clients’ dissatisfaction, 
the overall counselling relationship, the health outcomes and the clients’ imminent dropout rate.  
Apart from the customers’ need to contend with the asynchronic nature of the medium when 
lodging an online complaint, differences were also reported in terms of explicitness, and directness 
and indirectness of online complaints. It was found, for instance, that complaints frequently co-occur 
with other speech acts. However, contrary to telephone complaints where threats, warnings, 
reproaches, and accusations were frequently employed by the customers (e.g. Márquez Reiter, 2005; 
Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2011), in online complaints the customers were found to have adopted 
their use of speech act sets to the overall setting. This was demonstrated by Vásquez (2011) who 
examined complaints on the website TripAdvisor. As the aim of this particular website is to provide 
user-generated recommendations and accommodations it is, therefore, not surprising that the speech 
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acts that most commonly co-occurred with complaints were advice, recommendations, and 
suggestions rather than threats and accusations (see Subsection 2.3, Figure 23). Moreover, she found 
that many online complaints featured explicit complaint devices and that this was due to a relative 
anonymity of both interactants. In fact, anonymity and no mutual relational history are thought to be 
the main reasons why complaints develop differently in many online settings. In a similar vein, 
Champoux et al. (2012: 24) argue that on the one hand, anonymity “empowers individuals to express 
strong emotions more readily and easily – in ways unthinkable in a real life environment” and, on the 
other hand, also encourages honesty and truth-telling. For instance, quite explicit complaint features 
such as negative judgments, insults and threats were also identified in complaints on eBay (e.g. Meinl, 
2010). Moreover, the author found differences in complaining behaviour of British English and 
German eBay customers: while the Germans issued threats if their item had not been received, in 
similar situations the British English customers were significantly more often found to be using 
insults.  
In a more recent study, Dayter & Rüdiger (2014) examined complaints in CouchSurfing 
references and found that the couch surfers adopt their complaining behaviour to the implications the 
complainable event may have for both parties: (a) for the complaint addressee, who by being criticised 
for his or her lack of competence as a couch surfer may lose his or her network or trust capital, which 
accumulates through giving and receiving positive references and (b) for the customer, who may 
appear as someone with a high risk for negative references. These somewhat conflicting implications 
along with the fact that the complaints are also screened by a group of administrators who hide or 
remove inappropriate ones were found to have an impact on the way complaints are produced in the 
first place. However, contrary to ‘offline’ complaints, in which redressive action is oriented towards 
the addressee’s face, in these cases the customers used redressive measures (e.g. witness corroboration 
and complaint stories, which accord evaluative meaning to consumers’ experiences (Sparks & 
Browning, 2010: 803) and persuade the audience of the veracity of the complainable event as well as 
script formulations so as to frame the complaint as a concern for the well-being of other couch 
surfers). The aim of this was to construct an image of a reasonable, tolerant and honest couch surfer, 
thus orienting towards endorsing one’s own positive face (Dayter & Rüdiger, 2014). Similarly, in 
examining complaints on TripAdvisor, Vásquez (2011: 1715) observed that customers protect their 
own face by trying not to appear as “the complaining type” (see Márquez Reiter, 2005). In other 
words, the customers frame themselves as having desired qualities and display an interest in how the 
audience views them. 
Another unique feature of online complaints is the fact that they can be both direct and indirect 
at the same time, that is, they can address the entity responsible for the complainable and the third 
party, both of which can, at least theoretically speaking, respond to the complaint. In the case of 
CouchSurfing, the customers addressed more than one audience simultaneously: fellow travellers and 
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the target of the complaint (e.g. the hotel management) (see also Dayter & Rüdiger, 2014; Vásquez, 
2011). On Facebook the distinction between direct and indirect complaints can also be less clear-cut 
given that customers can address other customers, too, but this is done in a much less explicit manner 
than, for instance, by customers from the tourism and hospitality sector.  
6.2.3.1 Structure of Facebook complaints 
Although much attention was given to the general features of online complaints less is known 
about their structure. Similar to email communication, the participants typically produce the whole 
turn before pressing ‘enter’ to send it to the recipients (e.g. Licoppe & Morel, 2012; Antaki et al., 
2005) rather than chunking their utterances (see Markman, 2015 on utterance chunking in instance 
messaging). This gives them time to plan and edit the message in line with their interactional 
objectives. The examples analysed here are instances in which customers complain about “something 
caused by a specifically complainable event or circumstance” (Edwards, 2005: 23) rather than trying 
to get something off their chest and were thus treated as complaints.   
An example of a complaint post 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
9:52 Matej  
Vindiš 
Grosuplje, danes. Ko sem danes hodil proti postaji, se mimo mene odpelje 
vlak v LJ in mi ni bilo nič jasno. Potem izvem, da ste dodali nov vlak ob 
7.44 iz Grosuplja. Naslednji gre pa ob 7.56. Ok, pa kdo to načrtuje, dva 
prazna vlaka v 10 minutah? Ob 7.12 pa se stoji na eni nogi od gneče. 
Potrebujemo še en vlak tako, da bodo ljudje ob 8h v službi! 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
  
Grosuplje, today. As I walked to the station a train to LJ passes me by 
and I had no clue what’s going on. Then I find you added a new train at 
7.44 from Grosuplje. And the next one goes at 7.56. Ok, who plans this, 
two empty trains in 10 minutes? At 7.12 one has to stand on one leg it’s 
so packed. We need an additional train so that people will be at work at 
8h! 
At line 01, the customer posts a complaint without a prior greeting and immediately launches 
into the topic. The fact that of 62 thread-initiating complaints, the customers provided a greeting in 
just 11 instances (less than 18%) suggests that unlike in request emails (83%) and complaint calls in 
this type of interactions, greetings are non-canonical elements and the posts designed to suit the 
technological affordances of Facebook communication (e.g. Antaki et al., 2005). In some cases, 
customers may manipulate language in creative ways with the objective of communicating 
impoliteness (Culpeper, 2011a). In this sense, for one customer, who posted three complaints about the 
same issue, the greeting had a different function, i.e. to cause offence by mocking the Company 
employees:  
 Draga velecenjena gospoda na Sž imam nekaj skromnih vprašanj in sicer […] 
 Dear highly esteemed lords at Sž I have a few humble questions such as […] 
Apart from the absence of greetings, the same number of customers proffered some form of 
leave-taking, i.e. fewer than 18% compared to 93% in request emails. This is not surprising given that 
the participants treat this type of interaction as continuing (Meredith, 2014). Nonetheless, two 
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customers also provided a signature despite the fact that the vast majority of customers have Facebook 
profiles with their full name (rather than a nickname), which is then displayed together with the profile 
picture next to the comment (e.g. Chapter 3, Section 3.4, Figures 14, 15). Absence of opening 
greetings and leave-takings is not a breach of politeness norms, but rather suggests that this is how the 
followers understand Facebook (cf. Sections 1.3 and 1.5). 
As can be seen from the Example of a complaint post, the customer uses elements typical of 
complaints such as storytelling to recount of a past event before introducing the complainable at line 
04-05 (packed train, absurd timetable), in which feelings of discontent are expressed and how he is 
affected by the change. The aim of stating how one is affected by a particular transgression for which 
the Company is held responsible is to secure affiliation from the Company as well as from fellow 
customers. In much managerial research, it is unclear how companies can best respond to negative 
online reviews (Matzat & Snijders, 2012) and in the complaints apart from providing suggestions to 
improve the service, the customers tend not to ask directly for a refund or an apology (e.g. Excerpt 
51a, l. 08). They do, however, use various influence tactics to yield affiliative responses. Apart from 
stating how one was impacted by a particular failure (16%) these include threatening resignation or 
third party intervention (nearly 13%) (see Figure 23, Excerpt 48), emphasising loyalty (8%), moral 
appeal such as unfair treatment (7%), repetition such as pursuing the problem like delays several times 
so the problem would be fixed (7%). Most frequent tactics, however, included seeking an explanation 
regarding the complainable (nearly 26%) and emotional venting (nearly 21%).  
Although customer complaints have turned Facebook into two-way communication, the 
asynchronous aspect of this type of communication allows the administrator (as well as the customers) 
to post information that can sit for hours before being read and, more importantly, never responded to 
(see Chapter 3, Section 3.4). Unlike in complaint calls, the administrator has an invisible means to 
ignore the ratified participation status (Goffman, 1981) of those who complain. When responding to 
customer complaints, however, the way in which this is accomplished was found to play an important 
role for the companies’ reputation. In their study of social media activity, Dijkmans et al. (2015) have 
found that customer satisfaction and corporate reputation increase over time if companies use the so 
called conversational human voice when responding to customer complaints, that is if they address 
criticism in an uncritical manner, admit mistakes and so on. The conversational human voice is further 
reflected if employees of an organisation’s social networking site use first names rather than the 
Company’s name when posting a response because it gives customers the perception that they are 
interacting with a real person rather than a faceless Company.  
The following instances explore how customers complain on the Company’s Facebook page. 
Nine (out of 62) thread-initiating complaints selected for microanalysis addressed different complaint 
areas described in more detail in Table 5, Chapter 3, Section 3.4. Rather than examining the 
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customer’s complaints and the responses separately, larger excerpts from the interaction will be 
examined to illustrate how the complaints are constructed and how they unfold with a particular focus 
on manifestations of face and impoliteness. At the same time, I will address similarities and 
differences with respect to complaint calls. Based on the patterns identified the excerpts presented 
below were grouped into Company administrator’s responses, where distancing strategies such as 
disattending and denial (e.g. impugning the validity of customers’ claims) were observed and into 
customers’ complaint strategies such as flaming and implicated impoliteness. It is noteworthy that in 
some cases, various practices were identified within the same complainable event. 
 
6.2.4 Disattending 
 
On Facebook, interactional disattentiveness was found to be effected on the part of the 
administrator by means of (a) not responding to the customer’s post, (b) taking the complaint offline, 
(c) sequential deletion (Jefferson, 1973), (d) shifting of responsibility to a third party, i.e. the state or 
other railway companies so as to prevent customers from seeking redressive action. Of 62 thread-
initiating complaints, disattending was identified in 28 instances (see also Márquez Reiter et al., 2015). 
Excerpts 47 and 48 below are two of 15 complaints posted during the two-year period that 
contrary to customers’ expectations, were not responded to by the agent. Mandelbaum (1991/1992) 
stresses that complaining is an activity that depends on the addressee’s complicity. As complaints 
represent first-pair parts, they also require some response. Therefore, if a complaint is disattended the 
negative assessment that the customer makes in the complaint remains ungratified. The examples 
show that some customers treat the agent’s lack of response as accountable. However, of the 15 
complaints, which did not receive a response from the agent (five of them also did not receive any 
comments from other customers), these were the only ones that treated such behaviour as notably 
absent and accountable within this time period.  
Excerpt 47 – posted on 4th April 2014 [46] 
01 
02 
16:03 Robert Viler 
2 likes 
če to ni sramota da gre zadnji vlak z Murske za Pragersko 17.39 
!???? ne moreš verjet  
   
If this is not a disgrace that the last train from Murska to 
Pragersko is at 17.39!???? unbelievable 
    
03 16:03  pa z pesnice bi tud lahk šel zadnj kakih 22.00 
   
and from pesnica the last train could also go at around 22.00  
    
04  3 days later nobenga odgovora...vse tiho je bilo 
   
No response… it was all quiet 
Here, a customer provides a negative assessment about an unsuitable timetable for a particular 
route. By designing it as a question the customer aims to secure a response from the administrator. The 
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customer’s anger and frustration are evident from the way he labels this “a disgrace” (l. 01) as well as 
from the use of punctuation to compensate for the lack of intonation and paralinguistic cues (Werry, 
1996) and to enhance the message producers’ and recipients’ ability to experience the words as if they 
were spoken (Danet, 2001). The customer thus uses an exclamation mark followed by multiple 
question marks to simulate or construct the prosodic dimension of communication, i.e. a tone of 
disbelief, which he then also verbalises by adding “unbelievable”. Immediately after posting the 
comment, the customer produces an increment and expands his complaint regarding the timetable for 
an additional route (l. 03). Three days later, Robert publishes another post in which he topicalises the 
administrator’s lack of response (l. 04). He thus orients to the administrator’s lack of response as 
potentially impolite, in that his complaint is not even worthy of a response. The customer aims to 
mobilise a response from the agent and sanction her behaviour for not having done so already. By 
waiting for two days before moaning about the lack of response further displays his understanding as 
to what is the expected period of time for a response to be produced (see also Chapter 4, Section 2.1 
on the relationship between response time and politeness). 
Similarly, in Excerpt 48, a customer holds the Company accountable for a lack of response to 
her complaint, despite the fact that the agent responded to her complaint by notifying her that it was 
forwarded to the relevant department and thus taken offline. Five weeks later, the customer complains 
about the lack of response from the Company.  
Excerpt 48 – posted on 29th May 2013 [21] 
[…] […] […] […] 
20 
21 
 Bernarda Kos Do današnjega dne nisem prejela nobenega odgovora. Toliko o vaši 
kvaliteti dela - o zadevi bom obvestila ZPS. Najlepša hvala. 
20 
21 
  
Till today I haven't received a response. So much for your quality of 
work – I'm going to inform the Consumer Watchdog. Thanks very much.  
In her post, the customer issues a threat (l. 21), in which she threatens with third party 
intervention (e.g. consumer watchdog). By doing so the customer treats the lack of response to her 
complaint as a violation of her perceived right to be treated properly and displays her understanding 
that the Company’s behaviour is unacceptable. At the same time, she mobilises a response from the 
agent and potentially seeks redressive action. As examples below show, in the data, seven customers 
issued implicit threats when complaining about a particular event, whereby the customers threatened 
some sort of attention from the media and other institutions (e.g. Example 1), with switching to 
competition (e.g. the bus company (Example 3) or joining the car sharing scheme (Example 4)). 
Examples 1-4: Examples of threats (excerpts from customers’ complaints) 
1 Dan za dnem ista zgodba, kaj je res potrebno zbobnati skupaj medije, da se pri vas kaj 
spremeni? [1] 
 
Day after day the same story, is it truly necessary to drum up media support so that 
something will change at your end? 
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2 Mi lahko poveste, če vračate sredstva za letno vozovnico, ker razmišljam, da se bom zaradi 
velikih vsakodnevnih zamud prenehala voziti z vlakom. [19] 
 
Can you tell me if you give refunds for annual tickets, cause I’m thinking of not taking 
the train any longer due to huge delays on a daily basis. 
  
3 Dobr da bom drug mesec zacel hodit z avtobusom ker to mi je pa ze kaplja cez rob! [33]  
 
Good that as of next month I’m switching to bus cause this is just too much! 
  
4 Očitno bomo spet vsi morali prekloplit na prevoze.org [37] 
 
It looks like we’re all going to have to switch to prevozi.org again 
  
As mentioned in Section 1.2, in complaints threats are not ipso facto impolite, particularly as 
in this institutional context threats are used “frequently and predictably” (Harris, 1984: 247). However, 
compared to other strategies, in Facebook complaints they were not employed as frequently (see 
Figure 23 below).  
Verbal sub-strategies 
 
Figure 23: Complaint sub-strategies 
 
As shown in Figure 23, sub-strategies that were most frequently found to be used by 
customers in the thread-initiating complaints included reproaching and suggestion, followed by 
response mobilizations, accusations, and insults. 
 
6.2.5 Denial 
 
Strategies employed in denying are realised in different ways depending on the context 
(Wodak, 2006). Distorting the epistemic content, which the customers express (e.g. report delays in 
minutes), is one of them. It was found in the data that in her responses the administrator impugned the 
validity of customers’ claims, particularly when the customers complained about delays. In the 
following example, the customer reports a delay which the administrator confirms, yet by reducing its 
duration by five minutes distorts the facts the customer delivered, implicitly accusing her of 
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exaggerating. It is noteworthy that this customer posted eight complaints during January and 
November 2013, created a website about train delays on her route and even took the Company to the 
media about delays. The customer’s post yielded six likes and ten comments, posted in November 
2014. Six comments were added on the same day as the administrator’s response, whereas the last one 
(omitted) was added three weeks later. 
Excerpt 49 – posted on 17th November 2014 [60]  
01 
02 
03 
18 
November 
 
Martina Novak 
6 likes 
Danes smo štartali, ko bi že morali biti na cilju. Na 20 minut 
neto vožnje še vsaj 20 minut zamude je too much. Mi boste šli 
vi po otroke v vrtec, ker bom podaljšala v službi? 
 8:09  
Today we left when we should’ve arrived. For a 20 minute 
journey a delay of at least 20 minutes is too much. Will you 
pick up my kids at the kindergarten cause I’ll have to stay at 
work longer? 
    
04 
05 
06 
07 
19 
November 
14:25  
Grem z vlakom Martina pozdravljeni. "Vaš" vlak je včeraj zamujal 15 minut, 
zaradi zamude vlaka iz nasprotne smeri... Na vaši relaciji je 
le enotirna proga, na drugih progah dela..., zato se 
velikokrat sistem malo podre(P) za ostale odseke. 
   
Martina hello. “Your” train was 15 minutes late yesterday due 
to a delayed oncoming train… There’s a single track railway, 
construction works on the other track…, so the system often 
breaks down(P) a bit for other sections. 
    
08 
09 
19 
November 
Martina Novak 
1 like 
Razumem, hvala za odgovor. Ampak bi bilo treba vzeti malo vse 
te stvari v roke in nekaj narediti, kajne? 
 16:43  
I understand, thanks for the reply. But all of this should be 
tackled and something done, right? 
[…] […] […] […] 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
November 
19:25 
Gašper Ferk 
4 likes 
Kakšne brezvezne obrazložitve ti dajo pol . Tvoj vlak je 
zamujal zaradi vlaka nasproti. K da niso vsi Slovenske 
železnice, ampak je un vlak nasproti Kam Bus al kaj :))))). 
Sistem je podrt v železnicah že 20 let. 50 let nazaj se je 
letelo na Luno, pri nas pa še kr karte štepajo na vlaku :))). 
   
What a meaningless excuse they give you . Your train was 
delayed cause of an oncoming train. As if they’re not all 
Slovenian railways, but the oncoming train is the bus or 
something :))))). The system’s broken down for the railways 20 
years ago. 50 years back people travelled to the Moon, and 
we’re still punching holes in the tickets. :)))  
    
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
19 
November 
20:18 
Martina Novak 
1 like 
Gašper, umrla od smeha, ko sem prebrala tvoj komentar. Vedno 
znova me tudi navduši, kako me popravijo glede minut zamude. 
Ne 20, ampak 15. Pustimo to, da jaz točno vem, kako je bilo, 
ker sem dejansko sedela na vlaku, medtem ko vrh železnic sedi 
v pisarni. In, ja, nič se ne da, klasika. 
   
Gašper, rolled on the floor laughing, when I read your 
comment. It always impresses me how they correct the delay, 
not 20 but 15. Leaving aside the fact that I know very well 
what it was like as I was actually sitting on the train while 
the management of railways is sitting in the office. And, yes, 
nothing can be done, typical.  
    
24 
25 
26 
19 
November 
20:23 
Gašper Ferk 
4 likes 
Te železnice bi blo treba že zdavni prodat tujcem, Nemcem . 
Pol folka bi na cesto letel, vključno z nesposobnim vodstvom . 
Še ena jama brez dna v naši lepi deželi . 
   
The railways should’ve been sold ages ago to foreigners, 
Germans . Half of you lot would be sacked, including the 
incompetent management . Another bottomless pit in our 
beautiful country .  
[…] […] […] […] 
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She articulates her dissatisfaction by using an emphatic marker “too much”, and in English, to 
emphasise the weight of the complainable. Finally, she concludes with a rhetorical question, which 
serves as a persuasive argument dressed up as a superfluous information request (de Ruiter, 2012: 3). 
Thus, the customer uses this response-mobilising question as a resource for an affective intensification 
given the consequences emerging from the delay: she will have to stay at work longer and will not be 
able to pick up her children from the kindergarten in time. With this, she also projects an expectation 
for an affiliative response. 
The administrator responds the following day, addressing the customer by her first name. 
Although the customer did not supply any information regarding the route, the administrator draws on 
prior Facebook exchanges between them as is evident from the way she refers to the customer’s train 
as “her” train (l. 04). She then provides an explanation for the delay: a hold-up due to a single-track 
bottleneck (l. 04-07), warding off responsibility for the delay due to outdated infrastructure and 
construction works, which are carried out by a different division, but of the same Company. Put 
differently, the administrator creates a distance by attributing the problem causing the complaint to 
some third party external to the Company. In doing so, she minimises the Company’s involvement in, 
and indeed the level of control over the occurrence that triggered the complaint by implicitly shifting 
responsibility to that third party in charge of construction works which causes the “system to break 
down a bit”. In addition, her use of the passive voice further creates a distancing effect from the action, 
removing the Company (and presumably herself) from the complainable. Although the administrator 
confirms the delay, she reduces it by five minutes (cf. l. 02 and l. 04). This is potentially face-
threatening in that it opposes to what the customer said before (i.e. 20 minutes).  
Another follower, Gašper, jumps in and provides a negative assessment of the administrator’s 
response, in which he incorporates key words and phrases from her response to reinforce his message, 
holding her response as a target for mockery (Haugh, 2010a). In doing so, he displays affiliation with 
Martina’s complaint and starts building a coalition with her (and potentially also other fellow 
commenters and bystanders). A coalition here is seen as a temporary alliance (Bruxelles & Kerbrat-
Orecchioni, 2004) that is carried out against the Company and frequently triggers the “us versus them” 
rhetoric (e.g. “they give you” at line 14; see also Excerpt 41, l. 64-66). Gašper’s incorporation of 
emoticons into his post has a double function. On the one hand, it serves to display hostility towards 
the Company, on the other hand it is used as a solidarity politeness strategy with which through 
humour Gašper claims group membership and common ground with other followers, inviting them to 
build a coalition with him by liking and/or commenting on his post (cf. Dynel, 2012).  
Less than an hour later, Martina, the complaint producer, aligns her response with Gašper’s 
mockery of the Company as is evident from her affiliative response at line 19: “rolled on the floor 
laughing when I read your comment”. She then orients to line 04 in the administrator’s post, i.e. a 
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smaller delay than the one reported by her, as delicate, i.e. as being challenging of her perceived 
epistemic stance as a regular user of train services who has first-hand experience by virtue of 
implicitly denying the correctness of the customer’s accusation (i.e. 15-minute delay). That this is 
perceived as impolite by Martina is evidenced from the way she challenges with the administrator’s 
second assessment through the use of ECf with which she aims to legitimise her claims such as “I 
know exactly” (l. 21-23). Moreover, she implies the administrator had previously distorted the 
reported delays she complained about (this indeed happened in one other complaint about the delay, 
where the administrator “reduced” the same customer’s 15-minute delay to a 13-minute delay (see also 
Excerpt 50 below, l. 39)). By portraying the Company management as sitting in the office, she is 
challenging the administrator’s epistemic stance, implying they have no knowledge of what the reality 
is like (pay attention to her use of me v. they). With her final sentence “nothing can be done, typical” 
(l. 23), Martina, on the one hand, challenges the agent’s shifting of responsibility from lines 04-06, but 
on the other hand, seems resigned to her fate that no solution will be offered. The administrator does 
not respond any further, but other followers provide face-supportive comments and attack the 
Company’s overall image (e.g. line 26, cf. Chapter 3, Section 1.2). By commenting and liking each 
other’s posts, the customers form an alliance and associate against the Company and distort its public 
image. 
Excerpt 50 below shows a customer’s reaction to the administrator’s denial of the reported 
delay. The customer initially complained a day earlier about a 50-minute delay on a 20-minute route, 
demanding an explanation.  
Excerpt 50 – posted on 13th November 2012 [1] 
[…] 13 Nov. […] […] 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
 Matjaž  
Jereb 
14 Nov.  
2012 
8:25 
Je moral vaš PR oddelek res dati glave skupaj zgleda in si bo 
nekaj konkretnega izmislil, da ne morete v enem dnevu podati 
odgovora za tako veliko zamudo. Drugače zgolj v info, danes je 
omenjeni vlak v LJ prispel ob 7.42, torej s 15 minutno zamudo, 
kar je očitno po vaši definiciji točno. 
   
Your PR department had to put their heads together it seems and 
will come up with something concrete, given that you can’t reply 
within one day why the delay was so huge. By the way, for your 
info, today this train arrived to LJ at 7.42, so with a 15-minute 
delay, which according to you is on time.  
    
35 
36 
37 
38 
9:17 
 
Niko Brdavs 
1 like 
Slovenske Železnice majo čudno definicijo točnosti, zato pa so v 
k...u.  
Če lahko pri njih vsi zamujajo v službo pa na obveznosti verjetno 
mislijo, da je potem povsod tak sistem. 
   
Slovenian Railways have a weird definition of punctuality, that’s 
why they’re f..ked up. 
If they can be late for work and responsibilities they probably 
think the system is the same everywhere. 
    
39 
40 
20:27 Grem z 
vlakom 
Po podatkih iz sistema ISSŽ 10 minut zamude, zaradi obrta 
garniture (zapora-nadomestni avtobusni prevoz) in počasne vožnje. 
   
According to the ISSŽ system there was a 10-minute delay due to 
train turn-around (blocked railway-replacement bus service) and 
slower speed. 
    
41 15 Nov.   Hecno, da že v vašem sistemu očitno čas teče počasneje. Tudi 
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42 
43 
8:23 danes je imel vlak zamudo in še vedno niste pojasnili od kod 50 
in 80 minutna zamuda v začetku tega tedna? 
   
Funny that time is running slower already in your system. The 
train was also delayed today and you still haven't explained the 
50 and 80-minute delays earlier this week? 
    
44 20 Nov  verjetno se ne boma ne ti in ne jaz včakala najinih odgovorov 
 20:12  
most likely neither you nor I will receive a response 
Following the administrator’s lack of response, the customer, at lines 30-32 mobilises a 
response from the agent the following day by means of a direct accusation that the Company will 
make something up to explain the huge delay. By accusing them of having an agenda, i.e. to lie, he is 
attacking the Company’s image. In other words, he orients to the administrator’s lack of response as 
impolite as evidenced from the way he treats it as accountable by eliciting a response. Apart from this, 
the customer reports a 15-minute delay that occurred that day (lines 32-33) and provides a negative 
assessment to the administrator’s denial from the previous disaffiliative comment (lines omitted), in 
which she argued that apart from the complained about delay, typically, trains on this route are only a 
few minutes late. In other words, the administrator’s denial and her refusal to admit responsibility is 
evaluated as impolite by the customer as is evident from his sarcastic remark at lines 33-34, with 
which he mocks the Company’s perception of punctuality. About an hour later, another customer joins 
the interaction and provides an increment to Matjaž’s negative evaluation of train delays (l. 35-38). In 
his face-supportive comment, Niko affiliates with Matjaž’s comment and disaffiliates with that of the 
Company, thus building a coalition with Matjaž. In his comment, by using a taboo word “fucked up”, 
which he partly veils (l. 36) he further attacks the Company’s image. In the evening, the administrator 
provides an account for the delay Matjaž reported at line 33, but, referring to the system in which 
delays are reported, reduces the delay by five minutes (l. 39-40), thus denying the validity of the delay 
the customer reported at line 33. That this is oriented to as impolite by the customer is evident from his 
reaction the next morning, where he explicitly orients to the administrator’s impugning the validity of 
his claim by providing another negative evaluation to the administrator’s response by mocking the 
Company’s system (l. 41-43). In addition, he also mobilises a response from the administrator 
referring to the thread-initial complaint, reproaching her for a lack of responsiveness. Five days later, 
Niko adds a comment, with which he addresses Matjaž, while at the same time orienting to the 
Company’s lack of responsiveness, thus implicitly trying to mobilise it. In doing so he uses a dual 
inclusive to refer to himself and Matjaž, not only to build an alliance with him, but also to increase the 
impolite impact that lack of responsiveness by the administrator has on the customers. In this excerpt, 
impoliteness on the part of the administrator arises in the way she implicitly distorts the customer’s 
reported delays, their ubiquity and duration as well as through dissattending the complaint (e.g. 
Chapter 6, Section 2.4). It is particularly interesting to observe that over the period of two years the 
administrator distorts the customers’ epistemic content on at least seven other occasions despite their 
reactions and negative evaluations of such behaviour. Although the customer insulted the 
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administrator and the Company (use of taboo words, sarcasm, direct accusations), his behaviour was 
not challenged. 
In is noteworthy that of 62 complaints, customers built coalitions through supportive 
comments in 34 instances (likes not included). In doing so, they display solidarity towards one 
another, the main marker being the content of their comments. Their common interest is to misalign 
from, challenge or mock the administrator’s responses, exacerbating the face-damaging effect of the 
initial complaint with the objective of receiving some sort of remedial action. To sanction a lack of 
accountability in dealing with complaints, the customers join forces in distorting the Company’s 
image. 
A phenomenon commonly found in online interactions and also identified in Facebook 
complaints is flaming, a highly confrontational and hostile behaviour, which is considered intentional 
given that the customer needs to type it into the box and press enter. In complaint calls, on the other 
hand, swearing, as was observed (Excerpt 42b, l. 110) is accidental, caused by frustration or anger.  
 
6.2.6 Flaming 
 
The next excerpt is one of the six instances, in which customers’ behaviour associated with 
flaming was identified. In CMC literature, the activity of flaming is well documented (Lea et al., 1992; 
Herring, 1996b; O’Sullivan & Flanagin, 2003; Thurlow et al., 2004, Tagg, 2014) and refers to “hostile 
and aggressive interaction” (Thurlow et al., 2004: 70) that includes insulting messages, profanity and 
face-aggravating verbal attacks directed towards the Company, inflicting harm to its reputation. The 
administrator orients overtly to such behaviour by treating it as disruptive and unacceptable. Such 
venting of anger, which results from the customers’ frustration with the Company is overtly impolite, 
and thus apparently face-threatening behaviour (Helfrich, 2014).  
In the excerpt selected, a male customer, Matjaž, posts a rather lengthy complaint (almost 400 
words) chunked in seven paragraphs. Between November 2012 and November 2014, Matjaž posted 
three complaints (and five comments related to these complaints) on the Company’s Facebook page. 
Similarly to the previous customer, the complainable refers to enormous delays over a certain period 
of time. The complaint yielded seven likes and three comments. Given the length of the interaction, 
the complaint and the response are split into two parts.  
Excerpt 51a – posted on 8th May 2013 [15]  
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
9:04 Matjaž  
Jereb 
 
7likes 
Piz*da vam ma*erna res!!!! Nesposobna zalega socialističnih debilov ste. 
Ja vem, žaljivke, sam drugega si ne zaslužite. V dveh (2!!) letih niste 
sposobni, da bi vlak LP 2633 bil vsaj enkrat točen, pa ne mi nabijat da 
ima vedno samo okoli pet minut zamude, ker na moji relaciji (Borovnica-
LJ) je pet minut enako 25% celotnega časa potovanja. Vsak dan isto. 
Včeraj in danes pa več kot 30 minut(!!!!) zamude na ušivi relaciji, ki 
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07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
[…] 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
bi mogla po vašem voznem redu trajati 20 minut. Brez kakšnega obvestila 
na spletni strani, brez opravičila sprevodnika, nič. 
 
Je res tako težko premaknit lene riti in vsaj napisat posebno obvestilo 
na strani, ne da potem čakamo na vetru (ker je čakalnica itak natrpana 
in smrdeča - obnovili je niste verjetno že 30 let) več kot pol ure na 
vlak, ki že v osnovi nebi smel imeti niti minute zamude. 
 
Otroci zamujajo v šolo, mi odrasli v službo, vam ma se blago rečeno 
jebe. Potem za vrhunec pošljete še najmanjšo garnituro na katero se 
nabaše folka še za preostala dva vlaka, ki imata tudi ogromno zamudo i 
nikome ništa. Dobimo kakšno cenejšo vozovnico zaradi več kot 100% 
zamudu, vsaj opravičilo? Kje pa, saj ste pa ja državni in vas boli za 
potnike, plačo imate vsak mesec redno nakazano tudi če samo grejete riti 
v pisarni. 
[…] 
Naj vaš cenjeni generalni direktor enkrat za spremembo premakne svojo 
rit iz dobro plačanega stola in naj pride čakat na LP 2633, da bo videl 
kako so njegove stranke zadovoljne s storitvijo ki jo ponuja. Ali pa naj 
gre kakšen petek popoldne z vlakom proti primorski, me zanima kako se bo 
prijetno počutil kot sardela v konzervi v prenabasanem vlaku. 
 
Banana železnice, banana republika. Potem pa se greste neko akcijo 
osveščanja ljudi za uporabo javnega prometa, katera verjetno tudi ni 
bila poceni, lepo vas prosim no, vozni redi so iz časov socializma, 
vlaki vozijo s hitrostjo kot v času Marije Terezije, garniture so milo 
rečeno zjebane in nevzdrževane, cena na km je višja kot v tujini, 
sprevodniki so tam samo zato da nergajo ker morajo gledat karte potnikom 
in po vrhu vsega v dveh letih niste sposobni navadnega t.i. commuter 
vlaka enkrat samkrat pripeljat do cilja po točnem voznem redu. 
 
SRAMOTA, LAHKO VAS JE SRAM VSE ZAPOSLENE NA SŽ!!! 
    
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
[…] 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
  Mot*erfu*kers really!!!! You’re an incompetent brood of socialist 
imbeciles. Insults, I know, but you don’t deserve anything else. In two 
(2!!) years not once are you capable of bringing an LP 2633 train on 
time, and stop banging on about how it’s always only five minutes late, 
cause on my route (Borovnica-LJ) five minutes equals 25% of the entire 
journey. Every day the same. Yesterday and today more than a 30 minute 
(!!!!) delay on a lousy route that according to your timetable should 
not last 20 minutes. Without any news on the website, without 
conductor’s apology, nothing.  
 
Is it really so difficult to move your lazy asses and just post a note 
on your website so that we don’t have to wait in the wind (because the 
waiting lounge is packed and smelly – you haven’t renovated it in 30 
years) for over half an hour for the train that should not have been a 
minute late in the first place.  
 
Kids are late for school, we adults are late for work, and you just 
don’t give a fuck. And then you send the smallest train there is to 
which people waiting for the other two trains get on which also has a 
huge delay and no news. Do we get a discount due to a delay of 100%, an 
apology at least? No way, you’re state-owned and don’t give a fuck about 
passengers, you get paid every month on the day even if you just keep 
your asses warm in the office.  
[…] 
Your dearest general director should move his ass from his well paid 
chair for a change and come wait for the LP 2633 to see how happy his 
customers are with the services he offers. Or he should take a Friday 
afternoon train towards Primorska, I’d like to know how well he’d feel 
as a canned anchovy in a packed train.  
 
Banana railways, banana republic. And then you launch an advertising 
campaign so people would use public transport, which also couldn’t have 
been cheap, I mean come on, timetables from socialism, the trains run at 
speed as they did at the times of Maria Theresa, the equipment is fucked 
up and unmaintained, the fare per km is higher than abroad, and above 
all in two years you’re not capable of bringing an ordinary commuter 
train to its destination on time not even once.  
 
 
EMBARRASMENT, ALL EMPLOYEES AT SŽ SHOULD BE ASHAMED!!! 
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In the complaint the customer immediately causes offence through a profane insult (e.g. 
mot*erfu*kers), which he partly veils using the asterisk symbol. In Slovenian,75 the provocative 
personal insult pizda ti materna (“youSG motherfucker”), typically uttered in the singular, is an 
extremely offensive and insulting vocative. As such it marks strong negative feelings such as anger at 
someone for having done something bad or it functions as an aggressive response cry (Goffman, 
1979). His excessive use of exclamation marks throughout the message (l. 01, 02, 06 and 44), which 
compensate for the absence of paralinguistic behaviour, serves to intensify the face-attack. That 
Matjaž vents his anger towards the Company is further evident through his abusive name-calling and 
impoliteness insults, which are offensive in all contexts (e.g. “incompetent brood of socialist 
imbeciles”, “Banana railways”), accusations and presuppositions (e.g. “you don’t give a fuck”, “you 
don’t give a fuck about the passengers”, “keep your asses warm in the office”). In this complaint, the 
insults are targeted at the Company and by criticising its incompetence, unreliability, bad management 
and social status (i.e. state-owned) cause damage to its image. 
At line 02, before the customer introduces the complainable, he continues with the 
construction “insults, I know”, which signals a conversational response to an imagined dialogue, that 
is, his own follow-up to an imagined reaction to the insult (Vásquez, 2015). With this utterance, the 
customer confirms to the target recipient that there is no mistake in interpretation of his prior 
utterance. He then launches the complainable which refers to daily delays on his route (naming the 
train number: LP 2633) in a face-aggravating manner. This is evident from his use of ECfs, “maximal 
or minimal properties” (Sidnell, 2004: 753) with which he refers to delays and things such as the 
smallest train (l. 16), canned anchovy (l. 33), timetables from socialism (l. 37), speed from the times of 
Maria Theresa (l. 38). With these and other intensifying modifiers he aims to express a strong 
negative attitude towards the matter and intensify descriptions with the objective of causing offence 
(Culpeper, 2011a), e.g. lousy route (l. 07), lazy asses (l. 10), packed and smelly waiting lounges (l. 
12), fucked up equipment (l. 38). Moreover, using script formulations (Edwards, 1995) such as not 
(even) once on time (l. 03, 41), always (l. 04), every day the same (l. 05), which characterise delays as 
recurring, the customer may present himself as a tolerant person who only complains about repeated 
offences (Dayter & Rüdiger, 2014: 204).  
The customer’s accusation that the trains are repeatedly delayed coupled with complaints 
about comfort (l. 12-13), lack of informedness (l. 08-09) and outdatedness (l. 37-39) suggests that 
expectations regarding the service the Company provides have been breached over a long period of 
time. In the third paragraph (l. 15-21) the customer explains how constant delays affect the everyday 
lives of the people travelling on this route (children are late for school, adults for work) and then 
switches focus from “us” (passengers) to “you” (the Company), attacking the Company’s image and 
                                                 
75 and other Slavic Balkan languages 
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the employee’s professional face with more insults (l. 19-21: “you don’t give a fuck about passengers 
and you get paid even if you only keep your asses warm in the office”). In such customer-company 
relationships, the customers perceive to have more freedom to be impolite and use direct language 
when complaining about the service they paid for and were not satisfied with, knowing the Company 
agent or administrator cannot retaliate with impoliteness (Culpeper, 2011a: 228), at least not in the 
same way.  
Matjaž closes the complaint by summing it up as an “EMBARRASMENT”, adding a reproach 
“ALL EMPLOYEES AT SŽ SHOULD BE ASHAMED!!!”. With this reproach the customer implies 
the Company is to blame for having produced this hostile emotional state he is in. At the same time, 
the reproach reflects the powerlessness the customer is experiencing. Here, affect is displayed and the 
weight of the face-attack intensified with an excessive use of punctuation (!!!) and the use of capital 
letters (cf. Chapter 5, Section 2.2 on the use of all block letters in CMC). It is noteworthy that 
reproaching the Company through an indication of guilt “you should be embarrassed” appeared in 12 
other customer complaint posts and comments. With this, the customers perceive the complainable 
event(s) as frustrating and may try to retaliate for everything they have to endure when using the 
Company services. In other words, his flaming behaviour was caused by the frustration that developed 
from having to continuously endure a breach of expectations (e.g. unreliability of the Company and 
treatment), which affects his everyday life in a negative manner. 
It is noteworthy that it is not Company practice to delete customers’ comments regardless of 
how inappropriate they are. Rather, the administrator topicalises the inappropriateness of customers’ 
language use. In the case of this complaint, the response was provided five hours later. 
Excerpt 51b – continuation of 51a [15]  
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
14:23 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Grem z  
vlakom 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Spoštovani g. Jereb. Glede omenjene zamude smo bili že obveščeni. Na 
žalost bodo zamude nastajale še nekaj časa, saj je stanje omenjene proge 
izredno slabo. Na relaciji Logatec–Verd je na enem tiru zaradi varnosti 
omejitev vožnje znižana na 40 km/h na drugem pa le na 30 km/h, na 
relaciji Verd-Borovnica pa je omejitev znižana na 50 km/h. Odseka sta 
zelo dolga, posledično se zato nabira zamuda(P). Zavedamo se, da prihaja 
do zamud, ampak se jim je zaradi stanja infrastrukture žal včasih 
nemogoče izogniti, se pa trudimo, da bi jih bilo čim manj. Priporočamo 
vam, da pred potovanjem vedno preverite zamude vlakov (ki so online) na: 
http://www.slo-zeleznice.si/sl/potniki/slovenija/vozni-redi/zamude in pa 
morebitne ovire v prometu, ki nastanejo zaradi vzdrževanja proge. 
Prosimo vas, da se v prihodnje vzdržite vulgarnosti in žaljivk, ker 
kritike sprejemamo, žaljenja pa ne. Facebook stran Gremzvlakom ni bila 
ustvarjena(P) za te namene. 
    
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
  Dear Mr. Jereb. We were already informed about the mentioned delay. 
Unfortunately delays will be occurring for a while because the state of 
the mentioned track is extremely bad. On the route Logatec-Verd the 
speed limit on one track has been reduced to 40 km/h due to safety, on 
the route Verd-Borovnica the speed limit is reduced to 50 km/h. Both 
sections are really long which is why the delays are mounting(P). WePL’re 
aware of the delays but due to the state of the infrastructure 
unfortunately sometimes they cannot be avoided, wePL are trying, however, 
to reduce them. WePL recommend always checking for delays before 
travelling (which are online) at: http://www.slo-
zeleznice.si/sl/potniki/slovenija/vozni-redi/zamude and potential 
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50 
51 
52 
53 
obstructions that result from track maintenance. WePL’d like to ask you 
to refrain from profanity and insults in the future because while we 
accept criticism we do not accept insults. Facebook page Gremzvlakom was 
not created(P) for this purpose.   
The administrator responds to the customer on the same day in a formal manner as is evident 
from the way she addresses him with Dear + surname (see also Chapter 4, Section 2.3). At lines 40-49, 
she provides an account for the delays in which she, using the passive voice (l. 45-46; see also l. 51-
52; Chapter 5, Section 2.1, Email 10d), shifts responsibility to third parties, responsible for the state of 
the infrastructure, which is the main cause of delays. Overall, the distance strategy of shifting of 
responsibility to the state, other railways and the infrastructure occurred in 21 per cent of 
administrator’s responses.  
Following his accusation at line 08 that no information regarding delays was published on the 
Company’s website, the administrator includes a link to where train delays are published in real time 
so as to prevent the customer from experiencing any inconveniences in the future. At line 50 
(arrowed), the administrator, however, shifts topic and sanctions the customer’s behaviour by treating 
it as hostile and aggressive, unacceptable in this setting. In other words, she outright rejects the 
customer’s perceived right to complain in this way by repeatedly attacking the Company’s image. This 
coupled with the administrator’s impersonal interactional style shows that such flaming behaviour is 
perceived as unacceptable and impolite in this setting (e.g. l. 50-52). This further shows that the 
Company and the customers interpret the affordances of the medium, especially visibility and 
association, differently. In other words, the Company uses Facebook as a platform to facilitate the 
possibility of connecting with numerous (potential) customers by increasing its visibility and seeking 
association with customers, whereas the customers use it as an opportunity to increase the visibility of 
their misgivings with respect to the Company. In the response, the administrator uses the corporate 
voice, that is she merges with the voice and identity of the Company. Additional damage to the 
Company’s image is caused by seven other customers, including Martina from Excerpt 50, who liked 
Matjaž’s post and thus implicitly corroborated his complaint, further increasing its visibility. By liking 
his post, they further indicate that they view such verbally aggressive displays of anger as acceptable 
in this setting, most likely because it was caused by the Company’s poor service. 
Culpeper (2011a: 234) refers to such behaviour as entertaining impoliteness. Entertaining 
impoliteness involves a target or a victim, in this case the Company, but it is also designed for the 
overhearing audience. It is achieved through linguistic creativity so as to give pleasure to other 
customers who read the comments. Similarly, Dynel (2015) suggests that in online interactions the co-
existing face-threat and humour are often devised for different hearers as independent communicative 
goals. The face-threat is aimed at the Company whereas fellow followers are meant to reap humorous 
rewards, particularly from the creative elements that have entertaining value for the readers (not also 
for the Company). By entertaining the readers, the customer also invites them to support his face by 
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liking his comment and adding face-supportive comments. In other words, the customer’s flaming 
comment operates as an invition for other customers to join in. The customer’s post also possesses 
elements of affective impoliteness (Culpeper, 2011a: 223), i.e. “a targeted display of heightened 
emotion, typically anger, with the implication that the target is to blame for producing that negative 
emotional state.”  
 
6.2.7 Implicational impoliteness  
 
Also unique to online complaints is the occurrence of implicational impoliteness. When 
formulating complaints, the customers frequently posted sarcastic and/or ironic comments, in a 
manner destructive of social harmony, i.e. mock impoliteness (Culpeper, 1996). Four examples are 
presented below. Similarly to flaming, one of the functions of implicational impoliteness is to 
entertain. Frequent occurrence of implicational impoliteness in online complaints is in line with the 
finding that in public online environments such as Facebook, users feel even more motivated to come 
across as witty and creative (e.g. C. Lee, 2011). This is also the case in the following example, where a 
customer complains about heating on the trains.  
Excerpt 52 – posted on 17th December 2012 [7] 
01 
02 
03 
7:21 Janko Kovačič 
5 likes 
Mogoce rabijo vasi zaposleni dolge gate za pod uniformo, ker 
jih ocitno zebe. Na vlakih kurijo, da je skoraj kot v savni... 
Vroce je za znoret! 
   
Maybe your employees need long underpants to wear under the 
uniform, cause they’re clearly cold. The trains are heated so 
that it’s almost like in a sauna… It’s freaking hot! 
    
04 
05 
10 
January  
Bernarda 
Potokar 
se kako se strinjam! in pritozujejo se cisto vsi, kakor slisim 
na vlaku. 
 
2013 
22:49 
 
I so agree! And everyone is complaining, from what I hear on 
the train. 
Rather than a particular issue that could be resolved by the administrator, the problem the 
customer is complaining about is general, i.e. the customer does not state precisely when and on which 
train the complainable had occurred. The customer provides a scornful comment about the Company 
(l. 01-02). Added to this is the use of the word “gate” (low colloquial form, i.e. underpants). Here, the 
customer’s impolite stance is conveyed through implicature (Haugh, 2015: 278), through which the 
customer provides a negative assessment of conductors, perceived to be in charge of regulating the 
heat onboard the trains, potentially portraying them as lazy and responsible for the passengers’ 
discomfort. He then explicitly states (l. 02-03): “the heat in train coaches is unbearable”. Although the 
customer does not receive a response from the administrator, about three weeks later, another 
customer corroborates the first customer’s assessment. Moreover, using the ECf “everyone” (e.g. l. 04: 
“everyone is complaining from what I hear on the train”) she incorporates other references into the 
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complainable, thus building witnesses’ account into the report (cf. Dayter & Rüdiger, 2014). The 
complainable results in a joint production and implies that this regularly occurs on the trains.  
An increasing number of customers now complain by including evidence and attach videos 
and photographs, which not only report the complainable, but also serve as evidence. In the excerpt 
below the customer complains about an absent third party, a bus driver that had been hired by the 
Company to carry out a replacement bus service and attaches a photograph he took of him. He also 
uses a hashtag character # which, as will be explained, has several functions. 
Excerpt 53 – posted on 17th November 2014 [60] 
01 
02 
17 
November  
Bojan Topic 
 
a to je kul? vaš avtobusni nadomestni prevoz in šofer na njem. 
#safetyfirst 
 
13:22 
 
This is cool? Your replacement bus service and its driver. 
#safetyfirst 
03   
 
04 14:37 Sanja Bohar Toliko o njegovi profesionalnosti... in odgovornosti. 
   
So much for his professional attitude… and responsibility. 
 This is an example where the customer takes advantage of the affordances of Facebook which 
supports multimedia content (boyd & Ellison, 2008) and publishes a complaint to which he also 
attaches a photograph he made of a bus driver whilst using the replacement bus service organised by 
the Company. As can be seen from the photo (l. 03), the driver is using a hand-held mobile phone, 
which in Slovenia is a fineable offence in that it is a serious road safety risk. The photograph, which 
corroborates the short textual message (l. 01-02), in which the customer asks a simple polar question 
that is heavily biased towards a “no” response, thus projecting expectation of a particular type of 
response (Licoppe, 2012), serves as evidence. However, given the widespread knowledge that such 
behaviour is an offence the customer’s question also functions as a statement, a reprimand. Following 
the question, the customer provides details what the photograph is about, i.e. replacement bus service 
and the driver. In addition, the customer also includes a hashtag “#safetyfirst”, with which he displays 
a sarcastic, i.e. mock impolite stance. Hashtags were recently incorporated in many social media 
platforms with the aim of connecting, coordinating and promoting related messages or topics. By 
adding it to his post, the customer increases his scalability or reach potential (Scott, 2015). In other 
words, given that the hashtag is clickable and displays all other posts on Facebook containing this 
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same hashtag, by joining a conversation on a particular topic and interacting with other, most likely 
previously unknown users, interested in that same topic, the customer reaches a wider audience,76 thus 
expanding its physical discourse context. Those who see it can add comments to it or ‘like’ it, thus 
making it visible to an even large audience. Scott (2015:13), who examined the pragmatic use of 
hashtags in tweets, argues that hashtags added after the message “are not part of the message proper 
but rather provide information about the intended context for interpretation”. In other words, by 
inserting the hashtag #safetyfirst the customer also supplies the context so as to ensure that his 
message is interpreted in the way he intends it to be and is also guided by his attitude towards or 
opinion on it. That this in fact is the case is evident when one hour later another customer, Sanja, (l. 
04) aligns with Bojan’s post by topicalising what Bojan had communicated to the audience with the 
photograph and the hashtag. In doing so she forms a coalition with him and provides support to his 
face, further enhancing the threat posed to the Company’s image. Apart from the hashtag which 
conveys a mock impolite stance, impoliteness does not arise in this particular interaction. However, 
both customers threaten the Company’s image by portraying it as not caring for their passengers’ 
safety, but as a Company that is potentially putting their lives at risk, thus holding them accountable 
for the driver’s behaviour. This is another example where the administrator does not respond, but the 
lack of response is neither challenged nor is the complaint pursued.  
Excerpt 54 is an example where impoliteness arises through (im)politeness implicatures. In his 
post, the customer complains about the call centre service employee, from whom he received 
unreliable information. The complaint and the response are analysed separately.  
Excerpt 54a – posted on 14th December 2014 [61] 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
12:29 Uroš Kraljič Pozdravljeni.  
V petek sem se obrnil na vaš call center po informacijo, kje je 
možno rezervirati karto München-LJ, ki jo na vaši strani 
oglašujete po ceni 29,00 EUR, saj bahn.de prikazuje ceno okoli 50 
EUR. Gospod na liniji mi je prijazno pojasnil, da se sredi 21. 
stoletja močno trudite urediti spletne rezervacije, ampak da še 
niti blizu niste in da naj poskusim na bahn.de v nedeljo, ker da 
se ravno "osvežujejo vse evropske tarife in imajo verjetno 
napačne cene v sistemu, da bi v nedeljo moral dobiti pravo ceno". 
Torej poskusim danes zjutraj in najdem na voljo zgolj karte za 90 
EUR, saver kart pa se po standardu 2 dni pred potjo ne da več 
kupiti. 
Želel bi se vam iskreno zahvaliti za topel in nadvse prijazen 
nasvet - še naprej se bom za vse svoje popotniške potrebe obračal 
na Slovenske železnice. 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
  
Hello. 
On Friday I turned to your call centre for information on how to 
book a ticket Munich-LJ as advertised on your website for 29,00 
EUR, as bahn.de only shows a fare for 50 EUR. A gentleman on the 
line tells me politely that in the midst of 21. Century you are 
doing your best to start the online sales, but that you’re 
nowhere near it and that I should try bahn.de on Sunday, cause 
the “European fares are updated and probably the wrong ones are 
in the system, and that on Sunday I should get the right fare”. 
So I try again this morning and find tickets for no less than 
90EUR, as saver tickets cannot be purchased 2 days before 
                                                 
76 Beyond his friends and followers of the Company’s page 
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12 
13 
14 
15 
travelling.  
I’d like to sincerely thank for a warm and most kind advice – 
I’ll turn to Slovenian Railways in the future for my traveller’s 
needs.  
Before the customer launches the complainable, he provides a greeting “Hello”. He then starts 
a new paragraph where he begins to tell a story. It was already mentioned and illustrated in Chapter 6, 
Section 1 that complaining often involves storytelling, typically with a beginning, middle and end. The 
customer first explains how he got in contact with the Company and what was the reason for the call 
(l. 02-04), i.e. discrepancy between the fares from Ljubljana to Munich advertised by the Company (at 
29 Euros) and online (50 Euros). Lacking key information, he contacted the Company call centre. It is 
noteworthy that in the text, the customer uses high register and no spelling or grammatical mistakes, 
suggesting he invested some time into his complaint. Given that call centre agents do not proffer their 
names when answering the telephone (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.4) the customer continues with what a 
male employee he refers to as gospod (“Sir”) explained to him and metapragmatically describes his 
interactional style as “polite”. As he goes on, however, it becomes clear that the customer is using 
sarcasm, i.e. implicational impoliteness, to communicate a negative assessment (Culpeper, 2011a; 
Haugh, 2015) of the Company’s services (no sign of online ticket sale in the midst of 21st century), 
thus implying the post is likely a complaint. He then summarises the call agent’s advice (l. 07-09): he 
should try again booking online via Deutsche Bahn website in two days, portraying him as 
knowledgeable. To reconstruct the conversation, the customer uses inverted commas to punctuate 
direct speech. It is only at lines 10-12 that the readers learn that the post really is a complaint and what 
the complainable is about: the advice the agent provided was wrong, as the cheap tickets were no 
longer available. Based on the experienced and following the damage such advice had caused the 
customer implicitly claims superior epistemic authority to judge the call centre agent as incompetent. 
To end the storytelling, the customer launches a new paragraph, in which he provides a positive 
assessment of the Company call centre services and displays sincere appreciation. The mismatch with 
the just prior sentence shows that the customer is taking a mocking stance, i.e. meaning the opposite of 
what he is saying. In other words, the customer is communicating implicational impoliteness through 
sarcasm. Four and a half hours later, the customer receives a response from the agent.  
Excerpt 54b – continuation of 54a [61] 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
16:54 Grem z vlakom Spoštovani! Število vozovnic po ponudbi Smart (29 evrov) je 
omejeno in velja za potovanja v 2. razredu. Ponudba Smart velja 
za potovanje z vlaki številka 212/112 in 113/213, ponudba Spar 
night pa z vlaki 498 in 499. Vozovnice veljajo samo za dan in 
vlak, za katerega so izdane. Vrnitev denarja in zamenjava 
vozovnice nista dovoljena. Z vozovnicama Smart oz. Spar night 
prav tako ni dovoljen prestop v višji razred (1.) in doplačilo za 
spalnik oz. ležalnik. Ponudba Smart ne velja ob petkih. Nakup 
vozovnic Smart oz. Spar night prav tako ni mogoč v primerih, 
kadar je zaradi ovir v prometu rezervacijski sistem izključen. 
Nakup vozovnic SparNight je mogoč do 3 dni pred odhodom vlaka. 
**Na vlaku 499/498 veljajo globalne cene. Potniki z vozovnicami 
InterRail in Eurail plačajo rezervacijo sedeža. Vozovnice veljajo 
le za dan, vlak in razred za katerega so izdane. 
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16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
  
Dear Sir! The number of tickets from the Smart offer (29 euros) 
is limited and is valid for standard class. Smart Offer is valid 
for trains 212/112 and 113/213, the offer Spar night for trains 
498 and 499.Tickets are only valid on the day and for the train, 
for which they were issued. A Refund or an exchange is not 
permitted. Smart or Spar night tickets cannot be upgraded to (1.) 
class nor can one purchase a berth or a sleeper. The Smart offer 
is not valid on Fridays. The purchase of Smart or Spar night 
tickets is not possible in cases where, due to obstructions the 
traffic reservation system is not available. The purchase of 
SparNight tickets is possible up to 3 days prior to departure.** 
On the train 499/498 global prices apply. Passengers with tickets 
InterRail and Eurail pay seat reservation. Tickets are valid only 
for the day, train and class for which they were issued. 
    
30 
31 
32 
18:27 Uroš Kraljič Privlačen copy paste. Kakorkoli, človek na vaši info liniji po 
destinaciji in uri odhoda ni sposoben prepoznati vlaka in v 
skladu s tem svetovati? 
30 
31 
32 
  
An attractive copy paste. Anyways, the man working on your info 
line is not able to recognise a train by its destination and 
departure hour and give advice accordingly?  
 Like in Excerpt 51b, the administrator, at line 16, greets the customer in a formal way: 
Spoštovani! (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 2.3), maintaining or even increasing the already established 
distance between them. To the observer’s eye, it seems that the administrator invested much effort into 
the response. The content of her response, however, shows that she only listed the terms and 
conditions for obtaining the cheaper tickets the customer complained about not being able to secure (l. 
16-29) and fails to orient to the complainable about the call centre employee who provided wrong 
advice. In other words, she creates a sequential deletion (Jefferson, 1973). As a result, the customer, at 
lines 30-32, orients to this response as copy-pasted and adds an adjective “attractive” to it, which is 
another example of implicated impoliteness, in that it is sarcastic. He then initiates topic change and 
refers back to the complainable, reinforcing it in form of a polar question, which is neither responded 
to by the administrator, nor pursued by the customer.  
 In the last example, Excerpt 54, a customer also complains about a third party, an employee.  
Excerpt 54 – posted on 2nd February 2013 [7] 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
2 
February 
2013 
11:22 
Katja Perko 
3 likes 
Dejte malo uštimat te vaše zaposlene in njihov odnos do 
potnikov/strank, prav tako bi pa pričakovala, da bo Gospod z 
delovnim mestom v Info centru SŽ Ljubljana, kjer pride po 
informacije več tujcev kot slovencev, iz sebe spravil kaj več 
kot ''I tell you, and last time, the waiting room outside!'', 
da sploh ne omenjam njegovega zadirčnega vzvišenega tona. Mene 
bi bilo na vašem mestu sram 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
  
Put your employees and their attitude towards 
passengers/customers in order, at the same time I’d expect 
that the Gentleman working at the Info centre SŽ Ljubljana, 
where more foreigners than slovenians come for information, 
will be able to produce more than just “I tell you, and last 
time, the waiting room outside!”, not to mention his rude 
patronising tone. I’d be ashamed if I were you  
    
08 12:48 Alja Pecnik  se strinjam z izrecenim in se tudi podpisujem! 
   
I agree with the above and corroborate this! 
    
09 
10 
6 
February  
Grem z vlakom 
1 like 
Vašo pripombo smo posredovali odgovorni službi. Lep pozdrav, 
Uredništvo Grem z vlakom 
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12:06 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the relevant department. Kind 
regards, Editorial of Grem z vlakom 
At lines 01-07 a customer provides a negative reference about the anonymous employees and 
their attitude towards the passengers who she also addresses as customers thus implying that the 
passengers provide a fee for the Company’s services and should be treated accordingly. She does so 
without mitigation devices using the imperative (e.g. “put in order” at line 01) to emphasise the 
inappropriateness of the incident suggesting the Company take some measures in this respect. With 
this she displays her understanding of this Facebook page as a medium to lodge complaints. After 
introducing the setting, in which the complainable took place and the main actors, responsible for the 
complainable, the customer topicalises her expectations (l. 02). In all 62 complaints, the customers 
explicitly used different forms of the word expectations eight times, arguing they have been breached 
in some way. The customer’s affective state is further conveyed through negative emotions: when she 
summarises the whole experience: as embarrassing (l. 07, see also Excerpt 51) and gives the reader a 
glimpse into the her mind (Dayter & Rüdiger, 2014). Before doing so, the customer describes quite 
explicitly the transgression that was committed by the agent working at the info centre, which resides 
in his treatment of customers, in this case a tourist, giving the readers access to the event (Holt, 1996, 
2000). She brings to light the lack of the agent’s knowledge of foreign languages, implying that not 
only should knowledge of languages be essential in his position, but more importantly that he is an 
embarrassment to the Company and to the whole country. By providing a graphic description of what 
she witnessed by reproducing the agent’s utterance in English language, i.e. the grammatically 
incorrect use of imperative “I tell you” and a veiled threat “and the last time”) coupled with her 
interpretation of the prosodic cues: rude, patronising (l. 05-07) the customer is attacking the 
Company’s image. With this, she aims to substantiate the complainable, making it more believable, 
although the accuracy of such verbatim quotes cannot be proven. Nonetheless, her reaction shows that 
the agent’s behaviour was perceived as impolite to the extent that it is worth complaining about on 
behalf of someone else (i.e. a tourist). The reported impropriety threatens the professional face of 
those working in the information centre as well as the Company’s image, in that such behaviour by its 
employees tarnishes its reputation. It can be argued further that the customer is emphasising the fact 
that, as it is the tourists who mainly visit the information centre for help, such behaviour also threatens 
the reputation of all Slovenians. 
About an hour later another customer corroborates the complainable (l. 08), suggesting she 
either witnessed the reported event (or a similar one) first-hand and thus jointly produces the 
complainable. She forms a coalition with the first customer and by doing so supports her face. Four 
days later, the agent provides a very official response, in which she labels the customer’s complaint as 
“a comment” and informs her that it was forwarded to the relevant department (without naming the 
department). She also provides a leave-taking lep pozdrav (“kind regards”) and the signature 
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Uredništvo Grem z vlakom (“Editorial of Grem z vlakom”), with which she moves away from the 
informal setting that the Company aims to create on Facebook and that is typically used in this setting. 
In other words, she uses the corporate voice (Dijkmans et al., 2015) and takes the complaint offline. 
Nine such instances were found in Facebook complaints and in all cases the complaint was referred to 
as “a comment” or “a suggestion” or both (see examples below), but never as a complaint, despite the 
fact that some were forwarded to the complaints department (e.g. Examples 8, 9 and 10). On the one 
hand, taking the complaint offline suggests that the administrator recognises that the customer’s 
complaint may be legitimate. On the other hand, it minimises the risk of the complaint escalating 
online, further damaging the Company’s reputation in that it gives the impression it is being dealt 
with. 
Examples 5-10: Taking complaints offline (excerpts from administrator’s responses) 
5 Pozdravljeni! Vašo pripombo bomo posredovali odgovorni službi. Opravičujemo se za 
neprijetnosti. [12] 
 
Hello! WePLURAL will forward your comment to the relevant department. WePLURAL apologise for 
the inconvenience.  
  
6 Iskreno se opravičujemo za pozen odgovor. Vaš predlog je bil posredovan pristojni službi. 
[18] 
 
WePLURAL apologise sincerely for the late response. Your suggestion was forwarded to the 
relevant department. 
  
7 Vašo pripombo smo posredovali tudi na oddelek za pritožbe in na službo infrastrukture. 
[27] 
 
WePLURAL also forwarded your comment to the complaint department and the infrastructure 
services. 
  
8 Vaš predlog oz pripombo smo posredovali tudi v službo za reklamacije, sploh glede manjših 
postaj [34] 
 
WePLURAL also forwarded your suggestion or comment to the complaints service,77 particularly 
concerning the smaller stations 
  
9 Spoštovani, iskreno se opravičujemo za nastalo situacijo. Vaša pripomba je bila 
posredovala odgovornim službam. [44] 
 
Dear…, wePLURAL sincerely apologise for the situation. Your comment was forwarded to the 
relevant departments. 
  
10 Pozdravljeni. Vašo pripombo smo posredovali v službo za pritožbe in pohvale. [54] 
 
Hello. WePLURAL forwarded your comment to the department for complaints and praise.  
The Company’s corporate voice is further reflected in the administrator’s use of the formal, 
impersonal greeting Spoštovani! without the customer’s first/full name. This was used in 13 responses, 
whereas in 14 responses the administrator used the less formal greeting Pozdravljeni (“hello”) to 
address customers. Apart from this, the administrator always use the third person plural when 
responding online (e.g. Examples 5-8 and 10 above), hiding behind the institution. It is further 
noteworthy that in examples 5, 6 and 9 the agent explicitly offers an apology for the complainable. In 
Example 6, an apology for a late response, however, refers to the complainable, i.e. no response from 
the Company, rather than to the late response on Facebook. An apology would act as a remedial act 
                                                 
77 Here, the agent treats the complaint as qualifying for a refund (see also Chapter 6, Section 1.2).  
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(Trosborg, 1995) in that apologies are concerned with repairing damage caused to the customers’ face 
and maintaining social solidarity with them. Of the 78 administrator’s responses, only nine included an 
apology for the inconvenience caused.  
Overall, the most frequently used strategies in the administrator’s responses included: shifting 
responsibility to third parties (the state, other Company departments (e.g. infrastructure division), and 
foreign railways (e.g. Excerpt 42)), denial (Excerpts 49 and 50), taking the complaint offline. In three 
instances, customers were admonished for their inappropriate behaviour (e.g. Excerpt 51b). 
Administrator’s strategies 
  
Figure 24: Verbal strategies used in administrator's responses 
Section 6.2 showed how customers complain on Facebook and how other followers co-
construct the complaint. The analysis revealed that the customers adapt to the affordances of the 
medium when complaining, taking into account the asynchronic nature of Facebook and the fact that 
this is a public platform. It was shown that customers launch into the complainable immediately and 
typically without a prior greeting and leave-taking, which shows that on Facebook interactions are 
never finally closed. On the part of the customers, impolitess was observed in flaming behaviour 
which included profanity, insults, reprimands and threats. Implicational impoliteness was another 
phenomenon observed in online complaints. That such behaviour was not found in complaint calls, 
suggests the context (i.e. dissatisfied customers wanting to be heard) and the medium (i.e. public 
interactive website) create the conditions for the emergence of such behaviour, giving the customers 
hope that the situation will be rectified, potentially because of the pressure of the public. Albeit 
sanctioned by the Company administrator, by liking and commenting on flaming complaints, the 
customers treat such behaviour as acceptable. Further exacebrating the potential for the emergence of 
impoliteness are polylogal interactions, which not only serve customers as a convenient tool to be 
heard, but also allow them to associate with each other and create an alliance against the Company by 
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liking and commenting on each other’s posts, what may have a negative impact on the Company’s 
image, particularly when embarrassing matters are pointed out. For this reason, the customers back 
each other up in their complaints because the likelihood of them being more effective if made by a 
group rather than an isolated individual is greater (Richins, 1983). 
 The public space, in which complaints are posted has additional risks for the customers face 
and the Company’s image. In case of the Company, its overall image is attacked and one customer has 
the ability to trigger bad publicity to develop to an unprecedented extent. Similarly, customers’s face 
may be threatened when there is no response from the Company in that their complaint is seen as 
illegitimate. Their face may also be at stake should they be seen as a yammerer (see Márquez Reiter, 
2005). The customers thus look for other ways to legitimise and substantiate the complaints 
(Pomerantz, 1986) to make them sound believable and truthful (e.g. witness corroboration, attaching 
photos). To this end, they resort to various strategies to objectify the complaint and seek affiliation 
from the adminstrator such as storytelling with a graphic narrative description of events or a situation, 
use of script formulations to emphasise repeated offences, inclusion of witnesses’ accounts to 
substantiate the complainable and use of reported speech to reconstruct events. With such behaviour 
they indicate their concern for their own face. By liking and adding supportive comments to other 
customers’ complaints, they show concern for their face, however, further distort the Company’s 
image.  
 On the part of the administrator, impolite behaviour is less obvious given that organisational 
norms bind the administrator to restrain from any open form of aggression. However, using distance 
strategies when responding to customers’ complaints particularly impugning the validity of customers’ 
claims, sequential deletion, shifting of responsibility, or use of generic responses and the corporate 
voice (passive voice, impersonal greetings, use of third person plural, the use of signatures such as 
„Editorial of Grem z vlakom” rather than the use of administrator’s personal name) triggered hostile 
reactions from customers and other followers, who challenged the Company’s lack of accountability. 
In other words, by responding to complaints in the way illustrated, the administrator may have done 
more damage than repair, in that it triggered responses from other followers who challenged its 
communication with customers and the Company’s overall image.  
The way customer dissatisfaction is managed online plays an important role for the 
companies’ reputation. The customers’ reactions to the administrator’s response have demonstrated 
that the Company needs to pay more attention to the way it reacts to negative feedback. Thus, it needs 
to take into account more than the current circumstances that triggered the complainable and 
understand that customers’ comments have the potential of distorting the Company’s image in that 
they are likely to be shaped also by the content that precedes them.  
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6.2.8 Summary 
 
From a linguistic viewpoint, constructions of complaints may differ depending on the medium 
through which they are lodged. From the economic viewpoint, however, they project a Company’s 
failure to meet customers’ expectations and, at the same time, highlight low quality services. It is only 
by complaining that customers can make their dissatisfaction clear to the Company. Likewise, 
companies cannot make their lack of interest in customer satisfaction any clearer than by their 
reluctant or lax reactions to complaints. Managing complaints is a very unpleasant task, especially if 
employees have little or no autonomy in resolving complaints. That this is in fact the case in these 
interactions regardless of the medium used shows how Company representatives could not resolve a 
single complaint without the authority of other departments. 
The first main difference identified between the two media is that when customers complain 
via telephone, the agent cannot ignore their complaints by simply not responding, whereas on 
Facebook, as was shown, complaints can be ignored, even when lack of response is challenged. 
Additionally, differences were observed in the way the call agent calls the customers back or contacts 
them via email to follow up on the complaint. On Facebook, this was never the case, although more 
delicate online complaints were found to be taken offline, potentially with the aim of preventing 
further escalation that would damage the Company’s image in the public. Complaint calls and online 
complaints were also found to differ in terms of structure, which is shaped by the affordances of the 
medium (e.g. dyadic vs. polylogal interactions). While all complaint calls included an opening 
(summons answer, organisational/self-identification, and the reason for the call), the middle (the 
complaint) and the closing, online complaints typically comprised the complaint only. In line with the 
affordances of the medium, creativity was observed on the part of some customers who attached 
photographs to the complaint comment as evidence and used other creative tools such as hashtags to 
get their message across. Apart from the unique features arising from the affordances, complaints as 
such, regardless of the medium through which they were lodged comprised elements that are typically 
found in this type of interactions (e.g. moral judgments, expressions of annoyance and disapproval, 
accusations, blame, reprimanding, and threats). While some complaints also featured suggestions and 
recommendations, it is noteworthy that very few requests for repair were found in both settings.  
Additionally, complaint calls included interactions between the customer (or on behalf of the 
customer) and the call agent, whereas on Facebook, complaints were corroborated by other 
participants who exploited the medium affordances for their own ends (by liking and commenting on 
each other’s posts). In this respect, manifestations of face and impoliteness were found to differ 
between the two settings. However, the Company representatives have a difficult job of protecting the 
Company’s image, their own face and the Company employees’ professional face in both settings. The 
call centre agent’s face (who also proffers her identity when returning calls) is much more at stake in 
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that she cannot hide behind the institution to the same extent as the Facebook administrator, who 
enjoys complete anonymity. The immediate presence of the call agent may play an important role in 
the way face-threats are issued on the telephone. Here, differences were identified that support the 
findings of previous studies (e.g. Locher, 2010; Bedijs, 2014; Bou-Franch & Gárces-Conejos Blitvich, 
2014) which have found that in online communication aggressive and hostile behaviour is more 
frequent. The findings further show that impoliteness arises from certain behaviours specific to the 
medium, i.e. flaming and implicational impoliteness were found in online complaints only. One of the 
reasons why people become engaged in such behaviour may result from the absence of physical co-
presence, administrator’s anonymity, no relational history, the public nature of the setting and 
polylogal interactions, all of which arise from the affordances of Facebook. Through this, the 
customers, on the one hand, support each other’s face, but on the other hand, boost the face-damaging 
potential of their complaints.  
In both settings, the agents’ behaviour in responding to complaints was similar as they both 
had no means of appeasing the customers. In addition, being guided by their institutional roles, the 
agent and the Facebook page administrator are restricted in the way they can display a stance that 
agrees with or endorses the customers’ complaints (cf. Pino, 2015). They thus resorted to various 
avoidance strategies such as disattending to complaints, sequential deletion, topic change, passive 
resistance, denial, shifting of responsibility, offering an apology, postponing a response by seeking 
assistance from other departments or, in online terms, taking the complaint offline. Other strategies 
such as, for instance, initiating topic shifts or withholding a response were specific to telephone 
communication whereas no response or copy-pasted responses were observed online only. In 
complaint calls, only instances of affective impoliteness were observed in the way that, for example, 
the customers cursed or raised their voice. On Facebook, impoliteness was much more common and 
was particularly observed in flaming behaviour and implicature, behaviour that was not found in 
complaint calls, as well as in the way the customers built coalitions against the administrator, mocking 
her competence and professionalism.  
The next chapter will present the conclusions of the present study relevant to the research 
questions and address the contribution of the study to current research.  
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
7.1 Discussion of the Findings 
 
The present study examined the way in which customers and agents of a national railway 
company go about requesting and providing train information. In addition, it examined how the 
participants engage in complaining about the service received using different mediated communication 
channels, with specific attention given to (im)politeness and face manifestations, taking into account 
the affordances and constraints of the medium used. On this basis, several research questions were 
formulated.  
In terms of the first two research questions which looked at “how routine calls for information 
and request emails are structured and how (im)politeness is manifested in these interactions” the 
findings have shown that the customers, whether inquiring via telephone or email, display politeness 
through highly ritualistic speech events, typical of transactional institutional interactions, such as the 
pervasive use of greetings and leave-takings. The frequency of particular opening and closing 
elements largely corroborated the results found in recent research (e.g. Márquez Reiter, 2011; Bou-
Franch, 2011). In routine calls, politeness became particularly salient during the sequential 
organisation of turn-taking, that is, how both interactants established the relationship between turns 
(Hutchby, 2001a) and how they oriented to each other’s contributions as they co-constructed the 
request. When customers adhered to the expectations of the agents, often reflected in their prior turn(s) 
by way of how they designed them (e.g. as polar questions), the exchanges passed unnoticed and were 
thus treated as polite (see Chapter 2, Section 1.4). 
The findings have also shown that apart from brevity which has already been identified as an 
element of politeness in customer requests by Economidou-Kogetsidis (2005), the agents displayed 
progressivity-oriented preference for clarity and adherence to situation-specific interactional 
asymmetries. The latter refers to (a) the asymmetry of differential states of knowledge, e.g. the 
customers’ orientation to whom the knowledge belongs rather than intruding into the agents’ epistemic 
territory, and (b) the asymmetry of participation, e.g. the agents’ perceived right to hold directorship 
over the unfolding of the request to meet the necessary conditions for carrying out the task, which 
further allow them to develop the request in a grantable direction (see Excerpt 9a). These findings are 
also in line with research conducted by S.-H. Lee (2011a, 2011b). Facework and politeness were 
further manifested in the way dispreferred responses were delivered, particularly failure to grant the 
request due to lack of service availability. Here, differences were observed between telephone calls 
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and emails that were related to the affordance of the medium, i.e. (a)synchronicity. To mitigate the 
dispreferred nature of the rejection (for dispreferred responses to request emails see Emails 2b and 3b 
(Chapter 4, Section 2.4); for telephone calls see Excerpt 8 (Chapter 4, Section 1.6) and Excerpt 18 in 
Chapter 5, Section 1), the agents used turn-initial preparatory discourse markers like ‘I’m afraid’ or 
‘unfortunately’, the business ‘we’ first person plural form (exclusive of customer) in both media In 
telephone interactions, contrary to emails, the agents were also found to have used address terms 
gospa/gospod (Madam/Sir) and extreme case formulations to tone down the negative impact of the 
rejection (e.g. Chapter 4, Section 1.6, Excerpt 8). Moreover, in calls for information, agents can direct 
the interaction so as to achieve a grantable outcome (e.g. S.-H. Lee, 2011b). This is made possible by 
the synchronic nature of telephone interactions (but see Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2015: 18-22). 
Given their asynchronic nature, request emails, on the other hand, were more specific in that the 
majority contained the information needed for the request to be fulfilled immediately, thus giving the 
agents less manoeuvre space to achieve a grantable outcome (see Email 1b). Nonetheless, when 
rejecting or clarifying the request by email, the agents used the passive voice to orient to customers’ or 
their own face needs. This allowed them to distance themselves from the responsibility for not being 
able to grant the request and thus mitigate the face-threatening nature of the rejection. In calls for 
information politeness was observed in the way the agents dealt with the contingencies of the medium 
such as loss of intersubjectivity resulting from hearing or understanding problems and in the way they 
oriented to communicative affordances of the telephone such as lack of visual access, e.g. by 
providing acknowledgment tokens and accounts when longer or unexpected silences occurred due to 
computer problems or presence of other passengers at the info centre (see details in Chapter 4, Section 
3; and Section 1.6, Excerpts 9-11).  
Many of the practices described above passed unnoticed in routine calls for information. Thus, 
they adhered to participants’ expectations and were treated as polite (see Chapter 2, Section 1.4). The 
same practices were also observed in non-routine calls for information. Based on this, the research 
questions investigated “how and when calls and request emails become non-routine and what the 
patterns identified indicate in terms of (im)politeness and face manifestations and what these, in turn, 
tell us about cultural/social practices”. Thus, routine calls and email exchanges were selected that 
start as simple information exchanges but become fraught with interactional trouble. Excerpts from 
telephone interactions showed how the interactants’ conflicting preferences (Pomerantz & Heritage 
2013), in particular the agents’ preference for adherence to an interactional order that facilitates 
progressivity v. the customers’ preference for maintaining intersubjectivity and/or displaying 
epistemic stance, jeopardised the achievement of the interactional goal and the maintenance of social 
equilibrium. Put differently, the customers’ behaviour led to annoyance and irritation on the part of the 
agents, as their expectations about the customers’ desirable behaviour were not always met, and thus 
led to the jeopardising of progressivity. This included what the agents interpreted as threats to their 
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professional face insofar as their expertise was undermined. They thus produced counter threats on 
occasions when the need for face support occurred (e.g. tacit other-initiated repair, use of 
acknowledgment tokens) and treated the customers’ behaviour as problematic or troublesome. In most 
cases, undesirable behaviour was topicalised metaliguistically to various degrees of explicitness. Such 
comments revealed to a greater or lesser extent the agents’ negative attitude towards potential 
infringements of underlying expectations or social norms while at the same time trying to enforce how 
the customer should behave (e.g. to pay attention, to be clearer in specifying their request, not to 
interrupt and so on; see Table 4 on page 85). In some cases, metapragmatic comments were performed 
so as to minimise their face-threatening potential, i.e. using markers of dispreference (Pomerantz, 
1984b) including address terms and dual and plural forms of verbs and pronouns. However, in most 
cases the prosody the agents used (e.g. noticeable differences in speech rate, pitch variations, increased 
volume, the use of heavy in-breaths and changes in footing) frequently signalled annoyance or anger, 
disambiguating and often further bolstering the potentially offensive nature of the exchanges. Extreme 
examples, on the other hand, included explicit face-aggravating behaviour without any attenuation, 
atypical in such customer-oriented settings (e.g. Excerpts 26, 27, 31, 32, 34). Such behaviour, in turn, 
became open to evaluations of impoliteness on the part of the customers. Indeed, the examples showed 
that impoliteness may arise in instances where the agents avoided treating certain potentially face-
threatening exchanges that may have negative implications for the ongoing interaction and their (short-
term) relationship in a face-saving manner i.e. by assigning responsibility for any unwanted 
implications that may result from this to the customers, in an implicit or explicit manner. While some 
customers made no explicit orientation to the agents’ behaviour as impolite, others oriented to the 
agents’ behaviour as impolite quite clearly through prosodic cues (e.g. pauses, restarts, noticeably 
softer speech, repair initiation). In some cases, they disputed the implicated offence by the agent (e.g. 
Excerpt 32; see also Orthaber & Márquez Reiter, 2016). Potentially influencing the customers’ lack of 
reaction may lie in the unexpected nature of such behaviour in this type of situations as well as in the 
fact that customers have no alternative to use other providers of train services given that the Company 
enjoys legal monopoly.  
Compared to non-routine calls, very few non-routine request emails were identified in the 
dataset (see details in Chapter 5, Section 2). One of the reasons for this may not only be in the smaller 
sample size, but also that due to technological constraints, negative assessments of behaviour need to 
be verbalised metapragmatically. As research has shown, in much of the text-based online 
communication people create a digital footprint which, theoretically speaking, may be subject to legal 
action should the content be offensive in any way (see Haugh, 2010c). A further contribution of this 
study is that it was demonstrated that it is not necessarily the content, but also the way in which the 
affordances of the medium are exploited that may trigger interpretations of impolite behaviour (see 
details in Chapter 5, Section 2.4). Thus, affordances may convey certain meanings (e.g. urgency by 
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setting a level of importance to an email) that may be intepreted as inappropriate and thus challenged. 
In turn, the way in which users exploit affordances helps addressee(s) to recognise their expectations. 
Therefore, when analysing (im)polite behaviour in emails understanding how participants use and 
exploit certain affordances to achieve their goal is important (see also Hutchby, 2001a).  
The way in which the agents occasionally reacted negatively and aggressively to interactional 
trouble as shown in non-routine interactions made the unequal status between the customers and the 
agents salient despite the fact that by paying for the service the customers, theoretically, should have 
more influence over the way they are treated and how the encounter is shaped. By failing to treat 
interactional trouble as a delicate activity and instead reacting to it in a (potentially) offensive manner, 
the agents give the impression of feeling superior to the customers. Although this may be the result of 
the Company enjoying a monopoly and thus not feeling the need to win new customers or indeed keep 
the existing ones, the findings indicate that the agents’ behaviour is the result of the way they are 
treated by the Company (e.g. working conditions, job satisfaction). As demonstrated in Chapter 4, 
Section 1.5 and Chapter 5, Section 1, Excerpt 14, the agents often orient to interactional difficulties 
with much care. This suggests that the nature of the agents’ work (repetitive tasks, high volume of 
calls) may have an impact on their well-being (e.g. tiredness) and potentially impacts their behaviour, 
tinged with impatience. Without customers, a company cannot exist. In theory, therefore, impoliteness 
or other inappropriate behaviour on the part of Company representatives should not arise in general 
calls for information and request emails, particularly not in service-oriented contexts, where 
inappropriate behaviour of any kind may tarnish the Company’s image in the eyes of (prospective) 
customers (see also Leelaharattanarak, 2015). Nonetheless, the study has shown that impoliteness and 
face-aggravating behaviour on the part of the agents do occur and have different motivations 
depending on the (interactional) objective. In the case of general inquires, they arose unexpectedly 
when expectations of desirable behaviour were breached and progressivity affected (see also Orthaber 
& Márquez Reiter, 2015). 
When examining complaint calls and Facebook complaints, several research questions were 
pursued in the thesis. With regard to “what practices emerge in Facebook complaints and complaint 
calls and how are they managed by the participants”, the findings have shown that in dyadic 
telephone interactions, the customers, at the first opportunity, launched into the reason for the call and 
were given the opportunity to explain the complainable and potentially resolve pertaining problems 
with the Company. This is not surprising given that the telephone, unlike Facebook, does not allow the 
Company’s agents to ignore the customers. In essentially polylogal or “multi-participant” Facebook 
interactions this is not necessarily the case as the Company representative did not always provide a 
response to the customers’ posts. Instead, customers availed themselves of the opportunity of 
associating with fellow customers and thereby increasing the visibility of their misgivings with respect 
to the Company through likes and comments. Put differently, they built alliances with the other 
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customers against the Company (see also Márquez Reiter et al., 2015), thus exposing the sensitivities 
and risks of online communication between companies and customers. 
The next research question investigated “how Facebook complaints differ from telephone 
complaints”. Differences were observed at the level of the structure of complaints, how they are 
opened, how they develop and how they are brought to a close. Facebook complaints, unlike 
complaint calls, very rarely comprised the opening or closing greeting, whereas all complaint calls 
included an opening and a closing, regardless of the outcome. Synchronous complaint calls developed 
step-by-step, whereas asynchronous online complaints typically comprised a post in which misgivings 
were reported, and subsequent comments. While storytelling, use of explicit lexical devices, direct and 
indirect reported speech, ECf, use of witnesses’ accounts, issuing of threats, insults and reprimands 
was found both in complaint calls and online complaints, Facebook complaints were much more face-
damaging in that some customers, i.e. flamers, displayed hostility and voiced their frustrations through 
profanity and unconventional insults. Adding to the face-damaging effect is the public and polylogal 
nature of the medium, which can distort the Company’s public image (see Champoux et al., 2012). 
This may be one of the reasons why flaming and implicational impoliteness conveyed through sarcasm 
were not found in complaint calls. Also unique to Facebook complaints is the fact that customers can 
attach photographs and post them as evidence.  
When responding to complaints, whether online or on telephone, the agents used similar 
distancing strategies, with which they disallowed the complaints to develop into fully fledged 
complains. They included passive resistance (minimal use of acknowledgment tokens, lack of 
response online), shifting responsibility to third parties (e.g. the state, sister companies, foreign 
companies), sequential deletion, topic change or provision of generic responses (copy-pasting excerpts 
from rules and regulations or using them as accounts in the response). To avoid conflict, the call agent 
used avoidance strategies such as citing the need to contact more experienced colleagues. In a similar 
vein, the Facebook administrator took the complaints offline by informing the customer that the 
complaint was forwarded to the relevant department (see page 260). Another interesting difference 
was that while the call agent proffered her identity, at least in outbound calls, the Facebook 
administrator is anonymous and always used the business 'we' form to further hide behind the 
institution. 
This leads on to the next research question: “what the practices identified in complaints 
indicate in terms of (im)politeness and face manifestations and what these, in turn, say about 
cultural/social practices”. Contrary to calls for information, in the case of complaints, both online and 
by telephone, face-threatening and often also aggressive behaviour on the part of the customers was, to 
a large extent, warranted by the agents, which means that, in this context, such behaviour is 
acceptable. Thus, when expressing their dissatisfaction, the customers routinely issued unmitigated 
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threats, warnings, insults, put-downs and the like, with which they threatened the Company’s image. 
This suggests that such aggressive behaviour is not automatically impolite, but that the institutionally 
inscribed roles of the participants along with the activity type in which they are engaged plays an 
important role for the way specific behaviour is interpreted (see Archer, 2008, 2015; Archer & 
Jagodziński, 2015). Nonetheless, when an expletive was uttered in a complaint call, it was 
immediately followed by an apology. Affective impoliteness expressing hostility, conveyed through 
prosodic cues (volume, speech rate, pitch variations) and emotional venting played out much more 
prominently. Affective impoliteness is likely to be the result of the fact that the customers initially 
were given the impression of being listened to with what appeared to be an understanding ear, but 
ended up dissatisﬁed, or even very dissatisﬁed, with the complaint situation when they realised that, 
rather than being provided with a solution, they were simply being given the opportunity to let off 
steam.  
Some of the practices identified in Facebook complaints differ from those observed in 
complaint calls and may be viewed as medium-specific, such as flaming and implicational 
impoliteness. Flaming, in particular was oriented to as impolite in that it was challenged by the 
administrator who invoked proscriptions for impoliteness (cf. Chapter 6, Section 2.6 on the use of 
insults). Contrary to complaint calls, the customers treat the administrator’s responses as impolite as 
evidenced from the way nearly every administrator’s communicative attempt on Facebook was 
challenged by at least some of its subscribers. 
Managing complaints is a very unpleasant task, especially if the hands of the agents are partly, 
or entirely, “tied”, leaving them with nothing to appease the customers with, as shown in the thesis, in 
which it became clear, how difﬁcult her job of saving professional face and above all the face of the 
customer really is. The analysis has shown that face is highly salient and that expectations and 
assumptions about facework are complex and inﬂuenced by the context and the roles adopted by the 
participants, i.e. customers v. the agent dealing with complaints. In these interactions, considerations 
of face were observed both in complaint calls and in Facebook complaints, particularly through the 
agent’s reluctance to afﬁliate with the customers’ complaints, disregarding every attempt the 
customers made, during the unfolding of the complaint, to get remedial action. Face manifestations 
were further found in the use of elements and structures such as extreme case formulations, negative 
assessments, criticism, insults, reprimands and verbal threats, commonly found in complaints. The 
customers’ reactions to the administrator’s response have demonstrated that the Company needs to pay 
more attention to the way it reacts to negative feedback so as not to cause more damage than repair. 
Thus, it needs to take into account more than the current circumstances that triggered the complainable 
and understand that their responses have the potential of further distorting the Company’s image in 
that the customers’ comments are likely to be shaped by the content that precedes them. Only then will 
the Company be able to restore its image.  
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Finally, the research question that investigated “the role of the affordances for the emergence 
and interpretation of (im)polite behaviour” has found that affordances may play an important role in 
explicating impolite behaviour that has consequences for the interaction. Affordances help convey as 
well as interpret certain meanings in pursuit of an interactional goal (e.g. urgency by setting a level of 
importance to an email). At the same time, affordances help recognise participants’ expectations (e.g. 
regarding response time, how they are to be treated as customers) or the motivation behind certain 
moves when these are not met (impatience, mobilising a response). The study has further shown that 
the public and polylogal nature of the medium and the faceless institution on Facebook contributed to 
the emergence of specific impolite behaviour otherwise not found in telephone communication such as 
flaming and implicational impoliteness. The communicative goal of such behaviour is twofold: the 
Company is the target of face-attacks, whereas the public (e.g. overhearing audience) are meant to 
enjoy humorous rewards (through overdone criticism, putdowns, sarcasm) (see also Dynel, 2015). The 
fact that flaming behaviour was sanctioned on Facebook has further shown that the affordances of the 
medium (e.g. visibility and association) are interpreted differently by the Company and its customers. 
Thus, when analysing (im)polite behaviour in a particular context and setting, understanding how 
participants understand, use, exploit and interpret certain affordances of technologies for 
communication is important as is the fact that as technologies change over time, affordances and 
structures of interactions become unstable. 
 
7.2 Contributions of the Research 
 
As stressed throughout the thesis, apart from the studies I conducted within the framework of 
this thesis, studies of (im)politeness and facework have not received any attention in Slovenian. 
Language use in technologically mediated settings, on the other hand, has attracted slightly more 
attention (see Kranjc, 2002 on language in electronic media; Orel, 2004 and Jarnovič, 2007 on 
discursive characteristics in SMS; Dobrovoljc, 2008 on language in emails; Jakop, 2008 on 
orthography in online forums; Erjavec & Fišer, 2013 on language use on Twitter). These studies, 
however, have observed isolated language phenomena such as orthography, use of foreign and 
colloquial words rather than conversational interaction and its interplay with the affordances of a 
particular medium, in which it takes place. This research has laid the groundwork for further research 
on communicative behaviour in the Slovenian context, especially in mediated institutional customer 
settings by offering an insight into the way (im)politeness and face manifestations occur in customer-
agent interactions, taking into account the context and the medium specific affordances. 
In addition to the lack of studies on (im)politeness, institutional interaction has also received 
scant attention in the Slovenian context and has primarily focused on analysing language use in 
administrative texts (see Novak, 1980 on business and administrative language; Bešter, 1997 on the 
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use of feminine pronouns in administrative texts; Kalin Golob, 2003 on functional features of 
memorandums). Naturally occurring interactions from institutional settings, whether in written or 
spoken form, have not been studied. To fill this research gap, the present thesis focused on this issue 
by analysing authentic, naturally occurring data from an institutional setting. Specifically, it looked at 
how customers and agents of the largest public transport company engage in transactional services of 
requesting and complaining and how, in doing so, they orient to each other’s face needs and negotiate 
face-threatening and impolite behaviour. The findings are thus of interest to scholars of (im)politeness, 
particularly those interested in (im)politeness in technologically mediated settings.  
Moreover, the participants’ behavioural patterns were examined in three different 
communication channels: telephone, email and Facebook. More specifically, by examining how the 
participants go about requesting and providing train information via telephone and email (see Chapter 
4, Sections 1 and 2 and Chapter 5, Sections 1 and 2) and how they complain via telephone and on 
Facebook (see Chapter 6, Sections 1 and 2) the research provided a thorough and comprehensive 
insight into customer service practices of a contemporary Slovenian company, taking into account the 
participants’ uses and interpretations of medium specific affordances. To date, researchers of 
(im)politeness have examined either face-to-face, email or telephone interactions. Rarely did they 
compare interactions from more than two modes of communication, particularly in a customer-
oriented context. Further, the present study demonstrated that determining what is normative 
behaviour in a particular setting can be fruitful when analysing (im)politeness and face manifestations. 
Some interesting findings were also observed in respect to the interplay between (im)politeness and 
affordances of the medium, revealing that exploiting the medium affordances (e.g. its public and 
polylogal nature) for one’s own ends can bolster the offensiveness of impolite behaviour. The present 
research thus provided a new perspective in understanding the expectations the participants have of 
each other when engaging in requesting and complaining activities and how and when face and 
(im)politeness emerge in interaction.  
With the exception of random marketing surveys and diploma theses, customer satisfaction 
with transport or customer services from a managerial perspective has also not been previously 
addressed in the Slovenian context. By examining authentic Slovenian customer service interactions 
from a linguistic viewpoint, the present study represents a contribution which narrows this research 
gap in more ways than one. The findings gained from studying customer service interactions across 
communication modes could inform professionals working in the field of marketing, public relations, 
crisis and brand management as well as educators who train professionals from these areas to better 
understand that simply being present on social networking sites is not enough. Rather, a more holistic 
approach is needed, which accounts for the role that language and affordances play in such 
interactions. Only then can the Company’s presence online be maintained without further harming its 
own reputation and brand image.  
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Further, the Company that generously provided the data from two different sources, i.e. the 
call centre and the contact centre, can use the empirical findings to formally train its agents to better 
understand their customers’ expectations and overall behaviour when inquiring or complaining so as 
to improve their overall customer experience as well as the agents’ performance. In addition, the 
findings from Facebook interactions could help the Company and in particular Facebook 
administrators to better understand the “complex, digitally mediated meaning-making processes” 
(Darics, 2015) and communication practices, particularly the role and implications of customers’ 
creative and aggressive language. Further, the findings could challenge the Company to think 
differently about its service levels and service provision by understanding the implications of some 
context-external factors that have an impact on the employees’ work such as the repetitive nature of 
call and contact centre work, the high volume of calls as well as their lack of autonomy in dealing with 
complaints. 
 
7.3 Limitations and Directions for Future Research 
 
Every effort was made to collect high-quality data for the present research. However, as 
already acknowledged in Chapter 3, Section 5, the study has some limitations which need to be borne 
in mind.  
Despite the fact that the Company is interested in receiving feedback from the research 
findings, one of the main limitations was the inability to visit the research sites to carry out on-site 
observations or interview call and contact agents and potentially also the customers so as to obtain 
additional information about the Company, the work environment and practices as well as the overall 
customer experience. Furthermore, when examining complaints, the present research could not look at 
the “behind the scenes process” of solving more complex complaints as well as of Facebook 
complaints that were taken offline so as to acquire a bigger picture on how responses are provided or 
in the case of responses to request emails, whether and how responses are prioritised. This may have 
been due to the Company’s extensive downsizing and rationalisation activities that took place at the 
time of data collection. Consequently, the analyses rely on the data provided by the Company and 
other relevant, publicly available information. This methodological limitation could be addressed and 
covered in future research, which could be conducted by interviewing all participants after the 
interaction.  
Among the limitations is also the fact that the calls and emails stem from a rather short period 
of time (up to ten days). Thus in the future it would be interesting to compare the findings from two or 
more different periods to see whether any differences can be observed. This could be particularly 
interesting for Facebook interactions, given the intangible, dynamic, fluid and unstable nature of the 
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medium (Crystal, 2011; Tagg, 2014) and the fact that over the past five years its affordances have 
changed greatly. Thus, apart from the possibility to delete the content, it can also be edited. This, 
coupled with the fact that new features are being added on a regular basis, represents a methodological 
limitation. Furthermore, the size of the sample also varied, whereby complaint calls, in particular, 
represent a relatively small sample size compared to Facebook complaints, request emails and general 
calls for information. Despite differences in datasets, patterns could be identified and compared to 
previous relevant studies. Nonetheless, given that the data stem from just one Company, the 
participants’, particularly the agents’ behaviour may be seen as idiosyncratic to this particular 
customer service community or the corporate culture of this Company. To this end, making any 
generalisations across customer service contexts needs caution and calls for further research in this 
area. Hence, the findings cannot be generalised.  
The present study examined how routine requests for train information are co-constructed via 
telephone and email and how and when routine requests become non-routine. It was shown that the 
customers’ behaviour led to annoyance and irritation on the part of the agents, as their expectations 
about the customers’ desirable behaviour were not met, and thus led to the jeopardising of 
progressivity. They thus produced counter threats on occasions when they felt that the need for face 
support occurred (e.g. tacit other-initiated repair) or produced metapragmatic comments with which 
they topicalised the customers’ behaviour as problematic or troublesome. The agents’ behaviour, in 
turn, became open to evaluations of impoliteness on the part of the customers. The study also looked 
at how complaints are articulated and professionally responded to by telephone and Facebook and 
found that impoliteness was much more pervasive in the online setting (e.g. flaming, implicational 
impoliteness). The study has not, however, examined complaint calls lodged to the call centre dealing 
with general complaints. Future research could thus analyse such calls and compare them with 
complaint calls lodged to the complaints department to see whether there are any differences in the 
way the agents manage them. With respect to Facebook complaints, where complainants used humour 
as a strategy for building a coalition and establishing a bond with other followers of the Company, 
future research could explore the relationship between humour and customers’ virtual identity.  
As the study comprises data from a single Company, i.e. a national public transport company, 
future research could focus on similar interactions from other public and private transport providers 
such as buses, taxis or car sharing services or be extended to other commercial customer service 
settings. In these settings, future studies could also look at politeness and face-oriented practices in 
customers’ praise and compliments. Apart from including as many communicative channels as 
possible, it would also be beneficial to the study to carry out interviews with the participants so as to 
acquire their viewpoints on the interaction.  
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Appendix 1 
Official email to gain access to data 
From: Sara  
Sent: 12. oktober 2009 15:36 
To: Uršič M. 
  
Sara Orthaber 
  
Spoštovani,  
Sem Sara Orthaber, zaposlena na Fakulteti za logistiko Univerze v Mariboru kot asistentka. V 
sklopu doktorskega študija na Univerzi v Surrey-ju bi s pomočjo diskurzivne in 
konverzacijske analize želela primerjalno preučevati kulturno specifiko komuniciranja v 
slovenskih podjetjih (iz jezikovno-kulturnega vidika), pri čemer bi bili zame izjemnega 
pomena pogovori v vaših klicnih centrih (splošne informacije, pohvale, predlogi, pritožbe 
strank). Zato se na vas obračam s prošnjo,  da mi posredujete posnetke iz klicnih centrov za 
stranke. Obenem izjavljam, da bom zaupane podatke obravnavala kot tajne, jih skrbno 
varovala ter jih uporabljala izključno za potrebe študija. Hkrati si prizadevam pridobiti tudi 
dovoljenje Komisije Republike Slovenije za medicinsko etiko. Menim, da bo študija zanimiva 
tudi za Slovenske železnice.  
  
V upanju na ugodno rešitev prošnje, vas lepo pozdravljam. 
  
Sara Orthaber 
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Letter of granting permission issued by Slovenian Railways 
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Appendix 3 
Letter of granting permission issued by Slovenian Railways – Official Translation 
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Approval by the University of Surrey Ethics Committee 
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Transcripts observed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 
Appendix 5: [Chapter 4, Excerpt 9a, call length 6:15 min – Unpacking request components] 
(A: female (Agent 2); C: female customer)   
01 A Ljubljana inform↑acije dober dan 
  Ljubljana inform↑ation hello 
02 C ja:  pozdravl[jeni:] 
       ye:s   h[ello:] 
03 A              [pozdra]vljeni 
               [hell]o 
04 C me vežete na mednarodno blagajno lepo prosim 
  can you put me through to the international ticket office please 
05 A .hhhh kaj pa želite 
  .hhhh what would like 
06 C er: v bistvu bi rabi::la vozni red vlaka pa ceno.  
  er: actually I ne::d a timetable and a fare. 
07 
08 
A gospa to vam pa jaz povem vozni red er blagajna ga niti nima, blagajna ima edino 
ceno če je kaka bolj kompleksna zadeva= 
  Madam I can tell you the timetable er the ticket office doesn’t even have it, 
they only have the fare if it’s something more complex= 
09 C =ja: bolj kompleksna je  
  =ye:s it’s more complex 
10 A kam pa želite potov[ati? ]  
  where do you want [to go? ] 
11 C                    [er::m] v Bolo::gno  
                     [er::m] to Bolo::gna 
12 A .hhhh uh huh. bova rekla takole er:::  kate:r  da↑n      oz[iroma kdaj 
 C .hhhh uh huh.weDUAL’llsay the following er::: whi:ch da↑y  [or when] 
13                                                            [dese:te↑ga] 
                                                            [te:nt↑h] 
14 A morte pa bit u Bologni katero uro?= 
  you need to be in Bologna when?= 
15 C moram bit v bistvu (.) enajstega zjutraj do osmih °moram bit tam° 
  I need to be actually (.) on eleventh till eight a.m. °I need to be there° 
16 A mhm- bo::va vidla če je tale varijanta prava se pravi  
  mhm- weDUAL::’ll see if this is the right option that is 
17  (4.0) ((typing noise in the background)) 
18 C enajstega novembra mislim to 
  I mean on the eleventh November  
19 A mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm 
20  (2.0) 
21  Bologna okej (.) zdej če ste tam ob devetih zjutraj bi blo prepozno? 
  Bologna okay (.) now if you’re there at nine a.m. would that be too late? 
22 C prepozno ja 
  too late yes 
23 
24 
A joj ker zdaj zadeva je taka najbolj ugodna je tale linija dva pa trideset ponoči 
iz Ljubljane  
  oh cause now the thing is that the best option is the one at two thirty at night 
from Ljubljana 
25 C ja? 
  yes? 
26 A prestopate Venezia Mestre ob sedmih zjutraj  
  change in Venezia Mestre at seven a.m. 
27 C ja? 
  yes? 
28 A er:: že čez deset minut nadaljujete in ste v Bologni devet pa štiri minute.  
  er:: in just ten minutes you continue and you’re in Bologna at nine and four 
minutes. 
29 C ne:: to bo prepozno 
  no:: that’s too late 
30 
31 
A joj druga pa veste je pa nerodna zadeva ker vse ostalo je pa preko Avstrije pol 
bi vi mogli že zvečer it dvajset osemištrdeset iz Ljubljane?= 
  oh the other you know is inconvenient cause it’s all via Austria and then you’d 
have to leave in the evening at twenty forty-eight from Ljubljana?= 
32 C =ja? 
  =yes? 
33 A prestopate v Villachu 
  change in Villach 
34 C ja  
  yes 
35 A in pol mate iz Villacha ob polnoči nadaljevanje  
  and then from Villach at midnight you continue 
36 C ja 
  yes 
37 A preko Benetk in naprej .hh zdaj če bi vam to ustrezal drugače pa edino da greste 
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38 do Trsta .hh iz Trsta so vsako uro zjutraj vlaki tudi 
  via Venice and onwards .hh now if that’d suit you otherwise you can go to Trieste 
.hh from Trieste there are trains every hour in the morning also 
39 C aha? 
  oh? 
40 
41 
A po Italiji pa od tam lovite linijo. ne? zdaj če greste iz Villacha sam moment 
preko Villacha no 
  across Italy and you seek your connection from there. right? now if you go from 
Villach just a sec via Villach well 
42 C ja  
  yes 
43 A erm::: °da vidmo Villach tako::le°  
  erm::: °let’s see Villach the::re° 
44  (2.0) 
45  sva rekla °opala sam mal° iz Ljubljane dvajset oseminštrdeset ne? 
  weDUAL said °ups just a sec° from Ljubljana twenty fourty eight right? 
46 C ja? 
  yes? 
47 
48 
A ste v Villachu er:: enaindvaj- oziroma dvaindvajset pa trideset prestopate? pol 
mate pa ob polnoči pa tri minute nadaljevanje? 
  you’re in Villach er:: twenty-o- or twentytwo and thirty change? then you 
continue at midnight and three minutes? 
49 C mhm? 
50 A erm: preko Benetk v Bologni ste š- ja ob petih zjutraj v tem primeru ne. 
  erm: via Venice you’re in Bologna s- yes at five in the morning in this case 
right. 
51 C a to je spalni vlak 
  is that a sleeper train 
52 
53 
A ja možno je tud možno je tudi ampak tole morte pa na blagajni preverit kako je z 
tem zdaj če se bo dalo zdaj ker Italijani imajo izjemno omejeno količino teh kart 
  yes it’s possible it’s also possible but you have to check at the ticket office 
how it is with this if it’s possible cause Italians have an extremely limited 
number of these tickets 
54 C aha 
  oh 
55 A če se bo dalo spalnik dobit v nasprotnem bo pa prestop v Benetkah ne? 
  if you can get the sleeper otherwise change trains in Venice right? 
56 C ja ja 
  yes yes 
57 A tako. 
  right. 
58 
59 
C dejte mi samo povedat druga varianta to kar sva rekla mislm prva variant k sva 
govorila ta pa je spalni vlak 
  tell me just the other option that we mentioned I mean the first option weDUAL 
talked about is that a sleeper 
60 A dva pa trideset? 
  two and thirty? 
61 C ja 
  yes 
62 
63 
64 
A lejte ta vlak pride sredi noči v Ljubljano er: tako da na žalost je er težko zdaj 
vi če bi na vlaku bil:: rec[imo] kak cel kupe še na voljo pa bi vam odstopli 
posteljo ne 
  look this train gets to Ljubljana in the middle of the night er: so sadly it’s er 
hard now if the::re’s like a [ful]l compartment free and you’d get a bed right 
65 
 
C                              [aha] 
                            [uhhuh] 
66  ja ja                              
yes yes 
67 
68 
A er:: se nardi doplačilo drugač pa bi mogl pa praktično cel kupe zakupit že že iz 
er bomo rekl Budimpešte naprej ne  
  er:: a fee is paid otherwise you’d practically have to book the whole compartment 
already already from er we’ll say Budapest onwards right 
69 C aja  
  oh 
70 A tko da to pa se ne splača ne 
  so that it doesn’t pay off 
71 C se pravi kok pa bi bla v bistvu pol povratna? 
  this means how much would then cost a return? 
72 A .hhh  če  bi šli vi dva pa  trideset  ponoči  n[e?] erm:  
  .hhh if you take the two thirty night train rig[ht?] erm:   
73 
74 
C                                                [ja]      se pravi bi šol tud 
lahko desetega že en dan prej 
                                                 [yes]     this means one could go 
on the tenth a day before   
75 A ja seveda  
  of course 
76 C je isti? vsak dan= 
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  it’s the same? every day= 
77 A =isto isto to je vsakodnevna linija 
  =same same it runs daily 
78 C ja? 
  yes? 
79 A bova rekla Bologna (.) bi bla pol povratna nekje devetdeset evrov  
  we’ll say Bologna (.) a return would be about ninty euros 
80 C mhm  
81 
82 
83 
A er::: ampak to bi mogli it na Benetke se pravi Ljubljana dva pa trideset ne? 
prestop Venecia zjutraj ob sedmih in potem eno od linij naprej za Bologno iz 
Benetk seveda ni problema mate ogro:mno vlakov tekom dneva ne 
  er::: but you’d have to go via Venice that is Ljubljana two thirty right? change 
in Venice at seven a.m. and then take one of the trains to Bologna from Venice 
there’s no problem there are ple:nty of trains during the day right 
84  (0.5) 
85  .hhhhhh nazaj je pa tako: bo to povratna? ste rekla? 
  .hhhhhh when returning it’s like thi:s is that a return? YouP/V said? 
86 C ja ja  
  yes yes 
87 A ja °sam mal Bologna sam trenutek° 
  yes °just a sec Bologna just a moment° 
88  (10.0) ((sound of agent typing in the background)) 
89  °takole° ja petnajst osemintrideset iz Bologne?  
  °there° yes fifteen thirty-eight from Bologna? 
90 C mhm? 
91 A erm: prihod v Mestre Benetke enaindvajst nič šest   
  erm: arrival to Mestre Venice twenty-one ou six 
92 C ja 
  yes 
93 
94 
A prestop čez petindvajset minut pa napre↑j z naslednjim vlakom v Ljubljani ste ena 
pa štrdeset ponoči 
  change in twenty-five minutes and take the n↑ext train you’re in Ljubljana at one 
and fourty at night 
95 C a to je vsak dan [se prav tud ( )] 
  and that’s daily [this means also ()] 
96 A                  [to je vsak dan]  tako t↑ako tako tako edino= 
                   [that’s daily] right r↑ight right right except= 
97 C =aha kok ste reku je cena? 
  =uh huh what’s the fare you said? 
98 
99 
100 
A .hh nekje devetdeset bo povratna? cena mičken variira glede na vrste vlakov (.) 
ne? erm bi pa reku nakup take karte v naprej pa morate vedeti točne datume 
potovanja ker po Italiji so::: je pač treba rezervirat ne. 
  .hh a return is around ninty? the fare varies slightly based on train types (.) 
right? erm I’d say buy the ticket in advance you need to know the exact travel 
dates however cause in Italy the:::y you just have to book right. 
101 C aha se prav kok pa rezerviramo? 
  uh huh and how do we book? 
102 
103 
A na potniški blagajni ko pridete na blagajno sva rekla ko kupite karto na 
vozovnici že avtomatsko rezervacija sedeža  
  at the ticket counter when you get to the counter weDUAL said when you buy the 
ticket automatically contains seat reservation 
104 C aha? je.  
  oh? it does. 
105 A ja tako tako  
  yes right right 
106 C ne se pravi če bi to službeno urejala kako bi oni rezer[virali ( )   ] 
  well if I were to travel on business how would they mak[e a reservation ()] 
107 
108 
109 
A                                                         [ja ni problem]     lejte 
kar je službeno lahko z gotovino, s kartico ali naročilnico pridete do blagajne 
in uredite ne 
                                                         [yes no problem]   look 
business trips can be arranged with cash, credit card or an order form you go to 
the ticket office and take care of it 
110 C aha aha  
  uh huh uh huh 
111 A °tako° 
  °right° 
112 C v re::du dejte mi povedat za ono ta drugo mi pa ne morte ceno povedat  
  oka::y tell me about the other one you can’t tell me the fare right 
113 A ja preko Villacha je vedno nekje dvajset evrov v eno smer dražja ne okvirno ne  
  well via Villach it’s always about twenty euros more in one way right 
approximately right 
114 C aha aha 
  uh huh uh huh 
115 A ja  
  yes 
116 C kaj pa tista varianta do Trsta ko ste reku 
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  what about the option to Trieste you told me about 
117 A ja pa lejte vlakovno ne: edino če vas kdo pelje do Trsta pa iz Trsta lovite za  
  yes look trainwise no: only if someone takes you to Trieste and then from Trieste 
you catch a train to 
118 C aha aha ja ja  
  uh huh uh huh yes yes 
119 A so pa vsako uro vlaki iz Trsta pa naprej po Italiji 
  there are trains every hour from Trieste to places in Italy 
120 C v re::du na::jl- a me lahko vežete samo v potniško blagajno= 
  oka::y tha::nk- can you please just put me through to the ticket office= 
121 A =ne morem g(h)os(h)pa vezat vas pa ne morem [kaj pa želite gospa] 
  =I can’t m(h)ad(h)am put you through I can’t [what do you want madam] 
122 C                                             [kolko pa je številka] 
                                               [what’s the number] 
123  ja ne da lih to vprašam kok je una držja varianta bi rabla vedet točno ceno 
  well just to ask how much more the other option costs I’d need to know the exact 
fare 
124 
125 
A .hhhhh poglejte .hhhhhh sva rekla nekje dvajset evrov je držja zdaj jaz točnega 
podatka resda nimam ampak er::= 
  .hhhhh look .hhhhhh we said around twenty euros more now I may not have the exact 
information but er::= 
126 C =saj zato pravim če bi mi lahko dali direktno številko da  kolegico 
  =that’s why I ask if you could give me the direct number to the colleague 
127 
128 
A LAHKO VAM DAM GOSPA AMPAK VESTE PROBLEM JE PRI NAM TO KER ONA IMA VEDNO POTNIKE 
IN NAČELOMA SE NITI NE JAVLJA TAKO DA ČE SE VAM NE BO JAVILA NE ZAMERIT  
  I CAN GIVE IT TO YOU MADAM BUT YOU KNOW THE PROBLEM HERE IS THAT SHE ALWAYS HAS 
PASSENGERS AND BASICALLY DOESN’T EVEN ANSWER SO IF SHE DOESN’T PICK UP NO HARD 
FEELINGS 
129 C mhm 
130 A nič ena dva devet  
  zero one two nine 
131 C ja 
  yes 
132 A ena tri 
  one three 
133 C ja  
  yes 
134 A tri dva osem 
  three two eight 
135 C v redu hvala lepa 
  thank you very much 
136 A prosm 
  you’re welcome 
137 C [nasvidenje] 
  [goodbye] 
138 A [nasvidenje] 
  [goodbye] 
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Appendix 6: [Chapter 4, Excerpt 9b, call length 2:12 min – Unpacking request components] 
(A: male (Agent 2); C: male customer) 
01 A Ljubljana inform↑acije dober dan 
  Ljubljana inform↑ation hello 
02 C dober dan Sandra pri telefon[u er] mene pa zanima kako je z:: prevozom do Dunaja 
  good afternoon Sandra speaki[ng er] I want to know about tra::nsportation to Vienna 
03 A                              [ja]  
                               [yes]  
04  mhm 
05 C in sicer če bi želela it v petek  
  that is if I wanted to go on Friday 
06  (1.0) 
07 A ja bomo rekl tako, mate kako uro kdaj morte bit v Dunaju?  
  yes we’ll say the following, do you have a specific hour when you need to be in 
Vienna? 
08 C er::: .hhh ja mislim da tko do osme ure zvečer? 
  er::: .hhh I think sometime till eight p.m.? 
09 A potujete iz Ljubljane  
  are you travelling from Ljubljana 
10 C tako.  
  yes. 
11 A .hh ja zdaj tako er dvanajst pa trinajst minut je hitri vlak iz Ljubljane? 
  .hh yes now like er twelve and thirteen minutes is a fast train from Ljubljana? 
12 C ja?  
  yes? 
13 A prestopamo v Mariboru?  
  change in Maribor? 
14 C mhm 
15 A in ste v Dunaju osemnajst nič pet 
  and you’re in Vienna eighteen ou five 
16 C ose- aha popoldne 
  eig- uh huh afternoon 
17 A ja. 
  yes. 
18 C kako je pa s ceno? 
  what about the fare? 
19 A ce:na: bo to v e↑no smer povratno? 
  the fa:re: s↑ingle or return? 
20 C povratno.  
  return. 
21  (..) 
22 A vi greste kater dan gor smo rekl? 
  you’re going there when we said? 
23 C v petek 
  on Friday 
24 A petek. vračate se pa? 
  on Friday. and coming back on? 
25 C ja .hh grem na nek concert tako da ne vem ponoč verjetn jih ni ne 
  yes. .hh I’m going to a concert so at night there are probably no trains right 
26 A tc ja to ne se prav v soboto se že vračate  
  tc well no so you’re coming back on Saturday already 
27 C ja. 
  yes. 
28 A u:: zdej če se v soboto pol bi jaz takole reku čim prej obisk med-narodne blagajne?  
  u:: now if you’re coming back on Saturday I’d say go to the inter-national ticket 
office as soon as possible? 
29 C °°mhm°° 
30 
31 
A erm: ker zdaj tako >redna povratna karta je< sto (.) štirindvajset evro[v. se] pa 
dobi tudi za oseminp↑etdeset povratna karta 
  erm: cause now >the standard return ticket is< hundred (.)twenty-four eu[ros.y]ou 
can also get it for fifty-e↑ight return 
32 C                                                                        °[O:::]° 
33 A enosmer devetindvajset  
  single is twenty-two 
34 C ja? 
  yes? 
35 A povratna krat dva 
  return is times two 
36  (..) 
37  a::mpak to je količinsko omejena stvar 
  bu::t there is only a limited number of them 
38 C ja. 
  yes. 
39 A zdaj jaz tega vpogleda nimam kolk jih je na voljo  
  now I can’t see how many there are available 
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40 C mhm 
41 
42 
A jaz bi reku čim prej obisk mednarodne blagajne? pa preverite če je še na voljo da 
se vnaprej kupijo takšne karte. a ne 
  I’d recommend you visit the international ticket office as soon as possible? and 
check if’s still available to buy such tickets in advance. right 
43 C kje pa je ta mednarodna blagajna 
  where is this international ticket office 
44 A s kje kličete? 
  where are you calling from 
45 C z Ljubljane  
  from Ljubljana 
46 
47 
A Ljubljana ja to bo najbiližja postaja Ljubljana na glavni železniški blagajna 
številka devet   
  Ljubljana yes the closest station is Ljubljana the main train station counter 
number nine 
48 C aha 
  uh huh 
49 A blagajna številka devet?  
  counter number nine? 
50 C mhm  
51 A tako da to je to zdaj če bi se vi na nedeljo vračali  
  so that that’s that now if you were to come back on a Sunday 
52 C ja 
  yes 
53 
54 
A pol mate še eno fa::jn ugodno ponudbo citystar ki vas pride šestinpetdeset povratna 
a:::mpak   
  then you have another ni::ce offer citystar which costs fifty-six return bu:::t 
55 C mhm 
56 A bi mogli šele v nedeljo it [nazaj] ne pa v soboto 
            you’d have to go [back] on Sunday not on Saturday 
57 
58 
C                            [uh huh] 
mhm 
59  ampak je pa možno da dobim jaz to karto=  
  but it’s possible to get this ticket= 
60 
61 
A =ja bomo zdaj tko er::: čim prej do blagajne pa se preveri vsekakor če boste 
vozovnice kupil ne  
  =yes we’ll now this er::: visit the ticket office as soon as possible to check 
right if you intend to buy the tickets 
62 C ja 
  yes 
63 A se splača vnaprej pridet če bo sreča jo dobite ne  
  it’s worth coming in advance if you’re lucky you’ll get it right 
64 C če bo sreča jo dobim 
  if I’m lucky I’ll get it 
65 A ta::ko  
  ri::ght 
66 C se prav bi blo najboljš da zdle grem tja vprašat 
  so it’s best I go there now and ask 
67 A tako. tako. mednarodna številka devet. 
  right. right. international number nine. 
68 C najlepša hvala  
  thanks a lot 
69 A prosm nasvidenje 
  you’re welcome  
70 C adijo 
  bye 
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Appendix 7: [Chapter 4, Excerpt 10, call length 4:49 min – Sorry to keep you waiting] 
(A: female (Agent 2); C: male customer)   
01 A Ljubljana inform↑acije dober dan 
  Ljubljana inform↑ation hello 
02 C .hh dobe:r da:n 
  .hh he:llo: 
03 A dan 
  hi 
04 C <erm jaz se pa zanimam za: pot z vlakom iz Ljubljane do Tolouse in nazaj> 
  <erm I want to know abou:t the train journey from Ljubljana to Tolouse and back> 
05  (..) 
06  <pa me zanima kakšne so možnosti če mi lahko vi mal poveste> 
  <so I want to know about the options if you can tell me> 
07  (0.2) 
08  <.hhh kr na internetu za:: Francijo ni nič. posebnga> 
  <.hhh cause online to:: France there’s nothing. special> 
09 
10 
11 
A .hhhhh ja:: .hh je vozni red se najde s tem da morate it na mednarodni vozni red er 
ki je v angleščini er:: zdaj tako:le okvirno vam lahko povem prevo:zno pot ampak er 
za točne cene na žalost er:: bote tole točno zvedu šele na blagajni ob er: obisku  
  .hhhhh ye::s .hh the timetable can be found just that you need to go to the 
international timetable er which is in English er:: now li:ke I can tell you the 
approximate iti:nerary but for the accurate fares I’m afraid er:: you’ll get them 
at the ticket counter when er: you visit   
12 C aha 
  oh 
13  (0.2) 
14 A °sam moment° 
  °just a moment° 
15  29.0 ((typing noise in the background)) 
16  ja- se opraviču:jem ko čaka:te er= 
  yes- I’m so:rry that you’re wa:iting er=  
17 C =nič hudga ja. 
  =no problem yes. 
18 A pač internet povezava je: .hh 
  just that the internet connection is: .hh 
19 C mhm 
20  (2.0) 
21 A °Ja:: takole evo:° 
  °ye::s that’s ri:ght° 
22  (10.0) 
23  hm hm hm hm .hhhh zdej tako(h)l(h)e tuki mi daje povezavo se pravi na okrog  
  hm hm hm hm .hhhh now th(h)e(h)re it’s given me the connection like around 
24 C mhm? 
25 A er:::: iz Ljubljane prestop Schwarzach Feldkirch Zürich Geneva in pa Pertignon  
  er:::: from Ljubljana change Schwarzach Feldkirch Zürich Geneva and Pertignon 
26 C mhm 
27 
28 
29 
 .hhh prihod v Tolouse je ob trinajstih dopoldne naslednji dan se prav 
sedemindvajset ur vožnje .hh obstaja tud boljša linija zda:j nč da vidmo tuki prek 
interneta .hhh  
 A .hhh arrival to Tolouse at thirteen p.m. the next day this means a twenty-seven 
hour journey .hh there is a better route no:w well let’s see online .hhh  
30  °°(  ) Tolouse°° 
31  (9.0) ((typing noise in the background)) 
32 C to so splalni vlaki? 
  these are sleeper trains? 
33 A hmm ja lejte to je to so prestopanja dnevna linija ni spalnikov nočne linije pa so 
  hmm yes look that’s there are changes the day train doesn’t have berths the night 
trains do 
34 C mhm  
35 A er reci:mo  
  er li:ke 
36  (1.5) 
37 
38 
 no tale je dokaj ugodna če greste triindvajset petdeset ponoč iz Ljubljane prestop 
je v Minchnu  
  well this is fairly good if you take the twenty-three fifty night train from 
Ljubljana change in Munich 
39 C mhm  
40 A ampak spet tam je samo pet minut naprej ne ne ne ne priporočam  
  but again there’s just five minutes change time no no no I don’t recommend it 
41 C mhm 
42 A mate sam pet minut časa za prestop  
  you have five minutes to change 
43 C mhm mhm 
44 A .hhhh er::: tale bo bolj dva pa trideset ponoči prestop je Molfalkone Ženeva Lyon. 
  .hhhh er::: this is better two and thirty a.m. change in Molfalcone Geneva Lyon. 
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45 C mhm trije prestopi 
  mhm three changes 
46 
47 
A ja er:: se pravi prihod v Tolouse triindvajset nič devet vse skupi je enaindvajset 
ur vožnje  
  yes er:: this means arrival to Tolouse twenty-three zero nine all in all a twenty-
one hour journey 
48 C hm 
  hm 
49 A no tale je nekak bolj ugodna pa cenovno kaj bo to pr vam enosmerna al povratna 
  well this is somehow the best option fare-wise will that be a single or return 
50 C povratna bi bla= 
  return= 
51 A =povratna v kolkem času bo vrnitev 
  =return when will you return 
52 C v::: rečmo mescu pa pol  
  i:::n a month and a half 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
A ou:: pol pa n(h)e tuki je pol navadna povratna tuki bo nekje štiristo evrov okvirno 
er:: jaz bi reku takole (.) er recimo obstaja interrail ponudba ampak tuki je 
največ en mesec pol veljavnost zdaj če bo mesec pa pol si more pač izbrat točne 
datume potovanja in se izstavljajo karte pač v eno smer ne za tja in pa za nazaj 
tudi potem ne 
  ou:: then n(h)o here standard return applies here that’s around four hundred euros 
roughly er:: I’d say the following (.) er there’s like an interrail offer but here 
the validity is up to a month now if you’re staying a month and a half you need to 
choose the exact dates and single tickets are issued right outbound and inbound 
also right  
58 C mhm 
59 A ampak morate potem vedet točne datume potovanja.  
  but you need to know the exact travel dates. 
60 C mhm ja saj to bi jih vedu  
  mhm yes I know them 
61 A ja ampak res natančen izračun cene tuki vam pa ne bi mogu vedet  
  yes but for an exact fare I cannot help you here 
62 C aha aha  
  uh huh uh huh 
63 A ja  
  yes 
64 C okej še eno stvar bi vprašal 
  okay one more thing I’d like to ask  
65 A ja 
  yes 
66 C erm zdaj če bi potoval jaz tkole kok kok sem omejen kar se tiče prtljage recimo  
  erm now if I travel like this how what are like the limitations about the luggage 
67 A ja jaz bi reku tolk je neste s sabo kolk je lahko sami prenašate ne 
  yes I’d say take as much as you can carry yourself right 
68 C mhm mhm  
69 
70 
A zaj::: na žalost tuki ni nosačev mogoče na večjih postajah po evropi ampak drugač 
pa načeloma ne. tko da bi reku tolk kok lah sami ne 
  no:::w I’m afraid there are no carriers maybe at larger European stations but 
typically there aren’t any. so I’d say as much as you can carry right 
71 C dobro pa še neki druzga erm: a se da bi reku poslat samo prtljago po vlaku.  
  okay something else erm: can one just how should I say send the luggage per train. 
72 
73 
A ja ne ne v tem primeru ne tuki to sploh kr so vlaki se prestopajo in nobeden to vam 
jaz ne garantiram seveda ne  
  well no not in this case here also cause you need to change trains and no one will 
I cannot guarantee this of course right 
74 C mhm 
75 A in nobeden vam ne more garantirat 
  and no one can guarantee this 
76 C ni sploh kakšne takšne storitve 
  there are no such services 
77 A ne- 
  no- 
78 C da bi 
  to 
79 A ne ne ne (.) ne 
  no no no (.) no 
80 C mhm 
81 
82 
A lahk vam dam sicer številko hitre pošte slovenskih železnic ampak to je načeloma 
sam za notranji promet 
  I can give you the number of the delivery service of Slovenian Railways but that is 
just for inland transport 
83 C mhm 
84 A za mednarodni pa ne  
  not for the international one 
85 C mhm 
86 A tako da ja  
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  so that yeah 
87 C mhm  
88  (1.0) 
89  okej  
  okay 
90 A ja  
  yes 
91 C no hvala za informacije  
  well thanks for the information 
92 A okej vredu 
  okay fine  
93 C hvala srečno nasvidenje  
  thanks goodbye bye 
94 A nasvidenje 
  goodbye 
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Appendix 8: [Chapter 4, Excerpt 11 and 12, call length 0:47 min – Use of verbal continuers, other-
initiated repair]  
(A: male (Agent 2) C: female customer) 
01 A Ljubljana informacije dober dan 
  Ljubljana information hello 
02 C Dober dan želim= 
  Good afternoon= 
03 A =dan 
  =hi 
04 C za Krško potniški danes  
  to Krško a passenger train today 
05 A mhm? 
06 C po:: er po sedmi oziroma okrog osmih 
  a::fter er after seven or around eight 
07 A grete v Kršk↑o al kam drugam 
  are you going to Kršk↑o or somewhere else 
08 C v Krško. 
  to Krško. 
09 A bova rekla pol takole osemnajst petinpetdeset dir↓ektno Ljubljana Krško  
  weDUAL’ll say the following eighteen fifty-five a dir↓ect one Ljubljana Krško 
10  (..) 
11 C °ja?° 
  °yes?° 
12 A .hhh devetnajst petdeset je prestop Sevnica?  
  .hhh nineteen fifty change in Sevnica? 
13 C a::h.  
  o::h. 
14 A enaindvajset petnajst dire::ktno? Ljubljana krško 
  twenty-one fifteen dire::ctly? Ljubljana Krško 
15 C °enaindvajset petdeset°= 
  °twenty-one fifty°= 
16 A =°petnajst° petnajst petnajst 
  =°fifteen° fifteen fifteen 
17 C a pet petnajst enaindvajset petnajst?  
  oh five fifteen twenty one fifteen? 
18 A ta::ko.  
  ri::ght. 
19 C °sam malo enaindvajset petnajst direkten Krško?°  
  °just a sec twenty-one fifteen direct one to Krško?° 
20  (..) 
21  °pa tale osemnajst petinpetdeset je tudi direkten Krško°= 
  °and the one eighteen fifty-five is also a direct one to Krško°= 
22 A =tudi direkten v Krško 
  =also a direct one to Krško 
23 C °aha. hvala° 
  °oh. thanks° 
24 A prosm nasvidenje  
  you’re welcome goodbye 
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Appendix 9: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 19, call length 3:11 min – Politeness as marked behaviour] 
(A: female (Agent 2); C: female customer)   
01 A Ljubljana inform↑acije dober dan 
  Ljubljana inform↑ation hello 
02 C Dober dan želi:m a mi lahko poveste za v ned:ljo kdaj gre vlak v Velenje.  
  Good morni:ng can you tell me on Sunda:y when is the train to Velenje.  
03 A .hhh ob nedeljah ni:mate: vlakov med Celjem pa Velenjem (.) d↑o Celja pa so vlaki.  
  .hhh on Sundays there a:re no: trains between Celje and Velenje (.) t↑o Celje there 
are trains though 
04  (..) 
05 C mhm? 
06  Ljubljana Celje pa imate vlake. 
  Ljubljana Celje there are trains. 
07  (0.5) 
08 C .hh pol ni ne avtobusa ne vlaka to je pa čudn  
  .hh so there's neither bus nor train services that's odd 
09 A a tud avtobusa ni= 
  oh there's no bus either= 
10 C =ne. [ne:: avtobus š]ele zvečer gre o- o- zvečer ob sedmih 
  =no. [no:: the bus i]s in the evening a- a- evening at seven 
 A      [pol pa bova ] 
       [then weDUAL’ll ] 
14 
15 
 u madonca ja: vlaka res ni ob nede:ljah nimate ob sob↑o:tah je vlak do Velenja ne? 
ampak v nedeljo pa ne.  
  oh darn ye:s there are no trains on Su:ndays on Sat↑u:rdays there is a train to 
Velenje right? but not on Sundays. 
16  (..) 
17  al pa od ponedeljka do petka ni problema ne imate linije [ob nedeljah pa ne ] 
     or from Monday to Fruday no problem you have lines but [not on Sundays] 
18 
19 
C                                                          [ja sam v nedeljo je] pa 
res zopern ja.  
                                                           [yes it’s only on Sunday] 
it’s annoying yes. 
20 
21 
A  samo  do Celja ja edino  zaj  vi  ste  rekla kam greste?  V  [Topolščico]sam 
moment da na zemljevid pogledam 
  just to Celje yes just that where did you say you’re going? To [Topolščica] just a 
sec I’ll look at the map   
22 C                                                               [v Topolščico ja] 
23 A hmm kje to  v ke[ri bližini]  
                                                                [to Topolščica yes] 
hmm where in the [vicinity of]  
24 C                  [iz Celja ] pa spet ne gre v Topolščico ne 
                   [from Celje] it doesn’t go to Topolščica right 
25 A ne ne ne ne sam mal edino:: er:: sam trenutek da najprej neki preverim  
  no no no no just a sec unle::ss er:: one moment I have to check something first 
26  (..) 
27  er:: sam trenutek da najprej neki preverim 
  er:: just a moment I have to check something first 
28  (11.0) ((typing noise in the background)) 
29 
30 
 °topolščica oke:::j (..) polze::la ° edino: le::jte ha- ja nč Celje (.) edino če bi 
recimo vprašal kolk taksi stane a ne. 
  °topolščica oka:::y (..) polze::la ° unle:ss loo::k ha- yes well Celje (.) unless 
we ask how much a taxi is right. 
31 C a iz Celja v Topolščico  
  from Celje to Topolšica 
32 A ja sam tole bi blo sigurn enih dvajset evrov v eno smer po [moje ] 
  yes just that this would surely be twenty euro for one way I think 
33 C                                                            [u:::h] 
[…]  […] 
36 C pol že raje peš gre(h)m(h)   [(h)(h)((laughs))] 
  then I rather g(h)o on f(o)ot[(h)(h)((laughs))] 
37 
38 
A                            [edino lahk vam dam] telefonsko številko er:::: taksi 
speedy v Celju recimo  
                             [or I can give you]a phone number er:::: taxi speedy in 
Celje for instance 
39 C ja. 
  yes.  
40 
41 
A če bo gospod Marko se oglasil povejte da je Janko iz Ljubljane va(h)m d(h)al pač er 
nasvet da ga pokličte pa vam bo povedal kolk je cena taksija ne= 
  if Mister Marko answers tell him Janko from Ljubljana g(h)ave y(h)ou er advice to 
call him and he'll tell you what how much a taxi would cost right=  
42 C =mhm 
43 A er:: se pravi sam trenu:tek taksi 
  er:: so just a mome:nt taxi 
44  (5.0) 
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45  °kam sem ga pa dal° 
  °where did I put it° 
46  (9.0) 
47  o::: par trenutkov takoj bom najdu sam moment 
  o::: a few moments I’ll find it just a sec 
48 C ja saj bom že počakala 
  yes I’ll wait 
49  (4.0) 
50 A evo ga nič štiri ena?  
  here it is zero four one? 
51 C nič štiri ena? 
  zero four one? 
52 A sedem dva pet 
  seven two five 
53 C sedem dva pet 
  seven two five 
54 A štiri dva osem 
  four two eight 
55 C štiri dva osem 
  four two eight 
56 A tako 
  right 
57 C to pokličem ko pridem v celje pa me pelje v Topolščico.  
  I call them when I get to Celje and he’ll take me to Topolščica. 
58 A lahk že zdaj pokličete pa vprašate kolk je cena ne 
  you can call now and ask about the fare right 
59 C erm a bo k boma dve cenejše pršlo? 
  erm will it be cheaper if we’re two? 
60 A ja::: er:[::: mo::žno je] 
  ye:::s er:[::: it’s possible] 
61 C         [dve s p(h)rt(h)]lja(h)o(h)] 
          [two with l(h)ugg(h)a(h)age] 
62 
63 
A al pa tole dajte še poklicat to je pa prav ta gospod Marko ki se poznamo ki taksi 
voz nič pet ena  
  or call this also this is actually Mister Marko we now each other he drives a taxi 
zero five one 
64 C nič pet ena 
  zero five one 
65 A osem dva pet 
  eight two five 
66 C osem dva pet 
  eight two five 
67 A tri šest pet 
  three six five 
68 C tri šest pet 
  three six five 
69 A tako 
  right 
70 C a to je gospod Marko 
  oh that’s Mister Marko 
71 A tako iz Celja ja.  
  yes from Celje yes 
72 C saj me je kr mal stresl ko ste rekl Marko ker je moj mož tud Marko pa je umrl 
  I shivered a bit when you said Marko cause my husband was Marko and he died 
73 A aja:: u ne ne  
  o::h u no no 
74  t(h) j(h)e pa en drug ja (.) okej 
  it(h)’s a di(h)fferent one yes (.) okay 
75 C no ime ma tako  
  well he has this name 
76 A ime je pa isto ja  
  the name is the same yes 
77 C ja [hvala lepa] bomo že kako 
  yes [thanks a lot] we’ll manage 
78 
79 
A     [okej] 
upajmo da bo okej [adijo dijo] 
      [okay] 
let’s hope it’s okay[bye bye] 
80 C                   [ja dijo hv]ala vam za prijaznost 
                    [yes bye th]anks for being so kind 
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Appendix 10: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 20, call length 1:33 min – WeDUAL’ll repeat it one more time] 
 (A: male (Agent 4) C: female customer) 
01 A informacije pr↑osm 
  information hell↑o 
02 C ja: dober večer er::: 
  ye:s good evening er::: 
03 A °dober večer° 
  °good evening° 
04 C er:: jaz sem da:ns kupla karto za: er:: Beograd 
  er:: I bought a ticket to:day to: er:: Belgrade 
05  (1.5) 
06  in je zdej izpadu en problem. 
  and now there’s a problem. 
07  (1.0) 
08 A izvolte gospa 
  go on Madam 
09 C a bi se da:lo tole karto vrnt? 
  could I retu:rn this ticket? 
10 A .hhhhh lejte dejte vi: men najprej povedat kdaj ste karto k↑upl= 
  .hhhhh look te:ll me first when did you buy the t↑icket= 
11 C =dans  dan[es] 
  =today tod[ay] 
12 A           [oke]j dans 
            [oka]y today 
13 C sem jo kupla ja tl[ele na blagajni] 
  I bought it yes th[ere at the ticket office] 
14 A                   [kje? v Lublani?] 
                    [where? in Ljubljana?]  
15 C ja, ja v Lublani na postaji  
  yes, yes in Ljubljana at the station  
16 A v Ljublja↓ni. le::jte gospa de:jte vi poklicat bom jaz dal števi↑lko 
  in Ljublja↓na. loo::k Madam you ca:ll them I’ll give you the nu↑mber 
17  ja  
  yes 
19 A od blagajne, devetindvajset trinajst štiri šest dva (.) v načelu se da: vrnt?=  
  of the ticket office, twenty-nine thirteen four six two (.) basically you ca:n 
return it?= 
20 C =ja? 
  =yes? 
21 A samo zdej jst ne vem kakšne popu:ste se gre pa <zakaj se gre na tej vozovnici a ne> 
  it’s just that now I don’t know what discou:nts there are and <what kind of a 
ticket this is right> 
22 C kako to mislte popu↑ste. sem jaz me::la al kako?  [ali:::: kak] 
  what do you mean disco↑unts. did I ha::ve or what?[o::::r what] 
23 
24 
25 
A                                                   [ne lejte go]spa dejte vi 
poklicat na to blagajno direktno k ste dons ku↑::pl pa vam bodo iz prve roke 
povedal kaj se da nare:st. 
                                                    [no look Mad]am call this ticket 
office directly where you bou↑::ght the ticket today and they’ll tell you firsthand 
what can be do:ne. 
26 C uh hu↑h kok ste reku številko? 
  uh hu↑h what’s the number youP/V said? 
27  (3.0)  
28 A lejte gospa bova še enkrat ponovila? ((nejevoljno)) 
  look Madam weDUAL’ll repeat it one more time? ((annoyed)) 
29 C °°ja°° 
  °°yes°° 
30 
31 
A samo majhn ((20 sekundna pavza, med katero agent govori s stranko v prostoru v 
angleškem jeziku)) erm gospa [mav]a za zapisa↑t si zde↑j ((pokroviteljsko)) 
  just a second ((20–second pause, agent talks to someone in the background in 
English))          erm Madam [do w]eDUAL have something to wr↑ite this down with no↑w 
((patronizing tone)) 
32 C                              [ja-] 
                               [yes-] 
33 A lejte gospa devetindvajset trinajst štiri šest dva 
  look Madam twenty-nine thirteen four six two 
34 C uredu najlepša hvala 
  okay thanks very much 
35 A prosm 
  you’re welcome 
36 C adijo 
  bye 
37 A lahko noč  
  good night 
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Appendix 11: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 21, call length 0:42 min – WeDUAL said there were two] 
(A: male (Agent 4); C: female customer) 
01 A informacije prosm 
  information hello 
02 C () mi lahko poveste kako vozijo popoldan vlaki za Koper.   
  () can you tell me about the afternoon trains to Koper. 
03  (1.5) 
04 A  iz Ljublja[ne ste ()] 
  from Ljublja[na you ()] 
05 C            [IZ LJUBLJANE JA pa(h)rdon po(h)zabila sem poved(h)at 
             [FROM LJUBLJANA YES so(h)rry I for(h)got to sa(h)y 
06 A sta samo dva:: direktna iz Ljubljane en gre petnajst pa štrdeset   
  there are just two:: direct ones from Ljubljana one is at fifteen and fourty 
07 C petnajst pa štrde↑set kaj je pol še kakšen kasnej? 
  fifteen and fou↑rty is there one later on also? 
08 A je gospa sva rekla da sta dva in potem je še osemnajst pa deset.  
  it is Madam weDUAL said there were two and then is one at eighteen and ten.  
09 C osemnajst kdaj je tale osemnajst pa deset v Kopru? 
  eighteen when is the eighteen and ten train in Koper? 
10 A v Kopru je dvajset pa trideset 
  in Koper it’s at twenty and thirty  
11 C <dvajset trideset> 
  <twenty thirty> 
12 A °tako ja° 
  °right yes° 
13 C aha a:: to so: kr direktni a je treba kaj prestopat  
  uh huh a::re the:se direct ones or is it necessary to change trains 
14 A ne ne to so direktni  
  no no these are direct ones 
15 C vse direktni najlepša hvala  
  all direct ones thanks very much 
16 A prosim ja nasvidenje 
  you’re welcome goodbye 
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Appendix 12: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 22, call length 1:27 min – Look, let'sDUAL write it down] 
(A: male (Agent 4); C: male customer; T: Tina, on whose behalf the call is made) 
01 A informacije prosm 
  information hello 
02 
03 
04 
C >dober dan Jelen pri telefonu me samo nekaj zanima (.) er er v- er vlak vlak a ne 
potniški vlak z er z er iz Lublane pa do Radovljc a er če je samo ta zadn 
enaidvajset trideset al to drži kar piše na internet< 
  >hello Jelen speaking I just want to know something (.) er er t- er train train 
right a passenger train f er f er from Ljubljana to Radovljica a er is the twenty-
one thirty the last one is this true what it says online< 
05 A er lejte drži kar piše: zdaj iz Ljublja↑ne do Radovljce rabimo? 
  er look it’s true what it sa:ys now we need one from Ljublja↑na to Radovljica? 
06 C >ja iz Ljublja::ne v Radovljico< 
  >yes from Ljublja::na to Radovljca< 
07 
08 
A lejte piše na internetu da gre zadnji ob delovnikih do Radovljice dvajset 
petindvajse↑t, prihod v Radovljico pa je enaidvajset dvajset.  
  look it says online that the last one on weekdays to Radovljica is twenty twenty-
fi↑ve, arrives to Radovljica at twenty-one twenty.  
09 C >ja er a er je še kakšn kasnej?< 
  >yes er a er is there one later?< 
10 A ni ni ni pol nič  
  no no there’s nothing else 
11 
12 
C >kaj pa kakšen drug tist er pol i er er iz države mislm z drugih držav k kaj kako 
se temu reče< 
  >what about a different that er then f er er from country I mean from other 
countries w how what’s it called< 
13 A po kateri uri bi želel gospod. 
  after what hour would you like it Sir. 
14 C er::: po kateri uri Tina? 
  er::: after what hour Tina? 
15  (1.0 ) 
16  °po pol deseti° ((ženski glas v ozadju)) 
  °after nine thirty° ((female voice in the background)) 
17 C po pol deseti 
  after nine thirty 
18 
19 
A LEJTE TKO SI BOVA NAPISALA dvajset osemištrd↑eset iz Ljubljane potem je pa 
naslednji triindvajset petd↑eset greste pa samo do postaje Lesce Bled. 
  LOOK LET'SDUAL WRITE IT DOWN twenty fourty-↑eight from Ljubljana then the next one is 
at twenty-three fif↑ty you only go to Lesce Bled. 
20  (3.0) 
21    [.hh oziroma greste] naprej na Jesenice pa tam pač najbližje Radovl[ci je] 
    [.hh or you go to] Jesenice  and  that’s  the  closest  to   Radovl[jica] 
22 
23 
C   [triindvajst petdeset]                                             [aja] 
triindvajst petdeset sem torej v Lesceh a ne 
    [twenty-three fifty]        [oh ] 
twenty-three fifty I’m in Lesce right 
24 A do Lesc ja 
  to Lesce yes 
25 C ja. (.) a glih vmes pa ni nobenga= 
  yes. (.) there isn’t one in between= 
26 A =glih vmes pa žal ne °°med tem dvema ne°° 
  =in between unfortunately not °°not between these two no°° 
27  (0.5) 
28 C mhm mhm tud teh ko z drugih držav pridejo tud teh ne  
  mhm mhm also not the ones that come from abroad or these also not 
29 A ne to sma zdaj go[spod] te ko pridejo z drugih držav 
   no  we   just   [Sir] the ones that come from abroad 
30 C                  [AJA] 
                   [AH] 
31 A sva zaj nazadnje povedala=  
  we just mentioned them= 
32 C =mhm mhm v redu okej hvala lepa adijo 
  =mhm mhm okay fine thanks a lot bye 
33 A vredu gospod srečno ja nasvidenje 
  okay Sir goodbye yes bye bye 
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Appendix 13: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 23, call length 1:56 min – Madam, I’m repeating] 
(A: male (Agent 2); C: female customer) 
01 A Ljubljana inform↑acije dober dan 
  Ljubljana inform↑ation hello 
02 C dobe:r da:n 
  he:llo: 
03 A dan 
  hi 
04 C Vesna pri telefo[nu] mene samo nekaj zanima 
      Vesna speak[ing] I’d just like to know something 
05 A                 [ja] 
                  [yes] 
06  mhm?  
07 
08 
C jaz bi vprašala če še mate eno ponudbo ko ste meli? (.) er:: z vlakom er v Benetke 
za petnajst evrov na osebo >če še ma↑te to?< 
  I’d like to ask if you still have an offer you had? (.) er:: by train er to Venice 
for fifteen euros per person >if you still ha↑ve that?< 
09 
10 
A .hh ja:? še vedno je::. s tem da je prvi pogoj nakup take karte vsaj osem dni v 
napre↑j .hhh [er: druga stvar er: ] 
  .hh ye:s? It’s still va::lid. just that the first condition to purchase such a 
ticket is to do so at least eight days in adva↑nce .hhh  
             [er: the other thing er:] 
11 C              [°aha osem dni v naprej] moram kupit° 
               [°oh eight days in advance] I have to buy° 
12 A ja pa pred potovanjem 
  yes before the trip 
13 C °a pred potovanjem° 
  °oh before the trip° 
14 A mhm druga  stvar pa  je  da  je  količinsko  omejeno. [kdaj pa potujete?] 
  the second thing is that it’s quantitatively limited.[when are you travelling?] 
15 C                                                      [količinsko omejeno] 
                                                       [quantitively limited] 
16 A .hhh >kdaj pa potujete?<  
  .hhh >when are you travelling?< 
17 C ja::: dva bi šla (.) zdaj od sed- sed- sed- sedemnajstega šestnajstega  
  ye:::s two would go (.) now from sev- sev- sev- seventeenth sixteenth 
18 A ja- .hh pol tole dvomim (.) iz kje pa kličete? 
  yes- .hh I doubt that (.) where are you calling from? 
19 C z Maribora 
  from Maribor 
20 
21 
A >lahko v Maribor greste na postajo pa preverite na mednarodni blag↑ajni če je še na 
voljo pol vam izdajo take karte v napr↑ej< drugač bo pa pač redna cena ne 
  >you can go to Maribor to the station and check at the international tick↑et office 
if they’re still available and they issue these tickets in adv↑ance< otherwise it’s 
the standard fare right 
22 C >drugač bo pa redna cena, kolko pa te pride redna cena (.) tisto je bol drago < 
  >otherwise it’s standard fare, what’s the standard fare (.) that’s more expensive< 
23 
24 
A ja zdej tako er:: če greste pono:č z vlakom iz Ljubljane ob dva pa trideset je er 
eno smer je peti[ndvajs↑et evrov],  povratna je pa štrdeset 
  yes now er:: if you take the ni:ght train from Ljubljana at two thirty a single 
ticket is er tw[enty-f↑ive euros], return is fourty 
25                 [°°aha petindvajset°°] 
                 [°°oh twenty-five°°] 
26 C aha aha če gremo ponoči 
  uh huh uh huh if we go at night 
27 A ja.  
  yes. 
28 C ker drugač midva živima v Grosuplju ne: 
  cause we actually live in Grosuplje ri:ght 
29 A ja. 
  yes. 
30 C >er: ker pač obadva delama v Ljubljani zdaj pa sma misla da bi šla iz Lublane ne< 
  >er: cause we both work in Ljubljana now we thought we’d go from Ljubljana right< 
31 A j↑a tako iz Ljubljane je ponoči direkten vlak dva pa trideset za Benetke ne= 
  y↑es right from Ljubljana there’s a direct night train at two thirty to Venice 
right= 
32 C =dva pa trideset ponoči 
  =two thirty at night 
33 A E: preko dneva ni: direktnih vlakov  
  E: there are no: direct trains during the day 
34 C preko dneva  [ni direktnih] (.)                  samo [ponoči] 
  there are no [direct trains] during the day (.) just [at night] 
35 A              [ne ne]                                [tako tako] 
               [no no]                                [right right] 
36 C pa ne:: redno mislim pač toto ko pride:: er:: petnajst evrov na enega še nimate al 
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37 mate to al () 
  but no::t standard I mean that one that co::sts er:: fifteen euros per person you 
don’t yet have or you have them or () 
38 
39  
A GOSPA  PONAVLJAM  TO  JE  KOLIČINSKO  OMEJE↑NA  PONUDBA  [PRVI POGOJ] ZA  TO  PA  
JE DA SE VSAJ OSEM DNI V NAPREJ ZAKUPI. NE 
  MADAM I’M REPEATING THIS IS QUANTITATIVELY LIMITE↑D OFFER [FIRST CONDITION] FOR IT 
IS THAT IT’S PURCHASED AT LEAST EIGHT DAYS IN ADVANCE. RIGHT 
40 C                                                         °°[količinsko]°° 
                                                          °°[quantitatively]°° 
41 C aja os[em dni naprej] 
  oh ei[ght days in advance] 
42  A       [če bo še na voljo] 
        [if avaliable] 
43  C če bo [še na voljo] 
  if     [avaliable] 
44 A       [ta:ko ta:ko] 
        [ri:ght ri:ght] 
45 C ja  dobro te pa grem jaz v Maribor pogledat če majo še  
  yes okay then I’ll go to Maribor and see if they still have them 
46 A tako tako 
  right right 
47 C aha dobro te te pa hvala l[epa zaenkrat] 
  uh huh okay then thanks v[ery much for now] 
48 A                           [okej okej] 
                            [okay okay] 
49 C nasvi[denje] 
   good[bye] 
50 A      [nasvi]denje 
       [good]bye 
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Appendix 14: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 24, call length 1:23 min – What is for you late erm early] 
(A: female (Agent 3); C: female customer) 
01 A železniške informacije prosim 
  train information hello 
02 
03 
C er:: do↑ber da:n za:: Sevnico kda::j tko popo:ldan bolj zgodaj popoldne kdaj vlak 
pelje. i::z Most  
  er:: he↑llo: to:: Sevnica whe::n in the afternoo:n early afternoon is a train. 
fro::m Moste   
04  (..) 
05 A za Sevnico 
  to Sevnica 
06  (..) 
07 C Sevnico ja pri Krškem    
  Sevnica yes near Krško 
08  (4.0) 
09 A ºermº enajsti    
  ºermº eleven 
10  (0.3) 
11  dvanajstih enih 
  twelve one 
12  (..) 
13  kdaj 
  when 
14 
15 
C erm ↑aha::: tore::j ob eni::h gre ob enih pa:::  
[pol gre ºob dveh]?º 
  erm ↑oh::: so:: at o::ne it goes at one a:::nd 
[then it goes at ºtwo]?º 
16 
17 
A [ JAZ  SEM  REKLA ]  GOSPA: ČE ŽELITE METI OB ENA::JSTI DVA::NAJSTI OB ENI KDAJ JE 
ZA VAS POZ ERM  Z[GODA::J] ((nejevoljno)) 
  [ I     SAID     ]   MA:DAM IF YOU WANT A TRAIN AT ELE::VEN TWE::LVE OR ONE WHAT IS 
FOR YOU LATE ERM [EA::RLY] ((annoyed)) 
18 C                  [erm zgo]daj PO-PO::L-DA:N torej ena a je dvo:jka(.)ob dveh tudi. 
                   [erm ear]ly AF-TE::R-NOO:N so one or is two:(.)around two also. 
19 
20 
A aha se pra:v tko:le mamo poveza:vo dvanajst pet- e ne iz Most dvanajst 
sedeminpetdeset 
  uh huh ok:ay thi:s is the conne:ction twelve five- e no from Moste twelve fifty-
seven 
21 A prestopate v Zidanem Mostu. 
  change at Zidani Most. 
22 C aha  
  uh huh 
23 A potem mate naprej trinajst šestinpetd↑eset  
  then the next one at thirteen fifty-s↑ix 
24 C    aha: [to je]  
  uh hu:h [that’s] 
25 
26 
A         [iz Most] ali:: pa >čakte kaj pa je s te:m< (.) °petnajst to je tole° ne 
stoji pa mate štirinajst petinpet- ne petnajst nula ena iz Most  
          [from Moste] o::r >wait what’s with this o:ne< (.) °fifteen it’s this° 
doesn’t stop you have one at fourteen fiftyfi- no fifteen ou one from Moste 
27 C aha torej tale ob dveh gre pa direktno ni treba presedat 
  uh huh so the one at two is a direct one no changes needed 
28 A kater ob dveh? trinajst šestinpetd↑eset= 
  which one at two? thirteen fifty-s↑ix= 
29 C =eee trinajst ja ja trinajst takole ste rekl trin↑ajst 
  =eee thirteen yes yes thirteen you said thirt↑een 
30 A ta gre direktno ja 
  this is a direct one yes 
31 C aha torej trinajst sedem e >kok ste rekl< trinajst šestinpetdeset.  
  oh so thirteen seven e >what did you say< thirteen fifty-six. 
32 A ja- 
  yes- 
33 
34 
C saj to je približno podobno ja trinajst šestinpetdeset. u redu najl↑epša hvala 
nasvidenje 
  that’s somewhat similar yes thirteen fifty-six. okay thanks very m↑uch  
goodbye 
35 A °dijo° 
  °bye° 
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Appendix 15: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 25, call length 1:20 min – Trains don’t run every ten minutes] 
(A: female (Agent 3); C: female customer) 
01 A železniške informacije pr↑osim  
  train information he↑llo 
02 C °dober dan° 
  °hello° 
03  (0.3) 
04  °rada bi odhod vla:kov, potniškega vlaka Ljublja:na Celje° 
  °I’d like to know about tra:in departures, passenger train Ljublja:na Celje° 
05  (0.5) 
06 A kda:j pa gospa želite 
  wha:t time Madam would you like it 
07 C °E: okrog tre::h po tretji uri° 
  °E: around three:: after three° 
08  (0.5) 
09 A danes? 
  today? 
10 C °ja danes° 
  °yes today° 
11  (3.0) 
12  °kdaj ima odhod to°= 
  °when it departs°= 
13 
14 
A =imate pet do tre::h potniški::. štirinajst petinpetdeset? al pa petnajst 
petinštirideset.=  
  =there’s a pa::senger train at five to three::. fourteen fifty-five? or fifteen 
fourty-five.= 
15 C stirinajst petinpetdeset ali?  
  fourteen fifty-five or? 
16 A petnajst petinštirideset 
  fifteen fourty-five 
17  (0.5) 
18 C petnajst petinštirideset 
  fifteen fourty-five 
19 A ja 
  yes 
20  (0.5) 
21 C ja. to gre čez skozi Poljčane  
  yes. It goes through Poljčane 
22  (2.0) 
23 A Pra:gersko::: Poljča::ne ja.  
  Pra:gersko::: Poljča::ne yes. 
24 C ja. (.) štirinajst petinpetdeset? petnajst petinštirideset? naslednji pa::?  
yes. (.) fourteen fifty-five? fifteen fourty-five? and the next one is a::t? 
25  (0.3) 
26 A °šestnajst petinpetdeset°  
°sixteen fifty-five°  
27  (0.5) 
28 C petna:jst petinpetdese::t. 
  fiftee:n fifty-fi::ve. 
29 A ŠESTNA::JST petin[petinpetdeset na deset minut]  
  SIXTEE::N     fif[ty-five every ten minutes] 
30 C                  [šestna::jast petinpe:tdeset]  
                   [sixte::n fi:fty-five] 
31 A vlaki ne vozijo a ne:: 
  the trains don’t run ri::ght  
32 C kako::? 
  wh::at? 
33 A                PRAV::M DA NA DESET MINUT ŽE NE VOZIJO A NE [K STE REKLA] 
  I’M SA::YING THAT THEY DO NOT RUN EVERY TEN MINUTES RIGHT [CAUSE YOU SAID] 
34 C                                                        [ja dobro] hvala:: lepa 
                                                            [yes okay] tha::nks very 
much  
35 
36 
A SE PRAV ŠTIRINAJST PETINPETDESET, PETNAJST PETINŠTIRIDESET PA ŠESTNAJST 
PETINPETDESET 
  THIS MEANS FOURTEEN FIFTY-FIVE, FIFTEEN FOURTY-FIVE AND SIXTEEN FIFTY-FIVE 
37 C dobro:: kje stoji če mi lahko še rečete 
  oka::y which platform if you can tell me 
38 A to so vse potniški ponavad stoji sedmi ali osmi peron  
  these are all passenger trains usually it’s platform seven or eight 
39 C sedmi ali osmi peron hv↑ala lepa  
  platform seven or eight tha↑nks a lot 
40 A prosim 
  you’re welcome 
41 C dijo 
  bye 
42 A dijo 
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  bye 
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Appendix 16: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 26, call length 0:23 min – Well say it] 
(A: female (Agent 3); C: female customer) 
01 A železniške informa:cije pro↑si:m 
  train informa:tion he↑llo: 
02 C >ja pozdravljeni, mene pa samo nekaj zanima.< 
  >yes hello, I just want to know something.< 
03  (3.5) 
04 C HALO::? 
  HELLO::? 
05 A JA POVE::JTE 
  WELL SA::Y IT 
06 C ja::: er:: done:s er:::m er: za vla:k in sicer ko maš tisto ka:rtico e:rm euro26 ne 
  ye:::s er:: toda:y er:::m er: for the tra:in when you have that ca:rd e:rm euro26 
right 
07 A ja? 
  yes? 
08 C >ja če je nimaš s seboj er: če imaš oseben dokument je::< 
  >yes if you don’t have it with you er: if you have an ID i::s< 
09  A ne pomaga kartica mora bit  
  it doesn’t help it has to be the card 
10 C uredu hva::la  
  okay tha::nks 
11 A prosim 
  you’re welcome 
12 C nasvidenje 
  goodbye 
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Appendix 17: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 27, call length 0:44 min – I’m waiting for you to say it] 
(A: female (Agent 3); C: male customer)   
01 A železniške informa:cije pro↑si:m 
  train informa:tion he↑llo: 
02 C dober dan? 
  hello? 
03  (0.5) 
04  Robert pr telefonu. (.) er:: eno vprašanje mam.  
  Robert speaking. (.) er:: I have one question.  
05  (5.0) 
06  A:: SE VAS ZLO SLABO SLIŠIM? 
  E:: I CAN BARELY HEAR YOU? 
07 A               ne: čakam da [povete ne:?] 
  no: I’m waiting for you to [finish ri:ght?]    
08 
09 
C                            [aha::a mi] lahko prosm poveste naslov za potniški 
promet Maribor kok ma tista postaja::: (.) naslov.  
                             [o::h can] you please tell me the address of passenger 
unit in Maribor what’s the address of that (.)sta:::tion.  
10 A tega pa jaz na žalost ne znam, boste poklicu v Maribor. vam bojo kej več znali 
povedat a ne  
  I can’t unfortunately, you will call Maribor station. they’ll be able to tell you 
more right 
11 c erm ja lahko ja sej če bi mel to na strani mal lepš napisan bi že. u glavnem 
povejte številko prosim 
  erm yes okay well if your website were a bit better organized I would. anyways tell 
me the number please 
  (2.0) 
12 A dva devet dva dva ena šest štiri  
  two nine two two one six four 
  (1.5) 
13 C hvala lepa nasvidenje 
  thanks a lot goodbye 
14 A nas  
  good 
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Appendix 18: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 28, call length 1:26 min – Hello?] 
(A: male (Agent 2); C: female customer) 
01 A Ljubljana inform↑acije dober dan 
  Ljubljana inform↑ation hello 
02 
03 
C dobe:::r da:n nekaj me sam zanima jaz bi vprašala za:: vlake k grejo iz Maribo:ra 
do Ljubla::ne:. danes kaj. 
  hello::: I just want to know one thing I’d like to ask abou::t trains that go from 
Maribo:r to Ljublja::na:. today. 
04 
05 
A dane↑s bomo re::kli er °°ure:: er°° ja- °°Maribor°° enajst šestinštirideset 
evrocity direkten vlak.  
  toda↑y we’ll sa::y er °°hou::r er°° yes- °°Maribor°° eleven fourty-six eurocity 
direct train. 
06 C .hhh enajst šestinštirideset kdaj pa pride v Ljubljano? 
  .hhh eleven fourty-six when does it arrive to Ljubljana? 
07 A štrnajst pa šest minut 
  fourteen and six minutes 
08 C   štrnajst pa šest minut (.) kaj pa kasneje?     [zveče::r?] 
    fourteen and six minutes (.) what about later? [eveni::ng?] 
09 A                                                  [dvanajst ] Halo? 
                                                   [twelve ] Hello? 
10 C (.) ja?  
  (.) yes? 
11 A kdaj ste rekli zvečer?  
  when did you say in the evening? 
12 C zvečer nekje da bi bli ob osmih v Ljublja::ni.  
  sometime evening so that we are in Ljublja::na at eight. 
13  (2.0) 
14 
15 
A šestnajst pa petdeset iz:: er Maribora prihod v Ljubljano je osemnajst pa 
osemintrideset  
  sixteen and fifty fro::m er Maribor arrival at Ljubljana at eighteen and thirty-
seven 
16 C ne: to mi je prehitro to mi je prehitro 
  no: that’s too soon that’s too soon 
17 
18 
A deve↑tnajst petinštirideset iz Maribo↑ra hitri vla:k in ste v Ljubljani enaidvajset 
osemintrideset  
  nine↑teen fourty-five from Maribo↑r a fast tra:in and you’re in Ljubljana at 
twenty-one thirty-eight 
19 C aha:: vmes pa ni nobenga? 
  uh hu::h aren’t there any trains between the two? 
20 A        so. Ampak so pa lokalci. Reci[mo osemnajst] 
  there are. But regional ones.for insta[nce eighteen] 
21 
22 
23 
C                                     [no saj to m]e ne zanima er:::: to ne me er::: 
to mi je vseeno me zanima sam tak da sem nekje ob sedmih osmih po sedmi uri pa do 
osme nekje  
                                      [well I’m not] interested in that er:::: I’m 
not er::: I don’t care I want to know just so that I’m there at around seven eight 
after seven and before eight 
24 
25 
A dobro gospa pol bova rekla pa takole. (.) šestnajst petdeset iz maribora hitri vlak 
ste v Ljubljani petnajst do sedmih zvečer  
  okay Madam we’ll say the following. (.) sixteen fifty from Maribor fast train and 
you’re in Ljubljana fifteen minutes to seven p.m. 
26 
27 
C ne saj sem rekla glejte gospod to je  [meni prehitro PO SEDMI] URI MORAM BIT V 
LJUBLJANI 
  no I told you look Sir that’s too soon [for me I NEED TO BE IN] LJUBLJANA AFTER 
SEVEN 
28 A                                          [sedemnajst. Halo::::] 
                                           [seventeen. Hallo::::] 
29  VREDU GOSPA ((stranka odloži)) 
  OKAY MADAM ((customer hangs up)) 
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Appendix 19: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 29, call length 4:35 min – Are weDUAL on the line?] 
(A: female (Agent 2); C: female customer) 
01 A Ljubljana informacije dob↑er dan 
  Ljubljana information h↑ello 
02 C dober dan želim 
  hello 
03 A dan 
  hi 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
C in sicer mene zanima kako je za::: če obsta↑jajo er in kako prit do 
subvencioniranga prevo↑za če se otrok vozi na relaciji: (.) Ljublja:na Maribo↑r to 
je kolko kilometrov °pa do Ruš°in v kakšno kategorijo vlaka so↑di .hhh in potem 
kako pride kr mislim da se subvencionira tut te prevo↑ze kako se subvencionira te 
prevoze pr vas.      
  I actually want to know how it’s fo:::r if there a↑re er and how to get subsidised 
transporta↑tion if a child commutes betwee:n (.) Ljublja:na and Maribo↑r that’s how 
many kilometres °and to Ruše° and which category of train this i↑s .hhh and then 
how it is cause I think this transporta↑tion is also subsidised and how this is 
subsidised with you.  
09  (1.0) 
10 A .hhh maste gospa otroški dod↑atek  
  .hhh do you have child ben↑efit 
11 C ne:: >nimam< 
  no:: >I don’t< 
12 A nimaste dobro potem pa tako je to dijak študent ali osnovnošolec= 
  you don’t okay then it’s like this is this a pupil a student or primary school 
pupil= 
13 C =dijak. 
  =a pupil. 
14 A dijak  
  a pupil 
15 C ja- 
  yes- 
16 A ta:ko er zdej če ni: se prav ali ima štipendijo 
  ri:ght er now if he’s no:t I mean does he have a scholarship 
17 C ne?- 
  no?- 
18 A ne okej in ne: biva v domu 
  no okay and he do:esn’t live in a dormitory 
19 C in biva v domu 
  an he lives in a dormitory 
20 A b↑i:va v domu. 
  he l↑i:ves in a dormitory. 
21 C ja  
  yes 
22 A ja pol ne vem če se mesečna spl↑ača er bova pogledala kolk je mese[čna] 
  yes I don’t know if a monthly is p↑ays off er we’ll look how much i[t is] 
23 
24 
C                                                                   [ne s]e ne splača 
m[ese]čna 
                                                                    [no i]t doesn't 
p[ay ]off 
25 A   [no] 
    [well] 
26 
27 
C >se pa subvencionirajo vsi prevozi ker sem pogledala sem govorila s kolegico na< 
ministrstvu za šolstvo=  
  >but all transfers are subsidised cause I checked and I spoke to a colleague at< 
the Ministry of Education= 
28 A =ja- 
  =yes- 
29 C in mi je povedala da se in zdej 
  and she told me that it is and now 
30 A °ja° 
  °yes° 
31 C [prvič me zanima] 
  [firstly I want to know] 
32 A [°ja ja  ja  ja°] 
  [°yes yes yes yes°] 
33 C rela:cija da vem katere  vlake  katere  stvari s[o: er in] 
  the rou:te so I know which trains which things a[re: er and] 
34 
35 
A                                                 [glejte gos]pa er::: zdej v tem 
primeru sva rekla mesečna se ne splača ne 
                                                [look Mad]am er::: now in this case 
we said a monthly does not pay off right 
36 C ne sem pogledala gor 
  no I checked there 
37 
38 
A SPLAČA SE PA er:: mogoče tako če se dvakrat na tedn se verjetno pelje tja. in 
naz↑aj ne? 
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  IT PAYS OFF er:: maybe if he goes there like twice a week probably. and b↑ack 
right? 
39 C .hhh JA AMPAK POTEM SE ON VOZ NA RELACIJI Ruše Maribor z vlakom. 
  .hhh YES BUT THEN HE TAKES THE ROUTE Ruše Maribor by train.  
40 A mhm mhm 
  mhm mhm 
41 C in to se vozi tja pa nazaj dnevno. 
  and he takes these trips daily.  
42 A stanuje pa v Mariboru potem al kako= 
  he lives in Maribor then or what= 
43 C =ne stanuje v domu ampak hodi na treninge v Maribor 
  =no he lives in a dormitory but his trainings are in Maribor 
44  (3.0) 
45 
46 
 (h)(h)s(h)e(h)j vse(h)en(h)o stanuje v dijaškem domu v Rušah in se vozi na  
[treninge v Maribor ()] 
  h)(h)w(h)e(h)ll an(h)ywa(h)ys he lives in a dormitory in Ruše and his  
[trainings are in Maribor ()] 
47 
48 
A [.hhh lejte možno je:: možno je] nabavit izkaznico Euro minus šestindvajset za 
mla:jše od šestindvajset let to velja,     [er] 
  [.hhh look it’s possible i::t’s] possible to get the Euro minus twenty-six card for 
tho:se younger than twenty-six             [er] 
47 C                                           [°Ja°] 
                                            [°Yes°] 
50 A sicer stane osemnajst evrov? 
  it costs eighteen euros? 
51 C [tist] sem že kupla  
  [that] I already bought 
52 A [velja]              
  [it's valid] 
53 C [ki ma] štrdeset procentov popusta 
  [that has] fourty percent discount 
54 A [tako]  
  [right] 
55 C na vsak nakup ja 
  for each purchase yes 
56 A tako tako tako 
  right right right 
57 C POLEG TEGA IMAJO PRAVICO DO SUBVENCIONIRANJA ČE SE VOZI DNE::VNO?  
  APART FROM THAT THEY ARE ENTITLED TO SUBSIDIES IF THEY COMMUTE DA::YLY? 
58 A ja- 
  yes- 
59 C so mi rekl in tu:di če se vozi tko in to zdej prav proučuje [ena gospa] 
  they said and a:lso if he commutes this way and this is  
                                            now being looked [into by a lady] 
60 
61 
A                                                                 [.hhhhhhhhh] LEJTE    
TAKO   BOVA      RE:KLA [MO:ŽN-] 
                                                                  [.hhhhhhhhh]LOOK 
WE’LL SAY THE FOLLOWING [IT’S PO:SS-] 
62 C                        >[To mate vi]< 
                         >[you have this]< 
63  (1.5) 
64 A .hhhh halo::? 
  .hhh hello::? 
65 C ja ja. po[vejte] 
  yes yes. g[o on] 
66 A          [sva na] liniji 
           [are we]DUAL on the line 
67 C sv[↑a ja] 
  w[e↑ are] yes 
68 
69 
A  [sva na] liniji dobro. .hhh mo↑žno je er bomo rekl od stalnega kraja bivanja koder 
biva ne pa do šole 
   [we’re on] the line good. .hhh it’s po↑ssible er let’s say from your residence 
where he lives right and to school 
70 C ja 
  yes 
71 A in nazaj tukaj je možna mesečna ostale stvari pa ne. 
  and back here a monthly is possible but not anything else. 
72 C O-STALO PA JA KER TI V PIŠE PRAVILNIK 
  THE R-EST IS POSSIBLE CAUSE IT SAYS IN THE REGULATIONS 
73 A °mhm° 
74 C zdej mene zanima kdo je kako vi ste rekl sej mate evro šestindvajset?  
  now I want to know who is how you said you have euro twenty-six? 
75 A °mhm mhm mhm° 
76 C on ima od do:ma do tre:ningov in trening je pač uradno prjavljeno 
  he has from do:rms to tra:inings and the training is officially registered 
77 A °mhm° 
78 C kje je tam je njegovo začasno bivališče v dijaškem domu, in to je tudi vse urejeno, 
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  where is his current temporary address in the dorms, and that’s settled, 
79 A °mhm° 
80 C in ima vso dokumenta:cijo in torej= 
  and has all the documenta:tion and so= 
81 A =prav. 
  =okay. 
82 
83 
C ne mi govort da ne, stvar je samo v tem če mate vi točne mi povejte kdo je vaš š↑ef 
in se tam pogovarjam ker zdej mam e:n mesec se že s tem nategujemo. 
  don’t tell me no, the thing is just that if you have exact tell me who your 
s↑upervisor is and I’ll talk there cause it’s been o:ne month we’ve been screweing 
with this. 
84 A d↑obro gospa prosm če počakate na l↑iniji bomo- probal- uredit. 
  o↑kay Madam please hold on the l↑ine we will- try- to solve this. 
85 C ja? 
  yes? 
86 A [trenutek] 
  [one moment] 
87 C [dejte no] prosm hvala 
  [do that] please thanks 
88  ((pause of 1 minute and 4 seconds as the agent walks away)) 
89 A halo? 
  hello? 
90 C ja:: ((nejevoljno)) 
  ye::s ((annoyed)) 
91 
92 
A dejte prosm poklicat oddelek za reklamacije e:r devet tri šest pet nič osem pa nula 
ena je omrežna (.) se pravi Ljubljana= 
  please call the complaints department e:r nine three six five ou eight and ou one 
is the network number (.) that is Ljubljana= 
93 C =sej sem u Ljubljani  devet tri šest in 
  =I’m in Ljubljana nine three six and 
94 A pet nič osem 
  five ou eight 
95 C ampak to je oddelek za reklamacije= 
  but that’s the complaint department= 
96 A =ja- 
  =yes- 
97 C in to nima nobe:ne veze ko oni ne določajo tega 
  and this has no:thing to do with this as they don’t determine this 
98  (1.0) 
99 A GOSPA: RAVNO ONI VAM BOJO POVEDAL ER KJE SO KEČI NE?  
  MADA:M THEY WILL TELL YOU ER WHERE THE CATCH IS RIGHT? 
100  (2.0) 
101 C dobro bom 
  okay I’ll 
102 A tako. 
  right. 
103 C bomo preverli še to velja hvala nasvidenje 
  we’ll check this thanks goodbye 
104 A prosm l↑ep dan 
  you're welcome have a n↑ice day 
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Appendix 20: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 30, call length 1:31 min – Delays are unbelievable] 
(A: female (Agent 1); C: female customer) 
01 A Ljubljana informacije prosi:m  
  Ljubljana information he:llo 
02 C ja: bi prosi:la e::rm za: vlak iz zjutri ta prv k gre iz Kopra za Ljubljano. 
((noise in the background)) 
  ye:s I’d li:ke e::rm fo:r train mo morning the first one from Koper to Ljubljana. 
03  (1.0) 
04 A iz K:↑opra za Ljubljano 
  from K:↑oper to Ljubljana 
05 C ja °ja iz Kopra° 
  yes °yes from Koper° 
06 A to bi šli jutri zjutraj 
  you’d like to go tomorrow morning 
07 C na prvi vlak ja?  
  with the first train yes? 
08  (2.0) 
09 A mate pet petindva:jset  
  at five twenty-fi:ve 
10 C ja pet petindva:jse↑t in potem me zanima kako imam zvezo za Jesenice.  
  yes five twe↑nty-fi:ve and then I want to know the connection to Jesenice. 
11  (3.0) 
12 A pote:m bi šli iz Kopra do Jesenic ne samo do Ljubljane ne? 
  you’d the:n like to go from Koper to Jesenice not only to Ljubljana right? 
13  (..) 
14 C ja ma ne se moram presest  
  yes well no I have to change 
15 A ja to ve:m samo  vi mi  morte  povedat točno potem  kam  greste  pet 
[petindva:jset] 
  yes I know tha:t you have to say exactly where you’re going five [twenty-fi:ve] 
16 C                                                                  [Na JESENI↑CE-]  
                                                                   [to JESENI↑CE-] 
17  (1.0) 
18  ja-= 
  yes-= 
19  >=potem iz Lublane na  Jesenice  na ta  vlak  kaj  je [najboljše od tega]< 
  >=then from Ljubljana to Jesenice on this train what’s [the best of it]< 
20 
21 
22 
A                                                        [NA PET PETINDV]A:JSET MATE 
IZ KOPRA PRIDETE V LJUBLJANO SEDEM SEDEMINŠTIRIDESET IZ LJUBLJANE MATE osem 
osemnajst pa ste na Jesenicah devet trideset  
                                                         [AT FIVE TWENTY-F]I:VE YOU 
HAVE FROM KOPER ARRIVE TO LJUBLJANA SEVEN FOURTY-SEVEN FROM LJUBLJANA at eight 
eighteen arrive to Jesenice at nine thirty 
23 C aha a je to navaden vlak u osem osemnajst 
  uh huh is that a regional train eight eighteen 
24 A     osem osemnajst je   navaden      p[et peti]ndvajset je pa Intercity gospa 
  eight eighteen is the regional train f[ive twenty-]five is the Intercity Madam 
25                       [navaden] 
                                        [regional] 
26 
27 
C kaj pa kaj pa kaj pa če ma tale: er: zamu↑do(.)recimo tale osem osemnajst kdaj gre 
pa naslednji? 
  what about what about what if this one is dela↑yed (.)let’s say the eight eighteen 
one when is the next one? 
28 A po::l ure pa ne bo mel zamude.  
  there won’t be a ha::lf-hour delay. 
29  (0.5) 
30 
31 
C a.ja::: pa jo ma- >kr jaz se vozm usak vikend samo s temu zjutri ne grem< 
neverjetne zamude so a veste  
  oh.ye:::s it does- >cause I take this route every weekend just that I don’t take 
the morning one< delays are unbelievavle you know  
32 A    ja uča[::sih] 
  yes some[::times] 
33 C       [VSEENO MI] POVEJTE NASLEDNGA NO TKO DA SEM BREZ SKRBI  
        [WELL TELL] ME ABOUT THE NEXT ONE ANYWAYS SO THAT I WON’T WORRY 
34 A j↑a:. 
  y↑e:s. 
35 C °ja za Jesenice nasledn nasledn jutri je petek ne° 
  °well to Jesenice the next next tomorrow is Friday right° 
36 A potem mate pa devet sedemindvajset ali devet petištirideset 
  then there’s at nine twenty-seven or nine fourty-five 
37 C >a dobro dobro to jih je pa dost. najlepša hvala gospa nasvidenje< 
  >oh good good that’s enough. thanks very much Madam goodbye< 
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Appendix 21: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 31, call length 3:13 min – Will three people sleep on two beds?]  
(A:  male (Agent 2); C: male customer) 
01 A Ljubljana inform↑acije dober dan 
  Ljubljana inform↑ation hello 
02 C do↑ber dan.  
  he↑llo. 
03 A >dan< 
  >hi< 
04 C eno informacijo prosim 
  one piece of information please 
05 A ja. 
  yes.  
06 
07 
C in sicer er:: (.) <tri:↑je bi šli radi v Beogra:d(.)in sicer er:: to je er tisti 
motorni vlak er:  kaj  je že     Beograd spe[cial] MV 314?> 
  namely er:: (.) thr↑ee: of us want to go to Belgra:de(.)that is er:: that’s er 
that train er: what’s it called Belgrade spe[cial] MV 314? 
08 A          [ja]       315 Ljubljana Beograd ja 
                                              [yes]      315 Ljubljana Belgrade yes 
09 C 315 Ljubljana Beograd ja pol pa z Beograda nazaj zopet ne 
  315 Ljubljana Belgrade yes and then from Belgrade back again right 
10 A tako? 
  right? 
11 C in sicer er:::: (.) kaj tisto še vela tisto petindvajset er:: 
  namely er:::: (.) is this still available that twenty-five er:: 
12 
13 
A za sedež se dobi za petindvajset v eno smer povratna je petdese↑t ampa::k morate 
do blagajne priporočam kak teden vnaprej= 
  for a seat it’s twenty-five for a single a return is fift↑y bu::t I recommend you 
go to the ticket office at least a week in advance= 
14 C =ja ja to že 
  =yes yes of course 
15 A in se to zakupi v naprej 
  and buy it in advance 
16 C tako no- ležalnik pa tudi ne?  
  right well- also the berth right? 
17 
18 
A LEŽALNIK NI MOŽEN PO TEJ PONUDBI BEOGRAD SPECIAL (.) pol morte navadno povratno 
kupit za enainsedemdeset in pa doplačilo za ležalnik dvajset evrov povratna.  
  A BIRTH IS NOT AVAILABLE IN THIS OFFER BELGRADE SPECIAL (.) you then need a 
standard return for seventy-one and extra twenty euros for a berth for a return. 
19 C er: er za tisti double ne? 
  er: er for that double right? 
20 
21 
A ta::ko er ne: double gospod je pa to spet druga pesem (.) bo pa tako 
enainsedemdeset evrov povratna, na potnika= 
  ri::ght er no: double Sir is a totally different story (.) that is seventy-one 
euros return, per passenger= 
22 C =čakte enainsedemdeset po[vratna] 
      =wait seventy-one ret[urn] 
23 A  [pl↑u:s] oseminštirideset za double povratna. 
                           [pl↑u:s] fourty-eight for a return for double.  
24 C plu:s oseminštirideset  
  plu:s fourty-eight 
25 A dodatek. 
  extra. 
26 C er::: to je za ležal[nik double] 
  er::: that’s for a be[rth double] 
27 A   [povratna] 
    [return] 
28 C povratna. 
  return. 
29 A tako gospod. 
  that’s right Sir. 
30 
31 
C to se pravi enainsedemdeset plus oseminštrdeset čakte hitro zapišem (.) to je 
devet je stodevetnajst krat tri ne? 
  so this means sevety-one plus fourty-eight wait I’m writing quickly(.)that’s nine 
it’s hundred and nineteen times three right?  
32  (0.5) 
33  če smo trije 
  if it’s the three of us 
34 
35 
A <.hhh gospod lejte double pomeni da sta dve postelji v oddelku a boste trije na 
dveh posteljah ležal> 
 
 
 <.hhh Sir look double means there are two berths in the compartment will the 
three of you sleep on two beds> 
36 C ja 
  yes 
37  ne ne ne ne ne ne 
  no no no no no no 
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38 A no:: vidte potem bova pa rekla troposteljni spalnik? bova rekla pa tako 
  we::ll you see then we’ll say a three-berth sleeper? we’ll say the following 
39 C jih majo tudi? 
  they also have those? 
40 A ER DAJTE MI VI GOSPOD ZAJ POVEDAT KOLK POTNIKOV VAS JE. TRI[JE?] 
  ER TELL ME NOW SIR HOW MANY PASSENGERS THERE ARE.       TH[REE?] 
41 C  [Trije] 
         [Three] 
42 A no pol pa t↑ako povejmo. želite pa spalnik za tja in za nazaj.  
  well then sayPL s↑o. you want a sleeper for both ways.  
43 C seveda 
  sure 
44 A povratna karta je (.) se vrnete prej kot v enem mesecu? 
  a return is (.) are you coming back sooner than in a month? 
45 C ja ja 
  yes yes 
46 A super. lejte pol pa takole dvainšestdeset eurov bo osnovna cena, na potnika? 
  great. look then it’s like these sixty-two euros is the basic fare, per 
passenger? 
47 C ja? 
  yes? 
48 A doplačilo za spalnik tri postelje so v oddelku  
  the fee for a sleeper with three beds 
49 C ja 
  yes 
50 A doplačilo je pa dvaintrideset eurov povratna na osebo. 
  the fee is thirty-two euros return per person. 
51 C <dvaintrideset po osebi povratna> 
  <thirty-two per person> 
52 A tako  
  right 
53 C <dobro to se pravi mamo pa tak=> 
  <okay this means it’s like this=> 
54 A =<vse skupaj štiriindevetdeset eurov povratna karta na osebo>  
  =<altogether it’s ninety-four euros return per person> 
55 C =<štiriindevetdeset eurov> 
  =<ninety-four euros> 
56  (1.5) 
57 A ta::ko.  
  ri::ght 
58 C kak? še enkrat. zdaj sem pa zopet zameša(h)l(h) 
  what? once more. now I’ve messed up everyth(h)in(h)g 
59 
60 
A gospod če je toliko potnikov kot ste reku in da želite potovanje kot ste mi 
povedu je sk↑upna cena na potnika  
  Sir if the number of passengers is as you said and you want to travel as you told 
me the total fare per passenger is 
61 C ja 
  yes 
62 A štiriindevetdeset eurov  
  ninety-four euros 
63 C štiri aha štiriindevetdeset eurov je 
  four oh ninety-four euros it is 
64 A priporočam nakup karte vsaj kak teden u naprej, 
  I recommend purchasing the tickets at least a week in advance, 
65 C [tako in to lahko jaz v mariboru kupim?] 
  [right and I can buy this in Maribor?] 
66 A [zaradi rezervacije spalnika]            >Lahko kupite- tudi- v Maribor< 
  [because of sleeper reservation]         >You can- also- buy- it in Maribor< 
67 C no- super  
  well- great 
68 A tako 
  right 
69 C to je pa najbolj enostavno ne, 
  that’s the easiest way right, 
70 A prou 
  okay 
71 
72 
C to se pravi da majo spalnik, to se pravi da majo spalnik z tremi tistimi postlami 
al kaj je 
  this means that they have a sleeper, this means they have a sleeper with three 
beds or what 
73 A po želji gospod, po želji  
  as you wish Sir, as you wish 
74 C no- fajn 
  well- great 
75 A tako 
  right 
76 C najlepša vam hvala 
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  thanks a lot 
77 A >je že u redu lep dan< 
  >it’s okay good day< 
78 C na svidenje 
  goodbye 
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Appendix 22: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 32, call length 0:38 min – You can buy 100 tickets until then] 
(A: female (Agent 3); C: female customer) 
01 A železniške informacije prosim 
  train information hello 
02 
03 
C dobe::r dan. mene zanima jutr jaz zjutraj šest pa petnajst potem s tistim ko gre za 
Za:greb.  
  hello::. I want to know about tomorrow I morning at six fifteen then with that that 
goes to Za:greb. 
04 A ja- 
  yes- 
05 C iz Ljubljana  
  from Ljubljana 
06 A ja- 
  yes- 
07 C er:::: er zjutraj tko zgodaj prodajajo k↑arte že?  
  er:::: er so early in the morning do they already sell t↑ickets? 
08 A ja gospa, je odprta od pol šestih 
  Yes Madam, it’s open from five thirty on 
09 C a od pol šestih je odprto.  
  oh from five thirty it’s open. 
10 A °ja° 
  °yes° 
11 C aha prej ne.  
  oh not before that. 
12 A °ne° 
  °no° 
13 C mhm dobro. (.) Hvala. Upam da bom (h)e(h)rm(h)em= 
  mhm okay. (.) Thanks. I hope I’ll(h)e(h)rm(h)em= 
14 A =ja gospa petinštirideset minut (.) do takrat lahko stokrat kupte karto a ne 
  =yes Madam forty-five minutes (.) you can buy a ticket one hundred times till then 
right 
15 C <pra::v. °mislim če bo tko (.) drenj° °°zato sem misla°°> 
  <ri::ght. °I thought if it’s (.) crowded° °°that’s why°°> 
16 A ne ni drenja ob tej uri. 
  it’s not crowded at this hour.  
17 C ni:. v redu hvala lepa.  
  it’s no:t. okay thanks a lot. 
18 A prosim 
  you’re welcome 
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Appendix 23: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 33, call length 1:09 min – I didn’t say anything about the trains] 
(A: female (Agent 3); C: female customer) 
01 A železniške informacije prosim 
  train information hello 
02 C dober dan  
  hello 
03  (0.5) 
04  jaz bi samo rad vedu kok je cena:: er::: 
  I’d just like to know about the pri::ce er::: 
05  (0.5) 
06  železniške karte:: Ljubljana Salzburg pos- povra::tna 
  fare for Ljubljana Salzburg res- retu::rn 
07  (4.0) 
08 A koliko časa osta::jate v Salzburgu.  
  how long are you sta::ying in Salzburg for. 
09  (2.0) 
10 C ma ne ve:::::m lohk bo dese::t dni al pa štrna::jast ((odvečno))  
  I don’t kno:::::w could be te::n days or fourte::n ((reluctantly)) 
11  (2.0) 
12 A °mhm° 
13 C al pa tut več ne vem. 
  or it could be more don’t know. 
14 A se prav več k en mesec tudi? 
  so more than a month also? 
15  (1.0) 
16 C ma tam okrog enga meseca 
  well somewhere around one month 
17  (0.5) 
18 A no: če bo do enga mesca bo povratna sedeminštirideset 
  we:ll if it’s up to one month a return ticket is fourty-seven 
19  (0.5) 
20 C sedeminštirideset eurov? 
  fourty-seven euros? 
21 A tako je. via Jesenice, če pa izberete pot prek Maribora šestinpetdeset. odvisno 
kero povezavo boste izbral.  
  that’s right. via Jesenice, if you take the route via Maribor it’s fifty-six. 
depends on which connection you choose. 
22 C aha to je Ljubljana Salzburg in pol en mesec časa je za vrnitev ne? 
  oh that’s Ljubljana Salzburg and then return time is one month right? 
23 A tako je.  
  right. 
24  (0.5) 
25 C prav.  
  okay 
26  (3.0) ((the caller talks to someone in the background)) 
27  KAJ JE HITRI VLAK TO? 
  IS THIS THE FAST TRAIN? 
28 A NČ NISEM POVEDALA ZA VLAKE a ne jaz sem povedala samo za ceno.   
  I DIDN’T SAY ANYTHING ABOUT TRAINS right I only told you about the fare.  
29 C aha:: dobro okej.  
  oh:: right okay.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
30 A () 
31 C prav. hvala 
  right. thanks 
32 A ko se bo odločla za pot pride v info center pa naredimo vozni red in karto::  
  when she decides to travel she should come to the info center and we’ll make an 
itinera::ry 
33 C uredu hvala adijo 
  okay thanks bye 
34 A prosim adijo 
  you’re welcome bye 
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Appendix 24: [Chapter 5, Excerpt 34, call length 2:07 min – He ought to inquire by himself] 
(A: female (Agent 3); C: female customer) 
01 A železniške informacije prosim 
  train information hello 
02 
03 
04 
05 
C =>dober da:n gospa (.) Marija Novakova pri telefonu iz Postojne kliče::m (.)js pa še 
nikol nisem mela tega primera pa vas bi prosila če mi lahko- pove::ste (.) kaj naj 
nardim.< .hhh js sem kupila ka::rto pri vs in pa spalnik za relacijo Stuttg↑a::rt 
Mue↑nchen, Muenchen Ljubljana. 
  =>hello: Madam (.) Marija Novak speaking I’m ca::lling from Postojna (.) I’ve never 
had such a case and would like to ask you if you could- te::ll me (.) what I should 
do.< .hhh I bought a ti::cket from you and for a sleeper train for the route 
Stuttg↑a::rt Mu↑nich, Munich Ljubljana. 
06 A mhm? 
07 C za petek deveti deseti.  
  for Friday the ninth tenth.  
08 A ja? 
  yes? 
09  (0.3) 
10 
11 
C ((cough)) zdej pa zaradi de↑la ki ga i↑ma: (.) ne more devetega odpotova::t ampak 
šele v ponede::ljek 
  ((cough)) now because of the wo↑rk he ha:↑s (.) he cannot lea::ve on the ninth but 
only on Monda::y   
12 A °mhm° 
13 C pa me zanima: kaj lahko nardi:m 
  so I was wonderi:ng what can I do: 
14 A vi lahko pridete na:: mednarodno blagajno še dan↑es= 
  you can come to the:: international ticket office tod↑ay= 
15 C =ne mo↑rem er:: on je v v Stuttgart=  
  =I ca↑n’t er:: he is in in Stuttgart= 
16 A =ja potem pa bo o::n š[e::l] 
  =well then he:: will  g[o::] 
17 C                        [ja]   
                        [yes]   
18  ja 
  yes 
19 A s svojimi vozovnicami?  
  with his tickets? 
20 C ja? 
  yes? 
21 A na mednarodno blagajno?  
  to the international ticket office? 
22 C ja? 
  yes? 
23 A kjer mu bojo če je kupo v Sloveniji karte a ne? 
  where they will if he purchased tickets in Slovenia right? 
24 C ja 
  yes? 
25 A če jih je kupu v Sloveni↑ji, mu bojo morajo tam stornirati karte?   
  if he bought them in Sloven↑ia, they will they have to cancel them there? 
26 C mhm 
27 
28 
29 
A a ne? uveljavlja denar nazaj ko pride v Slovenijo, celotne cene er::: celotnega 
plačanega zneska ne bo dobil nazaj a ne? er za novo karto pač bo pa mogo plačat še 
enkrat a ne.  
  right? he claims money back when in Slovenia, the entire fare er::: the entire paid 
fare won’t be reimbursed right? er for the new ticket he will have to pay once 
again right. 
30 C mhm a tukaj er:: v Ljubljani pa jaz potem dobim denar? 
  mhm here er:: in Ljubljana I then get the money back? 
31 A ja:.  
  ye:s. 
32  (0.5) 
33 
34 
35 
 ampak ne u celoti a ne. za spalnik zdaj ne vem koliko vam bojo plačali oziroma 
koliko bojo dali nazaj. sicer pa kakšno karto on ma navadno. če je navadna karta ki 
velja dva meseca? 
  but not entirely right. for the sleeper I don’t know how much they will pay you or 
reimburse you. cause what type of ticket he has a standard one. if it’s a standard 
ticket that is valid for two months? 
36 C °mhm° 
37 A to vi pač mora on vedet mora pogledat kakšno karto ima iz Stuttgarta.= 
  you he just has to know he has to look at the type of ticket he has from 
Stuttgart.=  
38 C =kje pa to piše? 
  =where does it say? 
39 A ja na k↑arti gospa.  
  well on the t↑icket Madam. 
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40 C na karti piše veljavnost tudi? 
  on the ticket the validity is also? 
41 A seveda 
  of course 
42 C °mhm° 
43 A [potem ] 
  [then] 
44 C [piše ve]ljavnost dva meseca?  
  [it says v]alid for two months? 
45 A ja ne:: piše gospa da velja od do a ne= 
  well no:: it says Madam it’s valid from to right= 
46 C =od do ja, mhm  
  =from to yes, mhm 
47 
48 
A sicer pa če mu karta še velja lahko gre v ponedeljek s tem da pač samo rezervaci↑jo 
stornira in kupi novo.  
  but if the ticket is still valid he can go on Monday with it to cancel the booki↑ng 
only and buy a new one. 
49 C uh huh. 
50 A to pa se mora sj mu bojo na blagajni že sa:mi razložili ane: mal se mora tud sam ane 
  he should at the ticket office the:y will explain ri:ght he also should to right  
51 C mhm  
52 A pozanimat o tem   
  inquire by himself a bit 
53  (2.0) 
54 C °najlepša [hvala] ° 
  °thanks  [very much] ° 
55 A          [na bla]gajni bojo vidli vozovnico in mu bojo znali svetovati.  
           [at the ti]cket office they’ll see the ticket and will tell him what to do. 
56 C najlepša hvala. 
  thanks very much. 
57 A malenkost 
  no problem 
58 C na svidenje 
  goodbye 
59 A na svidenje 
  goodbye 
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Transcripts on Complaints 
(Chapter 6) 
 
Appendix 25: [Chapter 6, Excerpt 40, Complaint No. [1], follow up call, call length 2:50 min – She 
was really rude, sorry] 
(A: female; C: female customer) 
01 C Marko prosim 
  Marko hello 
02 A dober dan 
  good morning 
03  (0.5) 
04 C dober dan 
  good morning 
05 
06 
07 
A Verlakova pri telefonu kličem iz Slovenskih železnic.   vi [ste] ravnokar klic[al] 
pa včeraj ste er er sporočilo pustili na našem telefonu ampak jaz vas dons nism 
hotla še klicat ker n(h)e v(h)e(h)m a veste kdaj kdo vstane a ne pa 
  Verlakova speaking I'm calling from Slovenian Railways. you [ju]st called [and] you 
also left a er er message on our machine but I didn't want to call you yet today  
because I d(h)o(h)n't kn(h)o(h)w you know when someone gets up right so 
08 
 
09 
C                                                             [ja]               [()] 
                                                            [yes]              [()] 
mhm mhm mhm  
10 A tok zgodi 
  so early 
11 
12 
13 
14 
C >fino fino no ker jaz er ja sem zdle hotu klicat oziroma sem vas klical< er:::: en 
en problemčič mam er pa sploh ni tak nenavaden pa:: mal smešn >v glavnem včeraj 
zvečer sem pršel pol po::l devetih oziroma ob pet do pol devetih na Kranjsko 
železniško post↑ajo< 
  >good good right cause I er just wanted to call you actually I was calling you< 
er:::: one one tiny peoblem that I have er it's not that unusual a::nd a little 
funny >basically yesteday evening I came half ha::lf eight or five minutes to half 
eight to Kranj train st↑ation< 
15  (1.5) 
16 A °ja° 
  °yes° 
17 C in sem hotel kupit mesečno karto. 
  and wanted to buy a monthly ticket. 
18 A se prav ob pol devetih zvečer. 
  so at half past eight p.m. 
19  (1.0) 
20 C še celo malo prej ampak recimo ja ob pol devetih. 
  even a bit earlier but let's say yeah half past eight. 
21 A ja 
  yes 
22 C erm tam piše da blagajna dela do dvajset petinštirideset? 
  erm it says there that the ticket office is open till twenty fourty-five? 
23 A uh huh 
24 
25 
26 
C in ko sem pršel tja sem reku če lahko kupim mesečno::: vozovni↑co (.) in je bla 
gospa u:: ta prvič ko sem pršel je bla <relatvino prijazna> no oziroma bom reku pač 
taka (.) okej ne 
  and when I got there and said if I can buy a monthly::: ticke↑t (.) and the lady 
was u:: the first time I got there she was <relatively nice> well actually I'll say 
she was like (.) okay right 
27 A °mhm° 
28 
29 
C eer pol sn pa reku če lahko dobim karte pa je rekla da ne (.)zato ker ona dela 
mesečne karte samo do osmih zveč↑er 
  eer then I said if I can get the ticket and she said no (.) cause she only issues 
monthly tickets till eight ↑p.m. 
30  (1.0) 
31 
32 
33 
34 
 erm do petnajst do devetih zvečer pa lahko kupim navadno karto se prav za:::: en 
dan al pa dva dni recimo ne? ni mi hotla pa narest mesečne karte. in ker vemo da je 
pač v Kranju zjutri vedno gužva: in moram pridet ne vem dvajset minut prej da sploh 
lohk dobim karto a n↑e 
  erm till fifteen to nine p.m. I can buy a standard ticket this means fo::::r a day 
or two days right? she woudn't issue a monthly ticket. and cause we all know that 
in Kranj it's always cro:wded in the morning and I'd have to get there I don't know 
twenty minutes before to just get the ticket r↑ight 
35 A °mhm° 
36 C sem pa šel čez pet minut še enkrat nazaj ne 
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  I went back again five minutes later right 
37 A °mhm° 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
C in še enkrat prijazno nastopu ne sem reku kaj če se mogoče res ne bi dalo ene 
mesečne karte narest ker bo pač jutri zjutraj res gužva in bi mi pač (.) blo (.) to 
precej bolj bolj enostavno (.) je bla pa precej bolj osorna zlo zlo neprijazna se 
je obnašala in je rekla da ne da ona dela karte do osmih in nč druzga kljub temu da 
je pač tam vse povsod napisano da blagajna dela do petnajst do devetih. 
  and was friendly right I said if she really couldn't maybe issue one monthly ticket 
cause tomorrow morning it's going to be crowded and it'd just (.) make (.) things 
easier for me (.) and she was much more harsh very very rude she was behaving and 
said that no that she only issues tickets till eight and nothing else despite the 
fact that it's written everywhere that the ticket office operates fifteen to nine. 
43 A °°Mhm°°  
44  0.5 
45  [er:::] 
46 
47 
C [to mi] je::: zdaj ne vem al je to re::s (.) al ni res tut če je res je bla zlo 
neprijazna no sori. 
  [this] is::: now I don't know if that's true:: (.) or not even if it is she was 
very rude right sorry. 
48 
49 
50 
A aha ja ja, no glejte jas se bom jaz se bom zdaj pozanimala če:: er je res da ona 
lahko mislim da lahko zavrne potnika a ne <klub temu da je blagajna odprta do erm 
petnajst do devetih> 
  oh yes yes, well look I'll I'll check i::f er it's true that she can I mean that 
she can reject a passenger right <despite the fact that the ticket office is open 
till erm fifteen to nine> 
51  (1.0) 
52 C ja 
  yes 
53 A er:: se bom pozanimala:: er pa bi vas potem poklicala:: nazaj 
  er:: I'll che::ck er and i'd ca::ll you back then 
54 C super super super najlepša hvala 
  great great great thanks very much 
55 A vi pa ste (.) kdo? 
  you are (.) who? 
56 C Marko Branic B B B B r a n I c B ranic 
  Marko Branic B B B B r a n I c B ranic 
57 A aha vredu hvala le↑pa se slišiva 
  oh okay thanks ve↑ry much talk to you soon 
58 C hvala 
  thank you 
59 A ja nasvidenje 
  yes goodbye 
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Appendix 26: [Chapter 6, Excerpt 37, 41, 45, Complaint No. [2], call length 3:43 min – It’s a 
reklamacija] 
(A: female; C: male customer) 
01 A prosi:m 
  hello: 
02 C em, dober dan želim, Janez Novak pri telefonu iz Kranja  
  em, good afternoon, Janez Novak from Kranj speaking 
03 A dober dan 
  good afternoon  
04 
05 
C sem: poklical na centralo oziroma na podjetje pa so mi svetoval naj tole: številko 
pokličem, čeprav ni pohvala, ni pritožba, je pa reklamacija.  
 
 
06 
 I: rang the headquarters or the company and they told me to telephone thi:s 
number, although this is not a compliment or a complaint, but a reklamacija.  
(1.0) 
07 A °°uh huh°° 
08 
 
09 
10 
11 
12 
 erm poglejte, sin je potreboval za štipendijo  
erm look, my son needed for his scholarship 
(1.0)   
višino:: mesečne vozovnice: .hhhh: iz Kranja do Ljubljane (.) in so mu ta podatek, 
ki izvira iz vaše tarife zaračunal pet evrov in jih je tud mogu plačat. takšna, 
takšen znesek ni le oderušk, ampak je tud nesramno visok ((disapprovingly)) 
 
 
 
 
13 
 the pri::ce of a monthly ticke:t .hhhh: from Kranj to Ljubljana (.)and for this 
data which is taken from your tariff he was charged five Euros and also had to pay 
them. such, such an amount is not only usurious but unheard-of expensive 
((disapprovingly)) 
(2.0)  
14 
15 
A °°uh huh°° 
(2.0) 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
C ((Kašlja)) sem reku da se bom obrnu na vas,  torej prčakujemo eno pojasnilo, 
zaka:j je to tko visoka cena (.) za to storitev, sicer pa se bom potem, če ne bom 
zadovoljen z odgovorom tut obrnil na pristojne inšpekcije al kogarkoli, kr tko pa 
ne morem dovolit, da si kr vsak zmišljuje za v bistvu nč dela zaračunat tko visok 
znesek, kot je v konkretnem primeru zaračunan blo pet evrov za potrdilo o ceni, 
gor piše na računu K24A, to meni sicer nič ne pomen.   
  ((Coughs)) I said I will turn to you, so we expect an explanation, why: the price 
for this service is so high (.) or I will, if I am not satisfied with your answer 
also turn to relevant inspectorates or anyone, because I will not let anyone to 
just make up such a high amount for basically having done no work, as is the case 
in point where a charge of five Euros was made for a receipt, it says on the 
receipt K24A, this doesn't mean anything to me. 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
A uh huh 
(2.0)  
erm, glejte, bom jaz erm:: samo govorila z eno kolegico, a ne, ki več ve o tem, pa 
vam bom potem dala pojasnilo pa vas pokličem po telefonu, ali pa vas vam napišem 
kr mogoče po elektronski pošti: 
  erm, look, I will erm:: speak to a colleague right, who knows more about this, and 
I will then give you an explanation or call you on the phone, or should I just 
reply in an ema:il maybe 
27 
28 
C lahko po elektronski pošti torej jaz sem Janez Novak janez pika novak je naslov 
elektronske pošte 
  you can email me so I'm Janez Novak janez dot novak is my email address 
[…]  ((the customer gives the agent his email address which for reasons of anonymity is 
left out)) 
38 
39 
40 
C bi pa blo to zaračunan petga desetga to se prav dans ob 11:57 uri na železniški 
postaji v Trbovlje, piše pa gor potrdilo o ceni K pomišljaj 24A številka tega 
potrdila je 6719 erm::: znesek ki je bil pa zaračunan je pa pet evrov. 
  that was charged on fifth tenth that is today at 11:57 at the train station 
Trbovlje, it says on it fare certificate K dash 24A the number of the certificate 
is 6719 erm::: the amount charged is five Euros. 
41 A uh huh 
42  (1.0) 
43 C torej to je za eno uro dela ki ga zaračuna en dohter. 
  this is actually for an hour of work that a doctor charges. 
44  (1.0) 
45  a se vam ne zdi da je to previsoko? 
  don't you think that this is too expensive? 
46 
47 
48 
A em, glejte mi smo se še o tem že večkrat nazaj pogovarjala, kaj se tega tiče, 
mislim da je to ena taka enotna cena em:: zaradi tega ne glede na to v bistvu tolk 
potem stane ena vozovnica 
  em, look we have talked about this many times in the past, concerning this, I 
believe this is such a defined price em:: that is why regardless of this actually 
how much a fare then is  
49 C pet evrov je pa prehudo, ne, za izpisek iz vaše tarife  
  five euros is too much, right, for a printed receipt from your tariff 
50 A ja ja 
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  yes yes 
51 C kr tolk je, ne  
  cause that's how much it is, right 
52 A uh huh 
53 C pet evrov se mi zdi pa tko hudo in lejte   
  five euros is so bad and look  
54  (1.0) 
55  verjetn z vašim odgovorm ne bom zadovoljen, verjetn da ne, ne? 
  I probably won't be satisfied with your answer, probably not, right? 
56 A uh huh 
57 
58 
C in se bom potem obrnu tut na inšpekcijo in seveda tud na novinarje in še na  
marsikoga 
  and I will then turn to an inspectorate and of course the media and many others 
59 A uh huh 
60 C zato bi prosu, da o tem seznante vaše nadrejene 
  so I would like to ask you to inform your supervisors about this 
61 A uh huh 
62 C in naj oni to potuhtajo, kaj bodo nardil 
  and they should figure out what they will do 
63 A uh huh 
64 
65 
66 
C ker pet evrov za eno potrdilo je pa res! ode:ruško, glede na to da gre za državno 
podjetje, poleg tega da plačamo usluge, financirajo tudi vsi iz davkov, ki jih pač 
odvajamo državljani, ne? 
  because five euros for a single receipt is truly! usu:rious, bearing in mind that 
this is a state owned company, that we pay for your services, finance from taxes 
that are paid by us the citizens, right? 
67 
68 
A uh huh  
(2.0)  
69 C saj me zastopte. 
  you get me right. 
70 
71 
A ja ja, v redu gospod, glejte: bomo vam mi dali odgovor, ne, erm:::::: upam da čim 
prej, bomo se potrudl, da čim prej 
  yes yes, okay Sir, loo:k we will send you an explanation, right, erm::::: I hope as 
soon as possible, we will try to reply as soon as possible  
72 
73 
C ja ja  
hvala lepa 
  yes yes 
thank you very much 
74 A hvala tudi vam nasvidenje  
  thank you goodbye 
75 C srečno 
  goodbye 
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Appendix 27: [Chapter 6, Excerpt 44a, 44b, Complaint No. [3], call length 5:29 min – This is not MY 
problem it’s YOURS] 
 (A: female; C: female customer) 
01 A prosi::m? 
  he::llo? 
02 C dober dan  
  good afternoon 
03 A dobe↑r dan 
  g↑ood afternoon 
04 
05 
C Mar Tina e(h)(h)h(h) jaz mam prito::žbo glede: na tale intersiti (.) ki gre ob 
devetih iz Litije.   
  Mar Tina e(h)(h)h(h) I have a compla::int regarding this intercity (.) that leaves 
at nine from Litija 
06  (0.5) 
07 A ja? 
  yes? 
08 
09 
10 
C <večno ma zamu↑do (.) nikol ne veš kdaj boš pršov v Ljubljano. (.) er: povrhu vsega 
pa klju↑b temu da je takšna zamuda in da se ti porušijo vsi plani kr konc koncev smo 
ljudje k mormo bit ob določene::m času na določenem mestu?=> 
  <it's always late la↑te (.) you never know when you’ll get to Ljubljana. (.) on top 
of this despi↑te the delay and that all your plans fall apart cause at the end of 
the day we're all people who need to be at specific time at specific place?= > 
11 A =ja? 
  =yes? 
12 C ti zaračunajo še dodatek.  
  they charge an additional fee.  
13 A °aha° 
  °oh° 
14  (2.0) 
15  er ker to? ker intersiti je to? 
  er which? which intercity is this? 
16 C Litija. ob devetih gre iz Litije.  
  Litija. at nine it departs from Litija.  
17  (2.5)  
18 A °°mhm°° ob devetih gre iz Litije proti Ljubljani.  
  °°mhm°° at nine it departs from Litija to Ljubljana. 
19 C ja-. 
  yes-. 
  (3.0) 
20  se pravi vsak dan je zamuda kok pa j↑e zamude.  
  this means there are daily delays what a↑re the delays.  
21  tam okrog dvajset minut pol ure neki takšnega  
  around twenty minutes half hour something like that 
22 A °°mhm°°  
23  (2.0) 
24  zdaj čist vsak dan ne bom trdila a ne 
  now I won't claim it's every day right 
25 A °°mhm°°  
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
 ampak v gla::vnem pa. In potem še ne vem če kupiš karto ti še::: zadnjč je bil 
problem nam niso hotl denarja vrnit kljub temu da je morala hči potem z avtom v 
Ljubljano ker če moraš bit ti ob desetih na Poljanah ni ša:ns da boš er: še takrat 
letu po denar kr bi mogla kao takoj pridet vrnt. Mogla je it z a↑vtom mogla je 
plačat parkirnino mogla je [it z ]avtom nazaj tej železnci pa naj častimo teh štir 
pa pol evre al kaj 
  but ma::inly it is. In addition I don’t know if you buy a ticket and also::: the 
last time the problem was they wouldn’t give us money back despite the fact that my 
daughter then had to go by car to Ljubljana cause if you have to be in Poljane at 
ten no wa:y you’ll er: fetch the money cause she should’ve immediately return it. 
She had to go by c↑ar and pay for that and  
                           [go by ] car back and we’re supposed to just donate the 
four and a half euros to this railway or what  
32 A                           [°°mhm°° ] 
33  (1.0) 
34 C mislm to re::s je preselgo že vse meje  
  I mean that’s re::ally crossed all lines 
35 A °°mhm°° °glejte se bom jaz pozanimala zakaj je ta er zamuda°  
  °°mhm°° °look I'll look into why there is er this delay° 
36 C °mhm° 
37 
38 
A bom: poklicala da bom vidla zakaj je zdaj če je to zamuda lahko da kje kaj delajo to 
ne vem a to že dolg časa traja  
  I:'ll call to see why this is now if this delay it could be that there are 
construction works I don’t know has this been going on for a long time 
39 
40 
C ja:: že kr dolg mislim zdele od septembra sigurn sam saj pravm smo imeli problem že 
takoj prvega septembra  
  ye::s quite a while I mean now since September at least but as I was saying we 
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already had a problem on the first of September 
41 A °°mhm°°  
42  (1.0) 
43 
44 
45 
 zdej glejte od septembra naprej je najbrž zato problem ker je er pride več potnikov 
in::: er zaradi tega er recimo lahko pride tut mal do problema če je vlak zelo poln 
sam tale najbrž ni če je ob devetih= 
  now look since September it's probably the problem cause there are er more 
passengers a:::nd er cause of this er let's say a problem can also occur if the 
train is very full but I don't think this one is if it's at nine=  
46 C =jaz mislim da ne saj interciti konc koncev ne vstav na vsaki postaji= 
  =I don't think so cause intercity actually doesn't stop at every statiom= 
47 A =ja:: ne ustavi pa tudi ma prednost a ne pred drugimi (.) če karkoli pride 
  =ye::s it doesn't and it also has right of wayright (.) should anything happen 
48 C ja.  
  yes. 
49 A bom se jaz pozanimala pa vas poklicala nazaj a na tole številko?  
  I'll look into it and will call you back to this number? 
50 C ne er bi dala svojo pol ((da številko)) 
  no er I'd give you my number then ((gives number)) 
51 
52 
53 
 pa se prav tud tale dodatek čist rad ga plačaš če nekak vse štima ne pa da da saj 
pravim zamudiš pol stvari in potem ko prideš z mesečno študentsko ti pa še dodatek 
kljub temu da je že tko al tko vse narobe bi 
  and also this additional fee you don't mind paying it if somehow all goes well not 
that that like I was saying you miss half of the things and then when you come with 
a monthly or student ticket they charge the fee although everything's gone wrong 
you'd 
54 A °°mhm°°  
55 
56 
C bi mogl bit tut tle tolk fleksibilni da pač neki vzamete v zakup a ne in::: mislim 
ne mislim osebno vas da se raz(h)u(h)m(h)eva  
  you ought to be somewhat flexible here to just take into account right a:::nd I 
don't mean you personally to be cl(h)e(h)a(h)r  
57 A ja ja  
  yes yes 
58 C ampak pač da Slovenske železnice to poštimajo  
  but that Slovenian railways ought to sort this out 
59 A °°mhm mhm °°  
60 
61 
62 
C in isto al pa ta dodatek če karto kupiš na vlaku ja lepo vas prosim saj to je ista 
storitev blagajne delajo pa ne delajo zdaj moraš vedet delovni čas blagajn, kdaj gre 
vlak pa še kje boš karto kupu k↑atastrofa.  
  and the same or this fee if you buy your ticket on the train well please it's the 
same service the ticket office is open then closed now you also have to know the 
opening hours of the ticket office,  the timetable and where you'll buy your ticket 
a c↑atastrophe 
63 A ja ja  
  yes yes 
64 C ja.  
  yes. 
65  (2.0) 
66 
67 
 al pa ne vem naj nardijo da se da blokec kupit pa maš trideset kart u:::: denarnici 
in k jo rabš jo daš  
  or I don't know they should do it like this so a pad can be bought and you have 
thirty tickets i::::n your wallet and give it when you need it 
68 
69 
A er: ne glejte to se ne da a ne er zaradi tega kr er to smo že enkrat prakticiral er 
pa ni blo v redu a ne= 
  er: no look this can't be done right cause we've tried this once before er and it 
wasn't okay right= 
70 C =zakaj ne  
  =why not 
71 A zato ker je prihajalo do zlorab (.) tako da se je [er::: ()      ] 
            cause of improper use (.) so that it    [er::: ()      ] 
72 C                            ((disapprovingly))    [ka::kšnih zlorab]  
                             ((disapprovingly))    [wh::at misuse] 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
A zarad tega se je potem to ukinilo er::::m glejte zaenkrat recimo pri ICS mamo () 
vozovnice so zaenkrat er drugje pa ne mogoče da enkrat bo a ne jaz še vsake tolk 
časa potem še napišem če potnik pač izrazi željo da bi to mel a ne tudi napiše::m 
er: na prodajno službo a ne er tko da bom tud zdle bom to posredovala naprej spet za 
te vozovnice a ne da bi blo dobr to recimo °kupovat po deset vozovnic [naenkrat za°]  
  () cause of this it was cancelled er::::m look for now let's say with ICS () we have 
such tickets er otherwise it's not possible right it could be that we'll have them 
one day right I make a no::te of it every now and then when a passenger expresses a 
wish to have them er: to the sales team right er so that I’ll forward this to them 
again for these tickets right that it would be good to °buy ten tickets [at once] ° 
78 C                                                                       °[abso-lutno]° 
                                                                       °[abso-lutely]° 
79 A potnike ki ne morjo uporabljat abonentskih vozovnic   
  passengers who can't use season tickets 
80 C ja  
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  yes 
81 A kr drugače so abonentske vozovnice za tiste potnike ki se več vozijo  
  cause otherwise season tickets are for those who take the train more frequently 
82 
83 
C ja samo saj veste kako je s temi jaz pravim kadar koli prideš enkrat je ta vlak 
enkrat je oni na vsakem petmu karta štima drugač je pa treba zmeri nekaj doplačat  
  yes but you know what it's like with them I say whenever you come one time it's this 
train then it's the other on every fifth train the ticket is not okay and a fee has 
to be paid 
84 A °°mhm°°  
85 
86 
C mislim (.) jaz se peljem od Litije do Ljubljane pa ne glede mene ne briga kakšen 
vlak pride kakršnega ste mi da:l a ne 
  I mean (.) I take the train from Litija to Ljubljana and I don't care which train I 
take which ever one you ga:ve me right  
87 A °°mhm°°  
88 C naj bojo pa sami potniški v končni fazi  
  at the end of the day there should be local ones only 
89  (3.0) 
90  tle ni logike 
  no logic in this 
91 
92 
A ne ne potniški ne more bit zato ker so pač er:: ti vlaki se ustavljajo samo na 
nekaterih postajah= 
  no no there can't be a local train cause there just er:: these trains only stop at 
some stations= 
93 C =ne a veste saj to razumem samo to ni MOJ problem  
  =no you know I get that it's just that it's not MY problem 
94 A °°mhm°°  
95 
96 
C to je VAŠ problem ČE JAZ SE PELJEM OD LITIJE DO LJUBLJANE IN CENA JE TAKŠNA NE PA DA 
MORAM ZA VSAK VLAK PLAČAT DRUGAČNO CENO  
  it's YOUR problem IF I TAKE A TRAIN FROM LITIJA TO LJUBLJANA AND THE FARE IS LIKE 
THIS NOT THAT I HAVE TO PAY A DIFFERENT FARE FOR EACH TRAIN 
97 A °°mhm°°  
98 C naj pač tisti ne ustav ki je dražji al pa ne vem neki poštudirajte  
  the more expensive one should just not stop or I don't know figure something out 
99  (2.0) 
100 
101 
A er glejte bom: jaz se pozanimala zakaj je zamuda? erm::: in::::: er: se vas bom 
kasneje poklicala nazaj   
  er look I:'ll look into why there is such a delay? erm::: a::::nd er: will call you 
back later 
102 C prav ja hvala lepa  
  okay yes thank's a lot 
103 A hvala lepa vam 
  thank you 
104 C nasvidenje 
  goodbye 
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Appendix 28: [Chapter 6, Excerpt 39, 42a, 42b, 46, Complaint No. [10], follow up call made on 
6.10.2009, call length 12:41 min – Buy your ticket and piss off] 
 (A: female; C: female customer) 
01 C pr↑os::m 
  h↑ello:: 
02 A dobe::r dan  
  goo::d afternoon 
03 C >dober dan<   
  >good afternoon< 
04  (0.5) 
05 
06 
A Verlakova pri telefonu (.) kličem iz Slovenskih železnic bi lahko prosm dobila  
   go[spo:::da::]   
  Verlakova speaking (.) I'm calling from Slovenian Railways could I please speak to       
   Mi[::ste:::r]  
07 C    <[JA (.)GA PA] NI doma zdle pride tam okol še:stih > 
     <[YES(.)BUT HE]IS NOT home right now he’ll be back around si:x > 
08 
09 
A ah↓a:: (.) no potem pa nč potem bom pa jutr dopol- 
[v dopoldanskem času] 
  o::↓h (.) well okay then I’ll try tomorrow mor-  
[in the morning] 
10 C [ja če drgač sem] jaz z njemu potovala                                                                                                                      
  [yes well I was] actually travelling with him 
11  (0.5)  
12 A aha? vi ste tut z njim potovala.= 
  oh? you were also travelling with him.= 
13 C =ja:  
  =ye:s 
14 A aha.  
  oh. 
15 C >to je blo noro.< 
  >that was mad.< 
16 
17 
A ja:: glejte o::n mi je zdaj tko povedal a ne (.) kaj se je zgodi::l (.) da: kako je 
blo na  vla::ku (.) kako  je bilo  ko  sta   šla   vidva [tja] oziroma(.) a ne  
  ye::s look he:: told me the following right(.)what happe::ned(.)a:nd what it    was 
like on the tra::in (.) what it was like when you went   [there] or (.)right 
18 C                                                           [ja.] 
                                                            [yes.] 
19 
20 
21 
A er:: in::: kako je blo tam (.)kako so sprevodniki delal z njimi ne (.) ampak 
gle::jte ne to:::: so pač bli::: avstrijski uslužbenci a ne                                    
[erm:] 
  er:: a:::nd what it was like there (.) how the train guards were treating them right 
(.) but loo::k right the::::ese we:::re actually Austrian employees right                                               
[erm] 
22 C [JA SAM] POSLUŠTE 
  [YES BUT] LISTEN 
23  (0.5) 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
 er je bla tut gospa k je v Ljubljani karto kupila (.) midva sma jo sicer u Postojni 
kupila (.) je bla gospa k je bla v Ljubljan k je v Lublan kupila karto in je rekla 
da so jih opozoril da bojo verjetn mogl kakšn er:: k: da bojo verjetn mogl 
prestopit, (.) in da se bo čakal. za kva nam to sprevodnik ni povedal na vla:ku k 
smo stal pol ure na postaji pred mejo že. 
  er there was also a lady who bought a ticket in Ljubljana (.) we actually bought it 
at Postojna (.)there was a lady who was in Ljubljana who bought the ticket in 
Ljubljana and she said that they were warned that they might have to er:: th: change 
trains,(.)and wait. why didn’t the train guard tell us on the tra:in while we were 
waiting for half an hour at a station at the border already. 
29 A uh huh (.) uh huh 
30 
31 
C <NOBE::DN NAS NI OBVESTU AMA NČ .hhhhh AVSTRI::JC SE JE DRLU NA NAS (.) RAUS RAUS 
GREMO DOL  
  <NOO::NE NOTIFIED US ABOUT ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING .hhhhh THE AU::STRIAN GUY SCREAMED AT 
US (.) RAUS RAUS GET OFF> 
32  (1.5)  
33  <ZEJ PA: pol jih ni zastopil nemšk> 
  <NO:W half didn’t understand German> 
34 A °uh huh° 
35 
36 
C >pojma niso mel za kva se sploh gre za kva mormo dol< (.) <nobe::den nam ni razložu 
nč >  
  >they had no idea what was going on and why we should get off< (.) <no::one told us 
anything > 
37  (1.0) 
38  čakal smo eno uro pa pol pol so nas nabutal gor na na vlak  (.) ja ko:: živi::::no. 
  we were waiting an hour and a half and then they pushed us back on on the train (.) 
as i::f we were:: a:::nimals 
39 A °uh huh° 
40 C kr to to me je najbolj motil (.) ko se oni peljejo na morje pole:t  
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  cause this this bothered me mostly (.) when they drive to the seaside in the su:mmer  
41  (0.5) 
42 
43 
44 
45 
 pa kr morjo majhn čakat u kolon s tem da jim naši nosijo vodo:: (.) po avtocesti (.) 
oni so pa z nam takle delal (.) to je sramota (.) gospa: tam na postaji (.) .hhh 
starejša gospa k je po moje že komaj stala od tega >kufre gor kufre dol (.) kufre 
sem kufre tja< 
  and cause they are stuck in traffic for a little bit although our people give them 
wa::ter (.)on the motorway (.)they treated us in such a way (.)it’s a disgrace (.) a 
lady at the station (.) .hhh an older la:dy who could barely stand I think from 
moving the >suitcases up and down (.)from here to there< 
46  (1.0) 
47 
48 
 je falila: (.) er: u vagon noter je stopila vme:s si je olupla nogo kri je bla po 
celmu peronu::. 
  she mi:ssed (.)er: stepped into the ga:p while trying to get on and pulled the skin 
off her leg there was blood all over the pla::tform.  
49  (0.5) 
50  kri je bla po vla::ku 
  blood was on the tra::in 
51  (0.5) 
52 
53 
 sprevodnik se je drl GRE:::MO kr je bil to (.) me:stni vlak za v München (.) ni bil 
(.) ce  e  al  kak  C  al  kk  se  jim     [reče] 
  the train guard screamed LET’S GO::: cause it was (.)a lo:cal train to Munich (.)it 
wasn’t a (.)CE or what C or what they are [called] 
54 A IC ja 
  IC yes 
55 C EC erm ampak je bil navadn mestni vlak  
  EC erm but it was an ordinary local train 
56  (..) 
57 A mhm 
58 C >se je drl da mormo gor (.) gospa ni vedla °k: k°<  
  >he kept screaming to get on board (.) the lady didn’t know °k: k°<  
59  (2.0) 
60 
61 
62 
 čist je bla zbegana erm tam okol osemdeset let (.) dobr veste da vvčasih človk zase 
ne ve ne pa s težkimi kufri (.) pa ji pa sta ji načelnik tam stal pa ne:: da bi 
skoču pa vsaj prvo pomoč prnesu 
  she was completely confused erm there around eighty years old (.)you know very well 
that ssometimes a person doesn’t know about themselves let alone carry the heavy 
suitcases (.) and they and they the stationmaster stood there and wou::ldn’t even 
fetch first aid 
63  (1.0) 
64  <ko ži-vi:::na> 
  <like a-:::nimals> 
65 
66 
67 
A ja ja glejte gospa saj jaz vas razumem da je blo (.) re:s neprijetno (.) sploh kar 
opisujete ampa::k:: glejte (.) v bistvu::: erm::: v bistvu najslabše je blo z 
avstrijskimi sprevodniki a n↓e.  
  yes yes look Madam I do understand that it must have been (.)re:ally unpleasant (.) 
especially what you have just described bu::t:: look  (.)actually::: erm::: actually 
the worst experience was with the Austrian train guards r↓ight. 
68  (2.0) 
69 
70 
71 
 erm oni so se v bistvu tko obnašali a ne (.)neprimerno in tko naprej a ne tako: 
da::: v bistvu ta pritožba se bolj nanaša na::: avstri na avstrijsko:: podjetje v 
bistvu ne tolko na nas. 
  erm they actually behaved so right (.) inappropriately and so on right so: tha:::t 
actually this complaint refers to::: Austr to Au::strian company actually not so 
much to us 
72  (1.0) 
73 
74 
75 
 na nas? kolko sem vas jaz razumela le to:: em ker niste bli obvešče::ni erm da::: 
boste mogl prestopat (.) a ne. zdaj pa v Avstriji že nekaj časa ne delajo  
a ne [    (    )    ]   
  it refers to us? as far as I understood only:: em cause you weren’t info::rmed erm 
tha:::t you’ll have to change trains (.)  right. now in Austria construction work 
has been taking place for a while now  
right [   (    )    ] 
76 
77 
C       [NE:: nikje::r]  
ne k sma pa šla nazaj v nedeljo sva pa prišla nazaj je pa vse potekal normalno  
        [NO:: no::where] no cause when we were coming back on Sunday we came back 
everything was norma 
78 A mhm  
79  (3.0) 
80 
81 
C samo to ni odno::s lahk bi nam sprevodnik k smo, k nam je prišu karte pogledat do 
Jesenic povedal erm  
  that’s not the way to be trea::ted the train guard could’ve as we were, when he 
checked the tickets to Jesenice told us erm  
82  (2.0) 
83  sigurn je vedu. 
  he must have known 
84  (1.0) 
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85 
86 
 ne mi govort da nobedn ni vedu. če gospa v Ljubljan  na postaji zvedla ko je karto 
kupila da je bojo prestopal da so prestopal ker pač delajo na železnici= 
  don’t tell me that no one knew. if the lady in Ljubljana found out at the station 
when she bought the ticket that she will have to change trains 
87 
88 
89 
A =ja ja glejte saj pravim da že kr nekaj časa delajo na avstrijskih železnicah 
občasno delajo pa spet ne er saj er najbrž je to res a ne da sprevodnik na Jesenicah 
nekak jim je o tem obveščen oziroma erm kje ste vi kupili erm:: vozovnico?   
  yes yes look as I was saying that there have been construction works at the Austrian 
railways occasionally they work then again they don’t it is probably true right that 
the train guard at Jesenice somehow is informed about that or erm where did you buy 
the erm:: ticket? 
90 C tle na Trat u Škofji Lok erm:: povratno  
  here at Trata in Škofja Loka erm:: return 
91 A v Škofji Loki?  
  in Škofja Loka? 
92 C ja, direkt do  Minhna.  
  yes, direct one to Munich. 
93 A aha    [em] 
  uh huh [em] 
94 
95 
96 
C        [GOSPA] K JO JE PA KUPILA PA V CELJU (.) isto Ljubljana Minhen ne vem sicer 
kje je šla gor, je bla pa ob pol štirih zmenjena k k vlak pride nekak ob pol štirih 
do štirih pride vlak je bla zmenjena z odvetnikom  
          [A LADY] THAT BOUGHT IT IN CELJE (.) also Ljubljana Munich I don’t really 
know where she boarded the train, was meeting at three thirty as as the train should 
arrive at three thirty to four o’clock and was meeting her lawyer 
97  (1.0) 
98 
99 
 dve ure pa pol smo mel zamude,to nisma bla edin primer to nas je blo miljon.zdaj pa 
eni znajo nemšk,eni ne znajo,s tem da bi lahko vsaj v angleščini povedu.ma nč. 
  there was a two and a half hour delay, we werent’ the only case there were a million 
others. now, some can speak German, others can’t, but they could’ve at least said 
something in English. nothing. 
100 
101 
102 
103 
 °mhm mhm° saj pravim glejte gospa jaz se vam opravičujem a ne ker pač niste bli 
seznanjeni s tem sam morte tut to vedet a ne da kljub temu če bi bli vi seznanjeni 
ob nakupu vozovnice erm:: bi:: erm ne bi nič spremenilo: obnašanja sprevodnikov 
avstrijskih= 
  °mhm mhm° as I was saying look Madam I apologize right cause you weren’t updated but 
you have to know that even if you had been updated when you bought the ticket erm:: 
erm it wo::uldn’t change the way Austrian train guards had behaved.= 
104 
105 
106 
107 
 =BI:: nekak spremenil vse skp, si obveščen, si nekak pripravljen, naju je sestra 
čakala dve ure pa pol gor prideva midva gor na na:: železniško postajo pa je rekla 
čuj to je pa čudn glih vaš ekspres je mel zamudo. tlele v Minhnu so pa mel obvestilo 
da noben vlak nima zamude.  
  =it WOU::LD somehow change everything, you are informed, you are somehow prepared, 
my husband’s sister waited two and a half hours for us over there and then we get 
there to to:: the train station and she said look that’s really odd that of all the 
trains the express was delayed. there in Munich it was displayed that no trains were 
delayed. 
108  mhm  
109 
110 
111 
C ma ne ve::: se kdo pije (.) kdo pl↓ača no (.) važn da ti pošten karto plačaš pol se 
pa ti jebi čist (.) pardon izrazu <a boš pršu a ne boš pršu a boš dobr potoval (.)  
a ne boš va::::žn da ti vozovnico plačaš.> 
  well no one kno:::ws who’s drinking  (.)who’s buy↓ing (.) what matters is that you 
buy your ticket and then fuck off (.) excuse my expression (.) <are you going to 
reach your destination will you have a nice journey (.) or not> what ma::::tters is 
that you pay for the ticket.> 
112  (2.0) 
113  [tako] 
  [there]   
114 
115 
116 
A [erm:: ] glejte gospa jas se vam opravičujem v našem imenu erm:: na postajo bomo erm 
bom jaz poklicala in bom:: vprašala to blagajničarko. vi ste kdaj kupovali 
vozovnico? štiriindvajsetega ste potovali?= 
  [erm:: ] look Madam I apologize on behalf of our company [erm:: at] the station we 
will erm I will call there and wi::ll ask at the ticket office. when did you buy 
your ticket? you travelled on the twenty-fourth?= 
117 
118 
 
 
 
119 
120 
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A 
 [JA IN? ] 
=jaa:::: mmm v četrtk sma šla midva u ne vem al u tork ali u ponedeljk kupu karto.  
 SO WHAT? 
=ye::::s mmm we went on Thursday to I don’t know or Tuesday or Monday he bought the 
tickets 
mhm, se pravi v soboto ste potovala. v četrtek. v četrtek ste potoval, v ponedeljk al 
pa v torek, se pravi enaidvajsetega ali dvaindvajsetega. 
mhm, this means you travelled on Saturday. on Thursday. on Thursday you travelled, on 
Monday or Tuesday, that is on twenty-first or twenty-second.  
ja: nisem čist sigurna. če bote je tam ta šesto al pol sedmo poklicala, ko jih je 
mož kupil on bo pa točn vedu povedat. 
ye:s I’m not quite sure. if you want to call around six or half six, cause my 
husband bought them he’ll know exactly when it was. 
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ja ja samo, mislim takrat lahko mi pustite na odzivniku zato ker mene ne bo a ne ker 
jaz tudi sem že cel dan tuki a ne erm tko da:::: erm::: zdej lahko mi pustite na 
odzivniku da bom jaz točno znala opozorit ktero ma saj najbrž bo tut blagajničarka 
vedela mislm ena ali druga je bla a ne in:: bom nekak najdla kera je takrat:::  
u bistvu del↑ala a ne 
yes yes it’s just that, I mean at that time you can leave me a message on the  
answering machine cause I won’t be here right, cause I’ve been here all day right  
erm so tha::::t erm::: now you can leave a message on the answering machine so that  
will know exactly which cashier that was although I’m sure the cashier will know  
too I mean it was one of the two of them right a::nd I’ll somehow find out which  
one it w↑as at the ti:::me really right 
JA, in kva bo to spremenil? nč 
YES, and how will this change everything? It won’t 
erm::: glejte spremeni:::l itak ne bo nič a ne ker mi ne mormo nazaj erm u erm u  
čas zavrtet a ne tko da erm:::= 
erm::: look it won’t cha:::nge a thing, right, cause we cannot turn erm back erm  
back time right so erm:::= 
=to vem 
=I know that 
ja vem, vi mate še vedno slabe izkušnje [a ne tko] da vam tko al tko vam ne morem 
pomagat kar se tega tiče a ne meni je zlo žal a ne da ste vi pač to doživeli ampak 
moram vam tut to povedat da res kljub temu da:: erm tudi če bi edino to bi blo boljše 
če bi vam blagajničarka povedala  bi vi pač znali povedat naprej a ne kdorkoli vas je 
čakal tam mogoče pa bo em zamuda a ne. (.) sicer pa ponavadi je jaz zdajle sicer ne 
ve::m ampak ponavadi je na internetu je napis↑ano= 
I know, you still have bad experience right so that I cannot help you with that  
anyhow right I really feel very sorry right that you actually had to go through this 
but I also have to tell you that despite the fact tha::t erm even if only this had  
made it better if you were told at the ticket office then you would be able to  
inform right whoever was waiting for you that there was a delay right (.) but usually 
this is now I actually don’t kno::w but usually it’s published onl↑ine= 
                                        [ja:: sej.]  
NI PISA::L. sin je klical v Ljubljano na informacije k on je to kartu zasledu prek 
interneta dvainsedemdeset evrov je bla povratna karta 
ye::s exactly 
IT WA::SN’T. my son called Ljubljana for information cause he spotted this ticket 
online it was seventy-two Euros return ticket 
(1.0) 
em:: ne vem kak se je že rekl 
em:: I don't know what it's called 
(2.0) 
tc oh ne 
a za Minhen?  
you mean for Munich? 
(1.0) 
ja:: 
y::s 
a mogoče mislte special  
do you mean special? 
ja možn ja:: ja ja   
yes maybe ye::s yes yes 
mhm 
možn da se ji je rekl special, kr vem da ena je bla smart k je bla devetindvajset 
evrov, sam tisto morš ne vem kok prej prjavt pa pol al dobiš al ne dobiš pol sva pa 
vzela to za dvainsedemdeset evrov povratna Ljubljana Minhen.  
could be that it was called special, cause I know that another one that cost twenty-
nine Euros was smart, but you have to register that one I don’t know how much in 
advance and then you might or might not get it so we then took the return one for 
seventy-two Euros Ljubljana Munich. 
mhm 
in:: in je sin v Ljubljano na informacije klical, se je vse pozanimal je reku a gre 
direkt al ne bo nikjer treba prestopat pa mu je na informacijah rekla nikje::r u 
Villachu erm:::: tole erm lokomotivo zamenjajo in grejo naprej. 
(2.0) 
a::nd and my son called Ljubljana information, he made enquiries and asked whether it  
was a direct train or not or would we need to change trains and at the information  
she said that there were no:: train changes a erm:: this erm locomotive is changed in 
Villach and then the train leaves. 
°mhm° 
(2.0) 
to je blo to 
that was this 
(2.0) 
u u na Trat na postaji ni nobedn nč vedu povedat sprevodnik je pršu karte pogledat u 
redu hvala srečno pot ne da'b reku ej živina, vi bote pa mal čakal pa mal prestopal 
in in at Trata at the station and no one knew anything the train guard came to check 
the tickets okay thank you safe journey not that he’s at least say oy animals, you’re 
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ahead for some waiting and changing of trains 
(1.0) 
kdaj pa je vaš sin klical na informacije? 
when did your son call the information? 
(1.0)  
a to tut veste? 
do you know that as well? 
(h)n(h)n(h)e(h):  
(h)n(h)n(h)o(h): 
mhm  
lahk se pa pozanimam, pa ga povprašam pa še enkrat pokličem. pa vam točne datume  
povem. če vam bo to kej pomagal. sam u Minhnu na postaji je na informacijah k je  
sestra od moža spraševala kje hodva so rekl da nobe:::n avto em vlak iz Zagreba  
nima zamude. <nobe:::n nima ta vlak.> 
I can make an enquiry, ask him or call you back again. and tell you the exact dates.  
if that will help you. but in Munich at the train station at the information desk 
where my husband’s sister asked about the delay they said that no cars em trains  
from Zagreb had any delays.< no:::one has this train.> 
mhm erm:: glejte gospa:: mislm kolk bo to pomagal. pomagal bo edino tolk, a ne da  
bomo mi obvestili erm recimo opozoril blagajničarko erm 
mhm erm:: look Mada::m I think as much as this will help. it will only help, right, 
that we will inform erm for example warn the ticket office erm 
ja midva z železnico tak ne bova več potovala. to je blo preveč. sva tut glih en tolk 
že stara da  
yes well we won’t be travelling with the railways again. that was too much. we are also 
this old so 
>a vete v Škofji Loki kjer ste pač kupili vozovnico in na informaicjah kako to da  
oni niso vedl da erm:: lejte to je res direktni vlak nikjer ni treba prestopat  
ampak takrat je pač bilo treba zaradi del < 
>you know in Škofja Loka where you actually bought the ticket and the information 
why they didn’t know that erm:: look this really is a direct train with no changes 
but at the time you needed to change trains cause of construction work< 
zato ker nisem prvič potovala in vem kak se potuje  
yes I know that cause I wasn’t travelling for the first time and I know how to travel 
ja:: zaradi del a ne [ki so erm v Avstriji], zdaj pa kdaj pa so bili pri nas  
obveščeni o teh delih pa ne vem. zdaj vi ste enaidvajsetega dvaindvajsetega kupili 
vozovnico, tista gospa v Celju                   [ne vem kdaj jo je ku]pila  
ye::s cause of the wor[k right that was taking] place in Austria, now sometimes they 
informed us about these works and I don’t know. now you bought the ticket on the 
twenty-first twenty-second, that lady in Celje [I don’t know when she bo]ught it 
                      [tut to zastopim] 
                      [I understand that too] 
                                               [za njo ne vem kdaj jo je] kupila tam  
                                               [I don’t know when she bough]t it  
lahko jo je v bistvu tisti dan ko je potovala, lahko jo je en dan prej pa da so že 
vedeli da bo erm zaradi tega ker a veste kako je erm v Avstriji občasno delajo in ni 
vedno v naprej napovedano, tako da kdaj so obvestil naše železnice vam zdaj ne morem 
povedat če  
she could’ve bought it on the very day of the journey, she could have bought it a day 
earlier and that they already knew that erm because you know what it’s like erm in 
Austria sometimes they occasionally work and the don’t let us know in advance, so that 
when they informed our railways I cannot tell you if 
zdaj pa če bote slučajn z Jodlari gor kontaktirala rečte naj se nikar ne pritožuj'o  
ko bojo potoval čez Slovenijo oni dobijo vodo mi smo pa dobil kva dretje na nas  
now if you happen to contact the Yodels tell them not to complain when they cross 
Slovenia cause they get water and all we got was yelling 
ja:: glejte, meni je zlo žal a ne da ste to doživel bom pa jaz se pozanimala kdaj so 
bli pr nas obveščeni o teh:: zaporah a ne [tko da:::: ] 
ye::s look, I’m very sorry right that you had to go trhough this I will try to find out 
when we were informed about these closures [right so tha:::t]  
ja:                                  [hvala za]       informacije  
ye:s                                       [thanks for]      your information 
ja ja res mi je, zlo mi je žal jaz se vam kljub temu a ne  
[da Slovenske železnice] niso krive za to opravičujem 
yes yes I’m very sorry, I apologize although  
[Slovenian Railways were] not responsible for this 
[vem, sam to ni odnos] 
[I know, but this is not right] 
prvo kot prvo smo vsi ljudje  
first of all we are all people 
ja to je sigurno res= 
yes that is very true= 
=ne, jas mam skos tisto starejšo gospo pred očmi ko kri ji je tekla veno si je 
presekala to je bla povodna povodn krvi je bla pa ne bi ji edn pomagal dva  
američana k sta potovala z nam smo pol v villachu kontaktirali kr tut avtomati na 
železniški postaji niso delali smo ji mi pol vodo dal k sma jo slučajn mela s seboj, 
tista dva fanta američana sta pol s tisto gospo ostala ker nobedn avstrijc ni bil  
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tok da bi ji prvo pomoč nudu. onadva sta s svojim puloverjem pa tam obvijala pa  
pa ji nudla pomoč.   
=no, I can’t stop picturing that old lady who was bleeding she cut her vein that was 
filled full of blood and no one would help her two Americans that were travelling with 
us we then contacted in Villach because the vending machines were out of order at the 
train station and we then gave her water cause we happened to have it with us those two 
American boys then stayed with the lady cause no Austrian would give her first aid. 
they then used their sweater to help her. 
(..) 
to ni odnos.  
that’s not the way to be treated. 
(..) 
vsi smo ljudje. 
we are all people. 
°°mhm ja seveda ja°° 
°°mhm yes of course yes °° 
(2.0) 
°°to se čist strinjam a ne°° 
°°I agree completely right°° 
res mislm  
I really think  
(1.0)  
ne vem oni pa pol ure tamle na avtocesti čakajo pa je že cel hudič pa je že ne vem:: 
I don’t know they have to wait half an hour on the motorway and they make so much fuss 
abou tha::t 
(1.0) 
 
222  že v redu  
  that’s okay 
223 
 
224 
A °ja°, glejte gospa jaz vam opravičujem, opravičte se tut v mojem imenu vašemu možu,  
°yes°, look Madam I apologize, apologize also to you husband on my behalf, 
(..) 
 
225 
226 
227 
 men je re::s žal a ne da je tut do tega pršlo se bomo pa pozanimali in tudi bom::: 
erm jas erm v bistvu opozorila tiste ki sodelujejo s tem podjetjem da naj pravočasno 
obvestijo a ne naše podjetje ČE erm ni blo pravočasno [obveščeno a ne] 
  I’m re::ally sorry right that this happened and we will try to find out and I 
w:::ill erm I erm actually will warn everyone who works with this company to inform 
us in time right our company IF erm this hasn’t happened on time  
                                                      [been informed right] 
228 
229 
C                                                        [midva sva z dopusta] (.) mene 
ne briga več 
                                                         [we’re back from vacation] (.) 
I don’t care anymore 
230  (1.0) 
231  a je prav? 
  alright? 
232 A °v redu gospa °       
  °okay Madam. ° 
233 C ja no (.) tak je= 
  yes well (.) that’s how it is= 
234 A =hvala  [za klic nasvidenje ] 
  =thanks [for your call goodbye] 
235 C         [hvala lepa adi:::jo ] 
          [thanks very much bye:::] 
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Appendix 29: [Chapter 6, Excerpt 38, 43a, 43b, Complaint No. [11/1, 11/2], call length 27:12 min – 
She had to pay a fine] 
 (A: female; C: female customer) 
 
01 A prosim 
  hello 
02 C dober dan želim,  
  good day, 
03 A dober dan 
  good day 
04 C sem Manja Kolar iz Pleter, včeraj sem klicala, ne vem verjetno popoldne ne delate? 
  I am Manja Kolar from Pleterje, I called yesterday I don't know, you probably don't 
work in the afternoon? 
05 A ne, popoldne ne, zato imamo odzivnik 
  no, not in the afternoon, we have an answering machine for that 
06 C aha vredo, ja ja  
  aha okay, yes yes 
07 A °°ja°°  
  °°yes°° 
08 
09 
C zdaj pa, jaz mam eno vprašanje, najprej vam bom povedala eno zgodbo zdaj najprej. 
jaz mam hčerko, staro šestnajst let  
  now, I have one question, I will first tell you a story first of all. I have a 
daughter, sixteen years old 
10  (0.5) 
11  in zdaj se ona drugo leto vozi že iz Hajdine v Ptuj z vlakom. 
  and now she is commuting for the second year from Hajdina to Ptuj by train. 
12  (0.5) 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
 lani smo celo leto kupli mesečne (.) letos ravno tak bomo skozi kupili mesečne 
karte(.)tudi sin se je štiri leta vozil z erm z erm v Ptuj z mesečnimi (.) skozi smo 
uporabljali vlak in mesečne karte ampak namreč zdaj se nam pa je to zgodilo: moja 
hčer je zbolela in sedaj (.) ker je pač šla v ponedeljek v: šolo smo ji mi doma 
rekli (.) Vaska (.) zdaj karte v Hajdini ne moreš kupit mesečne kupla boš jo pa 
takoj ko prideš dol smo ji dali denar da si kupi mesečno vem da je bil datum višje 
ampak je bila bolana in je imela potrdilo od zdravnika in čisto vse (.) In (.)nato 
je prišu sprevodnik in ji je zaračunal trikratno ceno. jaz mislim da po vseh letih 
kaj smo mi kupovali mesečne in kaj še jih bomo kupovali na vse tote viruse na 
bolezni da niti ne morjo v Hajdini met mesečne karte kupit ko jo tak in tak skozi 
kupujemo jo je potem na Ptuju kupla s tem da je imela problem da je tam gospodi 
plačala trikratno ceno ji je za mesečno denarja sfalilo takrat smo mogli mi zopet na 
Ptuj z avtom da smo ji zraven dali denar da je prišla do ene boge mesečne. jaz 
mislim da vi imate sigurno kaka predavanja glede vaših erm ne vem kak se imenujejo 
ko pregledujejo karte da tudi bi mogu precenit ljudi al karkoli da bi tud mogu 
včasih na normalne ne vjutru ob pol sedmih na vlaki preštudirat ali je potrebno 
karto trikratno plačat taki punci tudi na rojstni den se ji je to zgodilo in n-ne 
vem kaj naj rečem. mislim (.) ne gre se mi za denar absolutno ne zdi se mi pa:: 
sporno da niti niso upoštevali da vse leta kupuje mesečno da bi si jo kupla mesečno 
in da n-nimate mogoče tolko predavanj da bi precenli tudi te otroke. 
  last year we were buying monthly tickets the entire year (.) this year we will also 
be buying monthly tickets (.) my son was commuting for four years with erm with erm 
to Ptuj with monthly tickets (.)we have been using train services and monthly 
tickets all the time but now this ha:ppened to us my daughter fell ill and now (.) 
as she went to: school on Monday we told her at home (.) Vaska(.)you cannot buy a 
ticket in Hajdina today a monthly ticket you will buy it as soon as you get off the 
train and we gave her money to buy a monthly ticket I know the date was over the 
first but she was ill and had a certificate from the doctor and everything (.)and 
(.) then the railway guard came and charged her a price of three tickets. I think 
that after all the years that we have been buying monthly tickets that we will 
continue to buy them considering all these viruses and diseases that they cannot 
have monthly tickets to buy in Hajdina that we are constantly buying that she then 
bought in Ptuj considering she had a problem that she paid the guard the price of 
three tickets and did not have enough money for the monthly ticket that we had to go 
to Ptuj by car to give her the money so she could buy one lousy ticket. I think that 
you must have some lectures about your erm I don’t know what they are called who 
check tickets on trains that they should be able to judge people or whatever that 
they should sometimes judge normal not in the morning at seven thirty on the train 
whether it is necessary to charge the amount of three tickets to such a girl this 
also happened to her on her birthday and I d-don’t know what to say. I mean(.)this 
is not about the money absolutely not but I think i::t’s controversial that they 
didn’t even consider that she has been buying monthly tickets all these years that 
she would have bought a monthly ticket and that you d-don’t have maybe any lectures 
to learn how to judge these kids. 
33 A ne, glejte,a ona je zdaj v ponedeljek, petega oktobra kupila vozovnico, a ne? 
  no, look, she bought the ticket this Monday, October fifth, right? 
34 C [ja, ker je bila bolna ja] 
  [yes, because she was ill yes] 
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35 A [mislim, to se je zgodilo petega oktobra?] 
  [I mean, this happened on fifth of October?] 
36  ja, ker je bila bolana 
  yes, because she was ill 
37 C ja včeraj,     [ne. pa je mela]          potrdilo 
  yes yesterday, [right. and she had a] certificate 
38 A                 [ja ja razumem] 
                  [yes yes I see] 
39 C in jaz mi[sli]m da tak  
  I think t[hat] such 
40 A          [ja] 
           [yes] 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
C gospa, samo še vam nekaj povem. Jaz ne r↑abim denarja. Ne rabim jaz denarja. Jaz 
niti ne želim denarja met. Jaz samo sem bla pridazeta glede tega, da t↑e otroke 
izkoriščajo, da kako je ta človek naredu, jaz delam od osmih do štirih vsaki dan. Da 
smo mogli it na Ptuj, da smo ji dali dodatno denar, da t↑olko let ko mi plačujemo 
mesečne, plu::s tega jaz bi rada to dala na Preverjeno. Imam er er dogovorjeno er v 
bistvu, da vidijo ljudje, da danes nobenga zaupanja  več ni, gre se za to, da tudi 
ti ljudje, ko tam delajo, bi mo:::gli ma::lo preštudirat, tudi taktirat, jaz mislim, 
da ni blo težko rečt >punca, daj al si greš res po mesečno<, malo zaupanja, čisto 
normalna trezna punca ob pol sedmih zjutraj. Verjamem da hodijo alkoholiki al 
drogerija, ne vem kaj vse dajo skozi, tudi slabe stvari majo, ampak moji hčeri, da 
se je to zgodlo in kolko potegne tega vsega za nami, kolko letanja sem mela včere 
.hhh da sem mogla na Ptuj it, da sem sploh dala ji denar, da si je lahko kupla, ne 
ve:::m, res me zanima, keri človek je bil ta: ko je lahko tak solo otroki, ki je vse 
leta, al pa more vedet da vsi ti otroki mesečne bodo mele. Ne verjamem, da skor 
noben nima, al pa ne bi meli. 
  Madam, let me just tell you something. I d↑on’t need money. I don’t need money. I 
don’t even want money. I was just so hurt about all this that these kids are being 
used, that what this man has done, I work from eight to four every day. and that we 
had to go to Ptuj, to give her more money, that for s↑o many years that we have been 
paying for monthly tickets, I wo::uld like to show this on Preverjeno. Actually I’ve 
er er arranged it er for people to see, that today there is no trust anymore, it’s 
that these people, who work there, sho:::uld consider a bi::t, also be tactful, I 
think it would not be difficult to say >girl, come on will you really buy the 
monthly< some trust, a completely normal sober girl at six thirty in the morning. I 
can imagine that there are alcoholics or drug addicts, I don’t know what else they 
have to deal with, they also deal with bad things, but my daughter, that this had to 
happen to her and how many things this has triggered, how many things I had to sort 
out yesterday .hhh that I had to go to Ptuj to give her the money, so she could buy, 
I don’t kno:::w, I really want to know who was this person who lectured my kid, who 
all those years, or he should know that all these kids will have monthly tickets. I 
don’t believe that almost no one has them or wouldn’t have them.  
56 A ne, glejte 
  no, look 
57 C za to se gre.  
  that’s what this is about. 
58 A glejte gospa. to je tko: on:: recimo vi pravte če je on lahko preceni [da bi moral]  
  look Madam. it’s li:ke he:: let’s say you claim he can judge  that he [should’ve] 
59 C                                                                        [ja sigurno] 
                                                                         [of course] 
60 
61 
62 
A precenit. glejte, erm, ni to res, ne. on nekak ne more precent al bo ona res šla po 
mesečno vozovnico ali ne. to je iz vseh teh izkušenj ki jih majo sprevodniki, ki jih 
      m[amo  mi ]              
  judged her. look, erm, it’s not true, right. he cannot judge really if she’ll in 
fact buy a monthly ticket or not. this is due to experience that train guards have, 
that  [we have] 
63 C      [>TO SE PRA]VI, DA JE ZELO SLABI DA NE MORE OTROKA PRECENIT< 
       [>THIS MEA]NS THAT HE IS VERY BAD THAT HE CAN'T JUDGE A CHILD< 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
A ne:: ni to, glejte saj kjerkoli v življenju pogledate erm, marskikdaj pride do tega 
ne, da je prvi pogled čist drugačen kot pa potem kasneje a ne, nekak er:::: tisti 
recimo ki želi er zlorabljati er določene stvari er: tudi zna to er: dobro prikrit a 
ne. tako da zdaj jaz ne vem a ne, ampak jaz sama vem a ne, ker delam tuki na tem 
delovnem mestu, kolkrat je že blo za kakšno stvar pa je rekel: ja poglejte, jutr bom 
jaz to plačal, mi smo pa čakal in čakal. tok je bil res v bistvu tko, nekak se je 
pokazal, da smo mu verjel. pa potem ni blo tko.  
  no:: it's not that, look wherever in life erm, it often happens right, that the 
first impression is completely different from what happens later right, somehow 
er:::: the one let's say who wants er to take advantage er of some things er: also 
knows how to er: get away with it right. so I don't know now right, but I know 
myself right, because I work here at this job, how many times it has happened for 
some things that someone sa:id yeah look, tomorrow I'll pay, and we waited and 
waited. this was actually, somehow it turned out that we believed them. and then it 
wasn't true.  
71 
72 
73 
C gospa, naj vam povem, da se uredit vse SAMO MALO, jaz delam na tem področju tudi, 
ampak poglejte, preveril bi lahko, ona že, mi šest let kupujemo mesečne, ŠEST LET, 
nikol se ni zgodilo, ker je pač ta bolezen prišla zraven, mel je potrdilo, lahko bi 
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74 
75 
preveril da je da je kupla mesečno že prejšnji mesec, že prejšnje, vse se da:: 
uredit gospa   
  Madam, let me tell you, everything can be worked out JUST A SECOND, I work in this 
area also, but look, he could have checked, she already, we have been buying monthly 
tickets for six years, SIX YEARS, it has never happened, but because of this 
illness, he had a certificate, he could have checked that she already bought a 
monthly ticket the previous month, all previous months, everything ca::n be worked 
out Madam 
76 
77 
78 
79 
A erm glejte gospa če bi priše::l na vlak kontrolor ki bi potem preveril vozovnice:: 
erm vsem potnikom, in bi ugotovu da ona nima vozovn↑ice erm::: bi moral potem 
sprevodnik plačat erm::: to erm::: vožnjo a ne zaradi tega               ke[r ker 
pač ni pravilno:::] 
  erm look Madam if a supervisor was to boa::rd this train who would then check 
ticke::ts erm of all passengers, and would find out that she does not have a tic↑ket 
erm::: the train guard would then have to pay erm::: this erm::: fare right [cause  
cause he did no:::t] 
80 
81 
C                                                                              [SE 
PRAVI ČE   ]     
                                                                               [THIS  
MEANS THAT]    
82 
83 
A ker pač ni pravilno::: delal a ne, tako da sprevodnik je mo::ral njej zaračunat 
vozovnico 
  do his job ri:::ght right, so the train guard ha::d to charge her for that fare 
84 C TRIKRATNO? TRIKRATNO [JE BLO POTREBNO?] 
  THREEFOLD? THREEFORD [WAS NECESSARY?]  
85 
86 
87 
A                      [erm erm glejte] jaz ne vem zakaj je trikratno zaračunal, 
najbrž je zaračunal za tisti dan a ne, erm: bla je pa seveda::: erm er po redni 
vozni ceni a ne. 
                       [erm erm look] I don’t know why he charged threeforld the 
amount, probably he charged her for that day right, erm: it was of cou:::rse erm er 
the regular fare right.  
88  (0.5) 
89  ker drugače ma ona najbrž subvencionirano vozovnico ne 
  because her fare is probably subsidised right 
90 
 
91 
92 
C erm erm ONA JE PLAČALA ČEZ, SKORAJ PET EVROV ENO POSTAJO HAJDINA, POTEM JE PA PTUJ 
erm erm SHE PAID OVER, ALMOST FIVE EUROS FOR ONE STOP HAJDINA AND THEN PTUJ  
(0.5)  
[MISLIM, DA TUDI TRIKRATNO] 
  [I ALSO THINK THREEFOLD] 
93 
94 
A [ja, erm, glejte. Glejte] plačala je še dodatek zaradi tega ker je na vlak prišla 
brez vozovnice na:jbrž zdaj jaz to predvidevam, nimam vozovnice pred sabo a ne, erm 
  [yes, erm, look. Look] she also paid a fee because she boarded the train without a 
ticket I assu:me I am just assuming, I don’t have a ticket in front of me right, erm 
95 C erm [gospa] 
  erm [Madam] 
96 A     [A je vsto]pila na postaji, kjer se ne da kupit vozovnice?  
     [Did she boa]rd the train at the station where no tickets are sold? 
97 
98 
C jaz osebno starša sma rekla da ima potrdilo da je bila bolana da vse leta kupujem 
mesečne, [lahko vse pokažem ] 
  me personally us parents said she has a certificate that she was ill and all the 
years I’ve been buying monthlies [I can show it all] 
99 
100 
101 
A        [ja gospa razumem vas] da ste vi to, sam glejte, to lahko naredi vsak, vi ste 
pač eni izmed tistih, ki ste::: recimo pošteni in::: je blo to res, a ne, je pa tudi 
veliko takih, ki pa erm:: isto tko nardijo, pa to ni res 
                                  [yes Madam I understand] that you did all that, but 
look, anyone can do that, you are one of those, who are::: let’s say honest a:::nd 
it was true, right, but there are many, who erm:: do the same and it is not true 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
C >samo malo dobro vredi jaz vam dam vse prav, men sploh ni problema, jaz pravim da ne 
kličem zaradi denarja< gospa jaz delam vsaki dan od osmih do štirih. jaz sem včeraj 
mogla it za njo da sem ji dala dodaten denar da je sploh mesečno kupla, kar mi je 
žal da jas nisem kupla. JAZ bi rada tudi, erm premalo ljudje vemo, recimo želim, da 
se to prikaže in bom šla na to, ne zarad denarja, to je tri evre al štir evre nekje, 
da ljudje vidijo: tudi ostali, da bojo isto doživeli kot jaz sem doživela, da sem 
JAZ mogla letat na Ptuj pa te denar zraven davat in zdaj vam še samo to naj zraven 
povem. .hhhh plus tega so bli, jaz verjamem da majo težke delovne razmere, da 
marskikaj vidijo, jaz vse to vem, ampak <čisto normalna punca> ko je mela potrdilo 
ko se je dalo, ko je k k k moti me da že ni kontaktiro normalno: da je že bil osorn 
človek do nje, tudi t↑o me moti: da niti ni poskusu bilokaj, zdaj še me samo zanima 
ali lahko jaz dobim podatek .hh kateri sprevodnik, kak se temu reče sprevodnik kak 
se reče 
  >just a second fine okay I can see your point, it’s not a problem for me, I am not 
calling because of the money< Madam I work every day from eight to four. I had to go 
after her yesterday to give her more money so that she could buy a monthly, I regret 
I didn’t buy it. I would also like, erm, people don’t know enough, I mean I want 
people to see this and I will do this, not because of the money, it’s three euros or 
four euros, that people should see: that they will experience this as I did, that I 
had to run to Ptuj and give her more money and let me just tell you one more thing 
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.hhhh plus that they were, I can imagine that they have tough working conditions, 
that they see many things, I know all that but <a normal girl> who had a certificate 
and could be, as she cause cause cause iz bothers me that he did not approach her 
norma:lly, that he was rude to her, th↑is also bothers me: that he did not try 
anything, now all I want to now is if I can get information .hh which train guard 
this was, what is he called a train guard or what 
115 A °ja ja° 
  °yes yes° 
116 
117 
C <sprevodnik je bil na tem vlaku zjutraj od pol se::dmih gre iz Hajdine do Ptuj je 
možno dobit ta podatek?> 
  <a train guard was on the train in the morning from six thi::rty from Hajdina to 
Ptuj can I get this information?> 
118 A           ne jaz vam tega ne [morem dat]  
  no I cannot give you this inf[ormation]  
119                               [aha vredo?]   
                               [oh okay?] 
120 
121 
 če bi recimo:: on ne bi ravnal po pravilih a ne erm:: potem bi jaz pač to 
posredovala [naprej] a ne, pritožbo in bi::: em      njeg[ovi:::]  
  if he ha::dn’t done as he should have right erm:: then I would report  
       this [further] right, a complaint and wou:::ld em [hi:::s]  
122   [uh huh]                                      [uh huh]   
123 
124 
125 
126 
       vo[dje] a ne potem to pritožbo reševali in se pač naredi en discip[linski] 
postopek, a ne glede tega a veste in potem to tudi tukaj ostane. Mi niti ne dajemo 
ven niti vaših imen, če se vi pritožite, vaše ime ne pride do sprevodnika tako tudi 
ime sprevodnika ne do vas= 
  supervis[ors] would then deal with this complaint and a disciplinary pr[ocedure] 
would be initialised right about this you know and then this also stays here. We do 
not supply your names if you file a complaint your name does not reach the train 
guard and his name does not reach you= 
127          [ja]                                                           [uh huh]   
          [yes]                                                          [uh huh] 
128 C =se pravi [se po]krije vse skup se pokrije= 
  =so it’s a[ll co]vered up, all is covered up= 
129 A            [()] 
130 
131 
 =ne se ne pokrije ampak mi potem obravnavamo in marsikateri sprevodnik, če ni ravnal 
pravilno je že šel na disciplinski postopek.  
  =no it’s not covered up but we then deal with it and many train guards, if they did 
not act appropriately have undergone a disciplinary procedure.  
132 
133 
134 
C erm erm, jaz ne rabim da gre na disciplinski, jaz bi samo želela tega človeka 
vide::t? <vide::t  in ga vprašat zaka::j zaka:::j ne more precenit ene pu::nce ko je 
bla bola::na [pa je mela potrdilo PLUS TEGA]> 
  erm erm, I don’t need him to undergo a disciplinary procedure, I just would like to 
see:: this person, see:: him and ask him why:: why::: can’t he judge a girl who was     
ill          [and had a certificate PLUS ALSO]> 
135 
136 
A              [gospa glejte, sprevodnik ni]   tukaj nič kriv ker on mo::ra delat po 
predpisih         [(                            )]  
              [Madam look, the train guard]  is not at fault here because he ha::s to 
work by the rules [(                             )]  
137 C                   [MORA DELAT PO PREDPISIH? ERM ERM] 
                    [MUST WORK BY THE RULES? ERM ERM]              
138 A če je to tako, kot ste vi meni povedala, a ne  
  if it was the way you described it to me, right  
139 C [tako je blo.]  
  [that’s how it was.] 
140 
141 
A potem sprevodnik, potem sprevodnik ni bil nič kriv, on je pač zaračunal vozovnico, 
razen če ji je vozovnico narobe zaračunal to pa 
  then the train guard, the train guard did not do anything wrong, he just charged for 
the fare, unless he charged for the fare wrongly this 
142 C MISLIM, DA JE TRIKRATNA CENA  
  I THINK IT WAS THREEFOLD THE AMOUNT 
143 
144 
145 
146 
A glejte, če vi:: domnevate, da vozovnica ni bila pravilno zaračunana lahko vozovnico 
oddate na katerikoli železniški postaji, tam kjer je prodajno mesto er er er 
zahtevate er obrazec zahteva za povračilo stroškov erm priložite vozovnico, vpišete 
vse podatke in gre potem to v obravnavo na reklamacije= 
  Look, if you:: believe that the fare was not correctly charged you can bring the 
ticket over at any train station where there is a ticket office ere r er ask for er 
a form Request for a refund erm enclose the ticket, fill out the form and then this 
is dealt with as a reclamation= 
147 
148 
149 
150 
C =TEGA JAZ NE RABIM KER NEA KLIČEM ZARADI DENARJA, JAZ KLIČEM ZARADI mojga časa, ki 
sem ga potratla da sem šla za njo, da sem ji dodala k mesečni, in ne vem kaj vse, 
zaradi tega plUS zaradi tega, nedostopnega in neprimernega vedenja vašega 
sprevodnika.  
  =I DON’T NEED THIS BECAUSE I AM NOT CALLING FOR THE MONEY, I AM CALLING BECAUSE of 
my time that I wasted while I had to go after her to give her the money for the 
monthly ticket and god knows what else and plus because of this unheard of and 
inappropriate behaviour of your train guard 
151 A glejte gospa tudi  
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  look Madam also 
152 C kaj pa bi glede tega [jaz  (  )] 
  what should I do abou[t  (   )] 
153 
154 
155 
A  [ja glejte] imam sina recimo, ki hodi na avtobus ampak tudi če 
ne bo pravočasno kupil vozovnice ga erm:: šofer avtobusa ne bo spustil na avtobus 
[brez plačila ] 
   [yes look] I have a sun for example who takes a bus but if he 
does not buy a ticket in time erm:: the bus driver will not let him on the bus 
[without paying] 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
C [GOSPA POL PA] vam bom še jaz nekaj povedala, avtobusi imajo zel↑o zelo dobro 
urejeno, ker moja hčer namreč ima eno stran z vlakom gre v šolo drugo stran pa z 
avtobusom gre domov ker nima pač vez domov in takrat kupim vsaki mesec 22 vozovnic, 
kolko krat gre, tolkokrat da vozovnico, nikoli ni problemov in vedno ma viška 
vozovnic, tukaj na vlaku sicer je zel↑o poceni vlak, morem priznat ampak če so 
počitnice, mesečna je ista, če je bolna, mesečna je ista, zato pa najlepša hvala, 
jaz se vam zahvaljujem za sodelovanje, dala bom to da še drugi vidijo, kaj, kak kak 
naj reagirajo, ko majo otroka bolanega, če majo dalje kupit za mesečno, če je otrok 
bolan pa si ne more prvega kupit mesečne, da vidijo drugi ljudje, da tudi drugi 
ljudje ne bojo trikrano plačali potem pa da ne bojo potem za otrokom letali, da si 
lahko mesčeno kupi, zato bi želela, da drugi ljudje vidijo pač nekje na televiziji, 
rabim nene denarja nazaj, žal mi je samo mojega časa v vsakem primeru, vi se bote 
zaščitli, ljudje pa dobro da vejo, kak morjo reagirat če so bolani.  
  [MADAM THEN LET] me tell you something else, busses are ver↑y very well regulated, 
because my daughter actually travels one way by train to school and by bus back home 
because there are not connections back and each month I buy her 22 tickets, every 
time she travels she pays the fare, there are never any problems and there are 
always some fares left. The train is actually very cheap I have to admit but if 
there are school holidays, the price of the monthly ticket is the same, if she falls 
ill the price is the same so thank you very much, thank you for your cooperation, I 
will let other people see how they should react when their child is sick, if they 
still have to buy a monthly ticket, if the child is ill and cannot buy a new ticket 
on the first of the month, let the other people see that the others won’t pay three 
times the amount and that they won’t have to run after their child so that they can 
buy the ticket, so I would like for the people to see somewhere on television, I 
don’t need any money back, I only regret wasting my time in any case, you will 
protect yourselves but people should know how to react if they are ill 
169  (1.5)  
170  se strinjate?   
  do you agree? 
171 
172 
A glejte gospa:: jst vam moram žal rečt da erm:: meni je hudo ker je bla vaša hči 
bolna, a ne  
  look Ma::dam unfortunately I have to tell you that erm:: I feel bad that your 
daughter fell ill, right [(         )] 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
C                          [GOSPA LAHKO] ŠE VAM NEKAJ REČEM? jaz sem bla na er čez 
vikend v erm kak se reče no er toti oddelku, ker mam rano na želodcu namreč in sem 
mela em bolečine in sem ležala na internem v soboto. Pred tem sem tut bla doma. Vsi 
smo bli bolani in mi nismo meli dostopa niti da kupimo to mesečno karto. .hhh moti 
me to:::: da ta sprevodnik ni komuniciral, da se vsaj ni pozani::mal erm ona je šla 
di:rekt dol, pokaza::la bi mu denar, vse: sem mela vse sem ji razložla, naj pove, da 
nismo mogli kupit, zato smo ji mi rekli, starša sma ji rekla, ne rabiš kupit, ker 
zdaj boš kupla mesečno, ker ni:::smo bli sposobni kupit, ker če bi blo v Hajdini 
mogoče še bi koga poslala, ampak vse je blo na Ptuju ko se v Hajdini ne mo:re več 
mesečna kupit se pravi v vsakem prime:ru erm se počutim jaz se počutim kot manj 
vredno, da da- ni tistega::: da bi vsaj vpra:šal, celo je bil os↑o:rn do nje. Ni je 
er.:: preklinjal ni nekaj al karkoli ampak vsaj tisto normalni tempo govora ne more 
on povzdigovat na otroka ko ni rekla žal besede pa da bi mu grdo rekla al karkoli 
povzdigovat er er glasa nad njo. 
                          [MADAM CAN I] JUST SAY ONE MORE THING? I was er over the 
weekend in erm what’s it called well er this department , because I have gastric 
ulcer and I was em in pain and I was lying in hospital on Saturday. Before that I 
was also at home. We were all ill and we could not buy this monthly ticket .hhh it 
bothers me:::: that the train guard did not communicate, that he didn’t even a::sk 
erm she went stra:ight off the train, she would have sho::wn him the money, I had 
everythi:ng I explained everything to her that she should let him know that we 
couldn’t buy the ticket so we told her, us parents told her you don’t have to buy it 
because you will buy the monthly ticket because we we::::ren’t able to buy it, if at 
all it were possible to buy it in Hajdina  I would’ve sent someone, but it was all 
in Ptuj, cause you can no longer buy a monthly ticket in Hajdina  that’s why in any 
ca:se erm I feel I feel worthless, that there is no::: that he could’ve at least 
asked, he was even r↑u:de to her. He didn’t er:: curse her or anything but just with 
a normal speed of speech he cannot raise his voice over a child, when she did not 
say a single bad thing or anything, to raise ere r his voice over her  
187  (1.5) 
188 
189 
190 
191 
 v resnici mi ni prav erm in saj pravim,  er:: nerodna situacija se je po tolkih 
letah ko sem na železnici vse to kupovala pa vse: urejala pa da mi gre otroki 
trikratno ceno ko dobro ve da bi mesečno mela.  Jaz mislim, da bi mate tečaje, da 
morte presojat ljudi 
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  I really am not happy about this erm and as I was saying, er:: really inconvenient 
that after all the years I have been buying tickets at the railway and everythi:ing 
and that he charges my child fare threefold of the amount when he knows very well 
that she would have bought a monthly ticket. I am sure you have training that you 
have to judge people  
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
A .hhhhh glejte gospa, jaz vam bom še enkrat povedala, da:: er lahko nekdo preceni 
človeka ampak >morte tut sami vedet, kako je v življenju, da marskikdaj precente 
človeka pa potem se tako ne izkaže a ne< .hh tko da na to res sprevodnik ne more it, 
a ne ker če bi na to šel sprevodn↑ik potem bi:::: er ne vem kolko ljudi rekl joj 
danes pa nisem mog↑el danes sem bil bolan, včeraj je blo to in tako naprej a ne, tak 
da glejte, to se res ne da tko delat in 
  Look  Madam, I will tell you once again tha::t er someone can judge a person but 
>you have to know yourself how it is in life, that you often judge someone and then 
it proves the opposite right< .hh so that the train guard really cannot rely on that 
right because if he d↑id the er I don’t know how many people wo::::uld say of I 
c↑ouldn’t buy the ticket today I was ill, yesterday this and this happened and so on 
right, so look you cannot work like this and  
198 C SAM ON JE MEL MOŽNOST PREVERIT, on je mel možnost preverit 
  BUT HE HAD THE POSSIBILITY TO CHECK, he had the possibility to check 
199 
200 
A Samo kljub temu kljub temu če ona vedno kupuje vozovnice, ne more on rečt, aha danes 
pač nisi kupila, v redu a ne, boš jutri a ne  
  But despite that despite the fact that she always buys tickets, he cannot say oh 
today you didn’t buy it [okay, you’ll do it tomorrow right] 
201 
202 
C                          [Z NAMENOM, DA JE IMELA DENAR]    GOSPA ONA JE MELA DENAR 
TOČNO ZA MESEČNO PA VSE MU JE POKAZ↑ALA DA GRE PO NJO 
  WITH THE INTENTION, THAT SHE HAD THE MONEY, MADAM SHE HAD THE EXACT AMOUNT OF MONEY 
FOR THE MONTHLY TICKET AND EVERYTHING AND SHE SH↑OWED IT TO HIM THAT SHE’S GOING TO 
BUY IT 
203 
204 
205 
206 
A glejte gospa, res, kljub temu zdaj jaz ne vem a ne mogoče erm:: vi iz recimo s tem 
mogoče kje drugje uspete jaz ne vem, a::mpak jaz vam moram povedat da em sprevodniki 
imajo tolk: erm velik erm:: z v bistvu slabih izkušenj, da ravno zaradi tega ne 
morjo erm rečt aha sej to je pa tko recimo, a ne.  
  look Madam, really, although I don’t know now right, maybe erm:: you may succeed 
with that somewhere else, I don’t know bu::t I have to tell you that em the train 
guards have so:: erm much erm:: actually bad experience that especially because of 
that they cannot erm say aha this is okay, for example, right 
207  (1.0) 
208 
209 
210 
211 
C zdaj pa še mene zanima, vredu gospa vi tak svoje delo opravljate, normalno::: zdaj 
pa me::ne še zanima, s kom še jaz lahko govori::m, da jaz dobim ali moram odvetnika 
najet, da dobim potem vse preko odvetnika erm tega sprevodnika, kateri je bil in da 
jaz potem, jaz želim potem tudi, da se opraviči.  
  now I’m interested, okay Madam, you are doing your job, that’s norma:::l now all I:: 
want to know is whom I can spea::k to in order to get or do I have to hire an 
attorney erm to get everything through an attorney this train guard, who was he and 
that I also want him to apologize  
212  (1.0) 
213 A erm:: glejte:: spre[vodnik] 
  erm:: loo::k the tra[in guard] 
214 C  > [KER NE MO]RE  GLASA   DVIGOVAT    NAD   MOJO   HČ[ER]< 
                    > [BECAUSE HE] CAN’T RAISE HIS VOICE OVER MY DAUGH[TER]< 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
A 
 
 
                                                                     [zd]aj pa tko, 
se bova midve tako zmenle zdaj, ker vidm, da drugače pač ne gre::: a ne, se bova 
midve tako zmenile. Vi na začetku pogovora, ko sma midve govorili, ste mi povedala, 
kako sprevodnik ni upošteval, da je bla vaša hči bolna, da mu je pokazala in tako 
naprej in zdaj kljub temu, da je računal trikratno vozovnico  
         [now] look, 
we’re gonna do it like this, because I can see that there obviously is no other 
wa:::y right, we will do the following. At the beginning of the conversation, when 
we started to talk, you told me that the train guard did not take into account that 
your daughter was ill, that she proved it to him and so on and now, although he 
charged her threefold the amount for the ticket  
220 C JA JA 
  YES YES 
221 
222 
A no:::erm potem, proti koncu pogovora ste pa vi začeli tudi govort, da je on dvigoval 
glas nad njo. Na začetku pogovora vi tega niste rekla, a ne  
  we:::ll erm then, at the end of the conversation you also started to talk about how 
he raised his voice over her. At the beginning of the conversation you did not say 
that, right 
223 C TAKO TAKO 
  RIGHT RIGHT 
224 
225 
A to ste mi šele zdele povedala, ja da zdaj pa je sprevodnik tudi dvigoval glas nad 
njo. V redu, če vi pravte= 
  you told me this just now, that now the train guard also raised his voice. Okay, if 
you say so= 
226 C =DA NJEGA TO NI ZANIMAL, DA NJEGA TO NE ZANIMA  
  =THAT HE IS NOT INTERESTED, THAT HE IS NOT INTERESTED 
227 A saj je v redu, lejte gospa vi ste pač to povedala, zdaj še mi pa samo povejte, na 
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228 
229 
kerem vlaku je to blo, kdaj je to blo, to se pravi blo je to petega kokr sem jaz to 
razumela  
  that’s okay, look Madam this is what you said really, now just let me know, which 
train was this, when was this, this means that was on the fifth as far as I 
understood 
230 C TO JE BLO VČERA:::J  
  THIS WAS YESTERDA:::Y 
231 A petega 
  fifth 
232 C JA: Zju:tra::j zjutraj zjutraj ob pol sedmih pelje iz Hajdine  v Ptuj pelje vlak  
  YE:S in the mo:rni::ng, morning morning at six thirty there is a train from Hajdina  
to Ptuj  
233  (1.0) 
234 A ja Hajdina  ob  
  yes Hajdina  when? 
235 C ob pol sedmih zjutraj  
  at six thirty in the morning 
236 A se prav šest trideset 
  so at six thirty 
237 C JA JA 
  YES YES 
238 A proti Ptuju 
  to Ptuj 
239 C Ptuju ja in zdaj gospa jaz bi tak                      ja 
  Ptuj yes And now Madam I would  
240 
241 
A  zdaj glejte, jaz bom zdaj dala v obravnavo erm in na pogovor tega sprevodnika zakaj 
je dvigoval glas,ne pa da je on delal narobe. Zakaj je dvigoval glas nad vašo hčero. 
  now look, I will forward this erm so that it will be processed erm and this train 
guard will be called in asked why he was raising his voice, and not that he was not 
doing his job properly. Why was he raising his voice over your daughter? 
242 C gospa tak vam bom zdaj rekla, to še vam reče::m 
  Madam I will tell you something, just one last thi::ng 
243 A ja? 
  yes? 
244 C še vam lahko nekaj rečem?  
  can i tell you something?  
245 A ja seveda, seveda 
  yes of course of course 
246  (0.5) 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
C lejte, ja:::z bi želela:: samo::: to, da ta sprevodnik, ko je:::: da želim samo 
sliša::t zakaj je resnično reku: kaj pa potem mene to briga mislim da je nor..hočem 
povedat, da ljudje lahko normalno kontaktiramo, da lahko normalno vprašamo če bi on 
normalno reku: ja punca, em zdaj si greš po mesečno ne more pa resnično ne kak erm 
vi ste v Ljubljani mi rečemo tu temu freht rečt pa še glasneje, ne. Zdaj jaz kruha 
nobenemu sprevodniki rada ne bi jemala, me razumete 
  look, I::: would li::ke only::: , that this train guard when he:::: I just want to 
hea::r why he actually said that “why do I care” I think he is crazy.. I want to say 
that people may communicate normally, that we can ask normally if he would have said 
normally well girl, em you’re going to buy a monthly ticket now, he honestly cannot 
I don’t know erm how it is in Ljubljana but we call this cheeky and raise your 
voice, right. Now I don’t want to take the train guard his bread away if you know 
what I mean.  
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
A ja glejte, žal ggospa tko je a ne erm glede na to da bo šel sprevodnik pač na 
disciplinsko a ne, in če bodo precenl tam, da je on re::s, on bo pač dal svojo 
izjavo če bodo tam precenl da je on::: narobe ravnal bo sigurno:::m moral za to tudi 
odgovarjat in bo stekel disciplinski postopek. Tako da erm, čim jaz to dam naprej, 
potem oni to naprej em obravnavajo in jaz zdaj ne morem reč term dajte glejte 
sprevodnika obravnavajte, ampak od plače mi pa ne trgat a ne ne gre 
  yes look, unfortunately mises it is like this right erm taking into account that the 
guard will have to undergo a disciplinary procedure right and if they believe that 
he is at fault, he will have to give his side of the story and if they think that 
he::: did wrong he will su:::rely be help responsible and the procedure will take 
place. So that erm, as soon as I forward this, they deal with it from here erm and I 
cannot say look deal with the train guard but don’t take away money from his pay 
check.  It doesn’t work this way 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
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C 
uh huh 
(3.40)  
tak bi te jaz rekla je pa mož GOSPA je pa možnost kaka:: da ne gre na disciplinski 
da samo::: recimo vi njega vprašate::: zakaj je tak ravna:::l in da se on zave temu 
drugo ne želim, samo da se on zave::: temu da mogo::če drugi da ne bi to je zdaj 
moja hčerka naletela jutri lahko druga hčerka naleti  
  I would do this then, is it poss MISES is it possible anyhow to not put him through  
this procedure to ju:::st let’s say you a:::sk him why hi rea:::cted this way and 
that he realizes that, that’s all I want, just that he rea:::lizes that that maybe 
the others will not this is now my daughter tomorrow it’s someone else’s daughter.  
265 A ja glejte, jaz na to ne morem vplivat a ne  
  yes, look, i cannot influence this right 
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266 C ja  
  yes 
267  (0.5) 
268  a vi ne morte z njim govorit? 
  oh you cannot speak to him? 
269 A ne ne morem jaz na to vplivat 
  no, no i cannot influence this 
270 C aha 
  oh 
271  (0.5) 
272 
273 
274 
275 
A glejte jaz::: čim je pritožba, jaz jo pač dam naprej, povem, kaj ste mi vi povedali 
in potem gre::: erm to em pač naprej v  to obravnavo oziroma v ta postopek. Potem pa 
njegovi::: erm::: vodje a ne erm potem obravnavajo to zadevo in ugotovijo kaj je blo 
in kakšna teža em pritožbe oziroma pripombe je a veste tko da na to ne morem  
  look I::: as soon as there is a complaint, I forward it, I tell them what you told 
me and the it go:::es erm it em just is dealt with in the procedure. Then hi:::s 
erm::: superiors right erm then deal with this and they find out what happened and 
what kind em of a complaint it is you know so that I can not  
276 C erm se pravi::erm  
  erm this mea::ns erm  
277 A tak se to določa, če je on ravnal nepravilno bo tudi za to kaznovan  
  this is how it’s done, if he reacted inappropriately, he will also be punished for 
it 
278 C kaj pa če recimo, jaz pa ne morem njegovega imena zvedet al pa karkoli   aha dobro  
  what if for example, I cannot be told his name or something aha okay 
279 A ne, res ne  
  No, seriously, no 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
C No jaz sem vam to zdaj povedla ker sem resnično bla besna, verjamite mi, da sn 
letala, da sn dnar nosla da sn za njo letala po šestih letah ko plačujem te karte in 
vse skupaj, ne bi pa šla na to da bi zdaj en človek nastradal, ker mislim da tak 
hudo tak daleč pa tut ni šlo, da bi mogu po disciplinskih letat, ker vsi smo ljudje 
pa vsi, samo sem želela da se mu reče da naj drugič proba malo drugače 
  Well, I told you this now, because I was seriously mad, believe me, that I have been 
running, to bring the money, to run after her after six years of paying for these 
tickets and all, I wouldn’t go this far to hurt a person, because I don’t think it 
was this serious, to pt him trhough a disciplinary procedures, because we are all 
human, I just wanted to let him know to try differently next time 
285  (2.0) 
286 
287 
288 
289 
 ne bi pa želela da gre na disciplinski, kr  ga ne poznam, ker se mi mogoče zni 
nesmiselno v tej situaciji d abi človek še hodu na disciplinski resnično sem bla 
užaljena kaj se tega tiče Misla sn vsaj da mu povem zakaj je to blo potrebno zakaj 
ni precenu ne 
  I don’t want to put him through a disciplinary, because I don’t know him, because I 
think it wouldn’t make sense in this situation that the person would have to go 
through a disciplinary, I was seriously hurt conserning this. I only thought I could 
at least tell him if this was necessary and why he didn’t judge her.  
290 A ne zdaj glejte gospa da vi dobite kontakt z njim jaz to res ne morem,  
  no, look Madam, for you to get in contact with him, I cannot do this 
291 C ne ne  
  no no 
292 A lahko ga vi dobite čisto slučajno  
  you can see him accidentally  
293 C ja to lahko  
  yes, this I could 
294 
295 
A da hodite gledat na vlak, kjer sprevodnik je pa da mu sami rečete če vam ga hčera 
pokaže a ne to je bil pa ta pa ta  
  to go see on the train, where the train guard works, and to tell him yourself if 
your daughter shows him to you right it was that one 
296 C aha::  
  oh:: 
297 
298 
A drugače pa jaz vam imena ne smem dajat tako kot tudi sprevodniku ne dajem vašega 
imena razen če bi vi pisali pritožbo direktno na njih  
  I cannot provide you his name just as I don’t give out your name to the train guards 
unless you were filing a complaint directly to them 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
C TO NE BI KER NE BI se s tem ubadala  preveč z ljudmi ker pretežki časi so, bom pa 
takoj zdaj reagirala da bom moji hčeri rekla, da ko pride ta sprehodnik, da mu 
pokaže mesečno karto, da mu jo pokaže da jo ma in da še to karto kaj je ona mogla 
plačat, če se mu to prav zdi da drugič jo naj rajši preceni če se še res zgodi da bi 
res kdaj bla bolna.  
  I WOULD DO THAT because I wouldnt’ wanna deal too much with people times are tough, 
I will urge my daughter immediately and tell her that when this train guard shows, 
she should show him the monthly ticket, she should show him that he has it and that 
this ticket she had to pay, if he thinks this is right and that next time he should 
judghe her if it ever happens that she is ill.  
304 A mhm mhm 
305 
306 
C tak da bo ona probala to uredit sama z njim in bom:: čakala resnično tak dolgo, da 
bo ga srečala in mu toto karto in tisto mesečno pokazala da včasih naj premisli, 
366 
 
307 sigurno bo mu rekla::                           ja 
  so that she will try to sort this out with him and I will:: wait, I swear this long 
to see him and to show him this ticket and that monthly ticket and that he should 
reconsider, for sure I will tell: him.         yes 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
A glejte veste, problem je v tem, a ne, da sprevodnik tukaj res ni nč kriv, razen 
tistega ko pravte da je povzdigoval glas drugače pa nč ni kriv tako da on dela po 
predpisih a veste tko da sej ona mu lahko kljub temu pokaže a ne da bi imen on slabo 
vest a veste ampak v bistvu ja samo a veste kako je to težko če njega v bistvu na 
eni stani 
  look, you see, the problem is right that the train guard is not at fault here, 
really, except that as you say that he raised his voice, otherwise he is not at 
fault so that he is doing his job by the rules and you know , but she can still show 
him right, so that he has a bad conscience you know, but in general just so you 
know, how hard it is for him if basically on the one hand 
313 
314 
C saj mu bo ja  
da si zamisli sam pri sebi 
  she will do that  
so that he will rethink  
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
A ja samo a veste kako je to težko če njega v bistvu na eni strani erm recimo so 
potniki na drugi strani so pravila a ne in on se mora pač odločt a ne al naj ravna 
po pravilih in pote:::m ni sam prijazn do potnika recimo a ne, mislim prijazn čeprav 
to ni to a ne pač tko bom rekla, emmm:: al k al::pa pravila krši in potem je potnik 
bolj zadovoljen ne         a veste, a veste to ne al pa potnik ni zadovoljen pa::: 
on dela po pravilih tako da za sprevodnike verjemte mi gospa res ni prijetno  
  yes but you know how hard it is if on the one hand erm there are passengers and on 
the other there are rules right and he has to make a decision right whether  to act 
by the rules and the:::n not be nice to the passenger for example right, I mean nice 
although this is not it right how should I say emmm:: or or::: he breaks the rules 
and the passenger will be happy right  you know you know, right or the passenger is 
not happy a:::nd he works by the rules so that it is really not easy for the train 
guards  
321  (2.0) 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
C  ja 
ja jaz se zavedam, jaz sem se štiri leta sem se jaz v maribor v šolo vozla z vlakom 
iz Hajdine v Maribor jaz vem da so bruhali gor, vem da so se fiksali da so vse sorte 
jaz to vse razumem ampak vete kaj mi je le bolj krivo moj ča::s resnično vam povem 
tolko let ko kupujem vse mesečne za sina zdaj za hčero in da jaz moram zapustit 
delovno mesto da hčeri dnar dodatno pripeljem da si eno bogo mesečno kupi, resnično 
ni draga ampak:: erm sn misla ampak kaki so to zdaj sprevodniki da ne more videt 
taka normalna zjutraj gre erm tak se mi je res se mi je zdelo in ure v dobro jemat 
in letet in dnar dat v toti paniki vse zapustit pa letet zaradi ene mesečne Ne bi pa 
bla jezna če v resnici nismo je mogli kupit , nismo je mogli kupit, jaz sem ležala 
na internem še v soboto mož je mel bolan, erm tamala je bla bolana  in re:::s tak 
neprijetno, včasih se mi zdi  
   yes 
yes, I know all this, I was commuting to school to Maribor for four years by train 
from Hajdina  to Maribor and I know that people vomited on trains, that they were 
using drugs and all that kind I know all that but you know what is the worst my 
ti::me, I truly have to tell you of all the years that I have been buying these 
monthly tickets for my son and now my daughter and that I have to leave my job to 
fetch my daughter money to buy a lousy monthly ticket, It is really not expensive 
bu::t erm I thought what are these train guards like today that he cannot recognize 
a normal in the morning, erm I really really thought and to use hours and fetch the 
money in such panic leave everything because of one ticket. I wouldn’t mind if we 
really hadn’t bought it, but we couldn’t, I was in hospital on Saturday, my husband 
was ill, erm my daughter was ill and rea:::ly so unpleasant, sometimes I think 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
A  ja ja  
glejte gospa če mi verjamete al pa ne, erm mam jaz tut zdle nekakšno podobno stanje 
a ne kot vi, ampa:::k erm tko da vas čist razumem, jaz vas razumem da vam je zlo 
težko, res, da vam je blo težko tudi meni je blo a ne ampak karkoli sem urejala 
n(h)ek(h)a:::k nisn se mo:::gla na to zgovarjat ker erm pravjo a ne::: mi pač ne 
mormo zdej vsako stvar tak upoštevat in probleme ki jih majo ljudje a ne. tko da jaz 
vas čist razumem a ne, tut jaz sem mogla erm zapuščat delovno mesto in tko naprej 
delat erm erm nekak drugač delat zarad tega ker mam otroka bolana a ne tko da::: a 
veste, tko da vas razumem da vam je težko  
   yes, yes 
look mises if you beliebe me or not, erm I am now in a similar situation right, like 
you, bu:::t erm as much as I understand you, I understand how bad you must feel, 
really, that you were feeling bad just as me, right, but whatever I had to deal with 
(laughing) some:::how I cou:::ldnt play this card because  erm they say ri:::ght  we 
cannot take every little thing into a account and the problems that people have, 
right. so I completely see where you’re coming from right, I also had to erm leave 
my job earlier and so on work erm erm differently because my child is sick right, so 
tha:::t you see, I can see how bad you must feel 
343 C ja, razumete,ne 
  yes, you understand right 
344 A ja ja 
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  yes, yes 
345 C ja 
  yes 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
 ja in najbolj pa me še to moti, da so ljudje premalo vzgo, komunicirajo , premalo 
vsi samo nekaj na hitro poslušte, to so otroci to so moji mi smo vsi ljudje, recite 
nekaj lepiiih besed, vprašite ne veeem tak se mi zdi da je taki tempo erm:: včasih 
resnično nekdo se trudi in::: en bo se še šverco sto krat pa nikol ne bojo dobli en 
bo pa šol ko sn ja:::z bla tista oseba ko sn rekla ne kupit si karte ker tak greš po 
mesečno pove:::j poka:::ži papirje, pokaži od zdravnika povej da nismo mogli kupit 
te bo razume:::l erm lahko preveri mu še povej, vse::: to sem ji razlagala doma ona 
pa mu je to vse povedala tak kak jaz to njej mogoče je kaj ven spustla jaz sem ji 
povedla kak mora povedat kak je blo v resnici in njega to nič ne zanima povzdigne 
glas še ne ona je samo tiho bla, rdeča tak da mu nič iz tega ni pokazala na konci 
ker je on že bil tolko jezn al besn al kak bi rekla  ne, pa sn misla pa saj to ni 
re:::s ne? 
  yes and what bother me mostly is that these people are not poli(te), communicate, 
not enough, everyone listens very briefly, these are kids, my, we are all people, 
say a few niiice words, ask I dooon’t know, it seems that the pace erm sometimes 
someone tries really hard a::nd a a blind passenger will do this a hundred times and 
never get caught, another one will board just like me:: who said don’t buy a ticket 
cause you’re going to buy a monthly ticket anyways, te:::l them, sho:::w the papers 
from the doctor, tell them we couldn’t buy a ticket, they’ll understa::nd.  Erm they 
can check and tell them, I told her a::::ll of this at home what she should say and 
what it was really like and he wasnt’ interested and raised his voice. She was quiet 
and blushed and didn’t show him any of this at the end and he was so mad or furous 
or how to put it right and I thought this cannot be true::: right?  
358 A ja ja saj vem  
  yes yes I know 
359 C ja  
  yes 
360  (2.0) 
361 
362 
363 
 je reku vete kaj mi je edino žal da nimate kart tak kak ma avtobus, jaz jih kupim 
dvaindvajset, ko gre domov nima veze z vlakom dvaindvajset kart kupim in teh 
dvaindvajset kart ponuca kolko krat pač gre na erm ne? 
  he said you know, what I really miss is that you don’t have such tickets as the bus, 
I buy twenty tickets, when she goes home she doesn’t have a train connection, I buy 
twenty two tickets and these twenty tickets are used , the  number of times she 
travels erm right? 
364 
365 
A samo glejte erm jaz mislim, da potem če bi recimo to tko blo da ona erm zdaj ma ona 
najbrž subvencionirano vozovnico a ne  
  but look erm I think that then if it were like this, that she erm already has a 
subsidised ticket, doesn’t she 
366 C ja:: v eno stran  
  ye::s one way 
367 A in potem bi to bilo sigurno dražje ne  
  and that would surely be more expensive right  
368  (2.0) 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
376 
377 
C prvič bi blo to dražje, drugič pa::: erm zato kr take vozovnice potem ne bi mogle 
bit če bi ona pač uporabla vozovnico ona zdaj cenejšo zato se vozi cel mesec a ne   
erm in na podlagi tega ma subvencionirano zdaj pa če bi pa ona kupovala tko 
vozovnice da bi jih rabila  kadarkoli, se pravi da mogoče jih v mescu ne bi porabila 
tolk potem pa že ne bi mogla met ker to ona ma v bistvu subvencijo glede na to a ne 
da je to mesečna vozovnica zato je tudi cenejša ali letna ali polletna a ne erm če 
pa tako kot pa vi pravite da se kupi deset dvajset vozovnic smo pa mi to meli pred 
leti::: že pred večleti a ne na eni progi ampak moram vam rečt da nekak je pršlo do 
ponarejanja do zlorab in tako naprej in se je potem to ukinilo 
  first of all more expensive and second of all erm because such tickets would then 
not be if she had used the ticket, she now has a cheaper ticket so she is taking the 
train the entire month right erm based on the fact that is is subsidised. Now if she 
hadn’t bought such a ticket and would buy a ticket to use at any one time, so that 
maybe in one month she wouldn’t use as many then she couldn’t have that because 
her’s is subsidised based on the fact that it’s a monthly ticket, that’s why it is 
cheaper or an annual or semi-annual right erm but if it’s as you say ten or twenty 
tickets, we had that years ago::: several years ago right on a certain route and I 
have to say that somehow fake tickets were used and abused and so on so this was 
then dropped. 
378 
379 
A  [uh hu::h] [uh huh] 
uh hu:::h  
380 
381 
382 
 Mogoče pa še kaj pride v tej smeri, ne morem nč rečt a ne saj vi ste spreminjate 
marsikaj a ne      letos so tudi.:. erm te čip kartice kr lani so ble navadne te 
mesečne vozovnice a ne tako da mogoče še kaj pride v tej smeri a ne  
  Maybe something similar will be introduces, I cannot say, right, you did, change a 
lot of things right,  they did it this year too: erm these chip cards because last 
year they were normal monthly tickets  right so that something similar may be 
introduced right 
383 
384 
C ja ja  
ja ja no saj vlak je tolko res poceni da skoraj ni omembe vredno ne, erm trinajst 
368 
 
385 evrov nam je za mesečno to je res malo  
  yes yes 
yes ses well at least the train is really so cheap that it is not even worth 
mentioning right, erm thirteen euros for a monthly ticket is really very little 
386 A ja, to je res malo  
  yes, that is really not much 
387 C ja:: gospa hvala lepa za vaš čas  
  ye::s mises, thank you very much for your time 
388 A tudi vam gospa  
  you too madam 
389 C nasvidenje  
  goodbye 
390 A nasvidenje, lep dan vam želim  
  goodbye and good day 
391 C hvala enako, adijo  
  thank you, you too, bye 
392 A hvala adijo  
  thank you bye 
 
 
